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“. . . is based on extensive study combined with a thorough review of the
arguments set forth by popular teachers of unconditional security. The reasoning
herein is presented very powerfully and with great passion . . . Your reward will be
a thorough understanding of the believer’s security, an understanding that is
crucial if we are to take II Timothy 2:15 seriously, and ‘correctly handle the word of
truth.’”—Dr. Chris Jakway
“. . . probably the most important contribution to the debate over the security of the
believer since Robert Shank wrote Life in the Son over 35 years ago. Not only
does the author trace the historical development of the doctrine of perseverance
and exegete the passages cited by both sides, but he demonstrates the practical
consequences of a false view on this important subject . . . This book is an ax laid
at the root of the problem. May God use it to start a reformation . . . to expose the
slipshod theology of the twentieth century and to promote a revival of holy living in
the twenty-first century.”—Dr. Vic Reasoner
“. . . a must for every pastor’s library. It should be referred to often as a resource
for truth concerning this subject of ‘once saved always saved.’”—Dr. L. D.
Savage
“. . . ferrets out every argument that OSAS proponents use, and answers those
arguments . . . uncovers the darker side of Calvin, destroys every supposed refuge
by scripture . . . polemic, direct, yet charitable; he allows no quarter and no
secrets, but is gracious . . . a treasure of information . . . this book is a must; it
ought to find its way into the homes of Sunday School teachers, preachers, and
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interested laymen. If not a principal text, it should, at least, be collateral reading for
our Bible School ministerial students.”—Leonard Sankey, General
Secretary, InterChurch Holiness Convention
“. . . a vital book with a Scripturally-based, plainly written message solidly refuting
and exposing the evil deceptions of falsehoods that are currently invading
evangelicalism—a must read for those who would earnestly contend for the true
faith of salvation from sin with conditional security.”—Wesley Wakefield,
Bishop-General, The Bible Holiness Movement, Canada
“Like the great chasm on the front cover . . . Dan aptly demonstrates the
great disparity between the cheap grace so widely taught by proponents of the
OSAS doctrine and the true grace of God which is conditioned upon a living faith
and made evident by a life characterized by both holiness and perseverance. I
have seen no other book on this subject which contains such an avalanche of
Scriptural evidence.”—Pastor Joe Schimmel, Blessed Hope Chapel
“. . . a wealth of historical and contemporary resource material on the
subject of perseverance and conditional security. With solid biblical interpretation
and well-reasoned logic, he refutes the erroneous teachings of current leaders
who teach extreme eternal security. He also notes the destructive results of a
teaching that has produced a lessening of personal commitment to righteous
living.”—Zenas Bicket, President, Berean University
“‘Scholarly, exciting, startling, refreshing’ are the words which best describe
Dan Corner’s new book The Believer’s Conditional Security. I believe God has
raised up Dan to fearlessly challenge the antinomian Goliaths of our day.”—
Pastor Robert L. Brush, Retired Pastor, Author
“. . . unsurpassed in facts. Thanks for doing a great service for many of us
who do not have the time to research many of these areas.”—Pastor C. M.
Brown, Chairman, Fundamental Wesleyan Convention
“. . . well researched and timely in its appearance, and Scripturally
challenging in its refutation of once saved always saved.”—William Thompson,
Biblical Truth Ministries, N. Ireland
“. . . my formal training was extended beyond study in the field of education
and encompassed major studies in Bible, New Testament Greek, theology and
church history. I have been active as a lay leader and instructor of adult Bible
classes for some thirty-eight years . . . Some of my time has been spent lecturing
on campuses in this area . . . I have been forced a number of times to confront
head on the erroneous teaching of unconditional security. My library contains a
number of sources that direct one to a correct biblical view of the believer’s
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security. However, I have never before found a treatment of this vital issue so
thoroughly and comprehensively covered as that found in The Believer’s
Conditional Security. The author is to be commended for the extensive research
and scholarly treatment of this issue. Such a volume promises not only to be a
means of enlightening deceived and unwary souls but should also serve as a
valuable reference tool for pastors, Bible teachers and Christian counselors.”—
Joseph D. McPherson

P.O. Box 265
Washington, PA 15301
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Foreword

Scripture makes it clear that a person may be eternally secure with God, but the
question is: Is that security con-ditional or unconditional? I enjoy teaching college
courses in Bible doctrine and philosophy of religion, and each time the topic of
eternal security is raised I am reminded that few other issues have the same
tendency to instantly polarize believers. I have also noticed a frequent problem in
the debate to be that people on both sides may show little understanding of that
which they try to critique. This has been particularly evident when I have heard
attacks on the free will, conditional security position. For example, Calvinists often
accuse conditional security pro-ponents of maintaining that a believer loses
salvation every time he or she sins (along with other “straw man” allegations).
There is no point in expending effort attack-ing a view that few people, if any,
actually hold. That is why a volume such as this is important. Much has been
published describing the tradition of unconditional securi-ty, but there have been
few comprehensive, historical and scriptural defenses of the believer’s conditional
security. I became interested in this issue when I began studying the Biblical
languages as an undergraduate. Like most new students to Greek, I was
interested in elucidating the controversial New Testament passages in their
original tongue. Having heard for so many years John 10:26-29 used as a proof
text for unconditional security, I was surprised to learn that in Greek the passage
implies something different than the interpretation I had often heard.
But you do not believe because you are not my sheep. My sheep listen to
my voice; I know them, and they follow me. I give them eternal life, and they
shall never perish; no one can snatch them out of my hand. My Father who
has given them to me, is greater than all; no one can snatch them out of my
Father’s hand (John 10:26-29, NIV).
An examination of the passage in Greek shows that “listen” and “follow” are
rendered in the present tense, meaning that they apply in a ongoing sense. Thus,
the Father’s sheep are actively, presently listening and follow-ing. So this turns out
to be an appropriate passage for explaining conditional security because it verifies
that be-lievers have a responsibility. Only upon listening and following do we
receive eternal life, a life in which we will never perish. Note that the text does not
imply that the sheep once listened, and once followed; rather, they are listening
and are following. The continuing tense of both verbs is distinct when investigating
the text in Greek (you have a more detailed explanation with the word “believe”
here in this book). In other words, as long as we continue to follow and listen to
God, and do not reject him, we indeed have the assur-ance of never perishing.
file:///G|/download/5/The%20Believers%20conditional%20Security/dintrojak.htm (1 of 3) [20.09.2008 16:53:47]
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Proponents of unconditional security also make an issue of the “no one can snatch
them” phrases in John 10:28-29. Here again it is very helpful to look at the original
language. The word translated as “snatch” or “pluck” comes from the Greek
“harpazo.” The same term is also translated “caught up” in 1 Thessalonians 4:17,
which relates the rapture of the church. It is in fact the source of the word
“rapture” (Greek harpazo = Latin rapere = English rapture). This sheds critical light
on “harpazo” as used in John 10:28-29 which means “to be carried off by force,” to
be snatched up or caught up inde-pendent of one’s own ability. As it appears in 1
Thes. 4:17 it ex-plains that we will be snatched into the air by Jesus, not by our
own power. “Harpazo” has the same meaning in John 10, indicating that we
cannot be taken away independent of our own ability or power. In other words, no
one can snatch us out of the Father’s hand against our will. We are indeed safe
because we “through faith are shielded by God’s power” (1 Peter 1:5, NIV). Thus,
we are not told that it is impossible to voluntarily leave God’s protection. Rather,
we are assured that no one can take us by force from God’s hand as we sit helplessly. So again, John 10:28-29 articulates the believer’s conditional assurance.
Furthermore, after examining more closely the unconditional security proof texts, I
began to consider the many passages showing the conditional nature of righteousness. It is a theme that begins in the opening chapters of Genesis and
continues through all of scripture. Each of the Old Testament covenants were
clearly conditional, but false prophets tried to convince the Israelites that the
conditions established by God were unfair, and that their security as believers was
actually un-conditional. Scripture provides the correction.
Yet your countrymen say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” But it is their
way that is not just. If a righteous man turns from his righteousness and
does evil, he will die for it. And if a wicked man turns away from his
wickedness and does what is just and right, he will live by doing so. Yet, O
house of Israel, you say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” But I will judge
each of you according to his own ways (Ezekiel 33:17-20).
Other passages also confirm that it is possible for a righteous person to die.
However, that the covenants were conditional does not mean that righteousness is
the deserved product of any human work, nor does it mean that any power and
glory belongs to believers. It simply means that believers played a role in each
Biblical agreement instituted by God. It is the same for our salva-tion in the New
covenant which builds from those preced-ing it. The conditional emphasis can
again be observed in numerous New Testament passages. It is altogether possible
for the righteous to “shrink back” and be destroyed (Hebrews 10:38-39). I came to
realize the profound implication of that Biblical truth, and therefore believe it is
essential that as Christians we properly understand the nature of our security.
That brings me back to the book by Dan Corner you are now holding. When I
received the manuscript I was immediately impressed with the amount of research
file:///G|/download/5/The%20Believers%20conditional%20Security/dintrojak.htm (2 of 3) [20.09.2008 16:53:47]
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that went into it, over seven hundred pages and over six hundred footnotes! The
writing is based on extensive study combined with a thorough review of the
arguments set forth by popular teachers of unconditional security.
The reasoning herein is presented very powerfully and with great passion, but to
hear Dan Corner in a debate is to hear a calm, rational, and most importantly,
scriptural presentation of an issue that easily lends itself to pure emotionalism. To
those committed to uncondi-tional security, I challenge you to read this book with
an open mind, and take another look at the scriptural pas-sages referenced. At the
very least, you will gain the integrity of having fairly examined the issue from both
sides. But I think you will gain much more than that; you will find a cogent view that
validates the truthfulness of scripture. So I hope you will not just page through this
book quickly and lay it aside. Study the analyses you find in these pages. Your
reward will be a thorough under-standing of the believer’s security, an
understanding that is crucial if we are to take II Timothy 2:15 seriously, and
“correctly handle the word of truth.”

Dr. Chris L. Jakway
Spring Arbor College
Battle Creek, Michigan
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Foreword
Each generation of believers must “contend for the faith that God has once for all

entrusted to the saints” (Jude 3). Jan Karel Van Baalen observed that “cults are
the unpaid bills of the church.” He meant that when truth is not suffi-ciently
emphasized, in time error will be accepted as truth. Modern Wesleyan-Arminians
are too silent about the issue of the believer’s security.
There was a time in American history when Method-ist theology had a
predominate influence. In 1902 Milton S. Terry, a Methodist theologian,
complained that many stud-ies of doctrine
pay little or no attention to the exegesis and learn--ing of the scriptural
teaching and nearly all of them devote a large amount of argument to the
issues of old Calvinist and Arminian contro-versies, which ought to be now
considered obso-lete.

By the turn of the twentieth century, it was assumed by many that Calvinism had
expired. Methodism moved on to embrace evolutionary theory and the social
gospel. Terry himself eventually adopted higher critical theories which eroded
confidence in the authority of Scripture. For modern-ism, the one great heresy was
a belief in the existence of absolute truth found in the authoritative Word of God.
Throughout the twentieth century an endless succes-sion of Wesleyan-holiness
denominations “came out” in re-ac-tion to this trajectory. Most of their energies
were devoted to self-identity and self-preservation. They pro-duced few Bible
expositors and even less substantial doctrinal liter-ature.
Now at the end of the twentieth century Wesleyan-Arminians are slowly realizing
that the reports concerning Calvinism’s death were greatly exaggerated! While Calvin-ism has gone through some mutations and the popular adaptations may not
acceptable to the purist, yet one is hard pressed to find a “Bible” teacher on radio
or TV who does not believe once saved, always saved. The great re-ver-sal which
occurred in this century can be understood simply that liberal Wesleyans quit
believing the Bible and that both liberal and conservative Wesleyans quit teach-ing
the Bible. A hybrid Calvinistic-dispensationalism filled the vac-uum.
The fruit of this reversal is now apparent in Amer-ican evangelicalism. First, we
have the phenomenon of the “carnal Christian.” When Lewis Speery Chafer’s book
He That Is Spiritual was first published in 1918 it was ex-tremely controversial.
John MacArthur, who is some-times hard to pin down on the “carnal Christian”
issue, wrote in The Gospel According to Jesus, “Prior to this century, no serious
theologian would have entertained the notion that it is possible to be saved yet see
nothing of the outworking of regeneration in one’s lifestyle or behav-ior.”
file:///G|/download/5/The%20Believers%20conditional%20Security/eintrovic.htm (1 of 4) [20.09.2008 16:53:48]
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MacArthur went on to say that Chafer’s concept of two classes of Christians,
carnal and spiritual, “was a foreign concept to most Christians in Dr. Chafer’s
genera-tion, but it has become a central premise for a large segment of the church
today.” It “became the basis for awhole new way of looking at the gospel.”
Chafer wrote that a believer could be a new creation and yet remain a carnal
Christian without any change in character. He stated that the carnal Christian is
also char-acterized by a walk that is on the same plane as that of the natural man.
It was the 1909 Scofield Reference Bible, wrote Geof-frey Thomas, which
popularized
an antithesis between law and grace so that the be-liever was alleged to be
no longer under the con-straints of the moral law. Those Bible footnotes
made respectable the ‘carnal Christian’ hypothesis which has been so
detrimental to godliness amongst those who profess the faith.
Scofield’s footnotes relegated the Old Testament to pre-vious dispensations and
the Sermon on the Mount to the next dispensation. The result was more damning
than the influence of higher criticism because it provided cheap grace for “Bible
believing” conservatives.
Sexual immorality among Christian leaders and con-gre-gations full of divorce are
a fruit of this antinomian teaching. Ten percent of the total Christian population is
said to be sexually addicted. The “carnal Christian” should feel “insecure” because
the Scripture teaches that
sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; idola-try and witchcraft; hatred,
discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissension, factions and
envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like are acts of the sin-ful nature and
those who live like this will not inherit the kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-21).
There is no exception for those who made a one-time “decision for Christ.”
Second, the Christian bookstores are full of spiritual warfare literature which teach
that a Christian can be demon possessed. One such book tells about a phone call
the author received from someone who had been drinking and was suicidal. The
caller identified himself as a born-again Christian, but said that prayer had not
helped. The author explained that this bondage was demonic and even-tually, as
he tells the story, four demonic spirits were cast out of this man. If it is possible to
have carnal Christians who are not controlled by the Spirit, I guess it is possible to
have carnal Christians who are controlled by evil spirits! All of this contradictory
teaching is a necessary conclusion if the premise “once saved always saved” is
accepted.
If we are temples of the Holy Spirit, how then would the Spirit of God allow a
demon to reside with Him? “Greater is He who is in you than he who is in the
world” (1 John 4:4). Christ came to destroy the works of the devil (1 John 3:8). Yet
file:///G|/download/5/The%20Believers%20conditional%20Security/eintrovic.htm (2 of 4) [20.09.2008 16:53:48]
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according to Matthew 12:43-45 demons who were once cast out may return if the
house is empty. Adam Clarke wrote that this describes “a soul that has lost the life
and power of godliness, and the testimony of the Holy Spirit” and that Satan was to
have been kept out “by continual prayer, faith, and watchful-ness.” Isn’t it more
consistent with Scripture to teach the possibility of falling from grace (Gal. 5:4)
than to try to explain how born again Christians can be demon pos-sessed?
Third, another defective fruit of this popular teaching is that believers cannot fall
away, but the church of Jesus Christ will fall away. The serious warnings in the
book of Hebrews are explained away as either hypothetical or as pertaining only to
first century Jews. Yet, while believers cannot become apostate, many of the same
teachers tell us in the last days the church will become apostate.
If the church is composed of those who are saved (Acts 2:47), and if once we are
saved we are always saved, how then can the church become apostate and the
“church age” end in failure and ruin?
The church is the body of Christ. It cannot die! Hilaire Belloc wrote, “The Church is
a perpetually defeat-ed thing that always survives her conquerors.” My first
theological professor said the church is the old ship of Zion, pre-destined to arrive
at the heavenly port. Yet I am secure only so long as I remain on board.
According to John Wesley the debate between Calvin-ism and Arminianism
centers over whether predes-tination is absolute or conditional. The triumph of the
church is uncon-ditionally guaranteed through the great prophecies of Scrip-ture.
Yet my final state is contingent upon whether or not I keep myself in the love of
God (Jude 21).
Most of the popular “Bible teachers” today accept the premise of Arminius, but the
conclusion of Calvin. They accept the doctrine of an unlimited atonement for which
Arminius contended, but they teach the unconditional eter-nal security which
Calvin taught.
As a pastor, every week for nearly a quarter of a century, I have studied the Word,
struggled to understand its teaching, and worked to faithfully preach it. While I
have read after scholars and studied under professors who held differing views,
after years of careful investigation I believe the Word of God teaches:
1.

Mankind is sinful by nature and in practice
2. God has provided the possibility of salvation to all
3. We must respond to God’s enabling grace
4. Saving faith is a moment-by-moment trust in the person and work of Jesus
Christ
5. Covenants are conditional and may be broken
6. All of life is a probationary period
7. Final apostasy is a real possibility
8. Yet the grace of God is not only able to keep us from falling, but to
complete the work of sanctifica-tion in our lives.

The task of systematic theology is simply the attempt to bring all the biblical data
file:///G|/download/5/The%20Believers%20conditional%20Security/eintrovic.htm (3 of 4) [20.09.2008 16:53:48]
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together and come to a con-clusion as to what the Scripture actually teaches on a
subject. The saints and scholars of the past are help-ful only to the extent that they
point us to Christ and give us a better grasp of the Word. James Arminius began to
redis-cover biblical truth in the sixteenth century and that under-standing of the
believer’s security was revived by John Wesley in the eighteenth century.
While I do not consider James Arminius and John Wesley to be infallible, they did
a better job than the popu-lar teachers of our day are doing. Their names have
been maligned and their doctrines misrepresented, but the true Bible teachers of
the twenty-first century would do well to read them with an open mind. Just as God
has always had a people, so God has always had someone who declared the
truth. Both Arminius and Wesley were well versed in church history and were
consciously trying to connect the church of their day with the faith of the fathers.
Yet these men were primarily teachers of the Word.
My loyalty is not primarily to a theological system, but I am tired of slick evangelists
who discount the importance of correct doctrine while they manipulate their
hearers toward a shallowness which does not examine the Scrip-tures to see if
what they are being taught is true (Acts 17:11). May God deliver us from another
generation of media preachers who spend more money on a wardrobe than on a
library; who know how to act the part, but not how to think critically; who talk like a
follower of Christ, but who live like the devil.
The church of the next century desperately needs some better Bible teachers than
we have had in the twentieth century! This book can help in their prepara-tion. The
Believer’s Conditional Security is probably the most impor-tant contribution to the
debate over the secu-rity of the be-liever since Robert Shank wrote Life in the Son
over 35 years ago. Not only does the author trace the historical de-velopment of
the doctrine of perseverance and exegete the passages cited by both sides, but he
demon-strates the practical consequences of a false view on this important
subject.
We will not see revival until there is first a reforma-tion. God is too wise to revive a
lawless church which be-lieves it can sin with impunity. This book is an ax laid at
the root of the problem. May God use it to start a ref-ormation. May God use The
Believer’s Conditional Security to expose the slipshod theology of the twentieth
century and to promote a revival of holy living in the twenty-first cen-tury.
Dr. Vic Reasoner, Pastor, Wesleyan Chapel, Beckley, WV
<victorpau@aol.com>
Editor, The Arminian Magazine
All back issues available online at
<http://wesley.nnc.edu/arminian/arminian.htm>
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Foreword
Our American culture has become life with sinful indul-gence and blatant immorality. We must ask the question
how have we reached this deplorable low in our society? This unlimited permissive behavior that is sickening
this society perhaps is best described by Isaiah 1:1-6. Verses 5 and 6 in part states: “. . . the whole head is
sick, and the whole heart faint. From the sole of the foot even unto the head there is no soundness in it.” (KJV)
Like Israel, America at one time in history had the highest standard of morality, godliness and decency of
any nation on earth.
We must take a look at the condition of the church in general in America. When a great percentage of ministers and churches adapt to or adopt the doctrine of Cal-vinism (“once saved always saved”) it gave the
congre-gations a license to sin much like Roman Cathol-icism’s purgatory. They will have you believe you
will eventually be saved and go to heaven no matter what indulgences you have pursued, without any
further repentance or Godly sorrow. A friend of mine once said, “If everybody goes to heaven that says
they’re going to heaven, God will have to deputize the angels to keep order.” Perhaps that is a
humorous statement, but it gets the point across.
Over a century ago Alexis de Tocqueville, of France, visited America. Upon his return home he wrote: “I sought
for the greatness of America in her harbors and rivers and fertile fields, and her mines and commerce. It was
not there. Not until I went into the churches and heard her pulpits aflame with righteousness did I under-stand
the greatness of her power. America is great because she is good: and if America ever ceases to be good,
America will cease to be great.”
Tocqueville was right. America is on the threshold of ceasing to be good, in a large part, because of the
“once saved always saved” teaching that has saturated our society. “Everybody does it, it’s normal
behavior, morality doesn’t count,” and all such thinking has diluted Chris-tianity. Unconditional security begets
this kind of mental-ity and behavior that is foreign to the Christianity of the Bible. No matter what sin you indulge
in, you can’t be lost is their message.
When listening to the Calvinists and their polluted teaching, you have to conclude their pulpits have forgot-ten,
or never did know, there is a victorious life in Christ that brings with it freedom from sin, the flesh and the devil.
This victory is the normal Christian life.
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This book, The Believer’s Conditional Security by Daniel D. Corner is a must for every pastor’s library. It should
be referred to often as a resource for truth con-cern-ing this subject of “once saved always saved.”
2 Chronicles 7:14 “If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek
my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal
their land.” (KJV)
Thank God, there is still hope of a genuine revival in America. Many are awakening to the fallacy of “once
saved always saved” doctrine. With such books as this one, The Believer’s Conditional Security, there is
an awakening taking place in the American church.

Dr. L. D. Savage
Castleton, VA
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The book you are now reading comes as the result of gathering related material for
many years, combined with over twenty years of reading and studying the Bible, before,
during and after the years I pastored. Also, this book is the greatly-expanded version of
my first book on this subject, The Believer’s Security: Conditional or Unconditional? and
some excerpts from my booklet, The Gospel According to Charles Stanley. Please know
that neither of them have ever been refuted with Scripture, although many Calvinists and
some Reformed apologists have read them.
Since the writing of my first book, our ministry has received scores of letters regarding the
believer’s security. In addition to the various radio interviews I had on this subject, I also
read over the most popular books ever written from an eternal security perspective, and
listened to dozens of the teaching tapes offered by various minis-tries. All of this exposure
to this teaching has helped me to compile the most common arguments that have been
communicated in defense of eternal security. These same arguments will be carefully
analyzed in later chapters in the light of the Scriptures.

Letters To Our Ministry
The following letters, more so than some of the others, will show why a book like this one
addressing the errors of eternal security is so important!
The first one is from a griev-ing mother who shared her heart:
. . . When I first came to the Lord 30 years ago, we got into an [withheld] Church
which, of course, taught eternal security. Now my four oldest children
believe it doesn’t matter how they live. They seem to find no problem in
drunkenness and fornication, etc.
My eldest daughter, 31, tells me that I cannot be telling them or anyone they are doing
wrong because I’m not to judge. I do know I am to warn and how can a loving, caring
parent not want to warn the off-spring of the dangerous lives I see them living?
I believe this book could be an answer to my prayers. Thank you.

Here is an excerpt from another letter we received regarding how the teaching of eternal
security has affect-ed a person’s friend:
I think this doctrine [eternal security] is ex-tremely dangerous. This
friend of mine is married, one son, another child on the way and a
girlfriend on the side that he sees several times a week. He smokes,
drinks and curses. He is also one of the largest drug users and dealers
in our area. This guy is always telling me that he is ready to go. Ready
to meet the Lord. He even tries to witness to other people whenever he
doesn’t have a drug deal or a party or a girl-friend to go to. I have seen firsthand the damage that this person is doing and it sickens me. . . . All of this because
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of the eternal security doctrine . . . . It doesn’t matter what I say or what Scriptures I give him. He thinks he’s OK.

These are just two cases of how people have been adversely affected by this teaching
that is rampantly taught with virtually no opposition at all.
One must wonder, how could such a teaching that would allow the unrepentant sexually
immoral, drunk-ards, greedy, etc. into heaven even exist when Paul, the real grace
teacher, clearly said numerous times such won’t inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor.
6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5-7)? God himself, speaking from his throne after the infinite
work of the Lord Jesus Christ was com-pleted on the cross, also made it clear that these
types of people will have their place in the lake of fire (Rev. 21:8). In spite of this
clarity, once saved always saved teach-ing continues to flourish.

Why Cite People’s Names?

Though it may seem wrong to some to cite people’s names, it is a practice found in
the Scriptures. Scripture specifically identifies people by name in both favorable (Phil.
2:22; 2 Tim. 1:16-18) and unfavorable (Phil. 4:2; Col. 4:17; 2 Tim. 2:17,18; 4:14,15; 3 Jn.
9,10; etc.) ways. There are obvious advantages to know with certainty who is teaching
what. This is why names are openly used in this book, besides providing the source of a
particular teaching.

Touch Not God’s Anointed
The phrase touch not God’s anointed (KJV) has been misused in conjunction with naming
people to the great harm of the Body of Christ! This phrase cannot mean: Don’t criticize
or publicly refute a Bible teacher’s doctrine or actions, for David touched not God’s
anointed (1 Sam. 24:10), namely Saul, but he did publicly correct him and this was done
before his own army (1 Sam. 26:7-25)!
Moreover, all Christians are anoint-ed (1 Jn. 2:20), not just the Bible teachers who don’t
want you to criticize their teachings! Though uncommon in our day, this procedure of
specifically identifying a person with a teaching is needed for the sake of truth. No doubt
this is the reason why Paul wrote of his open confrontation with the Apos-tle Peter (Gal.
2:11-13).
Furthermore, the teachers cited in this book do have some excellent
teachings, even though they embrace the doctrine of once saved
always saved. So do not judge the soundness of this book by their teachings and
advice in other areas. They are often sound which, unfortunately, makes eternal security
more believable to their audience. It’s possible to have sound teachings in many areas
with a horrible teaching attached! A prime example of this is the book, Reasoning From
The Scriptures With The Jehovah’s Witnesses. Regrettably, this refuta-tion to the many
[1]

heresies of Jehovah’s Witnesses has the error of eternal security mixed in it too. Many
other books and cassette tapes on apologetics and countering cults also include the
teaching of eternal security. How grieving to read or hear such, especially when the
primary message is given to correct error and does an excellent job for the most part.

Personal Encounters

Just before my first book was printed, one profess-ing Christian and unconditional
eternal security proponent unashamedly admitted to me that he is sexually immoral!
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This man displayed no apparent fear of hell or even of God’s painful discipline, but
wanted to defend his doctrinal position on the believer’s security.
I distinctly remember a different once saved always saved adherent who was profane, an
occasional drunkard and, by his own admittance, sexually immoral. Yet he clung
tenaciously to his profession that he was, indeed, a Christian based on once saved
always saved. (He also hadn’t been to church for years.) When I offered several
Scriptural reasons why this doctrine is false, he got angry and didn’t
want to hear anymore.
At a different time, a particular perseverance of the saints pastor/teacher, standing before
his Sunday School class, declared his view of Scripture as being an adulterer might still
go to heaven, based on this teaching. He kept insisting that only God knows the heart and
he was unable to judge whether such a man was saved or not! Could it be that this pastor
doesn’t know a judgment of one’s heart is not involved, since Scripture, which is a
discerner of the heart (Heb. 4:12), clearly speaks out against this behavior (1 Cor. 6:9,10;
Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev. 21:8; etc.)?
Still another eternal security advocate told me that someone can be completely
backslidden and remain saved. With emotion in his voice he endeavored to cite Scriptural
proof for his statement regarding the sexually immoral. Furthermore, the first thing out of
this particular man’s mouth after I stated the Bible does not teach eternal security was
that my position is a work’s salva-tion (a common false accusation)! My answer was,
“Paul, the grace teacher, didn’t believe in it. How, then, could it be a
work’s salvation?” (Scriptural proof for this is cited in succeeding chapters along with
other false accusations against a conditional security.)
While this book was being written, I handed a salvation tract to a woman and we briefly
started to talk. She said she would be in heaven “because of eternal security.” This
reflects how important this doctrine can be to some people. Rather than trusting in Jesus,
some people seem to be trusting this doctrine instead. This could explain why some
eternal security advocates get so angry when this teaching is refuted or even challenged.
A prime example of someone getting angry came from a female phone caller on one of
my radio interviews on the believer’s security. She felt this issue should not even be
addressed since it is anxiety-producing.

[2]

Every Night That Cole Is On The Air
While being interviewed on the radio, Donald Cole testified as to how frequently people
would bring up the subject of the believer’s security on his call-in radio talk show:
But we run this program called Open Line two nights a week. I’m on with
questions about the Bible and every night, this has been going on for 17
years. We started with Dial a Pastor when it was only aired locally. You may recall that.
You were here at the time. And then later we shifted to the network when we went on the
satellite and I recall wondering if the kind of people who would call in from around the
country would be any different from those in Chicago. And within a day or two, confirmed
the fact that no, they have the same basic Bible problems and the one that occurs
every night even though you don’t hear it on the air every night.
Nevertheless, every night that I’m on the air, somebody, sometimes four
or five people call and ask the same question. They’re concerned about
Hebrews chapter 6 or Matthew chapter 12 verse 40. They’re worried
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about the unpardonable sin or they are afraid that they have lost their
salvation.

[3]

The Need Is Incredible
The need for a Scripturally based, up-to-date, fully-documented book, written from a
conditional security point of view, is incredible. This is the perspective from which this
book has been written.
One must also ask, whatever happened to the stress on fearing God and holy living? It
seems that some are trying to justify unholy living and disobedience with Scrip-ture. Let 1
Thess. 4:7,8 make an indelible impres-sion on your heart:
For God did not call us to be impure, but to live a holy life. Therefore, he
who rejects this instruc-tion does not reject man but God, who gives
you his Holy Spirit (NIV).

What you believe to be true will influence your behavior. For example, if you accepted
the lie that the Watchtow-er Society is Jehovah’s Organization or that Joseph Smith, Jr.
was God’s prophet, you would be attending a Kingdom Hall or Mormon church
somewhere!
In the same way, to accept eternal security as truth will behaviorally affect you to some
degree. Furthermore, because it will affect you and your example is contagious, others
will likewise be influenced.
This reminds me of a growing, zealous Chris-tian who was doing fine for about nine
months after his salvation, until he accepted as truth the teaching of once saved always
saved. He then immediately backslid, became very worldly and lost his evangelistic zeal!
Not all eternal security proponents suffer spiritually like this, but certainly many besides
the one cited have.

Just Like The Titanic
It has also been my observation that those who believe in once saved always saved are
living in a false security like the people who were on board the Titanic in April of 1912
thinking it was impossible for them to go down in the ship. They rested in a security
in which they firmly believed and was widely taught, but which didn’t
real-ly exist. As a consequence, the majority on board the Titanic died needlessly
because of an inadequate number of lifeboats. These people would have been much
better off to know the disturbing truth that a real danger did pres-ently exist even for them!
To deny the danger, though somewhat comforting for the moment, doesn’t make it
disappear. It only makes such people easier prey. This ministry doesn’t want you, your
family or your friends to be the devil’s prey! That’s why this book has been written, though
it’s certain that adverse criticism will come to this author because of it.

A Defense Of Jesus’ Teachings

The Believer’s Conditional Security is a Scriptural presentation and defense
of the teachings of the Lord Jesus and his apostles on the subject of the
believer’s security—not a defense of the teachings of Jacob Arminius or
John Wesley.
Dear reader, remember this: long after every man-made, denominational creed,
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confession and catechism fades into dust, Scripture and Scripture alone will con-tin-ue to
stand as God’s eternal truth on all subjects includ-ing the believer’s security. Wise is
the man, there-fore, who will change his doctrine, if need be, to conform to God’s unchanging standard, even if he is greatly out-num-bered
by doing so, and will somehow suffer now in this life. Come Judgment
Day, there will be no regrets for doing such!
The Believer’s Conditional Security maintains that we are saved by grace,
salvation is a gift, eternal life comes instantly the moment we truly
believe on Jesus for salvation, and righteousness is imputed by our faith
in Christ.

[1]
Ron Rhodes, Reasoning From The Scriptures With The Jehovah‛s Witnesses (Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1993),
pp. 302, 303.
[2]
On-Line, KGNW-KLFE Radio, Seattle, WA, air date: 9/5/96.
[3]
Donald Cole, Open Line, Know You‛re Saved/Eternal Security, air date: 11/11/88.

Chapter 2
OSAS Definitions and Origin
If you have ever discussed the doctrine of eternal security with its proponents, you have
probably noticed there are some people who try to make a distinction between it and the
perseverance of the saints and some who don’t. The ones who do make such a
distinction are sometimes repulsed that anyone would dare try to equate eternal security
to the Calvinistic doctrine of the perseverance of the saints:
The Calvinist doctrine of the perseverance of the saints, therefore, is
not to be confused with the modern doctrine of “eternal security.”
Proponents of this doctrine, which they often capsulize in the cliche “once saved, always
saved,” assert that a decision for Christ fixes our eternal destiny no matter what may be
our subsequent conduct. In this sense, then, eternal security teaches an unhistorical
salvation: our eternal status is unaffected by historical events, having been fixed by our
decision for Christ. The doctrine of the perseverance of the saints, in contrast, is a
statement about history: True conversion will be demonstrated through sub-sequent
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events.

[1]

Conversely, others reject the perseverance of the saints in favor of eternal security:
The Bible teaches, and I believe in, the eternal security of the born-again believer. The
man who has trusted Jesus Christ has everlasting life and will never perish. But the
eternal security of the believer does not depend upon his perseverance.
I do not know a single Bible verse that says anything about the saints’ perservering [sic],
but there are several Bible verses that mention the fact that the saints have been
preserved. Perseverance is one thing. Preservation is another. No. The
saints do not persevere; they are preserved. . . .
So I disagree with all five points of Calvinism as John Calvin taught it.

[2]

The fifth and last (thank God) point of the Calvinistic system is the Perseverance of
the Saints. This last point is often mistaken for the doctrine of eternal
security or “once saved, always saved.” But such is not the case, for
the two have no connection whatsoever. . . .
As the other “points,” the Perseverance of the Saints is sometimes called by other names
to add to the confusing Calvinistic labyrinth of TULIP termi-nology. Some prefer “final
perseverance,” hinting at the underlying meaning of the fifth point. Others recommend the
“perseverance of God” since “the perseverance of the saints depends on the perseverance of God.” The majority, however, are united on one thing: it is not the same as
eternal security. Not only do some Calvinists take offence at the term, but it is even
admitted that “it should be obvious that the Calvinist doctrine of the perseverance of the saints is not one and the same thing with ‘once saved,
always saved.’” Howbeit, some Calvinists who recognize the Arminian implications of
the term perseverance do change it to the scriptural preservation, yet their descriptions of
its operation are the same as their fellows. This brings us to the discriminating
point between such diametrically opposed systems as the Perseverance of the Saints and eternal security (italics his).

[3]

Same Doctrine, Different Names
Yet there are still other advocates who readily admit eter-nal security, the perseverance of
the saints and “once saved, always saved” are one and the same in essence. Reformed
teacher Steve Brown holds to this view:
The doctrine is called by Baptists, eternal security or once saved always saved. Those of
us who are Reformed call it the perseverance of the saints. But we mean the same
thing. And the doctrine states that once you’re saved, you’re always
saved, that God holds you, that you will persevere to the end.

[4]

Many others have said similar things:
Charles Ryrie:
. . . . eternal security, preservation, and per-severance in reality all teach the same bottom
line conclusion (namely, that the true believer will not lose his salvation).
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David J. Engelsma:
The doctrine of the perseverance of saints, or “eternal security,” as some
call it, follows from the truth of irresistible grace.

[6]

Publishers of Pink’s book:
The book has been titled Eternal Security because today that is the name given to the
doctrine dealt with in this book. But historically the doctrine was called Perseverance of
the Saints, and Pink himself preferred that title. But whether it is called Eternal
Security or Perseverance of the Saints, it is the same doctrine that has
been held down through the years (italics theirs).

[7]

Harold Camping:
Can one lose one’s salvation? . . . Let us see if we can discover the Biblical
teaching concerning the subject of eternal security, which is sometimes
called the perseverance of the saints.

[8]

W. Boyd Hunt:
. . . perseverance is used not in this ordinary sense but in a technical sense, for the
Calvinistic doctrine that God preserves to final salvation each of the elect whom He calls
and regenerates. Popularly expressed, this is the doctrine of “once saved—
always saved.”

[9]

Arthur C. Custance:
Perseverance of the Saints denotes what today is commonly referred to as
the eternal security of the believer. A more suitable expression might
be the “Preservation of the Saints” since this is more precisely what is
involved. The security of the believer is bound in with the sovereignty of God, the
unchangeableness of his purpose, and the constancy of his good pleasure. It is the
faithfulness of the Lord Jesus Christ and not the faithfulness of the believer that
guarantees this security.
Now these Five Points form an organic unity, a single body of truth. They are based on
two pre-suppositions which Scripture abundantly sup-ports. The first presupposition is the
complete impotence of man, and the second is the absolute sovereignty of the grace of
God. Everything else follows (italics his).

[10]

Walter A. Elwell:
Perseverance. . . . the verb is frequent, being translated “continued steadfastly,”
“devoted,” “con-stant,” and the idea of persistence, keeping on, patient endurance occurs
very often. . . .
Upon such assurances could be based not only encouragement but a doctrine of
eternal security of every believer—“once a Christian, always a Christian.”

[11]
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This is the perspective from which this book is written, that is, the doctrine of eternal
security, the perseverance of the saints or Once Saved Always Saved all mean the same
thing. Reduced to their simplest form these teachings all say the same, that is, once a
person has been saved, he will always remain saved. Hereafter the abbreviation OSAS
will refer to this teaching.

Various Descriptions And Definitions Of OSAS
Descriptions of terms are very important. Below are various definitions of this doctrine
from different sources.
Charles Stanley:
Eternal security is that work of God, in which he guarantees that the gift of salvation
once received is possessed forever and cannot be lost.

[12]

Charles C. Ryrie:
Eternal security. The work of God which guarantees that the gift of God (salvation),
once received, is possessed forever and cannot be lost (italics his).

[13]

R. T. Kendall:
Whoever once truly believes that Jesus was raised from the dead, and confesses that
Jesus is Lord, will go to heaven when he dies. “Once saved, always saved”
means that such a person cannot lose his salvation. It follows, then, that he
will go to heaven when he dies. It is an absolute enforcible [sic] promise. We are not
saying once saved, always obedient. We are not saying once saved, always perfect. We
are not saying once saved, always godly. It is once saved, always saved (italics
his).

[14]

Vic Lockman:
Those truly repenting of their sins & trusting in Christ’s atoning death will be kept in the
faith by the power of God.
It is as if they have boarded a non-stop train bound for heaven.
This faith train may pass through dark and perilous places, but it will
never discharge a person with a reservation short of his glorious
destination!

[15]

H. A. Ironside:
When we speak of the eternal security of the believer, what do we mean? We mean that
once a poor sinner has been regenerated by the Word and the Spirit of God, once he has
received a new life and a new nature and has been made partaker of the divine nature,
once he has been justified from every charge before the throne of God, it is
absolutely impossible that that man should ever again be a lost soul.
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David N. Steele and Curtis C. Thomas:
The doctrine of the perseverance of the saints does not maintain that
all who profess the Christian faith are certain of heaven. It is saints —
those who are set apart by the Spirit—who persevere to the end. It is
believers—those who are given true, living faith in Christ—who are secure and safe in
Him. Many who profess to believe fall away, but they do not fall from
grace for they were never in grace. True believers do fall into
temptations, and they do commit grievous sins, but these sins do not
cause them to lose their salvation or separate them from Christ (italics his).

[17]

James Montgomery Boice:
. . . persevering grace. It means that God will persevere with those whom he
has called to faith in Christ so that none will be lost and that, because
he perseveres with them, they also will persevere, resisting and overcoming
the world, the flesh, and the devil, and thus being ready for Jesus when he comes for
them (italics his).

[18]

June Hunt:
What exactly is eternal security? It’s the doctrine that authentic Christians
permanently possess everlasting life based solely on the gift of salvation given by
God. . . . Now understand that eternal security is certainly a teaching. It’s a major doctrine
of the church which teaches that Christians perma-nently possess everlasting
life based solely on the gift of salvation given by God.

[19]

Adrian Rogers:
We’re talking about a person who has received Christ into his heart by faith,
who has become a partaker of the divine nature, who has been twice born, who has
received the new birth. This person can never, ever, ever again be a lost soul.
[20]

John MacArthur:
The point is not that God guarantees security to everyone who will say he accepts Christ,
but rather that those whose faith is genuine will prove their salvation is
secure by persevering to the end in the way of righteousness (italics his).
[21]

Robert Thieme, Jr.:
Standing in grace has to do with eternal security. Eternal security, then, is the
unbreakable rela-tionship with the integrity of God. Neither God nor man
nor angel can destroy the rela-tionship which begins at salvation. There
is no sin we can commit. There is no activity on our part that can
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neutralize it or destroy it. It is something we have permanently and
perfectly both now and for-ever.

[22]

A. A. Hodge:
What is the Scriptural doctrine as to the perseverance of the saints?
“They whom God hath accepted in his beloved, effectively called and
sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally nor finally fall away from the
state of grace; but shall certainly perse-vere therein to the end, and be
eternally saved.”—“Con. Faith,” Chap. xvii.; “L. Cat.,” Question 79 (italics his).

[23]

Two Positions Within OSAS
From all these definitions, one should have a clear understanding of what OSAS teaching
is. Before we move on to the origin of OSAS, another vital point needs to be made. There
are two positions within OSAS theology.
The first position, hereafter referred to as the extreme position, is embraced by
teachers such as Charles Stanley and Charles Ryrie. Their position declares that after a
moment of saving faith such a person might even become an unbeliever, but will still
remain saved.
The other position, hereafter referred to as the moderate position, is disseminated by
John MacArthur and others who especially subscribe to the Westminster Confession. The
moderate position of OSAS states that a true, saving faith will last forever. In other words,
a true believer cannot become an unbeliever. The moderate position also tends to
deny the concept of carnal Chris-tians which is embraced by the extreme position of
OSAS. More differences on these two positions will unfold in the chapters to come.

The Origin Of OSAS
OSAS can easily be traced back to John Calvin (1509-1564) from the Synod of Dort
under the description of the perseverance of the saints. But did you know that it, and
other points of Calvinism, can be traced more than one thousand years earlier to
Augustine of Hippo (354-430)?
This was the theme about which Augustine structured his thinking during the last half of
his writing ministry. As he put it: “Whatsoever persons are through the riches of divine
grace exempted from the original sentence of condemnation are undoubtedly brought to
hear the Gospel, and when hearing they are caused to believe it, and are
made likewise to endure to the end in the faith which works by love,
and should they at any time go astray, they are recovered and set right
again.” Here are Election and eternal security.

[24]

As a consequence Augustine wrote two treatises: the first was entitled On the
Predestination of the Saints, and the second On the Gift of Perseverance. In the first,
Augustine reaffirmed that Predes-tination is in no way based upon foreseen merit in the
elect. All a man’s strivings in his own strength to achieve holiness of life apart from the
indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit are in vain, and Augustine explained why this is so.
In the second treatise Augustine showed that the Perseverance of the
Saints, by which he meant (in modern terminology) the eternal security
of the believer, is not dependent upon the good works of the indi-vidual
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believer which would result from his con-version, but entirely upon the
constancy and unchangeableness of God’s elective choice (italics his).

[25]

Since Augustine this doctrine [the perseverance of the saints] has served as a theological
framework within which theologians have wrestled with the question of whether and how
one remains in salvation. Augustine introduced the idea of a donum
perseverantiae: as a divine gift the perseverance of the saints in grace
was certain. Calvin later championed the doctrine by affirming the perseverance of
believers through the power and faithfulness of God. The Reformed confessions, in
particular, the Canons of Dort, emphatically espoused the perseverance of the saints by
denying that they could totally or finally fall away (italics his).

[26]

Augustine’s specific teachings on perseverance, in part, are as follows:
We are speaking of that perseverance by which one perseveres to the
end. If this is given, one does persevere to the end; and if one does not
persevere to the end, it was not given. . . . Since no one has perseverance to
the end unless he does in fact persevere to the end, many may have it, and none can
lose it. It is not to be feared that when a man has persevered to the end some evil will
may arise in him so that he does not persevere to the end. This gift of God, therefore, can
be obtained by supplication; but when it has been given, it cannot be lost by contumacy
(ellipsis his).

[27]

See now how foreign to the truth it is to deny that perseverance to the
end of this life is a gift of God, since He Himself puts an end to this life
when He wills, and if He puts an end to it before an impending fall, He
makes a man persevere to the end. But more marvelous and more evident to the
faithful is the largesse of God’s goodness, in His giving this grace even to infants in whom
there is, at that age, no obedience to which it might be given.

[28]

According to church history, then, the teaching of OSAS and basic Calvinism began with
Aurelius Augustine of the fifth century!
For example, the basic doctrines of the Calvinistic position had been
vigorously defended by Augus-tine against Pelagius during the fifth
century.

[29]

How then did John Calvin differ from Augustine in his influence on OSAS?
In some quarters it is becoming popular to assert that the true Christian faith resolves
itself into the system of thinking which has come to be known—rightly or wrongly—as
Calvinism. We are told that what we believe—if we believe as we should—is to be
identified with teaching developed first by Saint Augustine and then more fully
sys-temized by John Calvin.

[30]

As to the doctrines of the fall, of total depravity, the slavery of the human will, the
sovereignty of saving grace, the bishop of Hippo and the pastor of Geneva are
essentially agreed; the former [Augus-tine] has the merit of priority and originality;
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the latter [Calvin] is clearer, stronger, more logical and rigorous, and far
superior as an exegete.

[31]

Church history declares Augustine was the orig-inator and developer of OSAS and other
related Calvin-istic teachings, such as election, upon which it rests. John Calvin logically
systemized Augustine’s theology.

Aurelius Augustine Of Hippo (354-430)

Since election and OSAS can be traced back to Augustine of Hippo, “the Doctor of
[32]

one should naturally wonder who was he and what else did he teach. Was he
Grace,”
sound in his understanding of Scripture or was he in extreme doctrinal error? We
especially need to know what he taught about salvation. Let’s examine this and thereby
we will be able to gauge his spiritual understanding. Before we examine this, here is
some personal infor-mation about him.
Augustine was born in 354 in Numidia. In 371, at 17 years of age, he went to Carthage to
pursue more advanced rhetorical studies. In 372 he had a son named Adeodatus born of
a concubine. In 374 he joined the Mani-chean sect but abandoned it in 383. He obtained
a position as teacher of rhetoric in Milan in 383 and was much impressed by the
preaching of Ambrose. In the autumn of 386 he retired to prepare himself for baptism,
which he received in April of 387.

[33]

For nearly three years Augustine lived a monastic life at Tagaste. It was during this time
that Adeodatus died. In 391 Augustine was ordained to the priesthood by
Bishop Valerius of Hippo. Shortly before his death in 395, Valerius, along with Megalius of
Calama and Primas of Numidia, consecrated Augustine co-bishop of Hippo, to
which see Augustine succeeded in full in that same year. If I do not err this is the first
record of what might be termed a co-adjutor bishop with right of succes-sion.

[34]

Augustine’s Teachings And Practices
Most people might be surprised to learn that Augustine did more than develop the basic
teachings of Calvinism. As a Catholic, he was also very influential in his own religion:
Augustine, who himself belonged nine years to the Manichaean sect, and was
wonderfully converted by the grace of God to the Catholic church, without the
slightest pressure from without. . . .

[35]

But in his discussion of how man is saved, Augustine so emphasized the church as a
visible institution with the true creed, sacraments, and ministry that the Roman
church considers him the father of Roman ecclesiasticism.

[36]

No other father could have acted more benef-icently on the Catholicism
of the middle age. . . .

[37]

As administrator, preacher, controversialist, corre-spondent, and writer, Augustine
worked to defend and spread the Catholic religion.
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Augustine was decidedly catholic in the doctrine of the church and of baptism, and in the
[39]

cardinal points of the Latin orthodoxy.
To know the aforementioned facts about Augustine will help us to better understand his
specific teachings.
Augustine Taught only Catholics will
Inherit Eternal Life
Sara said: “Cast out the bondwoman and her son; for the son of a bondwoman shall not
be heir with my son Isaac.” And the Church says: “Cast out heresies and their children;
for heretics shall not be heirs with Catholics.” But why shall they not be heirs?
Are they not born of Abraham’s seed? And have they not the Church’s Baptism? They do
have Baptism; and it would make the seed of Abraham an heir, if pride did not exclude
them from inheritance. By the same word, by the same Sacrament you were born, but
you will not come to the same inheritance of eternal life, unless you
return to the Catholic Church.

[40]

Augustine Persecuted Heretics
Augustine’s aforementioned view led to his persecution of heretics:
After the proscription of the Donatists by law in 412, Augustine added to his
arguments justifying persecution the statement that coercion in this
world would save the heretics from eternal punishment in the next.
“No salvation outside the church,” a doctrine preached by Augustine in
418 in his sermon addressed to the people of the church of Caesarea
(chap. 6), implied a right to convert forcibly or otherwise the church’s
opponents. The precedents established in the Donatist controversy by Augustine passed into the armory of the catholic church through the Middle
Ages and into Reformation times. The Albigensian crusades of 1212 and 12261244 witnessed terrible massacres in centers such as Béziers and Carcassonne where
the heresy flour-ished. In 1244 the defenders of the last Abigensian [sic] stronghold, Mont
Ségur, were burned alive by their victorious enemies. [See Cathari.] More than a century
and a half later, in 1415, the same punish-ment was inflicted on Jan Hus at Prague.

[41]

As a Catholic theologian of the fifth century, we should not be too surprised by
Augustine’s other views either:
Baptismal Regeneration
. . . he does not shrink from consigning unbaptized children to damnation itself,
though he softens to the utmost this frightful dogma, and reduces the damnation to the
minimum of punishment or the privation of blessedness.

[42]

St. Augustin [sic] expressly assigns all unbaptized children dying in infancy to eternal
damnation. . . .

[43]

Augustine said that infants are “regenerated by bap-tism apart from their
[44]

faith.”
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Baptism, Penance and the Table of the Lord
We are cleansed only once by Baptism; by prayer we are cleansed daily. But do
not commit those sins on account of which you would have to be separated from the
Body of Christ; perish the thought! For those whom you see doing penance have
committed crimes, either adultery or some other enormities: that is why they are doing
penance. If their sins were light, daily prayer would suffice to blot them out. In the
Church, therefore, there are three ways in which sins are forgiven: in
Baptism, in prayer, and in the greater humility of penance; yet, God
does not forgive sins except to the baptized.

[45]

It is an excellent thing that the Punic Christians call Baptism itself
nothing else but salvation, and the Sacrament of Christ’s Body nothing
else but life. Whence does this derive, except from an ancient and, as I
suppose, apostolic tradition, by which the Churches of Christ hold
inherently that without Baptism and participation at the table of the
Lord it is impossible for any man to attain either to the kingdom of God
or to salvation and life eternal? This is the witness of Scripture too.

[46]

Penance and Reconciliation
. . . . that if a man, accusing his wife of adultery, kills her, this sin, since it is finished and
does not perdure in him, if it is committed by a catechumen, is absolved in Baptism;
and, if it is done by one who is baptized, it is healed by Penance and rec-onciliation. Are we supposed to declare, then, that adultery, committed without doubt if
another wife is taken while the adulterous spouse still lives, is not adultery?

[47]

Mary, a Perpetual Virgin
Heretics called Antidicomarites are those who contradict the perpetual
virginity of Mary, and affirm that after Christ was born she was joined as one with her
husband.

[48]

Please note: according to Augustine’s description of a heretic from the above, multiple
millions of Christians in our day would have been considered the same by him! Since he
[49]

persecuted heretics partly because of a false interpretation of Lk. 14:23,
the same
Christians in our day would have been persecuted by him, if they lived then under his
influence. Dear reader, if you are a real Christian, this would have also included you!
Mary was Sinless
Augustine believed that the mother of the sinless Christ had never
committed actual sin.

[50]

Purgatory
We read in the books of the Maccabees that sacrifice was offered for the
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dead. But even if it were found nowhere in the Old Testament writings, the authority of
the universal Church which is clear on this point is of no small weight, where in the
prayers of the priest poured forth to the Lord God at His altar the commendation of the
dead has its place.

[51]

The man who has cultivated that remote land and who has gotten his bread by his very
great labor is able to suffer this labor to the end of this life. After this life, however, it is not
necessary that he suffer. But the man who perhaps has not cultivated the land and has
allowed it to be overrun with brambles has in this life the curse of his land on all his
works, and after this life he will have either purgatorial fire or eternal
punishment.

[52]

Though she had never read a line of St. Augustine, and probably never heard even his
name, yet out of the unquenchable yearning of her heart and the ineradicable instincts of
her human nature, she knew his teaching, that “there are some who have
departed this life, not so bad as to be deemed unworthy of mercy, nor
so good as to be entitled to immediate happiness.”

[53]

One of the most touching incidents which have come down to us from the writings of the
Fathers upon this subject is from the pen of St. Augustine, who lived in the beginning
of the fifth century. This schol-arly bishop relates that when his mother was dying, she
made this last request of him: “Lay this body anywhere; let not the care of it in any way
disturb you. This only I request of you, that you would remember me at the altar of the
Lord, wherever you be.”
The memory of that request drew from her son this fervent prayer: “I,
therefore, O God of my heart, do now beseech Thee for the sins of my
mother. Hear me through the medicine of the wounds that hung upon
the wood. . . . May she, then, be in peace with her husband. . . . And
inspire, my Lord . . . thy servants, my brethren, whom with voice and
heart and pen I serve, that as many as shall read these words may
remember at Thy altar, Monica, Thy servant. . . .” In this incident there
is reflected the universal custom of the early Church of praying for the
[54]
dead as well as her belief in a state called purgatory.

The Millennium
. . . many Christians do not agree with Augustine’s equation of the Millennium
with the present period of the church.

[55]

Purgatory, Sacraments and the Millennium
In spite of these abiding values, Augustine brought some errors into the stream of
Christian thought. He helped to develop the doctrine of purgatory with all its
attendant evils. He so emphasized the value of the two sacraments that the doctrine
of baptismal regeneration and sacramental grace were logical
outcomes of his views. His inter-pretation of the Millennium as the era
between the Incarnation and Second Advent of Christ in which the church
would conquer the world led to the Roman emphasis on the Church of Rome as the
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universal church destined to bring all within its fold and to the idea of
postmillennialism.

[56]

Augustine’s other Catholic Teachings
Augustine taught the eleven books of the Apocrypha are part of the canon.
[58]

that, he also called the saints our intercessors
Regarding the latter, we read:

[57]

Besides

and promoted the worship of Mary.

He was the first to give a clear and fixed definition of the sacrament, as a visible sign of
invisible grace, resting on divine appointment; but he knows noth-ing of the number
seven; this was a much later enactment. In the doctrine of baptism he is
entirely Catholic, though in logical contradiction with his dogma of predestination; but
in the doc-trine of the holy communion he stands, like his predecessors, Tertullian and
Cyprian, nearer to the Calvinistic theory of a spiritual presence and fru-ition of Christ’s
body and blood. He also con-trib-uted to promote, at least in his later
writings, the Catholic faith of miracles, and the worship of Mary; though
he exempts the Virgin only from actual sin, not from original, and, with all his
reverence for her, never calls her mother of God.

[59]

Of all of his doctrinal errors, Aurelius Augustine was most importantly
wrong about the foremost doc-trine in all of Scripture—how to be saved.
There-fore, since Augustine’s salvation plan is no real plan of salvation
at all, both it and Augustine himself would thereby be condemned under
Gal. 1:8,9, by Paul:
But even if we or an angel from heaven should preach a gospel other than the one we
preached to you, let him be eternally condemned! As we have already said, so now I say
again: If anybody is preach-ing to you a gospel other than what you accepted, let him
be eternally condemned! (NIV)

The implication of this Scripture is that Calvin got the foundation of his teachings from an
unsaved man who was therefore darkened in his spiritual understanding (Eph. 4:18)!
Augustine, then, was spiritually incapable of correctly understanding
Scripture. This is the only conclusion to which we can come when we realize that the
Bible is spiritually understood (Psa. 119:99,100; Mt. 13:10-15; 11:25; Jn. 8:43; 1
Cor. 2:14).
From all of this, it should be apparent how we must evaluate the following descriptions of
him:
. . . one of the most enlightened witnesses of the truth . . . .

. . . St. Augustine, the worthy successor of Paul. . . .

[60]

[61]

Between Paul and Luther the church had no one of greater moral and spiritual stature
than Augus-tine.

[62]
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One must also wonder how his writings could be so exalted by the Reformers:
The Reformers put his writings second only to the Bible and the scholastic
realists followed him in many of their ideas.

[63]

In fact, John Calvin called Augustine:
. . . the best and most faithful witness of all antiquity.

[64]

Augustine’s Religious Influence
Regarding Augustine’s Catholic teachings in general, we read:
Sir Robert Anderson, in THE BIBLE OR THE CHURCH, declares that nearly all the
errors prevalent in Romanism can be traced back to Augustine. He says,
“The Roman Church was molded by Augustine into the form it has ever since maintained. Of all the errors that later centuries developed in her teaching
there is scarcely one that cannot be found in embryo in his
writings” (capital emphasis his).

[65]

Imagine, the real originator and developer of Calvinism was also the person who molded
the Roman Catholic church! Nearly all the errors prevalent in Romanism can
be traced back to Augustine.
Primarily because of John Calvin, Augustine’s relig-ious influence was not limited to
Romanism:
Not only can nearly all the errors of Romanism be traced to Augustine,
but Protestantism as well, for the Reformation, as Warfield declared, “was just the
ultimate triumph of Augustine’s doctrine of grace over Augustine’s doctrine of the
Church.” The Reformed take his errors on election and the Roman
Catholics his other heresies, although the Reformers had some of his
Roman errors as well.

[66]

John Calvin Systemized Catholic
Augustine’s Teachings
Calvin was the systematizer of Reformation doc-trine. His best known and most
representative work is the Institutes of the Christian Religion. In this work and
elsewhere, he refers to Augustine as “the holy father.”

[67]

The person John Calvin calls “the holy father” and quotes “far more frequently than all the
[68]

taught a plan of salvation that made regeneration
Greek and Latin fathers combined”
dependent upon water baptism. That same person also taught Purgatory, promoted Mary
worship and said only Catholics will inherit eternal life.
Because of Augustine’s teachings, some could only give a hearty “Amen” to the following
statement made by an OSAS proponent who tries to distinguish between the
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perseverance of the saints and eternal security, the latter of which he contends for:
Augustine was wrong on baptism. He was wrong on philosophy. He was
wrong on the Church. He persecuted “heretics.” He was wrong on the
“sacraments” and the nature of the Lord’s Supper. He was also mistaken on the
Millennium, herme-neutics, the Resurrection, eternal security, and marriage: WHY
WOULD ANYONE THINK HE WOULD BE RIGHT ON ELECTION AND PREDESTINATION? (capital emphasis his).

[69]

One must wonder about John Calvin’s spirituality from all of this. Certainly Calvin knew of
these Catholic teachings that Augustine embraced. How then could he so highly esteem
him and his writings? Could it be that Calvin shut his eyes to Augustine’s false gospel
because he liked the predestination teaching to which he held? No one will ever know for
sure this side of the Judgment what the specific doctrinal attraction was for Calvin. But
this we do know: the originator of OSAS taught a plan of salvation that
would not bring salvation at all and John Calvin systemized and made
popular this man’s teachings that appealed to him!

Ponder This . . .
Cyrilla, the Arian Bishop of Carthage, was a furious persecutor and a determined enemy
to those Chris-tians who professed the faith in its purity. He per-suaded the king that he
could never prosper in his undertakings, or enjoy his kingdom in peace, while he suffered
any of the orthodox Christians to prac-tise their principles; and the monarch, believing the
prediction, sent for several of the most eminent Christians. He at first attempted to draw
them from their faith by flattery, and to bribe them by the promise of immediate worldly
rewards; but they were firm and constant, declaring resolutely, “We acknowl-edge but one
Lord and one faith; you may therefore do whatever you please with our bodies, for it is
better that we should suffer a few tempo-rary pains than to endure
everlasting misery.” The king, being greatly exasperated at this remark, sent them to
a dungeon, and ordered them to be put in irons. The keeper, however, suffered their
friends to have access to them, by which they became daily more confirmed in their
resolution of dying for the sake of their Redeemer.
The king hearing of the indulgence they re-ceived, was exceedingly angry, and ordered
these Christians to be put on board a vessel filled with combustible materials, and set on
fire. The names of those who suffered by this cruel expedient were Rus--ticus, Severus,
Liberatus, Rogatus, Servus, Sep-timus, and Boniface.

[70]

Obviously, those early Christians did not believe OSAS, for they knew it was yet possible
for them to suf-fer everlasting misery which would be impossible other-wise.
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But even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel to you than what we have
preached to you, let him be accursed. As we have said before, so now I say again, if anyone
preaches any other gospel to you than what you have received, let him be
accursed (Gal. 1:8,9,NKJV).
The man without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for
they are foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they are
spiritually discerned (1 Cor. 2:14, NIV).
And the disciples came and said to Him, “Why do You speak to them in parables?” He
answered and said to them, “Because it has been given to you to know the
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given. For
whoever has, to him more will be given, and he will have abundance; but whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him. Therefore I speak to them in parables, because
seeing they do not see, and hearing they do not hear, nor do they understand. And in them the
prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled, which says: ‘Hearing you will hear and shall not under-stand, And
seeing you will see and not perceive; For the hearts of this people have grown dull. Their ears are
hard of hearing, And their eyes they have closed, Lest they should see with their eyes and hear
with their ears, Lest they should understand with their hearts and turn, So that I should heal
them’” (Mt. 13:10-15, NKJV).

Chapter 3
Calvin’s Dark Side
You are about to read an important part of church history from the Reformation period
that has been so concealed in our day that very few people know the facts. Brace yourself
for a shock.
On October 27, 1553 John Calvin, the founder of Calvinism, had Michael
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Servetus, the Spanish physi-cian,

[1]
[2]

burned at the stake just outside of

Geneva for his doctrinal heresies! This event was something Calvin had
considered long before Ser--vetus was even captured, for Calvin wrote his friend, Farel,
on February 13, 1546 (seven years prior to Ser-vetus’ arrest) and went on record
as saying:
Servetus lately wrote to me, and coupled with his letter a long volume of his delirious
fancies, with the Thrasonic boast, that I should see something astonishing and unheard
of. He takes it upon him to come hither, if it be agreeable to me. But I am unwilling
to pledge my word for his safety; for if he shall come, I shall never
permit him to depart alive, provided my authority be of any avail.

[3]

Obviously, in that day in Geneva, Switzerland Calvin had ultimate authority. This is why
some referred to Geneva as the “Rome of Protestantism”

[4]

[5]

and to Calvin as the “famous

Protestant ‘Pope’ of Geneva.”

During Servetus’ trial, Calvin wrote to his friend:
I hope that the verdict will call for the death penalty.

[6]

Although Calvin consented to Servetus’ request to be beheaded, he apparently
acquiesced to the mode of execu-tion employed. But why did Calvin want Servetus beheaded? Why the death wish for Servetus in the first place? Let’s answer both of these
questions in order:
At one point, it is true, Calvin wanted Servetus beheaded. Beheading was employed for
civil of-fenses, and Calvin wanted it to appear to be a civil matter rather
than a religious one. But as there were no grounds for this, the idea had
to be given up.

[7]

To rescue Servetus from his heresies, Calvin replied with the latest edition of his
Institutes of the Christian Religion, which Servetus prompt-ly returned with
insulting marginal comments. Despite Servetus’s [sic] pleas, Calvin, who
devel-oped an intense dislike of Servetus during their correspondence,
refused to return any of the incriminating material.

[8]

Convicted of heresy by the Roman Catholic authorities, Servetus escaped the death
penalty by a prison break. Heading for Italy, Servetus unaccount-ably stopped at Geneva,
where he had been denounced by Calvin and the Reformers. He was seized the day after
his arrival, condemned as a heretic when he refused to recant, and burned in 1553
with the apparent tacit approval of Calvin.

[9]

Please note that Servetus sent back to Calvin his Institutes with insulting marginal
comments. How this act must have fostered Calvin’s intense dislike of him. As for Calvin,
how did he view his own work of the Institutes? In 1545, John Calvin wrote:
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I dare not bear too strong a testimony in its favour, and declare how profitable the reading
of it will be, lest I should seem to prize my own work too highly. However, I may promise
this much, that it will be a kind of key opening up to all the children of God a
right and ready access to the understanding of the sacred volume.
Wherefore, should our Lord give me henceforth means and opportunity of composing
some Commentaries, I will use the greatest possible brevity, as there will be no occasion
to make long digressions, seeing that I have in a manner deduced at length all the
articles which pertain to Chris-tianity.
And since we are bound to acknowledge that all truth and sound doctrine proceed from
God, I will venture boldly to declare what I think of this work, acknowledging it to be
God’s work rather than mine. To him, indeed, the praise due to it must be ascribed.
[10]

One can’t help but recognize the similarity between Calvin’s exalted estimation of his own
book and Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, who entitled her own book,
Science and Health With Key to the Scriptures. Both felt they had a key to the Scriptures.

Servetus’ Arrest And Imprisonment
In the course of his flight from Vienne, Servetus stopped in Geneva and made the
mistake of attending a sermon by Calvin. He was recognized and arrested after the
services.

[11]

Calvin had him [Servetus] arrested as a heretic. Convicted and burned to
death.

[12]

But Servetus’ fate was sealed. “In prison he was subjected to cruel treatment;
and he was denied the benefit of counsel. . . . His religious views had
neither been printed nor uttered in Genevan territory. The Genevan
government, therefore, had not the slightest legal jurisdiction for his
arrest, imprisonment, torture, and death.”

[13]

From the time that Calvin had him arrested on August 14th until his condemnation,
Servetus spent his remaining days “. . . in an atrocious dungeon with no light or heat,
little food, and no sanitary facilities.”

[14]

Let it be known that half-green wood was placed around the feet of Servetus and a
wreath strewn with sulfur on his head. It took over thirty minutes to render him
lifeless in such a fire. A different account said it was three hours. On the way to the
execution, Calvin’s friend, Farel, walked beside the condemned man.

Farel And Servetus
Farel walked beside the condemned man, and kept up a constant barrage of words, in
complete insen-sitivity to what Servetus might be feeling. All he had in mind was to extort
from the prisoner an acknowledgement of his theological error—a shocking example of
the soulless cure of souls. After some minutes of this, Servetus ceased making any reply
and prayed quietly to himself. When they arrived at the place of execution, Farel
announced to the watch-ing crowd: “Here you see what power Satan possesses when he
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has a man in his power. This man is a scholar of distinction, and he perhaps believed he
was acting rightly. But now Satan possesses him completely, as he might possess you,
should you fall into his traps.”
When the executioner began his work, Servetus whispered with trembling voice: “Oh
God, Oh God!” The thwarted Farel snapped at him: “Have you nothing else to say?” This
time Servetus replied to him: “What else might I do, but speak of God!” There-upon he
was lifted onto the pyre and chained to the stake. A wreath strewn with sulfur was placed
on his head. When the faggots were ignited, a piercing cry of horror broke from him.
“Mercy, mercy!” he cried. For more than half an hour the horrible agony
continued, for the pyre had been made of half-green wood, which
burned slowly. “Jesus, Son of the eternal God, have mercy on me,” the tormented
man cried from the midst of the flames. . . .

[15]

The agony, however, was prolonged. It seems that in the case of Servetus green wood
was used, so that it took three hours before he was pronounced dead.

[16]

Calvin and Farel saw, in his refusal to recant, only the obstinacy of an incorrigible heretic
and blas-phemer. We must recognize in it the strength of his conviction. He forgave
his enemies; he asked the pardon even of Calvin. Why should we not forgive
him? He had a deeply religious nature. We must honor his enthusiastic devotion to the
Scriptures and to the person of Christ. From the prayers and ejaculations inserted in his
book, and from his dying cry for mercy, it is evident that he wor-shipped
Jesus Christ as his Lord and Saviour.

[17]

Thus the heretic was silenced, but at what a price! For more than three
centuries the smoke and flame which ascended about the tortured body of Servetus have
cast back a lurid light upon the form of Calvin.

[18]

Farel noted that Servetus might have been saved by shifting the position of the adjective
and confessing Christ as the Eternal Son rather than as the Son of the Eternal God.

[19]

Although the Bible declares, “Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be
saved” (Acts 2:21; Rom. 10:13 cf. Lk. 23:42,43), Farel still reckoned Servetus an unsaved
man at the end of his life.
[20]

at the stake over
As the Roman Catholic authorities of 1415 burned John Hus
doctrine, John Calvin similarly had Michael Servetus burned at the stake. But was
doctrine the only issue? Could there have been another reason, a political one?
As an “obstinate heretic” he had all his property confiscated without more ado. He was
badly treated in prison. It is understandable, therefore, that Ser-vetus was rude and
insulting at his confrontation with Calvin. Unfortunately for him, at this time
Calvin was fighting to maintain his weakening power in Geneva. Calvin’s
opponents used Servetus as a pretext for attacking the Geneva Reformer’s theocratic
government. It became a matter of prestige—always the sore point for any
dictatorial regime—for Calvin to assert his power in this respect. He
was forced to push the condemnation of Servetus with all the means at
his command.

[21]

Ironically enough, the execution of Servetus did not really bolster the
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strength of the Geneva Reformation. On the contrary, as Fritz Barth has
indicated, it “gravely compromised Calvinism and put into the hands of the
Catholics, to whom Calvin wanted to demonstrate his Christian ortho-doxy, the very
best weapon for the perse-cution of the Huguenots, who were nothing
but heretics in their eyes.” The procedure against Servetus served as a model of a
Protestant heretic trial. . . . it differed in no respect from the methods of the
medieval Inquisition. . . . The victorious Reforma-tion, too, was unable to resist
the temptations of power.

[22]

Was Calvin A Great Theologian?

Is it possible for a man such as John Calvin to have been a “great theologian” and at the
same time violate Scrip-ture to such a degree and afterwards show no remorse? Dear
reader, do you have a heart that could, like John Calvin, burn another
person at the stake?
Let’s look at this in a different way. Suppose a man from your congregation with a
reputation for being a spiritual leader captured your neighbor’s dog, chained it to a stake,
then used a small amount of green kindling to slowly burn the dog to death. What would
you think of such a person, especially if he afterwards showed no remorse? Would you
want him to interpret the Bible for you? To make the matter even worse for
John Calvin, a person, unlike a dog, is created in the image of God!
Like it or not, the Scriptures lead to the conclusion that John Calvin’s heart was not
spiritually enlightened, but rather darkened as a result of his murderous hate for Servetus. Calvin was, therefore, spiritually incapable of rightly dividing the word of truth.
[23]

Scripture declares the following about murderers:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the mur-derers, the sexually immoral, those
who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery
lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev. 21:8, NIV).
And you know that no murderer has eternal life abiding [remaining] in
him (1 Jn. 3:15, NKJV).
[24]

Some Greek texts
include the Greek word meno in 1 Jn. 3:15. That Greek word is
trans-lated “remaining” (Marshall’s Literal, Young’s Literal) or “abiding” (NASB, NKJV,
NRSV, Amplified, Wuest, Green’s, KJV) and states that murderous people don’t have
eternal life remaining (abiding) in them. (The implication of this Greek word is antithetical
to OSAS, since saved people can become murderous, as David did.)
All murderers are, therefore, unsaved. Since John Calvin was a murderer, then Calvin
was unsaved, accord-ing to Scripture! Moreover, since the unsaved are dark-ened in their
spiritual understanding (Eph. 4:18), and cannot understand Scripture in general, then
Calvin was dark-ened in his spiritual understanding.
The man without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God,
for they are foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they
are spiritually discerned (1 Cor. 2:14, NIV).

This truth must cast suspicion on Calvin’s unique teachings the same way suspicion
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should be cast on the teachings of the Watchtower Society after they are identified as a
false prophet based on Deut. 18:20-22. To point these facts out about John Calvin or the
Watch-tower Society is not the ad hominem argument as some confuse it, but basic truth
about the Scriptures being spir-itually discerned.
Also, Calvin was drawn to teachings that came from a man who stood condemned,
according to Scripture, for preaching another gospel! (See the chapter entitled, OSAS
Definitions and Origin.) How could Calvin be drawn to such a source of teachings if he
himself was spiritually enlightened and the source he was drawn to was spiritually
darkened? Scripture says:
They are of the world. Therefore they speak as of the world, and the world hears them (1
Jn. 4:5, NKJV).

Was Augustine of the world? Besides Gal. 1:8,9, we also have the fact that only the
unsaved persecute people for their religious beliefs. Never do we see in the New
Testament a Christian doing such! In spite of this, Augustine did. Yet Calvin followed his
unscriptural example in persecuting people for their religious beliefs!
Jesus said we can know people by their fruit (Mt. 12:33)—be it John
Calvin or anyone else! Similarly, the Apostle John wrote:
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the devil are:
Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not
love his brother (1 Jn. 3:10, NIV).

Can you say Calvin did what was right regarding the death of Servetus (and the scores of
others) or was he in blatant violation of Scripture?
No other examples are needed to objectively assess Calvin’s spiritual condition. However,
two other men should also be briefly mentioned:
Two other famous episodes concerned Jacques Gruet and Jerome Bolsec. Gruet, whom
Calvin considered a Libertine, had written letters critical of the Consistory and, more
serious, petitioned the Catholic king of France to intervene in the political and religious
affairs of Geneva. With Calvin’s con-currence he was beheaded for treason.
Bolsec publicly challenged Calvin’s teaching on predestina-tion, a doctrine Bolsec, with
many others, found morally repugnant. Banished from the city in 1551, he revenged
himself in 1577 by publishing a biog-raphy of Calvin that charged him with greed, financial misconduct, and sexual aberration.

[25]

How Should A Heretic Be Dealt With?
How should a heretic or any false teacher be dealt with, that is, if one is willing to abide by
the Biblical guidelines?
Paul wrote Titus and touched upon this very issue, which first starts out as a qualification
for eldership in the church:
He [the elder] must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that
he can encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it. For
there are many rebellious people, mere talkers and deceivers, especially those of the
circumcision group. They must be silenced, because they are ruining whole
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households by teaching things they ought not to teach—and that for the sake of dishonest
gain (Titus 1:9-11, NIV).

Clearly, then, a false teacher should be silenced, not by having him
killed, as Calvinism’s founder did, but by refuting him with Scripture.
This is the true Christian method, in contrast to the examples of Cal-vin
and his predecessor, Augustine.
If Calvin’s example was our standard, the next time the Jehovah’s
Witnesses come to our door, we should physically overpower them, bind
them to a stake, and make human candles out of them. Can you imagine a
professing Christian doing this, much less a reputed theologian? If done, could you force
yourself to believe such a person was truly saved and adhere to his strange doctrinal
distinctives?
Also, false teachers should be openly named as Paul openly named Hymenaeus
and Philetus, who were destroying the faith of some of the Christians whom Paul knew:
Their teaching will spread like gangrene. Among them are Hymenaeus and
Philetus, who have wan-dered away from the truth. They say that the
resurrection has already taken place, and they destroy the faith of some (2 Tim.
2:17,18, NIV).

As distasteful as it may be to some, citing names is also an important preventative
against a false teacher’s spiritual poison.
Getting back to Calvin, can you say some are wrong to conclude that he
must have been governed by a different spirit than Paul had, since
Paul’s direc-tives and example regarding how to deal with a here-tic
were diametrically opposed by him?
Regarding these facts about John Calvin’s life, why have these been overlooked in our
day? Could it be because many could only view them as an embarrassment and
refutation to Calvinism? Most people are only now learning the shocking facts about John Calvin as they read
them for the first time!
No event has more influenced history’s judgment of Calvin than the role
he played in the capture and execution of the Spanish physician and
amateur theologian Michael Servetus in 1553. This event has
overshadowed everything else Calvin accomplished and continues to
embarrass his mod-ern admirers.

[26]

Three important questions remain for all of us to answer:
(1) Can John Calvin be Scripturally justified for putting Michael Servetus
to death?
(2) Does a murderous hate, such as Calvin had, render one spiritually
unable to accurately interpret the Scriptures (1 Cor. 2:14; 1 Jn. 2:9-11)?
(3) Can an unrepentant murderer be saved (1 Jn. 3:15 cf. Rev. 21:8)?
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Calvin’s Theology
Calvin’s version of Christianity is very popular around the world, but is his view Scriptural?
To answer in the affirmative is to say that Calvin’s double predestination is true, that is,
some are predestined for heaven and others are predestined for hell.
This would violate many Scriptures, especially 2 Pet. 3:9:

[27]

The Lord is not slow in keeping his promise, as some understand slowness. He is
patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone to come to
repentance (NIV).

One OSAS author comments on the adverse affect that this Calvinistic teaching had on
poem writer, William Cowper:
Cowper also wrestled with a theological problem that he did not correctly resolve. He
grew up in an era when the doctrine of election was stressed, namely,
the idea that God is the one who chooses who will be saved and leaves
the rest to be damned. Cowper felt that he was not worthy to be classified as
belonging to the chosen. He thought that, for whatever reason, election
excluded him from the wonders of God’s love.

[28]

Furthermore, Calvin’s teachings declare Jesus’ work on the cross was not
infinite, because according to that teaching, he did not shed his blood for every human,
but only for the elect—those predestined to be saved. This is clearly refuted by 1 Jn. 2:2:
He is the atoning sacrifice for our sins, and not only for ours but also for the sins
of the whole world (NIV).

For those who accept this point in Calvinism, known as limited atonement, they could
never tell people at random that Jesus died for them, because unless they are one of the
elect, then Jesus didn’t!
Moreover, Calvinism actually teaches regeneration precedes faith:
Surely seeing the kingdom of God is the act of faith and, if so, such faith is impossible
without regen-eration. Hence regeneration must be prior to faith. We can affirm
then on these grounds that the order is regeneration, faith, justification.

[29]

Also, Calvin’s “perseverance of the saints” doctrine would assert that God’s power will
keep a truly saved person saved, even if he would fall into grievous sins and for a time
[30]

This clearly violates many Scrip-tural examples and
continue therein.
warnings which prove the opposite!
It should be apparent that, from Calvin himself down to us today, the “perseverance of the
saints” doctrine (commonly known by some as “once saved always saved”) has most
often been a “license for immorality” taught under the banner of grace. Jude 3,4 state:
Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we share, I felt
I had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the
saints. For certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly
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slipped in among you. They are godless men, who change the grace of our God into a
license for immorality and deny Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord (NIV).

As Calvin’s own theology allowed for his cruel, unscriptural actions
against Servetus, many in our day are sexually immoral, liars,
drunkards, filled with greed, etc., while they still profess salvation. This
is a ramification of Calvin’s grace message—a teaching which has
spread from a man who could openly burn another to death and for the
re--maining ten years and seven months of his life, never publicly repent
of his crime and sin.

Posterity Owes Me a Debt of Gratitude
Calvin never changed his views or regretted his conduct towards
Servetus. Nine years after his execution he justified it in self-defence against the
reproaches of Baudouin (1562), saying: “Servetus suffered the penalty due to his
heresies, but was it by my will? Certainly his arrogance destroyed him not less than his
impiety. And what crime was it of mine if our Council, at my exhortation, indeed,
but in conformity with the opinion of several Churches, took vengeance on his execrable
blasphemies? Let Baudouin abuse me as long as he will, provided that, by the judgment
of Melanchthon, posterity owes me a debt of gratitude for having purged the
Church of so pernicious a monster.”

[31]

In fact, not only did Calvin never repent of the Servetus episode, he went much beyond
that to defend himself:
Calvin’s work against Servetus gave complete satisfaction to Melanchthon. It is the
strongest refu-tation of the errors of his opponent which his age pro-duced, but it is not
free from bitterness against one who, at last, had humbly asked his pardon, and who
had been sent to the judgment seat of God by a violent death. It is impossible to read
without pain the following passage: “Whoever shall now contend that it is
unjust to put heretics and blasphemers to death will knowingly and
willingly incur their very guilt. This is not laid down on human author-ity; it is
God who speaks and prescribes a per-petual rule for his Church.”

[32]

Dear modern reader, do you think it is unjust to put a heretic to death? If
you are like most, then according to John Calvin, the great Reformer, you
incur their very guilt! (Of course, there’s no Scripture that can be given to support this
statement from Calvin.)
Also, for Calvin to say it was God who was speaking, doesn’t it seem like he was
claiming to be a prophet? Moreover, according to Calvin, God has this treatment for
heretics as a perpetual rule for his Church. This is the real, unvarnished John
Calvin that few know existed!
We now come to the dark chapter in the history of Calvin which has cast a
gloom over his fair name, and exposed him, not unjustly, to the charge of intolerance and
persecution, which he shares with his whole age.
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[33]

The burning of Servetus and the decretum horribile
are sufficient in the
judgment of a large part of the Christian world to condemn him and his
[34]

theology . . . .

In Defense Of Calvin
In spite of the aforementioned facts, there are nonethe-less a few people who will still try
to defend John Calvin by saying:
(1) Trinitarian heresy was a death sentence crime in that day and culture;
(2) The decision was really not Calvin’s at all but was a decision of Geneva’s “Council of
25,” and was the spirit of the age;
(3) Calvin had a wrong view of church and state;
(4) Other major Reformers agreed with the judg-ment.
Absolutely none of these arguments offered to defend Calvin can be
supported with Scripture!

Luke 14:23
Like Augustine, John Calvin cites Lk. 14:23 as Scriptural support to punish heresy by
death. Let’s consider that passage:
Then the master said to the servant, “Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel
them to come in, that my house may be filled” (NKJV).

This verse is clearly not speaking of destruction but salvation! Also, we see in the book of
Acts the early disciples compelled people to come to salvation with Scriptural
argumentation, never persecution and death.
Finally, if one is predestined either for salvation or damnation, then how could we compel
them to come in anyhow? That doctrine teaches that one is saved or lost based solely on
God’s random choice!
Specifically regarding Trinitarian heresy, McNeill comments:
Calvin harbored others who were far from Trini-tarian orthodoxy. But
toward Servetus he was relentless.

[35]

By Calvin’s own admission, he promised to bring Servetus to death, even before his trial,
and accomplished such. Geneva’s “Council of 25” had only a subordinate role.
Remember, Calvin was the pope-like ruling authority in Geneva:
The burning of Servetus—let it be said with utmost clarity—was a deed for which Calvin
must be held largely responsible. It was not done in spite of Calvin, as some
over-ardent admirers of his are wont to say. He planned it beforehand
and maneuvered it from start to finish. It occurred because of him and
not in spite of him . . . . Contrary to the legend that is kept alive by overardent admirers of Calvin, the spirit of the age was already relegating
such inhumanity to the limbo of the past.

[36]

We should not comply with the dictates of our day and culture that are unscriptural. While
it is true that Calvin had a wrong view of church and state, it must be added that it was
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wrong because it was unscriptural and one which led to the premature deaths of others.
Finally, it is irrelevant if other Reformers agree or disagree with Calvin’s decision. This
carries no weight at all on what is right or wrong. Only Scripture and Scripture alone can
determine that (2 Tim. 3:16,17), and the same explicitly condemns Calvin’s cruel actions.
Remember, Sola Scriptura!
Servetus’ ashes will cry out against him as long as the names of these two men are
known in the world.

[37]

Ponder This . . .
John Calvin wrote:
Whoever shall now contend that it is unjust to put heretics and
blasphemers to death will know-ingly and willingly incur their very guilt.
This is not laid down on human authority; it is God who speaks and prescribes a
perpetual rule for his Church.

[38]

The following are John Calvin’s own words, prefixed to the French Edition in 1545, about
his own Institutes of the Christian Religion:
I dare not bear too strong a testimony in its favour, and declare how profitable the reading
of it will be, lest I should seem to prize my own work too highly. However, I may promise
this much, that it will be a kind of key opening up to all the children of God a
right and ready access to the understanding of the sacred volume.
Wherefore, should our Lord give me henceforth means and opportunity of composing
some Commentaries, I will use the greatest possible brevity, as there will be no occasion
to make long digressions, seeing that I have in a manner deduced at length all the
articles which pertain to Chris-tianity.
And since we are bound to acknowledge that all truth and sound doctrine proceed from
God, I will venture boldly to declare what I think of this work, acknowledging it to be
God’s work rather than mine. To him, indeed, the praise due to it must be ascribed.
[39]

[1]
Servetus wrote of the pulmonary circulation of the blood many years before William Harvey was given the credit for its
discovery.
[2]
“On only two counts, significantly, was Servetus condemned—namely, anti-Trinitarianism and anti-paedobaptism.” Roland H.
Bainton, Hunted Heretic (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1953), p. 207. [Comment: While Servetus was wrong about the Trinity, regarding
his rejection of infant baptism, Servetus said, “It is an invention of the devil, an infernal falsity for the destruction of all
Christianity” (Ibid., p. 186). Many Christians of our day could only give an “Amen” to this statement made about infant baptism.
However, this is, in part, why Servetus was condemned to death.]
[3]
Henry C. Sheldon, History of the Christian Church, Vol. 3 (Hendrickson Publishers, Inc. Edition, Second Printing, 1994), p.
159, fn.
[4]
Elgin Moyer, The Wycliffe Biographical Dictionary Of The Church, Revised and enlarged by Earle E. Cairns (Chicago: Moody
Press, 1982), p. 73.
[5]
Stephen Hole Fritchman, Men Of Liberty (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, Inc., Reissued, 1968), p. 8.
[6]
Walter Nigg, The Heretics (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1962), p. 328.
[7]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 116.
[8]
Steven Ozment, The Age Of Reformation 1250-1550 (New Haven and London Yale University Press, 1980), p. 370.
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[9]
William P. Barker, Who‛s Who In Church History (Old Tappan, NJ: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1969), p. 252.
[10]
John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Reprinted 1995),
translated by Henry Beveridge, pp. 22, 23.
[11]
Nigg, The Heretics, p. 326.
[12]
Moyer, The Wycliffe Biographical Dictionary Of The Church, p. 366.
[13]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 116.
[14]
John F. Fulton, Michael Servetus: Humanist and Martyr (New York, NY: Herbert Reichner, 1953), p. 35.
[15]
Nigg, The Heretics, p. 327.
[16]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 116.
[17]
Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Vol. VIII, p. 789.
[18]
Sheldon, History of the Christian Church, Vol. 3, p. 160.
[19]
Bainton, Hunted Heretic, p. 214. [Comment: Nowhere in the Bible do we see this sort of emphasis for one‛s salvation. The
dying thief, the Philippian jailer and Cornelius were all saved by a most basic trusting-submitting faith in Jesus.]
[20]
John Hus attacked various Roman Catholic heresies such as tran-substantiation, subservience to the pope, belief in the
saints, efficacy of absolution through the priesthood, unconditional obedience to earthly rulers and simony. Hus also made the Holy
Scriptures the only rule in matters of religion and faith. See The Wycliffe Biographical Dictionary Of The Church, p. 201.
[21]
Nigg, The Heretics, p. 326.
[22]
Ibid., pp. 328, 329.
[23]
For example, contrast the meaning that Jesus gave of the parable of the weeds in the field (Mt. 13:24-43) to what Calvin
taught. The Lord told us “the field is the world” (v. 38); John Calvin taught “the field is the church.” See Calvin‛s verse by verse
commentary of Matthew‛s gospel.
[24]
Twenty-first edition of Eberhard Nestle‛s Novum Testament Graece and Textus Receptus.
[25]
Ozment, The Age Of Reformation 1250-1550, pp. 368, 369. Bolsec‛s book in which he charges Calvin as he did is cited as
Histoire de la vie, moeurs, actes, doctrine, constance et mort de Jean Calvin . . . pub. a Lyon en 1577, ed. M. Louis-Francois Chastel
(Lyon, 1875).
[26]
Ibid., p. 369.
[27]
Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, Vol. 2, p. 202.
[28]
Erwin W. Lutzer, How You Can Be Sure That You Will Spend Eterntiy With God (Chicago: Moody Press, 1996), pp. 137, 138.
[29]
John Murray, Redemption—Accomplished and Applied (Grand Rapids 3, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1955), p.
104.
[30]
Westminster Confession, Of the Perseverance of the Saints, chapter XVII, paragraph 3, 6.096.
[31]
Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Vol. VIII, pp. 690, 691.
[32]
Ibid., p. 791.
[33]
Refers to Calvin‛s decree of reprobation (Ibid., p. 559).
[34]
Ibid., p. 687.
[35]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 116.
[36]
Ibid., pp. 115, 116.
[37]
Nigg, The Heretics, p. 328.
[38]
Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Vol. VIII, p. 791.
[39]
Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, pp. 22, 23.

In five years, Geneva, with 16,000 inhabitants, had fifty-seven executions and seventy-six
banishments. All of these sentences were sanctioned by Calvin (Samuel Fisk,
Calvinistic Paths Retraced, Murfreesboro, TN: Biblical Evangelism Press, 1985, p. 115).
In order to set up an effective system, Calvin used the state to inflict more severe penalties. Such
penalties proved to be much too severe, fifty-eight people being executed and seventysix exiled by 1546 (Earle E. Cairns, Christianity Through The Centuries: A History of the
Christian Church, Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1981, p. 311).
The official acts of the Council from 1541 to 1559 exhibit a dark chapter of censures, fines,
imprisonments, and executions. During the ravages of the pestilence in 1545 more
than twenty men and women were burnt alive for witchcraft, and a wicked
conspiracy to spread the horrible disease. From 1542 to 1546 fifty-eight judgments of death and seventy-six decrees of banishments were passed. During the years
1558 and 1559 the cases of various punishments for all sorts of offences
amounted to four hundred and fourteen—a very large proportion for a population of
20,000
The enemies of Calvin—Bolsec, Audin, Galiffe (father and son)—make the most of these facts,
and, ignoring all the good he has done, condemn the great Reformer as a heartless and cruel
tyrant (Philip Schaff, History of the Christian Church, Vol. VIII, Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Company, Reprinted 1995, Third Edition, Revised, pp. 492, 493).
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Chapter 4
The Synod of Dort Unmasked

Many people interested in the subject of the believer’s security are totally unaware of
the Synod of Dort (Dordrecht) which convened hundreds of years ago in the Netherlands.
Nonetheless, that Synod held by the Reformed church is an extremely important event
that must be addressed for more than one reason. This is especially true since it is
sometimes addressed in teachings or discussions, and its decrees are implied as the final
word on the issue of the Calvinism/Arminianism controversy, which would affect the
believer’s security. Therefore, Dort continues to profoundly affect the Protes-tant world in
this present hour!
Please note the importance laid upon the Synod of Dort from the following:
[1]

[2]

The views of the Remonstrance were rejected as heretical at a
National Synod in Dort 1618-1619. The Synod also set out to present the true
Calvinistic teaching in regard to the five matters called into question. They stated what we
know today as the five points of Calvinism. The term Calvinism was derived from the
great reformer John Calvin (1509 to 1564), who along with many others, ex--pounded
these views.
The “five points of Calvinism” presented at the Synod are as follows: (1) total depravity,
(2) uncon-di-tional election, (3) limited atone-ment or particular redemption, (4) irresistible
grace or the efficacious call of the Spirit, and (5) perseverance of the saints or
[3]

eternal security (italics his).

Others have said:
This term [Calvinism] comes out of the seventeenth century, largely in opposition to the
teachings of Arminius condemned by the Synod of Dort in 1618.

[4]

. . . [at] the convocation of the Synod of Dordrecht of 1618-1619,
Remonstrantism was condemned as heterodoxy . . . .

[5]

The controversy between Arminians and Calvinists culminated in the Synod of Dort
(1618-19), at which Arminianism was condemned and Calvin-ism
asserted in the strong-est possible terms.

[6]
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This system of theology [Calvinism] was re-affirmed by the Synod of Dort
in 1619 as the doctrine of salvation contained in the Holy Scrip-tures. The
system was at that time formulated into “five points” (in answer to the five points
submitted by the Arminians) and has ever since been known as “the five points of
Calvinism.”

[7]

. . . Calvinism in its classical form actually took shape in heated debate surrounding the
teachings of James Arminius (1560-1609). The center of the controversy occurred in
Holland and was officially resolved at the Synod of Dort (1618-19), which
approved the well-known “five points of Calvin-ism.”

[8]

These citations, and many others like them, note only the historical fact that, at Dort,
Arminianism was rejected as heretical or condemned and Calvinism was approved. But
they don’t mention critical background information as to how, why or, in
this case, the basis of that condemnation. If you are like most, you are
in for a shock as the Synod of Dort is about to be un-masked!

James Arminius
Before we get to these little-known facts, something should be mentioned about James
Arminius (1560-1609), who was dead before the Synod of Dort convened in 1618:
He was at first a strict Calvinist, but while en-gaged in investigating and
defending the Calvin-istic doctrines against the writings of Dirik Volckaerts zoon
Koornheert, at the request of the magistrate of Amsterdam, he found the arguments of
the oppo-nent stronger than his own convictions, and became a convert to the
doctrine of universal grace and of the freedom of will. He saw in the seventh
chapter of Romans the description of a legalistic conflict of the awakened but
unregenerate man, while Augus-tine and the Reformers referred it to the regenerate. He
denied the decree of reprobation, and moderated the doctrine of original sin. He
advocated a revi-sion of the Belgic Confession and Heidelberg
Catechism. He came into open conflict with his sup--ralapsarian colleague, Francis
Gomar (1563-1645), who had conferred on him the degree of doctor of divinity, but now
became his chief antagonist. Hence the strict Calvinists were called ‘Gomarists.’ The
controversy soon spread over all Holland. Arminius applied to the Government to
convoke a synod (appealing, like the Donatists, to the very power which afterwards
condemned him), but died of a pain-ful disorder before it convened. He was a learned
and able divine; and during the controversy which embittered his life he showed a meek,
Chris-tian spirit. ‘Condemned by others,’ said Grotius, ‘he condemned none.’

[9]

Regarding the believer’s security, Arminius wrote:
In the beginning of faith in Christ and conversion to God the believer becomes a living
member of Christ; and, if persevering in the faith of Christ, and keep-ing a conscience
void of offence, remains a living member. But if it happen that this member
grows slothful, is not careful over itself, gives place to sin, by little and
little it becomes half-dead; and so at length, proceeding still further,
dies alto-gether, and ceases to be a member.

[10]
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Before The Synod Of Dort Occurred
Politically, the Calvinists were at a definite advantage before the Synod convened:
After the magistracy of the country was purged of its Arminian
influence, it pro--ceeded to call the long-awaited national synod. It was held at Dordrecht in 1618-19, under the presidency of the Leeuwarden minister Johannes Bogerman.
[11]

The controversy became mixed with political issues; the Remonstrants were supported by
the powerful Oldenbarneveldt, but opposed by the stadhouder Maurice of
Orange. . . . Deprived of their chief polit-ical supporter, the Remon-strants
were help-less, and the synod speedily declared their teach-ings
erroneous.

[12]

Those Who Presided At Dort And
The Fate Of Arminianism
Strict Calvinists were in charge of the synod, but that’s not all you should know:
John Bogerman, pastor at Leuwarden, was elected President; Festus Hommius, pastor
in Leyden, first Secretary—both strict Calvinists. The former had translated
[13]

Beza’s
tract on the punishment of here-tics into Dutch; the latter prepared a new Latin
version of the Belgic Confession. The whole Dutch delegation was orthodox.
[14]

Only three delegates from the provincial Synod of Utrecht were
Remon-strants, but these had to yield their seats to the three orthodox
members elected by the minority in that province. Gomarus
supralapsarian
sublapsarians.

[16]

[15]

represented

Calvinism, but the great majority were infralapsarians or
[17]

Thus the fate of the Arminians was decided beforehand. Episcopius
and his friends—thirteen in all—were summoned before the Synod
simply as defendants, and protested against un--condi-tional submission.
[18]

Earlier, the man who chaired the great Synod of Dort started “a crusade
against a group of Ana-baptists who were holding worship services in the quiet of their
own houses.” He urged the magis-trates to “strike down valiantly these
monsters in the guise of men.”

[19]

There was a national synod, nine years after his [Arminius’] death, the Synod of Dort of
1618-19, and so far was it from the vision of Arminius that the Arminians
themselves were never even seated as delegates, but were only
summoned as culprits to appear before it for condemnation.

[20]

The Remonstrants were not seated but appeared only as the accused.
[21]
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This information alone is most revealing as it shows Dort was not an impartial arena for
both sides to be presented and unbiasedly evaluated by Scripture alone, as you might
have supposed.
Imagine, the fate of the Arminians was decided beforehand! From this missing detail
alone, it should now be apparent as to why this, and other related facts,
have been concealed by those fully informed about Dort and who
unjustly use the Synod of Dort against Arminianism. But that’s not all!
Something else proceeded from those who presided at Dort besides a mere
condemnation of Arminianism.

Persecution Of Arminian Christians
The victory of orthodoxy was obscured by the succeeding deposition of about two
hundred Arminian clergyman, and by the preceding though independent arrest of
[22]

the political leaders of the Rem-onstrants, at the instigation of Maurice. Gro-tius
was
condemned by the States-General to perpetual imprisonment, but escaped through
[23]

the ingenuity of his wife (1621). Van Olden Barn-eveldt
was unjustly con-demned to death for alleged high-treason, and beheaded at the Hague (May 14,
1619). . . . Some secular historians denounce it [the Synod of Dort] as a
Calvinistic tribunal of inquisition.

[24]

Their doctrines were condemned; they were for-bidden to preach or
worship on pain of banish-ment and confiscation; many of the ministers
had to flee the country. Some of them were impris-oned in the Loevestein
castle. Hugo Grotius was imprisoned there too, but his wife enabled him to escape by
smuggling him out in a book chest.

[25]

Remonstrant ministers were ousted from their pulpits, and Remonstrant
leaders ousted from the country (by the Estates-General, as disturbers of the
peace). The synod ended with a banquet 9 May 1619, celebrating the
triumph of Calvinist orthodoxy. Olden-barneveldt was executed shortly
afterward.

[26]

. . . 1625 ended the persecution of the Rem-onstrants.

[27]

As mentioned earlier, Van Olden Barneveldt (or Olden-barneveldt), the political leader
who favored Armin-ianism, was unjustly condemned to death at the age of 71 and
beheaded. The charge against him was never proven:
. . . Oldenbarnevelt was charged with high treason. This charge turned out
to be unprovable, but the old pensionary was nonetheless condemned, sentenced to death, and then executed on 13 May 1619 in The Hague.

[28]

We should be aware of another charge brought against the Arminian Christians and the
doctrinal stan-dards used for their condemnation. These are cited in that order and will be
your next surprises.

The Arminian Christians—
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Disturbers Of The Peace
Remonstrant ministers, some 200, were ousted from their pulpits, and many exiled for
disturbing the peace.

[29]

The synod took the position that it was convened to judge whether the
Remonstrant position was in accord with the Calvinist confessions, and
cited Episcopius and other Remonstrant leaders to appear before it.
Despite Remonstrant protests that the issue was whether the
confessions should be revised, synod proceeded. . . .
Judging the Remonstrants by their writings, then, the synod not
[30]

surprisingly concluded that they were not orthodox. The Canons
were
written to summarize the orthodox position against the Remonstrants, and affirmed total
depravity (i.e., man, after the Fall, cannot choose to serve God), unconditional election
(God’s choice of the elect is not conditioned on any action by them), limited atone-ment
(Christ died for the elect only, since those He died for are saved), irresistible grace (divine
grace cannot be rejected by the elect), and perseverance of the saints (once
elect, always elect). The Canons were adopted as one of the standards of the
Dutch Reformed Church.

[31]

Acceptance of these points [The Rem-on--strance of 1610] would have meant
[32]

revising the Belgic Confession
and the Heidelberg Catechism, generally accepted as doctrinal standards by the Dutch Calvinist churches.
[33]

Before moving on, please note that “Sola Scriptura” was not the practice of
these Reformers, since they held the Belgic Confession and the
Heidelberg Catechism as their doctrinal standards!

What Was Considered Heresy?
Below, in capsulized form, is what the Arminians held to as presented in the
Remonstrance. This is what was con-demned as heretical:
After Arminius’s death in 1609, Uyten-bogaert

[34]

took the lead in drawing up the

[35]

Remonstrance of 1610. . . . The Remon--strance sets forth five points,
all dealing with Armin-ius’s [sic] attempt to soften the orthodox Calvinist
idea of predestination and save something of man’s free will. It holds
that the decree of predestination is not absolute, but conditioned on
man’s response; that the offer of salvation is directed to all men, and all
men in principle can be saved; that man can exercise his free will
properly only after receiving grace; but, that this grace can be accepted
or denied; thus, believers can fall from grace.

[36]

It should be apparent that there is nothing heretical about these statements, as many
Bible-believing, evan-gelical Christians would attest to. In spite of this, however, Dort still
made such a bold pronouncement—one that continues to be quoted in our day!
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The Calvinistic Unchangeable Standards
The Remonstrance was but one episode in an ongoing struggle over the
interpretation, author-ity, and possible revision of the Belgic Confession
and Heidelberg Catechism in the Dutch church. The Calvinists upheld
the documents as un---changeable standards. In November of 1608 the States
of Holland and West Friesland had invited the Arminians to present their alternative
views. Upon the death of the Leiden theologian Jacobus Arminius on 19 October 1609,
his party felt pressed to act. They met, probably in Gouda, and on 14 January 1610 fourtyfour ministers signed the Remonstrance, which is believed to have been composed by
Johannes Wtenbogaert, court chaplain at The Hague and a long-time intimate friend of
the late Arminius . . . . by 1619 only thirty-four signatories [of the Remonstrance of 1610]
were left. They were deposed from their offices. Ten of them, to avoid
deportation or imprisonment, agreed to be silent. By the time the Remon-strants
could regroup a decade later as a separate church, only a handful of the signatories of
1610 remained with them.
The Remonstrance renewed the Arminian insis-tence that the States call a national synod
that would revise the confession and cat-echism, fa-vored by the
Calvinists, to bring these formulas “in harmony with the word of God.”

[37]

The struggle over the authority of the Belgic Confession and Heidelberg Catechism in the
Netherlands was going on even before Jacob Arminius died in 1609:
[The truce and the national synod of 1607]: The delegates divided on question six:
Should the delegates be bound only by the word of God? Thirteen delegates
wanted to bind the delegates to the Confession and Catechism as well as to Scrip-ture.
Four delegates submitted a minority report with a simple yes to the question. They were
Arminius, Uitenbogaert, and two Utrecht ministers, Everhardus Bootius and Henricus
Ioannis. This was the crux of the matter: whether Scripture should be the
supreme authority in terms of which Confession and Catechism could
be revised, or whether the Confession and Catechism should be
determined a priori to be so conformable to Scripture that not even
Scripture could judge them. Arminius and his friends were outvoted. The
majority argued that the Catechism was of Palatine origin and that the Dutch Church had
no authority to change it. The minority argued that the foreign origin of the Catechism was
reason enough for the Dutch to revise it. And they could point to other lands where
confessions were revised, includ-ing France and England (italics his).

[38]

Please notice the all-important reason why the Arminians were condemned as heretics
was because their views were not in accord with the Heidelberg Catechism and the Belgic Confession, the Calvinistic stan-dards of that day!
Orthodox Calvinism achieved a complete triumph. The Five Articles of the Remonstrance
were unan-imously rejected, and five Calvinistic canons adopt-ed, together with
the Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism.

[39]

Remember, the political and religious leaders when Dort con-vened were biased against
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Armin-ianism. Since Calvinism was the already accepted orthodox standard of doctrine in
that part of the world, to stand opposed to double predestination and other points of
Calvinism was to automatically show yourself heretical! Hence, the condemnation of
Armin-ianism was a foregone conclusion, since those in power were not willing
to consider possi-ble revisions of their confessions based on the standard of the Bible, as the Arminians wanted:
The Remonstrants maintained that the synod was a free conference, not having
decisive power, and that scripture was the only authority in doctrinal
matters. . . . The “Can-ons of Dordrecht,” or “Five Articles against the
Remonstrants,” were officially proclaimed as an explanation of certain
points of the Belgic Confession. This extensive document defends the
doctrine of double predestination and rejects the Remonstrant view of
predestination as based on human faith or unbelief, as foreseen by God.
Soon it gained a confessional status as one of the “formulas of concord” for the Dutch
Reformed church together with the Heidelberg Catechism and the Belgic Con-fession. . . . until 1630 leading Re-mon-strants in the republic were
persecuted.

[40]

DORT, SYNOD OF: The largest and, next to the Westminister Assembly, the most
imposing of all synods of the Reformed Churches, convened by the States General of the
Netherlands at the instance of the Calvinists to try to settle the disputes between the latter
and the “Rem-onstrants,” or followers of Jacobus Armin-ius. . . . the first sessions
were devoted to a discussion of a new translation of the Bible, and it was agreed that
three members should undertake the Old Testament, and three others the New; it was
then declared that the Heidelberg Catechism should be expounded in
sermons in all the churches.
Not until Dec. 6 and the twenty-second session was the main business of the gathering
reached. The Remonstrants were told that they could merely express
their opinions and the Synod would pronounce judgment. Against this they
immediately pro--tested. Episcopius in an eloquent speech said that they had all come of
their own accord, and that they should not be accused of heterodoxy; while
they were ready to discuss the dogmas in question, they would not submit to any
human power or belief, but only to the word of God in the Holy Scripture.
[41]

At a final session on 9 May 1619 the Synod drew up 93 canonical rules
and confirmed the authority of the Belgic Confession and the Heidelberg
Cate-chism (italics theirs).

[42]

All of this information is vital in understanding the condemnation of Arminianism at the
Synod of Dort. Without it, one would have a distorted view of what brought about the
outcome. Few people seem to be aware of these facts, which has led to a
gross misrep-resentation of Arminianism and the validation of an unfair,
completely-biased, Calvinistic synod and its pronouncements which
ended with banishment, impris-onment or death for the Arminian
Christian leaders! After its pronouncements, and especially because of
its persecution of Christians, the Synod of Dort has been rightly de----
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nounced by some as a Calvinistic tribunal of inquisition.
While the Arminian Christians exalted the Bible as final authority, in contrast the Calvinists
cited the Belgic Confession and Heidelberg Catechism as doctrinal stan-dards and the
basis for the Arminian condemnation!

Arminian Christians Persecuted
Regarding the Synod of Dort and its persecution of the Arminian Christians, the eternal
word of God simply but accurately states that we can know them by their fruit (Mt. 12:33).
Remember this when spiritually assessing those who presided at Dort.

[43]

In Scripture, one never sees any but the unsaved persecuting the
Christians, who reasoned from the Scriptures alone! This is undeniable and
indisputable fact that should always be men-tioned when Dort’s con-dem-nation of
Arminianism continues to be boldly and unashamedly cited, while the basis of the heresy
pro-----nouncement and the persecution on the Arminian Chris-tians is never mentioned!
These missing details speak volumes.

A Summary And Final Word
The preceding pages have shown, among other things, that:
(1) The decisions at Dort regarding the condemna-tion of Arminianism were a foregone
conclusion, before the Arminians presented their Scriptural case;
(2) The Arminians appeared only as defendants;
(3) Their primary point of contention was over double predestination and wanting a
revision of the Belgic Con-fession and Heidelberg Catechism; and
(4) After their condemnation, the Arminian Chris-tian leaders were severely
persecuted.
In brief, the Synod of Dort was ruled by men who were biased against
Arminianism, highly indoctrinated in Calvinism and willing to persecute
[44]

Christians who opposed them doctrinally.
All of this information is not common knowledge and will not be readily cited by those
trying to defend the perseverance of the saints (OSAS) or any other point of Calvinism.
A historian of this period gives an interesting view of the Synod of Dort. T. C. Grattan, in
THE HIS-TORY OF THE NETHERLANDS, says of it: “The-ology was mystified;
religion disgraced; Chris-tianity outraged. And after six months’ display
of ferocity and fraud, the solemn mockery was closed by the
declaration of its president that its miraculous labours had made hell
tremble. Proscriptions, banishments, and death were the natural
consequences of this synod. The divisions which it had professed to
extinguish were ren-dered a thousand times more violent than before. Its
decrees did incalculable ill to the cause they were meant to promote. The Anglican
church was the first to reject the canons of Dort with horror and contempt. The
protestants of France and Ger-many, and even Geneva, the nurse and guardian of
Calvinism, were shocked and disgusted, and unan-imously softened down the rigour of
their respective creeds” (quoted in THE HISTORIANS’ HISTORY OF THE WORLD, Vol.
XIII, p. 564 fn.).
So this was the assembly that groaned in travail and brought forth the
Five Points of Cal-vinism! Yet some folks are so enamored of the five
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points that they will praise the work of the Synod (capital emphasis and
italics his).

[45]

Ponder This . . .
Few people seem to be aware of these -facts, which has led to a gross misrepresentation
of Arminianism and the validation of an unfair, completely-biased, Calvinistic synod and
its pronounce-ments which ended with banish-ment, impris-onment or death for the
Arminian Christian leaders! After its pronouncements, and especially because of its persecution of Christians, it is easy to see why the Synod of Dort has been denounced by
some as a Calvin-istic tribunal of inquisition.
The condemnation of all of Arminianism at Dort (1618-1619) by strict Calvinists is similar
to the condem-nation of all of Protestantism at the Council of Trent (1545-1563) by strict
Catholics. Should one justly dismiss all of Protes-tantism because Trent rejected it as
heretical with over 100 anathemas, without considering background information about the
people who issued such condem-nation or the standard of truth by which such a condemnation was issued? God forbid! This is, likewise, how we should view Dort—if we are
willing to look at it from an unbiased Scriptural perspective.
Regarding OSAS, Dort stated, “. . . Satan abhors it, the world ridicules it, the ignorant and
hypocritical abuse it, and the heretics oppose it. . . .” (See App. K, Art. 15.)
That wasn’t the first time Christians were so labeled. Consider what Paul declared others said about
Christianity:

. . . I worship the God of our fathers as a follower of the Way, which they call a sect (Acts 24:14,
NIV).
The Greek word translated sect is hairesis. According to Strong, it can also mean heresy. Hence, the
KJV reads:

But this I confess unto thee, that after the way which they call heresy, so worship I the
God. . . .
From this we learn that the Arminian Christians at the Synod of Dort were not the first to be fallaciously
asso-ciated with heresy, since Paul was too.

[1]
Remonstrance was the document formulating the five points of Arminian dissent from strict Calvinism (Funk & Wagnalls
Standard Dictionary of the English Language, Vol. 2, New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, p. 1066).
[2]
Heretical means a doctrinal position at variance to a recognized standard.
[3]
Robert P. Lightner, Sin, the Savior, and Salvation (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1991), p. 110. [Notice, Dr.
Lightner makes no distinc-tion between the perseverance of the saints and eternal security, as some try to do today.]
[4]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, J. D. Douglas, General Editor (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1974), p. 179.
[5]
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, Vol. 2, Hans J. Hillerbrand, Editor in Chief (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1996), p. 198. The word heterodoxy means opposed to the orthodox position.
[6]
John F. Walvoord in Five Views on Sanctification (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1987), p. 223.
[7]
H. Wayne House, Charts of Christian Theology and Doctrine (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1992), p. 100.
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[8]
Stanley J. Grenz, Theology for the Community of God (Nashville, TN: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 1994 ed.), p. 585.
[9]
The Creeds of Christendom, Vol. 1, Edited by Philip Schaff, Revised by David S. Schaff (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books,
1993), pp. 510, 511.
[10]
The Works of Arminius, Vol. III, The London Edition, Translated by James Nichols and William Nichols (Grand Rapids, MI:
Baker Book House, Reprinted 1991), p. 470.
[11]
Carl Bangs, Arminius (Grand Rapids, MI: Francis Asbury Press, Second Edition 1985), p. 356.
[12]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, J. D. Douglas, General Editor (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 1974), p. 835.
[13]
Theodore Beza was John Calvin‛s successor at Geneva. [Beza‛s tract was written in defense of the execution of heretics
(Samuel Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, Murfreesboro, TN: Biblical Evangelism Press, 1985, p. 122).]
[14]
“Orthodox” in the context of the Synod of Dort means Calvinistic.
[15]
Francis Gomarus was a strict Calvinist and the chief opponent of Jacob Arminius. Their controversy led to the Synod of
Dort, where Gomarus himself played a prominent role.
[16]
These are three theological terms (supralapsarian and infralapsarian, also known as sublapsarian), all of which are held by
the Calvinists. Sublapsarianism is defined as: “The doctrine that God decreed both election and reprobation before the fall.
Supralapsarianism differs from infralapsarianism on the relation of God‛s decree to human sin” (Walter A. Elwell, Editor, Evangelical
Dictionary of Theology, Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1984, p. 1059).
[17]
Simon Episcopius was the chief spokesman for the Arminians at the Synod of Dort.
[18]
The Creeds of Christendom, Vol. 1, p. 513.
[19]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 122.
[20]
Bangs, Arminius, p. 279.
[21]
Ibid., p. 356.
[22]
Hugo Grotius was a leader of the Arminians at Dort sentenced to life imprisonment in 1618, but escaped years later in 1621
(Evangelical Dictionary of Theology, p. 489).
[23]
Van Olden Barneveldt (or Oldenbarneveldt) was the political leader who favored the Arminians.
[24]
The Creeds of Christendom, Vol. 1, pp. 514, 515.
[25]
Bangs, Arminius, p. 356.
[26]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 310.
[27]
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, Vol. 2, p. 55.
[28]
Ibid., Vol. 3, p. 173.
[29]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 835.
[30]
Because of the length, only the Calvinistic Canon related to the Fifth Head, “the perseverance of the saints” is cited in
Appendix K.
[31]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 310.
[32]
The Belgic Confession was composed in 1561 by Guido de Bres. “Distinctively Reformed elements may be found in the
articles on election (16), sanctification (24), the government of the church (30-32), and the Lord‛s Supper (35). (Evangelical
Dictionary of Theology, p. 132.)
[33]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 835.
[34]
Johannes Uytenbogaert (or Wtenbogaert).
[35]
See Appendix I.
[36]
The New International Dictionary of the Christian Church, p. 835.
[37]
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, Vol. 3, pp. 416, 417.
[38]
Bangs, Arminius, p. 290.
[39]
The Creeds of Christendom, Vol. 1, p. 514.
[40]
The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, Vol. 2, pp. 2, 3.
[41]
The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, Edited by Samuel Macauley Jackson (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Book House, 1950), p. 494.
[42]
The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, Second Edition, Edited by F. L. Cross and E. A. Livingstone (New York:
Oxford University Press, Reprinted 1990), p. 421.
[43]
In 1646, several decades after the Synod of Dort, the Westminister Confession was drawn up. Regarding that Confession,
we read: “Some members of the Assembly had participated in the Synod of Dort.” (Creeds of the Churches, Edited by John H. Leith,
Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1977, p. 192.)
[44]
The condemnation of all of Arminianism at Dort (1618-1619) by strict Calvinists is similar to the condemnation of all of
Protestantism at the Council of Trent (1545-1563) by strict Catholics. Should one justly dismiss all of Protestantism, because Trent
rejected it as heretical with over 100 anathemas, without considering background information about the people who issued such
condemnation or the standard of truth by which such a condemnation was issued? God forbid! This is, likewise, how we should view
Dort—if we are willing to look at it from an unbiased, historical perspective, with Scripture alone as our authority.
[45]
Fisk, Calvinistic Paths Retraced, p. 123.
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All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for
reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be
complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 Tim. 3:16,17, NKJV).
If the world hates you, keep in mind that it hated me first. If you belonged to the world, it would love
you as its own. As it is, you do not belong to the world, but I have chosen you out
of the world. That is why the world hates you. Remember the words I spoke to you: “No
servant is greater than his master.” If they persecuted me, they will persecute you also. If
they obeyed my teaching, they will obey yours also (Jn. 15:18-20, NIV).

Chapter 5
From Initial to Final Salvation
In this chapter initial salvation refers to the moment in time when a person extends a
trusting-submitting faith in Jesus Christ for his personal salvation and thereby instantly
receives the gift of salvation. At this same moment in time he also passes from spiritual
death to life, from darkness to light and from the power of Satan to the power of God (Jn.
5:24; Acts 26:18; 1 Jn. 3:14). Such a person is also set free from the slavery of sin (Jn.
8:32-36; Rom. 6:22). As a recipient of eternal life he has also been declared righteous in
God’s sight and made a son of God because of his faith in Christ (Rom. 3:22; Gal. 3:26),
who is now his Lord and Savior (Gal. 5:24; Eph. 5:24).
[1]

Final salvation simply refers to entering the kingdom of God, which only occurs for
those who die physically in a righteous state or are in such a spiritual state when the Lord
returns.
At this very moment, the ----Christian is somewhere between his past conversion
experience and his future entrance into the kingdom, that is, assuming he endures
to the end. In other words, though he now possesses eternal life, he is also on the road
that leads to [eternal] life (Mt. 7:14 cf. Mt. 25:46) with the possibility of wandering off (1
Tim. 6:10,21; 2 Tim. 2:18; 2 Pet. 2:15), turning back (Jn. 6:66; 1 Tim. 5:15), falling away
(Lk. 8:13; Mt. 11:6; 26:31), etc. In fact, turning away from the Lord is somewhat
commonplace (Mt. 24:10; 2 Thess. 2:3; 1 Tim. 4:1; 2 Tim. 4:4).
Dear reader, even if you are a true Christian this horrible thing could happen to you also,
unless you do certain things to prevent it, according to Scripture!
If our perseverance in the faith was solely left up to God no Christian in the past would
have ever ship--wrecked his faith in Christ or apostatized for any reason, since God
always does everything perfectly and does not desire for anyone to perish (2 Pet. 3:9)!
Your free will and human responsibilities regarding the things of God
after initial salvation are, therefore, the deciding factors that will
determine much more than your rewards and position in the kingdom!
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Descriptions Of Christians
How does the Bible describe the Christian between initial and final salvation? Is the
Christian’s life now, because of grace, one in which he can sit back, relax, pursue the
pleasures of this world and even start to live again according to his sinful nature as a
carnal Christian with no possible hindrance to his personal entrance into the kingdom of
God? Is it true that “all the way to heaven is heaven,” and “the saints on earth are no less
secure than those in heaven” as some say?
According to the Bible, the Christian in this life is:

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

a soldier in a battle (Phil. 2:25; 2 Tim. 2:3,4; Philemon 2);
a runner in a long distance race (Acts 20:24; 1 Cor. 9:24; Gal. 5:7; 2 Tim. 4:7;
Heb. 12:1);
a worker in the vineyard (Mt. 20:1-16);
a fruit tree required to bear good fruit (Jn. 15: 5,6);
a self-denying Jesus follower (Lk. 9:23);
a manager or steward (Mt. 25:14-30; Lk. 12:42-48);
a witness of Jesus (Acts 1:8,22; 2 Tim. 2:2; Rev. 2:13 cf. Acts 8:1-4);
a wrestler against the forces of darkness (Eph. 6:12);
in a struggle against sin (Heb. 12:4);
an alien-stranger in this world whose citizenship is in heaven (1 Pet. 1:1,17;
2:11; Phil. 3:20);
a servant (or slave) of God (Acts 4:29; 1 Thess 1:9)!

Beyond these descriptions, Christians are also likened unto salt that
can possibly lose its saltiness (Mt. 5:13; Lk. 14:34,35); and virgins that
can have their lamps run out of oil and stop burning (v. 12). In the end,
such foolish virgins will hear Jesus say, I don’t know you (Mt. 25:1-13).
We must also remember we are presently being tested (Jam. 1:12) and told to be
faithful to the very end of our lives so that we won’t be hurt by the
second death (Rev. 2:10,11), another name for the lake of fire (Rev.
21:8). From all of this, one can see why the Lord commanded us:
Make every effort to enter through the narrow door, because many, I tell you, will try
to enter and will not be able to (Lk. 13:24, NIV).

The Greek reveals a continuous tense effort to enter the kingdom is to be exerted!
Furthermore, the word effort (agonizomai) comes from the Greek word from which we get
our word agony.
W. E. Vine comments on its usage in this passage:
To strive as in a contest for a prize, straining every nerve to attain to the
object, Luke 13:24.

[2]

The Christian Is Now In
Enemy Territory
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The Christian should never forget he is now in enemy territory. The devil, who is the god
of this age (2 Cor. 4:4), and prince of this world (Jn. 12:31; 14:30; 16:11) is our arch
enemy. We are on his turf and he doesn’t like us here! We disturb him.
Our value system is not only antithetical to his, but destructive to his slavish system. He is
not in the lake of fire yet, but prowls around throughout the earth looking for someone to
devour (1 Pet. 5:8). We are told to resist him (1 Pet. 5:9). [Note: God is not going to
resist him for us! We are told to resist him for ourselves, with the help of
God.]
“The ruler of the kingdom of the air” (Eph. 2:2) never gives up in his relentless efforts to
tempt us into sin or deceive us through one of his many clever schemes! There are traps,
snares, stumbling blocks and many other hindrances that he lays before us on the road
that is hard that leads to life (Mt. 7:14, NRSV). The Christian is consequently warned
of real spiritual dangers that could prevent his entrance into the kingdom (Gal. 5:19-21;
Heb. 3:12-14; 1 Jn. 2:24,25; Rev. 22:19), repeatedly com-manded to be on his spiritual
guard (Mt. 10:17-22; 16:6; cf. 2 Pet. 3:17), told not to be lukewarm so as to avoid possible
discharge from the Body of Christ (Rev. 3:15,16), etc.
We are also advised to give absolutely no place at all to the devil (Eph. 4:27), to avoid
every kind of evil (1 Thess. 5:22), to keep ourselves pure (1 Tim. 5:22), from idols (1 Jn.
5:21), from the pollutants of this world (Jam. 1:27) and informed that bad company
corrupts good char-acter (1 Cor. 15:33). Our thought life is to be centered on things
beyond the grave, not on earthly things (Col. 3:1,2). Neither are we to think about how to
gratify the desires of our sinful nature (Rom. 13:14).
Furthermore, it is vitally important to keep a clear conscience at all times, as Paul himself
did (Acts 24:16). He also wrote about some who didn’t and consequently shipwrecked
[3]

their own faith in Christ (1 Tim. 1:19,20)!
We are also warned of the danger of false teachers who distort the truth of God and who
teach to accom-modate an audience with sinful desires (Acts 20:30; 2 Tim. 4:3,4). Yet
these teachers can appear righteous (Mt. 7:15; 23:28; 2 Cor. 11:13,15; 2 Tim. 3:5).
Remember even the devil can quote Scripture (Mt. 4:6) and masquerade as an angel of
light (2 Cor. 11:14)! Rather than proclaiming the full counsel of God, such teachers stress
only certain passages to the exclusion of others, because if they didn’t, their sought-after
and easy-to-receive message would be clearly contradicted! These are truly perilous
times. All of these are facts, as disturbing as they may be to some!

A More Complete Picture Of
Eternal Life
Eternal life is the gift of God (Rom. 6:23). It is more precious than our bodily members
(Mk. 9:43-48), our marriage (1 Cor. 7:15), great riches (Mk. 10:21,22), our physical life
(Mt. 10:28), the whole world (Mk. 8:36), and our own personal goals and aspirations (Lk.
9:24).
In Jn. 17:3, Jesus equated eternal life (zoe aionios) to knowing God. In other words, to
truly know God in this sense is to have eternal life and to be known by God. Elsewhere
we learn that eternal life is found only in Jesus (1 Jn. 5:12 cf. Jn. 14:6). But there
is much more that needs to be known on the subject of eternal life.
Let’s carefully consider an aspect of eternal life which is directly related to the believer’s
security. Many Christians are not aware of the passages to be cited on this subject
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because of present-day teachings. Please take the time to verify all Scriptures for yourself
in your own Bible. Since we are dealing with eternity, the stakes are of infinite value.
Therefore, carefully note them and pre-pare your heart to receive your findings. If
necessary, adjust your theology accordingly.
What you are about to read is the result of looking up all the references in the Bible on
eternal life and its synonym, everlasting life, to learn more about this all-important subject.
It would be good for you also to do this. [Sometimes eternal life is simply stated as life
(Mt. 7:14; Mk. 9:43; 1 Tim. 6:19; 2 Tim. 1:1; 1 Jn. 5:12; etc.), so this is another word that
needs to be sought out.]
As I now look back over all this data related to eternal life (zoe aionios),
I firmly believe it corporately could be the missing part of the puzzle for
many regarding their personal misunderstanding of the believer’s
security.
To the OSAS proponent who believes in an absolute and guaranteed entrance into God’s
kingdom based upon a past moment of real faith in Christ, there will be some shocking
Bible passages cited and examined. Shocking, not because they are taken out of context
or misused in any way, but because they are hardly known. Moreover, the reason they
are hardly known is that they are prob-lem texts for the popular OSAS teachers!
Furthermore, many who embrace OSAS, unknowingly or unconsciously, skip over such
Scriptures when teaching or while spending personal time in the Bible because such do
not fit (or better yet, cannot fit) into their theology and, therefore, they simply do not know
what to do with these awkward passages. They are thrown into a tempo-rary state of
confusion when con--fronted with them!
Such disharmony should immediately cause the sincere truth seeker to
know that there must be some-thing wrong with his present
understanding of that subject, since there will always be complete harmony
throughout the Bible on any given subject when properly understood. Please
remember the following awkward passages are just as authoritative and
inspired as any other Scripture dealing with eternal life.

Common Passages On Eternal LIfe
Here are the most commonly known passages on eternal life:
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes
[continuous tense] in him shall not perish but have eternal life (Jn. 3:16, NIV).
I tell you the truth, he who believes [continuous tense] has everlasting life (Jn. 6:47,
NIV).
He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have life. I
write these things to you who believe [continuous tense] in the name of the Son of God so
that you may know that you have eternal life (1 Jn. 5:12,13, NIV).

These three passages, among others not cited here, clearly show we have eternal
life the moment we believe on Christ and can know it at this time. Though
this is basic truth, there is more you must consider—the missing piece of the puzzle.
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Awkward Passages On Eternal Life
The Bible goes on to state the following:
Multitudes who sleep in the dust of the earth will awake: some to everlasting life,
others to shame and everlasting contempt (Dan. 12:2, NIV).

[4]

Then they will go away to eternal punishment, but the righteous to eternal life (Mt.
25:46, NIV).

[5]

Will fail to receive a hundred times as much in this present age (homes, brothers, sisters,
mothers, chil-dren and fields—and with them, persecutions) and in the age to come,
eternal life (Mk. 10:30, NIV).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality, he will
give eternal life (Rom. 2:7, NIV).
The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the
one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eter-nal life. Let us not
become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not
give up (Gal. 6:8,9, NIV).
A faith and knowledge resting on the hope of eter-nal life, which God, who does not
lie, promised before the beginning of time (Titus 1:2, NIV).
So that, having been justified by his grace, we might become heirs having the hope of
eternal life (Titus 3:7, NIV).
Keep yourselves in God’s love as you wait for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to
bring you to eternal life (Jude 21, NIV).

See also Jn. 6:27; 12:25; Rom. 6:22; 1 Tim. 6:12; 1 Jn. 2:24,25; 3:15.
Though many know eternal life is given at the point of initial salvation, these additional
truths reveal an aspect of eternal life that few seem aware of or even care to ponder.
According to true grace teaching, eternal life (zoe aionios) is also a hope
(Titus 3:7) yet to be reaped (Gal. 6:8,9) in the age to come (Mk. 10:30) for
only the ones who persist in doing good (Rom. 2:7) and don’t grow weary
and give up (Gal. 6:9)!
This is clearly what the Bible teaches, yet it is highly contradictory to both positions on
OSAS, even the moderate form which declares:
They whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually called and sanctified by his
Spirit, can neither totally nor finally fall away from the state of grace: but shall certainly
persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved.

[6]

Furthermore, OSAS proponents who embrace the Westminster Confession say that such
does not depend upon our own free will but “upon the immutability of the decree of
[7]

election.”
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Galatians 6:7-9
In contrast, Scripture declares that the reaping of eternal life is dependent upon us not
giving up as we sow to please the Spirit, instead of our sinful natures (Gal. 6:8,9). Paul,
who gave us Eph. 2:8,9, also gave us this passage!
Before we move on, a very common OSAS misin-terpretation of Gal. 6:7-9 is that those
verses are related to the judgment and rewards of believers. Charles Stanley teaches this
interpretation:
Every moment counts. No deed goes unnoticed. All of us must give an account. No one
gets by with anything. If you are a believer living for Christ, this news should be
encouraging. If, however, you are one of those believers who has been content just to
know you are on your way to heaven, this infor-mation should be disturbing. It is my
prayer that you will renew your commitment to Christ and begin living for Him. Heed
Paul’s words:
Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man sows, this he will also
reap. . . . And let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we shall reap if we do
not grow weary.
—Galatians 6:7-9

[8]

Gal. 6:7-9 powerfully refutes OSAS, as it states we will reap eternal life or destruction by
the way we live. This passage is not talking about reaping rewards, but reaping
either eternal life or destruction, as the context proves. This truth, however, is not
apparent from Stanley’s quote of Gal. 6:7-9, since he omitted verse 8 with an ellipsis! The
missing words will help clarify this:
The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction;
the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life (NIV).

Please note the contrast between reaping eternal life and reaping destruction, which is
based on us sowing to please the Spirit or our own sinful natures.

Enter Life = Enter The Kingdom
Of God
Consider also what the Lord Jesus taught in Mk. 9:43-48:
If your hand causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter into life maimed,
rather than having two hands, to go to hell, into the fire that shall never be quenched;
where ‘Their worm does not die, And the fire is not quenched.’ And if your foot causes
you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life lame, rather than having two feet, to
be cast into hell, into the fire that shall never be quenched; where ‘Their worm does not
die, And the fire is not quenched.’ And if your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out. It is
better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye, rather than having two
eyes, to be cast into hell fire; where ‘Their worm does not die, And the fire is not
quenched’ (NKJV).

Notice how the Lord interchangeably used enter life with enter the kingdom of God. He
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could equate the two since they are describing the same concept, that is, final salvation.
One will either enter life or he will be cast into the fire that shall never be quenched,
according to Jesus.
Even more importantly, Jesus clearly taught in the same passage that sin in general
can stop a person from entering the kingdom of God! The Lord did not
limit sin, that would exclude one from the kingdom of God, only to the
sin of unbelief. This point cannot be over-emphasized, since it is a deathblow to
OSAS! Paul taught similarly after the cross (Gal. 5:19-21). Please note, his warning cited
there was directed to Christians.
In contrast to Scripture, it is taught in our day:
. . . for the Christian sin is no longer the issue. . . .

[9]

See the chapter, The Truth About Sin, for more information.
Furthermore, from Mk. 9:43-48 we learn sin will always be an issue for us in this age. The
fact that sin can negate one’s salvation will hold true all the way into the future while there
will be people who have not yet entered the kingdom of God and others who have not yet
been thrown into eternal fire.

The Rich, Young Ruler
Also in a clear way, the Lord referred to initial and final salvation during his conversation
with the rich, young ruler who fell on his knees before Jesus and asked, What must I do to
inherit eternal life? (Mt. 19:16; Mk. 10:17; Lk. 18:18). Let’s examine this from the Lk.
18:18-30 account:
Now a certain ruler asked Him, saying, “Good Teacher, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life?” So Jesus said to him, “Why do you call Me good? No one is good but
One, that is, God. You know the commandments: ‘Do not commit adultery,’ ‘Do not
murder,’ ‘Do not steal,’ ‘Do not bear false witness,’ ‘Honor your father and your
mother.’”And he said, “All these things I have kept from my youth.” So when Jesus heard
these things, He said to him, “You still lack one thing. Sell all that you have and distribute
to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow Me.” But when he
heard this, he became very sorrowful, for he was very rich. And when Jesus saw that he
became very sorrowful, He said, “How hard it is for those who have riches to enter the
kingdom of God! For it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for
a rich man to enter the kingdom of God.” And those who heard it said, “Who then
can be saved?” But He said, “The things which are impossible with men are possible
with God.” Then Peter said, “See, we have left all and followed You.” So He said to them,
“Assuredly, I say to you, there is no one who has left house or parents or brothers or wife
or children, for the sake of the kingdom of God, who shall not receive many times more in
this present time, and in the age to come eternal life (NKJV).”

Several important points need to be emphasized from this passage:
(1) Jesus answered a question about inheriting the kingdom of God by equating it to
entering the kingdom of God.
(2) Jesus equated entering the kingdom of God to receiving eternal life which he said
comes in the age to come. Note: the age to come is not this present time in which we
are now living!
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(3) The disciples understood entering the kingdom of God to be equated with salvation,
for they asked the question, “Who then can be saved?”

Saved And Salvation Used
In Different Ways
At different times, the Lord taught an initial and final salvation with his usage of the word
saved. In the follow-ing verse he refers to initial salvation:

[10]

Then He said to the woman, “Your faith has saved you. Go in peace” (Lk. 7:50, NKJV).

But in Mt. 10:22, Jesus told those who were al--ready saved (vv. 1,2) that they
would be hated for his name’s sake and he mentioned their need to endure to the end of
their lives for salvation’s sake:
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who endures to the end will be
saved (NKJV).

This last passage is one of the clearest in all of Scrip-ture to prove a conditional security.
In it, Jesus refers to final salvation, or an actual entrance into the kingdom of God.
Here, just like with the rich, young ruler, the word saved is referring to an entrance
into the kingdom (Lk. 18:25 cf. v. 26).
Similarly, Paul referred to final salvation as he wrote believers from two different church
groups:
Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now
much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling (Phil. 2:12, KJV).

And do this, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep; for now our
salvation is nearer than when we first believed (Rom. 13:11, NKJV).

In the latter passage, Paul referred to a salvation that was nearer for the Christians than
when they first believed. This is final salvation, and to reap eternal life he said we must
continue to sow to please the Spirit, instead of our own sinful natures, and do not give up
(Gal. 6:7-10). This is true grace teaching.
At yet a different time, Paul wrote:
Give no offense, either to the Jews or to the Greeks or to the church of God,
just as I also please all men in all things, not seeking my own profit, but the profit of many,
that they may be saved (1 Cor. 10:32,33, NKJV).

Let’s take a close look at this passage. Paul said of himself that he was seeking the good
of many that they may be saved. But to whom was he referring? Verse 32 surprisingly
shows it was Jews, Greeks and the church of God! This means those who never came to
the point of saving faith, as well as those who have, are the ones to whom he referred.
Hence, he said all men in verse 33. The point is, Paul wanted those who belonged to the
church of God to be saved in the sense of actually entering the kingdom of God. This
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statement from Paul is related to what he wrote in 1 Cor. 8:10-13:
For if anyone with a weak conscience sees you who have this knowledge eating in an
idol’s temple, won’t he be emboldened to eat what has been sacrificed to idols? So this
weak brother, for whom Christ died, is destroyed by your knowledge. When
you sin against your brothers in this way and wound their weak conscience, you
sin against Christ. Therefore, if what I eat causes my brother to fall into sin, I will
never eat meat again, so that I will not cause him to fall (NIV).

Clearly, Paul believed one who was in Christ could fall and be destroyed through an
example of a Christian having knowledge who was eating in an idol’s temple.

Two Times To Overcome
At the point of initial salvation, we are shown to be over-comers:
You are of God, little children, and have overcome them, because He who is in you is
greater than he who is in the world (1 Jn. 4:4, NKJV).

See also 1 Jn. 2:13,14; 5:4,5.
Yet in a different sense, the Lord referred to final salvation when he addressed those
already saved. He stated that we must be faithful to the point of death to overcome and
not be hurt by the second death:
Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil will put some of you in
prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be faithful, even to the
point of death, and I will give you the crown of life. He who has an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes will not be hurt at all by the second
death (Rev. 2:10,11, NIV).

See also Rev. 2:7,17,26; 3:5,12,21.
These verses were all addressed to those who al-ready overcame in the sense of 1 Jn.
5:4,5 but have not overcome by being faithful to the point of death so they would not get
hurt by the lake of fire.
Paul also used overcome in this same sense as he wrote to those who already overcame
for initial salvation:
Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good (Rom. 12:21, NIV).

Note: evil is ever trying to overtake the Christian. This reflects our continuous, spiritual
warfare even after the point of initial salvation.

Son Used In Two Ways

We clearly become a son of God at the moment of our faith in Christ,
that is, at initial salvation. Paul and John, respectively, wrote of this:
For you are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:26, NKJV).
Beloved, now we are children of God; and it has not yet been revealed what we shall
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be, but we know that when He is revealed, we shall be like Him, for we shall see Him as
He is (1 Jn. 3:2, NKJV).

Yet we must be an overcomer in the sense of enter-ing the kingdom to be God’s son in
eternity and not have a place in the lake of fire:
He who overcomes shall inherit all things, and I will be his God and he shall be My
son. But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexu-ally immoral, sorcerers,
idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone,
which is the second death (Rev. 21:7,8, NKJV).

Rev. 21:8 describes the non-overcomers, that is, the ones who don’t inherit the kingdom
(vv. 1-7) or as Paul stated earlier those who reap destruction (Gal. 6:8).
Again, the book of Revelation was written to people who had already experienced initial
salvation (Rev. 1:4,11). Yet, the same would have to overcome by being faithful to Jesus
to the point of their physical death, so they would not be hurt by the second death, also
known as the lake of fire (Rev. 2:10,11; 12:11 cf. 21:8).

Revealed Other Ways
The distinction between initial and final salvation also surfaces in certain individual verses
like 1 Pet. 1:9:
For you are receiving the goal of your faith, the salvation of your souls (NIV).

Peter wrote this to people who already had been saved. This is apparent since they were
redeemed with the precious blood of Jesus (1:18,19) and were born again (1:23). Yet,
Peter mentions they are receiving . . . the salvation of their souls! This is the final goal of
their faith. This type of talk, again, reflects an aspect of sal-va-tion that even born again
people have not re-ceived in its entirety.

Paul’s Justification
Paul refers to an aspect of justification which is seldom mentioned:
So that, having been justified by his grace, we might become heirs having the hope of
eternal life (Titus 3:7, NIV).

In contrast to this and other clear Scriptures, but yet in conformity with OSAS, MacArthur
wrote:
It is a done deal, not a goal we work toward. Eternal life is a present possession, not
a future hope.

[11]

Dear reader, which contrasting message will you believe?

1 Peter 4:18
In Peter’s first epistle, he wrote:
And, “If it is hard for the righteous to be saved, what will become of the ungodly
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and the sinner?” (1 Pet. 4:18, NIV).

Peter used the word saved in that passage the same way he heard the Lord use it in Mt.
10:22. Furthermore, he said it is hard for the righteous to be saved. Again, that was
addressed to those who were already righteous (or saved)! Perhaps Peter had Lk. 13:24
in mind when he wrote that.
We are also told by Peter to add to our faith in Christ, of our own free will, various virtues
to make our calling and election sure (2 Pet. 1:5-10). [Verse 10 does not refer to
salvation assurance as some say, but rather to making our election sure. This passage is
a real problem for the Augustine-Calvin double predestination theory.]
In addition to all of the aforementioned, it is also possible for the
Christian, between initial and final salvation, to fall from grace to the
point where Christ is no longer of any value (Gal. 5:2-4), to be disowned
by Christ himself for disowning him (Mt. 10:33), to become an enemy of
God again by choosing to be a friend of this world (Jam. 4:4b), etc.
Unfortunately, spiritual disasters like these have happened to people who were once
saved, as disturbing as it may be to ponder.
In clear contrast to Mt. 18:34,35 and especially Jam. 4:4, Hal Lindsey wrote:
We have been justified and now God is at peace with us and nothing will ever
cause Him to stop being at peace with us (italics his).

[12]

Matthew 18:1-3
Besides all of these Scriptures, Jesus shockingly told those who were already saved
they would not enter the kingdom of hea-ven unless they would change and become like
little children (Mt. 18:1-3)! Of course, this is understandably denied by the OSAS crowd,
but irref-utably supported by the immediate context.
J. Vernon McGee interprets verse 3:
He called a little child to Him, set him in the midst of them, and said: “Verily I say unto
you, Except ye be converted, and become as little children . . .” (v. 3). You have to be
converted, of course, but you have to become as a little child if you are going
to become great in the kingdom of heaven. He is speaking to them about a
conversion and then about their conduct.

[13]

Dear reader, in the final analysis, you must decide for yourself how you will understand
Mt. 18:3, but below is the entire verse, with the missing words bolded:
. . . and said, Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and become as little children,
ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven (Mt. 18:3, KJV).

Clearly then, in the light of all the cited material, after initial salvation a
Christian’s entrance into the kingdom of God can be negated. This
basic, but often denied, truth explains those awkward passages on
eternal life, which declare it to be a hope yet to be reaped and received in
the age to come, but only for those who persist in doing good and don’t give
up. This was the original grace teaching.
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To present only half of the picture regarding eternal life, as the whole
picture, is to create a gross distortion—one that can lead to a false
security. This is what OSAS has done, to the detriment of multi-tudes of
eternal souls.
It is only when one embraces a conditional view for the believer in Christ that all of these
passages on eter-nal life, the different ways saved is used, etc. can be reconciled to yield
one harmonious picture of the believ-er’s spiritual race now. That picture is given piece by
piece throughout the Scriptures.

Those Who Actually Enter The Kingdom
We can learn much by pondering the various ways the overcomer of Rev. 21:7, who
inherits the kingdom, is described elsewhere in Scripture. This is also the person who
gets on the road to life and faithfully endures to the end to be saved.
Dear reader, as you reflect upon the following, ask yourself: Are these verses which
refer to those who enter the kingdom describing me?
Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are they
that mourn: for they shall be comforted. Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit
the earth. Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness:
for they shall be filled. Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy. Blessed
are the pure in heart: for they shall see God. Blessed are the peace-makers: for
they shall be called the children of God. Blessed are they which are persecuted
for righteousness’ sake: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed are ye, when
men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all manner of evil
against you falsely, for my sake. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your
reward in heaven: for so persecuted they the prophets which were before you (Mt. 5:3-12,
KJV).
Not everyone who says to me, “Lord, Lord,” will enter the kingdom of heaven,
but only he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven . . . . Therefore
everyone who hears these words of mine and puts them into practice is like a
wise man who built his house on the rock (Mt. 7:21,24, NIV).
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who endures to the end
will be saved (Mt. 10:22, NKJV).
Then the King will say to those on his right, “Come, you who are blessed by my Father;
take your inheritance, the kingdom prepared for you since the creation of the world. For I
was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me
something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and
you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you
came to visit me.” Then the righteous will answer him, “Lord, when did we see you
hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to drink? When did we see you a
stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick
or in prison and go to visit you?” The King will reply, “I tell you the truth, whatever you did
for one of the least of these brothers of mine, you did for me” (Mt. 25:34-40, NIV).
He replied, “My mother and brothers are those who hear God’s word and put it into
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practice” (Lk. 8:21, NIV).
And shall come forth; they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and
they that have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation (Jn. 5:29, KJV).

[14]

My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me (Jn. 10:27, KJV).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality,
he will give eternal life (Rom. 2:7, NIV).
Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the sinful nature with its
passions and desires (Gal. 5:24, NIV).
The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the
one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life.
Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we
do not give up. Therefore, as we have opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially
to those who belong to the family of believers (Gal. 6:8-10, NIV).
For we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence
stedfast unto the end (Heb. 3:14, KJV).
And having been perfected, He became the author of eternal salvation to all who
obey Him (Heb. 5:9, NKJV).
Hearken, my beloved brethren, Hath not God chosen the poor of this world rich in faith,
and heirs of the kingdom which he hath promised to them that love him?
(Jam. 2:5, KJV).

[15]

And the world is passing away, and the lust of it; but he who does the will of God
abides forever (1 Jn. 2:17, NKJV).
Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil will put some of you in
prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be faithful, even to
the point of death, and I will give you the crown of life. He who has an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes will not be hurt at all by the
second death (Rev. 2:10,11, NIV).
They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their
testimony; they did not love their lives so much as to shrink from death
(Rev. 12:11, NIV).
They will make war against the Lamb, but the Lamb will overcome them because he is
Lord of lords and King of kings—and with him will be his called, chosen and
faithful followers (Rev. 17:14, NIV).

If you didn’t readily know these important verses, perhaps you need to spend quality time
pondering and even memorizing them.
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Those Thrown Into Eternal Fire

Much to the surprise of many, Scripture does not say anywhere that the ones who will
end up in eternal fire are people who never had a moment of true faith, as we are being
taught in our hour:
The Son of Man will send out his angels, and they will weed out of his kingdom
everything that causes sin and all who do evil. They will throw them
into the fiery furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth (Mt.
13:41,42, NIV).
Then he will say to those on his left, “Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the
eternal fire pre-pared for the devil and his angels. For I was hungry and you gave me
nothing to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger
and you did not invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe me, I was
sick and in prison and you did not look after me.” They also will answer, “Lord,
when did we see you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or needing clothes or sick or in
prison, and did not help you?” He will reply, “I tell you the truth, whatever you did not do
for one of the least of these, you did not do for me.” Then they will go away to eternal
punishment, but the righ-teous to eternal life (Mt. 25:41-46, NIV).
. . . those who have done evil will rise to be con-demned (Jn. 5:29, NIV).
If anyone does not remain in me, he is like a branch that is thrown away and
withers; such branches are picked up, thrown into the fire and burned (Jn.
15:6, NIV).
But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and follow
evil, there will be wrath and anger. There will be trouble and distress for
every human being who does evil: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile (Rom.
2:8,9, NIV).
The very fact that you have lawsuits among you means you have been completely
defeated already. Why not rather be wronged? Why not rather be cheated? Instead, you
yourselves cheat and do wrong, and you do this to your brothers. Do you not know
that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived:
Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male
prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor
drunkards nor slan-derers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God
(1 Cor. 6:7-10, NIV).
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery;
idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition,
dissensions, factions and envy; drunk-enness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I
did before, that those who live like this will not inherit the kingdom of
God (Gal. 5:19-21, NIV).
The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap
destruction; the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life
(Gal. 6:8, NIV).
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For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a
man is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of
God. Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of such things
God’s wrath comes on those who are disobedient. Therefore do not be partners with
them (Eph. 5:5-7, NIV).
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually
immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—
their place will be in the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death
(Rev. 21:8, NIV).
Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone who does what is
shameful or deceitful, but only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of
life (Rev. 21:27, NIV).
But outside are dogs and sorcerers and sexually immoral and murderers
and idolaters, and who-ever loves and practices a lie (Rev. 22:15, NKJV).

Run With Perseverance
In view of our spiritual race, which has been described in various ways, Heb. 12:1-4
appropriately says:
Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw
off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run
with perseverance the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus,
the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross,
scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. Consider him
who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow
weary and lose heart. In your struggle against sin, you have not yet resisted to
the point of shedding your blood (NIV).

Unlike some, Paul kept the faith to the very end of his life (2 Tim. 4:7). Dear saint of God,
you can too, but you must faithfully follow the Scriptural directions cited in the Bible as to
how this is done. (See the Safeguards chapter for various things to keep in
remembrance.) Remember, the Christian in this life will reap eternal life, only
if he doesn’t give up sowing to please the Spirit (Gal. 6:8-10).
Acts 14:22 seems to be especially important to remember:
Strengthening the disciples and encouraging them to remain true to the faith. “We must
go through many hardships to enter the kingdom of God,” they said (NIV).

Be encouraged, dear saint, it’s easier to stay on the road that leads to life than to actually
get on it in the first place, which is equated to passing from death to life and from
darkness to light. Multitudes will, in the end, actually enter the kingdom (Heb. 11:12; Rev.
7:9-17), yet we are all incapable in our own strength! All of us must lean heavily on God,
while we do our part, as Scripture teaches. Notice the synergism in Rom. 8:13:
For if you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the Spirit you put
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to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13, NIV).

We are responsible to put to death the misdeeds of the body, but this can only be done by
the Spirit!
Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might
(Eph. 6:10, NKJV).

Ponder This . . .
The same God who burned Sodom to ashes because of their grievous sins also rescued
righteous Lot out of it. Beloved saint of God, be encouraged. God knows
how to rescue godly men from trials, even under such extreme circumstances as his:
And if he rescued Lot, a righteous man, who was distressed by the filthy lives of
lawless men (for that righteous man, living among them day after day, was tormented in
his righteous soul by the lawless deeds he saw and heard)—if this is so, then the Lord
knows how to rescue godly men from trials and to hold the unrighteous for the
day of judgment, while continuing their punishment (2 Pet. 2:7-9, NIV).

Comfort yourself that Lot lived in a terribly sinful city given over to sexual immorality and
perversion (Gen. 19:4–7 cf. Jude 7), in which the whole population had less than ten
righteous people (Gen. 18:32). In fact, Lot might have been the only righteous person in
that city (Gen. 19:29), even though his wife and two daughters were also initially delivered
with him. Lot was constantly sur-rounded by lawless people liv-ing filthy lives. How
grieving it was for him, day in and day out to be around such people, who were also
arrogant, overfed, uncon-cerned and who did not help the poor and needy (Ezek.
16:49,50). His righteous soul was tormented by what he saw and heard. He seemingly
had very little, if any, godly fellow-ship, encouragement and prayer support from his family, neighbors and co-workers. -Yet, he still remained
righ-teous in such adverse spirit-ual circum-stances, as you can too.
Comfort your-self with these truths as this age continues to grow darker.
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John MacArthur, Jr., The Love Of God (Word Publishing, 1996), p. 163.
[12]
Hal Lindsey, The Liberation of Planet Earth (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1974), p. 155.
[13]
J. Vernon McGee, Questions and Answers (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990), p. 185.
[14]
If OSAS was true, we should expect to read: “Those who had a moment of true faith will rise to live, while those who never
had a true moment of faith will rise to be condemned.” But this is not what Jesus said!
[15]
Scripture teaches that we show our love for God by obeying him (Jn. 14:15).

If your hand causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life maimed than with two
hands to go into hell, where the fire never goes out. And if your foot causes you to sin, cut it off.
It is better for you to enter life crippled than to have two feet and be thrown into hell. And if your
eye causes you to sin, pluck it out. It is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye
than to have two eyes and be thrown into hell, where ‘their worm does not die, and the fire is
not quenched.’ Everyone will be salted with fire (Mk. 9:43-49, NIV).
Someone asked him, “Lord, are only a few people going to be saved?” He said to them, “Make
every effort to enter through the narrow door, because many, I tell you, will try to enter
and will not be able to” (Lk. 13:23,24, NIV).
Just as the living Father sent me and I live because of the Father, so the one who feeds on
me will live because of me. This is the bread that came down from heaven. Your forefathers
ate manna and died, but he who feeds on this bread will live forever (Jn. 6:57,58, NIV).
And, “If it is hard for the righteous to be saved, what will become of the ungodly and the
sinner?” (1 Pet. 4:18, NIV).
But since we belong to the day, let us be self-controlled, putting on faith and love as a breastplate,
and the hope of salvation as a helmet (1 Thess. 5:8, NIV).

Chapter 6
God’s Faithfulness
At the very end of his life, Joshua summoned all of Israel before him to hear a reflection
of their historic past, which he would afterwards use to lead up to a solemn warning
(Josh. 23:1-16). Among other things, Joshua focused in upon the faithfulness of
God which brought them into the promised land they now possessed. He reminded them:
. . . You know with all your heart and soul that not one of all the good promises the LORD
your God gave you has failed. Every promise has been fulfilled; not one has
failed (v. 14, NIV).

However, Joshua knew something else about God’s faithfulness, that is,
another side of it, that many seem unaware of in our day! He went on to say
to those who were now enjoying the good of the land:
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But just as every good prom-ise of the LORD your God has come true, so
the LORD will bring on you all the evil he has threatened, until he has
destroyed you from this good land he has given you. If you violate the
covenant of the LORD your God, which he commanded you, and go and serve other
gods and bow down to them, the Lord’s anger will burn a-gainst you, and you will quickly
perish from the good land he has given you (Josh. 23:15,16, NIV).

In other words, just as God is faithful to fulfill his good promises, he will
likewise carry out his most dis-turbing threats! God is faithful to do both
for he cannot disown himself.
This important, but disturbing, fact about the negative side of God’s faithfulness has been
overlooked, intentionally or unintentionally, to the great harm of the Body of Christ.
Israel’s historic future from that point in time when Joshua’s sermon was delivered is
absolute proof that God is faithful to carry out his awesome threats, even to
those who are his children:
For He said, “Surely they are My people, Children who will not lie.” So He became
their Savior. In all their affliction He was afflicted, And the Angel of His Presence saved
them; In His love and in His pity He redeemed them; And He bore them and carried them
All the days of old. But they rebelled and grieved His Holy Spirit; So He
turned Him-self against them as an enemy, And He fought against them
(Isa. 63:8-10, NKJV).
From the time I brought your forefathers up from Egypt until today, I warned them
again and again, saying, “Obey me.” But they did not listen or pay
attention; instead, they followed the stubbornness of their evil hearts.
So I brought on them all the curses of the covenant I had commanded
them to follow but that they did not keep (Jer. 11:7,8, NIV).

Similarly, in a different Old Testament passage we learn the same:
Yet the LORD testified against Israel and against Judah, by all of His prophets, every
seer, saying, “Turn from your evil ways, and keep My command-ments and My statutes,
according to all the law which I commanded your fathers, and which I sent to you by My
servants the prophets.” Nevertheless they would not hear, but stiffened their necks, like
the necks of their fathers, who did not believe in the LORD their God. And they rejected
His statutes and His covenant that He had made with their fathers, and His testimonies
which He had testified against them; they followed idols, became idol-aters, and
went after the nations who were all around them, concerning whom the LORD had
charged them that they should not do like them. So they left all the commandments of the
LORD their God, made for themselves a molded image and two calves, made a wooden
image and worshiped all the host of heaven, and served Baal. And they caused their sons
and daughters to pass through the fire, practiced witchcraft and soothsaying, and sold
them-selves to do evil in the sight of the LORD, to provoke Him to anger. Therefore
the LORD was very angry with Israel, and re---moved them from His
sight; there was none left but the tribe of Judah alone. Also Judah did
not keep the com-mandments of the LORD their God, but walked in the
statutes of Israel which they made. And the LORD rejected all the
descendants of Israel, afflicted them, and delivered them in to the hand
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of plunderers, until He had cast them from His sight. For He tore Israel from
the house of David, and they made Jeroboam the son of Nebat king. Then Jeroboam
drove Israel from following the LORD, and made them commit a great sin. For the
children of Israel walked in all the sins of Jeroboam which he did; they did not depart from
them until the LORD removed Israel out of His sight, as He had said by all
His servants the prophets. So Israel was carried away from their own land to
Assyria, as it is to this day (2 Kings 17:13-23, NKJV).

God’s Promises Are Conditional
Though seemingly little known, it is also a fundamental, basic truth found in Scripture that
God’s favorable promises or solemn threats are conditional upon our continued
obedience or disobedience to him. Scripture declares:
If at any time I announce that a nation or kingdom is to be uprooted, torn down and
destroyed, and if that nation I warned repents of its evil, then I will relent
and not inflict on it the disaster I had planned. And if at another time I
announce that a nation or kingdom is to be built up and planted, and if it does evil in my
sight and does not obey me, then I will reconsider the good I had intended to
do for it (Jer. 18:7-10, NIV).

[1]

Certainly, some will say that Jer. 18:7-10 only applies to whole nations or kingdoms, but
not to individ-uals. Therefore, such people conclude that we as indi-viduals don’t have to
remain faithful after we have personally benefited by God’s promise, especially regard-ing
salvation. This, however, is clearly refuted by the following:
But if a righteous man turns from his righ-teousness and commits sin and does the
same detestable things the wicked man does, will he live? None of the righteous
things he has done will be remembered. Because of the unfaithfulness
he is guilty of and because of the sins he has com-mitted, he will die. Yet
you say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” Hear, O house of Israel: Is my way unjust? Is it
not your ways that are unjust? If a righteous man turns from his righteousness and
commits sin, he will die for it; because of the sin he has committed he will die. But if a
wicked man turns away from the wickedness he has committed and does what is just and
right, he will save his life. Because he considers all the offenses he has committed and
turns away from them, he will surely live; he will not die. Yet the house of Israel says,
“The way of the Lord is not just.” Are my ways unjust, O house of Israel? Is it not your
ways that are unjust? Therefore, O house of Israel, I will judge you, each one
according to his ways, de-clares the Sovereign LORD. Repent! Turn
away from all your offenses; then sin will not be your downfall. Rid
yourselves of all the offenses you have committed, and get a new heart
and a new spirit. Why will you die, O house of Israel? For I take no
pleasure in the death of anyone, declares the Sovereign LORD. Repent
and live! (Ezek. 18:24-32, NIV).

Please note that an individual is treated iden-tically to a whole nation or
kingdom regarding a change for the good or bad. Sin can always be the
right--eous man’s downfall leading to his death (spiritual and/or
physical). Kings Saul and Solomon are examples of what sin can do to
the righteous. It was their personal responsibility to rid themselves of all the offenses
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they committed after their salvation. Though God is faithful and sovereign he would not do
this for them apart from their will, nor will he fail to deal with unrepentant sin. Let us take
warning and benefit by their sad examples.
It is only with all of this in mind that we should interpret Psa. 31:23, a passage which is
sometimes used to support OSAS.

[2]

That passage from Psalms reads:

Oh, love the LORD, all you His saints! For the LORD preserves the faithful, And
fully repays the proud person (NKJV).

Notice, that verse is a promise only to the faithful saints, not those who would become
proud, etc.! Further-more, other promises, without an attached condition, should never be
considered as unconditional in light of the various Scriptures already cited in this chapter
and the examples of Saul and Solomon.
The following are two other passages which show that seemingly unconditional promises
do have a con-dition attached:
Therefore the LORD, the God of Israel, declares: “I promised that your house and your
father’s house would minister before me forever.” But now the LORD declares: “Far be
it from me! Those who honor me I will honor, but those who despise me will be
disdained” (1 Sam. 2:30, NIV).
If I tell the righteous man that he will surely live, but then he trusts in his
righteousness and does evil, none of the righteous things he has done will be
remembered; he will die for the evil he has done (Ezek. 33:13, NIV).

Jeroboam is another person we should consider. He is an example of a person
who negated a terrific prom-ise through sin. Before he came to power the
prophet Ahijah said to him:
However, as for you, I will take you, and you will rule over all that your heart desires; you
will be king over Israel. If you do whatever I command you and walk in my ways and do
what is right in my eyes by keeping my statutes and commands, as David my servant did,
I will be with you. I will build you a dynasty as enduring as the one I built for
David and will give Israel to you (1 Ki. 11:37,38, NIV).

Unfortunately, like so many, Jeroboam’s future from that point reveals the negative side of
the faith-fulness of God to bring that promised blessing to a halt, due to his disobedience.
Though God is faithful there are two sides to his faithfulness. In eternity future, this will be
revealed with both New Jerusalem and the lake of fire!
Also, it isn’t God’s faithfulness to us that is the real issue, but instead
our faithfulness to God!

A Half Truth
Regarding the subject of God’s faithfulness, a very misleading notation can be found in
the New Geneva Study Bible. This study Bible, which contains the thoughts of John
Calvin and other reformers, states:
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God’s faithfulness is another aspect of His goodness and praiseworthiness. People lie,
and break their word; God will do neither. In the worst of times it can be affirmed: “His
compassions fail not . . . Great is Your faithfulness” (Lam. 3:22, 23; Ps. 36:5; cf. Ps. 89,
especially vv. 1, 2, 14, 24, 33, 37, 49). Even when cir-cumstances are unexpected and
bewildering, and threaten to hide His faithfulness, still we know that God keeps His
promises to us who believe: “All have come to pass for you; not one word . . . has
failed” (Josh. 23:14) (ellipses theirs).

[3]

Please notice that Josh. 23:14 was quoted, but not verses 15 and 16.
Therefore, only half the truth on this subject of God’s faithfulness was
presented.
Again, those verses read:
But just as every good promise of the LORD your God has come true, so
the LORD will bring on you all the evil he has threatened, until he has
destroyed you from this good land he has given you. If you violate the
covenant of the LORD your God, which he commanded you, and go and
serve other gods and bow down to them, the Lord’s anger will burn against you,
and you will quickly perish from the good land he has given you (Josh. 23:15,16, NIV).

How Else Is God Faithful?

We can also read of God’s faithfulness in 1 Jn. 1:9:
If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to
cleanse us from all un-righteousness (NKJV).

There we learn that God is faithful to forgive and purify us of sin committed after our
salvation, if we meet the condition cited—namely confessing that sin to him. It is
understood we are to have a willingness to turn away from that sin. See Prov. 28:13.
God’s faithfulness is also mentioned in 1 Cor. 10:13:
No temptation has overtaken you except such as is common to man; but God is
faithful, who will not allow you to be tempted beyond what you are able, but with the
temptation will also make the way of escape, that you may be able to bear it (NKJV).

God is faithful not to let us be tempted beyond what we can bear. He will always
provide a way out so that we can stand up under the temptation. This may result in
martyrdom, as it did for Stephen (Acts 7:59,60) and Antipas (Rev. 2:13).
In spite of God’s faithfulness, there is still the free will of the individual and his personal
responsibility that are involved here. If these weren’t a consideration, then no
Christian would ever fall into sin or stray off into false doctrine, since
God will always do his part per-fectly! This is a very important point to
remember. In light of this we read:
Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering; (for he is faithful that
promised;) (Heb. 10:23, KJV).

In other words, even though God is faithful we must still hold fast to our Christian
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profession! This was the original grace teaching. It is only with our free will and human
responsibilities that we can properly understand God’s faithfulness here and other
passages that likewise mention his faithfulness (1 Cor. 1:9; 1 Thess. 5:24; 2 Thess. 3:3).

Remain Faithful To Jesus
In Rev. 13:10, we also read of faithfulness, but this time it’s clearly not God’s faithfulness
to us, instead it is the need of our faithfulness to him—even during the time that
people for the most part will be worshiping the Anti-christ! John wrote regarding this:
This calls for patient endurance and faithfulness on the part of the saints (NIV).

Very similar to that verse, and during the same time frame, we read in Rev. 14:9-12:
Then a third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, “If anyone worships the
beast and his image, and receives his mark on his forehead or on his hand, he himself
shall also drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out full strength into the
cup of His indignation. He shall be tor--mented with fire and brimstone in the
presence of the holy angels and in the presence of the Lamb. And the
smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever; and they have no rest
day or night, who worship the beast and his image, and whoever
receives the mark of his name. This calls for patient endurance on the part of the
saints who obey God’s commandments and remain faithful to Jesus (NIV).

In addition, after his own death on the cross, Jesus told those he already purchased with
his own blood of their need to be faithful to God to the end of their lives:
Do not be afraid of what you are about to suffer. I tell you, the devil will put some of you in
prison to test you, and you will suffer persecution for ten days. Be faithful, even to the
point of death, and I will give you the crown of life. He who has an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes will not be hurt at all by
the second death (Rev. 2:10,11, NIV).

So here again we read of faithfulness, but it’s faith-fulness on the part of the
saints to God—not God’s faithfulness to Christians.
According to Jesus, in that passage, it is our faithfulness to God that is
needed to receive the crown of life and to prevent us from being hurt by
the second death (another name for the lake of fire, Rev. 21:8)!

The Crown Of Life
There are three crowns specifically mentioned in the New Testament, though some
believe there are more. They are the crown of righteousness, the crown of glory and the
crown of life.
The crown of life is the most significant one to study in conjunction with the believer’s
security because of its usage in Rev. 2:10, one of the only two times it is men-tioned in
the Bible.
The typical OSAS position regarding the crown of life is concisely presented by H. A.
(Henry Allen) Ironside.
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A crown of life is not salvation; it is reward. There are five crowns . . . the crown of
life for those who suffer for Christ; . . . . I might lose all of those crowns and yet
not lose my salvation. The Word says, “If any man’s work shall be burned. . . . he
himself shall be saved; yet so as by fire” (1 Cor-inthians 3:15). But I do not want to be
saved that way. I want to win the crown of life. “Be thou faith-ful unto death, and I will give
thee a crown of life.”

[4]

A close examination of Rev. 2:10,11 reveals the following:
(1) Persecution is a test.
(2) To be faithful, even to the point of death refers to enduring painful persecution as a
Christian without disowning Christ. See also Jn. 15:19,20 and 2 Tim. 3:12.
(3) While Rev. 2:10 shows what we receive by being faithful to the point of death,
verse 11 shows what we miss—namely being hurt by the second death.
If we are not faithful to the point of death we will not get the crown of life and we will also
be hurt by the second death! It’s a package deal.
The next issue that should be settled is, what is the second death? For the answer we
need to go to other times it’s used—such as found in Rev. 20:14 and Rev. 21:8. These
two references both clearly identify the second death as one and the same as the lake of
fire.
Then Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire. This is the second death
(Rev. 20:14, NKJV).
But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abom-inable, and murderers, and
whoremongers, and sor-cerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brim-stone: which is the second death
(Rev. 21:8, KJV).

In summary, the crown of life will be given to all who die with salvation, or in other words,
those who don’t go to the lake of fire. It, therefore, cannot be a reward that only some of
the saved will get!
The apparel for all who remain faithful to God to the point of death is a clean, white, linen
robe (Rev. 6:11; 19:8) and the crown of life. While only some of the redeemed will
possess the crown of righteousness and the crown of glory, all of them will possess the
crown of life.
The crown of life is specifically mentioned just one other time in the Bible, that is at Jam.
1:12:
Blessed is the man who perseveres under trial, because when he has stood the test, he
will receive the crown of life that God has promised to those who love him (NIV).

Observations from Jam. 1:12 are:
(1) This life is a test.
(2) If we persevere, which is equated with passing the test, we will all receive the crown of
life.
(3) Those who receive the crown of life are one and the same as those who love God.
Now let’s interject a correlating verse also from the book of James:
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. . . Has not God chosen those who are poor in the eyes of the world to be rich in faith
and to inherit the kingdom he promised those who love him? (2:5, NIV).

Logically, we can now deduce the following:

●
●
●

All who love God inherit the kingdom of God (Jam. 2:5).
All who love God receive the crown of life (Jam. 1:12).
Therefore, all who inherit the kingdom of God will receive the
crown of life.

The conclusion of Jam. 2:5 and 1:12 refutes the OSAS teaching that the crown of life is a
reward that only some will receive. This is important, for one must also be faithful to the
point of death to get it (Rev. 2:10,11).
This means those who start off faithful to Jesus, but don’t endure, won’t receive the crown
of life or inherit the kingdom of God either. Furthermore, the same will be hurt by the
second death (or the lake of fire)!
By the way, there are other verses which are much clearer than Rev. 2:10 which show
that we must endure or remain faithful to the end of our lives to enter the kingdom.
We have come to share in Christ if we hold firmly till the end the confidence
we had at first (Heb. 3:14, NIV).
And ye shall be hated of all men for my name’s sake: but he that endureth to the
end shall be saved (Mt. 10:22, KJV).

This latter passage was addressed to the apostles and their endurance was needed for
salvation’s sake, not reward’s sake!

2 Timothy 2:13

Perhaps 2 Tim. 2:13 is most important in our study on God’s
faithfulness. A dangerous distortion regarding it begins to surface when the OSAS
teachers use this verse in a way in which it was never intended to be used. To consider
the immediate context we need to examine 2 Tim. 2:11-14:
Here is a trustworthy saying: If we died with him, we will also live with him; if we endure,
we will also reign with him. If we disown him, he will also disown us; if we are
faithless, he will remain faithful, for he cannot disown himself. Keep remind-ing them of these things (NIV).

[5]

The way some popular teachers interpret verse 13 is most disturbing, for it not only
violates the immediate context, but it also goes against the whole tenure
of Scrip-ture regarding God’s faithfulness to carry out his threats! When
Paul wrote 2 Tim 2:12, he probably had Jesus’ teachings on this in mind. Jesus said:
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But whoever disowns me before men, I will disown him before my Father in heaven
(Mt. 10:33, NIV).
But he who disowns me before men will be dis-owned before the angels of God
(Lk. 12:9, NIV).

Again, Paul’s grace dogmatically asserts:
If we [Christians] disown him, he [Jesus] will also disown us (v. 12).

The OSAS teachers give an interpretation of the next verse regarding
God’s faithfulness which incred-ibly negates this truth! For example,
Swindoll said:
If you have trusted the Lord Jesus Christ as your Savior, you are still a child of God. You
may deny Him, but He will never deny you. Though you are faithless, He will
remain faithful. And the grace of God, the seal of the Holy Spirit, preserves you permanently. This is called the doctrine of eternal security.

[6]

Swindoll’s message, which is the exact opposite of Jesus’ teaching (Mt. 10:33) and
Paul’s (2 Tim. 2:12), is directly related to the doctrine of eternal security and its
unscriptural view of God’s faithfulness.
Unfortunately, other OSAS teachers declare the same type of message.
Charles Stanley wrote:
. . . believers who lose or abandon their faith will retain their salvation, for God remains
faithful.

[7]

Charles Ryrie wrote:
. . . a believer may come to the place of not believing, and yet God will not disown him,
since He cannot disown Himself.

[8]

Similarly Zane Hodges states:
And even if we stop believing all this, He remains faithful!
For Him to renege on such promises would be nothing less than a denial of His own
character and fidelity. But, as the apostle points out, He cannot deny Himself
his).

[9]

(italics

Robert Thieme, Jr. teaches:
Eternal security depends on the faithfulness of God.

[10]

Robert Lightner also refers to 2 Tim. 2:13:
The Holy Spirit brought conviction of sin and regen-eration to the sinner. He has become
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the seal of our eternal salvation (Eph. 4:30). We have been received into the family of
God. The only ones who could possibly break the seal would be the members of the
Godhead. And they have given us their word they will never do this (2 Tim. 2:13).

[11]

Charles Spurgeon proclaimed:
This faithfulness of God is the foundation and cornerstone of our hope of final
perseverance.

[12]

Such OSAS interpretations, if accepted, neutralize this serious warning taught first by the
Lord himself, then afterwards by the Apostle Paul in 2 Tim. 2:12. Since it is obvious
that one cannot remain saved and be “disowned” by Christ, we should
not be surprised that the OSAS teachers would employ such an inter-pretation, since they seem extremely unwilling to reject their beloved
doctrine even though it is clearly un-scriptural.
Are the OSAS teachers calling Jesus a liar by saying he won’t disown
us, if we become unfaithful to the point of disowning him? Certainly they
would never do this intentionally, but doesn’t their strange inter-pretation of 2 Tim. 2:13
seem to lead to this inference?
Please note the original apostles disowned Christ because of the fear of persecution (Mt.
26:31-35). In fact, the Apostle Peter did this three consecutive times in the face of
potential physical harm by denying he was Jesus’ disciple and that he was with him in the
olive grove (Jn. 18:17-27 cf. 13:38). From this we learn that it is not just through our
lifestyle that we can disown Christ! Nor is such merely hypothetical only, for it became
reality for those apostles.
Furthermore, only one previously saved could become disowned by Christ,
according to the context of Mt. 10:33. A saved person is referred to as belonging to Christ
(Gal. 5:24), his sheep (Jn. 10:27), etc.
All this boils down to the fact that the unchanging God is faithful at all times, not only to
carry out his wonderful promises of blessings, but also his most solemn warnings and
threats. God will remain faithful to both for he cannot disown himself. He is a faithful God:
Therefore know that the LORD your God, He is God, the faithful God who keeps
covenant and mercy for a thousand generations with those who love Him and keep His
commandments; and He repays those who hate Him to their face, to
destroy them. He will not be slack with him who hates Him; He will
repay him to his face (Deut. 7:9,10, NKJV).

As already mentioned, in spite of God’s faith-ful-ness to us, we should
be more concerned with our faithfulness to him! This is the real issue
that many fail to see. Before our earthly life is over, we may have to choose to die
for him or renounce our faith in Christ. If it comes to this, may we all remain faithful to
Jesus as we bear in mind his eternal words to his disciples:
I tell you, my friends, do not be afraid of those who kill the body and after that can do no
more. But I will show you whom you should fear: Fear him who, after the killing of
the body, has power to throw you into hell. Yes, I tell you, fear him (Lk.
12:4,5, NIV).
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Ponder This . . .
There is still the free will of the individual and his personal responsibility that are involved
after salvation. If these weren’t a consideration, then no Christian would
ever fall into sin or stray off into false doctrine, since God will always
do his part perfectly!
Sometimes we read in the Scriptures of faithfulness, and it’s faithfulness on the
part of the saints—not God’s faithfulness to us! Let it be noted that it is our
faithfulness to God, according to Jesus in Rev. 2:10,11, that is needed
to prevent being hurt by the second death (another name for the lake of
fire, Rev. 21:8)!
Are the OSAS teachers calling Jesus a liar by saying he won’t disown
us, if we become unfaithful to the point of disowning him? Certainly they
would never do this intentionally, but doesn’t their strange interpre-tation of 2 Tim. 2:13
seem to lead to this inference?
God is faithful at all times, not only to carry out his wonderful promises of blessings, but
also his most solemn warnings and threats. God will remain faithful to both for he cannot
disown himself. He is a faithful God. To say God won’t deny (or disown) us if we
deny (or disown) him is the same as saying God can disown himself and
be un-faithful to his word.
Remember, Jesus taught the following about the power of our own words and how they
affect us spiritual-ly:
For by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be
condemned (Mt. 12:37, KJV).

Clarke comments on Mt. 10:33:
33. Whosoever shall deny me. Whosoever prefers his worldly interest to his duty to God
sets a greater value on earthly than on heavenly things, and prefers the friendship of men
to the approbation of God. Let it be remembered that to be renounced by
Christ is to have Him for neither Mediator nor Saviour. To appear before
the tribunal of God without having Christ for our Advocate, and, on the
con-trary, to have Him there as our Judge, and a Wit-ness against us—
how can a man think of this and not die with horror!

[13]

Apparently some are trying to fashion God to the way they want him to be—faithful to
keep his good promises but not his threats. This is not accurately representing the true
and living God, but is a distortion which causes many to disobey the Creator without fear
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of sin’s deadly conse-quences.

[1]
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by referring to Jonah. Another similar passage is Jer. 26:18,19.
[2]
Robert A. Morey, The Saving Work of Christ (Sterling, VA: Grace Abounding Ministries, Inc., 1980), pp. 231, 232.
[3]
New Geneva Study Bible (Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1995), p. 907.
[4]
H. A. Ironside, Eternal Security (Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, rev. ed. 1986), pp. 42, 43.
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Seminary.
[7]
Charles Stanley, Eternal Security: Can You Be Sure? (Nashville: Oliver-Nelson Books, 1990), p. 94.
[8]
Charles C. Ryrie, So Great Salvation (Victor Books, 1989), p. 141.
[9]
Zane C. Hodges, Absolutely Free! (Dallas, TX: Redención Viva, 1989), p. 112.
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R. B. Thieme, Doctrine of Eternal Security, Confidence (Houston, TX: Bible Doctrine Cassettes, 1981), lesson 186-1 Jn.
4:17b, 1981 1 John, 9/25/81.
[11]
Robert P. Lightner, Sin, the Savior, and Salvation (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1991), p. 238.
[12]
Charles H. Spurgeon, All of Grace, Classic Books for Today (Newton, KS: Herald of His Coming, 1994), #171, p. 30.
[13]
Adam Clarke‛s Commentary on the Bible, Abridged by Ralph Earle (Kansas City, MO: Beacon Hill Press of Kansas City, 1967),
p. 790.

Therefore know that the LORD your God, He is God, the faithful God who keeps covenant and
mercy for a thousand generations with those who love Him and keep His commandments; and
He repays those who hate Him to their face, to destroy them. He will not be slack with him
who hates Him; He will repay him to his face (Deut. 7:9,10 NKJV).
Then it shall be, if you by any means forget the LORD your God, and follow other
gods, and serve them and worship them, I testify against you this day that you shall surely
perish. As the nations which the LORD destroys before you, so you shall perish, because
you would not be obedient to the voice of the LORD your God (Deut. 8:19,20, NKJV).
He said, “Surely they are my people, sons who will not be false to me”; and so he became
their Savior. In all their distress he too was distressed, and the angel of his presence saved
them. In his love and mercy he redeemed them; he lifted them up and carried them all the days of
old. Yet they rebelled and grieved his Holy Spirit. So he turned and became their
enemy and he himself fought against them (Isa. 63:8-10, NIV).
And the instant I speak concerning a nation and concerning a kingdom, to build and to plant it, if it
does evil in My sight so that it does not obey My voice, then I will relent con-cerning the
good with which I said I would benefit it (Jer. 18:9,10, NKJV).
But whoever disowns me before men, I will disown him before my Father in heaven (Mt.
10:33, NIV).

Chapter 7
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The Truth About Sin

Much needs to be mentioned regarding sin and its relationship to the believer’s
security. Without writing a whole book on hamartiology (the study of sin) certain truths
about sin relevant to the believer’s security must be communicated in brief. But first we
need a definition of sin.
According to Scripture, sin is: everything that doesn’t come from faith (Rom. 14:23),
knowing to do good but not doing it (Jam. 4:17), lawlessness (1 Jn. 3:4), and all wrongdoing (1 Jn. 5:17).
Scripture teaches there are various ways to sin. We can sin by omission (Jam. 4:17) and
commission (1 Cor. 10:8; etc.). It is also possible to sin in thought (Mt. 5:28; etc.), word
(Mt. 12:37; etc.) and deed (Mt. 27:4; etc.).
Let’s drop all preconceived ideas and go to the Scriptures as we test what some are
saying about sin, especially in the life of a believer.

Are All Sins Equal In Degree?
OSAS proponents comment on this:
In relation to eternal life or everlasting death, there are no degrees of sin, all are
the same.

[1]

Man classifies sin as “little, medium, or big.” But there is no such things
as “a little sin” against a holy God. Sin is big, ugly, loathesome [sic], black as the
walls of hell (italics his).

[2]

Similarly, Robert Thieme wrote:
The Scriptures do not classify adultery as more depraved than other sins.

[3]

According to the Bible, is this type of teaching true or false? Are all sins of the same
degree? Do all types of sin affect the soul in the same way? Can we equate worry to
murder and unthankfulness to sexual immorality? Let’s examine what God had recorded.

Are Some Sins Greater?

Are some sins greater than other sins, according to Jesus?
Jesus answered, “You could have no power at all against Me unless it had been given
you from above. Therefore the one who delivered Me to you has the greater sin” (Jn.
19:11, NKJV).
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If there is greater sin then there must also be lesser sin.
Two verses which clearly corroborate Jesus’ state-ment about greater sin are Gen. 18:20
and Exo. 32:30. The NKJV reads:
And the LORD said, “Because the outcry against Sodom and Gomorrah is great, and
because their sin is very grave.”
Now it came to pass on the next day that Moses said to the people, “You have committed
a great sin. So now I will go up to the LORD; perhaps I can make atonement for your
sin.”

This issue of greater (and lesser) sin is also clearly shown by Hophni and Phinehas, Eli’s
wicked sons:
Therefore the sin of the young men was very great before the LORD, for men
abhorred the offer-ing of the LORD (1 Sam. 2:17, NKJV).

Perhaps even more clear is what we find in Ezekiel chapter 8. Please note first there were
great abomi-na-tions, then greater abominations, then greater abomina-tions than these:
Furthermore He said to me, “Son of man, do you see what they are doing, the great
abominations that the house of Israel commits here, to make Me go far away from My
sanctuary? Now turn again, you will see greater abominations (Ezek. 8:6, NKJV).
And He said to me, “Turn again, and you will see greater abominations that they are
doing” (Ezek. 8:13, NKJV).
Then He said to me, “Have you seen this, O son of man? Turn again, you will see
greater abomina-tions than these” (Ezek. 8:15, NKJV).

There is also terrible wickedness (Neh. 13:27) and great transgression (Psa. 19:13).
Also, in Moses’ day, when capital punishment was enforced, there was sin deserving
death (Deut. 21:22) and sin that was not deserving of death (Deut. 22:26, NKJV).
Moreover, one type of sin is eternal (Mk. 3:29), while others are not. Another type of sin
(sexual immorality) is uniquely against our own bodies, while other sins are outside our
bodies (1 Cor. 6:18, NIV). 1 Jn. 5:16 adds to this by declaring that there is a sin that does
not lead to death, while there is a sin that leads to death.
Furthermore, certain types of sin like worry (Phil. 4:6), unthankfulness (Lk. 17:11-18; Col.
2:7; 3:15) and not being completely humble and gentle (Eph. 4:2) are not cited in any list
of sins that will exclude one from the kingdom, like sexual immorality, drunkenness, greed
or lying are (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8; 22:15).
Besides all of that, there are willful sins (Psa. 19:13), unintentional sin (Num. 15:22,
NKJV), defiant sin (Num. 15:30), detestable sin (2 Ki. 21:11) and deliberate sin (Heb.
10:26).
From all of this it should be apparent that there are not only different degrees of sin, but
sin can also be classified in different ways, such as unintentional, deliberate, etc., as just
shown.
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What Happens When A Believer Sins?
According to OSAS teachers, sin in the life of a believer is limited to the following:
The Father-son relationship is not broken by sin; only the sweet fellowship is lost
by the believer.

[4]

Sin breaks the communion with the Father, takes away the joy of
salvation and loses much of the reward a Christian might have.

[5]

Sin stains the believer’s record; it robs him of a good standing among men; it reduces his
store in heaven; but it does not destroy the life that is hid with Christ in God.
[6]

First, when a believer sins, he loses fellowship with God. . . . Secondly, when a
believer sins, he loses the joy of his salvation. . . . Thirdly, when a believer sins,
he grieves the Holy Spirit . . . . Fourthly, when a believer sins, he loses rewards.
[7]

According to Robert Lightner, the affects of sin on the believer are loss of: fellowship
[8]

with God, direction in life, confidence in prayer and joy.
John Bray wrote that when a saved person sins he loses: fellowship with God, his
joy and happiness, power and victory, testimony and influence. Also, he is
chastened of the Lord, liable to death from the hand of God, and will give
[9]

account at the Judgment Seat of Christ.
Charles Ryrie states the penalties for the sinning believer include fellowship, joy, walk,
prayer. Then he adds for the persistently sinning believer, they are pun-ishment,
[10]

excommunication and physical death.
D. James Kennedy says sin results in loss of twelve things: joy, assurance of salvation,
peace, fruitbearing, interest in spiritual things, guidance, health, wealth, possible loss of
your child, loss to the church, loss to the whole nation—to the kingdom of God, and your
[11]

physical life.

But according to OSAS proponents, one thing a saved person can never lose when he
sins is his salvation:
A Christian who commits sin certainly does not lose his salvation.

[12]

If our salvation is not secure, then our new birth would have to be able to die or we
would have to be able to destroy it by some act of sin. But never does
the New Testament even hint that such could happen.

[13]

Christians may pay a very heavy price in this life for their sin, but sin has no power to
cause the loss of their salvation because of the atonement of Christ (italics theirs).
[14]

Since Christ paid for all our sins, there is no way that we could commit a sin
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that would cause us to lose our salvation. . . . Once we are truly saved, we can
never lose that salvation because each and every sin we commit has been
covered by Christ’s blood.

[15]

. . . his sins jeopardize only his fellowship with God day by day. They do not
jeopardize his final salvation from hell.
Sin never destroys the believer (italics -his).

[16]

[17]

According to OSAS teaching, sin in the life of a believer can only do
limited harm, but not the ulti-mate harm of causing him to be spiritually
lost again. This means even the greater sins and the willful, delib-erate sins, such as
David’s premeditated murder of Uriah and his adultery, could never cause loss of salvation. That would mean if a person truly gets saved he can after-wards become a serial
murderer, bank robber and rapist and remain saved though in unrepentant sin, since sin
will never negate his salvation!
In contrast, Jesus didn’t single out the unbelieving when he gave his most serious
message on sin. Ponder the Lord’s teaching to his disciples and let it make an indelible
impression on you regarding the seriousness of sin:
And if anyone causes one of these little ones who believe in me to sin, it would be better
for him to be thrown into the sea with a large millstone tied around his neck. If your hand
causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life maimed than with two
hands to go into hell, where the fire never goes out. And if your foot causes you to
sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life crippled than to have two feet and be
thrown into hell. And if your eye causes you to sin, pluck it out. It is better for you
to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than to have two eyes and be thrown into
hell, where “their worm does not die, and the fire is not quenched” (Mk. 9:42-48, NIV).

The Lord clearly taught certain sin (not just unbelief) could cause one to
die spiritually and not enter the kingdom of God. This is the consistent teaching of Scripture from Gen. 2:17, where we first read of sin, to Rev. 22:19 where we learn
that a believer can have his share in the holy city revoked by sin.

The Believer’s Sins And 1 John 1:9
According to some OSAS advocates, the believer’s future sins are already forgiven.
First, all your sins — past, present, and future — were forgiven when you believed in
Jesus. There are none He hasn’t already forgiven (italics his).

[18]

What can possibly condemn a believer who has all his sins forgiven, past present and
future?

[19]

God’s plan of redemption includes salvation, both from past sins and all that come after
salvation; that is, sins committed before the new birth and those committed after it. So
that when the believer sins, he is still safe, because his sins are
charged against the One who took his place under the law and met all
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its demands against him.

[20]

Only God knows how many have been adversely affected by this type of teaching about
sin. If it was true that our future sins were already forgiven even before we commit them,
then 1 Jn. 1:9, which was written to the believer, would be nonsensical.
Furthermore, if 1 Jn. 1:9 applies only to the unbe-liever or lost person, as Bob George
[21]

believes,
then how could an unbeliev-er remember all of his
innumerable sins to confess them to be saved?
Also, Lk. 18:13,14 show an unsaved person not confessing his sins specifically by name,
but instead, ask-ing for mercy in a general way, brought him instant justi-fication!
Acts 10:43-48 cf. 11:14 is also crystal clear in countering this application of 1 Jn. 1:9 for it
shows Cornelius and his household got saved without utter-ing a word,
that is, without confessing a sin!
1 Jn. 1:7 cites the possibility of receiving a con-tinuous purifying from sin by the blood of
Christ, but only if we meet the cited condition of walking in the light, as he is
in the light. Clearly this is written for the believer. Also, 1 Jn. 2:1 was clearly written for
the believer. So we now have two clear references, just two verses before and two verses
after 1 Jn. 1:9 written to the believer! Obviously the flow of this group of verses refutes the
concept that 1 Jn. 1:9 is for the unbeliever.
Since 1 Jn. 1:9, therefore, cannot refer to the unbeliever getting saved, it must refer to the
believer. That means a believer must confess his sins to find forgiveness
after his salvation. 1 Jn. 1:9 reads:
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our sins and purify us
from all unrighteous-ness (NIV).

Please note the plural pronouns in this verse. The Apostle John put himself in this group,
which also shows 1 Jn. 1:9 refers to the believer after initial salvation. Sin, therefore, must
still be an issue, as shown in this verse, and all throughout the New Testament.
Moreover, Psa. 51:1-12 cf. Psa. 32:5 is clear that David, subsequent to his initial
salvation, confessed his sins to God after he committed adultery with Bathsheba.
Certainly, no one would argue he did this to receive initial salvation.
Since 1 Jn. 1:9 is the God-given way of getting forgiven after salvation,
not to confess our sins, there-fore, means not to get forgiven! This is the
sad end result for all Christians who think their future sins are already forgiven even
before they are committed.

Is Sin Still The Issue?
As cited in chapter 5, we are being told by some:
Sin is no longer the issue.

sin is not the issue. . . .

[22]

[23]

The destructive effects of sin should be obvious. It defiled Lucifer and the angels that
rebelled with him. Adam’s sin brought him spiritual death and banishment from Eden
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(Gen. 2:17; 3:23). It was because of sin that God destroyed all people on the earth,
except the ones in Noah’s ark (Gen. 6:5-17). The cities of Sodom and Gomorrah were
destroyed with burning sulfur because of sin (Gen. 19:24; Jude 7). The ground opened up
and swallowed Korah, Dathan and Abiram because of their sin (Num. 16:30). Israel’s sin
defiled the land (Jer. 3:9). Through sin people become corrupt (Deut. 9:12; Psa. 53:3) and
enemies of God (Jam. 4:4). Everything that causes sin and all who do evil will be thrown
into the fiery furnace (Mt. 13:41,42). Do not be deceived: sin has always been
the issue and still is in our day of grace.
A specific New Testament example of sin being the issue is Ananias and Sapphira. In
Acts 5:1-11, we read of their plan to deceive. Peter’s words to Ananias are most gripping:
Ananias, how is it that Satan has so filled your heart . . . . (v. 3).

Somehow Satan deceived Ananias to that degree. The point is, if sin is no longer the
issue for us then why was it still the issue for Ananias and Sapphira, who were struck
dead for their sin? That couple was in the community of believers!

Is Sin Imputed To The Believer?
Here are OSAS sources:
. . . none of the sins of the elect are imputed to them by God, because of
their faith; while true believers still sinned, and they must fight against sin all their lives,
the sin is not ‘counted’ or imputed.

[24]

Sin Is Not Charged Up to the Christian.

[25]

So when I trusted Christ, I got forgiveness for all my sins and from this time on my sins
are charged back to Christ and are not charged against me at all. That is
what God means when He says, “Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and
whose SINS ARE COVERED. Blessed is the man to whom the Lord WILL NOT IMPUTE
SIN.” That is the reason a Christian will not come into condem-nation and will not even
come into judgment as far as his soul’s salvation is concerned (capital empha-sis his).

[26]

We should not be surprised regarding such teaching from those who want to defend
OSAS. Remember now, to protect their doctrine they have to try to eliminate the
possibility of spiritual death through sin for the believer! By saying sin is not imputed or
charged up to the Chris-tian to begin with, they can thereby protect OSAS from sin’s
deadly poison.

The Power Of Sin
Through sin the whole nation of Israel became vile:
When I found Israel, it was like finding grapes in the desert; when I saw your fathers, it
was like seeing the early fruit on the fig tree. But when they came to Baal Peor,
they consecrated them-selves to that shameful idol and became as vile
as the thing they loved. . . . Because of all their wickedness in Gilgal, I
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hated them there. Because of their sinful deeds, I will drive them out of my house. I
will no longer love them; all their leaders are rebellious (Hos. 9:10,15, NIV).

What a blow this passage is to those who misuse the love of God in an effort to undergird
OSAS!
What else can sin do to the Christian, according to Scripture? Sin can
defile (Heb. 12:15), corrupt (Jam. 3:6), contaminate (Jam. 1:27), soil our
spiritual cloth-ing (Rev. 3:4), enslave us again (2 Pet. 2:20,21) and make
a person unclean (Mt. 15:19,20; Mk. 7:21-23).
Paul addresses believers and exposes sin’s defiling abilities:
Then having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all defilements
of flesh and of spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God (2 Cor. 7:1, Green’s).

Most importantly, according to the Lord Jesus, sin can bring forth spiritual death (Lk.
15:24,32), which is also what Paul wrote could happen to any Christian who lives
according to the sinful nature (Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:19-21; 6:8). See also Jam. 1:14,15.
In contrast to these Scriptures, it is not uncommon to hear OSAS messages like the
following:
Arminians often assume that “death” means “go to hell” or “lose salvation,” but
there is no necessary exegetical evidence for this conclusion.

[27]

Now if you’re a child of God, you’ll never perish. You’ll never die spiritually, but it is
possible for a Christian to lose rewards.

[28]

Clearly, no Scriptural reference says once a person has been
regenerated or has received imputed righteousness that he can’t
afterwards become defiled, cor-rupted, contaminated, soiled, enslaved,
made un-clean or brought to his spiritual death by sin! In fact, when one
examines the context of all of the aforemen-tioned effects of sin, it should be obvious that
those passages were spoken or written to people who were believers.
In contrast, defenders of OSAS say:
God has judged the believer eternally righteous . . . .

[29]

At the moment of faith in Christ, the believer receives immediately the imputation of the
perfect righteousness of God. You now carry with you for the rest of your life
on earth and on into eternity, you have forever the righteousness of God
im-puted to you.

[30]

Again, it is specifically the believer who can become adversely affected by sin in these
ways! Since this is definitely a possibility, according to Scripture, then sin is still the issue,
that is, one of the issues, which Paul repeatedly warned Christians could exclude them
from the kingdom (Gal. 5:19-21). This proves that Paul knew sin could much more than
just cause a believer to lose his rewards, joy of salvation, etc. Perhaps this is why Paul
mentions his righteous anger when another believer sins:
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Who is led into sin, and I do not inwardly burn? (2 Cor. 11:29, NIV).

Since sin can exclude a Christian from the kingdom it should be apparent that a believer’s
sins can bring forth spiritual death, are imputed to him, and his future sins are not
automatically forgiven even before they are committed! All of this is also implied in Paul’s
charge to Timothy:
. . . do not share in the sins of others. Keep yourself pure (1 Tim. 5:22, NIV).

Certainly, Paul knew something about sin in the life of a believer, including his own
personal responsibility to keep himself spiritually pure, that many in our day are totally
unaware of.
Moreover, even the sin of boasting is not good as it is likened unto a little yeast that works
through the whole batch of dough (1 Cor. 5:6). In other words, sin can have a permeating
effect unless dealt with by confession and renunciation (Prov. 28:13 cf. 1 Jn. 1:9). Even
fretting leads to evil (Psa. 37:8).
Paul also wrote that if what he eats would cause his Christian brother to sin, he would
never eat meat [sacrificed to an idol] again, so he wouldn’t cause him to sin (1 Cor. 8:13).
This is the grace teacher himself making sin the issue to the point where it can destroy a
believer (v. 11) through another’s example. What a contrast all this is to what we are
generally taught in our day about sin and what it can do to the Christian.
Last but not least, even world famous Billy Graham understates sin’s power in the life of
one who previously received Jesus as Lord and Savior:
Our fellowship with Him may be broken, but our relationship is not; we are still
members of His family if we have truly committed our lives to Christ.

[31]

Ponder This . . .
Why would our arch enemy, the devil, tempt Christians to sin if our future sins are all
forgiven and could never be imputed to us? In fact, the devil would be wasting his time if
no sin could ever be charged against the believer! The devil obviously doesn’t believe
what the OSAS teachers want us to believe, for he is ever trying to get us to yield to his
temptations!
Jesus told us to pray to not be led into temptation (Mt. 6:13). Why would the Lord want us
to daily pray about such if sin could not be imputed to the believer anyhow?
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If you do what is right, will you not be accepted? But if you do not do what is right, sin is
crouching at your door; it desires to have you, but you must master it (Gen. 4:7,
NIV).
Behold, all souls are mine; as the soul of the father, so also the soul of the son is mine: the soul
that sinneth, it shall die (Ezek. 18:4, KJV).
In your anger do not sin; when you are on your beds, search your hearts and be silent.
Selah (Psa. 4:4, NIV).
Keep your servant also from willful sins; may they not rule over me (Psa. 19:13,
NIV).
But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today, so that none of you may be
hardened by sin's deceitfulness. We have come to share in Christ if we hold firmly till the
end the confidence we had at first (Heb. 3:13,14, NIV).
Therefore we also, since we are surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside
every weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us, and let us run with endurance the
race that is set before us . . . You have not yet resisted to bloodshed, striving against
sin (Heb. 12:1,4, NKJV).
But each one is tempted when he is drawn away by his own desires and enticed. Then, when
desire has con-ceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, brings forth
death (Jam. 1:14,15, NKJV).
Dear friends, I urge you, as aliens and strangers in the world, to abstain from sinful desires,
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which war against your soul (1 Pet. 2:11, NIV).

Chapter 8
The Importance of Forgiving

Peter once asked the Lord how many times he was required to forgive his brother who
would sin against him. Then he supplied a possible answer to his own question. He said,
Up to seven times?
From this the Lord gave a concise answer, then he elaborated in detail on the importance
of forgiving those who sin against us. Dear reader, lay down your precon-ceptions
regarding this subject and read on with an open heart and willingness to receive what the
Bible plainly declares!
As in other areas, Jesus’ teaching on this partic-ular subject has been
twisted and modified to appease people who have itching ears and sinful
desires. Don’t let yourself be deceived by anyone regarding the importance of forgiving others who sin against you.
This chapter will primarily focus in upon two key times the Lord touched on this subject
(Mt. 6:14,15 and Mt. 18:21-35).

Matthew 6:14,15
In Mt. 6:14,15 the Lord emphatically stated eternally binding truth with the following words:
For if you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if
you do not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive
your trespasses (NKJV).

Those words about forgiving others who sin against us must have shocked the Lord’s
disciples, for this is the very first time in the Bible that such was stated. We never read of
forgiving others, to get our sins forgiven, anywhere in the entire Old Testament. However,
the Lord changed all that when he gave us his teaching on this subject!
Please note that verses 14 and 15 are given specifically to those already saved! This
is apparent, for Jesus said, your heavenly Father (v. 14) and your Father (v. 15).
Compare to Mt. 18:35. Jesus never stated the unsaved had Almighty God as
their spiritual father. Their spiritual father is clearly the devil (Jn.
8:42-44) and they are clearly children of the devil (1 Jn. 3:10).
Furthermore, the devil can’t forgive our sins, only Almighty God can, but only if we meet
the condition of forgiving others!
This fact about the two spiritual families helps us see that the Lord’s teaching on the
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subject of forgiving others who sin against us is specifically directed to those
who already have experienced true regeneration (or salvation). This alone
refutes those who would say one must have a forgiving spirit toward others to begin with,
before he can come to initial salvation, based on a misunderstanding of this passage!
If that teaching was true, we would see such ex-pressed elsewhere in the New Testament
as a pre-req-uisite for initial salvation in one of the various salvation sermons, but we
never do! Instead, the teaching of for-giving others, so that the heavenly
Father will forgive us, is always directed to those who are truly saved
already. This fact is absolutely devastating to all of the OSAS teachers who would say
all of our future sins are automatically forgiven after salvation!
If one’s future sins were automatically (uncondi-tionally) forgiven, then
we would not have to forgive others who sin against us to get our sins
forgiven, as Jesus clearly taught! Somebody is teaching falsely about
this subject and we know it can’t be the Lord!
So, according to Jesus, a person who has been saved by faith in him must meet the
condition of forgiving others or their future sins committed after their salvation won’t be
forgiven. This is the teaching which proceeded from the One who has the words of eternal
life (Jn. 6:68). This is true grace teaching by the Lord himself, who gave us Jn.
3:16 and 10:27-29! Remember, “grace and truth came through Jesus Christ” (Jn. 1:17).
This hated and misrepresented teaching of the Lord’s on forgiving others to get your own
sins forgiven is under the um-brella of Jesus’ grace teaching.
Dear reader, can you see from just this, the spiritual danger intrinsically linked to the
teaching of OSAS? This should be apparent, even at this point, but there is much more
that needs to be said, especially on the importance of forgiving others.

Matthew 18:21-35
In Mt. 18:21-35, we have the most exhaustive teaching in the Bible on this subject of
forgiving others who sin against us. In those fifteen verses, many things are observed as
one would ponder them. Some observations are:
(1) Jesus never even suggested that some of his disciples would not be sinned against in
this world. This is very basic, but nonetheless, an important point to stress. Dear
reader, you are not the only one who has been “stabbed in the back” by
others who should never have treated you badly!
I once heard a preacher make this point well by saying, if you are alive in this world for
five minutes, you have already been stabbed in the back by someone! Though this is an
exaggeration, he made this point well.
Without exception, everyone alive today has been sinned against multiple times, even if
they are saved.
Furthermore, if you continue to live much longer, you’ll soon be sinned
against again! This age is rampant with that kind of thing. There is no avoiding being
mistreated by others, if you stay around people. Many godly people were unjustly sinned
against:

●

Joseph by his own brothers, Potiphar’s wife and the chief cupbearer (Gen.
37-50);
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●
●

Moses by his brother and sister (Num. 12:1-13); and
David by King Saul who personally tried to kill him more than once (1 Sam.
18:11; 19:10).

(2) At the point of our salvation, our mountainous sin debt that was forgiven is likened to
ten thousand talents. When someone sins against us, it is likened unto only a hundred
[1]

denarii. That is about a 500,000 to 1 ratio between these two values! In other
words, we offended God 500,000 times more severely over the years by
sinning against him, than people do when they sin against us!
(3) The man who received personal forgiveness in Mt. 18:21-35, but refused to forgive the
man who owed him a mere hundred denarii, was labeled a wicked servant! This same
description is used in Mt. 25:26 and there we learn that such people will be thrown
into the darkness where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth
(25:30).
To limit an unforgiving heart to a block of fellowship is, obviously, to greatly understate the
consequences of unforgiveness:
Now let me go on and say that if a person becomes a Christian, and then later there’s a
situation where there is an unforgiving heart on the part of the Christian, we still have to
realize the Scripture says, there is no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus. So
that Christian will not be con-demned for that lack of forgiveness, but I believe that there
will be a block of fellowship.

[2]

Apparently, a misunderstanding of Rom. 8:1, based on an OSAS interpretation, is the
hindrance here in seeing the ultimate danger behind unforgiveness. See the chapter
entitled, We Demolish Arguments for an expla-nation of Rom. 8:1.
(4) The same way that wicked servant was treated is how the heavenly Father will treat
you unless you forgive your brother from your heart, verse 35! So how was he treated?
Verse 34 says:
And his master was angry, and delivered him to the torturers until he should pay all
that was due to him (NKJV).

Incredibly, he was responsible to pay back his former canceled debt! In other words,
under those circumstances, his past sins forgiven at the point of his initial salvation were
put back to his charge.
God expects, even demands, from those who received incredible mercy
from him, which came at the point of their salvation, to afterwards show
mercy by forgiving others.
How the devil hates the light that shines forth from the word of God. This is so because
he wants to damn as many as possible through deception, but God’s word is a major
hindrance. With this in mind, it should be apparent why you have seldom, if ever, heard
these simple truths regarding the importance of forgiving others, as cited in these clear
passages.
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What Does It Mean To Forgive?
Now that you know that you must forgive others who sin against you or your heavenly
Father won’t forgive you, what does it mean to forgive? The word forgive
(aphiemi), among other things, means let go or put away.
in Jn. 4:28 and 1 Cor. 7:11:

[3]

This is the same word found

Then leaving her water jar, the woman went to the town and said to the
people . . . (NIV).
But if she does, she must remain unmarried or else be reconciled to her husband. And a
husband must not divorce his wife (NIV).

In other words, what that woman did with her water jar, and what a husband must not do
to his wife are what we must do about any grudges, feelings of resentment and revenge
toward those who sin against us so that we can get our sins forgiven after initial salvation.
In other words, leave those things go. Don’t harbor bitterness or a desire for revenge on
those who have sinned against you! Vengeance is God’s. Let him repay. See Rom. 12:19.

A Temptation From The Devil

Beyond a shadow of doubt, your spiritual enemy, the devil, will try to get
you into a state of unforgiveness so that he can destroy you! He will
remind you of past hurts that occurred years ago, if that will work for him. Seemingly he
did this to David using a past, painful incident with Shimei (2 Sam. 16:5-14; 19:18-23 cf. 1
Kings 2:8,9). Remember, anything goes, as far as he is con-cerned!
Please know that the devil is both aggressive and malicious to the core. He is capable of
giving us thoughts and he continues to do so every day! Regarding this, it would be
good for you to get in the daily habit of asking yourself the question:
What kind of thoughts or suggestions has the devil been giving me
today?
You can detect his destructive thoughts and sug-gestions by comparing such that has
been coming into your mind with the word of God. If thoughts, imagina-tions and
suggestions that have been coming into your mind do not come under the category of
simple obedience to God’s word, they are from the Tempter! Do not ponder or
entertain such thoughts, even for a moment! To resist these thoughts is to
resist the devil (Jam. 4:7). Your enemy is trying to get you to ponder them long enough so
that you will become spiritually defiled. Resist the devil’s temptations.
When the devil gives you the thought (temptation) of some past hurt, trying to get you in
(or keep you in) unforgiveness, he is trying to initiate something in your heart and mind
that will later destroy you spiritually, unless you actively resist him. Again, don’t yield to
these thoughts. You can resist the devil when this type of attack comes by praying for the
person(s) who sinned against you (Lk. 6:28)! Stephen prayed for those who were killing
him (Acts 7:60).
Praying for your offenders will come much easier, if you keep in mind your ten thousand
talent debt God canceled at your salvation and that offense against you was only a
hundred denarii! As cited earlier, godly people from the past have been sinned against
just like you have or even worse. This, of course, does not lessen the hurt from cruel acts
and/or words that came from a trusted friend, loved one, or even someone you greatly
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helped who later turned on you!
Over the centuries, Christians have been greatly hurt and totally betrayed by their spouse,
parent(s), brothers, sisters, children, grandchildren, neighbors, best friends, co-workers,
teachers, boss, etc. Consider how people turned on Jesus. The same crowd that he fed,
healed and taught later cried, Crucify him.
In spite of how people might treat us, Jesus said we must forgive them to get our own
sins forgiven. Ask him to remove all resentment from your heart. Wash out those hurtful
thoughts from your mind by spending quality time in the Bible and by listening to gospel
music. To hum or sing Scripture-based songs to yourself through-out the day might mean
the difference between victory or defeat in this area, when certain attacks with unforgiveness come!

“I Just Can’t Forgive”

To say you can’t forgive is to show yourself already completely deceived
by the devil! Not only can you forgive, you must forgive. Forgiving others doesn’t
come easy for anyone offended, especially since the devil will be trying
his best to get you in or keep you in unforgiveness. Use the spiritual weapons
God has given you, that are mighty through him (2 Cor. 10:4), and resist the devil’s
temptations to be unforgiving. Don’t go by your feelings to gauge your own
forgiveness of another.
Please know that it is possible to forgive another and yet not trust that person to the point
where they can hurt you again or even worse than before!
There are some people in this world who we won’t ever be able to completely reconcile
with—who will continue to hate and hurt you as often as they can. Let’s face it, such does
exist.
We forgive such people, that is, we harbor no bitterness or desire for revenge, but we
better not trust this unique type of person. David never trusted Saul’s invitation to return to
Jerusalem, even after Saul seemingly repented (1 Sam. 26:21-27:1).
We can also assume that Paul forgave Alexander the metalworker, who did him a great
deal of harm, but he still warned Timothy of this same man (2 Tim. 4:14,15)! Apparently,
Paul didn’t think Alexander was going to change.

More Than A Prayer Hindrance
To limit the seriousness of unforgiveness to only being a hindrance to your prayers, as
some teachers do, is to dangerously understate the consequences of it. This is usually
done from Mk. 11:25. That verse says:
And when ye stand praying, forgive, if ye have ought against any: that your Father
also which is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses (KJV).

Clearly, we see here as in the aforementioned verses, we block our own forgiveness by
being unforgiving! Also, we should check our own hearts for any
unforgiveness as often as we pray. In other words, this should be a
constant area of self-examination. What a victory through unforgiveness the devil
must be getting in the lives of most. OSAS teaching is largely responsible for this.
Again, don’t think that your refusal to forgive others who sin against you
will merely hinder your fellowship with God. This is never stated as the
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mere consequence of refusing to forgive (Mt. 6:14,15; 18:21-35; Mk.
11:25; Lk. 6:37; 11:4), but is another decep-tion to lessen the
seriousness of unforgiveness! Do not be deceived about this. You must
forgive others to get your sins forgiven. With this in mind, ponder Jam. 1:14,15:
But each one is tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed.
Then, after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown,
gives birth to death (NIV).

Note: spiritual death is the final result of sin, which all began with sinful desires and
temptations. That principle is exemplified with the Prodigal (Lk. 15:24,32 cf. Rom. 8:13).
Since spiritual death is the end result of unforgiven sin, then to have
forgiveness denied to us because of our refusal to forgive others, has to
carry with it the potential of being spiritually fatal.
This must be why some Christians become luke-warm then cold after a
period of time with the Lord. When this occurs, the devil has been
successful with his schemes (Eph. 6:11 cf. 2 Cor. 2:11). Don’t let this
happen to you!

Live In Peace
Furthermore, though unforgiveness is not clearly men-tioned in Gal. 5:15, certainly such
is understood:
If you keep on biting and devouring each other, watch out or you will be destroyed
by each other (NIV).

Paul stated they could be destroyed by each other! With this in mind, the devil must have
great delight in local church splits.
Also, Heb. 12:14 reads:
Make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be holy; without holiness
no one will see the Lord (NIV).

Besides being holy, we are to “make every effort to live in peace with all men,” that is, as
long as we don’t sacrifice truth or Christian values to get this peace. This is how hard we
should try to avoid the state of unforgiveness or anything that might lead to such.
Remember, for you to be unforgiving towards another will not destroy the person who
wronged you! Instead, it will spiritually destroy you, the person who won’t
forgive. This is why the devil frequently uses it against the offended party.
Unforgiveness has to be one of the most subtle and destructive satanic
temptations, but few seemingly know the seriousness of it because of
the false teach-ings that come, especially, through the OSAS teachers!
To continue to walk with the Lord and have spiritual life, we must forgive others who sin
against us.
Forgiving others is as important as getting your own sins forgiven, for
without the former, the latter won’t occur, according to Jesus.
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Ponder This . . .
To limit the seriousness of unforgiveness to only being a hindrance to your prayers, as
some teachers do, is to dangerously understate the consequences of it. This is usually
done from Mk. 11:25. That verse says:
And when you stand praying, if you hold any-thing against anyone, forgive him, so that
your Father in heaven may forgive you your sins (NIV).

Clearly, we see here as in the aforementioned verses, we block our own forgiveness by
being unforgiving! Also, we should check our own hearts for any
unforgiveness as often as we pray. In other words, this should be a con-stant area of self-examination. What a victory through unforgiveness the devil
must be getting in the lives of most, especially when one embraces OSAS.
We also learn in Mk. 11:25 what unforgiveness is. Jesus said it was holding something
against another.
To obey Jesus and forgive those who sin against us doesn’t mean they
are getting away with their offense! Vengeance is God’s, he will repay. So
forgiving our offenders isn’t helping them. Instead, it’s helping yourself
spiritually, based on Jesus’ teaching in Mt. 18:21-35.
Related to this subject of forgiving others is the fol-lowing passage from James which
deals with showing mercy:
For judgment is without mercy to the one who has shown no mercy.
Mercy triumphs over judg-ment (2:13, NKJV).

On the other hand, to nurse a grudge against another is to be like the wicked and
adulterous Herodias who unjustly did such against John the Baptist:
For Herod himself had given orders to have John arrested, and he had him bound and
put in prison. He did this because of Herodias, his brother Philip’s wife, whom he had
married. For John had been saying to Herod, “It is not lawful for you to have your
brother’s wife.” So Herodias nursed a grudge against John and wanted to kill
him. But she was not able to (Mk. 6:17-19, NIV).

Finally, forgiving others is as important as getting your own sins
forgiven, for without the former, the latter won’t occur, according to the
Lord Jesus.

[1]
[2]
[3]

The Amplified Bible states ten thousand talents is about $10,000,000, while a hundred denarii is about $20.
June Hunt, You Can Have Assurance of Your Salvation, cassette tape, aired the week of 1/4/93.
James Strong, The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), Greek Dictionary, p. 17, #863.
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For if you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do
not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your
trespasses (Mt. 6:14,15, NKJV).
Then Peter came to Him and said, “Lord, how often shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive
him? Up to seven times?” Jesus said to him, “I do not say to you, up to seven times, but up to
seventy times seven. Therefore the kingdom of heaven is like a certain king who wanted to settle
accounts with his servants. And when he had begun to settle accounts, one was brought to him
who owed him ten thousand talents. But as he was not able to pay, his master commanded that he
be sold, with his wife and children and all that he had, and that payment be made. The servant
therefore fell down before him, saying, ‘Master, have patience with me, and I will pay you all.’ Then
the master of that servant was moved with compassion, released him, and forgave him the debt.
But that servant went out and found one of his fellow servants who owed him a hundred denarii;
and he laid hands on him and took him by the throat, saying, ‘Pay me what you owe!’ So his fellow
servant fell down at his feet and begged him, saying, ‘Have patience with me, and I will pay you
all.’ And he would not, but went and threw him into prison till he should pay the debt. So when his
fellow servants saw what had been done, they were very grieved, and came and told their master
all that had been done. Then his master, after he had called him, said to him, ‘You wicked
servant! I forgave you all that debt because you begged me. Should you not also have had
compassion on your fellow servant, just as I had pity on you?’ And his master was angry, and
delivered him to the torturers until he should pay all that was due to him. So My
heavenly Father also will do to you if each of you, from his heart, does not
forgive his brother his trespasses” (Mt. 18:21-35, NKJV).

Chapter 9
The Carnal Christian

According to those who embrace the extreme position of OSAS there is a type of
Christian who behaves identically to the unsaved man. They call that type of person, a
carnal Christian. Such a person is described in different ways:

Descriptions Of A Carnal Christian
And so, sometimes out of ignorance or whatever it might be, they attempt to gratify and
meet those needs the same way they did before they were saved, and therefore, you
can’t tell a carnal be-liever from a lost man. That is, you can’t tell the cold from
the carnal because the truth is, they’re both acting the same way. Now, one of
them is in Christ and one of them isn’t. One of them is lost and the other one is in Christ.
One of them knows about God and knows him in the experience of salvation; the other
doesn’t know him at all.

[1]
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The ‘carnal’ Christian is . . . characterized by a ‘walk’ that is on the same plane
as that of the ‘natural’ [unsaved] man.

[2]

As far as overt behavior is concerned, a carnal believer cannot be
distinguished from an unbe-liever.

[3]

Our thesis is that the carnal Christian is char-acterized by a consistent regression of their
spiritual life. . . . The carnal Christian is characterized by rejection of the
Christian faith. If you stay on the road to carnality long enough, you will apostatize.
That is, you will fall away from the faith. You will wind up denying Christianity. You will
wind up looking like the rankest of sinners. Okay? Can a Christian go so far to
become a rank sinner in his actions? Absolutely. Absolutely. Yes, a Christian can.

[4]

Aside from the gospel, Chuck Swindoll would want to convince non-believers that the
carnal Christian resembles non-Christians.
And it may surprise some of you to hear this because you weren’t perhaps raised under
this theology. Fourth, the carnal Christian resembles non-Christians. If there
is one truth I would love to be able to convince the non-Christian of it’s
that truth aside from the gospel. I don’t know how many non-Christians have told
me, well if it weren’t for the way so and so acted, and he says he’s a Christian, then I
could believe. Wait a minute. If there are any non-Christians here, you are sur-rounded by
Christians who have flesh and at times, we operate like mere men. Verse three closes,
verse four closes, are you not mere men. In fact the text reads according to man. The
construction means according to the norm or the standard of ordinary man, just like those
that haven’t been born again. Do you realize the scandal I am declaring? If
given full reign, our flesh will come across exactly as those who are not even born again.
That explains how a Christian can steal and lie. That explains how a
Christian can lack integrity and commit adultery and turn against the
very things he or she once taught.

[5]

So according to this popular teacher a carnal Christian resembles non-Christians by sinful
acts such as stealing, lying, lacking integrity, committing adultery and turn-ing against the
very things he once taught! Sadly others have been teaching the same way, yet they
seem-ingly go unchallenged.
The third type of person is the carnal man. . . . he is dominated by the sinful desires of
his inner self. His behavior is similar to that of the ordinary, unsaved
man. . . . To an unsaved person or to an untaught, critical Christian, he will look like
an unsaved person and may even be called such.

[6]

Paul can only mean that these carnal Corinthians lived like unsaved men.
That clarifies why the word carnal can label both unbelievers and be-lievers, simply
because the lifestyles of both are the same. The cure for the unbeliever’s
carnality is salvation; the cure for the believer’s is to grow in the Lord (italics his).
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Carnal To have the characteristics of an unsaved life either because one is an unbeliever
or because though a believer, one is living like an unsaved person (italics his).

[8]

Robert B. Thieme also states that a carnal Christian behaves like an unbeliever. He cites
David at the point of 2 Samuel 11 and Saul for most of his life as illustrations of this:
The behavior pattern of a carnal Christian cannot be distin-guished from
that of an unbeliever (1 Cor. 3:3). As far as God’s word is concerned, you may act
like an unbeliever; but if you have be-lieved in Christ, you are still a believer
—a believer in status quo carnality—out of fellowship. This principle is important
in understanding the prodigal. A BELIEVER OUT OF FELLOWSHIP ACTS LIKE
AN UNBELIEVER. In fact, he is some-times worse, as illustrated by David
at one point in his life (2 Sam. 11). David was a be-liever; yet he
behaved like an unbeliever. Saul, too, was a believer, but he acted like an
unbeliever most of his life (capital emphasis his).

[9]

Besides knowing about the carnal Christian principle to understand the Prodigal, as
Thieme wrote, Chuck Swindoll made a similar assertion about one’s under-standing of the
carnal Christian:
Let me clarify something because many, many in the family of God have no room in their
theology for the carnal Christian, which creates tremendous confusion. If you
don’t understand the carnal Chris-tian, you will begin to believe that you
have fallen from grace. You will believe that you have been born again and then you
will think later when you do these number of things, you have not been born again.

[10]

According to Swindoll, one may have a misconception about falling from grace unless he
understands the OSAS carnal Christian teaching!

1 Corinthians 3:3
Let’s take a close look at 1 Cor. 3:3, the primary passage used by Charles Stanley, and
others, as the basis for this carnal Christian teaching. Verses 3 through 5 are cited so that
the context can be easily seen:
For you are still carnal. For where there are envy, strife, and divisions among you,
are you not carnal and behaving like mere men? For when one says, “I am of Paul,” and
another, “I am of Apollos,” are you not carnal? Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but
ministers through whom you believed, as the Lord gave to each one? (NKJV).

Please notice that it was envy, strife and divisions and those alone, which made Paul
address them as carnal, as verse 3 labels them. Furthermore, all the envy, strife and
divisions were over their favorite gospel preacher, according to verses 4 and 5. (See also
1 Cor. 1:12 and 3:21,22.)
To read into carnal and openly teach, as the afore-mentioned OSAS teachers do, is to
dangerously distort the image of true Christianity. By fabricating this
new type of Christian, who is behaving just like the dark-ened,
God-hating, hell-bound, Christ-rejecters, mul-ti-tudes are being
deceived. Some are even re-opened to the greatest possible danger of
being thrown into eternal fire, yet are unaware of it.
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Besides the immediate context of 1 Cor. 3:3, this OSAS concept of the carnal Christian is
also refuted Scrip-turally by the following:
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do
not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male
prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor
slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9,10, NIV).

First, Paul stated by question form the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor.
6:9), then told us in the next verse how to identify someone who is wicked from their
behavior. The sexually immoral, drunkards and the greedy, among others, are included
in this group and will, therefore, be excluded from the kingdom, unless they turn from their
sins. No exception is made for one who previously believed on Christ. This
is the true grace teaching, according to Scripture.

Expel The Wicked Man
Second, Paul demonstratively used this 1 Cor. 6:9,10 gauge regarding a sexually immoral
man who was attending their Christian gatherings in Corinth (1 Cor. 5:1-5). In reference to
him, Paul taught excommunication:
. . . Expel the wicked man from among you (1 Cor. 5:13, NIV).

Paul, who could not see that man’s heart, could tell by his present,
sinful behavior (sexual immorality) that he was wicked and therefore
unsaved.
In contrast, Chuck Swindoll teaches something dia-metrically opposed to what Paul said
of this same man:
In this case, we see it was incest. A man was living with his father’s wife. Not his own
mother. The way it’s written suggests that the father had married again and the guy is
now shacking up with her. He’s living with her, in the church, a member of the family
of God.

[11]

Paul’s advice regarding this man, who apparently was previously saved, was totally unlike
the advice to those never saved—though both need salvation:
Hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature may be destroyed and
his spirit saved on the day of the Lord (1 Cor. 5:5, NIV).

Notice, as long as that man’s sinful nature was dominating his behavior, he would remain
unsaved, just like the Prodigal when he was in wild living. Compare with Rom. 8:13. Paul
knew the problem was his sinful nature and that it needed to be destroyed. Hence, he
said hand this man over to Satan.
It appears that a faulty understanding of what was to be destroyed has led to a
misunderstanding here. The typical OSAS interpretation is:
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An extreme case of the “consistently carnal Christian” seems to be found in 1 Cor. 5:5.
Apparently a member of the congregation was involved in an incestuous relationship with
his mother-in-law! (5:1). Paul hands this carnal Christian over to physical
death, but he notes that he will be saved at the day of the Lord Jesus.

[12]

Obviously, the Corinthian congregation had only one known sexually immoral person in it
at that time, whom the others were to expel from among them. If there would have been
others who were known to be sexually im-moral, they too would have been treated like
that man. To imply the whole Corinthian congregation was carnal and, therefore, sexually
immoral is powerfully refuted by this.
Furthermore, 1 Cor. 6:11 reads:
And that is what some of you were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you
were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God (NIV).

Notice those carnal Corinthians were not drunkards nor sexually immoral anymore, etc.,
as clearly indicated by the past-tense word were in this verse referring back to verses 9
and 10! This again shows an all-important difference between what the
OSAS teachers are saying and what God says, as recorded in the Bible.
To believe the OSAS teachers regarding the behavior of a carnal Christian would also
violently contradict important key verses such as 1 Jn. 3:10:
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the
devil are: Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who
does not love his brother (NIV).

John’s test to know a child of God from a child of the devil was a present-tense
behavioral one and not just a testimony of a past moment of belief on Christ. See also
1 Jn. 2:3,4.

1 Corinthians 5:11
Another vital point regarding the issue of carnal Christians needs to be made. 1 Cor. 5:11
says:
But now I am writing you that you must not associate with anyone who calls
himself a brother but is sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a
slanderer, a drunkard or a swindler. With such a man do not even eat.

This verse also clearly refutes the view that a carnal Christian behaves indistinguishably
from the unsaved. Paul made a clear distinction here between the carnal
Corinthians (1 Cor. 3:3, KJV) and those who were brothers in name only,
as mentioned in 5:11. Paul told the Christians at Corinth not even to eat
with such people who profess salvation but behave wickedly.
In other words, the Corinthians who were labeled carnal because of strife and divisions
over their favorite gospel preachers were told not to even eat with those who professed to
be saved but were sexually immoral, drunkards, greedy, etc.
Without a doubt, the latter were not present-tense possessors of eternal life (1 Cor.
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6:9,10 cf. Rev. 21:8). There is a clear distinction between the carnal Corin-thians and
those with whom they were not to associate.
1 Cor. 5:11 proves that even the carnal Christian could not be in any of the sins cited
there. Consequently, for the OSAS proponents who embrace a view of the carnal
contradictory to the Biblical account, there is also a major problem with this verse and the
aforementioned descriptions of the truly saved. Perhaps this is why 1 Cor. 5:11
and 1 Jn. 3:10 seem to be rarely mentioned from the pulpits in our day.
This carnal Christian question is a watershed issue, since it really affects the definition of
a Christian and, therefore, who will ultimately be saved. To be wrong about this is to be
wrong about who will be excluded from the kingdom of God and thrown into the lake of
fire.
It has even been taught that under the heading of a carnal Christian one can fall away
from the faith and cease believing:
As argued elsewhere, it is possible for a truly born-again person to fall away
from the faith and cease believing. He is called a carnal Christian and will
be subject to severe divine discipline.

[13]

MacArthur, who disagrees with carnal Christian teaching as held by Stanley, Swindoll,
Evans, Ryrie, etc., comments on this subject:
Who knows how many unregenerate persons have been lulled into a false sense
of spiritual security by the suggestion that they are merely carnal?

[14]

Unfortunately, because of his OSAS theology, MacArthur can’t go the needed step further
and mention people who were once saved, then afterwards became spiritually dead and
lost through sin, like the Prodigal (Lk. 15:24,32). Such people were not always
unregen-erate, nor are they carnal Christians, but such need to be saved
again. Repentance for them is needed for salvation’s sake! They too
have been lulled into a false sense of spiritual security not only by this carnal
Christian concept, but OSAS as a whole!

No Essential Difference
While MacArthur criticizes the popular carnal Christian teaching, he also wrote the
following:
But wait. Doesn’t Scripture include examples of believers who committed gross sin?
Didn’t David commit murder and adultery and allow his sin to go
unconfessed for at least a year? Wasn’t Lot characterized by worldly compromise
in the midst of heinous sin? Yes, those examples prove that genuine
believers are capable of the worst imaginable sins. But David and Lot cannot
be made to serve as examples of “carnal” believers, whose whole lifestyle and
appetites are no different from unregenerate people.

[15]

By teaching such, MacArthur limits the definition of the carnal Christian to whole lifestyle
and appetites, thereby suggesting an occasional act of sexual immorality, murder and the
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like will not negate one’s salvation or even render such under the grouping of those who
are never really saved to begin with. This is also shown through his past teachings of a
Christian committing suicide. In other words, such a one can die an unre-pentant
murderer through suicide and still be saved!

Westminster’s “Nevertheless” Clause
But should we really be surprised by MacArthur’s teachings? After all, he refers to the
[16]

Its nevertheless clause, under the head-ing of the
Westminster Con-fession as truth.
perseverance of the saints, is as follows:
Nevertheless they may, through the temptations of Satan and of the world, the
prevalency of corruption remaining in them, and the neglect of the means of their
preservation, fall into grievous sins; and for a time continue therein: whereby
they incur God’s displeasure, and grieve his Holy Spirit; come to be deprived of some
measure of their graces and comforts; have their hearts hardened, and their consciences
wounded; hurt and scandalize others, and bring temporal judgments upon themselves.

[17]

That sounds very similar to the Stanley-Swindoll-Ryrie definition of a carnal Christian, but
remains ambiguously indefinite about the time period one can continue in grievous sins. It
should also be noted that David, when in adultery and murder, is cited by the Westminster
Confession of Faith as an example of one who did “fall into grievous sins; and for a time
continue therein.” The implications of this Reformed confession is clearly a license for
immorality, for if David remained saved while in those sins, we can too!
Again, though MacArthur sharply denounces those who teach the existence of a carnal
Christian, as defined by a person who is acting indistinguishably from the un-saved, yet
he would have to say that David was acting just like the unsaved for at least a year when
an adulterer and murderer, and was still saved all along! Regarding David while in
murder and adultery, Mac-Arthur wrote:
. . . in his prayer of repentance in Psalm 51. He was not afraid of losing his
salvation . . .

[18]

Hence, because of his belief in OSAS, Mac-Arthur’s moderate position is
essentially no different for the David-type of adulterer-murderer than the
ex-treme position of Stanley or Ryrie. The only difference for them
centers around whether the known adulterer-murderer was genuinely
regenerated in the first place or not, but not if a previously saved
person can live like that and remain saved.
Finally, one must also wonder how long of an extended time period of sinful living it takes
to become lifestyle for MacArthur and others who embrace his OSAS position! If it means
that one never returns to God, then all Christian suicides would be under that category,
but somehow they still remain saved, according to OSAS theology.
Also, Saul never returned to God after the Spirit of the Lord departed
from him (1 Sam. 16:14). Cer-tainly for that man, who was previously saved, his
years of sinful living to his death would be categorized as life-style!
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Ponder This…
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For you are still carnal. For where there are envy, strife, and divisions among you, are
you not carnal and behaving like mere men? For when one says, “I am of Paul,” and
another, “I am of Apollos,” are you not carnal? Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but ministers
through whom you believed, as the Lord gave to each one? (1 Cor. 3:3-5, NKJV).
But now I am writing you that you must not associate with anyone who calls himself
a brother but is sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a slanderer, a
drunkard or a swindler. With such a man do not even eat (1 Cor. 5:11, NIV).
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be
deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male
prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor
slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God. And that is what some of you
were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God (1 Cor. 6:9-11, NIV).
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Chapter 10
Grace, The True And The False
The study of grace is extremely important regarding the believer’s security. Unfortunately,
the word grace (charis) is not a term that is concisely defined in the Scriptures, as we might
like it to be. Because it isn’t, some have been misled about its meaning. Strong defines grace
as:
acceptable, benefit, favour, gift, grace (-ious), joy liberality, pleasure, thank (-s, [1]

worthy).

Nonetheless, there are still ways in which we can more specifically learn what grace is and
what it isn’t. As with other Biblical topics we must consider many Scrip-tures to get a more
accurate understanding. Let me prove this to you as we begin with the most commonly cited
grace passage:
For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of
God: Not of works, lest any man should boast. For we are his workmanship,
created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we
should walk in them (Eph. 2:8-10, KJV).
But later in this same epistle, the same grace teacher also wrote:
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a man
is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God. Let no
one deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God’s wrath
comes on those who are disobedient. Therefore do not be partners with them (Eph
5:5-7, NIV).
Similarly, let’s consider Rom. 11:6, another key grace passage often cited by the OSAS
proponents:
And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace.
But if it be of works, then is it no more grace: otherwise work is no more work
(KJV).
Just like before, in the same epistle written by the same grace teacher, we have Rom. 2:7-9:
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality,
he will give eternal life. But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the
truth and follow evil, there will be wrath and anger. There will be
trouble and dis-tress for every human being who does evil: first for the
Jew, then for the Gentile (NIV).
Because of the way many understand grace today, they would either unconsciously discount
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Paul’s words in Ephesians chapter five and Romans two or would tend to label them
legalism, bondage, cultic or some sort of work’s salvation.
From this inability to reconcile the grace of Eph. 2:8,9 with Eph. 5:5-7 and Rom. 11:6 with
Rom. 2:7-9, it should immediately be obvious that something is seriously wrong with the
present-day gospel of grace, as it is commonly understood.
Let’s take a look at what is being taught about grace and its connection with OSAS.
Grace As Taught Today
As far as multitudes are concerned, grace is exactly what the following teachers have
declared it to be:
And I think about how many people sit in churches week after week after week and
never hear any-thing about the blood, never hear anything about the cross, never hear
anything about the grace of Almighty God. You see, it isn’t just good news. It is good
news about Jesus Christ, who paid our sin debt in full to a holy God who required
death for sin and the shedding of his blood, satisfied that requirement, and made it
possible for you and me to be accepted in the eyes of God and to be eternally
secure in him. That’s why he called it the grace of God.

[2]

To deny the eternal security of the believer is to challenge the eternal character of
the riches of divine grace, and to assume that the very Son of God may fall in Whom
[3]

we stand.

Thus the doctrine of eternal security might be said to be the
keystone of the arch of the doc-trines of grace, or it might be likened to the
warp of a fabric of which the other doctrines of grace are the woof. Take out the
doctrine of eternal security and the arch falls, or the fabric falls apart.

[4]

What the gospel does is to assure us that we are saved, eternally saved, by sheer
grace, through faith alone.
It is because we believe in salvation by grace through faith without works that we
can rest our case so confidently. The gospel on which “once saved, always
saved” rests is by grace, through faith alone.

[5]

What grace it is that can give us not only for-giveness and eternal life through faith
alone but also guarantee that the Giver will never renege on His gift! Nor
[6]

can we ever give it back even if we try!

But when you make the decision to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, you enter into a
system that depends entirely on God. That’s why Eph. 2:8,9 says for by
grace are you saved through faith and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God,
not of works lest any man should boast. Grace means that it all depends on God.
Grace means that God is not compromised by giving you something, apart from your
merit, apart from your ability and apart from your works. So grace becomes a
major issue in the doctrine of eternal security.
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Once a son, always a son. Once you are born into the family of God, you will
always be a member of the family of God. You cannot change your spiritual birth any
more than you can change your physical birth. You may desire at some time to
change your family. Perhaps you have been the recipient of discipline; perhaps there
have been some hard feel-ings; yet it is impossible to change the family into which
you were born physically. In like manner, and much more important, you cannot
change the family into which you were born spiritually. The moment you believed in
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior you were born into the family of God. At that point
you became a child of God, and for all eternity you will remain a child of God. This is
the grace of God! There is nothing you can do to alter it.

[8]

All confusion on the subject of eternal security would disappear from
your mind if only you could become clear on the meaning of grace.
Salvation is by grace through faith and not by works. We are not saved because we
are good, nor are we lost because we are bad. A man who is truly born again
is safe forever and is as sure of heaven as if he had already been
there ten thousand years. He may fall into sin; and since the flesh in the
believer has not been changed a bit and is as corrupt as ever, he may do very evil
things. David, for example, was guilty of adultery and murder after he
became saved.

[9]

From all that, it should be apparent how the ver-sion of grace we are being flooded
with today is insep-arably linked to OSAS. In fact, the five points of Calvinism
[10]

(TULIP) are labeled the doctrines of grace.
Let’s compare OSAS grace to God’s word
so we can see how Scripturally sound it is. This will be done with a series of questions. Below
is the first question.
Does True Grace Have Us Hold On?
And just this very week, somebody in explaining this to them said, ultimately as if they
did not hear anything I said, “Well, pray that I’ll hold on.” Hold on to what? And I say
this, my friend, believe me, I would not be critical for anything in the world. There’s
not anything for you to hold onto. You know why? Because the omnipotent
hand of a loving Father has you in a dual grip. God the Father and God the Son have
you in his hand, in their hand. And my friend, whether you let go or not hasn’t
got anything to do with it. The Bible nowhere says, “Hold on.”

[11]

Tens of thousands of professing Christians in the United States alone must have heard Dr.
Stanley give that teaching related to OSAS. He teaches that the Bible does not say we are to
hold on. His rationale for such is that God has us in his omnipotent grip. Therefore,
regardless of us holding on to his hand or not, we will continue to be held.
Is such really the message of the Bible or a subtle and dangerous distortion of the truth, even
though it sounds good and seems to exalt God?
[One might wonder how one can be held in a dual grip by the omnipotent God and still have
[12]

his faith com-pletely shipwrecked, as Stanley is convinced by Hodges can occur.
Surely
to him and other OSAS proponents this is reasonable!]
Without a doubt, the inspired writers of the New Testament knew that God is omnipotent, but
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did they come to the same conclusion as Stanley did about hold[ing] on? If the OSAS
teachers of our day are right about grace, then we should never read of even a single
Scripture which tells the believer to hold to anything.
Furthermore, according to statements made by other OSAS teachers, holding to anything
would automatically remove grace from its identity as grace and place it under the heading of
works. Again, is this what the original grace teachers suggested or is this a distor-tion of the
true grace mentioned in the Bible? Remember now, Dr. Stanley, and his grace message
linked to OSAS, said the Bible nowhere says, “Hold on.” Let’s test his teaching with
Scripture:
Does True Grace Say Hold?
To the Jews who had believed him, Jesus said, “If you hold to my teaching, you are
really my disci-ples” (Jn. 8:31, NIV).
By which also you are saved, if you hold fast that word which I preached to you;
unless you believed in vain (1 Cor. 15:2, NKJV).
Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, to which you were also called and
have con-fessed the good confession in the presence of many witnesses (1 Tim. 6:12,
NKJV).
But Christ as a Son over His own house, whose house we are if we hold fast the
confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm to the end (Heb. 3:6, NKJV).
For we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence
stedfast unto the end (Heb. 3:14, KJV).
Seeing then that we have a great High Priest who has passed through the heavens,
Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession (Heb. 4:14, NKJV).
Let us hold fast the profession of our faith without wavering; (for he is faithful that
promised;) (Heb. 10:23, KJV).
But that which ye have already hold fast till I come (Rev. 2:25, KJV).
Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown
(Rev. 3:11, KJV).
Then the dragon was enraged at the woman and went off to make war against the rest
of her offspring—those who obey God’s commandments and hold to the testimony of
Jesus (Rev. 12:17, NIV).
At this I fell at his feet to worship him. But he said to me, “Do not do it! I am a fellow
servant with you and with your brothers who hold to the testimony of Jesus. Worship
God! For the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” (Rev. 19:10, NIV).
The OSAS grace message does not and cannot allow for the believer to hold
on and even flatly denies that the Bible teaches such. In contrast, there
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are numerous clear passages which show that it is our Christian
responsibility to do so. The reason for this vast difference will become
more apparent as we read on.
Before we consider another aspect of true grace and its relationship to human responsibility,
let’s review the aforementioned Scriptures regarding hold.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Jesus’ disciples hold to Jesus’ teachings!
To be saved and not believe in vain, we must hold firmly to Paul’s gospel.
We are to take hold of eternal life.
We are God’s house, if we hold to our courage.
We are to hold to the end the confidence we had at first to share in Christ.
We are to hold firmly and unswervingly to the faith and hope we profess.
We are to hold on to all that we have until Jesus returns.
We are to hold to our testimony of Jesus.

Dear reader, don’t ever be intimidated to openly profess the importance of a Christian holding
on. Don’t ever let anyone convince you that it is not in the New Testament for the Christian or
is not under the umbrella of grace. You have multiple Scriptures on which to stand.
Does True, Biblical, Saving Grace
Say Make Every Effort?
Please ponder the words make every effort in the follow-ing passages as they were
unhesitatingly given by the Lord himself and other true grace teachers, as revealed in the
Bible. This is the ultimate standard we are to compare all teachings to as we test their
soundness (2 Tim. 3:16,17 cf. 1 Thess. 5:21). If we understand true grace, as they did in firstcentury Christianity, we should not hesitate to proclaim the same:
Make every effort to enter through the narrow door, because many, I tell you, will
try to enter and will not be able to (Lk. 13:24, NIV).
Let us, therefore, make every effort to enter that rest, so that no one will fall by
following their ex-ample of disobedience (Heb. 4:11, NIV).
Make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be holy; without holiness no
one will see the Lord (Heb. 12:14, NIV).
For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to
goodness, knowledge (2 Pet. 1:5, NIV).
So then, dear friends, since you are looking forward to this, make every effort to
be found spotless, blameless and at peace with him (2 Pet. 3:14, NIV).
Again, please note the words of Jesus as you just read in Lk. 13:24. The Lord said we are to
put forth an agonizing, continuous effort until we actually enter through the narrow door, that
is, into the actual kingdom. The same Lord Jesus who gave us Jn. 3:16 and Jn. 10:27,28 told
us this!
In contrast, the grace teachers of our day are saying something different:
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Be confident of your security in Christ. It does not depend on you, your
efforts, or your feelings.

[13]

The believer does nothing to secure his or her sal-vation. According to His own
purpose, God secures it for us. The believer cannot secure it and certainly cannot keep it.

[14]

If I must do or not do something to keep from los-ing my salvation, salvation
would be by faith and works (italics his).

[15]

The very gospel itself comes under attack when the eternal security of the believer is
questioned. Placing the responsibility for maintaining salva-tion on the
believer is adding works to grace. Salvation would no longer be a gift. It would
become a trade—our faithfulness for His faithfulness.
This is a far cry from the good news Jesus preached and Paul
heralded.

[16]

While present-day grace teaching, that is linked with OSAS, will tell us we
better not be making any effort (or the like) to maintain our salvation, the
Holy Bible clearly teaches something diametrically opposed to that, as just
shown! Again, this shows there must be something seriously wrong with the grace
message of our day!
Does True Grace Teaching Declare Keep
And Strengthen Yourself?
Similar to us holding and making every effort, the words keep and strengthen also reveal the
real grace of God, as it conflicts with the counterfeit:
Be dressed ready for service and keep your lamps burning (Lk. 12:35, NIV).
The man who loves his life will lose it, while the man who hates his life in this world
will keep it for eternal life (Jn. 12:25, NIV).
Keep watch over yourselves and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you
overseers. Be shepherds of the church of God, which he bought with his own blood
(Acts 20:28, NIV).
So I strive always to keep my conscience clear before God and man (Acts 24:16,
NIV).
Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual fervor, serving the Lord (Rom. 12:11,
NIV).
. . . keep thyself pure (1 Tim. 5:22, KJV).
Therefore, strengthen your feeble arms and weak knees (Heb. 12:12, NIV).
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Keep your lives free from the love of money . . . (Heb. 13:5, NIV).
If anyone considers himself religious and yet does not keep a tight rein on his
tongue, he deceives himself and his religion is worthless. Pure religion and undefiled
before God and the Father is this, To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction,
and to keep himself unspotted from the world (Jam. 1:26,27, KJV).
Little children, keep yourselves from idols. Amen (1 Jn. 5:21, KJV).
Keep yourselves in God’s love as you wait for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to
bring you to eternal life (Jude 21, NIV).
Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your
deeds complete in the sight of my God (Rev. 3:2, NIV).
While OSAS teachers place all of the responsibility of us being kept and strengthened on
God alone, the Lord Jesus, Paul, John, James and Jude taught otherwise! With all these
verses in mind we can conclude that we are kept by God as we keep ourselves and we are
strength-ened by God as we strengthen ourselves. If it was solely left up to God,
everyone would be perfectly kept and perfectly strengthened. That would
mean there would never be any shipwrecks of the faith or people who would
need spiritually strengthened in any way.
What Is The True Grace of God, According
To The Apostle Peter?
It seems that the Apostle Peter shared the same concern that both Jude and Paul had about
false grace teaching that existed back then (Jude 3,4; Eph. 5:5-7). Peter wrote:
I have written to you briefly, encouraging you and testifying that this is the true
grace of God. Stand fast in it (1 Pet. 5:12, NIV).
That verse is a very important summary verse to Peter’s entire first epistle. He stated that his
epistle, as a whole, is the true grace of God. Therefore, to get a fuller understanding of what
the original apostles taught about grace, we should especially examine this epistle.
The following is what the Apostle Peter said about the true grace of God, as it existed in firstcentury Chris-tianity and was written to Christians. As the Apostle Peter wrote, “This is the
true grace of God. Stand fast in it.”
. . . be self-controlled; set your hope fully on the grace to be given you when
[17]

Jesus Christ is revealed (1:13).

As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires you had when
you lived in ignorance (1:14).
But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is written: “Be
holy, because I am holy” (1:15,16).
. . . Live your lives as strangers here in reverent fear (1:17).
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Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have
sincere love for your brothers, love one another deeply, from the heart (1:22).
. . . rid yourselves of all malice and all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every
kind . . . crave pure spiritual milk . . . (2:1,2).
. . . abstain from sinful desires, which war against your soul (2:11).
Live such good lives . . . that, though they accuse you of doing wrong, they may
see your good deeds and glorify God . . . (2:12).
Submit yourselves for the Lord’s sake to every authority . . . (2:13).
For it is God’s will that by doing good you should silence the ignorant talk of foolish
men (2:15).
. . . do not use your freedom as a cover up for evil; live as servants of God (2:16).
Show proper respect to everyone: Love the brotherhood of believers, fear
God, honor the king (2:17).
. . . die to sins and live for righteousness . . . (2:24).
Finally, all of you, live in harmony with one another; be sympathetic, love as
brothers, be com-passionate and humble (3:8).
Do not repay evil with evil or insult with insult (3:9).
For, “Whoever would love life and see good days must keep his tongue from
evil and his lips from deceitful speech” (3:10).
Turn from evil and do good . . . seek peace and pursue it (3:11).
But in your hearts set apart Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an
answer . . . with gentleness and respect, keeping a clear conscience . . . (3:15,16).
. . . since Christ suffered in his body, arm your-selves with the same attitude (4:1).
As a result, he does not live the rest of his earthly life for evil human desires . . . (4:2).
. . . be clear minded and self-controlled so that you can pray (4:7).
Above all, love each other deeply . . . (4:8).
Offer hospitality to one another without grumbling (4:9).
. . . use whatever gift he has received to serve others . . . (4:10).
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But rejoice that you participate in the sufferings of Christ . . . (4:13).
So then, those who suffer according to God’s will should commit themselves to their
faithful Creator and continue to do good (4:19).
. . . be submissive to those who are older . . . clothe yourselves with
humility . . . (5:5).
Humble yourselves . . . (5:6).
Be self-controlled and alert (5:8).
Resist [the devil], standing firm in the faith (5:9).
We are saved by grace (Eph. 2:8,9), kept and strength-ened by the Lord (Jude 1; 2 Thess.
3:3). We can add nothing to the finished work of Christ (Heb. 10:12). However, according to
the Apostle Peter, there are some basic Christian responsibilities that do exist under the
umbrella of the true grace of God, which cannot be adding works to grace, making
salvation by faith and works, or denying the infinite work of Christ, as some would falsely
accuse. Otherwise, Peter was in error and teaching falsehood by telling the Christians to do
or be all of the afore-mentioned things, and then at the end of his letter, stating that this
was the true grace of God in which Christians were to stand fast.
Apparently Peter had a vastly different under-standing of grace than many do today! Again,
Peter wrote that his message is the true grace of God, as opposed to all others who might
make the same claim. Dear reader, answer this question for yourself: Are you
stand[ing] fast in Peter’s type of grace—the true grace of God or some
counterfeit under the name of grace?
Does True Grace Teaching Allow The
Sexually Immoral In Heaven?
Now we are really getting down to a relevant issue of our day—sexual immorality! But more
than just being rele-vant, by answering this question we can distinguish the true grace from
the one that is a license for immorality (Jude 4). Does true grace teaching (and the
true grace teachers) allow the sexually immoral into heaven?
The following quotes are what the OSAS grace teachers have been communicating to the
world regarding this issue:
Bob George:
And as Paul said, “All things are permissible, but not all things are profitable.” So is
committing for-nication permissible? Yes. Is it profitable? No, it isn’t.
Charles Stanley:
It is not lying, cheating, stealing, raping, mur-dering, or being
unfaithful that sends people to hell.

[19]

[20]

Neither do we become unsaved by acting un-saved.
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John MacArthur:
Yes, someone says, but can’t Christians put them-selves outside God’s grace?
What about those who commit abominable sins? Don’t they nullify the work of
redemption in themselves? Don’t they forfeit the love of God?
Certainly not. . . . it’s preposterous to think that we can forfeit it
[21]
[salvation] by anything we do.
John MacArthur’s Ministry:
Secondly, you asked about occasional sexual sin or getting drunk. Again,
[22]
these sins cannot cause a true believer to lose his salvation.
John Ankerberg:
But Christians may still lose rewards in heaven. Indeed, we can only wonder what
some Christians will feel like and experience on that day when they lose those
heavenly rewards because of the spiri-tually numbing and other consequences of
fornica-tion or adultery while on earth? It will certainly be an infinitely poor
exchange—losing eternal rewards in heaven for a few fleeting moments of sexual
[23]
pleasure on earth.
Zane Hodges:
Paul does not say, as lordship teachers so often do, that his readers should

[24]

question their salvation if they become involved in sexual impurity.

. . . there are no more cowards, no more idolators, no more liars—except those who
have been con-signed to the lake of fire! But what about born again
Christians who have done these things? To be specific, what about wise
Solomon who ended his life with defection from his God and with idolatry (1 Kings
11:1-10)! The answer is that they will all be in the presence of God as citizens of the
eternal world. And whatever their failures on earth may have been, these are gone. If
they had been liars, they are liars no more. If idolators, they are idola-tors no
more. For now they are immortal and sin-less. They are conformed to the image of
God’s Son. How did they come to this place. By the grace of God.

[25]

Chuck Swindoll:
Do you realize the scandal I am declaring? If given full reign, our flesh will come
across exactly as those who are not even born again. That explains how a Christian
can steal and lie. That explains how a Christian can lack integrity and commit
adultery and turn against the very things he or she once taught.
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Donald Cole:
Caller: Yes sir. But some people are telling my children once saved always
saved. And I’m trying to make my son realize that his father is living in sin and
until he repents that he won’t be on his way to heaven.
Cole: Well if he was a genuine believer before he moved in with this
other woman, then he is indeed on the way to heaven and he will
never get off the road to heaven.

[27]

Hal Lindsey:
Now, that’s not to say there won’t be those who will condemn us and accuse us of
having “fallen from God’s grace” because of some behavior which they’ve judged as
being wrong, and perhaps, really was wrong. But nothing, not even wrong
behavior, can ever cause God to condemn one of His children again (italics his).

[28]

Dave Hunt:
Salvation is the full pardon by grace from the penalty of all sin, past, present or
[29]

future; . . .

The man who had ‘his father’s wife’—a terrible sin— didn’t lose his salvation
[30]

thereby. . . .
John R. Rice:

David committed sins of murder and adultery. We must condemn his sins. They
were bad. But David’s sins were under the blood of Christ, and in the fifty-first Psalm,
the prayer of David shows that he had not lost his salvation, but the joy of
salva-tion.

[31]

J. Vernon McGee:
Q. I thought I was born again when I was fifteen years old. I felt happy and secure in
Christ. But over time, sin surely crept in, and I went the down-ward path. Three
marriages, adultery, lies, drink-ing. Was I born again? What do I do now?
A. . . . The very fact that you are disturbed indicates to me that, when you say you
were born again at fifteen, you are accurate.

[32]

Erwin W. Lutzer:
Recently I spoke to a homosexual who believes he accepted Christ at the age of
twenty, only to plunge into a life of wanton immorality. . . . Whether or not he was
a child of God during those days of heed-less carnality (who of us knows for sure?),
[33]

he lost fellowship with his Father.
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Charles Ryrie:
[34]

. . . sin does not cause us to lose our salvation.
William Pettingill:

If a sinning saint refuses to confess his sin, then God must deal with him. In 1
[35]

Corinthians 5 there is an instance of this kind.
Robert Morey:

The eternal security of the believer arises out of the necessity and nature of the
atonement. . . .
That the saints do not ultimately fall away from grace or into sin does not mean that
Chris-tians don’t fall into sin many times in their life time. Abraham lied, David
committed adultery and murder, and Peter denied the Lord!

[36]

In contradistinction to all those OSAS teachers, the following quotes from the Lord Jesus, the
Apostle Paul, Jude and God himself must be placed under the heading of true grace. These
Biblical communicators were the original grace teachers and the highest
authority from which one can draw (2 Tim. 3:16,17)! It is their teachings
which should be studied and meditated upon to know if true grace allows
the sexually immoral in heaven or not.
The Lord Jesus Himself:
For from within, out of men’s hearts, come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, theft,
murder, adul-tery, greed, malice, deceit, lewdness, envy, slander, arrogance and
folly. All these evils come from inside and make a man ‘unclean’ (Mk.
7:21-23, NIV).
Outside are the dogs, those who practice magic arts, the sexually immoral, the
murderers, the idolaters and everyone who loves and practices falsehood (Rev. 22:15,
NIV).
The word outside in Rev. 22:15 refers to being outside of New Jerusalem. This is another
way of saying the lake of fire, since these are the only two eternal destinies.
The Apostle Paul:
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do
not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor
male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards
nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9,10,
NIV).
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and
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debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish
ambition, dissensions, factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn
you, as I did before, that those who live like this will not inherit the
kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-21, NIV).
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a man
is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God.
Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God’s
wrath comes on those who are disobedient. Therefore do not be partners with them
(Eph. 5:5-7, NIV).
Jude:
In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding towns gave themselves
up to sexual immorality and perversion. They serve as an example of those who
suffer the punishment of eternal fire (Jude 7, NIV).
The Sovereign God from his throne:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral,
those who prac-tice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their place will be in
the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev. 21:8, NIV).
While the popular grace teachers previously cited (and many others not mentioned here) say
grace does allow the sexually immoral in heaven, the real grace teach-ers of the Bible
categorically say no to the same exact question! This makes two completely
opposite answers to the same question, which speaks volumes as to the
incredible, critical and irreconcilable differ-ences between today’s popular
grace message and the true grace taught in the Bible.
All of these Scriptures are clear in conveying God’s truth about the sexually immoral (and the
like) not entering the kingdom unless they repent.
Especially note Rev. 21:8. There we observe the loving Father did not say the sexually
immoral, if ever previously saved, would still enter his kingdom at the expense of their
rewards! Nor did he say the people who once believed but afterwards became sexually
immoral would still enter the kingdom based on Jesus’ work on the cross. He said they
would all go to the lake of fire! This means the only hope the sexually immoral have,
even if previously saved, is to repent of such or be thrown into the lake of fire. This is
consistently taught from the gospels through the book of Revelation. This is what God wants
mankind to know about sexual immo-rality.
Which Grace Message Will You Believe?
Make no mistake about it, there are two grace messages available to choose from just as
there was in first-century Christianity. But only one stresses holy living and persis-tence in
doing good to the point where it is necessary to see the Lord and get eternal life:
Make every effort to live in peace with all men and to be holy; without holiness no
one will see the Lord (Heb. 12:14, NIV).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and
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immortality, he will give eternal life (Rom. 2:7, NIV).
Moreover, Paul wrote of true grace:
For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men. It
teaches us to say “No” to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to
live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this present age (Titus
2:11,12, NIV).
Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in
the world, and especially in our relations with you, in the holiness and sincerity
that are from God. We have done so not according to worldly wisdom but according
to God’s grace (2 Cor. 1:12, NIV).
Please note, to live in accord to God’s grace is to live in holiness and sincerity!
Dear reader, make the right choice about the grace of God that brings salvation. While it is
your choice, it is also your eternity. This is one subject you and your loved ones can’t afford
to be wrong about!
One grace message can’t allow you to hold on, make every effort, keep or strengthen
yourself. Furthermore, that same grace message, based on OSAS, allows the sexually
immoral, drunkards, greedy, etc. in heaven if they ever had a past moment of true faith. The
bottom line conclusion of OSAS is:
[37]

Both Christians and non-Christians can be adikoi (bold emphasis his).

Some OSAS grace teachers even say that all of your sins—past, present and future—were
forgiven at the point of salvation, thereby removing the need to forgive others, confess to God
and repent for subsequent forgiveness and cleansing after initial salvation. In contrast,
Biblical grace teaches the exact opposite as proven elsewhere in this book.
The seriousness of sexual immorality, as taught by OSAS teachers, is as
far from the truth of God as the lake of fire is from the kingdom of heaven!
Please ponder this statement and the consequences of being wrong about this.
We are saved by grace, but it is possible for a Chris-tian under grace to lose his
inheritance of the king-dom of God (Gal. 5:21), be disowned by Christ (Mt. 10:33), have his
share in New Jerusalem taken away (Rev. 22:19), and die spiritually if he chooses to live
according to the sinful nature (Rom. 8:13) as was exemplified by the Prodigal who became
spiritually dead and lost (Lk. 15:24,32).
Also, the same one who gave us the truth about grace as cited in Eph. 2:8,9 and Rom. 11:6
also reported that Christians could fall from grace to the point where Christ will be of no value
at all to them (Gal. 5:2-4). All of this corporately is the true grace of God, according to Paul.
To declare something different from this is to side with the counterfeit grace message, which
is just as much a license for immorality in our day as it was in Jude’s.
How Do We Please God?
According to some, a true believer in Christ automatically pleases God:
All we have to do is please God. And what do we have to do to please Him?
Just believe in Him and trust in Him. We don’t please God by all of our works
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and feverish activities. We please God when we believe in Him and trust in Him. That
is the gospel of grace.

[38]

Pleasing God in this fashion is also a part of the gospel of grace, as presented to us in our
day. In con-trast, pleasing God, according to the Scriptures, does not come automatically for
a believer.
So we make it our goal to please him, whether we are at home in the body or
away from it (2 Cor. 5:9, NIV).
Here we learn what Paul’s goal was, which he sought after. That goal was to please God.
Pleasing God, therefore, doesn’t come automatically for those who believe in him and trust in
him. This we know because Paul was doing that.
In part, Paul would endeavor to please God by the things he would speak or teach.
But as we have been approved by God to be entrusted with the gospel, even so we
speak, not as pleasing men, but God who tests our hearts (1 Thess. 2:4,
NKJV).
Elsewhere we learn Paul’s teaching exalted the one and only true gospel. By doing so, he
was not seeking to please men, but God.
But even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel to you than what we
have preached to you, let him be accursed. As we have said before, so now I say
again, if anyone preaches any other gospel to you than what you have received, let
him be accursed. For do I now per-suade men, or God? Or do I seek to please
men? For if I still pleased men, I would not be a bondservant of Christ
(Gal. 1:8-10, NKJV).
Beyond the gospel, Paul’s teachings to Christians included how they could
please God by the way they lived. He taught those controlled by the sinful nature
cannot please God (Rom. 8:8) and holy living doesn’t allow for sexual immorality:
Finally, brothers, we instructed you how to live in order to please God, as in
fact you are living. Now we ask you and urge you in the Lord Jesus to do this more
and more. For you know what instruc-tions we gave you by the authority of the Lord
Jesus. It is God’s will that you should be sanc-tified: that you should
avoid sexual immo-rality; that each of you should learn to control his own body
in a way that is holy and honorable (1 Thess. 4:1-4, NIV).
He also taught:
But if a widow has children or grandchildren, these should learn first of all to put their
religion into practice by caring for their own family and so repay-ing their parents and
grandparents, for this is pleas-ing to God (1 Tim. 5:4, NIV).
The one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction;
the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life (Gal.
6:8, NIV).
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His other teachings also show pleasing God does not come automatically for a Christian:
No man that warreth entangleth himself with the affairs of this life; that he may
please him who hath chosen him to be a soldier (2 Tim. 2:4, KJV).
But I want you to be without care. He who is un-married cares for the things of
the Lord; how he may please the Lord (1 Cor. 7:32, NKJV).
Paul even prayed that Christians would please God in every way:
And we pray this in order that you may live a life worthy of the Lord and may
please him in every way: bearing fruit in every good work, growing in the
knowledge of God (Col. 1:10, NIV).
How we live after we believe on Christ does make a difference in us pleasing or not pleasing
God, in spite of what we are being presented today on this subject, under the heading of
grace.
Imputed Righteousness
Another aspect of today’s gospel of grace centers around the following understanding of
imputed righteousness:
This is the second aspect of the gospel of grace. First, all of your sins
have been taken care of, washed, and forgiven because of your faith in Jesus Christ.
Second, God looks at you as righteous because of your believing in Jesus Christ.
Apart from what you are doing or not doing, apart from keep-ing any
code of ethics, God is imputing righteousness to your account because you
believe upon Jesus Christ.

[39]

Such a teaching overlooks the defiling and contam-inating abilities of sin even in the life of a
believer. While it’s certainly true that we are imputed a righteous stand-ing before God
through our faith in Christ, this righteous standing can be destroyed by sin (Jam. 4:4; Gal.
5:19-21; 6:8; etc.).
Surprisingly, people in the Old Testament received imputed righteousness just like we do
today under the new covenant! Examples of such are Abraham (Gen. 15:6 cf. Rom. 4:3; Gal.
3:6; Jam. 2:23) and Noah (Heb. 11:7). David also taught of imputed righteousness in his era,
the Old Testament (Psa. 32:1,2 cf. Rom. 4:6-8). In spite of this fact though, we read in Ezek.
33:12,13:
. . . “the righteousness of the righteous man will not save him when he disobeys . . .
the righteous man, if he sins, will not be allowed to live because of his former
righteousness.” If I tell the righteous man that he will surely live but
then he trusts in his righteousness and does evil, none of the
righteous things he has done will be remembered; he will die for the
evil he has done (NIV).
Why then do people under the New Testament think that because imputed righteousness is
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our righteousness in Christ (Rom. 3:22; 9:30-10:4; Gal. 2:16; Phil. 3:9; etc.), they can
afterwards turn to evil and/or a wrong plan of salvation and not be spiritually affected to a
lethal degree? Clearly, such is not the case now. (See Rev. 21:8; 1 Jn. 2:24,25; etc.)
Without a doubt, imputed righ-teousness, according to the New Testament
canon, does not mean that a recipient can afterwards live accord-ing to
the sinful nature and not die (Rom. 8:13) or sow to please the sinful nature
and not reap destruc-tion (Gal. 6:8)! Also, Paul wrote that we could,
because of accepting a wrong plan of salvation, fall from grace and be
alienated from Christ to the point that he is of no value to us at all (Gal.
5:2,4)! Paul, who often wrote of imputed righteousness in Christ, also gave these other
Scriptures without contradicting himself and his grace message!
Shall We Continue In Sin?
Finally, with all of the aforementioned data in mind about grace, it should be obvious that
OSAS proponents have misinterpreted Paul’s statement, shall we continue in sin, that grace
may abound?
Let’s consider the context of that verse:
What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin, that grace may abound?
God forbid. How shall we, that are dead to sin, live any longer therein? (Rom. 6:1,2,
KJV).
Please note that Paul gives his answer to this question about sinning so grace can abound.
His answer is a clear and definite, God forbid (or No)!
It appears that the question cited in Rom. 6:1 was an argument used by Paul’s opponents,
since what is implied by the question is the opposite from Paul’s answer (v. 2) and his
teaching in general about grace (Titus 2:12; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; etc.).
Did Paul Preach License?
How some can refer to the Rom. 6:1 passage for support of the OSAS gospel of grace which
allows the immoral in heaven is incredible, but nonetheless has been done and reflects a
gross misunderstanding:
Then he turns into the first chapter of Romans 6, what shall we say then, shall we go
on sinning that grace may abound? Lloyd Jones says, if people don’t accuse
you as Paul anticipated them accus-ing him there of preaching
license because of the clarity of proclaiming the gospel, you haven’t
pro-claimed the gospel clearly enough yet.

[40]

It is possible that some will argue, “Let us continue in sin that grace may
abound.” The apostle Paul was criticized for this very thing (Rom.
6:1). Any doctrine of grace which cannot be so misunder-stood is not
a biblical doctrine of grace.

[41]

Paul certainly wasn’t anticipating people of accusing him of preaching license! License was
the false grace message the early Christians fought against (Jude 3,4), including Paul (Eph.
5:5-7). Paul repeatedly taught the extreme importance of holy living for salvation’s sake
(1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; 1 Thess. 4:7,8). Again, his grace message, which certainly does
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not imply license, is con-cisely stated in Titus 2:11,12:
For the grace of God that brings salvation has appeared to all men. It teaches
us to say “No” to ungodliness and worldly passions, and to live selfcontrolled, upright and godly lives in this present age (Titus 2:12, NIV).
A different OSAS proponent similarly stated:
Sin does not stop the flow of divine grace or remove the past gifts of grace; in fact, it
is sin that stim-ulates grace. It is because of sin that grace is manifested. “But
where sin abounded, grace did much more abound” (Ro 5:20).

[42]

Paul unequivocally taught Christians that if they sow to please their sinful natures, they will
reap destruction as opposed to eternal life (Gal. 6:8). So again, the OSAS teachers,
though popular, are teaching something about sin and grace that does not parallel Scripture!
The question remains, which grace message will you believe?
Does Grace Prevent Falling?
One final aspect of grace must be touched upon. Does the grace of God prevent a Christian
from falling from grace? W. Boyd Hunt thinks it does:
Christian theology affirms that though hypo-thet-ically man can fall from
grace, since he remains free as a Christian, experientially the grace
of God prevents it. A biblically grounded faith is confident that God’s faithfulness
prevails over our faithlessness.

[43]

To disown Christ is to become faithless (2 Tim. 2:12,13). This truth coupled with what
occurred to the original apostles, that is, they all fell away on the same night, refutes W. Boyd
Hunt’s teaching about our faithlessness:
Then Jesus told them, “This very night you will all fall away on account of
me, for it is written: ‘I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock will be
scattered’” (Mt. 26:31, NIV).
Scripture clearly proves that falling away is not merely hypo-thetical, as some OSAS
defenders say.

Two Versions Of Grace: First the True, then the False
I. The Holy Spirit through the Apostle Paul:
“It [the grace of God] teaches us to say ‘No’ to ungodliness and worldly
passions, and to live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this present
age” (Titus 2:12, NIV).
II. (OSAS teachers)
permits

‘Yes’
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“It ^ teaches us to say ^ ‘No’ to ungodliness and worldly
not
passions, and to ^ live self-controlled, upright and godly lives in this
present age.”

Ponder This . . .

The grace message of OSAS can’t allow you to hold on, make every effort, keep or
strengthen yourself. In fact, it is absolutely irreconcilable to these Scriptural truths. Beyond
this, it would go so far as to say that those who teach such are declaring “works” for
salvation, “legalism,” or some other similar thing.
Furthermore, that same grace message, based on OSAS, allows the sexually immoral in
heaven. In contrast, Biblical grace teaches the exact opposite! We must, therefore, be
dealing with two different grace messages, but only one is from God!
Remember this, the seriousness of sexual immo-rality, as taught by OSAS
teachers, is as far from the truth of God as the lake of fire is from the
kingdom of heaven!
Because of the close link between OSAS and its corresponding grace message, we
automatically know if OSAS is not true, then the grace that it is based on is also untrue, since
they are inseparably linked.
OSAS in general generates a dangerous, false security among its adherents as it attempts to
explain away the most serious warnings found in Scripture (Mt. 10:28; Gal. 5:19-21; Rev.
22:18,19), sets one up for a fall (1 Cor. 10:12) and opens the same up for the arrogance
mentioned in Rom. 11:20.
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For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of
works, lest any man should boast (Eph. 2:8,9, KJV).
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a man is
an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God. Let no one
deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God’s wrath comes on those who
are disobedient. Therefore do not be partners with them (Eph. 5:5-7, NIV).
And if by grace, then is it no more of works: otherwise grace is no more grace. But if it be of
works, then is it no more grace: otherwise work is no more work (Rom. 11:6, KJV).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality, he will give
eternal life. But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and follow evil, there will be
wrath and anger. There will be trouble and distress for every human being who does evil: first for the
Jew, then for the Gentile (Rom. 2:7-9, NIV).
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Christian Freedom and Liberty

Undoubtedly, Christian freedom (NIV) or liberty (KJV) does exist! This is clear from Gal. 2:4
and 5:1. However, as we shall soon see, it’s not the kind of freedom that allows for, or even
tolerates, unholy or immoral behavior, as many understand it.
Much confusion exists regarding this subject in our day. A prime example is what an OSAS
proponent per-sonally told me years ago in response to what I observed on TV—a “minister”
who was wearing a cowboy hat and smoking a cigar as he mockingly sang the gospel song,
Amazing Grace. The OSAS proponent said to me, “He’s abusing his Christian liberty.” How
desperately people need to know the truth on this topic, as evident from some being
unable to distinguish blasphemy from Chris-tian liberty abuse!
Since the Bible definitely teaches there is such a thing as Christian freedom and liberty, what
is it? Is it being accurately represented by the OSAS teachers? Let’s examine what they are
saying and compare that to the Scriptures.
Charles Stanley mentions this subject in one of his sermons on OSAS:
Somebody so afraid that somebody’s gonna feel free to walk out and live like the devil and
just do their own thing. Let me ask you a question. Can it not just as easily motivate you to fall
on your knees before Almighty God and cry out to him in thanks-giving and praise for saving
you out of all the filth and the rot and the sin and the disobedience and the rebellion, and for
keeping you through times when you doubted and you didn’t know whether to trust him or
not, and you didn’t know what to do, and you leaned upon yourself and you did every wrong
thing, and somehow God never ceased to love you? Can you not be motivated to be obedient
to him and follow him just as well as go out and sin? All of these folks who are worried
about sinning and having license to sin—that’s the wrong focus. That is Satan’s focus to keep
[1]

you from having freedom and liberty.

A personal letter sent into Bob George’s ministry resulted in the following response:
Christian liberty does allow you to do anything you want to because under I
Corinthians 6:12 and 10:23 it says: “all things are permissible but not all things are profitable.”
Now, in 6:12 it says you will not be brought under the power of any so if you do take in an
occasional drink it may end up being two or three, or four or five and before you know it you
[2]

are hooked and become a drunkard.

Yet under the heading of Christian Liberty, we read the following from a Reformed view,
which is clearly linked to OSAS:
Their standing with God (the “peace” and “access” of Rom. 5:1, 2) is assured because they
have been accepted and adopted in Christ. It does not, nor ever will, depend on
what they do, nor will it ever be imperiled by what they fail to do. They live,
[3]

not by being perfect, but by being forgiven.

How should we test what these OSAS sources are saying?
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Repeatedly, we who are Christians are commanded to be holy in our behavior (1
Thess. 4:3-7; 2 Tim. 1:9; 1 Pet. 1:15,16; 2 Pet. 3:11), even after we have already been
declared holy and sanctified in Christ at the point of salvation (Acts 26:18; 1 Cor. 1:2,30)!
Since Scripture doesn’t contradict Scripture, we know that our freedom in
Christ, therefore, cannot interfere with this repeated command. To say
otherwise is to show yourself misinformed.
Holy living is not optional for the Christian in spite of his allowed liberties.
It is still a command for us, as it was in the Old Testament, as Peter points
out (1 Pet. 1:15,16 cf. Lev. 11:44; 19:2).
Paul’s freedom in Christ message, as mentioned in Gal. 2:4 and 5:1, refers to freedom from
circumcision (5:1-4), and observing special Jewish days, months, seasons
and years (4:10), which would include keeping the Sabbaths, Passover, Pentecost,
Taberna-cles, and the sabbatical year. See also Col. 2:16,17.
Furthermore, Paul’s teaching in Rom. 14 shows that we are not under any unclean
food regulations, as set forth in Leviticus 11.
This allows us the freedom to eat shrimp, crabs, lobster and pork, if we so desire! However,
we are still forbidden to eat or drink blood (Acts 15:20,29) as in the Old Testament days (Lev.
7:26,27).
Similarly, according to 1 Corinthians 8, Paul allowed the Corinthian Christians to eat meat
sacrificed to an idol; but added that this freedom could become a stumbling block to the
Christian who didn’t have this knowledge and possibly might fall into sin (v. 13) and be
destroyed (v. 11) thereby. Consequently, he advised them to surrender this freedom for the
sake of others, verses 9-13. In other words, it was freedom regarding the eating
of food, with restrictions attached!

Do Not Use Your Freedom To
Indulge The Sinful Nature
Perhaps the clearest single verse of Scripture which refutes the present-day freedom and
liberty in Christ message is found in Gal. 5:13:
You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use your freedom to indulge
the sinful nature (NIV).

This is what the true grace teacher wrote about our Christian freedom in Christ!
Finally, it is in this same epistle to the Galatians, which emphasizes Christian liberty,
that Paul wrote his often-repeated warning to Christians:
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; idolatry
and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions
and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I did before, that those
who live like this will not inherit the kingdom of God (5:19-21, NIV).

Do Not Use Your Freedom As
A Cover-up For Evil
Peter likewise taught:
Live as free men, but do not use your freedom as a cover-up for evil; live as
servants of God (1 Pet. 2:16, NIV).
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Implied in this verse is the distortion of Scripture regarding our freedom in Christ to cover-up
evil! Apparently, this was a problem in Peter’s day, as it is today. Regarding this, Peter
speaks of certain false teachers:
They promise them freedom, while they themselves are slaves of depravity—for a man is a
slave to whatever has mastered him (2 Pet. 2:19, NIV).

Though Paul was not under the law (1 Cor. 9:20), he was under Christ’s law (1 Cor. 9:21)!
Christ’s law seems best described in Gal. 6:2:
Bear one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ (NKJV).

Furthermore, while Paul taught Christians: We are not under law but under grace (Rom.
6:15), the rest of the same passage on down to verse 22 declares:

Sin leads to death while obedience leads to righ-teousness (v. 16).
● Offer the parts of your body in slavery to righ-teousness leading to holiness (v.
19).
The result of holiness is eternal life (v. 22)!
●

●

These truths should not be excluded from Paul’s grace message. To do so can easily
misrepresent it.
Paul could say, we are not under the law, yet it is a Scriptural fact that he (and other inspired
New Testa-ment writers) taught Christians:

●

against false gods (1 Cor. 8:4-6);
● against making graven images (Acts 19:26); and expanded idolatry to include greed
(Eph. 5:5; Col. 3:5), which is another term for coveting;
● against the misuse of God’s name and profanity (Eph. 5:4; Col. 3:8);
● against murder (Rev. 21:8) and expanded its meaning to include hatred of a brother
(1 Jn. 3:15);
● against adultery or sexual immorality (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21);
● against stealing (Eph. 4:28; Titus 2:10);
● against bearing false witness or slander and lying (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 4:25,31; Col.
3:8,9; Titus 3:2);
● to honor one’s father and mother (Eph. 6:1-3).

All these are just like the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:1-17; Deut. 5:6-21). Eph. 6:1-3 is
most clear on this point!
Paul taught we are not under the ceremonial law as evident from Galatians, but we as Christians are under the law of Christ even though we are under grace and saved by grace.
Furthermore, though at times, he stressed that, “The entire law is summed up in a single
command: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself’” (Gal. 5:14 cf. Rom. 13:8-10), Paul also
stressed the behavior or moral aspects of the Christian life too, as just cited.
Therefore, legalism in the New Testament is connected with the ceremonial law and not the
obeying of the moral commands!
In other words, we as Chris-tians today, though not under the law, are not
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permitted to steal, get drunk or be sexually immoral. To do so is to show you do
not love Jesus (Jn. 14:24), besides revealing your unsaved spiritual condition (1 Cor. 6:9,10).

Romans 7:14-20
Sometimes connected with the freedom in Christ message is Rom. 7:14-20:
We know that the law is spiritual; but I am unspir-itual, sold as a slave to sin. I do
not understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do. And if I do
what I do not want to do, I agree that the law is good. As it is, it is no longer I myself who do
it, but it is sin living in me. I know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my
sinful nature. For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out. For
what I do is not the good I want to do; no, the evil I do not want to do—this I keep
on doing. Now if I do what I do not want to do, it is no longer I who do it, but it is sin living in
me that does it (NIV).

Some have erroneously alluded to this passage by saying it’s normal Christian living and the
like:
[4]

Paul is speaking of of [sic] the normal Christian life.

[5]

The experience described in Rom. 7:14-25 is that of every genuine Christian.

Applying this Roman’s passage to Paul, Gromacki and MacArthur respectively wrote:
Paul said that he was “sold under sin” (Ro 7:14). Sin owned and controlled him; he
[6]

was its slave.

Romans 7 is the classic text describing the believer’s struggle with his sinful flesh. Note that
[7]

while Paul acknowledged his own disobedience. . . .

Remember this, we should always compare Scrip-ture with Scripture when
studying the Bible. If this is done, it will become apparent that Paul didn’t keep on doing
(Rom. 7:19) sinful things, as he frequently taught against; neither was he unspiritual (v. 14).
Let’s journey around the New Testament to learn more about Rom. 7:14-20.

Was Paul A Hypocrite Or Holy?
Please consider what Paul wrote about himself in his first epistle to the Corinthians:
He [Timothy] will remind you of my way of life in Christ Jesus, which agrees with
what I teach everywhere in every church (1 Cor. 4:17, NIV).

Paul’s way of life (or behavior) agreed with what he taught all the churches. So what did Paul
teach Chris-tians about behavior? Among other things, he taught:
But among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind
of impurity, or of greed, because these are improper for God’s holy people. Nor
should there be obscenity, foolish talk or coarse joking, which are out of place,
but rather thanksgiving (Eph. 5:3,4, NIV).
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Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality,
impurity, lust, evil desires and greed, which is idolatry. Because of these, the wrath
of God is coming. You used to walk in these ways, in the life you once lived. But now you
must rid yourselves of all such things as these: anger, rage, malice,
slander, and filthy language from your lips. Do not lie to each other, since
you have taken off your old self with its practices (Col. 3:5-9, NIV).
It is God’s will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual immorality;
that each of you should learn to control his own body in a way that is holy and
honorable, not in passionate lust like the heathen, who do not know God; and that in this
matter no one should wrong his brother or take advantage of him. The Lord will punish men
for all such sins, as we have already told you and warned you. For God did not call us
to be impure, but to live a holy life. Therefore, he who rejects this
instruction does not reject man but God, who gives you his Holy Spirit (1
Thess. 4:3-8, NIV).

Paul’s personal behavior conformed to these pas-sages, according to 1 Cor. 4:17. What else
did Paul say about his own behavior?
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it
into practice. And the God of peace will be with you (Phil. 4:9, NIV).

Ponder that statement! If the Philippian Christians would put into practice what they had
heard and seen in Paul as exemplary, the God of peace would be with them. Could Paul
have been that kind of example if he was controlled by sin?
Lightner wrote:
[8]

Paul, for example, often did what he didn’t want to do (Rom. 7:15).

In contrast, Paul declared explicitly how he and his co-laborers behaved:
You are witnesses, and so is God, of how holy, righteous and blameless we were
among you who believed (1 Thess. 2:10, NIV).

What a refutation Paul’s actual life was to the OSAS interpretation of Rom. 7:14-20.
The Scriptures add to all of this by saying that Paul:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

never used flattery nor put on a mask to cover up greed (1 Thess. 2:5);
put no stumbling block in anyone’s path (2 Cor. 6:3);
was pure, patient, kind, had sincere love, truthful speech, etc. (2 Cor. 6:6,7);
had only one goal and that was to please God (2 Cor. 5:9);
feared God (2 Cor. 5:11);
risked his life for the name of the Lord Jesus (Acts 15:26);
his life meant nothing to him only to finish the race and complete the task that the
Lord Jesus gave him (Acts 20:24);
fulfilled his duty to God in all good conscience (Acts 23:1);
when he was cursed he blessed, when persecuted he endured it, when slandered
he answered kindly (1 Cor. 4:12,13);
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●
●

ran his race to win first prize (1 Cor. 9:24);
did not seek his own good but the good of others for their salvation’s sake (1 Cor.
10:24,32); etc.

In another concise summary of his own life, Paul said that he conducted himself in the
holiness and sin-cerity that are from God:
Now this is our boast: Our conscience testifies that we have conducted ourselves in
the world, and especially in our relations with you, in the holiness and sincerity that are
from God. We have done so not according to worldly wisdom but according to God’s
grace (2 Cor. 1:12, NIV).

Is it possible for Paul’s words, I am unspiritual sold as a slave to sin (Rom. 7:14), to refer to
himself in light of all of these passages about his own behavior? Never!
Besides Paul’s holy and zealous lifestyle, we know the OSAS interpretation of Rom. 7:14-20
is wrong in yet another way! Let’s focus our attention in upon verses 18 and 19:
. . . For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out. For what I do is
not the good I want to do; no, the evil I do not want to do—this I keep on doing
(Rom. 7:18,19, NIV).

In other words, the spiritual power is missing to live a holy life free from sin’s bondage,
according to those verses. Is it possible that Paul is speaking of himself or the normal
Christian life by writing such? If so, then how did Paul live such a consistently holy life?
Paul elaborates on the Christian’s freedom from sin:
And having been set free from sin, you became slaves of righteousness (Rom. 6:18,
NKJV).

Before salvation, however, a person is powerless:
You see, at just the right time, when we were still powerless, Christ died for the ungodly
(Rom. 5:6, NIV).

An unsaved person is without spiritual power, being under the control of his sinful nature
(Rom. 7:5) and the evil one (1 Jn. 5:19), but after salvation, one is freed from the power of
Satan (Acts 26:18) and sin (Rom. 6:18; Jn. 8:36) to live a holy life (2 Tim. 1:9).
Furthermore, if we focus our attention in upon Rom. 7:18, we clearly see that Paul wrote in
that passage that nothing good lives in me. Could Paul have written that from his own
Christian perspective?
Isn’t it true that God lives in all Christians (2 Cor. 6:16) and God is good
(Mk. 10:18)? Since that is true, and Paul was a Christian when he wrote his
epistles, then it is impossible for Paul to have written nothing good lives in
me from the perspective of a Christian!
What then was Paul referring to when he used the singular pronouns I and me in Rom. 7:1420?
Rom. 7:17 clearly shows the sinful nature is the I and me that Paul wrote of:
I know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my sinful nature. For I have the desire
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to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out (Rom. 7:18 NIV).

In other words, the sinful nature is personified in Rom. 7:14-20 just like
wisdom is in Proverbs 8! So, Paul was not writing of himself or the normal Christian life,
but of the sinful nature in this much-disputed passage.
Finally, how could Paul have stated, “I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I
have kept the faith” (2 Tim. 4:7) at the very end of his life, if he was owned and controlled by
sin? Since the Christian battle, in part, is against sin (Heb. 12:4), Paul fought this fight against
sin also in his own life and came out as an over-comer.

Christ’s Slave
The Christian is free, but at the same time, he is Christ’s slave (1 Cor. 7:22) and a slave to
righteousness (Rom. 6:18)! As freed people, we are to be living for Jesus and his cause (2
Cor. 5:15). In fact, service to God is an immediate responsibili-ty after turning from our idols
that kept us in spiritual darkness and death (1 Thess. 1:9 cf. Jonah 2:8).
With these verses in mind, how could the real freedom in Christ message,
coupled with the true grace message, added to the proper interpretation of
Romans 7, dismiss lukewarm, unholy, worldly, entertainment-seeking,
amusement-seeking, pleasure-seeking “servants” who have very little or
no fear of God as normal?
Also, Hebrews 4 speaks of a Sabbath rest for the people of God. It should be very clear at
this point in the book that it is impossible for this Sabbath rest to mean that one can be
close to God and be carefree and indifferent to his Christian responsibilities, duties, and
obligations as a servant living under grace.

His Commands Are Not Burdensome
In contrast to what some think and have been taught, living a holy life is not burdensome.
Jesus said:
For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light (Mt. 11:30, KJV).

John wrote:
For this is the love of God, that we keep His commandments. And His commandments
are not burdensome (1 Jn. 5:3, NKJV).

See also Psa. 19:7-11; 119:14. The opposite, however, is true for the ungodly. To live an
unholy and rebellious lifestyle is burdensome. Jeremiah 2:19 says:
“Your own wickedness will correct you, And your backslidings will rebuke you. Know
therefore and see that it is an evil and bitter thing That you have forsaken the LORD your
God, And the fear of Me is not in you,” Says the Lord GOD of hosts (NKJV).

Furthermore, regarding drunkenness specifically, we read:
Who has woe? Who has sorrow? Who has strife? Who has com-plaints? Who has
needless bruises? Who has bloodshot eyes? Those who linger over wine, who go to
sample bowls of mixed wine . . . Your eyes will see strange sights and your mind
imagine confusing things. You will be like one sleeping on the high seas, lying
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on top of the rigging. “They hit me,” you will say, “but I’m not hurt! They beat me, but I
don’t feel it! When will I wake up so I can find another drink?” (Prov. 23:29,30,33-35, NIV).

Finally, the bondage, burden and slavery to sin is graphically expressed in the following:
The evil deeds of a wicked man ensnare him; the cords of his sin hold him
fast (Prov. 5:22, NIV).

This is what the freedom mentioned in Jn. 8:36 is all about, that is, freedom from sin’s
bondages:
So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed (NIV).

Everything Is Permissible . . .
Finally, Paul wrote twice:
Everything is permissible for me—but not every-thing is beneficial (1 Cor. 6:12; 10:23,
NIV).

The context of both verses is primarily referring to the eating of food. Moreover, we can be
sure the correct interpretation of these verses will never contradict holy
behavior for the Christian, which is never optional!
A prime example of an interpretation that is a con-tradiction to this is what came from Bob
George on nationwide radio:
Caller:

Can a child of God use it, use the mar-ijuana?

George: . . . a child of God can do anything they want to. Everything is
permissible but not every-thing is profitable. But to deny the problem isn’t
in his usage of marijua-na. The problem is in his denial of the truth.

A little later in the same program, Bob George said:
. . . I could go out as a child of God and get drunk tonight if I wanted to. It’s
not that, if, if, if it, if it was not permissible, then it would be a law, but it’s not
[9]

profitable.

-

George said a similar thing on a different radio broad-cast:
And as Paul said, “All things are permissible, but not all things are profitable.” So is
[10]

committing fornication permissible? Yes. Is it profit-able? No, it isn’t.

-

This last quote was spoken direct-ly to a young man from New York who has been having a
habitual problem with sexual sin!
Reader, if you conduct yourself according to what you just read (as it was taught all across
the United States by way of radio as being permissible), you will surely go to hell,
accord-ing to Scripture!
Do not be deceived, the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9). The truth is:
we are to abstain from (Acts 15:20,29), flee from (1 Cor. 6:18), and avoid sexual immorality
(1 Thess. 4:3).
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Tolerating Jezebel
What do you think the loving Lord Jesus would say to us today about these types of
teachings and those who tolerate them?
In Rev. 2:20, the Lord Jesus, now resurrected and ascended into heaven, said to the
Christians at Thyatira:
. . . I have this against you: You tolerate that woman Jeze-bel . . . By her teaching she
misleads my servants into sexual immoral-i-ty . . . (NIV).

Please note the following: Just to tolerate teachings that lead Christians into sin,
especially sexual immorality, is condemned in itself by the Lord! The Greek
word eao translated tolerate (NIV) or sufferest (KJV) is defined as:
[11]

to let be, i.e. permit or leave alone:—commit, leave, let (alone), suffer.

In other words, to be stirred for the moment without doing anything to actively help correct
this serious problem is to tolerate Jezebel. Such will also allow evil to spread.
According to that same passage, it’s possible for a true servant of God to be misled into
sexual immorality through a teaching.
Certainly, the kinds of OSAS teachings quoted in this book are examples of such!
Consequently, we should not tolerate OSAS teaching for a minute, if we heed Jesus’ words.

Permission = License
Finally, Jude 3,4 read:
Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we share, I felt I
had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the saints.
For certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly slipped in
among you. They are god-less men, who change the grace of our God into a
license for immorality and deny Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord (NIV).

Jude wrote of those who change the grace of God into a license for immorali-ty. Since li[12]

cense and per-mis-sion are syn-onyms,
to blatantly say drunk-en-ness and
fornication are per-missible for the Christian is to clearly teach a li-cense for
immo-rali-ty. --This is what the Jude 3 com-mand, con-tend for the faith, was given directly
to counter!
In light of all this, it is ironic that CRI, an interna-tional counter-cult ministry, which --men-tions
the Jude 3 command to contend for the faith, -could give the follow-ing coast to coast
endorsement of Bob George over their radio pro-gram, via Dr. Ron Rhodes:
I under-stand where Bob George is coming from on that. I’ve got to tell you, however, that we
at CRI disagree with his interpreta-tion, especially in terms of 1 John 1:9. Now we believe
that Bob George, in the big picture, is a great brother. He has done a lot of
good things for the Christian community. So in the big picture, we consider
himself a friend of the ministry, but the small picture is, is that in 1 John 1 verse 9 that
talks about our con-fessing sins, we believe that that is some-thing that the Christian is to
[13]

do . . . .
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Questions for Dr. Rhodes:
(1) Do you consider such teachings that permit drunk-en-ness and fornica-tion for the Christian to be a good thing for the Christian commu-nity?
(2) Do you think Jude would consider Bob George a friend of his ministry, in light of Jude
3,4?
(3) Thank you for openly disagree-ing with George’s unscrip-tural view of 1 Jn. 1:9, but why
did you neglect to mention his other extremely unscriptural views?
Could it be that unwit-tingly, Rhodes and others like him who approve such teachings by
endors-ing the teacher(s) in the big picture are sharing in their wicked work (2 Jn. 11)?
Finally, it’s also a possibility, as extreme as it may sound, that Rhodes recognizes that much
of what George says is the logical conclusion of OSAS, though he himself would never
openly admit it!

Ponder This . . .
Whatever you have learned or received or heard from me, or seen in me—put it
into practice. And the God of peace will be with you (Phil. 4:9, NIV).

Ponder that statement! If the Philippian Christians would put into practice what they had
heard and seen in Paul as exemplary, the God of peace would be with them. Could Paul
have been that kind of example if he was controlled by sin or often did what
he didn’t want to do?
Moreover, he declared explicitly how he and his co-laborers behaved:
You are witnesses, and so is God, of how holy, righteous and blameless we were
among you who believed (1 Thess. 2:10, NIV).

What a powerful refutation Paul’s life was to the OSAS interpretation of Rom. 7:14-20.
Furthermore, if we focus our attention in upon Rom. 7:18, we clearly see that Paul wrote in
that passage that nothing good lives in me. Could Paul have written that from a Christian
perspective? Isn’t it true that God lives in a Christian (2 Cor. 6:16) and God is
good (Mk. 10:18)? Since these are true, then it is impossible for Paul to
have written Rom. 7:14-20 from the per-spective of a Christian!
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This matter arose because some false brothers had infiltrated our ranks to spy on the freedom we
have in Christ Jesus and to make us slaves (Gal. 2:4, NIV).
Stand fast therefore in the liberty by which Christ has made us free, and do not be
entangled again with a yoke of bondage (Gal. 5:1, NKJV).
For you, brethren, have been called to liberty; only do not use liberty as an opportunity for
the flesh, but through love serve one another (Gal. 5:13, NKJV).
Live as free men, but do not use your freedom as a cover-up for evil; live as servants of God
(1 Pet. 2:16, NIV).

Chapter 12
Three Dangers

The Scrip-tures reveal that certain sins, false doctrine about salvation, and

persecution all hold within their potential the pos-sibility of negat-ing one’s salva-tion.
If you’re an OSAS proponent, before you reject this thesis as a possi-bil-i-ty, please
closely consider the follow-ing Scrip-turally-based argu-ments. Don’t let anyone or anything
bind you to an unscriptural teaching.

The First Danger: Sin
Paul wrote the churches in Galatia (1:2) and, among others things, listed the acts of the sinful
nature in Gal. 5:19-21:
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery; idolatry
and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions
and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like (NIV).

Then he immediately issued the most severe warning possible:
. . . I warn you, as I did be-fore, that those who live like this will not inherit the
kingdom of God (v. 21, NIV).

The words in verse 21, I warn you, as I did before show that Paul regularly taught this truth
cited in verses 19-21 to Christians in various churches throughout the region of Galatia.
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Furthermore, this warning was of the possibility of them not inheriting the kingdom of God.
Ponder the im-plications of this. Paul repeatedly warned those already saved that
various sins could stop them from entering the kingdom of God. This is
something that only a person who embraces a conditional security for the believer could do.
In other words, Paul could not have been an advocate of OSAS and still warn Christians as
he did in this fashion. It’s an impossibility!
We can also conclude from this that a Christian’s doctrine can be 100% sound in
every area, yet he will still go to eternal fire if his sinful nature is in control
of his life!

The Galatians
Surely OSAS proponents will object and say that Paul wasn’t addressing Christians in the
book of Galatians. Therefore, let’s see if the book of Galatians was written to Christians or
not.
Paul preached the gospel to them (4:13), they accepted it (1:9), became his spiritual children
(4:19), and were running a good spiri-tual race (5:7) before false teach-ers came along and
threw them into con-fu-sion (5:10). Even more clear is Gal. 3:2, which shows in question form
that they re-ceived the Holy Spirit by their belief (or faith), which would be impos-sible
for the unsaved.
Undoubted-ly then, Paul issued this most severe warning multiple times to
real Chris-tians, because it was still possible for them to miss heaven!
Notice that Paul did not say they would merely miss out on eter-nal
rewards, treasures and/or crowns, as some say! Neither did he merely say
their fel-low-ship with God would be adversely affected! Instead, he said
they, who were Christians at the moment, could still definitely miss
heaven alto-gether! Why? Because of certain sins, as he cited.

Paul In Disguise

If Paul in a disguise could stand in many so-called “evangelical” churches
today and speak out the exact words of Gal. 5:19-21 for the first time to
those pres-ent, he would probably be falsely charged with imply-ing that he
was teaching we keep our-selves saved by our own good works. Some
might even falsely accuse him of not under-standing grace or the keep-ing
power of a loving God. Yet others might possibly accuse Paul of
downplaying the infinite work of Christ or being legalistic.
Again, -no OSAS teacher could ever issue such a helpful and important
warning of ultimate spiritual danger to Christians that they could still not
inherit the kingdom of God, as Paul did in these verses!
This proves that his under-stand-ing of Scrip-tural grace must have been much differ-ent than
is being pre-sented today by the OSAS teach-ers and authors. Since the grace of OSAS is
diametrically opposed to Paul’s, then he could not have been an OSAS adherent. In fact, by
teaching as he did, he was actually fighting against this type of doctrine.
One OSAS teacher wrote the following about this passage:
The apostle included the sober warning that those ‘who do such things [i.e., habitually
practice these sins] shall not inherit the kingdom of God’ (v.21). He was not saying
that Chris-tians can lose their salvation by com-mitting any of these sins
men-tioned but that the habitual practice of such sins would indicate that
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[1]

the people committing them are not saved.

Please note the following:
(1) Levy is right in saying it is a habitual practice of sin in this passage, as the Greek shows.
However, other similar passages condemn certain people, who are identi-fied by their related
sin, long before it’s a habitual prac-tice! Lev. 20:10 states:
If a man commits adultery with another man’s wife—with the wife of his neighbor—both the
adulterer and adulteress must be put to death (NIV).

Though we don’t carry out this punishment under the New Testament, nonetheless we can
learn from this Scripture. According to that passage, one clearly doesn’t have to
habitually practice adultery to be an adulterer or adulteress.
(2) To attribute Levy’s interpretation to this passage is also to ignore the obvious and cloud
the issue. Cer-tainly, those who habitually practiced the sins cited are not saved, but that
wasn’t the point Paul was making to those Christians. Instead, he was speaking
directly to them and warning them, as he had done previously, of a real danger which still
existed for them even though they had already been saved. That obvious danger was them
not inheriting the kingdom of God because of sin!

Warnings
A real warning is always related to a real danger. Since the Bible is true from cover to cover,
then the danger to which Paul referred in verse 21 was real.
Though disturbing, to be warned of a danger is advanta-geous, for it will put one more on
guard. For example, to know that a hurricane, flood, earthquake, forest fire, snowstorm, etc.
is about to occur can save lives. To withhold a warning of such is to jeopardize the health and
welfare of people. -This is one of the dangers latent within OSAS.
The advantage of this type of Pauline warning issued to the Galatian Christians is not only
missing, but clearly denied by the OSAS teachers, as Levy demonstrates with his
explanation. As a result, spiritual harm, to some undeter-mined degree, occurs to those who
listen to and accept OSAS as Biblical fact.
Advocates of OSAS, therefore, are at a great disadvan-tage just like in the natural if a
warning is omitted or explained away, but in this case much more so because this will stretch
throughout eternity. The dis-advantage is proportionate to the danger, which in this case, is
the ultimate danger of eternal suffering in fire! Because of various ideas about
Scriptural warnings, we need to focus in upon a passage dealing with such:
The LORD warned Israel and Judah through all his prophets and seers: “Turn from
your evil ways. Observe my commands and decrees, in accordance with the entire Law that I
commanded your fathers to obey and that I delivered to you through my servants the
prophets.” But they would not listen and were as stiff-necked as their fathers, who did not
trust in the LORD their God. They rejected his decrees and the covenant he had
made with their fathers and the warnings he had given them. They followed
worthless idols and themselves be-came worthless. They imitated the nations around them
although the LORD had ordered them, “Do not do as they do,” and they did the things the
LORD had forbidden them to do. . . . The Israelites persisted in all the sins of Jeroboam and
did not turn away from them until the LORD removed them from his presence, as
he had warned through all his servants the prophets. So the people of Israel
were taken from their homeland into exile in Assyria, and they are still there (2 Ki. 17:13-23,
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NIV).

From Scripture then, we learn that God’s warn-ings are:

●
●
●

real and not just hypothetical;
don’t always make the subjects warned respond properly; and
are executed if not heeded, since God is faithful.

This is how we must view Gal. 5:19-21, even though such is antithetical to the OSAS doctrine.

Romans 8:13
A corroborating verse to Gal. 5:19-21 is Rom. 8:13 which reads:
For if you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the Spirit you
put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live (NIV).

Please notice that the death promised to Christians who decide to live according to the sinful
nature has to be spiritual death, and not physical death, since only those Christians
who live according to the sinful nature will die in that sense.
Also, according to Jesus, when the Prodigal Son decided to live according to his sinful
nature, he did not die physically (or prematurely) but did die spiritually (Lk. 15:24,32)! We
know that this is spiritual death because it is equated with being lost in the same verses.
Moreover, the chapter context deals with three different examples of lost people who caused
rejoicing at the point of their salvation. Besides the Prodigal, there were the lost sheep and
the lost coin.
The true grace teacher in Rom. 8:13 reveals a side of grace that far too many in our day are
not aware of and would never want to understand. He was clear and most definite that
spiritual death would result if one chooses to live according to the sinful na-ture (Rom.
8:13). That was very similar to his message in Gal. 5:19-21.
Unlike what some are teaching, Paul taught that even after the Savior’s
death, personal sin for the Chris-tian is still such an issue with God that it
could exclude him from the kingdom!

Galatians 6:7,8
Paul also wrote:
. . . A man reaps what he sows. The one who sows to please his sinful na-ture, from
that nature will reap destruction; the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the
Spirit will reap eternal life (Gal. 6:7,8, NIV).

Though you probably heard these sowing and reaping verses used many other ways, the
context limits its usage only to a person sowing to please his sinful nature or sowing to
please the Spirit.
Hal Lindsey, however, would declare the afore-mentioned interpretation (that would
jeopardize his OSAS doctrine) as being jerked out of context, while he offers a very different
interpreta-tion:
Now some of you may be saying, “All right, Hal, if God never punishes us for our sins, what
about Galatians 6:7 which says, ‘Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for whatever a man
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sows, this he will also reap’”?
This verse is jerked out of context by so many Christians that it’s incredi-ble. The verse
just before this one says, “And let the one who is taught the Word share all good things with
him who teaches” (Galatians 6:6). This context is talking about sup-porting financially the one
who gives himself to studying and teaching the Bible. . . .
This concept of “whatsoever a man sows, he shall also reap” is con-cerned
with investing our money in God’s work and the reward or lack of reward
[2]

for our stewardship.

Lindsey applies a man reaps what he sows to verse 6 instead of verse 8, which is
unfortunate. Verse 6 reads:
Let him who is taught the word share in all good things with him who teaches (NKJV).

Paul was writing about a different subject in verse 6—supporting a Bible teacher. Verse 7
clearly is linked to verses 8 and 9 by the words reap and sows. Then verse 10 has a
concluding comment to verses 7-9 which is easily identified by the word therefore. Verses 710 read:
Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The one who
sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the one who sows
to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us not become weary in doing
good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not give up. Therefore, as
we have opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially to those who belong to the family
of believers (NIV).

Paul’s Assurance Message
In Eph. 5:5-7, another very simi-lar truth (as cited in Gal. 5:19-21), was given to the
Christians at Ephesus. Paul assured them of the following:
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a
man is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God.
Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God’s
wrath comes on those who are dis-obedient. Therefore do not be partners with
them (NIV).

The following observations can be made from these three verses:
(1) God’s wrath is equated with him not allowing the immoral, impure or greedy people into
his kingdom. This fact about God is not just limited to him doing so only to those who never
had a moment of true faith, but to all who would be disobedient in that fashion!
(2) Any message contradic-tory to Eph. 5:5-7 is empty words though it might be sprinkled
with Bibli-cal termi-nology from glib, reli-gious teachers in influential positions who speak
authoritatively!
(3) Christians can be de-ceived by this type of empty teach-ing about sin’s serious consequences. Friend, as Paul wrote, let no one deceive you even if you hear such on
TV, radio or from any pastor’s pulpit (even your own)!
(4) A real Christian can indeed commit these sins, and hence for-feit his -inheri-tance.
(5) If one is immoral, impure or greedy he is not saved as his sin shows his heart
condition, or his lack of faith and love for God at the moment, though he might have been
truly saved in the past, still pres-ently pro-fesses to be saved and still attends, as we say in
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our day, “church.”
Paul repeats this basic truth in yet a different passage, 1 Cor. 6:9,10.
Do you not know that the wicked will not inher-it the kingdom of God? Do not
be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male
prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunk-ards nor
slanderers nor swin-dlers will inher-it the kingdom of God (NIV).

There are many Christians today who are de-ceived about these sins, even though we have
these clear Biblical statements. Many have been deceived by OSAS teachers!
Under their kind of grace such sins can be com-mitted with-out any danger
of not inheriting the kingdom of God.

Romans 8:35-39
Rom. 8:35-39 is commonly cited in such a way by the OSAS teachers as to con-vey the
meaning to be that even cer-tain sins, though the word sin is not list-ed, can-not separate Chris-tians from the love of Christ, ther-eby sug-gesting that God’s children are unconditionally secure, regardless of their pres-ent or future sins.
Cal Beisner wrote:
Nothing can separate the believer from the love of Christ—nothing in all creation, and God
Himself will not separate the believer from Him (Romans 8:35-39, cf. vv. 32-34; John 10:27[3]

29)

(italics his).

This, however, cannot be the meaning of Rom. 8:35-39 since sin most definitely does
separate from God as Isa. 59:2 clearly declares.
But your iniqui-ties have separated you from your God; your sins have hidden his face from
you, so that he will not hear (NIV).

Spir-itual death is sepa-ration from the life of God (Eph. 4:18), but not the love of Christ (Mk.
10:21)! Surprisingly, Jesus loved (agapao) the hell-bound, unforgiven, enemy of
God and rejecter of truth com-monly called the rich, young ruler.
Then Jesus beholding him loved him, and said unto him, One thing thou lackest: go thy way,
sell what-soever thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and
come, take up the cross, and follow me (Mk. 10:21, KJV).

In other words, unsaved people who now have the wrath of God abiding on them (Jn. 3:36)
are loved by Christ too!
Finally, regarding Rom. 8:35-39, Jude 21 says:
Keep your-sel-ves in God’s love . . . (NIV).

[Notice our own human respon-sibility in keeping ourselves in God’s love.]
Though uncertain, Jude might have written that Holy Spirit inspired passage with Hos. 9:15 in
mind:
All their wickedness is in Gilgal, For there I hated them. Because of the evil of their
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deeds I will drive them from My house; I will love them no more. All their princes are
rebellious (NKJV).

Jn. 14:21 tells us something else about God’s love that isn’t commonly taught:
He who has My commandments and keeps them, it is he who loves Me. And he who loves
Me will be loved by My Father, and I will love him and manifest Myself to him
(NKJV).

James 1:14,15
The process from temptation to spiritual death through sin is laid out by James:
But each one is tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and enticed. Then,
after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is full-grown, gives
birth to death (Jam. 1:14,15, NIV).

-If certain sins can exclude a Christian from the kingdom (Gal. 5:19-21;
6:7,8; Eph. 5:5-7), and give birth to death (Jam. 1:14,15; cf. Lk. 15:24,32), then
sin can separate us from the life of God. Remember these important truths when
interpreting Rom. 8:35-39.
With all these clear Scriptures, why then do the OSAS teachers limit sin’s power to the
believer? For some it could be that they are so concerned with ministry size and numbers
that they do not say anything that might offend a supporter or cause him to leave and go to
another congrega-tion, at the expense of truth and souls. Such ministers need to repent!
On the other hand, Paul was very open and forth-right regarding his strong message about
sin. Unlike Paul, sadly many pastors and evangelists in our hour are unwilling to risk being
misunderstood and to be labeled divisive over God’s truth on this issue related to sal-vation.
Because of such, eternal souls continue to be jeopardized.

Washed, Then Goes Back
The Apostle Peter wrote:
If they have escaped the corrup-tion of the world by knowing our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ and are again entangled in it and overcome, they are worse off at
the end than they were at the beginning. It would have been better for them not to have
known the way of righteousness, than to have known it and then to turn their
backs on the sacred command that was passed on to them. Of them the proverbs are
true: ‘A dog returns to its vomit,’ and ‘A sow that is washed goes back to her wallowing
in the mud’(2 Pet. 2:20-22, NIV).

In spite of its clarity, there are some who say this passage does not refer to a person once
saved, who afterwards got entangled again in the pollutions of the world and finally ended up
again in a lost spiritual condition! Their reasoning is that these were only enlightened lost
people who never did accept Christ. They were always dogs and sows and never became
sheep:
In this chapter, from verses 1 and 2 it is easily seen that the Lord is not talking to saved
people at all but to enlightened lost people who return to their sins and do not accept
Christ.

[4]
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John Murray, who wrote the introduction to a modern version of Calvin’s Institutes and
referred to it as the “opus magnum of Christian theology,”
the people in 2 Pet 2:20-22:

[5]

similarly stated elsewhere about

The Scripture itself, therefore, leads us to the conclusion that it is possible to have very
uplifting, ennobling, reforming, and exhilarating experience of the power and truth of the
gospel, to come into such close contact with the supernatural forces which are operative in
God’s kingdom of grace that these forces produce effects in us which to human obser-vation
are hardly distinguishable from those pro-duced by God’s regenerating and sanctifying grace
[6]

and yet be not partakers of Christ and heirs of eternal life.

The way dog and sow are used by Peter makes only the following point: they returned to
sin (vomit) just like a dog in the natural does; and went back to a completely sinful lifestyle
(wallowing in the mud) just like a female hog after being washed.
Remember, these people in question clearly did, at an earlier point, “escape the
corruption of the world by knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” This is
the same kind of description that Peter uses in chapter 1, verses 3 and 4, which clearly refers
to the saved.
His divine power has given us everything we need for life and godliness through our
knowledge of him who called us by his own glory and goodness. Through these he has given
us his very great and precious promises, so that through them you may participate in the
divine nature and escape the corruption in the world caused by evil desires (2 Pet.
1:3,4, NIV).

2 Pet. 2:15 also implies the ones Peter referred to were once saved:
They have left the straight way and wandered off to follow the way of Balaam son of
Beor, who loved the wages of wickedness (NIV).

Also, it is unscriptural to declare that one can escape the corruption of the
world and remain un-saved!
Moreover, it is only through the blood of Jesus Christ and his wonderful
salvation that one can escape slavery to sin and become free (Jn. 8:34-36;
Rev. 1:5b). Regrettably, in an effort to explain away 2 Pet. 2:20-22, OSAS
teachers imply that Jesus’ cleansing blood isn’t the only way to escape the
corruption in the world!
Furthermore, Peter wrote of people who were washed before they returned to sin’s
bondages. Again, it is only by the blood of Jesus Christ that one is washed
and that occurs at the point of forgiveness (1 Cor. 6:11 cf. Rev. 7:14)!
The spiritual condition of these people whom Peter wrote of went from slaves of depravity to
freedom from sin’s bondages to slaves of depravity for the second time (2 Pet. 2:19,20).
When they were free from sin they knew the way of righ-teous-ness (2 Pet. 2:21), which is
another way of describing Jesus (Mt. 21:32)! Therefore, Jesus enabled them to escape sin’s
bondages!
Finally, they turned their backs on the sacred command (2 Pet. 2:21), which is shown in 1 Jn.
3:23:
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. . . to believe in the name of his Son, Jesus Christ, and to love one another as he
commanded us (NIV).

Clearly, for the people Peter wrote of, their latter slavery to sin is worse and they themselves
are unsaved again at this point.

Hebrews 3:12-14
How could anyone im-prove upon the Holy Spir-it in-spired words of Heb. 3:12-14, which
seem to be a key in under-standing this part of our controversy about what sin can do in the
life of a Christian:
See to it, broth-ers, that none of you has a sin-ful, unbelieving heart that turns away
from the Living God. But encour-age one an-other daily, as long as it is called To-day, so
that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitful-ness. We have come to share in
Christ if we hold firmly till the end the confidence we had at first (NIV).

Also, the word if in Heb. 3:14 shows a condition to share in Christ in this sense. That
condition is to hold firmly till the end, according to this passage.
In contrast to what you just read about the human responsibility -of holding firm as in Heb.
3:14, OSAS teaching shifts the responsibility on God:
It is God’s omnipotent, sovereign power that guards us and guaran-tees our final victory.
God, the ulti-mate Judge, has justified us in Christ, made us heirs with Him, and has given us
His Spirit to ensure that the good work He started in us will be perfected (Phil. 1:6). He is able
to keep us from stumbling, and to make us “stand in the presence of His glory blameless with
great joy” (Jude 24). Not even Satan himself can condemn us (Rom. 8:33), so rather than
fearing the loss of our inheritance we should continually rejoice in God’s
[7]

great grace and mercy.

God won’t ever neglect his responsibilities and he is certainly able to keep and guard us, but
we can neglect our Christian responsibilities, through our own free will, to our eternal loss as
many Scriptural examples infer. Obvious-ly, the Prodigal was responsible for his
own neglect, which led to his lost condition. Can’t we also conclude the same
about Solomon, Saul, those on the rock and others?

Not Just The Unbelieving
William Pettingill wrote:
And on the other hand, it is clear from Scripture that the unsaved sinner, unless he
gets saved, will finally be cast into the lake of fire, which is the second death (Rev. 20:15;
[8]

21:8).

Like other OSAS proponents, Pettingill limits Rev. 21:8 to only the unbelieving, that is, for
them one who never gets saved. But that verse does not put such limitations on who will be
thrown into the lake of burning sulfur:
But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abom-inable, and murderers, and whoremongers,
and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the lake which burneth with
fire and brimstone: which is the second death (Rev. 21:8, KJV).
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Please note how clear it is that the unbe-lieving are not the only group that will be
thrown into the lake of fire.
While Jn. 3:18 might seem to imply this, Rev. 21:8 supplements that verse with added truth.
The cowardly, sexu-ally immor-al and all the liars, just to men-tion three, will be there too.
Therefore, for the OSAS adher-ents to say that unbelief in Christ is the only
sin that will send one to hell is unscriptural!
Also, unbelief in Christ is not blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, as Mk. 3:29,30 show.

The Final Warning To Christians
The Bible ends with a warning to Christians:
I warn everyone who hears the words of the proph-ecy of this book: If
anyone adds anything to them, God will add to them the plagues described in this book.
And if anyone takes words away from this book of prophecy, God will take away from
him his share in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are described in
this book (Rev. 22:18,19, NIV).

It is clear that this warning applies to the saved, for only a saved person can have
taken away from him his share in the tree of life and the holy city, New
Jerusalem! The KJV says book of life instead of tree of life.
We further learn in Rev. 2:7 that Jesus prom-ises those already saved, if they overcome they
will have the right to eat from the tree of life, which is in the paradise of God. But this same
person (the overcomer) can later have this negated, according to Rev. 22:18,-19!
Moreover, only those who have their names written in the Lamb’s book of life have access to
the holy city, New Jerusalem (Rev. 21:27). All others will be thrown into the lake of fire (Rev.
20:15). Yet one can lose his share to the holy city if he takes words away from this
book of prophecy (Rev. 22:18,19)! Clearly, then, the believer’s security is conditional and not
un-conditional.
Finally, the warning of Rev. 22:18-,19 was written to everyone who hears the words of the
prophecy of the book of Revelation, which certainly included millions of Christians over the
centuries. This should be especially apparent since Reve-lation was directly
written to the seven churches in Asia (1:11)!
We should not be surprised that OSAS defenders like Pettingill would write:
It is not to believers but rather to rebels that God addresses the terrible warning of
[9]

verses 18 and 19.

Just the mere fact that such a warning holds a very real danger for
Christians, as previously shown, disproves OSAS. If OSAS was true, such a
warning to real Christians could never be issued, since it would be an impossibil-ity for them
to lose their share in the holy city.
For additional information on sin, see the chapter, The Truth About Sin.

The Second Danger:
False Doctrine About Salvation
Does false doctrine about salvation carry with it the potential of causing one to lose eternal
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life? Paul, writ-ing to Chris-tian-s, de-clared,
Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that if you let your-selves be circum-cised Christ will be
of no value to you at all. Again I de-clare to every man who lets himself be circum-cised
that he is obligated to obey the whole law. You who are trying to be justified by the
law have been alienat-ed from Christ; you have fallen away from grace (Gal.
5:2-4, NIV).

Clearly, the doc-trine of justi-fication (or salvation) is the focal point here.
After Paul left the area of Galatia, these real Christians were actually deserting God by
turning to a different gospel (1:6) that was preached by people who did perverted the gospel
of Christ (1:7). It seems that their false salvation message included observing special days
and months and seasons and years (Gal. 4:10), circum-cision (5:2,3,6,11,12; 6:12-15) and
trying to be justified by observ-ing the law (3:10; 5:4). That type of message carried with it the
ultimate danger, even for Christians. Hence, this led to Paul’s Holy Spirit inspired anathemas
in Gal. 1:8,9 for anyone who would preach a wrong plan of salva-tion!
Please reread Gal. 5:2-4 again and focus in upon the following facts:
(1) Christ will be of no value to them at all if they accept this false salva-tion plan, even
though they were saved in the past. No value at all must in-clude their sal-vation from the
lake of fire, since one can’t be saved from this horrible place without Christ.
(2) They would be alienated from Christ to the place where they have fallen away from grace.
(You can’t fall away from grace if you were never in it to begin with!) Since we are clearly
saved by grace (Eph. 2:8,9), then they would no longer be saved, since they would have
fallen away from the very thing that brings salva-tion (Titus 2:11).
Notice what OSAS authors wrote about falling from grace.
Many who profess to believe fall away, but they do not fall from grace for they were
never in grace. True believers do fall into tempta-tions, and they do commit grievous sins,
but these sins do not cause them to lose their salvation or separate them
[10]

from Christ.

[11]

What is falling from grace? Is it losing one’s salvation? No.
his).

(bold emphasis

In other words, in con-trast to Paul’s God-given report, OSAS declares that
it is impossi-ble for a real Christian to lose his salvation by falling from grace
and no kind of sin can negate our salvation. (By the way, one does not fall from
grace through sin, but by accepting a wrong plan of salvation after initial salvation. This was
Paul’s concern in this passage.)
Furthermore, to say one doesn’t lose his salvation through falling from grace is to say that
one can have salvation without having Christ! Gal. 5:2 states that for the same people who
fall from grace (v. 4), Christ will be of no value at all. This can only mean no salvation.

Paul’s Gospel Of Grace
The type of warning you just read from Paul, regarding receiving a false plan of salvation,
was even -part of his gospel message de-clared everywhere! In 1 Cor. 15:2 Paul wrote:
By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I preached to you.
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Otherwise, you have believed in vain (NIV).

First, Paul stated that we are saved by the gospel, but only if we continue to
hold firmly to the word he preached, that is, the true gospel. The human responsibility of holding firm to the gospel for salvation’s sake was clearly and openly attached to
the original gospel of grace. It, therefore, can’t be a violation of true grace to do this!
Second, if we don’t continue to hold firmly to the true doctrine of salvation, then we who have
believed in Christ believed in vain, according to Paul. Only a Christian could believe in vain,
as Paul called it. So again we see that the Apostle Paul could not have believed in OSAS, as
is also evident by this clear passage.
Perhaps because 1 Cor. 15:2 is so clearly a problem verse for OSAS proponents, it is
somewhat common to see such proponents avoid or skip over it when referring to Paul’s
description of the gospel from 1 Corinthians 15. This is usually done with ellipsis:
Only one declaration is required while going through customs. “I declare unto you the
gospel . . . that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures; and that he was buried,
[12]

and that he rose again the third day” (1 Cor. 15:1,3,4).

That Word is the gospel defined in 1 Corinthians 15:1-4: “I declare unto you the gospel which
I preached unto you, which also ye have received, and in which ye stand; By which also ye
are saved . . . that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures; And that he was buried,
[13]

and that he rose again the third day according to the scrip-tures.”

Sometimes 1 Cor. 15:2 is just plainly omitted when reporting the gospel. Dave Hunt has done
this after he started to cite verse 1:
Any other gospel than the true gospel will not save but will damn. Paul tells us what the true
gospel is. 1 Corinthians chapter 15, verses 1 through 4. He says, “I am reminding
you of the gospel that I preached unto you that you received wherein you stand and by which
you are saved. How that Christ died.” He says, “I delivered to you what I also received,” the
same thing he said to the Galatians. He received it from Christ. “How that Christ died for our
sins according to the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he rose again the third day
[14]

according to the Scriptures.” That’s the gospel. It’s very sim-ple.

Hunt’s gospel, which he defends, has no room for Paul’s conditional security for the
believer, as cited in verse 2. Hence, as with other OSAS defenders, this verse has been
obviously avoided.

John Declares The Same
But what about the other apostles of Christ, did they all teach the same way as Paul did
regarding the danger of a Christian accepting a false plan of salvation? The answer is an
obvious yes.
Perhaps the clearest similar stand alongside Paul comes from the Apostle John. In 1 Jn.
2:24,25 John wrote:
See that what you have heard from the begin-ning remains in you. If it does, you also
will remain in the Son and in the Father. And this is what he promised us—even
eternal life (NIV).
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Clearly, the context from verses 21 through 27 reveals that John’s concern was false doctrine being taught by false teachers.
Notice the condi-tional word if in verse 24. John believed a danger existed through
false doctrine about salvation that could affect Chris-tians not remaining in
the Son and the Father.
Furthermore, since Christ is our hope of glory (Col. 1:27), to be without him is to be without
the hope of entering the kingdom of God! Obviously, the Apostle John wasn’t an OSAS
adherent either!
John also wrote the following to “the chosen lady and her children” (2 Jn. 1):Anyone who runs ahead and does not continue in the teaching of Christ does
not have God; who-ever continues in the teaching has both the Father and the Son (2
Jn. 9, NIV).

The implications are obvious—we must continue with certain doctrine or we will not continue
to have God.
According to these clear Biblical passages stating the necessity of continuing in the truth
about salvation, if a true Christian in our day would convert over to a religious
system that teaches a wrong plan of salvation (or another gospel), and
believe that plan of salvation, then he/she would fall from grace and no
longer remain in Christ.
Of course, this could only be contradicted by OSAS teachers. The deceased Walter Martin
has done this with Christians getting involved in the most serious false doc-trines, without
losing their salvation:
Christians are not immune to having their minds corrupted. The Bible says that you will not
lose your soul. But the Bible says your mind can be corrupted from the simplicity that’s in
Christ. 2 Corinthians chapter 11 says you can be deceived and led astray. I have
met Christians who have been led astray by psychic phenomena, who have
[15]

been led astray by the kingdom of the cults and the occult.

Based on OSAS, even if a Christian gets deceived by the cults and the occult, he cannot lose
his salvation. Hence, this implication of OSAS would lead one to think there are some
Christian cultists and Christian occultists! Wow.
Another similar teaching, because of OSAS, pertains to baptismal regeneration:
The conclusion of this study must be that baptismal regenera-tion teaches “another gospel”
by adding a require-ment for salvation which Scripture does not teach.
But does this mean that all members of groups teaching baptis-mal regeneration are
“accursed” (Galatians 1:8-9)? No. Those who, though they now believe otherwise,
began by believing that they were saved entirely by grace through faith
[16]

remain saved (John 10:27-29; 1 Peter 1:4-9). They are simply in error.

There’s an infinite difference between the OSAS simply in error and Paul’s fallen
from grace and believed in vain. John would side with Paul regarding those who doctrinally
defect to this degree by his statement that such do not have God.
The difference here between OSAS and the Lord’s apostles is as great as
the kingdom of God is from the lake of fire.
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The seriousness of a Christian accepting a false plan of salvation after his own conversion is
not only reflected in Gal. 5:2-4; 1 Cor. 15:2; 1 Jn. 2:24,25 and 2 Jn. 9, but also inferred from
Acts 15. The false teaching presented to the Christians was:
Unless you are circumcised, according to the custom taught by Moses, you cannot be
saved (v. 1, NIV).

Paul and Barnabas reacted with a sharp dispute and debate with them (v. 2). Why? Their
false message about salvation, if accepted, would cause those already saved to fall from
grace, as already shown (Gal. 5:2-4)! Hence, Paul was being a faithful shep-herd
by publicly stand-ing against this false doctrine about salvation.
From this section of our study, it should be clear that sound doctrine is extremely important,
especially when it is, directly or indirectly, related to the salvation message!
Regard-ing the importance of sound doctrine, Paul told Titus:
You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine (2:1, NIV).

Also, one of the Scriptural require-ments to be an elder is:
He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it (Titus 1:9, NIV).

To refute those who oppose sound doctrine, there-fore, cannot be divisive as some wrongly
claim!

The Third Danger: Persecution
Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution (2 Tim. 3:12,
KJV).

Also, Jesus said:
Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord. If they have
persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my saying, they will
keep yours also (Jn. 15:20, KJV).

These passages immediately make the subject of persecution very relevant to the Christian,
since such will definitely come his way in one form or another.

Persecution Is A Test
Regarding this, a very important para-ble (the Para-ble of the Sower) de-clares there are four
dif-fer-ent types of people who hear the word of God. The second type men-tioned “be-lieve
for a while, but in the time of testing they fall away” (Lk. 8:13, NIV). In Mt. 13:21, the
expla-na-tion of this type of person is giv-en:
But since he has no root, he lasts only a short time. When trouble or persecution
comes because of the word, he quickly falls away (NIV).

This type of person does not continue to live spiritually because of persecution.
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Please realize, therefore, that persecu-tion does- not come to build us up or
promote growth, as some OSAS teachers wrongly proclaim. Neither does it
come to weed out the mere pro-fessing believ-ers from the real Chris-tians, as others teach.
The word of God is given to build us up (Acts 20:32) and for growth (1 Pet. 2:2). Persecution comes as a test (Lk. 8:13 cf. Mt. 13:21; Acts 20:19; Rev. 2:10) which
will cause some genuine Christians to fall away or die spiritually!
Further-more, -the Scrip-tural meaning of fall away in context is die as evidenced by the
withered plants. To fall away is equated here with ceasing to believe. The seed (or word of
God) pro-duced (spir-itual) life, for there was a living plant that after-wards withered, or as
Jesus taught, such “be-lieve for a while, but in the time of testing, they fall away.”
Notice: after they initially believed through the word of God in such a way
as to produce life, they ceased believing. Such occurred because of the
perse-cution or trouble in their lives that came from the word of God. Clearly then, perse-cution for godly living can potentially be spiritually fatal to
the real Chris-tian!
Again, from the Parable of the Sower, we see that it is possible for a Christian to
have a genuine, life-producing faith that doesn’t continue, as evi-dent in
Jesus’ words, believe for a while.
[17]

The OSAS teachers are wrong to say it was “a temporary faith,”
meaning that such
people never had a true faith, since it didn’t endure. One can only wonder, how could
a temporary faith be equated with a false faith, since such did produce
spiritual life?
Similar to that faulty interpretation is what we read in the notes for Lk. 8:13 of The NIV Study
Bible. It wrongly states:
This kind of belief is superficial and does not save. It is similar to what James
[18]

calls ‘dead’ (Jas 2:17,26) or ‘useless’ faith (Jas 2:20).

The point made by Jesus regarding this type of person, is that there was real spiritual life
produced by the word of God and personal faith that didn’t endure. -It wasn’t
a dead faith, as James 2 mentions, for it pro-duced genuine, spiritual life that lasted until the
persecu-tion came and the spiritual life, at that point, was ter-minated. In other words, it
wasn’t a dead faith, but a living faith that became dead!
Unfortunately, besides The NIV Study Bible, -other study Bibles (and reference Bibles) slip in
OSAS from time to time. The Ryrie Study Bible, MacArthur Study Bible and the Scofield
Reference Bible are some other examples.
See the chapter entitled, Eighteen Biblical Examples for more information on this type of
person.

Endure For Salvation’s Sake
Mt. 24:9,-10 is an-other passage which teach-es us about the potential danger of perse-cution. Jesus said at the end of this age:
. . . they will deliver you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all
nations for My name’s sake. And then many will be offended, will betray one another,
and will hate one another (NKJV).

Why will many turn away from the faith? Because they were perse-cuted
for being Christians. Al-so, verses 12 and 13 read:
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Because of the increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold, but he who stands
firm to the end will be saved (NIV).

Some try to limit this passage to only the Jews during the Tribulation period, but can this
justly be done? Isn’t verse 10 clear in saying many will turn from the faith?
Mt. 10:21,22 is much clearer in showing Christians will have to endure to the end to be
saved.
And the brother shall deliver up the brother to death, and the father the child: and the children
shall rise up against their parents, and cause them to be put to death. And ye shall be hated
of all men for my name’s sake: but he that endureth to the end shall be saved
(KJV).

Those words were directed to real Christians—the Twelve who would be hated because of
Christ. Though they were already Christians (Mt. 10:1,2 cf. 12:49,50), they
would have to endure (any and all persecutions) to the end to be saved, in
the sense of entering God’s kingdom, according to the ultimate teach-ing
authority!
Several verses later, in verse 28, Jesus declared the following:
And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell (KJV).

Implied is the danger that persecu-tion could cause us to disown Christ, thereby forcing God
to disown us. Consequently, our souls and bodies would be cast into eternal fire.
Jesus wasn’t joking when he declared these power-ful truths about the necessity of us
enduring till the end of our lives to be saved, yet many with Bibles in our day are unaware
of it.
In contrast, Jesus spoke the truth cited in Jn. 10:27,28 only once, yet multitudes of
professing Chris-tians know the last half of this passage like they know their names, but
faultily interpret it with a total disregard to the immediate context. How sad!
To learn the whole truth, read and reread the entire New Testament for yourself
very careful-ly! Don’t just rely upon a favor-ite teacher, author or even a family mem-ber
to inform you, for he might be wrong even though he’s sincere. The stakes are too high to
trust another’s interpretation.
A common OSAS misinterpretation for Mt. 10:22 is:
The “end” to which He was referring in each case was the same end, that is, the end of
the Great Tribulation period, just preceding His coming in judgment. This is true
[19]

even in Matthew 10:22.

Getting back to Mt. 24:13, John R. Rice wrote the follow-ing:
To the careless reader, this Scripture seems to teach that salvation depends upon holding
out faithfully or endur-ing to the end. But if you read carefully the chapter, you will see that
Jesus is talking about the Great Tribulation period at the end of this age, that the salvation
mentioned is salvation of the flesh, not salvation of the soul. Verse 21 says,
“For then shall be great tribulation, such as was not since the beginning of the world to this
time, no, nor ever shall be.” This time men-tioned here is the Great Tribulation time. And
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verse 22 says, “and except those days should be short-ened, there should no flesh be
saved.” The salvation mentioned here is the salvation of the flesh, that is, the rescue of
literal Jews from physical death during the Great Tribulation.
Take the Bible at face value. You see that this Scripture does not teach salvation by
works or by holding out faithfully.
To those Jews who will be so terribly persecuted in the tribula-tion period Jesus says in
effect, “If you are able to endure these persecu-tions to the end of the tribula-tion period, I will
[20]

come and rescue you out of the hands of the Antichrist.”

John Rice not only falsely implies his opponent is a careless reader if he differs with him
about the inter-pre-tation of Mt. 24:13, but also, most seriously, infers that such who differ
teach salvation by works! If this was true, then every person is believing in “another gospel”
who understands this verse as meaning Chris-tians must remain faithful to the end of their
lives without disowning Jesus to inherit God’s kingdom. This is the implication Rice leaves us
with.
Moreover, Rice leaves no room for the careful reader of Scrip-ture, who
believes we are saved by grace apart from all works, yet believes our
salvation can be negated during a time of persecu-tion by disowning
Christ!
By the way, to be consistent with OSAS, if one ever believed on Jesus, he still remains saved
even though he would afterwards believe in a salvation by works! So, hypothetically the
person who believes in a conditional security is still safe, even if OSAS
would be true.
In his explanation of Mt. 24:13, John Rice somehow neglect-ed to mention that Mt. 10:21-23
is a parallel passage which has the same exact wording:
All men will hate you because of me, but he who stands firm to the end will be saved (Mt.
10:22, NIV).

Such implies for the disciples hatred, betrayal, and persecution because of me [Jesus],
just like Mt. 24:9-13! Please note that this hatred, betrayal, and persecution is because of
Christ in both passages (Mt. 10:22; 24:9). Therefore, this is not trouble coming on the
literal Jews, as Rice or Pettingill say, but trouble coming on disciples of Christ
because they are Christians, as Mt. 10:22 shows with crystal clarity. It is impossible
for his literal Jews interpretation of “he who stands firm to the end will be saved” to fit Mt.
10:22! Rice has read into Scripture something that is not there, because of his doctrinal
biases.
Like many who firmly embrace OSAS, Dr. Rice must come up with some answer, as absurd
as it may be, to defend his -doctrine, though he must neglect a parallel passage with the
same exact wording and overlook the clear, explanatory words because of me in Mt.
24:9 to do so! This is bad enough but he goes even further by implying people who believe in
a conditional security are teaching salvation by works in an effort to immediately discredit
such a position and silence all vocal Chris-tians who hold to this view.

Keep Reminding Them . . .
Paul wanted Timothy to frequently repeat cer-tain basic spiritual truths to Chris-tians:
Here is a trustworthy saying: If we died with him, we will also live with him; if we endure, we
will also reign with him. If we disown him, he will also disown us; if we are faithless,
he will remain faith-ful, for he cannot disown himself. Keep reminding them of these
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things. Warn them before God against quarreling about words; it is of no value, and only
ruins those who listen (2 Tim. 2:11-14, NIV).

What did Paul tell Timothy to keep reminding the Christians of? In part it was, “if we
disown him, he will also disown us.” Since Peter had done this three consec-utive
times because of fear of persecu-tion (Mt. 26:34), Paul knew a real Christian could disown
Jesus! The if in verse 12 must, therefore, not be understood as presenting anything less than
a real possibility, as Peter’s life proves.
Obviously, one can’t disown something or someone unless he first owned it! In
other words, Jesus could not disown us, in the sense of Mt. 10:33, unless we first be-longed
to him (Rom. 14:8; Gal. 5:24), which is only possi-ble if one is a Christian, as Peter was.
Paul’s grace teaching was, if we would disown Jesus, he in turn would
disown us, the same as what the Lord himself warned on more than one
occasion before he went to the cross (Mt. 10:33; Lk. 12:9)! Dr. Robert Young
renders this Greek word as found in Mt. 10:33 and 2 Tim. 2:12 in the KJV as: To deny,
[21]

disown.
Also, we must endure now to reign with Jesus in the future (2 Tim. 2:12). R-eigning with
Christ in his kingdom is for all Christians, not just some (Rev. 20:6; 22:5)! Chris-tians
must endure any and all types of perse-cutions to be overcomers and enter
God’s kingdom. But this is not an auto-matic guarantee after salvation.
Jesus said:
To him who overcomes and does my will to the end, I will give authority over the nations
(Rev. 2:26, NIV).

Peter’s Denial
Regarding Peter’s thrice denial of Jesus, Luke 22:31,32 is some-times used by the OSAS
adherents to weaken the force of it. But usually verse 32 is never cited! These verses read:
Simon, Simon, Satan has asked to sift you as wheat. But I have prayed for you, that your faith
may not fail. And when you have turned back, strengthen your broth-ers (NIV).

It is suggested that Peter’s faith didn’t really fail, even though he denied Jesus, because of
Jesus’ prayer for him. However, the words when you have turned back seems to be
overlooked by the OSAS proponents. Remem-ber, one can’t turn back unless he first
turned away!
Also, the Greek word used here is the same Greek word found in Acts 3:19; 28:27; and Jam.
5:20 when turning is used in reference to salvation! The KJV uses the word converted in Lk.
22:32, which is very clear.
(Regarding Jesus’ powerful prayer for Peter, please see -the chapter entitled, We Demolish
Arguments.)
Rev. 2:10,11 spoken by the -Lord after Calvary is also clear about persecution:
Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer. Indeed, the devil is about to
throw some of you into prison, that you may be tested, and you will have tribulation ten
days. Be faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of life. He who has
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes shall not
be hurt by the second death (NKJV).
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We must overcome any suffering and even death through persecution to be faithful to the
end of our lives. Only he who over-comes after this test won’t be hurt by the
second death! (The second death is the lake of fire, Rev. 21:8.) This warning was issued
directly to the Christians in Smyrna, a very good church in Asia Minor at that time! Ponder
this stirring truth spoken by Jesus after his death on the cross.

When Heads Start To Roll
The days surrounding the reign of the Antichrist will be filled with idolatry, demon worship,
murder, etc. (Rev. 9:20,21). When the image of the beast is the focal point of worship the
false prophet will “cause all who refused to worship the image to be killed” (Rev. 13:15).
About the same time, the mark of the beast will be issued, which will be needed to buy or sell
anything (Rev. 13:16,17). Decapitation will especially be the form of execution used at this
future time (Rev. 20:4,5). Imagine what it will be like then when the heads of the faithful
Christians start to roll!
Now with all this in mind, focus in upon Rev. 14:9-11:
A third angel followed them and said in a loud voice: “If anyone worships the beast and his
image and receives his mark on the forehead or on the hand, he, too, will drink of the wine of
God’s fury, which has been poured full strength into the cup of his wrath. He will be
tormented with burning sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and of the Lamb. And
the smoke of their torment rises for ever and ever. There is no rest day or
night for those who worship the beast and his image, or for anyone who receives the mark
of his name” (NIV).

Will Christians be there at this point in time? Verse 12 could not be more clear in supplying
an answer:
This calls for patient endurance on the part of the saints who obey God’s
commandments and remain faithful to Jesus (v. 12, NIV).

Please note that for the saints who do not remain faithful to Jesus, that is, they receive the
mark of the beast and worship his image—their future is described as:
. . . tormented with burn-ing sulfur . . . the smoke of their torment rises for
ever and ever . . . no rest day or night.

Clearly, for the saints who do not remain faithful to Jesus and do receive the mark of the
beast, that single sin will certainly bring forth spiritual death, as is evident by their future in
burning sulfur. This would be impossi-ble if OSAS was true!
Please be comforted in the fact that it only takes little spiritual strength
not to deny Jesus’ name (Rev. 3:8). Also, no temptation, including
persecution, will ever come to a Christian without him being able to stand
up against it with the help of God (1 Cor. 10:13).
In light of the Scriptures found in this chapter alone, OSAS cannot be true,
because a Christian can nullify his own salvation through sin, believing a
false plan of salvation and by renouncing his faith in Jesus during his test
of persecution.
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Somebody Has A Grossly Distorted
View Of The Scriptures
Charles Stanley wrote:
The question of whether or not salvation is for-ever is not an isolated one. One’s answer
[22]

to this ques-tion affects every facet of one’s theolo-gy.

This statement is true! If a person is subjected to an OSAS teacher or ministry, he, his
family and friends will be exposed to soteriology (the doctrine of salvation) that
is dangerously different than what the Scriptures actually teach.
For example, for someone to teach OSAS, he must embrace a faulty understanding of:
1) At least seven of the Lord’s parables:

●
●
●

●
●
●

the prodigal (Lk. 15:11-32).
the sower (Lk. 8:5-15).
the fruitless fig tree (Lk. 13:6-9).
● the faithful and wise manager (Lk. 12:45,46; Mt. 24:45-51).
the unmerciful servant (Mt. 18:21-35).
the ten virgins (Mt. 25:1-13).
the talents (Mt. 25:24-30).

2) All of the warnings cited in the gospels and epistles given to Christians,
which refer to their pos-sible loss of salvation (Mt. 5:22; 10:22; 10:28; 10:33; 18:13; Rom. 11:19-23; Gal. 5:19-21; 6:8-10; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev. 2:10,11; 22:19; etc.).
3) All of the other Scriptures that teach that sin can bring a true Christian
to his spiritual death (Rom. 8:13; Jam. 1:14,15; Gal. 6:8,9; etc.).
4) All of the specific examples of saved indi-vid-uals who, after their
regeneration, became temporarily lost again or totally and finally fell away
and never re-turned to the Lord (Saul, Solomon, the Apostle Judas Iscariot, etc.). See
Chapter 13.
Again, all of these Scriptures must be avoided or distorted by the OSAS
teachers to the point where OSAS will not be jeopardized by their clear
meaning. Then on the other hand, all of the Scriptures used as proof texts
for OSAS must be mishandled somehow to declare OSAS! This would
include Scrip-tures like Jn. 10:28; Rom. 8:38,39; Jude 24; etc. With all of
this in mind, there very well could be hundreds of verses which have been
avoided, distorted or misinter-preted by OSAS teachers to support their
false gospel and grace message. (See HERE for other unscriptural OSAS distortions
and conclusions.)
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Therefore, son of man, say to your countrymen, “The righteousness of the righteous man will not save
him when he disobeys, and the wickedness of the wicked man will not cause him to fall when he turns
from it. The righteous man, if he sins, will not be allowed to live because of his
former righteousness.” If I tell the righteous man that he will surely live, but then
he trusts in his righ-teousness and does evil, none of the righteous things he has
done will be remembered; he will die for the evil he has done. And if I say to the wicked
man, “You will surely die,” but he then turns away from his sin and does what is just and right—if he
gives back what he took in pledge for a loan, returns what he has stolen, follows the decrees that give
life, and does no evil, he will surely live; he will not die. None of the sins he has committed will be
remembered against him. He has done what is just and right; he will surely live. Yet your countrymen
say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” But it is their way that is not just. If a righteous man turns
from his righteousness and does evil, he will die for it. And if a wicked man turns away
from his wickedness and does what is just and right, he will live by doing so. Yet, O house of Israel, you
say, “The way of the Lord is not just.” But I will judge each of you according to his own ways (Ezek.
33:12-20, NIV).
But whoever disowns me before men, I will disown him before my Father in heaven (Mt.
10:33, NIV).
Indeed I, Paul, say to you that if you become circumcised, Christ will profit you nothing. And I
testify again to every man who becomes circumcised that he is a debtor to keep the whole law. You
have become estranged from Christ, you who attempt to be justified by law; you have fallen from
grace (Gal. 5:2-4, NKJV).

Chapter 13
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Eighteen Biblical Examples

In disbe-lief to a conditional security, the author of a tract wrote:
[1]

Show me one man in the Scriptures who was saved and then lost.

The following section will cite eighteen Scriptural examples of such—two from the Old
Testament and sixteen from the New Testament.

1. Saul
Out of all of Israel, God himself chose Saul to be the leader over his inheritance (1 Sam. 10:1
cf. 9:16,17). Since we learn later that God rejected David’s oldest brother (Eliab) to be king
because of a wrong heart condition (1 Sam. 16:6,7 cf. 17:28), aren’t we safe to say God must
have chosen Saul to be king on the basis of a proper heart condition? It is also
inconceivable that God would have his prophet anoint an unsaved man to
be king over his people!
Scripture declares that Saul, in his early days, had the Spirit of God come upon him in power
(1 Sam. 10:10). Later, however, God said of the same man:
I greatly regret that I have set up Saul as king, for he has turned back from following
Me, and has not performed My commandments (1 Sam. 15:11, NKJV).

Saul turned back from following God. Doesn’t this clearly indicate that Saul was with God
before that point? Soon after Saul stopped following the Lord, we read:
But the Spirit of the LORD departed from Saul, and a distressing spirit from the
LORD troubled him (1 Sam. 16:14, NKJV).

After this we read of Saul’s spiritual decline. His jealousy of David (1 Sam. 18:7-9) led to
other sins, including multiple murder attempts on David’s life (and even on the life of
Jonathan, Saul’s own son). See 1 Sam. 18:11; 19:10; 20:33.
Saul also unjustly ordered the murder of 85 men who wore the linen ephod and put to the
sword Nob, the town of the priests with its men, women, children and infants (1 Sam.
22:18,19). The Bible declares that no murderer has eternal life abiding in him (1 Jn.
3:15, NKJV).
In spite of all of this, some still think Saul was saved at the very end of his life since Samuel,
who died in a saved condition, told him:
Moreover the LORD will also deliver Israel with you into the hand of the Philistines. And
[2]

tomorrow you and your sons will be with me . . . (1 Sam. 28:19, NKJV).

Two points need to be noted in conjunction with that verse.
First, to quote 1 Sam. 28:19 is to start too late in the passage. We should begin the quote at
verse 16:
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Then Samuel said: “Why then do you ask me, seeing the LORD has departed from
you and has become your enemy? And the LORD has done for Himself as He spoke
by me. For the LORD has torn the kingdom out of your hand and given it to your neigh-bor,
David. Because you did not obey the voice of the LORD nor execute His fierce wrath upon
Amalek, therefore the LORD has done this thing to you this day. Moreover the LORD will also
deliver Israel with you into the hand of the Philistines. And tomorrow you and your sons
will be with me. The LORD will also deliver the army of Israel into the hand of the
Philistines” (NKJV).

At that point in time, God had become Saul’s enemy. According to Heb. 10:27, raging
fire will con-sume the enemies of God. Saul only had one day left to live, yet he still
never repented! In fact, he took his own life (1 Sam. 31:4). So from the point of 1 Sam. 15:11
to the very end of his life, Saul never turned back to God. It is, therefore, impossible that he
could have escaped fiery torment beyond the grave, since he died an enemy of God.
Secondly, many people fail to understand that back in the prophet Samuel’s day, both the
righteous and wicked people went to Hades (or Sheol)! This is graph-ically shown in Lk.
16:19-31. There we see righteous Abraham and Lazarus were in a place of contentment and
sepa-rated by an impassable gulf from the rich, Jewish person who died in his sins in need of
repentance. That same unrepentant man was in fiery torment. In light of this, righteous
Samuel could say that wicked Saul will be with me, meaning he would be dead and in Hades.
But according to other Scriptural evidence, he would be in fire on the opposite side of the gulf
from where the prophet Samuel was.
Saul is clearly an example of a person who once followed God (1 Sam. 15:11), but
afterwards turned away to the point where he became God’s enemy (1 Sam. 28:16) and
committed self-murder (1 Sam. 31:4,5).
In other words, Scripture states Saul totally and finally fell away from the faith, in spite of how
this contradicts the Westminster Confession

[3]

and certain OSAS teachers!

2. Solomon
Solomon is an example of a person who walked with God for decades. However, in his latter
years, he turned from God and never came back!
So the LORD became angry with Solomon, because his heart had turned from the
LORD God of Israel, who had appeared to him twice, and had commanded him
concerning this thing, that he should not go after other gods; but he did not keep what the
LORD had commanded (1 Ki. 11:9,10, NKJV).

This same man had a most unusual beginning with the Lord. God gave him incredible
wisdom to govern Israel and beyond that both riches and honor (1 Ki. 3:12,13). He also had
the unique privilege of building the Temple. When he finished his prayer of dedicating the
Temple fire came down out of heaven:
When Solomon had finished praying, fire came down from heaven and consumed
the burnt offering and the sacrifices; and the glory of the LORD filled the
temple. And the priests could not enter the house of the LORD, because the glory of the
LORD had filled the Lord’s house (2 Chron. 7:1,2, NKJV).

Solomon actually saw God twice (1 Ki. 11:9), and was used to write part of the Bible.
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However, after this man walked faithfully with God for decades, as he
grew old “his wives turned his heart after other gods” (1 Ki. 11:4, NIV). Imagine
that! True worship and sacri-fice was offered to God at the Temple that Solomon built, yet
this same man was adversely influenced to go after pagan gods because of his pagan wives.
(Single people, remem-ber Solomon and take warning! Marry only in the Lord. See also
Neh. 13:26.)
Solomon’s heart turned away from God to idolatry! There is not one scintilla of
Scriptural proof to say that he ever came back to God in the book of Ecclesiastes or anywhere else in the Bible. None! If the OSAS people think there is,
then let them supply a specific chap-ter and verse which clearly says so. The bur-den of
proof is on them to show that Solomon re-turned to God, but it is impossible to
prove this.
Prior to Solomon’s heart turning away from God, we read:
He is the one who will build a house for my Name. He will be my son, and I will be
his father. And I will establish the throne of his kingdom over Israel for-ever (1 Chron.
22:10, NIV).

Those words were spoken by a prophet of God to David about Solomon. Hence, at one point,
God was Solo-mon’s spiritual father and Solomon was God’s son. Yet, in spite of this he was
warned that if he forsook God, God would reject him forever:
[4]

If you seek him, he will be found by you; but if
forever (1 Chron. 28:9, NIV).

you forsake him, he will reject you

Unfortunately, the Scriptural record shows that this warning against apostasy didn’t prevent it
from hap-pening.
Because Solomon forsook God, God was faithful to his warning and
likewise rejected him forever! Solo-mon’s past faithfulness and services to
the LORD, as God’s son, had no bearing whatsoever on what God would do
to him if he forsook God. Neither would the fact of God loving him (2 Sam.
12:24,25; Neh. 13:26) prevent this. In other words, there is no seniority
with the LORD or security for any saint who would forsake God for idolatry.
OSAS defenders write of Solomon:
Over the fate of Solomon there rests such a cloud and silence that many good
men conclude he was lost: on the other hand there are those who do not believe that he so
[5]

fell as to lose the favor of God and perish eternally.

But the very last details of Solomon’s life are much clearer than some would like to think.
Regretfully, Solo-mon never repented, for he tried to thwart the will of God by attempting
to murder Jeroboam, God’s choice to rule over the ten tribes he was going to tear from his
hand (1 Ki. 11:31). Consequently, Jeroboam fled to Egypt from Jerusalem until Solomon’s
death.
Solomon therefore sought to kill Jeroboam. But Jeroboam arose and fled to Egypt,
to Shishak king of Egypt, and was in Egypt until the death of Solomon (1 Ki. 11:40,
NKJV).
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If Solomon would have repented after this attempt Jeroboam would have
been safe to return, but he wasn’t safe as long as Solomon was alive and
Jeroboam knew it! Since Solomon died in such a spiritual state and the Apostle John
wrote that no murderer has eternal life (1 Jn. 3:15), then we can only conclude Solomon died
in a lost spiritual condition. In Rev. 21:8 God also states where the unrepentant idolaters and
murderers will go—to the lake of fire.
There is, therefore, no cloud and silence over Solomon’s fate, as some say, except for those
who refuse to accept the obvious evidence of Scripture in favor of some manmade
confession or doctrine.
Moreover, to say Solomon did not fall as to lose the favor of God and perish eternally is to
say one can be an unrepentant idolater (and murderous) and not go to the lake of fire, which
is clearly antithetical to what God says (Rev. 21:8).
This information about Solomon, who totally and finally fell away from the faith, also shows
that certain verses from the Old Testament that allegedly show the believer is
[unconditionally] preserved by the Lord have been misinterpreted. Usually, Psa. 37:24,28 are
cited for such.

[6]

Robert Morey is another OSAS defender who makes the same kind of
[7]

misinterpretation from the Old Testament. If those Scriptures really teach we are
unconditionally preserved by the Lord, why didn’t it work for Solomon? Man’s free will
and human respon-sibilities after his salvation must have a role in him being preserved by the
Lord, as Solomon’s example shows; if man’s free will didn’t then Solomon would have
remained faithful, since God doesn’t want any to perish and he never fails!
Solomon’s life (as well as Saul’s) also disproves a different concept held by OSAS teachers
(moderate form) such as what is taught by Kennedy:
[8]

That person may fall into sin occasionally, but he will not live in that sin (italics his).

After he turned away from God, Solomon, just like Saul, did continue to live in sin till the end
of his natural life. Therefore, dogmatic assertions to the contrary must be rejected:
No one can point to someone who was indisputably a true believer who permanently
[9]

apostatized.

3. Those Who Believe For A While
Jesus communicated the secrets of the kingdom to the saved through parables (Mt. 13:1115; Lk. 8:9,10). Several of these parables are very destructive to OSAS, especially the one
called the Parable of the Sower which is found in all three of the synoptic gospels (Mt. 13:3-9
cf. 13:18-23; Mk. 4:3-8 cf. 4:14-20 and Lk. 8:5-8 cf. 8:11-15).
This parable is one of the only two for which the Lord actually gives an interpretation. (The
other parable the Lord interpreted is the Parable of the Weeds.)
In the Parable of the Sower, the Lord spoke of four types of people who hear the word of
God. Of those four types:
Type A never gets saved—the seed never produced a plant.
Type B is the one we’ll focus in upon in detail, those on the rock.
Type C is the person who hears the word of God, but his fruitfulness for God is choked out by
thorns—the worries of this life and the deceitfulness of wealth.
Only Type D person has a heart likened unto good soil that produces a crop—a hundred,
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sixty or thirty times what was sown.
In reference to the Type B person mentioned in the Parable of the Sower, Jesus said in Lk.
8:13:
Those on the rock are the ones who receive the word with joy when they hear it, but they
have no root. They believe for a while, but in time of testing they fall away
(NIV).

Why did Jesus say they have no root? What did Jesus mean by fall away? What is the time
of testing? What does believe for a while mean?
Let’s answer these questions in reverse order. First, to believe for a while must mean the
person who heard the word of God (also called the message about the kingdom, Mt. 13:19)
truly and genuinely had saving faith. We must conclude this since life was produced in
this type of person from the word of God through their personal faith, unlike
Type A who never believed and consequently never got saved. Referring to Type A, Jesus
said:
Those along the path are the ones who hear, and then the devil comes and takes away the
word from their hearts, so that they may not believe and be saved (Lk. 8:12, NIV).

The word of God (seed) never produced life in the form of a plant for Type A because that
person never believed. If that person would have believed he would have been saved. But
this is not the case for Type B person.
Type B person hears the word and receives it with joy (Mt. 13:20). Also, there can be no
legitimate doubt over this type of person believing or not, for Jesus clearly
stated that this type of person did believe, unlike Type A. He said that they
[10]

believe for a while.
Please note, the Lord used the same Greek word (pisteuo) in Lk. 8:13
for believe that he used in verse 12 which was lacking for salvation in Type A person!
Furthermore, in regard to Type B person, he lasts only a short time (Mt. 13:21). So, again,
there was true, spiritual life in that type of person, but it didn’t continue,
according to Jesus. This is Jesus’ inter-pre-tation of the parable.
Therefore, it is not open for another possible interpretation! So, the man did
have personal faith which produced spiritual life for a time period. If such a person would die
physically while he was still believing and before he falls away, he would enter the kingdom
of God.
What is the time of testing? The answer can be found in Mt. 13:21:
When trouble or persecution comes because of the word, he quickly falls away (NIV).

In other words, trouble and persecution for godly living caused Type B person to stop
believing, which con-sequently terminated his spiritual life. This is shown by the plant drying
up and dying. It’s not that the person never believed to begin with, but trouble and
persecution because of the word adversely affected this type of person to not continue to
believe and stay alive. So then, trouble and persecution because of true faith
will always come to those who believe. Paul concurs:
Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution (2 Tim. 3:12, KJV).
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Dear reader, if you are a real Christian, persecution will come to you as a test. According to
Lk. 8:13, per-secution for godly living is your time of testing. Such might come in the mild
form of mockery or being excluded by others (Lk. 6:22,23). But when it comes, regardless the
form, don’t let it destroy you spiritually like it has destroyed many.
What does it mean to fall away? If we compare Lk. 8:6 to 8:13, we will notice that Jesus said
the plants withered when they fell away. In other words, it was when the plants withered (or
died) that the people fell away. We can’t die unless we first had life! Therefore, one must first
be saved before he can fall away, according to Jesus’ teaching.
Also, the same Greek word translated withered in Lk. 8:6 is used in Jn. 15:6 which is what
happens to branches that are severed from the Vine. Jesus gave us both of these passages
and used this word in the same sense in these two places to mean die spiritually, which
he termed fall away in Luke. Again, this occurs when a person stops believing. So it is
clearly possible to have complete loss of faith, though OSAS denies this:
Further, complete loss of faith is only a theory. Given the stated purposes of God in the life of
[11]

the believer, we do not think it a genuine possibility.

Finally, in Mk. 4:17 and Jn. 16:1, Jesus used the word skandalizo, which the NIV translates
go astray. The latter reference was clearly directed to those already saved:
All this I have told you so that you will not go astray (Jn. 16:1, NIV).

So what we read of Type B person in the Parable of the Sower at Mk. 4:17 is what Jesus
later taught could possibly happen to true Christians, namely his disciples!
This is a clear and powerful refutation by the Lord Jesus himself to what was written by John
Calvin, who denied a Christian can fall away:
Moreover, it cannot be doubted, that since Christ prays for all the elect, he asks the same
thing for them as he asked for Peter—viz. that their faith fail not (Luke xxii. 32). Hence we
[12]

infer, that there is no danger of their falling away. . . .

What did Jesus mean by they have no root? (The NASB says, “no firm root,” italics theirs.) To
understand what the Lord meant by this, we must observe that there was a real plant that
sprang up. After a time period, that same plant died. In other words, the plant didn’t endure.
This is likened to the type of believer that doesn’t continue with the Lord after his regeneration. This is what the Lord meant by they have no root.
OSAS proponents usually refer to Mt. 13:20 to the total exclusion of Lk. 8:13 and try to force
out an inter-pretation consistent with their doctrine for those on the rock, that is, they say this
type of person only had a spurious or temporary faith that was never genuine.
It’s critical to know that a temporary faith to OSAS proponents means one that never
produced regeneration. As already proven, spiritual life did exist for a time in such people.
Hence, such passed from death to life, then again back to death as shown by the seed
producing life which later died at the point of unbelief.
There is no way to know how many people that we have personally observed in our
generation who got truly saved, then fell away right before our own eyes, according to Jesus’
teaching. Of course, to protect OSAS, this is flatly denied with a simple, “they were never
really saved to begin with.” While it’s true that some never get saved, like Type A in the
parable, or those mentioned in Mt. 7:21-23, Type B person does get saved, but doesn’t
con-tinue to believe (stay alive spiritually). Therefore, this kind of OSAS answer can’t apply
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here.
It seems that Paul had godly concern in mind over what had happened to Type B person
when he wrote:
We sent Timothy, who is our brother and God’s fellow worker in spreading the gospel of
Christ, to strengthen and encourage you in your faith, so that no one would be
unsettled by these trials. You know quite well that we were destined for them. In fact, when
we were with you, we kept telling you that we would be persecuted. And it turned
out that way, as you well know. For this reason, when I could stand it no longer, I sent to
find out about your faith. I was afraid that in some way the tempter might have tempted
you and our efforts might have been useless (1 Thess. 3:2-5, NIV).

By the way, to be Type D person (the one with a good heart that produces a crop from the
word of God), you will have to:
(1) endure trouble and persecution for godly living; and
(2) not allow life’s worries, riches, pleasures and desires for other things to choke out its
fruitfulness (Mk. 4:19; Lk. 8:14).
Lk. 8:15 is most clear in describing Type D person:
But the seed on good soil stands for those with a noble and good heart, who hear the word,
retain it, and by persevering produce a crop (NIV).

The word persevering implies adversity. Paul was an example of this type of person. He
faced much adversity (2 Cor. 6:4-10; 11:23-27; etc.), but still remained faithful to God.

4. Demas
Demas was a traveling compan-ion of the Apostle Paul (Col. 4:14; Philemon 24). Together
they worked, endur-ing various troubles and persecu-tion, to extend the kingdom of God.
This speaks highly of Demas at that point in time, for Paul was very selective and careful with
whom he labored for the Lord. This is apparent since he rejected John (also called Mark) for
his past unfaith-ful-ness (Acts 15:37-41).
Howev-er, in Paul’s last letter before his own mar-tyrdom, he informed Timothy of the following change in Demas:
For Demas, because he loved this world, has de-sert-ed me and has gone to Thessalonica (2 Tim. 4:10, NIV).

The Wuest expanded translation reads:
Demas let me down, having set a high value upon this present age and thus has come to
love it.

This translation clearly states that at the time of Demas’ departure from Paul:
(1) He loved this world which caused him to desert Paul. [The Greek shows what
Demas came to love is that of which Satan is god (2 Cor. 4:4)!]
(2) He didn’t love the world like this earlier in his Christian life. In other words, his heart condition was different at the time of Paul’s last letter. Apparently, Demas did not guard his heart
(Prov. 4:23). Somehow he got deceived which naturally affected his behavior.
Remembering all this about Demas, let Scripture speak to you more exten-sively about him:
Do not love the world or anything in the world. If anyone loves the world, the love of
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the Father is not in him (1 Jn. 2:15, NIV).

The serious-ness of not loving the Father is evi-dent from Jam. 1:12; 2:5 and Jn. 5:42. In
other words, this reflects that one is not saved when he doesn’t love the Father.
Demas degenerat-ed to this state.
Eph. 2:1,2 goes on to say:
As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins, in which you used to live when
you followed the ways of this world and of the ruler of the kingdom of the air, the spirit who
is now at work in those who are disobedient (NIV).

The word translat-ed ways (aion) is the same word found in 2 Tim. 4:10, which is also what
Demas came to love. The word translated world (kosmos) is the same word found in 1 Jn.
2:15!
Jam. 4:4 supplements all this by adding:
You adulterous people, don’t you know that friend-ship with the world is hatred
toward God? Any-one who choos-es to be a friend of the world becomes an
enemy of God (NIV).

James was, in part, writing to a group of spiritual adulter-ers. (Compare this to Jer. 3:20 and
Ezek. 6:9.) No-tice how James declares that one can become an enemy of God [again].
Other translations similarly say:
Adulterers! Do you not know that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Therefore
whoever wishes to be a friend of the world becomes an enemy of God (NRSV).
You adulteresses, do you not know that friendship with the world is hostility toward God?
Therefore whoever wishes to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God
(NASB).

One is either saved or un-saved; with Jesus or against him; a child of God or an enemy of
God. Now, for one to become an enemy of God must imply he was, just before that
spiritual condi-tion, a child of God. There is no other spiritual condition in which to be. Jam.
4:4, there-fore, means such go from enemy of God to child of God to enemy of God again!
Heb. 10:27 adds to this by saying:
. . . raging fire that will consume the enemies of God (NIV).

So if one becomes an enemy of God from his for-mer spiritual condition of
being saved, then he can’t be saved any more and raging fire is awaiting
him, unless he repents.
James cites in con-densed form what happened to Demas, that is, a Chris-tian can
come to love the world and show himself no longer saved. Also, this is the
answer for those who say, based on the Old Testament, that “Christ is married to the
backslider,” but fail to say:
I gave faithless Israel her certificate of divorce and sent her away because
of all her adulteries (Jer. 3:8, NIV).
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5. The Prodigal Son
The Prodigal Son also clear-ly refutes both strands of OSAS. In Lk. 15:11-32, we learn that
the youn-ger of two sons desired to depart from the Father’s pres-ence and be with the prostitutes. After he spent all his money and was in great distress, he came to his sens-es (v. 17).
He then turned from his sins (re-pent-ed), was willing to admit that he had sinned and went
back into the pres-ence of the Father to work for (or serve) him. This re-sulted in a feast of
celebration. The Father said:
Bring the fattened calf and kill it. Let’s have a feast and cele-brate. For this son of mine
was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found (vv. 23,24, NIV).

From Jesus’ teaching we learn:
(1) A true son of the Father can become spiritually dead and lost because of sinning.
(2) No man plucked the Prodigal out of the Father’s hand, but the Father let him walk away to
his own spir-itual harm, even to the place where he became lost.
(3) The Father did not strike the Prodigal dead physically before he became spiritually lost.
(4) The Prodigal was sealed until the day of redemp-tion, like other children of God, but he
still died and became spiritually lost because of wild living and sexual immorality.
(5) The Father’s love for his son didn’t prevent him from becoming spiritually dead and lost
through sin.
(6) The Father always remained faithful, but sin still put God’s son to death.
(7) The Father didn’t leave or forsake him, but he left and forsook the Father. The Father let
him go.
(8) After he repented, he became alive again, which implies his spiritu-al condition went as
follows: spiritually alive—then spiritually dead or lost—then spiritually alive again.
The impor-tant point the Father was emphasizing in verses 24 and 32 was the complete
reversal of the Prodi-gal’s spiritual condition, now that he repented. He went from dead to
alive again which is equated in the same sentence as going from lost to found.
Hence, there is great reason to rejoice over such a sinner that repents, as already mentioned
two separate times in this same chapter.
It also shows he got saved again through repentance after he became lost. Similarly, Rom.
11:23 says:
And if they do not persist in unbelief, they will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in
again (NIV).

In contrast to these Scriptures, OSAS unscripturally teaches:
[13]

Nowhere does Scripture speak of a person being saved twice.

The Prodigal was spiritually alive when he was in the presence of the Father, both before and
after his wild living (v. 13). When in wild living, he was spiritually dead and lost in his sins.
Perhaps the words alive again are most revealing. The Greek word anazao from which
alive again comes is found five times in the New Testa-ment—in these two verses just cited,
[14]

Rom. 7:9; 14:9 and Rev. 20:5. It means live again, or revive.
This is easily seen in Rom. 14:9, “. . . Christ died and returned to life. . . .” Here it is
stated that the Lord’s physical condi-tion went from life to death [on the cross] to life again
[when he arose from the grave].
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Similarly, the Prodigal’s spiritual condition went from life to death [when with the prostitutes]
to life again [when he returned to the Father’s presence].
Many in our hour teach and sincerely believe that the most one could ever lose through sin
after initial sal-vation is their joy of salvation, fellowship with the Father, spiritual rewards,
position in the king-dom, etc. Jesus, however, taught otherwise! The Lord taught the
Prodigal’s alive spiritual condition degenerated to dead, the same as for everyone before
initial salvation (Eph. 2:1).
What happened to the Prodigal is the reverse of what happens at the point of initial salvation
(Jn. 5:24). Jesus taught there that we pass from death to life, but the Lord also taught we can
pass from life to death (Lk. 15:24,32)!
Paul likewise informed Christians, after their initial salvation:
If you live according to the sinful nature you will die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the
misdeeds of the body you will live (Rom. 8:13, NIV).

This is what happened to the Prodigal. He died spiritually because he
chose, through his own free will, to live according to the sinful nature.
Luke 15:13 states wild living characterized his behavior when spiritu-ally dead and lost in his
uncon-fessed and unrepented sins. The word for wild living (asotos) comes from the Greek
word meaning excess, as found in Eph. 5:18:
And be not drunk with wine, wherein is excess; but be filled with the Spirit (KJV).

So the Prodigal’s behavior, as implied by Lk. 15:13, included drunkenness and other
excesses that go with that kind of sinful lifestyle. This would be a safe assump-tion anyway,
especially since he spent his money with prostitutes (Lk. 15:30). Therefore, among other
grievous sins, the Prodigal’s sins were sexual immorality and probably drunkenness also—
two rampant spiritual killers in our day too! Paul wrote about these and other similar sins in
Gal. 5:19-21 and 1 Cor. 6:9,10. This former passage, written to Christians in warning form,
reads:
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery;
idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions,
factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I did before,
that those who live like this will not inherit the kingdom of God (NIV).

Notice, unlike what some of the OSAS teachers say, based on a faulty interpretation of Col.
2:13, the Prodi-gal’s future sins were not automatically forgiven, because if they were, it
would have been impossi-ble for them to bring about his dead and lost spiritual condition!
Others say of the Prodigal, “He was still a son when with the prostitutes.” But such seem to
forget a spiritual son of God can’t be spiritually dead and lost, as the Prodigal was at that
point. If the Prodigal would have died at that point in time, he would have gone to eternal fire!
Somehow, when Hal Lindsey was commenting on the Prodigal, he misquoted Lk. 15:24,32
into something other than what the Lord taught, which also happens to be consistent with
OSAS:
And the fact that the father says of his son that he was “dead and is now alive, was lost and
is now found” shows that a very radical change had taken place in the relationship of these
two.
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[15]

The change that had taken place is called “reconciliation.”

Lindsey omitted the word again from Lk. 15:24 and inserted the word now! In
the beginning of his book, he states “Unless otherwise designated, Scripture quotations are
from the New American Standard Bible.” When one checks Lk. 15:24 in the NASB, this is
what he reads:
For this son of mine was dead, and has come to life again; he was lost, and has been found.
And they began to be merry.

Please note the difference between Lindsey’s quote and what the NASB actually says. By
removing the word again and inserting the word now the fact is con-cealed
that the Prodigal was spiritually alive before he became spiritually dead
and lost through sin.
Sin can bring forth spiritual death, according to Jesus’ teaching! See also Mk. 9:43-48 where
Jesus taught that personal sin can always be the cause of going to eternal and unquenchable
fire.
There is no seniority with God. It’s your final spiritual condition that
counts! You must endure until the end of your life to enter the kingdom of
God. You must continue to believe on Jesus Christ or be lost.
In review, the Prodigal Son (Lk. 15:11-32) demon-stra-tively shows the full extent of sin’s
destructive power in the life of a son of God, the key roles that free will and human
responsibility play, the limited protective power offered by the believer’s seal, etc. All of these
were taught by Christ himself.

6. Judas Iscariot

Judas Iscariot was, at one time, both an apostle (Mt. 10:2) and a dis-ciple of Christ (Mt.
10:1). Jesus, however, inferred that he ended up in the torments of eternal fire with the words:
. . . But woe to the man who be-trays the Son of Man! It would be bet-ter for him if he
had not been born (Mk. 14:21, NIV).

[Obviously, this can’t be implying Paradise as mentioned in Lk. 23:43 and 2 Cor. 12:4.] Those
truths about the Apostle Judas have caused great trouble for the OSAS adherents, for it is a
clear refutation -of their doc-trine by the Lord himself!
Some try to escape the force of these combined verses by saying one can be a disciple of
Christ, like Judas, yet never be a real follow-er of Christ:

[16]

Judas was a disciple, but never a true believer.

However, the following verses show the opposite about the meaning of disciple:
If anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his
brothers and sisters—yes, even his own life—he cannot be my disciple. And anyone
who does not carry his cross and follow me cannot be my disciple (Lk.
14:26,27, NIV).
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. . . Any of you who does not give up everything he has cannot be my
disciple (Lk. 14:33, NIV).
And he stretched forth his hand toward his dis-ci-ples, and said, Behold my mother
and my brethren! For whosoever shall do the will of my Father which is in heaven, the
same is my brother, and sister, and mother (Mt. 12:49,50, KJV).

Judas Iscariot met all these conditions of commit-ment to Christ, just as much as the rest of
the Twelve, since he too was the same kind of disci-ple as they were.
[17]
(Jn. 6:70), a thief (Jn. 12:6), and Satan entered
Others will say Judas was called a devil
into him (Jn. 13:27), how then could he have been saved? Such people overlook the
truth that one’s spiritual condition can change from righteous to evil, as
we clearly saw with Saul, Solomon and the Prodi-gal Son. Yes, Judas was once
saved, though he wasn’t clean shortly before the betrayal (Jn. 13:10,11). This, however,
does not mean he was never saved! Remember, Judas was clearly the Lord’s
disciple in the beginning as already shown.
Some have also confused the truth stated in Jn. 6:64 to mean Judas never be-lieved, even
from the beginning. Howev-er, it doesn’t say this at all. The verse reads:
Yet there are some of you who do not believe. For Jesus had known from the begin-ning
which of them [plural] did not believe and who [singu-lar] would betray him (NIV).

There are two groups referred to here. This is evident in the Greek. One is plural in tense that
didn’t believe from the beginning and the other is singular in tense referring to Judas who
would betray him! The Wuest translation renders Jn. 6:64 as follows:
But there are certain of you who are not believing. For Jesus knew from the beginning who
they were who were not believing, and who the one was who was betraying
Him.

Another argument offered to say Judas was never saved is, he was called the son of
perdition (Jn. 17:12, KJV). If this is true, then we should say the Apostle Peter was not saved
either for Jesus called him, Satan (Mt. 16:23)!
Matthias was the apostolic re-placement for Judas, as we read:
To take the place in this ministry and receive the position of an apostle from which Judas fell
away and went astray to go (where he belonged), to his own (pro-per) place (Acts 1:25,
Amplified Bible).

Notice, the Apostle Judas went astray from his former condition.
In Matthew 10, we have a number of directives given by the Lord to the entire Twelve,
including Judas. Verse 25 implies Jesus was Judas’ head and Judas was a member of
Jesus’ house-hold! Verse 29 also declares God to be the spiritual Father of Judas, at that
point in time. To receive Judas, before he went astray—when he was still a disciple, was the
same as re-ceiving Jesus, verse 40. When Judas would be arrested for preaching God’s
word, he wasn’t to worry about what to say or how he was to answer for the Spirit of the
Father would speak through him, verse 20. Also, Judas was a servant of God and Jesus was
his Master, verse 24.
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If Judas was never saved then Jesus sent an unsaved man along with the
rest of the Twelve, to preach his gospel, heal the sick, raise the dead,
cleanse leprosy and drive out demons (Mt. 10:7,8)! Mk. 3:14,15 state that the
Twelve, including Judas, were given spiritual authority by Jesus to drive out demons. Would
Jesus give an unsaved man the same type of spiritual authority along with
the unquestionably saved apos-tles, to like-wise be his holy repre-sentative? Never! For a person to say that Judas was never saved is to say, unwittingly, that
Jesus chose a child of the devil to be his holy representative, which is borderline blas-phemy.
Also, please note the high spiritual qualifications listed in 1 Tim. 3:1-7 and
Titus 1:7-9 which a spiritual leader, like Judas, had to meet! In fact, Judas
held the highest office in the New Testament church as apostle (1 Cor.
12:28). For Jesus to elevate him to such a high office as apostle would be a violation of
Scripture, if he was never saved.
The OSAS teachers almost never use his exalted church office of apostle with Judas. Can
you remember the last time you heard an OSAS teacher refer to the Lord’s betrayer as “the
Apostle Judas Iscariot who became a traitor” or even “the Apostle Judas”?
Judas was once a saved man who preached the Gospel, healed the sick, then went astray
and ended up in eternal fire, after he betrayed Jesus and com-mitted suicide.
In Jn. 17:12 we read:
While I was with them, I protected them and kept them safe by that name you gave me.
None has been lost except the one doomed to destruction so that Scrip-ture would be
fulfilled (NIV).

Also, Jn. 17:12 is similar to some-one saying the following: “Here are the twelve marbles you
gave me. None has been lost except the one green marble.” Would that statement mean that
he never had twelve marbles to begin with? Or, could it mean that the green marble (likened
unto Judas) was never in his possession, even at the beginning? Of course not! Why do
some read Scripture that way? If Judas was never saved, he couldn’t be the
exception to the other eleven, who were kept safe and didn’t become lost
like he did.
Finally, please notice the obvious conclusion to which we must come by comparing Jn. 17:2
to Jn. 17:12. Jesus gave eter-nal life to all the Father gave him, verse 2. Clearly, Judas is
included in this group of recipients, as verse 12 shows. Therefore, Judas once had eternal
life like the rest of the Twelve! In spite of this, he was doomed to destruction after his death.
There was no OSAS for the Apostle Judas.
Logically, for OSAS to be proven false, it would only take one example of a person in
Scripture who ever received spiritual life through salvation then later lost it or a Scriptural
teaching which would declare the possi-bil-ity of such occurring. Consequently, the OSAS
proponents are left with no alternative but to dog-matically insist that Judas was never really
saved to begin with or forfeit their belief in OSAS—something which few of them seem to be
willing to do.
Sometimes, blatantly unscriptural things are said about this apostle:
Judas is a prime example of a professing believer who fell into absolute apostasy. For three
years he followed the Lord with the other disci-ples. He appeared to be one of them.
Presumably he thought of himself as a believer, at least at the outset. It is doubtful that he
joined Christ’s band with the intention of turning against Him. Some-where along the line
he became greedy, but that could hardly have been his motive in the begin-ning; Jesus and
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the disciples never had anything of material value (Matthew 8:20). Apparently Judas initially
shared the hope of Christ’s king-dom, and he likely believed that Jesus was the Messiah.
After all, he also had left everything to follow the Lord. In modern ter-minology, he
[18]

had “accepted” Jesus.

As you can see, MacArthur states that Judas joined Christ’s band, as though the apostolic
band already existed before he came on the scene! In contrast, the Biblical account states
the following about the Twelve, including Judas, aquiring the office of apostle:
When morning came, he called his disciples to him and chose twelve of them whom
he also desig-nated apostles: Simon (whom he named Peter), his bro-ther An-drew,
James, John, Philip, Barth-olomew, Mat-thew, Thom-as, James son of Alphaeus, Simon who
was called the Zeal-ot, Judas son of James, and Judas Iscariot, who became a trai-tor
(Lk. 6:13-16).

The first time we hear of Judas Iscariot, we are informed that he already was the Lord’s
disciple. Further-more, he was called and chosen by Christ himself to be an apostle at the
same time as the other Twelve. See also Jn. 6:70. Judas did not join Christ’s band
which already existed, for he was already part of that group!
Yet, while the others were growing into apos-tles, Judas was quietly
becoming a vile, calculating tool of Satan. Whatever his character seemed to be at
the beginning, his faith was not real (John 13:10-11). He was unregenerate, and
his heart gradually hardened so that he became the treach-erous man who sold the Savior for
a fistful of coins. In the end, he was so prepared to do Satan’s bid-ding that the devil himself
[19]

possessed Judas (John 13:27).

MacArthur also erroneously has the Twelve, that is, minus Judas Iscariot, growing into
apostles instead of instantly being made apostles by Christ himself! Judas too was of this
group chosen over the other disciples of the Lord who were present when he chose only
Twelve to be his apostles. This fact about instant apostleship is also shown elsewhere in
Scripture and confirmed by the origin of Paul’s apostleship (Rom. 1:1). One never grows
into an apostle, as MacArthur teaches!
Judas became a traitor (Lk. 6:16, NIV). The word became for Judas suggests a change for
the worse that occurred sometime after he was chosen as a disciple by Christ to be his
apostle, or special messenger. In other words, Judas went from disciple of Christ to apostle
of Christ to traitor. Or we might say he was once a disciple of the Lord’s elevated to apostle,
who later became a traitor, as Scripture words it.
Either way, the spiritual condition of the Apostle Judas Iscariot regressed to the place where
he betrayed Christ for thirty pieces of silver, committed suicide (self-murder) and then went to
destruction. What an awesome thing to contemplate!
Moreover, Jesus quotes from Psalm 41 and attrib-utes it to Judas in Jn. 13:18b. That full
verse from Psalm 41 is:
Even my close friend, whom I trusted, he who shared my bread, has lifted up his heel
against me (v. 9, NIV).

Judas was once Jesus’ close friend whom he trusted! Since Jesus knew what was in a man
(Jn. 2:25), that is, in his heart, how then could Jesus trust Judas in the early days of their
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companionship if Judas was never saved? Also, Ps. 41:9 states that Judas was Jesus’ close
friend at that same time. Could that be possible if he was never saved?
MacArthur also made the statement, his faith was not real in reference to Judas based on Jn.
13:10,11 where we read:
He who has bathed needs only to wash his feet, but is completely clean; and you are
clean, but not all of you. For He knew the one who was betraying Him; for this reason He
said, “Not all of you are clean” (NASB).

MacArthur reads into those verses as he wears his OSAS glasses and sees that Judas was
not clean in contrast to the other disciples. But does this say that Judas was never clean? It
merely says, at that point in time, Judas wasn’t clean then. Remem-ber, he was a disciple in
the beginning, chosen to be an apostle, so he must have been clean at the beginning.
Hence, MacArthur tries to make Jn. 13:10,11 say that Judas didn’t have real faith, without a
solid Scriptural basis for saying such!
A final point needs to be made—a hypothetical one. Let’s say the OSAS proponent is right
that Judas was never saved at any point. That in itself would not prove that OSAS was true. It
would only prove Judas couldn’t be cited as evidence against OSAS! It only takes a single
Scriptural example of a person ever saved who later became lost again to disprove OSAS,
be it Judas, Saul, Solomon, the Prodigal or anyone else. OSAS would likewise be disproven
if Scripture would in some way state the possibility of such occurring. So Judas’ example
really isn’t needed to disprove OSAS.

7. Simon
Simon, who once practiced sorcery in a city in Samaria (Acts 8:5-9), was influenced
spiritually by Philip, the evan-gelist, but later needed to repent because his heart wasn’t right.
But was he ever saved? Yes, according to verse 13!
And Simon himself also believed, and being baptized was continuing steadfastly with
Philip. And seeing miracles and works of power happening, he was amazed (Green’s).

There we learn that Simon himself also believed. The verse does not say seemingly
believed. This should settle the question once and for all! He believed like the others in that
city who believed and were baptized, verse 12.
Simon received Christian baptism, just as the Ethiopi-an eunuch was qualified for
baptism after he too believed (Acts 8:34-39). Remember, one can believe for a
while and quick-ly fall away through perse-cution (Lk. 8:13). Though perse-cution isn’t even
implied in Simon’s short walk with the Lord, he still likewise be-lieved, then needed to repent
of sin after-wards (v. 23).
The KJV renders Acts 8:18-23 as:
And when Simon saw that through laying on of the apostles’ hands the Holy Ghost was
given, he offered them money, Saying, Give me also this power, that on whomsoever I
lay hands, he may receive the Holy Ghost. But Peter said unto him, Thy money perish
with thee, because thou hast thought that the gift of God may be purchased with money.
Thou hast neither part nor lot in this matter: for thy heart is not right in the sight of
God. Repent therefore of this thy wickedness, and pray God, if perhaps the
thought of thine heart may be forgiven thee. For I perceive that thou art in the gall of
bitterness, and in the bond of iniquity.
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For one to be in the bond of iniquity shows that he is a slave to sin thereby showing he is
under the control of the sinful nature. This means he is not saved (Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:1921,24; 6:8-10).
Peter also said his heart was not right in God’s sight at that point. He and his money would
perish (apoleia) together unless he would repent of his wickedness. All of this together
shows his spiritual condition after he believed (v. 13).

8. Hymenaeus And Philetus
Hymenaeus and Philetus were first-century apostate teach-ers, who were spreading a
spiritually poisonous message.
Their teaching will spread like gan-grene. Among them are Hymenaeus and Philetus, who
have wan-dered away from the truth. They say that the resurrection has already
taken place, and they destroy the faith of some (2 Tim. 2:17,18, NIV).

Notice, they wandered away from the truth. One can’t wander away from the truth unless he
is first in the truth, which is a description of Jesus (Jn. 14:6)!
Though this is the only time we read of Philetus in the entire New Testament, perhaps we
have a shade more informa-tion about his partner, Hymenaeus. In 1 Tim. 1:19,-20,
Hymenaeus (if the same per-son) is men-tioned as a person who ship-wrecked his faith. This
is cited as a warning to Timothy to hold on to the faith and a good conscience which
Hymenaeus (and Alex-ander) didn’t do. This shows that they were once saved, just as much
as Timothy was, when he got this word of caution from Paul. In other words, the same
disastrous thing that happened to Hymenaeus and Alexander could
potentially happen to Timothy in spite of the seal of the Holy Ghost and
God’s keeping power! There is free will and human responsibility (holding to faith and a
good conscience) that would guard Timothy from this type of spiritual disaster, according to
true grace teaching.

9. Unnamed Christians Destroyed By False Teaching

Continuing on with 2 Tim. 2:17,18, Hymenaeus and Philetus were destroying the faith
of unnamed Chris-tian people that Paul knew of by their teaching about the
resur-rection! The ones adversely affected by their teach-ing were clearly Chris-tians, for their
faith was destroyed! Certain false doctrines, if believed, can do this to real Christians. Sin,
therefore, is not the only way to negate one’s salvation.

10. Many Unnamed Disciples
Many unnamed disciples of Jn. 6:66 stopped following Jesus and therefore went to eternal
fire. That verse is clear and needs no addi-tional comments:
From this time many of his disciples turned back and no longer followed him
(NIV).

Remember Lk. 14:27,33 and Mt. 12:49,50 when understanding their prior commit-ment to
Jesus.
The OSAS position that a backslider will always come back to the Lord is obviously refuted
by Jn. 6:66. Furthermore, King Saul, Solomon and Judas Iscariot all turned away and
clearly never came back to the Lord! With this in mind, how do we answer the OSAS
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argument from Mt. 18:12-14 that none of Christ’s sheep who wander off will perish in the
end? Verse 13 reads:
And if he finds it, I tell you the truth, he is happier about the one sheep than about the
ninety-nine that did not wander off (NIV).

This verse qualifies the OSAS position by stating: If he finds it. There-fore, the possibility of
not being brought back exists and is conditional upon us being found! Finally, if we interpret
Scripture with Scripture, this is the only conclusion to which we can logically come, especially with Jn. 6:66 in mind.

11. Some Younger Christian Widows
Some younger Christian widows turned from Jesus and started to follow Satan!
So I coun-sel younger widows to marry, to have children, to manage their homes and to give
the enemy no opportunity for slan-der. Some have in fact already turned away to
follow Satan (1 Tim. 5:14,15, NIV).

We cannot turn away to follow Satan unless we were first following some-one else! Since
there is only one other possi-bility, they must have been follow-ing Jesus before they turned
to start to follow Satan. V-erse 11 verifies this:
. . . when their sensual desires overcame their dedication to Christ . . . (NIV).

Clearly, it is stated that they did have a real dedi-cation to Christ at first, which came to an
end. Then they started to follow Satan. True Christians must not allow their sinful nature to
take control, which occurred with those women. Rom. 8:5,6 is especially enlightening as to
how this can occur:
Those who live according to the sinful nature have their minds set on what that
nature desires; but those who live in accordance with the Spirit have their minds
set on what the Spirit desires. The mind of sinful man is death, but the mind controlled by the
Spirit is life and peace (NIV).

There are only two types of people in the world. Paul describes both of them here and
declared why they live the way they do. Notice the importance of our thought life as to how
we live. Please compare this to Col. 3:1,2.
In contrast to Paul and his understanding of grace, many OSAS proponents
if present then, would have been forced to comment that those widows
were never really saved to begin! This reflects how different the times are from then
to now.

12. Some Christians Eager For Money
Some Christians eager for money have wandered from the Christian faith. Paul wrote:
But if we have food and cloth-ing, we will be content with that. People who want to get rich
fall into temptation and a trap and into many foolish and harmful desires that plunge men into
ruin and destruc-tion. For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. Some people,
eager for money, have wandered from the faith and pierced themselves
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with many griefs (1 Tim. 6:8-10, NIV).

Please notice the word destruction. The same Greek word (apoleia) as found here in verse 9
is also used in Mt. 7:13 and rendered destruction, which clearly refers to eternal fire:
. . . For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter
through it (NIV).

Christian people who want material wealth can go from temptation for such to harmful desires
to their own spiritual destruction, according to Paul. Wow! What a blow this is to much of the
teaching of our day.
This section of Holy Writ is espe-cially relevant in the United States today, with its rampant
sin of greed, that is, an ever-increasing desire for more. God only knows how many Christians have wandered from the faith in our own generation, back into darkness and a mind
dominated by earth-ly things and sinful desires.
The deceitfulness of wealth is likened unto thorns in the soil of our heart, which can have a
deadly influence on our fruitfulness (Mk. 4:18,19).
We should all ponder for a long time what Jesus said about the rich:
Indeed, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter
the king-dom of God (Lk. 18:25, NIV).

Beware of any religious teachers emphasizing material possessions and riches, even if they
are extremely popular.
Heb. 13:5 commands:
Keep your lives free from the love of money and be content with what you
have . . . (NIV).

A good prayer for us all to pray regarding temporal possessions is found in Prov. 30:8,9:
. . . give me neither poverty nor riches, but give me only my daily bread.
Otherwise, I may have too much and disown you and say, “Who is the
Lord?” Or I may become poor and steal, and so dishonor the name of my
God (NIV).

Reader, do you have the heart to sincerely pray this prayer? If not, why not?

13. Fruitless Christians
Fruitless Christians are in the greatest danger that exists in the universe. Unless they repent
and bear fruit, they will be severed from Christ and will be thrown into the fire and burned,
accord-ing to Jesus! What a shock it must be to some to hear statements like this, but Jesus
taught this truth more than once!
In Jn. 15:2, Jesus taught about the Father:
He cuts off ev-ery branch in me that bears no fruit, while ev-ery branch that does bear fruit
he trims clean so that it will be even more fruit-ful (NIV).

No-tice how the Father wants fruit. But what happens to people who do not remain in Christ,
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namely the bran-ches that get cut off because they bear no fruit? Verse 6 gives the answer:
If anyone does not remain in me, he is like a branch that is thrown away
and withers; such branch-es are picked up, thrown into the fire and burned
(NIV).

Remember, Jesus taught in Jn. 15:1-10 that there are two types of Christians
—those who do remain in him and bring forth fruit and those who do not
remain (the fruitless) and end up in the fire! Though the moderate form of OSAS
teaches that a real Christian has to remain, the Lord taught otherwise!
The KJV uses the word abide in this passage instead of remain. The reader should be aware
that the Greek meaning of abide is remain:
[20]

abide, continue, dwell in, endure, be present, re-main, stand, tarry (for) X thine own.

Similarly, in Mt. 25:14-30 we read the Parable of the Talents. The ser-vant of the Master who
was entrusted with one talent never lost that one talent, but gained absolutely noth-ing. His
Master returned from his journey and called him to account. The Master of that servant then
said:
And throw that worthless servant outside, into the darkness, where there
will be weeping and gnash-ing of teeth (v. 30, NIV).

Similarly, in Lk. 13:6-9, Jesus taught about a fruit tree that wasn’t bearing fruit. The owner of
the vineyard went to it for three years without finding any fruit. It would be given just one
more year to bear fruit—with special attention of digging around it and fertilizing—then it
would be cut down (or killed), if it remained fruitless! Fruitlessness leads to
termination of life.
(All of this information on the fruitless Christian could also apply to Type C person in the
Parable of the Sower.)

14. The Servant Who Backslides In Luke 12
The servant who backslides to the point where he begins to beat others and get drunk is
another time OSAS is confuted with Scripture. Read Lk. 12:45,46. Notice, he began to do evil
acts as he pondered the long-time delay in his Master’s return. Was that ser-vant unconditionally eternally secure? Not accord-ing to Jesus! Verse 46 reads:
The master of that servant will come on a day when he is not looking for him, and at an hour
when he is not aware, and will cut him in two and appoint him his portion with the
unbelievers (NKJV).

His portion with the unbe-lievers is clearly shown to be the fiery lake of burning sulfur,
ac-cord-ing to Rev. 21:8. Also, no unrepen-tant drunkard, like that servant, will
inherit the kingdom of God, 1 Cor. 6:9,-10; Gal. 5:19-21. This is true even if
he was once a faithful servant. It is, therefore, impossible to be a drunkard
and a Christian at the same time, in contrast to what some would like to
believe!
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15. The Unrepentant Lukewarm

The unrepentant lukewarm, so ram-pant in our day, are issued a very straight-forward
warning by the Lord himself. When Jesus addressed this issue in Rev. 3:14-22, those
lukewarm Christians were still saved at that moment. However, such people will be rebuked
and disciplined by God unless they repent. If after this, they still refuse to change then Jesus
will spit them out of his mouth! In other words, they will no longer be in the body
of Christ.
One must overcome lukewarmness because of life’s struggles, disap-pointments and problems, that even befall the godly, to have the right to sit with Jesus on his throne, verse 21.
Jesus himself declared this. [For addi-tional information on lukewarmness, see the chapter
devoted to this subject.]

16. The Unforgiving In Heart
The unforgiving in heart will nullify their own forgive-ness, according to the ultimate authority
—the Lord Jesus (Mt. 18:21-35)! Furthermore, the Father forgiving us of our sins is
conditional upon us forgiv-ing others who have sinned against us. Jesus taught:
For if you forgive men when they sin against you, your heaven-ly Father will also forgive you.
But if you do not forgive men their sins, your Father will not forgive your
sins (Mt. 6:14,15, NIV).

This can only be referring to the saved, for the unsaved have the devil as their spiritual father
(Jn. 8:44), and he can’t forgive our sins!
Also, Jesus elaborated on this im-portant subject of forgiv-ing others at another time when
Peter asked him about the number of times he should forgive his brother who sins against
him (Mt. 18:21-35). [See our chapter addressing this teaching entitled, The Importance of
Forgiving.]
Scripture elsewhere reiterates the dangers of hatred and bitterness. Gal. 5:15 and Heb.
12:15, respectively, read:
If you keep on biting and devouring each other, watch out or you will be destroyed by
each other (NIV).
See to it that no one misses the grace of God and that no bitter root grows up to
cause trouble and defile many (NIV).

Unfor-giveness, hatred and bitterness seem to be implied here, as are other works of the
sinful nature.

17. The Weak Christian Of 1 Corinthians 8
1 Cor. 8:10,11 read:
For if anyone with a weak conscience sees you who have this knowledge eating in an idol’s
temple, won’t he be emboldened to eat what has been sacrificed to idols? So this weak
brother, for whom Christ died, is destroyed by your knowl-edge (NIV).

Being consistent with OSAS, Harold Barker cites his interpretation of verse 11:
1 Corinthians 8:12-13 explains what is meant by 1 Corinthians 8:11. The “weak conscience”
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[21]

of the brother is “wounded” and he is made to “offend.” It does not say that he is lost.

The same Greek word apollumi rendered destroyed here is translated perish in Jn. 3:16 (NIV)
and lost in Lk. 15:24 (NIV). The Greek allows for verse 11 to be used as a refutation to
OSAS.
By the way, the Christian was weak because he didn’t have knowledge that he could eat
certain types of food.

18. The Recent Convert Who Is Potentially A Spiritual Leader
1 Timothy 3 cites numerous conditions for a possible over-seer. In verse 6, we read:
He must not be a recent convert, or he may become conceited and fall under the
same judg-ment as the devil (NIV).

Without a doubt, Paul can only be referring to real Christians here, for only such can qualify
to be an overseer.
It is also apparent that the sin of pride in the heart of a Christian can lead to his
spiritual death. Compare to Mk. 7:22,23. Moreover, there can be no question that Paul
knew this possibility exists for real Christians and taught others to take it seriously!
Further-more, it is clear from the Scriptures that the judgment or condem-nation
devil is eternal fire. Mt. 25:41 reads:

[22]

of the

Then he will say to those on his left, “Depart from me, you who are cursed, into the eternal
fire pre-pared for the devil and his angels” (NIV).

Also, Rev. 20:10 states that the devil will finally end up in the lake of fire and be tormented
forever there! Again we see, Paul was not an OSAS proponent to write of this possibility
for a new convert (1 Tim. 3:6).

OSAS Has Been Scripturally Refuted
These eighteen examples just listed not only show the intensity of our spiritual warfare but
also refute OSAS, for Scripture teaches a truly saved person can afterwards become
spiritually dead just like he was before initial salvation.
The OSAS proponent who reads this book in an effort to refute it will have
to explain away all of the previously cited eighteen examples of specific
people and types of people who either totally and finally fell away from the
faith never to return or lost their salvation temporarily for some reason. If
just one of the previous eighteen cases cannot be explained away, then
OSAS has been successfully refuted with Scrip-ture, because if salvation
didn’t continue for that one, then the believer’s security has to be
conditional!
Finally, every individual Scripture cited as a proof text for OSAS has also been neutralized by
these eighteen examples. For example, if the seal of the Holy Spirit didn’t keep these
believers saved, why would we think it would unconditionally keep us saved? If somehow
these sons of God lost their relationship with the Father, then it could happen to us also. If
somehow God’s discipline to the disobedient child didn’t cause him to repent before spiritual
death, then it might not work for us either! In fact, without exception, every single argument
presented to teach or defend OSAS has been reduced to meaningless chatter and the
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traditions of men by these examples.
In spite of all the clear Scriptures cited in this chapter, which prove a conditional security,
there will always be some who will agree with Chafer like Ankerberg and Weldon:
We agree with theologians like Lewis Sperry Chafer, who, after examining all the so-called
problem passages, conclude “that there is no Scripture, when rightly divided and related to
the whole testimony of God, that teaches that a Christian may be lost. Nor is there
any such example in the Bible. Of all the incidents and parables, none can
[23]

be made to teach the loss of salvation.”

1 John 2:19 Explained
One must also interpret 1 Jn. 2:-19 with these eighteen Scriptural examples in mind:
They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they
would have continued with us; but they went out that they might be made manifest,
that none of them were of us (NKJV).

John can’t be saying here that a saved person could never turn away from God, for there are
numer-ous clear passages which teach other-wise, such as the ones you just read. (This is
what this verse is not saying; shortly we’ll look at the immediate context to see what it is
saying.)
The OSAS proponent, who emphasizes 1 Jn. 2:19, is in error if he believes that one can’t
really be sure another is anything more than just a professing Christian, since only God can
see the heart. This OSAS conclusion is part true and part false. (In the natural, we can’t see
the roots of a fruit tree, but we can examine the fruit to determine how healthy the unseen
roots are!) Scrip-turally, while it is true that only God can see the heart, Barnabas saw
clear, observable evidence that the grace of God brought salvation to some
at Antioch (Acts 11:23)! Some of the evidences found in Scripture for such are: The
world hating you (Jn. 15:19), and think-ing your separation from their
behavior is strange to the point where they heap abuse on you (1 Pet. 4:4),
etc.
True conversion to Christ means being ashamed of your past life of sin
(Rom. 6:21) and proving your repentance by your deeds (Acts 26:20).
Certainly, these and other factors, like risking his life for the name of Jesus (Acts 15:26),
caused the early church to rightly conclude Paul was definitely saved, even though he once
hated Christians and tried to destroy the church through persecution.
In addition, Paul knew Timothy and Titus were definitely saved (2 Tim. 1:9; Titus 3:5). He
also believed “loyal yoke-fellow” could identify those whose names are in the book of life
(Phil. 4:3)! Perhaps the clearest proof of salvation is Jn. 8:36:
So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed (NIV).

The context bears out that Jesus is speaking of freedom from slavery to sin (v. 34).
This is exactly what happened at Corinth. Before their salvation, some in this Greek city
were sexually immoral, idolaters, adulterers, homosexuals, thieves, greedy, drunkards,
slanderers and swindlers. This is clearly shown in 1 Cor. 6:11:
And such were some of you. But you were washed, but you were sanctified, but you
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were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God (NKJV).

Because of the grace of God touching their lives, there was an obvious, observable, clean
break from this type of behavior! This also explains what it does not mean to be a
carnal Christian (1 Cor. 3:3, KJV). Clearly, from 1 Cor. 6:11, carnal
Christianity doesn’t allow for the types of sins cited in the two preceding
verses that will exclude anyone from the kingdom of God.
To learn further what 1 Jn. 2:19 is saying, we must closely examine:
(1) The immediate context (1 Jn. 2:18-29); and
(2) Interpret this Scripture in light of other relevant Scripture, which has just been done.
The immediate context shows that false teachers (Gnostics), whom John calls antichrist (v.
18) were teaching the group of Christians to whom John was writing that Jesus is not the
Christ (v. 22). John wrote that such teach-ers were trying to deceive them (v. 26) into
believing their lie about the Lord’s identity. John expresses his godly concern regarding the
truth of Jesus Christ’s identity remaining in these Christians, so that they in turn will
continue to remain in Christ and in the Father and receive the promised eternal
life:
See that what you have heard from the beginning remains in you. If it does, you also
will remain in the Son and in the Father. And this is what he promised us—
even eternal life (1 Jn. 2:24,25, NIV).

The apostles [and prophets] are the foundation on which the church is built (Eph. 2:20).
Furthermore, the early church devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching (Acts 2:42).
The false teachers that John labeled antichrist apparently knew these things and were
claiming to be apostles of Christ too, for the sake of more influence on the people. [Paul also
battled with false apostles, 2 Cor. 11:13.] This is how the pronouns they and them in 1 Jn.
2:19 should be understood. In other words, we should interpret 1 Jn. 2:19 as follows:
They [antichrists or false apostles] went out from us [true apostles—teaching others as they
went], but they did not really belong to us [true apostles]. For if they [false apostles] had
belonged to us [true apostles], they [false apostles] would have remained with us [that is,
remained teaching the simple truth which they denied about Jesus being the Christ and not
departing us to begin their own separate group, but remaining]; but their going [to teach their
lies] showed that none of them [false apostles] belonged to us [true apostles, in spite of their
claim].

Also, please note the immediate context shows that the ones who went out from us in verse
19 were false teachers, and not just ordinary laymen, as we would call them in our day!
In conclusion, we know the following:
(1) If the OSAS interpretation of 1 Jn. 2:19 was correct, then we could never know if
someone was really saved or just a professing Chris-tian who might not be saved. This point
has already been dealt with and refuted with Scripture.
(2) If the OSAS interpre-tation of this key verse is correct, then how could there be at least
eighteen Biblical examples of people and types of people who did indeed experience genuine
salvation, then afterwards turned away from Christ to the point where they again experienced
spiritual death, as already shown? This too would be an impossibili-ty!
Therefore, by allowing the immediate context of 1 Jn. 2:19 and these other Scriptures to
interpret this passage in question, we must reject the OSAS inter-pretation of it. 1 Jn. 2:19
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refers to false teachers leaving and not remaining.

Ponder This . . .
In his book, Eternal Security, staunch Calvinist Arthur Pink wrote:
. . . in order to disprove the doctrine of the final perseverance of the saints
the Armin-ian is bound to do two things: produce the case of one who was truly born
again, and then demonstrate that this person actually died in a state of apostasy, for
[24]

un-less he can do both his example is not to the point.

Pink was partly right and wrong in stating what he did. While it’s certainly true that the final
perseverance of the saints (or OSAS) is disproven if a single example of a person can be
shown in Scripture who was once saved then later turned away and died in that spiritual
condi-tion, that isn’t the only way to disprove this teaching!
There is a second way to refute OSAS, and that is through a Scriptural teaching which would
declare the possibility of the loss of salvation occurring such as found at Rom. 8:13; 1 Tim.
3:6; Gal. 5:19-21; Rev. 22:19; etc.
Since multiple examples of the possibility of losing salvation have been shown in this chapter,
and elsewhere in this book, then OSAS has therefore been disproven from the Scriptures.
(Note: Pink admitted that none of the other points of Calvinism had to be
considered to disprove the perse-verance of the saints.)

[1]
Stanley Toussaint, Can a Believer Lose His Salvation?, tract (The Good News Broadcasting Association, Inc., 1979), p. 2.
[2]
The Hebrew says, “Samuel said” two times (1 Sam. 28,15,16). Then in v. 20, it mentions the preceding were the words of Samuel.
It seems that God allowed the real Samuel to speak to Saul through a medium, but Saul became more defiled by turning to that medium
(Lev. 19:31).
[3]
The Westminster Confession of Faith (General Assembly Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., 1983), chapter XVII, Of the Perseverance
of the Saints, paragraph 1.
[4]
In an attempt to neutralize Scriptural warnings which disprove OSAS, sometimes the proponents of such will say the word if
doesn‛t mean it might happen, but is merely used to encourage righteous living. This explanation is clearly refuted with Solomon! The
warning of 1 Chron. 28:9 showed that a real danger and possibility of apostasy existed for one who was saved, just like in the New
Testament (Mt. 10:33; 2 Tim. 2:12 cf. Jn. 18:25,32).
[5]
Arthur W. Pink, Eternal Security (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, Fourth Printing, 1996), p. 109.
[6]
Charles Halff, Eternal Security: True or False? (San Antonio, TX: The Christian Jew Foundation, 1971), p. 7.
[7]
Robert A. Morey, The Saving Work of Christ (Sterling, VA: Grace Abounding Ministries, Inc., 1980), p. 232.
[8]
D. James Kennedy, Can a Christian Fall From Grace?, pamphlet (Ft. Lauderdale, FL: Coral Ridge Ministries), p. 9.
[9]
The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine (Chattanooga, TN: The Ankerberg Theological Research
Institute), Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997, p. 4.
[10]
All reputable translations consulted likewise showed true belief did exist for a short time period. Examples are: those believing
for a time (Green‛s); who for a time believe (Young‛s Literal); they believe only for a while (New Revised Standard Version); they believe
for a while (New American Standard). In contrast, the Living Bible, which is only a paraphrase and not a translation, reads: sort of believe
for a while!
[11]
The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997, p. 3.
[12]
John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Reprinted 1995),
translated by Henry Beveridge, 3.24.6.
[13]
The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine (Chattanooga, TN: The Ankerberg Theological Research
Institute), Vol. 4, No. 7, July 1997, p. 6.
[14]
James Strong, The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), Greek Dictionary, p. 11, #326.
[15]
Hal Lindsey, The Liberation of Planet Earth (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1974), p. 128.
[16]
The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997, p. 8.
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[17]
When Jesus said, “. . . one of you is a devil” he was referring to his present condition. If the Lord wanted to say Judas was never
saved to begin with, he could have said, “Have I not chosen you, the Twelve? Yet one of you was a devil.” But that is not what Jesus said!
[18]
John F. MacArthur, Jr., The Gospel According to Jesus (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1989), p. 99.
[19]
Ibid.
[20]
Strong, Greek Dictionary, p. 47, #3306.
[21]
Harold Barker, Secure Forever (Neptune, NJ: Loizeaux Brothers, 1974), p. 152.
[22]
The word krima translated judgment (NIV) or condemnation (KJV) is also used at Jude 4 and carries with it the meaning of
damnation! See Strong‛s Greek Dictionary, #2917, p. 43.
[23]
The Ankerberg Theological Research News Magazine, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997, p. 6.
[24]
Pink, Eternal Security, p. 106.

Then the kingdom of heaven shall be likened to ten virgins who took their lamps and went out to meet
the bridegroom. Now five of them were wise, and five were foolish. Those who were foolish took their
lamps and took no oil with them, but the wise took oil in their vessels with their lamps. But while the
bridegroom was delayed, they all slumbered and slept. And at midnight a cry was heard: “Behold, the
bridegroom is coming; go out to meet him!” Then all those virgins arose and trimmed their lamps. And
the foolish said to the wise, “Give us some of your oil, for our lamps are going out.”
But the wise answered, saying, “No, lest there should not be enough for us and you; but go rather to
those who sell, and buy for yourselves.” And while they went to buy, the bridegroom came, and those
who were ready went in with him to the wedding; and the door was shut. Afterward the other virgins
came also, saying, “Lord, Lord, open to us!” But he answered and said, “Assuredly, I say to you, I do
not know you.” Watch therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour in which the Son of Man
is coming (Mt. 25:1-13, NKJV).
Be endeavoring with a strenuous zeal to enter through the narrow door, because
many, I am saying to you, will seek to enter and will not be able (Lk. 13:24, Wuest).

Chapter 14
The Book of Hebrews

The writer of Hebrews clearly wrote to Christians, for the recipients are called holy brothers

(3:1) and sons of God (12:5,6). They were also addressed as those already
sanctified by Jesus’ blood (10:29). This is basic but critical information as to the proper
meaning behind the many warnings in this New Testament book.
Furthermore, at least some of the recipients were spiritual infants and consequently rebuked
for not grow-ing (5:11-14). They also had spiritually feeble arms and weak knees (12:12) and
forgot certain encouraging truths (12:5). In the be-ginning of their spiritual walk, the gospel
was preached to them (4:2), they received the spiritual light from it (10:32) and stood their
ground even after they were subjected to various painful forms of perse-cution, which
included public insults and the confiscation of their property which they joyfully accepted
(10:32-34). Implied was their giving up assembling together (10:25) and neglecting in a
general way their great salvation (2:3). Now it was necessary to exhort [caution strongly]
them (13:22), which indeed is done over and over again in this book.
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All of this background information is especially important since some OSAS defenders say
the recipients of the book of Hebrews were unsaved people!
Note the following warnings that were issued to these feeble Christians who were not
growing spiri-tually. Please ponder them carefully:
Therefore we must give the more earnest heed to the things we have heard, lest we drift
away. For if the word spoken through angels proved steadfast, and every transgression and
disobedience received a just reward, how shall we escape if we neglect so great a salvation,
which at the first began to be spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed to us by those who
heard Him (Heb. 2:1-3, NKJV).
But Christ is faithful as a son over God’s house. And we are his house, if we hold on to our
courage and the hope of which we boast (3:6, NIV).
See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart that
turns away from the living God. But encourage one another daily, as long
as it is called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s
deceitfulness. We have come to share in Christ if we hold firmly till the end
the confidence we had at first (3:12-14, NIV).
Therefore, since the promise of entering his rest still stands, let us be careful that none of you
be found to have fallen short of it (4:1, NIV).
Let us, therefore, make every ef-fort to enter that rest, so that no one will fall by following their
example of disobedience (4:11, NIV).
. . . let us hold firmly to the faith we profess (4:14b, NIV).
God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and the love you have shown him as you have
helped his people and continue to help them. We want each of you to show this same
diligence to the very end, in order to make your hope sure. We do not want you
to become lazy, but to imitate those who through faith and patience inherit what has been
prom-ised (6:10-12 NIV).
Let us not give up meeting to-geth-er, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us encourage
one another—and all the more as you see the Day ap-proaching (10:25, NIV).
Therefore do not cast away your confidence, which has great reward. For you have need
of endurance, so that after you have done the will of God, you may receive
the promise: For yet a little while, And He who is coming will come and will not tarry. Now
the just shall live by faith; But if anyone draws back, My soul has no pleasure in
him. But we are not of those who draw back to perdition, but of those who believe to
the saving of the soul (Heb. 10:35-39, NKJV).
Consider him who endured such oppo-sition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary
and lose heart (12:3, NIV).
See that no one is sexually im-mor-al, or is godless like Esau, who for a single meal sold his
inheritance rights as the oldest son. Afterward, as you know, when he wanted to inherit this
blessing, he was rejected. He could bring about no change of mind, though he sought the
blessing with tears (12:16,17, NIV).
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See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did not escape who refused Him who
spoke on earth, much more shall we not escape if we turn away from Him who
speaks from heaven, whose voice then shook the earth; but now He has prom-ised,
saying, “Yet once more I shake not only the earth, but also heaven.” Now this, “Yet once
more,” indicates the removal of those things that are being shaken, as of things that are
made, that the things which cannot be shaken may remain (Heb. 12:25-27, NKJV).

Hebrews 6:4-9
Now for the highly controversial passages cited in 6:4-9 and 10:26-31. Let’s take a close look
at them in this order.
First, notice how there are various OSAS views of Heb. 6:4-6:
There are four Calvinist positions that I know of: (1) Those described in Hebrews 6:4-6 are
truly con-verted but the if proves that it is hypothetical. It could never happen in
actual fact. (2) Those describes [sic] in Hebrews 6:4-6 are saved, but the falling away
is not with reference to loss of salvation but inability to be renewed again unto
repentance. In other words, it means exactly what it says. (3) Those described in Hebrews
6:4-6 have a non-working work of grace in them. What happened to them was real, but it was
not saving; they were never converted in the first place. (4) Those described in
Hebrews 6:4-6 are truly converted people, but if it should turn out that they fall
[1]

away, one must but conclude they were not saved after all.

The fact that there are at least four contrasting interpretations, from the OSAS point of view,
shows that at least three must be wrong! Simple logic declares this.
Heb. 6:4-9 reads:
For in the case of those who have once been enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly
gift and have been made partakers of the Holy Spirit, and have tasted the good word of God
and the powers of the age to come, and then have fallen away, it is impossible to renew
them again to re-pentance, since they again crucify to themselves the Son of God, and
put Him to open shame. For ground that drinks the rain which often falls upon it and brings
forth vegetation useful to those for whose sake it is also tilled, receives a blessing from God;
but if it yields thorns and thistles, it is worthless and close to being cursed, and it ends up
being burned. But, beloved, we are convinced of better things concerning you, and things
that ac-company salvation, though we are speaking in this way (NASB).

Five spiritual checkpoints are listed in this pas-sage, before the falling away
mentioned in verse 6 can even apply. Those checkpoints are:

●
●
●
●
●

Have once been enlightened
Have tasted of the heavenly gift
Have been made partakers of the Holy Spirit
Have tasted the good word of God
(Tasted) the powers of the age to come

Clearly, these checkpoints are the language of salva-tion, especially “have been made
partakers of the Holy Spirit” (Heb. 6:4, NASB).
This same word (metochos) translated partakers is also found in the following verses:
For we have become partakers of Christ if we hold the beginning of our confidence
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steadfast to the end (Heb. 3:14, NKJV).
But if you are without chastening, of which all have become partakers, then you are
illegitimate and not sons (Heb. 12:8, NKJV).

Strong gives the following definition of this Greek word:
[2]

(As noun) a sharer; by impl. an associate:—fellow, partaker, partner.

Besides the clarity of that phrase we also see the same people were once enlightened
(photizo). Again, this same word is used elsewhere and refers to Christians:
But recall the former days in which, after you were illuminated, you endured a great
struggle with sufferings (Heb. 10:32, NKJV).

So when does a person become enlightened or illuminated? According to Jn. 1:4, we read:
In Him was life, and the life was the light of men (Jn. 1:4, NKJV).

Notice, spiritual life is the light, which a true believer has.
Beyond these, we see the people referred to in Heb. 6:4-6 had also tasted the good word of
God. That Greek word translated tasted (geuomai) means experience.
This is clearly the meaning as is shown in the following verse:

[3]

But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death,
crowned with glory and honour; that he by the grace of God should taste death for every
man (Heb. 2:9, KJV).

This is important to mention because falling away is something that can
happen to Christians, not the unsaved! Hence, a true Christian can
apostatize.
In spite of this, John MacArthur, Jr. dogmatically denies these descriptions refer to a saved
person:
The individuals addressed here had five great advantages because of their
association with the church: They had been enlightened, had tasted Christ’s heavenly
gift, had partaken of the Holy Spirit, had tasted the Word of God, and had tasted the
miraculous powers of the age to come (vv. 4-5). There is no reference at all to
salvation. In fact, no term used here is ever used elsewhere in the New
Testament for salvation, and none should be taken to refer to it in this
[4]

passage.

Some Proponents Of A Conditional Security
Unfortunately, some who believe in a conditional security refer to Heb. 6:4-6 to try to prove
that a person can only get saved once, and if he falls away for any reason, he can never
come back to God and get saved again.
This type of teaching has caused incredible, emo-tional pain in the lives of those who have
accepted this as a Biblical truth, then have turned from God for a time and would like to come
back, but think that they can’t, based on this passage!
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Furthermore, that type of interpretation has been exploited by the OSAS camp. The following
is an example:
This destroys the idea that we may be saved and lost and saved and lost, for it says that it is
impos-sible if we should fall away to renew us again unto repentance. It is impossi-ble. If you
are saved and you are lost, if that is what this means, then you have had one shot at it, my
friends and you have blown it! You’re through! It is impossible to renew you again unto
[5]

repentance. So it’s only one time at bat.

After examining the Apostle Peter, his fall and sub-sequent return to the Lord, it will be
apparent that some should reconsider such an interpretation for Heb. 6:4-6 because Peter
didn’t fall away to the point where he couldn’t return.
Remember, Scripture explicitly shows it is possible to be saved more than once (Lk.
15:24,32; Rom. 11:23 and Jam. 5:19,20), but not if a person falls away as mentioned in Heb.
6:6! Can these two truths be reconciled? Yes, but you must read on.

Peter Before His Fall
Though we can’t be certain, it appears Peter walked with Jesus for about three years during
the Lord’s earthly ministry. During those special years Peter experienced the following:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

●

●
●

●

He had the unique privilege of being at the Mt. of Transfiguration where Moses and
Elijah appeared and talked with Jesus. At this time, he heard the audible voice of
God say, “This is my Son, whom I love; with him I am well pleased. Listen to
him” (Mt. 17:1-6, NIV).
Peter was the only apostle of the Twelve to actually walk on the water for a time with
Jesus (Mt. 14:29)!
He was given powerful, spiritual authority to drive out demons and heal every
disease and sickness (Mt. 10:1).
The Apostle Peter personally saw Jesus raise three different people from the dead
(Lk. 7:14,15; 8:54,55; Jn. 11:43,44).
He also saw Jesus’ power instantly heal a leper (Mt. 8:2,3), enable a paralytic to be
healed (Mt. 9:2-7), the blind to see (Mk. 8:22-25), and the dumb to speak after a
demon was driven out (Mt. 9:32,33).
Peter was there when at least 2,000 demons inside a man were begging Jesus for
permission to go inside pigs (Mk. 5:12,13).
He witnessed Jesus calm the wind and the raging sea with his word (Mk. 4:39).
He saw Jesus multiply bread and fish to feed thousands of people on two different
occasions (Mt. 16:9,10).
He also had unique and vital spiritual truth revealed to him about Jesus directly from
the Father (Mt. 16:16,17).
Peter heard the demons within people call Jesus the Son of God (Mk. 3:11).
He heard Jesus silence those who tried to trap him (Lk. 20:20-26), perfectly answer
and handle every trick question (Mt. 22:23-31) and remedy every problem that
confronted them (Mt. 17:27; etc.).
For years, Peter heard the greatest and wisest teacher who ever lived teach the
most important truths with authority.

After all these unique, spiritual privileges and opportunities, he denied
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Christ three times. Yet the Apostle Peter, who already held the highest
office in the church (1 Cor. 12:28), was not so mature spiritu-ally that he
could not return to Jesus!
Finally, after Peter’s return to the Lord, he was the one used on the day of Pentecost, about
50 days later, to win thousands to Christ. He also had the distinguished honor of writing two
of the twenty-seven New Testament books. In fact, Peter (who once fell away) won
thousands of people to the Lord after he came back. Peter never let his public denial of Christ
paralyze him from future service to God. Dear reader, if you once fell away and
came back to the Lord, move on with the Lord as he did!

Two Truths About Hebrews 6:6
There are two relevant truths that need to be noted about Heb. 6:6.
First, the word in this verse translated fall away (parapesontas) is found
only once in the Greek New Testament. Though fall away in English is found else[6]

where, it is not the same Greek word as is used here. Moreover, Peter and the other
apostles fell away (skandalizo) (Mt. 26:31,33, NIV), and perhaps multitudes like them
throughout the centuries, but it is not the same Greek word as parapesontas.
Secondly, the word if is not in the Greek in verse 6:
If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto repentance; seeing they crucify to
themselves the Son of God afresh, and put him to an open shame (Heb. 6:6, KJV).

Consider what Adam Clarke wrote about this and the aorist tense:
“And having fallen away.” I can express my own mind on this translation nearly in the words
of Dr. Macknight: “The participles who were enlightened, have tasted, and were made
partakers, being aorists, are properly rendered by our translators in the past
time; wherefore parapesontas, being an aorist, ought likewise to have been
translated in the past time, ‘HAVE fallen away.’ Never-theless, our translators,
following Beza, who with-out any authority from ancient MSS. has inserted
in his version the word ‘if,’ have rendered this clause, IF they fall away, that
this text might not appear to contradict the doctrine of the perse-verance
of the saints. But as no translator should take upon him to add to or alter the Scriptures,
for the sake of any favourite doctrine, I have trans-lated parapesontas in the past
time, ‘have fallen away,’ according to the true import of the word, as standing in connection with the other aorists in the preceding verses” (italics and
[7]

capitals his).

Adam Clarke does not stand alone in his under-standing of the Greek. Young’s literal
translation reads:
And having fallen away, again to renew them to reformation, having crucified gain to
themselves the Son of God, and exposed to public shame (v. 6).

Please note, the NASB also renders this passage without the word if:
And then have fallen away, it is impossible to renew them again to repentance, since they
again crucify to themselves the Son of God, and put Him to open shame.
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Kendall surprisingly agrees with Clarke and refutes Spurgeon regarding no if in the Greek
and the past tense of parapesontas:
C. H. Spurgeon believed those described in Hebrews 6:4-6 were obviously saved but the
situation posed was hypothetical. Spurgeon built his whole case on the
little word if—“if they shall fall away” (Hebrews 6:6). Spurgeon claimed it
had never happened yet. Unfortunately, Spurgeon didn’t know Greek and
he was unaware that there is no if in the Greek at all. As a matter of fact
those described in Hebrews 6:4-6 had already fallen away. Parapesontas is
an aorist participle, which is to be translated either as those who “fell
[8]

away” or those “having fallen away.” Their fall was a fact.

Similar to Spurgeon, Dave Hunt also declares Heb. 6:4-6 is just hypothetical:
Clearly those to whom this passage refers are genuine believers. Moreover, it doesn’t say
“when they fall away” but that “if they fall away” it would be “impossible” for them
to get saved again. The reason why it is impossible to get saved again is explained.
First of all, if the death of Christ were not sufficient to keep them saved, then for them to get
saved again would require that Christ die again . . . and again, every time they needed to be
saved once more. Secondly, if Christ’s death is not suffi-cient to keep one saved, then He is
held up to ridicule for having done something so foolish as having procured salvation at
infinite cost and then given it to creatures to maintain who are not able to effect their own
salvation and certainly can’t maintain it. This would be like committing a fortune to the
safekeeping of an infant who would surely lose it.
That the falling away is hypothetical is indi-cated again by verse 9, which says, “But
beloved, we are persuaded better things of you, and things that accompany salvation, though
we thus speak.” In other words, falling away does not “accompany salvation.” Those who
[9]

are truly saved can never fall away (italics and ellipsis his).

Like others, Hunt seems to forget the Lord’s apostles all fell away at one point. Should we
conclude they were not truly saved?
Getting back to Kendall, how does he view these passages and still maintain his belief in
OSAS?
I simply put forward the view that the “falling away” (Hebrews 6:6) or “sinning
wilfully” (Hebrews 10:26) refers not to losing salvation but one’s reward at the
[10]

judgment seat of Christ.

Before we test his OSAS interpretation, let’s also look at Charles Stanley’s understanding:
The writer of Hebrews offers a serious warning. It is a dangerous thing for a believer to turn
his back on Christ. To do so is to run the risk of drifting beyond the point of return—not a
[11]

return to salvation, but a return to fellowship with the Savior.

Since the Christians referred to in Heb. 6:4-6 fell away and could not come back, the issue is
now narrowed down to the following question: Did the Christians in the book of Hebrews who
fell away lose only their rewards, their fellowship or their salvation?
Let’s answer by beginning with 6:9:
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But, beloved, we are convinced of better things con-cerning you, and things that
accompany salvation, though we are speaking in this way (NASB).

The writer of Hebrews is contrasting two groups of people in 6:4-9:
(1) Those who fell away and couldn’t be renewed through repentance; and
(2) A group referred to in verse 9 as beloved with a different standing before God—things
that accompany sal-vation. The words better things concerning you also indi-cate this. Note:
verse 9 says salvation, not fellowship or rewards!
Heb. 10:26,27 parallel 6:9, in a negative sense, to show salvation is the subject:
If we deliberately keep on sinning after we have received the knowledge of the truth, no
sacrifice for sins is left, but only a fearful expectation of judg-ment and of raging
fire that will consume the enemies of God (NIV).

Raging fire that will consume the enemies of God can only be the language of no
salvation, not lack of rewards or fellowship!
This passage also declares that people, not their rewards, will be consumed by this fire,
which is for the enemies of God.
Regarding God’s enemies, this same description of a person is given elsewhere. Such are
clearly without sal-vation:
For if, when we were God’s enemies, we were reconciled to him through the death of
his Son, how much more, having been reconciled, shall we be saved through his life! (Rom.
5:10, NIV).

Hebrews 10:26-31
The Heb. 10:26-31 passage reads:
If we deliberately keep on sinning after we have received the knowledge of
the truth, no sacrifice for sins is left, but only a fearful expectation of judgment
and of raging fire that will consume the enemies of God. Anyone who rejected
the law of Moses died without mercy on the testimony of two or three witnesses. How much
more severely do you think a man deserves to be punished who has trampled the Son of
God under foot, who has treated as an unholy thing the blood of the
covenant that sanctified him, and who has in-sulted the Spirit of grace? For
we know him who said, “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” and again, “The Lord will judge his
people.” It is a dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God (NIV).

Perhaps the following comment can supply missing background information on this passage,
as well as 6:4-9, as to why those referred to could not get saved again:
Those addressed were Hebrew Christians, who, dis-couraged and persecuted, (10:3239) were tempted to return to Juda-ism. Before being received again into
the synagogue they would be publicly required to make the following statements
(10:29): that Jesus was not the Son of God; that His blood was rightly shed as
that of a common malefactor; and that His miracles were done by the
power of the evil one. All this is implied in 10:29. (That such a repudia-tion would have
been insisted on is illustrated by the case of a Hebrew Christian in Germany, who desired to
return to the syna-gogue, but was refused when he desired to hold on to some of the New
Testament truths.) Before their con-version they had belonged to the nation which had
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crucified Christ; to return to the synagogue would be to crucify to themselves the Son
of God afresh and put Him to an open shame; it would be the awful sin of apostasy (Heb.
6:6); it would be like the unpardonable sin for which there is no forgiveness, because the one so hardened as to commit it cannot be
“renewed unto repentance”; it would be worthy of a worse punishment than that of
[12]

death (10:28); it would mean incurring the vengeance of the living God. 10:30,31.

-

If one accepts this interpretation and adds to it the following facts about the eternal sin, then
he can better understand why those in Heb. 6:4-6 who fell away (parapesontas) could not be
renewed by repentance unto salvation as they were enemies of God (10:29), but others, like
Peter, who didn’t sin to that degree, could be renewed.

An Eternal Sin
The context of Jesus’ teaching about eternal sin makes it clear as to what it is:
And the teachers of the law who came down from Jerusalem said, “He is possessed by
Beelzebub! By the prince of demons he is driving out demons.” . . . But
whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will never be forgiven; he is guilty of an eternal
sin. He said this because they were saying, “He has an evil spirit” (Mk. 3:22,29,30,
NIV).

Jesus taught that blasphemy against the Holy Spirit is directly related to saying that the Lord
had an evil spirit by which he was driving out demons. Hence, a link seems to exist between
eternal sin and insulting the Spirit of grace (10:29). This could possibly explain why the ones
referred to in 6:6 could not be renewed unto salvation, that is, they committed eternal sin.

Heb. 3:12-14
Three little words, till the end, used in conjunction with the context of Heb. 3:12-14 could not
be more clear in revealing the importance of Christians continuing in the faith, to the very
end of their lives, for the sake of entering the kingdom of God:
See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns away from the
living God. But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today, so that none of you
may be hard-ened by sin’s deceitfulness. We have come to share in Christ if we
hold firmly till the end the confi-dence we had at first (NIV).

The Greek word (aphistemi) rendered turns away in Heb. 3:12 is also found in Lk. 8:13 and 1
Tim. 4:1:
But the ones on the rock are those who, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and these
have no root, who believe for a while and in time of tempta-tion fall away (Lk. 8:13, NKJV).
Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith,
giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils (1 Tim. 4:1, KJV).

W. E. Vine comments on this Greek word, aphistemi:
[13]

. . . to apostatize, Luke 8:13; 1 Tim. 4:1; Heb. 3:12, R.V., “falling away.”
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This removes all doubt as to who does apostatize, for such clearly occurs to believers
because of sin (Heb. 3:12) and through persecution (Lk. 8:13). 1 Tim. 4:1 simply states that
some will apostatize through false doctrine! The three dangers to a Christian are sin,
persecution and false doc-trine. Also, the context of especially Heb. 3:12 and Lk. 8:13 clearly
limits apostasy to real believers, in contrast to what many OSAS proponents teach.
Other relevant truths about the believer’s security are revealed in Heb. 3:12-14:
Therefore the apostle says, If we hold the beginning of our confidence stedfast unto the end, i.
e., of life. For our participation of glory depends on our con-tinuing steadfast
in the faith, to the end of our Christian race. The word hypostasis, which we here
translate confidence, signifies properly a “basis” or “foundation”; that on which something else
is builded, and by which it is supported. Their faith in Christ Jesus was this
hypostasis or “found-ation”; on that all their peace, comfort, and salva-tion
was builded. If this were not held fast to the end, Christ in His saving
[14]

influences could not be held fast; and no Christ, no heaven.

Also, this same word translated confidence in 3:14 (hupostasis) is also found in Heb. 11:1 as
part of the definition of faith and rendered substance:
Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen (KJV).

Certainly, the truth of enduring to the end as found in Heb. 3:14 could be why Paul told
Timothy what to do so he wouldn’t shipwreck his own faith (1 Tim. 1:18,19).
In conjunction with all of these, Heb. 10:38 further states:
Now the just shall live by faith: but if any man draw back, my soul shall have no
pleasure in him (KJV).

Clarke comments:
Now the just shall live by faith. “But the just by faith,” i.e., he who is justified by faith, shall live
—shall be preserved when this overflowing scourge shall come. But if any man draw back.
“But if he draw back”; he, the man who is justified by faith; for it is of him,
and none other, that the text speaks. The insertion of the words any man, if
done to serve the purpose of a particular creed, is a wicked perversion of
the words of God. They were evidently intended to turn away the relative
from the antecedent, in order to save the doctrine of final and
unconditional perseverance, which doctrine this text destroys. My soul shall
have no pleasure in him. My very heart shall be opposed to him who makes shipwreck of faith
and a good con-science. The word hypostellein signifies not only to draw back, but to “slink
away and hide through fear.” In this sense it is used by the very best Greek writers, as well as
[15]

by Josephus and Philo.

Ponder This . . .
To have the correct interpretation of any Biblical teaching, one must reconcile every
Scriptural passage which deals with that subject. In regard to Heb. 6:4-6, which states that a
person who would fall away under those conditions could never return, we must reconcile this
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passage with other passages which teach people did fall away and afterwards were renewed
again through repentance!
Certainly the Prodigal Son was guilty of deliberate and willful sin, through which he became
spiritually dead and lost, yet he became alive again after repentance (Lk. 15:24,32).
The same truth is shown in Jam. 5:19,20 and with the Apostle Peter. Paul touches on this
principle as well in Rom. 11:19-23.
Yet, there certainly existed something that is found in the book of Hebrews that is not clearly
designated which would show that those referred to, who once were truly saved, deliberately
and intentionally sinned to such a degree that they fell away and could not find forgiveness
once again through repentance. It must be related to the eternal sin that Jesus spoke of and
seems to have a connection with the Hebrews repudiating the blood of Jesus Christ and his
miracles to return back to the syna-gogue.
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For it is impossible for those who were once enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and
were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, And have tasted the good word of God, and the powers of the
world to come, If they shall fall away, to renew them again unto repentance; seeing
they crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put him to an open shame. For
the earth which drinketh in the rain that cometh oft upon it, and bringeth forth herbs meet for them by
whom it is dressed, receiveth blessing from God: But that which beareth thorns and briers is rejected,
and is nigh unto cursing; whose end is to be burned (Heb. 6:4-8, KJV).
For if we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no
more sacrifice for sins, But a certain fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indignation, which
shall devour the adversaries. He that despised Moses’ law died without mercy under two or three
witnesses: Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden
under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was
sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace? For we know him that
hath said, Vengeance belongeth unto me, I will recompense, saith the Lord. And again, The Lord shall
judge his people. It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God (Heb. 10:2631, KJV).

Chapter 15
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True Salvation Assurance

As with other important teachings found in the Bible, there usually is a counterfeit which

many people accept as truth. The teaching of salvation assurance is no exception to this.
Before we go to the Scriptures, we must learn what has been communicated by the OSAS
teachers regarding salvation assurance. From there we will have a point of reference to
compare with the Bible. You might be surprised to notice the close link the popular teaching
on salvation assurance has to OSAS. The following is what nearly a dozen different authors,
from that perspective, have written on this subject.

OSAS Teachers On Salvation Assurance
True believers can have a full assurance of their eternal salvation (1 John 5:11-13). This
[1]

would be impossible if we could lose our salvation.

. . . if you believe that you can lose your salvation whenever you cease to
believe or fall into sin, then assurance is beyond reach. That is why I tried to
establish in an earlier chapter the doctrine of the security of the believer. If we are
not sure that our relationship with God is eternally secure, it is very difficult to grow in the
[2]

Christian life.

God’s security and man’s assurance are companion truths when it comes to the
believer’s salvation. They may be viewed as two sides of the same coin. Security is
what God provides for the believing sinner. It is an aspect of His great gift of salvation.
Assurance is the certainty the believer has when he accepts God’s
[3]

security.

Assurance of salvation is the confidence and certainty that believers
possess eternal security when they confess their sin, repent of their sin, when they
believe that the penalty for their sin was paid by Jesus Christ, through His death on the cross,
[4]

and when they receive Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior.

Those who have trusted Christ as Savior are set apart by God the moment they are
saved. Thus they are secure, and assurance comes by accepting that position in
the Savior. Again, the two truths are not identical, but they are related to
[5]

each other.

Some people believe no one can have real assurance—not even a true Christian. They
reject God’s sovereignty in salvation, thereby destroying the theological
basis for eternal security and assur-ance. That’s the historical Arminian view
(named after a Dutch theologian). It asserts that if a Chris-tian thinks he is secure forever, he
[6]

is apt to become spiritually negligent.
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The final perseverance of the saints is one of the grand and distinctive blessings
proclaimed by the Gospel, being an integral part of salvation itself, and therefore
any outcry against this doctrine is an attack upon the very foundations of
[7]

the believer’s comfort and assurance.

Assurance is an inextricable part of saving faith. As the Apostle John said it, “I
have written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, in order that you may know
[8]

that you have eternal life” (italics his).

Assurance concerns the realization that a person has eternal life. But
[9]

security is a true fact whether or not an individual has assurance of that or not.

Eternal security is a doctrine of Scripture, a divine revelation of an abiding fact which
exists, whether it is believed or not. Assurance is only the personal confidence in
[10]

a present salvation.

Now, God wants you to enjoy your salvation. His “plane” cannot fall, and you do not
have to hold on to the seat in front of you. He holds you!
My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: And I give unto them eternal
life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand. My Father,
which gave them me, is greater than all; and no man is able to pluck them out of my Father’s
hand [John 10:27-29].
He never lets go. Now sit back, relax, and enjoy your salvation. Someone has
[11]

said, “All the way to heaven is heaven”

(italics his).

[12]

Election gives assurance of salvation.

[13]

Eternal security is the truth that establishes a Chris-tian in assurance of salvation.

For the most part, what we are being taught on salvation assurance is clearly based on the
foundation of OSAS, as just shown. We are told once a person has had a moment of true
faith in Christ he is saved and will remain saved. Because he will always be saved, he should
have assurance (or confidence) of his salvation; and if one denies OSAS then assurance is
beyond reach.
Is this really the kind of salvation assurance the Bible teaches? Are the OSAS teachers
misrepresenting those who believe in a conditional security when they say such cannot have
assurance? Furthermore, is there a dangerous overconfidence that is generated by OSAS?
Let’s go to the Scriptures and find answers for these and other questions regarding
assurance.

“You May Know”
Without a doubt, the most commonly cited passage regarding salvation assurance is 1 John
5:11-13:
And this is the testimony: God has given us eternal life, and this life is in his Son. He
who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not
have life. I write these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of God so that
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you may know that you have eternal life (NIV).

Regarding verse 13, John MacArthur, Jr. has written:
John’s purpose statement is explicit in 1 John 5:13: “These things I have written to you who
believe in the name of the Son of God, in order that you may know that you have eternal
life” (emphasis added). There the apostle spells out his intention. He is not trying to
[14]

make believers doubt; he wants them to have full assurance (italics his).

But then at other times, MacArthur seems to contra-dict this statement when he writes:
For one ultimately and finally to fall away from the faith proves that person never really
[15]

was redeemed to begin with: . . .

No matter how convincing a person’s testimony might seem, once he becomes
[16]

apostate he has dem-on-strated irrefutably that he was never saved.

If a person leaves the fellowship of God’s people and never comes back, he or she was
never a true believer to begin with.

[17]

[18]

But no true believer can fall into settled unbelief or permanent reprobation.

The point is not that God guarantees security to everyone who will say he accepts Christ, but
rather that those whose faith is genuine will prove their salvation is secure by persevering to
the end in the way of righteousness.

[19]

John Murray takes the same position regarding a true faith persevering in holiness to the end:
. . . we may entertain the faith of our security in Christ only as we persevere in faith and
[20]

holiness to the end.

In contrast to MacArthur and Murray, D. James Kennedy, who embraces the Westminster
Confession, indirectly denies that one who has a saving faith will persevere to the end in the
way of holiness:
I think back many years ago of a man in this church who was engaged in adultery
—a man who had been a minster [sic] and had left the ministry, but a man who seemed to be
a godly man—a man who seemed to be a Christian. Only God knows the heart. He became
involved with a married woman. He was going to have her divorce her husband and
marry him. I admonished him and urged him to repent. He was brought before the discipline
com-mittee and they admonished him to repent. He was suspended from the sacraments, but
he did not repent. Finally, the Session determined that since he remained
impenitent, they would have to ex-communicate this man from the church. Just before that
happened, God pulled his string and suddenly that young man died.
These are just some of the unlimited, infinite ways God can chasten those who are truly
His own, who do not repent of their sins. My friends, we need to take the warnings seriously
[21]

because they are very real.

So, a person who dies an unrepentant adulterer can be a true Christian, according to some
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who hold to the Westminster Confession!
Kennedy also wrote about falling away:
It is true that Christians can fall into sin; we can partially and temporarily fall away, but
[22]

not totally and finally fall away.

One must ask, if that unrepentant adulterer didn’t totally and finally fall away, what would it
take? Surely he didn’t persevere to the end in the way of right-eous-ness!

Assurance In Name Only
Seemingly, MacArthur and some other OSAS people who subscribe to the Calvinistic
[23]

see no contradiction in saying we can have full assurance now;
Westminster Confession
then turning around to say if we ever fall away from the faith or ever become apostate, even
after a convincing testimony, we prove we were never saved as we thought we were!
In other words, if you turn away from Christ at the very end of your life, even after a
convincing testimony for Christ of many years, you show at that point in time that
your faith was not real, as you thought it was, but only spurious. Then on the other hand, if
that same person comes back he may have a real faith after all! So, if one has a real faith
and turns away from Christ for an extended time of years during which he lived a most
wicked lifestyle, but at the very end of his life comes back, he was saved all during the time
he was in that unrepentant state. Only one’s spiritual condition at the very end of his life, as
he takes his last breath, will reveal if his faith was the saving kind or just a close counterfeit!
Though denied, the essence of the OSAS moderate view, embraced by MacArthur and
others, is: If you ever had true faith, you’re saved, but you can never really know until the
very end of your life that you had true faith to be saved. Again, they are apprehensive to
admit to this, but it’s consistent with their view. Remember, if there remains any opportunity in
time to become apostate, and one does even after a convincing testimony of many years,
then he shows he was never really saved to begin with, that is, unless he comes back to the
Lord.
The bottom line in this is nothing more than double talk about the full
assurance people, like Morey, say one can have. A present-tense salvation
assurance cannot, in reality, co-exist with the possi-bil-ity of becoming
apostate in the future, thereby proving such a person was never saved to
begin with, even when he had a convincing testimony. So, in spite of what
such OSAS proponents may say, they really don’t have any salvation assurance at all, except in name only because time still exists for them to possibly become apostate!
Zane Hodges noticed something about that view which contradicts its profession:
But equally, the Christian himself cannot be sure he has the faith of God’s
elect unless he perse-veres to the end. Thus every Christian must live with the
[24]

possibility that he may prove in the end to be nonelect, that is, “reprobate”!

But incredibly, Hodges also wrote:
Paul does not say, as lordship teachers so often do, that his readers should question
[25]

their salvation if they become involved in sexual impurity.
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Obviously, MacArthur and Hodges display vast differences in theology while they both
embrace OSAS. The former is “moderate” in position, while the latter “ex-treme.” Both
denounce each other’s position on saving faith, yet hold to OSAS.

What Does 1 John 5:13 Really Say?

Many people who base their salvation assurance on 1 Jn. 5:13 are unaware that it refers
only to those who have a present-tense belief in Jesus! Please notice verse 13
from Young’s Literal Translation:
[26]

These things I did write to you who are believing
in the name of the Son of God, that
ye may know that life ye have age-during, and that ye may believe in the name of the Son of
God.

This important truth about the word believing auto-matically changes the meaning that we
should have of this often-cited passage. The truth is, this passage offers salvation assurance
only to those who presently are believing in Jesus. In contrast to the Stanley-HodgesLutzer extreme position, this verse definitely does not offer salvation assurance to people
who no longer believe in Jesus!
Also, according to the immediate context, such people who are believing are the only ones
who presently have the Son.
He who has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have life (1
Jn. 5:12, NIV).

Please note this verse does not say, he who had the Son, but has the Son has life, which is
also present tense!
With the present tense still in mind, John repeated the same truth, but this time from the
negative, “he who does not have [present-tense] the Son of God does not have life” (NIV).

John 6:47
Jn. 6:47 is another commonly used OSAS passage that is likewise misunderstood. While
referring to this Scripture, John Rice wrote:
Do you have everlasting life? You may answer, “Yes, I have everlasting life because the Bible
[27]

says, ‘He that believeth

on the Son hath everlasting life.’ I did believe on Him. I did

trust Him. I did rely upon Him. Therefore I have everlasting life.”

[28]

As cited elsewhere, OSAS belief for salvation is usually taught to be a past moment of faith in
Jesus Christ, especially in the extreme camp, rather than a continuous-tense believing on
him. Apparently, Dr. Rice wasn’t aware that “believeth” (KJV) is a continuous tense!
Dave Hunt also refers to this same passage:
Christ said, “He that believeth on me hath everlasting life” (Jn 6:47) and “shall not come into
condemnation; but is passed from death unto life” (Jn 5:24). Those who lack assurance
[29]

have not believed Christ.

Neither 1 Jn. 5:11-13, Jn. 6:47 nor any other Scrip-ture assures salvation for those who once
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truly believed, but have since stopped (Lk. 8:13) or have shipwrecked their faith, as
Hymenaeus and Alexander did (1 Tim. 1:19,20). Please make a note of this. To think
otherwise is to go against Scripture!
Therefore, all OSAS proponents (extreme position) such as Hodges and Lutzer are clearly
wrong to say you can cease to believe and still remain saved.
Regarding ceasing to believe but still remaining saved, staunch OSAS teacher Charles
Stanley declares:
[30]

. . . believers who lose or abandon their faith will retain their salvation, . . .

Remember, for such people, it only takes a moment of true faith in Jesus to be saved for all
time. Hence, if after that moment of faith one would abandon their faith they would still retain
their salvation.
In contrast, the Apostle John declared:
(1) We must have a present-tense possession of the Son to have eternal
life.
(2) We must have a present-tense believing in Jesus to know we have
eternal life now.
This is God’s truth on the only real salvation assurance that exists. So while salvation
assurance does exist and one can have it now, it is only an assurance for a present-tense
salvation because of a present-tense believing on Christ.

Remaining In The Son
Can our remain[ing] in the Son, as John wrote of elsewhere ever vary once we truly have
him? The answer is yes! This brings us back to the issue of the believer’s security.
For us to more completely understand 1 Jn. 5:11-13 we must have other Scriptures in mind,
including 1 Jn. 2:24,25:
See that what you have heard from the beginning remains in you. If it does, you also
will remain in the Son and in the Father. And this is what he promised us—even
eternal life (NIV).

That passage states that our remaining in the Son and in the Father is conditional!
Surprised? If you are like most, probably so. Yet, you shouldn’t be since the Bible has many
such conditional passages related to salvation, which would obviously affect salvation
assur-ance.

1 John Uses Know In Other Ways
There are still other passages in the book of 1 John besides 5:13 which we must also focus
in upon to have a fuller understanding of true salvation assurance. Sadly, many seem
completely unaware of the following verses which also use the word know:

●

We can know who knows God and who doesn’t:

We know that we have come to know him if we obey his commands. The man who says, “I
know him,” but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the truth is not in him. But if
anyone obeys his word, God’s love is truly made complete in him. This is how we know we
are in him (2:3-5, NIV).
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●

We can know who has been born again:

If you know that he is righteous, you know that everyone who does what is right has been
born of him (2:29, NIV).

●

We can know the children of God and the children of the devil by one’s behavior:

This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the devil are:
Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not love
his brother (3:10, NIV).

●

We can know we have passed from spiritual death to spiritual life by our love:

We know that we have passed from death to life, because we love our brothers. Anyone
who does not love remains in death (3:14, NIV).

●

We can know other people are not saved by the hatred they have:

Whoever hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that no murderer has eternal life
abiding in him (3:15, NKJV).

●

We can know we belong to the truth by helping our Christian brothers materially, if
they are in need. This shows God’s love in us:

If anyone has material possessions and sees his brother in need but has no pity on him, how
can the love of God be in him? Dear children, let us not love with words or tongue but with
actions and in truth. This then is how we know that we belong to the truth, and how we set
our hearts at rest in his presence (3:17-19, NIV).

Please note, according to the Apostle John, we can know another person is unsaved
by his behavior with as much assurance as we can know we are presently
saved, because we are believing on Jesus! Love and general obedience (or hatred
and general disobedience) to God are the check-points for such cited by this true grace
teacher in his epistle.
Regarding knowing another’s spiritual family, Paul knew Elymas was a child of the devil (Acts
13:10) and Peter knew Simon’s heart was not right before God at a future point in time after
he believed (Acts 8:21). John also knew that Diotrephes was unsaved (3 Jn. 9-11).
In opposition to all of these Scriptures, we are flooded with the following type of messages:
And those who do repent and believe the gospel are eternally saved. But neither I nor you nor
anybody else is in a position to say well, so and so is not a Christian. What we
[31]

can say is he’s not living as a Christian should live.
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Now all of us know someone who was a deacon in the church and had a testimony for the
Lord. Now they’re tending bar somewhere. Well, about that person the Bible says, “The Lord
knoweth them that are his, but let everyone that nameth the name of Christ depart from
iniquity.” In the last analysis, you do not know nor do I if a person is truly a
Christian in the last analysis because the essence of being a Christian is that the soul, the
[32]

inner man, is saved.

Works According To OSAS
Part of the problem for this misunderstanding by the OSAS proponents comes from thinking
everything we do or fail to do is a work.
For whatever behavior or conduct may char-acterize the believer it can be
called a work, whether good or bad. If I sin, it may be called a bad work, if I
obey Christ’s commands, it may be called a good work. For this reason “lack of
work” is redundant. But I put it that way in order to make it absolutely clear that salvation is by
[33]

grace through faith alone—faith plus nothing.

Since we aren’t saved by works (Eph. 2:8,9), then obviously our obedience (or disobedience)
can’t even be remotely connected with identifying true salvation, so they think! Accordingly, 1
Jn. 3:10,14,15 and many other Scriptures seem impossible and therefore are nullified by their
“tradition” of OSAS.

Evidence Of Saving Grace
Now those who had been scattered by the perse-cution in connection with Stephen traveled
as far as Phoenicia, Cyprus and Antioch, telling the message only to Jews. Some of them,
however, men from Cyprus and Cyrene, went to Antioch and began to speak to Greeks also,
telling them the good news about the Lord Jesus. The Lord’s hand was with
them, and a great number of people believed and turned to the Lord. News of this
reached the ears of the church at Jerusalem, and they sent Barnabas to Antioch. When he
arrived and saw the evidence of the grace of God, he was glad and encouraged
them all to remain true to the Lord with all their hearts (Acts 11:19-23, NIV).

Please note: when a person gets saved there is observable evidence of
saving grace. This would logically follow a true regeneration, since such a person, at the
point of his salvation, passes from death to life, from darkness to light and from the power of
Satan to the power of God (Jn. 5:24; Acts 26:18)! Is it possible for this type of most-extreme
change from the very core of an individual to occur, yet be unnoticed? Hardly! So, as in the
book of 1 John, the afore-mentioned passages state that truly saved people can be
detected. Many other times in Scripture this same truth is shown, in contrast to what the
OSAS teachers want us to believe!
Please consider the following passages for more proofs regarding this truth:
(1) Epenetus was Paul’s first convert to Christ in the province of Asia (Rom. 16:5). The only
way Paul could know this is if there was observable evidence of his salvation. Obviously,
Paul knew who got saved and who did not get saved from his preaching of the gospel. The
same can be said of the household of Stephanas, the first converts in Achaia (1 Cor. 16:15).
(2) Paul knew Apelles was tested and approved in Christ (Rom. 16:10). Again, Paul knew the
man was in Christ.
(3) Paul told the saints at Rome to “Greet those in the household of Narcissus who are in the
Lord” (Rom. 16:11, NIV). Clearly, Paul believed the people in Narcissus’ household, who
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were in the Lord, could be detected from the others in the same household, who were not in
the Lord. This is an ability that all saints should have.
(4) Paul wrote a Christian widow can remarry, but that man must belong to the Lord (1 Cor.
7:39). This implies that Christian widows have the ability to know who belongs to the Lord
and who doesn’t.
Gal. 5:24 is one of the Scriptural gauges for such:
Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the sinful nature with its passions and
desires (NIV).

(5) The true saints in Caesar’s household sent their greetings (Phil. 4:22). Paul knew the
ones sending greetings were saints.
(6) In 1 Timothy 3, Paul sets down the spiritual guidelines for overseers and deacons so
Timothy will know who to appoint. In verse 6, Paul wrote:
He must not be a recent convert, or he may become conceited and fall under the same
judgment as the devil (NIV).

Clearly, Timothy could tell who recent converts were, thereby implying that he would know
when a person truly gets saved.
(7) Paul wrote a general command, “Do not be yoked together with unbelievers” (2 Cor. 6:14,
NIV). Christians can obviously be distinguished from the unbelievers.
(8) Paul wrote that we are to do good to all people, “especially to those who belong to the
family of believers” (Gal. 6:10, NIV). This would be impossible if we couldn’t distinguish the
true believer from those who are not.
(9) Paul wrote to Christian slaves that have believing masters. He said they should serve
them ever better because they are brothers (1 Tim. 6:2). This ability to distinguish one’s
spiritual family must obviously exist even for a Christian slave.
(10) In fact, even the darkened world can tell true disciples of the Lord! Jesus taught:
By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another (Jn. 13:35,
KJV).

All of these Scriptures are a clear refutation to those who would say of a
person who turns from the faith that he was never really saved to begin with.
As just proven, the Bible teaches there is observable evidence of salvation. So, we can
know if a person has been saved to begin with, even though this is denied
by Calvinism:
God’s decree of election is secret; which persons are elect and which are reprobate will
[34]

not be revealed before the Judgment.

Those Who Belong To The Lord
There are specific identifying traits in the life of any person who has been regenerated by the
Spirit of God and cleansed by the blood of the Lamb. Besides John’s checkpoints already
cited, we also have the following:
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●

Persecuted for godly living:

Remember the word that I said unto you, The servant is not greater than his lord. If they have
persecuted me, they will also persecute you; if they have kept my saying, they will
keep yours also (Jn. 15:20, KJV).
Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer persecution (2 Tim.
3:12, KJV).

●

Bothered by wickedness:

And if he rescued Lot, a righteous man, who was distressed by the filthy lives of
lawless men (for that righteous man, living among them day after day, was tormented
in his righteous soul by the lawless deeds he saw and heard) (2 Pet. 2:7,8, NIV).

●

Ashamed of their past life of sin:

What benefit did you reap at that time from the things you are now ashamed of?
Those things result in death (Rom. 6:21, NIV).

●

Good works and obedience in general:

But He answered and said to them, “My mother and My brothers are these who hear the word
of God and do it” (Lk. 8:21, NKJV).
What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but has no deeds? Can such
faith save him? (Jam. 2:14, NIV).

●

Adherence to the Christian gospel:

But even if we, or an angel from heaven, preach any other gospel to you than what we have
preached to you, let him be accursed. As we have said before, so now I say again, if
anyone preaches any other gospel to you than what you have received, let him be
accursed (Gal. 1:8,9, NKJV).
Moreover, brethren, I declare to you the gospel which I preached to you, which also you
received and in which you stand, by which also you are saved, if you hold fast
that word which I preached to you; unless you believed in vain. For I delivered
to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for our sins according to the
Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day according to the
Scriptures, (1 Cor. 15:1-4, NKJV).

●

Separation from the world:

They think it strange that you do not plunge with them into the same flood of
dissipation, and they heap abuse on you (1 Pet. 4:4, NIV).
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Therefore “Come out from among them And be separate, says the Lord. Do not
touch what is unclean, And I will receive you. I will be a Father to you, And you shall be My
sons and daughters, Says the LORD Almighty” (2 Cor. 6:17,18, NKJV).

●

Freedom from sin’s bondage:

“. . . the truth will set you free.” They answered him, “We are Abraham's descendants
and have never been slaves of anyone. How can you say that we shall be set free?” Jesus
replied, “I tell you the truth, everyone who sins is a slave to sin. Now a slave has no
permanent place in the family, but a son belongs to it forever. So if the Son sets you
free, you will be free indeed” (Jn. 8:32-36, NIV).
Do you not know that to whom you present your-selves slaves to obey, you are that
one’s slaves whom you obey, whether of sin leading to death, or of obedience
leading to righteousness? But God be thanked that though you were slaves of sin, yet you
obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine to which you were delivered. And having been
set free from sin, you became slaves of righteousness (Rom. 6:16-18, NKJV).

In Conformity With OSAS
Why are these Scriptural truths about observable evi-dence of saving faith seldom mentioned
or, even worse, oftentimes flatly denied by the proponents of OSAS? Before we answer, let’s
consider what else they say:
[35]

You may not know from the outside who is a sheep and who is not, . . .

You cannot ultimately know whether another is saved. But you can know that you are
[36]

saved. Never doubt it!

[37]

God alone may be able to detect the fruits of regeneration in some of His children.

Why do OSAS teachers say these things? Perhaps Gromacki gets to the real issue best of all:
How often we have heard people say, “If John Doe really were a Christian, how could he
commit adultery?” But Chris-tians are capable of commit-ting adultery or any
other sin. However, if a professing Chris-tian commits the same sin over and over
[38]

again, there is good reason to question his salvation experience.

Gromacki wrote Christians are capable of committing adultery or any sin. Certainly, King
David, who was saved before his sexual immorality and murderous be-havior can be cited for
proof! (But the real issue is did David stay saved during this period? See the chapter, We
Demolish Argu-ments.)
Gromacki then goes on to say we have good reason to question one who professes to be a
Christian, but is habitually committing the same sin.
We must now wonder when is over and over again sinning reached, so we can then question
one’s salvation experience? Does it have to continue on for one month, five months, or five
years before we should doubt one’s salvation experience?
Remember, David was in unrepentant sin for at least nine months, since the illegitimately
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conceived baby was born before he repented. Should we, therefore, question David’s
salvation since he deceived others over and over again during that time period? Should we
conclude that David was never really saved to begin with because he turned wicked for a
time?
Finally, Gromacki openly states there are adultery-committing Christians. If such was true,
then there are two types of adulterers—saved and unsaved! But the Bible only refers to one
type of sexually immoral person and states unequivocally they will all go to the lake of fire
(Rev. 21:8)!
On the other hand, as already quoted, Kennedy was somehow sure the man who died an
unrepentant adul-terer was truly God’s own, even though he didn’t perse-vere in godliness
and in a holy life! Furthermore, he was sure about the man’s salvation, even though the
decree of election is secret and we are not supposed to know who is a sheep and who is not!
Also, Rice, Kendall, Hodges and many others would say we can’t identify a
truly regenerated person from one who isn’t, because they think one who
is truly saved can be just as wicked in his behavior as any lost person and
still remain saved!
Similarly, Robert Thieme, who openly uses profanity from the pulpit while he teaches,
wrote:

[39]

Carnal believers are indistinguishable from unbe-lievers because both are controlled by
[40]

the sin nature.

Wheat And Tares

All of this about behavior also goes hand-in-hand with the OSAS “wheat and tare” teaching,
which says we can’t tell the tares from the wheat:
In the parable of the wheat and the tares (Mt 13:24-30, 36-43), Jesus pointed out the difficulty
of distinguishing between saved people (wheat) and unsaved (tares) at times. If men tried
to do it, they would fail, because they only observe the exterior. God knows the
difference between a wheat and a tare, and in the end of the age, the true nature of
people will be revealed. Nowhere is it taught that a wheat stalk can become a tare or

[41]

that a tare can become wheat.

In contrast to OSAS teaching, the Lord Jesus taught the servants could
distinguish the tares from the wheat, even at an early stage in their growth:
So the servants of the owner came and said to him, “Sir, did you not sow good seed in your
field? How then does it have tares?” (Mt. 13:27, NKJV).

This recognition prompted the servants to ask about uprooting the tares (or weeds). The
owner never contested their ability to distinguish the tares from the wheat, but answered in
the negative (v. 29)!
Also, remember, recent converts can clearly be identified from false professors (1 Tim. 3:6).

A Tree Is Known By Its Fruit

Dear reader, didn’t Jesus say “Every tree is known by his own fruit” (Lk. 6:44), his sheep
listen to his voice and follow him (Jn. 10:27), and his spiritual family are those who hear
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God’s word and put it into practice (Lk. 8:21)?
Furthermore, the Apostle John who taught the true salvation message and its accompanying
salvation assur-ance, declared that we can know if another has salvation or not. Yet the
OSAS teachers proclaim the opposite, as previously proven. Who will you believe?
Why do the OSAS proponents cleave to one type of assurance (that they
don’t recognize as present-tense only), and then reject John’s salvation
identity teaching for other people? Again, the answer to both of these questions
should be apparent. It’s because of OSAS and its byproduct of remaining
saved, even if one starts to live wickedly! Therefore, for the most part, OSAS is the
root problem regarding all this confusion about salvation assurance.
Again, the salvation assurance that is generally taught today is the logical conclusion of
OSAS and its forever salvation based solely on a past moment of faith or an election that is
secret.
Moreover, people who believe in OSAS are seemingly oblivious to the difference between
being on the road to life (with salvation and the possibility of turning back) and actually
entering the kingdom. From all of this, we are forced to conclude that OSAS and its salvation
assurance are not based on Scripture, though misapplied Scripture is cited for support.
If the foundation of one’s salvation assurance is built on erroneous doctrine, then obviously
there must be con-fusion and doctrinal conflicts which would revolve around such. This has
already been shown.
OSAS brazenly states that a truly saved person will always remain saved, even if he is
presently acting in the most hateful and disobedient way. This is especially true of those who
hold to the extreme position such as taught by Charles Stanley. Hence, for John to write that
we can know another’s spiritual family based on their love and general obedience, or lack of
these, seems to be untrue. In fact, it seems like an impossibility or legalism to the OSAS
advocates! But the problem can’t be with these clear, Scriptural facts. Scripture is our
criterion for doctrine and the gauge whereby we test all teachings (2 Tim.
3:16,17). The problem then must be with OSAS and what it has produced—either a
salvation assurance that doesn’t exist at all because one must persevere to the very end of
his life in holiness to prove his salvation was true to begin with or one that would allow the
most wicked and unrepentant people to claim salvation based on a past moment of faith that
might not even continue in the future!
Unfortunately, many read the Bible with a precon-ceived belief in OSAS which blinds them
from simple, basic truths related to true grace like 1 Jn. 3:10. Again, that verse reads:
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of
the devil are: Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone
who does not love his brother (NIV).

One should always approach the Bible with a teachable heart and an
earnest desire to please God, which means he might have to change his
doctrine and/or behavior!

Sin Can Result In Spiritual Death
OSAS people fail to understand that certain sin can bring forth spiritual death to a Christian
(Mk. 9:43-48; Lk. 15:24,32; Rom. 8:13; Jam. 1:14,15; 5:20; etc.). In fact, this Scriptural truth
is antithetical and destructive to their teaching, for if one experiences spiritual death he is
dead and lost, the same way he was before initial salvation (Lk. 15:24,32 cf. Lk. 15:4,6; Eph.
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2:1)! If OSAS pro-ponents would accept this Scriptural fact, they would in effect be
denouncing their position. Instead, they openly teach persistent drunkenness and mental
adultery doesn’t adversely affect one’s salvation, but only his salvation assur-ance:
There is a fourth reason why some people lack assurance and that is persistent sin in
their life. That is, I have known Christian people who are alcoholics and I’ve
also known Christian people who are addicted to other things. I know several
Christian men who are addicted to pornography and it’s impossible for them to
have assurance of salvation because of this persistent sin in their life. Yet I myself believe
they are genuine believers and if so, they are Christians. But not until they deal with
[42]

this thing adequately will they even be on the way to having assurance of salvation.

So, when John states his revealing facts about us knowing if we or others are truly saved or
not, he is stating parallel truth as found elsewhere in Scripture, even though it must be denied
and reduced to a mere lack of salvation assurance by some, as Cole has just done. The
result of this denial is the unscriptural belief in the existence of Christian alcoholics and
Christians ad-dicted to pornography!

Uncertainty Of Salvation
According to the following OSAS teacher, uncertainty of salvation is from Satan:
Uncertainty of salvation comes from Satan and is contrary to Scripture. The Bible
stresses the fact of eternal life or everlasting life for the child of God. Examples of Christ’s
promises include “All that the Father gives Me will come to Me, and the one who comes to Me
I will by no means cast out” (John 6:37), and “And I give them eternal life, and they shall
never perish; neither shall anyone snatch them out of My hand” (John 10:28).
The Word of God becomes the most basic and important basis for our assurance of salvation.
Man’s word fails; God’s Word never fails. God wants His children to know they are saved.
This is why He gave His Word: “These things I have written to you who believe in
the name of the Son of God, that you may know that you have eternal
[43]

life” (1 John 5:13).

Is it always true that uncertainty of salvation comes from Satan? That depends. If that
uncertainty is not based on Scripture, then it is from the devil. On the other hand, the Holy
Spirit could be dealing with someone who was previously saved, but has since died spiritually
because of sin (cf. Rom. 8:13) and therefore needs to repent for salvation’s sake.
Uncertainty of salvation, in such a case, would not be from the deceiver, but from the Holy
Spirit, the Spirit of truth. On the other hand, the devil would want such a person
to believe he has salvation when he doesn’t!
Others have exalted salvation assurance even to where they distort Scripture to show its
importance:
And if the elect of God were deprived of this solid comfort, that they shall finally obtain the
victory, and of this infallible pledge or earnest of eternal glory, they would be of all men
[44]

the most miserable.

The phrase would be of all men the most miserable is a quote from 1 Cor. 15:19, KJV.
Please note the proper context:
If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miserable.
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Paul used that phrase, but it had nothing to do with salvation assurance, much less salvation
assurance based on OSAS, as the context clearly shows!

Assurance And Growth?
When does a new convert start to grow? Is growth accomplished only after assurance of
eternal salvation is completely behind us, as the OSAS teachers usually say?
It is only when the matter of assurance of eternal salvation is, as it were, completely
[45]

behind you that you are truly ready to move on in the Christian life.

Peter addressed the subject of growth but never connected it to an awareness of salvation
assurance:
As newborn babes, desire the pure milk of the word, that you may grow thereby (1 Pet. 2:2,
NKJV).

Growth in Christianity occurs as a person craves God’s word and changes accordingly. It,
especially, has nothing to do with salvation assurance linked to OSAS.

In The Final Analysis
Many people have been misled about saving faith, the believer’s security and its companion
concept of salvation assurance. For some of them their salvation (and the assurance that
goes with it) never existed, for they never had a trusting-submitting faith in Jesus to get initial
salvation (Lk. 8:21 cf. Acts 20:21). Mt. 7:21-23 shows this kind of thing does exist.
Yet, some others who did actually receive salvation, and afterwards turned their back on the
sacred command (2 Pet. 2:21), think they are still saved based on OSAS and
correspondingly may think they have assurance. This is so, even though the same people
may be living indis-tinguishably from the world or would be, as some of the OSAS teachers
would term, a carnal Christian. Thus, the same people can’t recognize their need of
repentance for salvation’s sake! They think only their rewards, position in the kingdom,
usefulness here, fellowship with God, assurance of salvation, etc. are in jeopardy. There is
an infinite difference between this kind of teaching and ending up in the lake of fire, as
Scripture declares (Rev. 21:8).
Therefore, perhaps millions of people are in the great-est danger that exists in the entire
universe—being thrown into the lake of fire; yet they don’t know it because of OSAS and its
companion concept of salvation assurance.
Also, it’s a false accusation and misrepresentation to say that people who
believe in a conditional secur-ity can’t have assurance of salvation! But
logically even if salvation assurance didn’t exist for anyone, that still would not disprove a
conditional security. Only Scripture could do that (2 Tim. 3:16,17), which it doesn’t.
Remember, the only true salvation assurance is based on a present-tense believing (trusting)
in Christ, not a past moment of faith (1 Jn. 5:12,13)! Please make a note of this. So then how
should one answer the following three questions?
(1) Does a present-tense salvation exist for the true followers of Christ?
(2) Can true followers of Christ personally know now that they possess salvation; and if they
would die in their present spiritual condition, they would certainly go to heaven?
(3) Can we likewise know or distinguish a child of the devil from a child of God?
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The answer to all of these important questions related to salvation is an emphatic yes! There
is such a thing as a “know-so salvation,” but only for those pres-ently believing on Jesus.
Finally, let’s look at 1 Jn. 5:13 again:
These things I have written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, that you may
know that you have eternal life, and that you may continue to believe in the name of
the Son of God (NKJV).

John said you may know that you have eternal life— not “you may know you will go to
heaven when you die,” as OSAS proponents read into this passage. We must endure to the
end to be saved (Mt. 10:22) and continue to sow to please the Spirit to reap eternal life (Gal.
6:8,9)! Since both of these passages were directed to Christians, then the truth in 1 Jn.
5:12,13, which must be compatible with them, could only pertain to those who are presently
believing, which is the very teaching of the immediate context.
To believe in a salvation assurance that doesn’t consider Mt. 10:22; Gal. 6:8,9; Rom. 2:7; 1
Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8; etc. is not only unscriptural, but it also exposes a person to the
spiritual danger mentioned in the following Scripture:
Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall (1 Cor. 10:12, NKJV).

Ponder This . . .
OSAS people who especially subscribe to the Calvinistic Westminster Confession see no
contradiction in saying we can have full assurance now; then turning around to say if we ever
fall away from the faith or ever become apostate, even after a convincing testimony, we
prove we were never saved as we thought we were!
In other words, if you turn away from Christ at the very end of your life, even after a
convincing testimony for Christ of many years, you show at that point in time that
your faith was not real, as you thought it was, but only spurious. Then on the other hand, if
that same person comes back he may have a real faith after all! But only his spiritual
condition at the very end of his life, as he takes his last breath, will reveal if his faith was the
saving kind or not.
Though denied, the essence of the OSAS moderate view, embraced by MacArthur and
others, is: If you ever had true faith, you’re saved, but you can never really know until the
very end of your life that you had true faith to be saved. Again, they are apprehensive to
admit to this, but it’s consistent with their view. Remember, if there remains any opportunity in
time to become apostate, and one does even after a convincing testimony of many years,
then he shows he was never really saved to begin with, that is, unless he comes back to the
Lord.
The bottom line in this is nothing more than double talk about the full
assurance that people like Morey says one can have. Salvation assurance,
as OSAS adherents understand it, cannot in reality co-exist with the
possibility of becoming apostate and thereby proving such a person was never
saved to begin with, even at the very beginning when he had a convincing
testi-mony! So, in spite of what such OSAS proponents may say, they really
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don’t have any sal-vation assurance at all, except in name only because
time still exists for them to possibly become apostate!
Finally, for the OSAS proponent who calls himself a Calvinist, there cannot be assurance of
entering the King-dom of God, when one considers John Calvin’s strange teaching on
evanescent grace. See pages 731 and 732.
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Now by this we know that we know Him, if we keep His commandments. He who says, “I know
Him,” and does not keep His commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him (1
Jn. 2:3,4, NKJV).
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the devil are: Anyone who
does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not love his brother (1 Jn. 3:10,
NIV).
And this is the testimony: that God has given us eternal life, and this life is in His Son. He who
has the Son has life; he who does not have the Son of God does not have life. These things I have
written to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, that you may know that
you have eternal life, and that you may continue to believe in the name of the Son of
God (1 Jn. 5:12,13, NKJV).

16
We Demolish Arguments
The title of this chapter comes from typical first-century Christian life, as far as Paul was
concerned. He wrote:
The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have
divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish arguments and every pretension
that sets itself up against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it
obedient to Christ (2 Cor. 10:4,5, NIV).

Elsewhere we learn that Paul reasoned with people from the Scriptures (Acts 17:2).
He did not just ignore arguments from his opponents, but dealt with them head-on and
refuted them with Scripture. Hence, he demol-ished arguments.
The chapter you are about to read is all about this very thing. It cites and closely
examines over 100 of the actual arguments expounded by the OSAS advocates. These
arguments from OSAS proponents are either exact or the essence of such as they have
come our way over the years verbally or in written form. These are the best arguments for
OSAS.
Before you read them, keep in mind the following two-part command:
Test everything. Hold on to the good (1 Thess. 5:21, NIV).

This means it is our own personal responsibility to verify or disprove a teaching from
Scripture and hold on to our Scriptural findings.
Harmony with all other related Scriptures must be considered to assure
truth. In other words, since the Bible is free from all contradictions, if a teaching is not
consistently taught throughout the Scriptures it can’t be the right interpretation. We should
then reject that view as we hold on to the good, or truth, for our own sakes. Remember, the
stakes could not be greater, for we are dealing with an issue which has eternal
consequences.
The most common OSAS arguments are cited toward the beginning of the list. The
following arguments are used by millions throughout the world as backing
for OSAS. Are their arguments solid or are they really Scriptural distortions, assumptions,
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etc. which should be rejected? You must answer this for yourself.
(Already mentioned were Jn. 6:64; Rom. 7:15-20; 8:35-39; 2 Tim. 2:13 and 1 Jn. 2:19.
Therefore, OSAS arguments based on these texts will not be dealt with here.)

Objections to The Believer's Conditional Security

Objection #1. Jesus said, “I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish, no one
can snatch them out of my hand” (Jn. 10:28).
Objection #2. Jesus taught: ... that whoever be-lieves in him shall not perish but have
eternal life (Jn. 3:16, NIV).

Objection #3. Our fellowship with God can suffer because of sin, but never one’s
rela-tionship as a son.
Objection #4. Can you be born again, again?
Objection #5. Those who truly get saved will faithfully endure to the end and never
follow an-oth-er.
Objection #6. Jesus taught: I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and believes him
who
sent me has eternal life and will not be con-demned; ... (Jn. 5:24, NIV).

Objection #7. Paul believed one could be sexually im--moral and saved at the same time,
according to 1 Corinthians 5.
Objection #8. A child cannot become unborn, and the relation-ship of a father and a
child cannot be ended. Once a son, always a son. Therefore, once we
are saved we will always be saved.
Objection #9. When one gets saved, he receives eternal life. If that life could be lost,
it wouldn’t be eternal! There-fore, once a person is saved, he is always
saved.
Objection #10. David lost only the joy of his salvation by his adultery and murder.
We know this because of his prayer in Psalm 51.
Objection #11. A real Christian won’t ever be con-demned as Romans 8:1 reads: There
is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus... (NIV)

Objection #12. Phil. 1:6 proves OSAS: Being confident of this, that he who began a good
work in you will carry it on to comple-tion until the day of Christ Jesus
(NIV).

Objection #13. We are made sons of God, not put on probation.
Objection #14. I agree with Dave Hunt who wrote: Salvation is the full pardon by grace from
the penalty of all sin, past, present or future.

Objection #15. God wouldn’t save a person then later send him to hell.
Objection #16. I believe in OSAS because I believe in the finished work of Christ.
Objection #17. Those who are saved have an inheri-tance that can “never perish, spoil or
fade—kept in heaven” for us (1 Pet. 1:3,4).
Objection #18. Jesus prayed to the Father that he would protect his disciples and that
none would be lost. Cer-tainly, the Father heard Jesus’ prayer.
Objection #19. “. . . if salvation from the penalty of break-ing God’s laws cannot be earned by
good deeds, then it cannot be lost by bad deeds”
Objection #20. Paul believed in OSAS because he said. . . I know whom I have believed,
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and am convinced that he is able to guard what I have entrusted to him for
that day (2 Tim. 1:12, NIV).

Objection #21. Samson was sexually immoral and he’s mentioned as a hero in Hebrews
11. Therefore, one can be sexually immoral, like him, and still be saved.
Objection #22. Christians can commit the awful sin of suicide and still go to heaven. We
know this because Samson committed suicide, yet he is in the hall of faith
(Heb. 11:32).

Objection #23. If God has predestined us, then he will see his work to completion.
Therefore, once we are saved we will always be saved. Once elect,
always elect.
Objection #24. The “golden chain” as cited in Rom. 8:30 proves OSAS: Moreover whom
He predestined, these He also called; whom He called, these He also justified;
and whom He justified, these He also glorified (NKJV).
Objection #25. The Apostle Peter apparently believed in OSAS. He wrote: Who are kept
by the power of God through faith unto salvation ready to be
revealed in the
last time (1 Pet. 1:5, KJV).
Objection #26. 1 Jn. 3:9 says: No one who is born of God will continue to sin, because
God’s seed remains in him; he cannot go on sinning, because he has
been
born of God (NIV).

Objection #27. I know I am eternally secure because God has promised that he will never
leave me and never forsake me.
Objection #28. If I’m wrong as a OSAS advocate, I want to be wrong because I
overemphasize the infinite work of Christ on the cross.
Objection #29. Isn’t salvation from the Lord which humans cannot at all induce, influence
or control?
Objection #30. Our Christianity is not a religion of works.
Objection #31. Salvation is given to us by God. If you really think that God can (or will)
“change” his decision that was already made, you’re not talking about the
Almighty God who is omniscient and omnipotent.
Objection #32. Once he [God] decides and gives salvation to us, that is his final decision
and a done deal. If he takes away our salvation, then what kind of God is
he?
Objection #33. Christians can still commit sins, but they will sooner or later repent and
commit less and less of those as they become progressively sanctified,
which is a life-long process. God is committed to making us holy.
Objection #34. For me as a born-again Christian with assurance of salvation, I will not
commit any major sins simply because my life with Jesus won’t need any
of those.
Objection #35. Only the cults reject the teaching of OSAS. If you reject OSAS, you must
be in a cult, like the cult of legalism.
Objection #36. You’re not evangelical unless you believe in OSAS.
Objection #37. Jesus will say to many religious people, “I never knew you.” If people turn
away from God never to return, they were obviously never really
saved
to begin with.
Objection #38. Disciples of Christ are not necessarily always saved.
Objection #39. I can’t refute what you’re saying, but I know it’s not true.
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Objection #40. 1 Cor. 1:8 proves OSAS. It reads: Who will also confirm you to the end, that
you may be blameless in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 1:8, NKJV).

Objection #41. There was no OSAS in the Old Testament and there will be no OSAS after
the rapture, but such does exist now for any person who was ever saved at
any point in his entire life.
Objection #42. Great minds of the past have taught OSAS. Are they all wrong and your
position right?
Objection #43. I don’t believe in the Catholic view of mortal and venial sins, as apparently
you do! As an OSAS proponent, I believe all sins are equal in their severity
before God, according to Jam. 2:10.
Objection #44. When a person gets saved, he is saved! The word saved means saved.
Objection #45. The historical reformation position has always been for “the perseverance
of the saints” or OSAS, as you would say.
Objection #46. The Synod of Dort condemned Armin-ianism, which included a conditional
security for the believer, as a heresy.
Objection #47. If you believe in a conditional security for the believer you are putting
confidence in the flesh instead of in God.
Objection #48. Could Christ’s body be dismembered? If a Christian could lose his salvation,
then Christ’s body would be less than complete.

Objection #49. OSAS is based on clear passages of Scripture, while a conditional security
is always based on the unclear ones with several possible interpretations.
Objection #50. The believer’s life is “hid with Christ in God” (Col. 3:3). Can anyone be
more secure than that?
Objection #51. How can one whose salvation does not depend in the slightest upon human
effort or merit, but entirely upon the power of God and the merits of Christ, be
lost by some human act, either by the mind or by the body?
Objection #52. Jude 24 says: To him who is able to keep you from falling and to present
you before his glorious presence without fault and with great joy (Jude 24, NIV).

Objection #53. Isn’t salvation eternal? If it is, how could I lose it?
Objection #54. Salvation is not a question of a person losing it, but a question of Christ keeping
or losing those whom the Father has given to Him.

Objection #55. You frequently refer to Mt. 10:22, but do you really know what it is saying?
Jesus taught there that those who are truly saved will endure to the end.
Objection #56. You are calling Jesus a liar if you believe you can perish after salvation, for
he said you can’t on more than one occasion!
Objection #57. Jesus taught about the wheat and tares and stated that there is no
adequate way that one can accurately distinguish one from the other.
Objection #58. Can the sexually immoral inherit eternal life? Of course they can, for there
is not now, nor has there ever been a man living who has not been sexually
immoral.
Objection #59. The Bible teaches God will discipline his children who go sinfully astray
(1 Cor. 11:32). This is true even if God has to physically kill us and take
us home to be with him.
Objection #60. In Jn. 8:1-11, we see where Jesus didn’t condemn the adulterous woman.
He just told her to go and sin no more.
Objection #61. To discuss a conditional security for the believer is anxiety-producing and
should not even be brought up.
Objection #62. It is not even possible for the elect to be deceived by false teachings.
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Jesus
said: For false christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and
wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect (Mt. 24:24, NKJV).

Objection #63. If you try to keep yourself saved, you’ll miss the kingdom of God! This
would imply a works salvation.
Objection #64. To reject OSAS is to be without salvation assurance.
Objection #65. People who fall away from the faith were never really saved to begin with.
Objection #66. Suicide is not the unpardonable sin. There-fore, if a person was ever
saved
and afterwards commits suicide, he will still go to heaven.
Objection #67. It is a horrible thing to tell anyone, especially a new convert, that the
believer’s security is conditional. This could cause him to doubt his
salvation.
Objection #68. The devil would like people to think the believer’s security is conditional, so
they will be pre-occupied with self and have no time or opportunity to serve
God.
Objection #69. The believer’s security controversy is a secondary or non-essential issue
in
my opinion. I don’t want to divide over it. In essentials unity, in
non-essentials liberty, in all things charity.
Objection #70. The Apostle Paul apparently believed in OSAS since he wrote: What shall
we say, then? Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase?
(Rom. 6:1, NIV).

Objection #71. If OSAS is not true, then if one would ever lose his salvation, he could
never get it back, according to Heb. 6:4-6.
Objection #72. If OSAS is wrong, then the majority of Christian ministries are wrong.
Objection #73. Jesus clearly said in Jn. 6:37: All that the Father giveth me shall come to me;
and him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out (KJV).

Objection #74. A person can’t drown as long as his head is above water. Since Christ is
our head and he is in heaven (Col. 3:1-4), we can’t possibly drown or
become unsaved.
Objection #75. Jesus is the author and finisher of our faith (Heb. 12:2). This assures that
he will keep our faith strong and alive to the very end.
Objection #76. The person who is saved will go to heaven when he dies no matter what work
faith.

(or lack of work) may accompany such faith. In other words, no matter what
sin (or absence of Christian obedience) may accompany such

Objection #77. OSAS is proven in 1 Thess. 5:23,24: May God himself, the God of peace,
sanctify you through and through. May your whole spirit, soul and body be kept
blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. The one who calls you is
faithful and he will do it (NIV).

Objection #78. Salvation is a gift. And Rom. 11:29 says God’s gifts and his call are
irrevocable.
Objection #79. You must have an earned doctorate degree to be able to correctly interpret
the Bible.
Objection #80. There are an equal number of Scriptures that teach OSAS as there are
that
don’t.
Objection #81. Paul wrote of sexual immorality, among other things, when he gave us:
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“Everything is permissible for me”—but not every-thing is beneficial. “Everything
is permissible for me”—but I will not be mastered by anything (1 Cor. 6:12, NIV).
Objection #82. OSAS is assured under the New Covenant based on Jer. 32:40: And I will
make an everlasting covenant with them, that I will not turn away from them, to
do them good; but I will put my fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart
from me (KJV).

Objection #83. To tell a person who is sexually immoral, a drunkard or greedy that he is
not saved is judging. We are not to judge!
Objection #84. The backsliding Israelite was still regarded as a covenant believer, and the

basis of return was the fact that God was still married to her. Sin did not bring a
loss of salvation or covenant position, only a temporary separation and a
severance of daily blessing.
Objection #85. The Doctrine of Eternal Security Itself is an Incentive to Holiness.

Objection #86. OSAS has been debated for centuries and we’ll never really know either
way until the Lord returns.
Objection #87. Apparently you expect to be able to tell the Lord that you are in heaven not only
because He saved you by His blood and grace but because you lived a good
enough life to keep your salvation.

Objection #88. It’s obvious that since you reject OSAS you don’t understand justification
by faith. It is a sentence that will not be changed. It is irrevocable. That
sentence is pro-nounced once a person has trusted Jesus Christ.

Objection #89. Catholicism rejects OSAS also.
Objection #90. If we could lose our salvation it would have to be because of sin. Since sin
can’t cause this, we, therefore, can’t lose our salvation.
Objection #91. OSAS is supported by Heb. 10:11-14. God is not going to deal with sin
anymore. It has been com-pletely dealt with at the cross.
Objection #92. Based on 2 Cor. 5:17, when someone gets saved he has a brand new
identity.
Objection #93. When God forgives, we want to change our lifestyle because we're now a
child of the king.
Objection #94. The Christian is the possessor of imputed righ-teousness and nothing can be
laid to his charge whatsoever. He has perfect standing, com-plete salvation
in the sight of God.

Objection #95. I have learned from experience that it is not possible for someone to lose
their salvation.
Objection #96. If I knew I could lose my salvation, I would give up right now.
Objection #97. To oppose OSAS will both deceive and frustrate a lot of young believers
who are struggling.
Objection #98. I pray that you will find true salvation.
Objection #99. Salvation is used in a past, present and future tense. This proves OSAS.
Objection #100. I don’t believe in OSAS, but I also don’t believe in eternal insecurity. I
believe it is very hard to lose your salvation.
Objection #101. In the epistles, the exhortations to live the godly life are based upon
what
fear of

God has done and plans to do in the Christian’s life, not on the
losing one’s salvation.

Objection #102. In Rom. 14:4, the Apostle Paul told us: . . . and he [God’s servant] will
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stand,
for the Lord is able to make him stand (NIV).

Objection #103. You frequently mention 1 Cor. 6:9,10, but skip verse 11. Verses 9 and 10
are talking about the point in time when the Corinthians were unbelievers,
not Christians, because verse 11 goes on to say such were some of you.
Were is the past tense.
Objection #104. You always use Rev. 21:8 to disprove eternal salvation. Where does Rev.
21:8 say once a person is saved, he can afterwards lose his salvation?
Objection #105. Any verse you use from the Old Testament, such as from Ezekiel,
doesn’t
apply to us because we are under the New Covenant.
Objection #106. If you can produce a sin that can cause a Christian to lose his salvation,
then you have found a sin that has more power than the blood of Jesus
Christ.
Objection #107. In 1 Corinthians 3:12-15 every Christian’s works are tried by fire at the
“judgment seat of Christ” before which “we must all appear” (2 Cor 5:10).
Good works bring rewards; a lack of them does not cause loss of salvation.
Objection #108. . . . love for the one who saved us is the greatest and only ac-ceptable motive
for living a holy life;
Objection #109. Of course, those who deny eternal security say that a person who has lost
their salvation may be saved again—and again, and again, and again. But is
this doctrine ever taught or even hinted at anywhere in
Scripture?

Objection #110. The fact that we are sealed by the Holy spirit proves OSAS.

Ponder This...
OSAS tries to make two types of the sexually immoral, drunkards, swindlers, greedy, etc. - one type
being saved because of a past moment of faith and the other type being unsaved because he never had
even one past moment of faith!

Therefore, dear friends, since you already know this, be on your guard so that you may not be
carried away by the error of lawless men and fall from your secure position (2 Peter
3:17, NIV).
And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather expose them (Eph. 5:11,
NKJV).
Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we share, I felt I had to write
and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the saints. For
certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly slipped in among you.
They are godless men, who change the grace of our God into a license for immorality
and deny Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord. (Jude 3, 4, NIV)
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Chapter 17
OSAS and Suicide

Suicide is commonly defined as the taking of one’s own life. Tens of thousands of people a
year in the United States alone commit this act, according to a national statistic as of 1993 on
suicide:
White men run the highest risk of suicide. In fact, they account for almost 75 percent of the
[1]

32,000 suicides a year in the United States.

A different source yielded a slightly lower figure for 1993, but also stated a steady increase in
suicides, except for 1992:
1970 = 23,480 (male, 16,629; female, 6,851)
1980 = 26,869 (male, 20,505; female, 6,364)
1985 = 29,453 (male, 23,145; female, 6,308)
1990 = 30,906 (male, 24,724; female, 6,182)
1992 = 30,484 (male, 24,457; female, 6,027)

[2]

1993 = 31,102 (male, 25,007; female, 6,095)

Those statistics show that women are much less apt to commit suicide than men, for some
unknown reason.
One must wonder how anyone could consider mur-der-ing himself. But for the suicidal, there
appears to be reasons for such. Perhaps, one that many have never considered is the belief
in OSAS.
Please know by that statement it is not implied that all proponents of OSAS would ever
contemplate suicide, but certainly some of them have, as will be proven in this chapter.
Should we really be surprised that someone would seriously consider suicide if he believes in
OSAS? After all, if such a person once believed on Jesus and has been suffer-ing from some
sort of intense pain, is in a com-pletely hopeless condition regarding that situation and no
longer sees any purpose at all in his life, wouldn’t the desire to escape that and go to a
paradise heaven through suicide seem appealing, even if one would lose rewards as a consequence?
Wouldn’t the temptation towards self-murder be even more magnified if large and influential
ministries openly teach that a person previously saved would still go to heaven if he
committed suicide?
If all that is true, then the stage is ideally set for suicides, as some of the most influential
ministries in the world openly comment on this subject from their OSAS viewpoint and go
unchallenged.

Minirth-Meier Clinic On Suicide
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At the beginning of one of their radio broadcasts, the following was declared:
We tend to think that suicide does not occur in Christian families. And it does. There are
thou-sands of Christians listening at this moment that are contemplating
suicide.

Then later in the same broadcast, a concerned caller phoned in:
We’ll go next to our own backyard, Arlington, Texas through KCBI. Lynn, thanks for holding
so long. Sir, do you have a question?
Caller: Yes I do. I have a brother that lives in San Antonio. And he has a
problem right now, I believe, with suicidal thoughts. And he’s pretty, well,
determined to commit suicide I do believe. He changes his mind very often and
let’s say he just is fixing to call me right now and he’s already claimed to know that Jesus
Christ died on the cross and rose the third day and he believes that he is saved through the
blood of Jesus Christ. And let’s say he calls me and he gives me two minutes to, to, to talk, to
speak to him and well, what should I be able to tell him? Should I tell him that he has
assurance that he would have eternal life even if he knew Jesus as Savior,
or what are your comments on that?
Les Carter:
Well, first I do believe that an indi-vidual that takes his life does
not necessarily lose salvation. I believe that when you are saved, God is
not going to kick you out of his family because of the flaws that you have.
[3]

And so, I, I’m one of these that believes in the security of the be-liever.

Clearly, it was Les Carter’s belief in OSAS that caused him to answer this way.
Furthermore, if it was true as stated at the begin-ning of the same program that “there are
thousands of Christians listening at this moment that are con-tem-plating suicide,” then there
could have been hundreds of that number that came a step closer to self-murder because of
that answer based on OSAS.

What Is Stanley’s Counsel To Suicidal People?
Charles Stanley has one of the most influential ministries in the world. What does he pump
out to his listening audience regarding suicide? Be assured it will always be consistent with
his OSAS viewpoint.
Two of them call and were in the process of com-mitting, gonna commit suicide.
Tuesday morning another person called and that’s just, that’s just three
just one week. Many times over a period of time, in fact probably about every six
weeks or so, operator will call me in the middle of the night, 2:00, 3:00, 4:00 in the morning
and say, “Now Dr. Stanley, I got this emergency call and this person says they are desperate
and I want to give you the call.” Now, they can’t give them my number, but they do call me if
it’s an emergency. And so, I pick up the phone, call the number back and usually it’s
somebody who’s talking about suicide that time of the morning. And they’ve come
from the west coast or east coast or wherever it might be and they’re desperate. And the
more we talk, the more we find out what’s going on in their life. Most of the time, well they’ll
say, “It’s just hopeless, it’s just hope-less, I just can’t go on any longer. . . .”
Now, when you come to the cross and you read the Scriptures, there’s not a single verse in
the Scrip-ture that says that you and I as believers have not been forgiven of
every single thing. When Jesus went to the cross, what did he carry? He carried all our
sin. How much of it? All of it. Did that include any sin, every sin, all sins? All sins. A
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believer who commits suicide is already forgiven. Now I didn’t say it was gonna
be good for them. I said they’re forgiven. They are pardoned of that sin.
You say, “Wouldn’t that encourage people to commit suicide?” No, I
haven’t finished yet. Because even though a believer commits suicide and there are
believers who can get caught up in such pain and heartache, especially if they’re believers for
example, who’ve been in churches where it’s per-formance, performance, performance, performance, performance. And they get in this legalistic rut and they think, “You know I can’t
perform, nothing’s working, God where are you?” And so they’ve never been taught that God
really loves them and so they don’t feel God’s love. They can’t experience God’s love. And
they just see that they’ve made mistakes in life and it’s all tragic and it’s all a mess and so, I’ll
just forget it. And then the question is, will God forgive? And sometimes, they’ll write
notes, “I don’t know whether I’ll be forgiven or not,” but you know, they’re
checking out.
If you understand the cross, you have to under-stand that when Jesus Christ went to the
cross, he took all of our sin. He said in 1 John he says, “My little children, these things I write
unto you that you sin not. But if any man sins, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus
Christ, the righ-teous. And he is the sacrifice for our sins and the sins of the whole world.”
How many sins? Let me tell you something. If you can name a single, solitary sin that
anybody can commit who is a child of God that’s not under the blood, then friend we have a
major problem in the whole theological realm. All our sin, past, present, and future
went to the cross, because it’s all future for us. He died 2,000 years ago. When he died
on the cross, he took care of all of our sin. You say, “You mean to tell me that if a
person takes their own life, after all these things that you’ve just talked
about, all these things of sins, that that person’s forgiven?” Forgiven.
Now, but the issue is, what about the Judg-ment? Because that person’s gonna stand in the
Judgment of God having violated the principle of life and death itself. And what happens is,
though they are saved, you’ll recall he says in 1 Corin-thians chapter 3 that when they come
to the judg-ment seat of Christ, they’re saved, as he says, so as by fire. That is, that

[4]

person is going to lose reward.

So if a believer ever decides to commit self-murder, he is already forgiven before the act,
according to Stanley. One must then wonder if that’s true, then what if the same person
would rob a chain of banks, become a serial murderer and serial rapist, then is he also
already for-given? Stanley would have to answer yes to be consistent! That means the next
time you hear of a serial murderer in the news, that same person could be a Christian,
according to Stanley’s teaching.

Charles Stanley’s Ministry On Suicide
In summary, then, it is Dr. Stanley’s understanding on the basis of scripture that suicide
does not result in the loss of salvation, but does certainly affect our
rewards in heaven because it short circuits God’s plan for our life. Because it
[5]

is outside God’s plan for us, it could never be seen as an option for the believer.

From these we learn that Stanley’s ministry allows the unrepentant murderers (suicide
victims) in heaven, if they ever for a moment of time had a saving faith in Christ. Hence, in
keeping with OSAS, Stanley declares one’s spiritual condition at the very end of his life is
totally irrelevant to his eternal destiny! In contrast, see Mt. 10:22; Heb. 3:14; Rev. 2:10,11 cf.
21:8.
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By teaching as he does about suicide, Stanley (and others) places a loaded gun in the hands
of the intensely suffering Christian, completely drained of all hope. For those who buy into
OSAS, the sin of self-murder is actually a blessing, for it prematurely will end one’s pain here
and send him quickly to a pain-free heaven (so he thinks)!
According to the Bible, the lake of fire, not heaven, is clearly the destiny of all unrepentant
murderers (Rev. 21:8; 1 Jn. 3:15). Remember it is impossible for one who murders himself to
afterwards repent!
Getting back to Stanley’s understanding of Scripture, he says:
No matter what you do as a child of God, you are forgiven. You say, “Murder?” Forgiven.
[6]

“Stealing?” Forgiven. “Adultery?” Forgiven. “Worshiping idols?” Forgiven.

Pandora’s box is clearly opened through OSAS. Limitless kinds of the most heinous sins
known to mankind are no longer something to be avoided for sal-vation’s sake, since the
Christian is already forgiven even before the sin is committed! Elsewhere, Stanley said:
It is not lying, cheating, stealing, raping, murdering, or being unfaithful that sends people to
[7]

hell.

To hold to a theology in which man can do some-thing that throws him back into a state of
spiritual deadness, thus denying God His pre-de-termined pur-pose, is to embrace a system
[8]

in which man is in the driver’s seat and God is just a passenger.

If there ever existed a distortion of Scripture and a counterfeit grace message that is, in
reality, a license for immorality this type of teaching has to be it! This isn’t the good news the
Bible speaks of. It is bad news for all who accept it.
There is no way to know how many suicides, broken families through
divorce, and criminal acts that have occurred because of OSAS, which
continues to flood forth.

“If I Knew I Was Going To Heaven,
I Would Do It”
On December 9, 1992, a distraught proponent of OSAS called in to The Bible Answer Man
radio broadcast. The dialogue that proceeded between that woman (Marie), Ron Rhodes and
Paul Carden is the strongest possible evi-dence to prove that the belief in OSAS is
conducive to suicide. That entire three-way conversation is unedited:
Paul:

Next on the line, Marie in San Diego, California on KPRZ. You’re on the air.

Marie: Hi, appreciate your ministry. I’m glad to get through, it’s taken a while. Uh, I have a
sort of a two fold question. One of them sort of does refer to that Hebrews passage.
Paul:

Um, hum.

Marie: If a Christian is saved, and commits suicide, what Scripture is
there to document that they would go to heaven or hell?
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Paul:

Ron Rhodes.

Ron:
Well, let me begin by pointing out that in Scripture, suicide is definitely
portrayed as a sin against God. Uh, suicide is murder and the Bible says “You
shall not murder,” Exodus 20, verse 13. That’s from the Ten Commandments.
Marie:

Even though murder is referring to some-one else.

Ron:

Well, it doesn’t necessarily have to.

Paul:

We’re talking about killing.

Ron:
It makes no difference whether it’s your life or someone else’s life, so it is a form of
murder and the really, the backdrop to the whole thing is that all life is said to belong to God.
He alone has the right to take life, according to Scripture—Deuteronomy 32 verse 39 and Job
1 verse 21. And even as you look at individuals in the Bible who wanted to commit suicide but
still wanted to follow God, they never tried to take their lives, rather they prayed like Jonah,
“Lord please take my life from me for it is better for me to die than to live.” You see, even
though Jonah wanted to die, he knew that that was God’s place. All life and death belongs to
God because God is the Lord over life and death.
Paul:

What prompts your question, Marie?

Marie: Uh, certainly contemplating it, but I, but I wouldn’t want to do it if
I was going to hell.
Paul:

You’re talking you are personally con-templating suicide, Marie?

Marie:

Huh?

Paul:

You are contemplating suicide?

Marie: Yeah, but I believe in eternal security. See, if I knew I was going
to heaven, I would do it.
Paul:
Marie, excuse me. There is no circum-stance under which suicide would be justified
in your life, none.
Ron:

Suicide . . .

Paul:

You need to understand that right now.

Ron:
Suicide is never ever an answer. As a matter of fact, uh, there are a couple of
suicides recorded in Scripture but it was always recorded in a sense that
was not approved of by God.
Paul:

Clearly.

Ron:
And, uh, what God tells us is that even though he will not protect us and keep us
out of individual problems that we may encounter, he will always walk with us through those
problems.
Paul:

Marie, I know you are on radio, but nobody knows who you are. Why are you consid-
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ering suicide?
Marie: Well, it’s, it’s, it’s kind of personal. I just, I just wanted to know the, uh, you know, the
Scripture verses, if, uh, you know, that, you know . . . .
Paul:

Marie.

Marie:

Yes.

Paul:
We want to help you. Are you willing to get help for whatever it is
that is leading you to contemplate this course of action?
Marie:

I’ve tried already, and it’s . . . .

Paul:
Are you willing to try one more thing? Your life is precious, Marie, more precious
than, than we can adequately express to you. And if you will live, God will use you. He will
turn this around but we want to get you help. Marie, will you accept our help? Will you let us
try?
Marie: But I don’t understand why you won’t answer my question about
the, uh, about the, the eternal security and the verses.
Paul:
Okay, once again, that’s, that’s really irrelevant to your question. I
mean if a Christian dies, uh, a Christian will, will in all likelihood, uh, spend
eternity with Christ, but that is no excuse to take your life. None
whatsoever. You cannot, you must not do that under any circum-stances,
Marie. We want to help you. You are, if you love God, I don’t see how you
can do that.
Ron:

You are eternally secure. Anyone who has trusted in Christ is
[9]

eternally secure, and I think this is clear from Ephesians 4:30 and
Romans 8, John chap-ter 2 and John chapter 10 and a number of other
passages. But the Lord of the universe, your Shepherd, your Savior, is at
your disposal and wants to see you through what-ever difficulty you are
facing right now. I think back to the time of David. David often had situations in which he just wanted to give up.
Paul:

All of us do.

Ron:
We all do, that’s right, but what David did was he focused on God’s faithfulness in
his own past and in the past of his nation. He reminded himself about how God had done this
and that for him in the past. He looked at the promises of God and the living Savior
ministered to his needs and every time, without exception, the Lord delivered him through the
circumstances. The same is true in the New Testament of the Apostle Paul. Paul was
shipwrecked, he was bitten by snakes, he was beat up, 39 lashings by the Jews, uh, one
thing after another happened to him, but the Apostle Paul was delivered through each one of
them by the living Shepherd who accompanied him. And, uh, the same thing is true of you
and me. Each one of us face different difficulties in life, but our Shepherd walks with us. He
calls us to follow his lead, and following his lead will never result in suicide.
Paul:

Marie, please, let us help you. Please, stay on the line and let us help you.

Marie:

Okay.
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Paul:

Alright. Hang on, someone will talk to you immediately. This is The Bible Answer
[10]

Man broad-cast. I encourage our listeners to pray for Marie . . . .

With Marie’s own personal testimony as a person who embraced OSAS and
was contemplating suicide, we now have a precedent since she said she
would kill herself, if she knew she would go to heaven! This should remove
all doubt about how the belief in OSAS encourages suicide for some.
There is no way to know how many others like Marie were listening to that
broadcast and were ad-verse-ly affected because of OSAS!
On the other hand, Marie also said:
I wouldn’t want to do it [suicide] if I was going to hell.

This proves that teachings on the believer’s secur-ity from a conditional
point of view would be a deterrent to suicide, especially for those who
have been contemplating it like the Marie type.

The Death Of Kenneth Nally
In the 1980’s, Grace Community Church had a lawsuit brought against it over clergy counsel
rendered to Kenneth Nally, a suicidal young man who afterwards killed himself. His death led
to that lawsuit against Grace Community Church. The teaching of OSAS was directly related
to the lawsuit:
The judge dismissed the case, but an appeals court overruled him, basing its decision in part
on a tape of pastor Rich Thomson’s Bible class 18 months after Kenneth’s suicide. In it the
preacher says: “Suicide is one of the ways that the Lord takes home a
disobedient believer . . . Suicide for a believer is the Lord saying, ‘Okay,
come on home. Can’t use you anymore on earth. If you’re not going to deal with
those things in your life, come on home.’” (The judge has ruled that the tape cannot be
introduced as evidence.)
At the trial, MacArthur, 45, is seeking to clarify his church’s teaching on suicide. “It’s not only
a sin, it’s illegal,” he says. “But we teach that even if a believer takes his own
[11]

life, the Lord will still receive him into His presence” (ellipsis his).

In the opening weeks of trial in the Los Angeles suburb of Glendale, the case against the
church had focused on allegations that the pastors advised Kenneth Mark Nally, 24, that if
he was saved he would go to heaven even if he killed himself . . . .
Religious language, normally ruled extraneous to court decisions, was critical in the plaintiffs’
view because of testimony indicating that the pastors taught that a “saved” person
would go to heaven despite committing suicide; according to attorney
Barker, such teaching could have been interpreted as a “green light” by
[12]

Nally to kill himself.

John MacArthur Comments
John MacArthur comments on that incident in one of his own books:
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In 1980, Grace Community Church was hit with a lawsuit charging that the pastors on our
staff were negligent because we tried to help a suicidal young member of our church by
giving him biblical truth. It was the first clergy malpractice case ever heard in the American
court system. The secular media had a field day as the case dragged on for years. Some
nationally aired tabloid-type programs even alleged that our church had encouraged
the young man to kill himself, teaching him that suicide was a sure way to
heaven. Of course, that was not true. He knew from Scripture that suicide is wrong.
We urged him to let the Word of God lead him to intimate knowledge and appropriation of the
resources available in the One who wanted to heal his troubled mind. Tragically, he refused

[13]

our counsel and took his own life.

While it is inconceivable that Grace Community Church would ever directly encourage any
believer to commit suicide, the act will always be a viable possibility for those who put two
and two together and come up with four, like Marie did who called into The Bible Answer Man.

“That Would Be Consistent With
His Belief System”
While answering a question on The Bible Answer Man, Hank Hanegraaff stated what is
consistent with the OSAS belief system regarding suicide. His assessment holds true for all
who teach OSAS. Consider the impli-cations of the OSAS teaching. Stanley is no exception.
Caller: . . . My husband listens to Charles Stanley sometimes. . . . And he said that if a born
again Christian is walking, has a strong walk with the Lord, and suddenly for some reason
commits sui-cide, that they could still go to heaven. They’ll just lose, lose
all their treasures in heaven. But they will go.
Hank:
Yeah, well Charles Stanley does believe in eternal security, so I
would think that would be consistent with his belief system, at least in
terms of that person that commits suicide going to heaven. Obviously, a sin
like that against a temple of the Holy Spirit is a very grievous sin. God is the controller of
death and life and we should not take that control into our own hands. So we’re talk-ing
about something that is very, very serious. However, I don’t see any
Biblical prece-dent for saying that a believer, a born again believer
committing suicide would go to hell. I do know that there are churches
that would teach that. I don’t find a Biblical precedent for saying that, and
again, the Scripture is the final court of arbitration. It’s not my word or
anybody else’s word, so I would agree with Charles Stanley’s assessment
of that situation. As far as losing all of their rewards, I don’t know that we could say that
categorically either, because when we stand in the great assize with people from every
tongue and tribe and nation, God then will be determining what rewards we do or do not get.
Ron:
. . . And what Hank said was exactly right. You can’t say that God is going to take
all rewards because of one act or one lapse of judgment of a person. God is a perfect
judge so while sui-cide is a heinous sin against man and God, God himself
is a perfect judge and I believe that that person, if he really trusted in
[14]

Christ, will be with Christ in heaven.

Hanegraaff stated that there was no Biblical precedent for saying a believer would go to hell,
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if he committed suicide. Could it be that he has never connected 1 Jn. 3:15b and Rev. 21:8 to
this form of pre-meditated self-murder?

David Jeremiah On Suicide
The frequency of suicides again surfaces as Dr. Jeremiah adds his thoughts with the others,
as it’s his turn to answer a question that often comes.
I ought to pause for just a moment and answer a question that often comes to me.
I’ve had the funerals of a number of people who’ve taken their own lives. And quite often
family members will come and say “Is there any forgiveness if someone takes their own life?”
And I need to report that that sin is neither accorded any greater or lesser value in the
economy of God than the other sins which are chron-icled in the word of God. And it is
possible, I believe, for a person who has gone through some terrible stress in their life and in
a moment of not thinking clearly has ended their life. That person very easily might
find his place in heaven, especially because he could have given his heart
to Christ in this life. And even to take one’s life does not undo what God
does in the inward act of salvation. But any of you who have been close to that or
have been around it can testify to the fact that it is the most difficult and it is perhaps the
cruelest thing that a person can do to those who are close. It leaves so many questions and
hurts and those who knew and loved Saul having heard of his death must have wept and
mourned even as David did in the first chapter of second Samuel. What a tragic ending. . . .
[15]

June Hunt On Suicide
June Hunt likewise responds in a vague way about suicide. The following is her answer as
she dialogues with her co-announcer, Carl.
June:
Well, technically, Carl, a person who has truly entered into a relationship with the
Lord Jesus Christ, let me ask you this, how many of their sins were forgiven once they
entered into that rela-tionship with him?
Carl:

Well, I believe all of mine have been.

June:

Yes, because that’s what Scripture teach-es.

Carl:

Past, present and future.

June:

And future. So the issue is, all of our sins are already forgiven.

[16]

June Hunt sounds like Charles Stanley on this issue. How anyone could teach all of our
future sins are already forgiven, even before they are committed is incredible, especially
considering the clarity of 1 Jn. 1:9.

Robert Morey On Suicide
Just because you’re converted this does not mean that you cannot have mental problems
due to chem-ical imbalances or other things. Thus suicide is never described as the
unforgivable sin. It is maybe the unforgettable but never the unforgivable and a Chris-tian
can do any sin except that which is the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit. And
thus Chris-tians can commit suicide. It’s horrible, it happens, but it does not
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[17]

automatically mean they’re not saved.

From all that, Robert Morey shows that he does not really believe to be saved one must
endure to the end in the way of holiness, since a suicide victim dies as an unrepentant
murderer!
Also, Morey implies that only those who commit the unforgivable sin will go to the lake of fire!
[18]

However, Rev. 21:8 doesn’t limit the ones who will be thrown into that place to just those
who commit the unforgivable sin. In fact, such isn’t even cited in that list, but the murderer is.

Adrian Rogers’ Ministry On Suicide
In a personal letter from Adrian Rogers’ ministry, we read the following about suicide:
Nevertheless, some Christians, I am sure, do commit suicide and in that
case suicide is forgivable, just as any sin is forgivable, because Christ paid
the penalty (see 1 John 2:12.). A true born-again child of God, Dan, can
[19]

never loose [sic] their salvation.

To misuse 1 Jn. 2:12, which refers to our past sins, is a travesty! The same writer of that
passage also gave us 1 Jn. 1:9 which is clear about receiving forgiveness of sins
after the point of salvation. Please note his con-di-tional word if.
If we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all
un-righteousness (1 Jn. 1:9, NKJV).

David Breese On Suicide
Q. My uncle was a suicide. Will he be in heaven?
A. If your uncle knew Jesus Christ as his personal Savior, he will be in
heaven. If not, he will be lost. We go to heaven not because of the manner of our own
[20]

death, but because of the sacri-ficial death of Christ on the cross.

Just like other OSAS proponents, Breese reveals that one’s final spiritual condition is totally
irrelevant as to where he will spend eternity.

World Prophetic Ministry On Suicide
We should not be too surprised with the following, either:
Whatever sin there is in suicide is included in the sins for which Jesus Christ died on Calvary,
and for which forgiveness has been purchased. Thus, he would not be excluded
from Heaven because of this act of self-destruction if he were genuinely
Born Again. . . . If God is going to keep a Christian out of Heaven for suicide, then He will
also have to exclude all Christian liars, coveters, those who lose their temper, those who take
sides in church trouble, and so on. . . . Since you cannot be saved by doing any
kind of works, then how can you be lost by doing any kind of works, even
self de-struction? . . . any Christian who takes his own life will feel ashamed before the
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[21]

Lord at the Judgment Seat of Christ.

J. Vernon McGee On Suicide
Q. I was completely surprised when one of my friends from church committed suicide. How
could a Christian kill himself?
A. Now a Christian is a person who has accepted Christ and has been born
again by the Spirit of God, indwelt by the Spirit of God. That cannot be
changed at all. That Christian can get into sin as the prodigal son did, but he can always
go home.
How can a Christian commit suicide? That is a sin, and somebody points out that they don’t
have time to ask for forgiveness. Well, I think there are many Christians who die with
unconfessed sins. They are going to have to settle them at the judgment seat of Christ. Paul,
you remember, said if we would judge ourselves, we would not be judged. Certainly a
suicide wouldn’t have much of a chance to confess. However, I can
understand that a Christian may think he has gotten into a situation where
there is no way out. He gets so down that he turns to suicide as the only
alternative he can see.
And I can understand that a Christian might have a mental breakdown, a catastrophic illness,
or certain other things which might cause him to do this. I would not sit in judgment
upon a pro-fessing Christian who does this because, to begin with, the
minute he commits this act he is out of your hands and out of my hands.
We cannot pass judgment on him. And I do know this: if that person is a child
of God, he is saved. I don’t care what you say, he is saved if he is a child of
[22]

God (italics his).

McGee admits a suicide doesn’t have time to confess to get forgiven. But it seems to escape
him that a murderer’s identity isn’t changed until he gets forgiven. This isn’t judging, it’s
declaring the clear message of Scripture.

Radio Bible Class On Suicide
We can be certain that God will not cancel the salvation of a person who takes
[23]

his own life.

Bob George’s Ministry On Suicide
Only God actually knows who is a true Christian, one who has accepted the resurrected
Christ into his life. Since suicide is an “illness” of the brain-of the mind (if you will), a person
[24]

who is born-again will go to heaven if they commit suicide.

Joseph C. Dillow On Suicide
In conclusion, there is no justification in this passage for the teaching that a believer can
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[25]

commit some sin, even suicide, which can in any way affect his eternal destiny.

Erwin Lutzer On Suicide
This morning a note was on my desk telling of a born-again Christian who committed suicide.
He walked outside and shot himself, leaving behind a grieving wife and shocked children. The
reasons are unclear, except that He [sic] was weary of the emotional pain he suffered when
he was abused as a child. Though he loved Christ, he thought he just couldn’t take it
anymore.
Of course no one knows the heart of a person except God. But I’m convinced that those
who have trusted Christ are in heaven today even if they die with the sin of
murder on their conscience. Even rebellious sheep are taken from earth to heaven.

[26]

If A Christian Commits Suicide,
Does He Go To Heaven?
--This question will continue to be asked, If a Christian commits suicide, does he still go to
heaven? That’s another way of asking if a person once saved dies as an unrepentant,
premeditated murderer, does he go to heaven?
Unfortunately, many large and influential ministries are openly teaching the logical conclusion
of OSAS regard-ing suicide and unequivocally answering yes, as you have just read multiple
times.
One exception to this, at least at one point, is D. James Kennedy, who embraces the
moderate view of OSAS, and who wrote the following:
Judas, in his apostasy, committed suicide, and thus demonstrated that he was
[27]

not truly a be-liever.

Regarding Judas, he was no longer a Christian even before the point of his suicide.
However, that doesn’t mean he never was, which has been Scripturally
proven else-where in this book.

Jack Hayford On Suicide
Another teacher who needs to be cited is Jack Hayford. Though he often sounds like an
OSAS proponent, he does not accept it. However, he too overlooks Rev. 21:8 and 1 Jn.
3:15b to embrace his compromised position on suicide:
That I want everyone to understand that it is error to suppose that simply because
a person commits suicide, they therefore have lost their eternal soul. That
having said that does not mean it is not possi-ble for a person to lose their soul when they’ve
been saved. But it is an extremely demanding and difficult thing to lose your soul. If you want
[28]

to, you can do it. It can be done. And there are people that have done it.
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Remember this, like abortion, sui-cide is just another name for murder. However, to be more
exact, suicide is premeditated self-murder. But even beyond this, it is the kind of
murder one cannot repent of! Unlike David, who had another murdered but was later
forgiven, suicide vic-tims cannot repent to find forgive-ness.
Don’t be deceived, all unforgiven murder-ers, without exception, do not have eternal life and
will end up in the lake of fire:
Whoever hates his brother is a murderer, and you know that no murderer has eternal

[29]

life abiding in him (1 Jn. 3:15, NKJV).

But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, mur-derers, sexually immoral, sorcerers,
idolaters, and all liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and
brimstone, which is the sec-ond death (Rev. 21:8, NKJV).

No exception to the above is made anywhere in Scripture for a person who was once
saved, then commits sui-cide because of a bad combina-tion, that is, painful cir-cumstances,
hope-lessness and a belief in OSAS!
In opposition to this, we read:
It occurs to me that those who would think you couldn’t go to Heaven if you’ve committed
suicide do not base salvation upon grace, but rather on works. It is the works
[30]

system of salvation that gives no hope for the person who commits suicide.

If what Dixon said was true, then the Apostle John and God himself were teaching a works
system of salva-tion, since they gave us 1 Jn. 3:15 and Rev. 21:8. Obvi-ously, such is
impossible.
Others have tried to excuse the sin of suicide (pre-meditated self-murder) with the fol-low-ing
rationale: “If one is mental-ly ill, he isn’t responsible for his ac-tions.” To excuse any form
of murder this way, including self-murder, is not Scriptur-al. There is
absolutely no Bibli-cal backing for such a statement! Besides, mental ill-ness
isn’t the root of sin, the heart of man is. Jesus tells us where murder proceeds from:
What comes out of a man is what makes him ‘un-clean.’ For from within, out of men’s
hearts come evil thoughts, sexual immorality, theft, mur-der, adultery, greed, malice,
deceit, lewdness, envy, slan-der, arro-gance and folly. All these evils come from inside and
make a man ‘unclean’ (Mk. 7:20-23, NIV).

Please note that murder (regardless the form) comes from the heart and is
not a mental illness, according to the Lord!
Some Christians will be, and in fact are now, heavily distressed over their personal
circumstances. Subtly, the devil has given some OSAS adherents the idea to escape their
prob-lems through suicide and go to heaven. Sadly, the Tempter’s thoughts have been
reinforced by many OSAS teachers. Since OSAS is unscriptural, such people who yield to
this temptation -won’t be going to heaven, since they committed murder and couldn’t repent
of it!
It is vitally important that suicide, like other satanic temp-ta-tions, be steadfastly resisted. In
other words, don’t even for a moment entertain suicidal thoughts. Such
Christians who yield to this satanic temptation of murder will only be inten-sify-ing their own
pain and misery in eternity, not escaping it!
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Ponder This…
Paul:

What prompts your question, Marie?

Marie: Uh, certainly contemplating it, but I, but I wouldn’t want to do it if I was
going to hell.
Paul:

You’re talking you are personally con-templating suicide, Marie?

Marie:

Huh?

Paul:

You are contemplating suicide?

Marie: Yeah, but I believe in eternal security. See, if I knew I was going to heaven,
I would do it…
Marie: But I don’t understand why you won’t answer my question about
the, uh, about the, the eternal security and the verses.
Paul:
Okay, once again, that’s, that’s really irrelevant to your question. I
mean if a Christian dies, uh, a Christian will, will in all likelihood, uh, spend
eternity with Christ, but that is no excuse to take your life. None
whatsoever. You cannot, you must not do that under any circum-stances,
Marie. We want to help you. You are, if you love God, I don’t see how you
can do that.
Ron:
You are eternally secure. Anyone who has trusted in Christ is
eternally secure, and I think this is clear from Ephesians 4:30 and Romans
8, John chap-ter 2 and John chapter 10 and a number of other passages.

[1]
[2]
#139.
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
MC213.
[7]
[8]
[9]
do it!
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

American Demographics, November 1993, p. 11.
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1996 (116th edition), Washington, DC, 1996, p. 101, chart
Minirth-Meier Clinic, Suicide and Christians, Moody Cassette Ministry, air date: 8/16/91.
Charles Stanley, Suicide: Is It An Unpardonable Sin? (Atlanta, GA: In Touch Ministries, 1994), audiotape MH 074.
Personal letter dated 12/14/93, from Larry Montgomery, Vice President for Operations, In Touch Ministries.
Charles Stanley (Atlanta, GA: In Touch Ministries, 1993), Grace: God‛s Second Chance, Grace and Continuing Sin, audiotape #4,
Charles Stanley, Eternal Security: Can You Be Sure? (Nashville: Oliver-Nelson, 1990), p. 70.
Ibid., p. 77.
Rhodes still answers this way even though he said suicide is murder, and Marie said if she knew she would go to heaven she would
Bible Answer Man, 12/9/92.
William Plummer, People Weekly, 5/20/85, p. 148.
John Dart, The Christian Century, 5/29/85, pp. 548, 549.
John MacArthur, Jr., Our Sufficiency in Christ (Word Publishing, 1991), p. 55.
The Bible Answer Man, 4/20/94.
David Jeremiah, Saul‛s Suicide: 1 Samuel 31:1-13, audiotape 011088AO13.
June Hunt, Suicide or Survival? (Dallas, TX: Hope for the Heart), catalog #9114, side 1, aired beginning 4/1/91.
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For from within, out of the heart of men, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, fornications,
murders, thefts, covet-ousness, wickedness, deceit, lewdness, an evil eye, blasphemy, pride,
foolishness. All these evil things come from within and defile a man (Mk. 7:21-23, NKJV).
Whosoever hateth his brother is a murderer: and ye know that no murderer hath eternal life
abiding in him (1 Jn. 3:15, KJV).
But the cowardly, unbelieving, abominable, murderers, sexually immoral, sorcerers, idolaters, and all
liars shall have their part in the lake which burns with fire and brimstone, which is
the second death (Rev. 21:8, NKJV).

Chapter 18
OSAS Contradictions

One of the definitions of a contradiction is to be inconsistent with or opposed to.[1] This is a
perfect way to describe the teachings of OSAS within their own circle.
A contradiction is one of the surest ways to know error exists. In other
words, it is absolutely impossible for two conflicting messages to both be
right. Either one of the messages is wrong or they are both wrong, but they
cannot both be right!
Anyone who has read much on the subject of OSAS has certainly read contradictory
interpretations of key verses. This must imply error! Somebody is apparently wrong, and
therefore, misleading their following. If this wasn’t related to God’s eternal truth, it wouldn’t be
as serious as it is. Unfortunately, it does and, therefore, it must be addressed.
It is the purpose of this chapter to inform the reader that there is much confusion and
error that is being authoritatively poured forth in an effort to perpetuate the teaching of
OSAS. No refutation is needed to prove this, since the OSAS teachers refute themselves by
their own teachings. In fact, sometimes they even contradict themselves!
The following quotes are all made by proponents of OSAS. Sometimes they
attempt to denounce other OSAS proponents who hold to a slightly different view.
Remember, there are two camps within OSAS:
(1) The extreme view, which states if you were ever truly saved, you will always remain
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saved, even if you stray off into the most grievous sins and doctrinal heresies and never
return to God; and
(2) The moderate view, which states if you were ever truly saved you might stray off from the
Lord for a time, but you will always return. If one doesn’t return, then he was never really
saved to begin with (that is, unless such a person commits suicide)!

Stanley vs MacArthur vs Lutzer

Were the recipients of the book of Hebrews Christians?

Charles
Stanley
wrote:

Probably the strongest argument for these persons being genuine
Christians is the author’s next statement: “And have been made partakers of
the Holy Spirit.” Earlier in Hebrews the author talks about his audience being
“partakers of a heavenly calling” and “partakers of Christ.” In these in-stances
there seems to be no doubt he is referring to authentic Christians. Once again,
consistency would argue for his use of “partakers” in chapter 6 to be referring to
persons who had experienced the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit.[2]

John
MacArthur,
Jr. wrote:

The individuals addressed here had five great advantages because of their
association with the church: They had been enlightened, had tasted Christ’s
heavenly gift, had partaken of the Holy Spirit, had tasted the Word of God, and
had tasted the miraculous powers of the age to come (vv. 4-5). There is no
reference at all to salvation. In fact, no term used here is ever
used elsewhere in the New Testament for salvation, and none
should be taken to refer to it in this passage.[3]

Erwin W.
Lutzer
wrote:

We have to admit that the author is talking about true Christians
in this passage, for his description of these people is clear (see
Hebrews 6:1-3). Not all commentators agree with this inter-pretation, but, if
you read the context, it makes the best sense.[4]

Please Choose:
Stanley and Lutzer are wrong.
MacArthur is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Evans vs Pink vs Barker
Was King Saul ever saved?

Tony

Evans said:

Arthur W.
Pink wrote:

Saul, the king of Israel. We know that he was redeemed because the
Bible says that God gave him a new heart. And yet here is a man who, because
of rebellion against God, winds up going into witch-craft and ultimately
committing suicide. So even though he was saved, to use a New Testament
term, he became suicidal because of his rebellion against God.[5]
In reply thereto we would say: we grant the con-clusion that Saul passed out into
an eternity of woe, but we do not accept the inference that he was
ever a regenerate man.[6]
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Harold
Barker
wrote:

Even so, however, there is nothing said of the loss of Saul’s eternal
salvation.[7]

Please Choose:

Evans and Barker are wrong.
Pink is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Pink vs MacArthur vs Hodges vs Morey vs Evans
Can a true Christian become an apostate?

Even when writing to a minister of the Gospel, his own
“son in the faith,” Paul hesitated not to exhort him, “Take heed unto
thyself and unto the doctrine; continue in them,” adding “for in doing this
thou shalt both save thyself (from apostasy) and them that hear
thee” (1 Tim. 4:6) (italics his).[8]

Arthur W.
Pink wrote:

Apostasy is not reached at a single bound, but is the final culmination
of an evil process, and it is against those things which have a tendency
unto apostasy against which the saints are repeatedly
and most solemnly warned.[9]

John
MacArthur,
Jr. wrote:

Applied to one who was really an unbeliever, the principle of falling
from grace speaks of being ex-posed to the gracious truth of the Gospel and
then turning one’s back on Christ. Such a person is an apostate.[10]

Zane C.
Hodges
wrote:

The writer of Hebrews obviously believes that a true Christian can
apostatize.[11]

Robert
Morey
wrote:

That God preserves His people from apostasy and sees to it that all of
His elect ultimately enter heav-en is the clear teaching of Holy
Scripture.[12]

Tony Evans
said:

The carnal Christian is characterized by rejection of the Christian faith. If
you stay on the road to carnality long enough, you will apostatize.[13]

Please Choose:

Pink, Hodges and Evans are wrong. ___True ___False
MacArthur and Morey are wrong. ___True ___False

Hodges vs Pink

Did Solomon repent of his idolatry before his death?
Zane C.
Hodges
wrote:

But what about born again Christians who have done these things? To be
specific, what about wise Solomon who ended his life with
defection from his God and with idolatry (1 Kings 11:1-10)![14]
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With others, it is our own conviction that before the end of his earthly
pilgrimage Solomon was made to repent deeply of his
waywardness and wicked-ness.[15]

Arthur W.
Pink wrote:

Please Choose:
Hodges is wrong.
Pink is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Rice vs Rogers vs Stanley vs Morey vs Kendall
Is it believed or believes that saves?

John R. Rice
wrote:

Do you have everlasting life? You may answer, “Yes, I have everlasting life
because the Bible says, ‘He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life.’ I
did believe on Him. I did trust Him. I did rely upon Him.
Therefore I have everlasting life.”[16]
He who commits himself to the Son of God is the one who is saved. Have you
done this?
Notice it doesn’t say, he who has believed; it says He
who believes. It is always present tense. . . .

Adrian
Rogers
wrote:

They say, “Yes, I’m saved. I remember walking down the aisle when I was nine
years old, giving my hand to my pastor and my heart to Jesus Christ. Now, I
may not be living for God right now, I’ll admit. But I know I’m saved because I
remem-ber what I did when I was a nine-year-old boy. I remember believing on
Jesus Christ.”
The Bible never uses such an experience as proof of
salvation. It never points back to some time when you believed
on Jesus Christ (italics his).[17]

Charles
Stanley
wrote:

We are saved because at a moment in time we expressed faith
in our enduring Lord.[18]
Even if a believer for all practical purposes becomes an
unbeliever, his salvation is not in jeopardy.[19]

Robert
Morey wrote:

It is also important to point out that the Apostle John always
emphasizes the present tense char-acter of true saving faith, i.
e. faith is never viewed as a decision made in the past and now
over with or completed.[20]

R. T. Kendall
wrote:

Whoever once truly believes. I suppose that is the sore spot with so
many. It is “once, not twice or three times or three hundred times. Once.” One
needs have only what John Calvin called the “least drop of
faith.” And one need have it but once (italics his).[21]
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Please Choose:
Rice, Stanley and Kendall are wrong.
Rogers and Morey are wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Moody vs Swindoll

Can a drunk be saved?

Dwight
Moody said:

A drunk stopped Moody one time and said, “Don’t you
remember me? I’m the man you saved here two years ago.”
“Well,” said Moody, “it must have been me, because the Lord
certainly didn’t do it.” Too many are “saved” by men, and not saved by
God. In other words, one can have assurance of salvation — like the drunk —
without being saved.[22]

Chuck
Swindoll
said:

Shortly after that campaign was held, the evangelist that led him to Christ
defected from the faith. His family was broken apart. He wandered across the
United States like an animal, finally died a drunk-ard in the gutter of South
Chicago. . . . If you have trusted the Lord Jesus Christ as your Savior, you are
still a child of God. You may deny him, but he will never deny you.
Though you are faithless, he will remain faithful. And the grace of God, the
seal of the Holy Spirit, preserves you permanently. This is called
the doctrine of eternal security.[23]

Please Choose:
Moody is wrong.
Swindoll is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Gromacki vs Gromacki

Are Christians capable of sinning by adding to or taking away from the
Bible?
Gromacki
said:

But Christians are capable of committing adultery or any other sin.
[24]

Gromacki
said:

Would any genuine believer ever add to or take away from the revealed
truth of the Bible? Cer--tainly not.[25]

Please Choose:
Gromacki must be wrong. ___True ___False

Strombeck vs Kendall
Are there degrees of sin?
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J. F.
Strombeck
wrote:

In relation to eternal life or everlasting death, there are no degrees of
sin, all are the same.[26]

R. T. Kendall
wrote:

Some want to dismiss the issue by saying “sin is sin” and “all sin is equally
abhorrent in God’s sight.” That is not true. Some sins are worse
than others.[27]

Please Choose:
Strombeck is wrong.
Kendall is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Jeremiah vs Breese vs Kendall

Can a proponent of a conditional security have salvation?
David
Jeremiah said:

You say, “Well, Pastor Jeremiah, if a person doesn’t believe in the security of
the believer, does he get to heaven?” Sure. He’ll get there in spite of
himself. Sure he will.[28]

David Breese
wrote:

What makes this salvation a great treasure is that it is eternal salvation. It is
valuable beyond measure because it never can be taken from us.
How sad that the ‘salvation’ in which many Christians be-lieve is frothy and
flighty and can disappear in a moment’s notice. This is not a treasure, nor
is it salvation at all.[29]

R. T. Kendall
wrote:

Once a person has confessed his faith he is absolutely, unchangeably and
irrevocably saved. Even if he doesn’t believe in “once saved, always saved,”
he is still eternally secure nonetheless.[30]

Please Choose:
Jeremiah and Kendall are wrong.
Breese is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Morey vs Hoekema vs Gromacki

Does Rom. 7:14-25 refer to a regenerate person?
Robert Morey
wrote:

Paul is speaking of of [sic] the normal Christian life. This passage
[Rom. 7:14-19] is not speaking of the unregenerate or of the
backslidden saint.[31]

Anthony
Hoekema
wrote:

But I have since changed my mind. I now see this passage as a description,
seen through the eyes of a regenerate person, of an unregenerate
person (e.g., an unconverted Pharisaic Jew) struggling to fight sin through
the law alone, apart from the strength of the Spirit. I admit that this position
is not the usual Reformed interpretation.[32]
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Robert Glenn
Gromacki
wrote:

Paul said that he was “sold under sin” (Ro 7:14). Sin owned and
controlled him; he was its slave.[33]

Please Choose:
Morey and Gromacki are wrong.
Hoekema is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Stanley vs New Geneva Study Bible Notes

Will weeping, wailing and gnashing of teeth in outer dark-ness be
experienced by the saved?

Charles Stanley
wrote:

Where is this place represented by the “outer darkness” in Jesus’ parables
[Mt. 25:30]? To be in the “outer darkness” is to be in the kingdom
of God but outside the circle of men and women whose faithfulness on this
earth earned them a special rank or position of authority.
The “outer darkness” represents not so much an actual place as it
does a sphere of influence and privilege (italics his).[34]

New Geneva
Study Bible
Notes say:

It [hell] is described as a place of fire and darkness (Jude 7, 13), of
“weeping and gnashing of teeth” (Matt. 8:12; 13:42, 50; 22:13;
24:51; 25:30). . . .[35]

Please Choose:
Stanley is wrong.
New Geneva Study Bible notes are wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Ankerberg/Weldon vs Stanley

Is it possible for a Christian not to bear fruit?
John Ankerberg
and John Weldon
wrote:

Finally, verse 16 is too reassuring to imply loss of salvation; for the one in
hell has no fruit at all. All Christians will bear at least some fruit.
[36]

Charles Stanley
wrote:

This passage is so powerful because we are pre-sented with a
Christian who at no point in his entire life bore any eternal
fruit.[37]

Please Choose:
Ankerberg/Weldon are wrong.
Stanley is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Swindoll vs Cole vs Hunt vs Volf
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Was the sexually immoral man of 1 Corinthians 5 saved?

Chuck Swindoll
said:

I have been interested to discover and I turn to chapter 5
of the same letter to the Corinthians . . . . In this case, we see it
was incest. A man was living with his father’s wife, not his own mother.
The way it’s written suggests that the father had married again and the
guy is now shacking up with her. He’s living with her, in the church, a
member of the family of God.[38]

Donald Cole said:

On the other hand, when you come to chapter 5, he deals
with another kind of sin and he says about this person, he says remove
the wicked man from among yourselves and there’s not much
question in my mind but that Paul regarded this wicked per-son
as a non-believer and he wanted him out.[39]

Dave Hunt wrote:

The man who had “his father’s wife”—a terrible sin—didn’t lose his
salvation thereby. . . .[40]

Judith Volf wrote:

Finally, and most ominously, through persistent and grievous sin church
members may reveal that they have not yet made the initial step
of repentance and conversion (2 Cor 12:20, 21; 1 Cor 5:1-13;
10:1-12), that is, that they are not even saved yet.[41]

Please Choose:

Swindoll and Hunt are wrong.
Cole and Volf are wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Spurgeon vs Ironside

Will all who enter heaven receive the crown of life?
Charles H.
Spurgeon said:

Every true believer shall be a conqueror, and hence the reason for
warring a good warfare. There is laid up for us in heaven a
crown of life that fadeth not away.[42]

H. A. Ironside
wrote:

A crown of life is not salvation; it is reward. There are five
crowns . . . the crown of life for those who suffer for Christ;. . . . I might
lose all of those crowns and yet not lose my salvation. The
Word says, “If any man’s work shall be burned. . . . he himself shall be
saved; yet so as by fire” (1 Corinthians 3:15). But I do not want to be
saved that way. I want to win the crown of life.”[43

Please Choose:

Spurgeon is wrong.
Ironside is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Swindoll vs MacArthur vs Evans

Can a saved person shipwreck his faith like Hymenaeus did?
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Chuck Swindoll
said:

. . . the man slowly but surely eroded in his faith and today he is a
crude, vulgar, shipwreck of a faith living in the Middle East . . . Two
young men preached the gospel very faithfully and forthrightly . . . God
was using their lives and their lips. Today one of those men is
a shipwreck . . . If you have trusted the Lord Jesus Christ as your
Savior, you are still a child of God. You may deny him, but he will
never deny you. Though you are faith-less, he will remain faithful.
And the grace of God, the seal of the Holy Spirit, preserves you permanently. This is called the doctrine of eternal security.[44]

John MacArthur,
Jr. wrote:

The fact that they were poisoned by the gnostic heresies of
Hymenaeus, whose faith also was shipwrecked (cf. 1 Timothy
1:19-20), proved they were unregenerate.[45]

Tony Evans said:

. . . when you see Christians throw away the faith like
Hymenaeus and Alexander entered into, that did not happen
overnight.[46]

Please Choose:
Swindoll and Evans are wrong.
MacArthur is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Jeremiah vs Jeremiah

Will a real Christian return to the Lord if he backslides?
David Jeremiah
said:

Oh, he’ll have times when he doesn’t live the way he should. He’ll have
times when he falls, but he will come back. And I’ll tell you
something, if he doesn’t come back, and he’s a genuine Christian,
he’ll be jerked out of here according to 1 Corin-thians 11.[47]

Please Choose:

Jeremiah must be wrong.

___True ___False

Chafer vs Gromacki

Does the Prodigal Son represent the Jewish people or the believer?
Lewis Sperry
Chafer wrote:

Thus the Prodigal Son, representing the possible return of the
Jewish publicans and sinners under the Jewish
covenants and relationships, returned to his father on the ground of
confession, and not by a birth, or generation.[48]

Robert Glenn
Gromacki wrote:

The Father-son relationship is not broken by sin; only the sweet
fellowship is lost by the believer. This is what the prodigal son
had to learn.[49]
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Please Choose:
Chafer is wrong.
Gromacki is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Chafer vs Pink

Must saved individuals persevere for salvation according to Rom. 11:21,22?

Lewis Sperry
Chafer wrote:

Gentiles are warned: Romans 11:21, “For if God spared not the
natural branches, take heed lest he also spare not thee.” This
message is addressed to Gentiles as contrasted to
Israel, and is a distinc-tion between God’s dealing with
Israel in one dis-pensation and with the mass of Gentiles
in another dispensation, rather than a warning to saved
indi-viduals.[50]

Arthur W. Pink
wrote:

No matter how excellent a beginning I have made, if I do
not continue to press forward I shall be lost. Yes, lost,
and not merely miss some particular crown or millennial
honors as the deluded dispensationalists teach. It is
persevere or perish: it is final perseverance or perish
eternally — there is no other alternative. Rom. 11:22
makes that unmistakably clear; “Behold therefore the
goodness and severity of God: on them that fell (the unbelieving Jews)
severity: but toward thee (saved Gentiles, v. 11), goodness, IF thou
continue in His goodness; otherwise thou also shalt be cut off.” To
continue in God’s goodness is the opposite of returning to our
badness. The evidence that we are the recipients of God’s goodness is
that we continue in the faith and obedience of the Gospel. The end
cannot be reached apart from the appointed means (italics his).[51]

Please Choose:

Chafer is wrong.
Pink is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Kennedy vs Hanegraaff

Does suicide demonstrate that such a victim was not a believer and went
to hell?
D. James Kennedy
wrote:

Judas, in his apostasy, committed suicide, and thus demonstrated
that he was not truly a believer.[52]

Hank Hanegraaff
said:

I don’t see any Biblical precedent for saying that a believer, a born
again believer committing suicide would go to hell.[53]

Please Choose:

Kennedy is wrong.
Hanegraaff is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False
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Lutzer vs MacArthur

Can a true Christian deny Christ or shrink back in the face of persecution?
Erwin Lutzer wrote:

History has shown that many true Christians denied Christ
during times of persecution.[54]

John MacArthur,
Jr. wrote:

. . . genuine Christians do not shrink back, even in the face
of death.[55]

Please Choose:

Lutzer is wrong.
MacArthur is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Spurgeon vs Martin

Is it possible for Christians to be led astray by false teach-ings?
Charles Spurgeon
said:

. . . Matthew xxiv. 24 . . . shows that it is impossible for the
elect to be deceived by them.[56]

Walter Martin said:

Christians are not immune to having their minds corrupted. The Bible
says that you will not lose your soul. But the Bible says your mind
can be corrupted from the simplicity that’s in Christ. 2 Corinthians
chapter 11 says you can be deceived and led astray. I
have met Christians who have been led astray by
psychic phenomena, who have been led astray by the
kingdom of the cults and the occult.[57]

Please Choose:

Spurgeon is wrong.
Martin is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Chafer vs Strombeck vs Kendall vs Lutzer vs Rogers vs Stanley
Can OSAS be a license for immorality?

Lewis Sperry Chafer
wrote:

Does not the doctrine of security license people to sin?
Biblically, No; Experimentally, No. There is no greater incentive to
holiness of life than to know one’s own eternal position in Christ
Jesus.[58]

J. F. Strombeck wrote:

There seems to be a small number of persons who
make use of the doctrine as a license to sin. There are
not many of these; but those that there are, are being held up as
proof that eternal security is something to be shunned.[59]
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R. T. Kendall wrote:

And yet one can see why some call “once saved, always saved” a
dangerous teaching. It is dynamite. It puts us on our honor. It sets us
free. It is vul-nerable to abuse. There is no doubt that it is a teaching
that has been abused. It is perhaps the most abused teaching
of the New Testament. The incestuous believer of Corinth
abused it (1 Corinthians 5:1-5).[60]

Erwin Lutzer wrote:

Question:
Doesn’t the doctrine of eternal security lead to a wanton
lifestyle? If people know that they are saved eternally, will
they not have no motivation to keep their relationship with
God current?
Answer:
There is always the possibility that we will misuse
grace. However, the believer has been regenerated by the
Holy Spirit and has received a radical trans-formation.
Believers who do misuse grace will experience God’s
discipline.[61]

Adrian Rogers said:

And if you have the idea that somehow, eternal security is a license
to sin, you know your problem? You probably need to be
saved.[62]

Charles Stanley wrote:

Those who hold this view perceive the doctrine of eternal security to
be a license for sin. For this reason they consider eternal security a
dangerous doctrine. And to be honest, the behavior of many
“Christians” provides them with ample evidence to
make such a claim.[63]

Please Choose:

Chafer and Rogers are wrong.
___True ___False
Strombeck, Lutzer, Kendall and Stanley are wrong. ___True ___False

Kendall vs Rogers vs Brown

How did the people of 2 Pet. 2:20 escape the pollutions of the world?

R. T. Kendall wrote:

But why does Peter say they “escaped the pollutions of the world
through the knowledge of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter
2:20)? Because the power of Christian fellowship
undoubtedly had a temporary effect on them despite their “worming
their way in.” They simply could not be around true Christian people
for very long without being affected by them.[64]

Adrian Rogers said:

They have escaped the pollutions of the world through the
knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. That is, they
have heard the gospel.[65]
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Steve Brown said:

There are people who come into the church who even enjoy the
benefits of a covenant relationship in the church. That
doesn’t mean they’re Chris-tians. But they are by the flesh, able
to stop doing some horrible things, to know that if they do it
God’s way it’s better even if you’re not a Christian, and then they
can’t do it anymore and they turn and walk away.[66]

Please Choose:

Kendall is wrong.
Rogers is wrong.
Brown is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False
___True ___False

George vs Chafer

Does 1 John 1:9 apply to believers or unbelievers?

Bob George said:

And what we have done is bring the context of 1 John 1:9 over to a
believer instead of realizing it was a passage for salvation. It was a
passage to a person denying that they had a sin nature. . . . It’s a
case of putting the verse where it belongs, either to a lost person or
to a saved person. And if it’s to a saved person, then you’ve
negated everything that Christ did at the cross, because
you’re saying that God was in Christ reconciling the world unto
himself, not counting your sins against you, and then turn around
and saying, but if you confess, he’ll forgive you, and that’s double
talk.[67]

Lewis Sperry Chafer
wrote:

A regenerate person who has wandered from fellow-ship may return
to his place of blessing by a faith-ful confession of his sin. 1 John
1:9 is addressed only to believers.[68]

Please Choose:

George is wrong.
Chafer is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Stanley vs Spurgeon

Is it possible for a Christian to altogether forsake the path of obedience
yet remain saved?

Charles Stanley said:

You can’t sin and live like the devil down here and get by with
it, even as a believer. The Bible says you will lose your reward, but
you’ll be saved so as by fire. You won’t lose your
salvation, but there’s a whole lot to lose, brother, by sinful living.
[69]
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Charles Spurgeon
said:

We detest the doctrine that a man who has once believed
in Jesus will be saved even if he altogether forsook the
path of obedience. We deny that such a turning aside is
possible to the true believer, and therefore the idea imputed
to us is clearly an invention of the adversary.[70]

Please Choose:

Stanley is wrong.
Spurgeon is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Lindsey vs Bray

Are all sins forgiven at the point of salvation—past, present and future?
Hal Lindsey wrote:

First, all your sins—past, present, and future—were
forgiven when you believed in Jesus. There are none He
hasn’t already forgiven (italics his).[71]

John L. Bray wrote:

First of all, when a Christian sins, let’s remember that we are not
forgiven of those sins until they are confessed to the Father above. 1
John 1:9 says, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to
forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unright-eousness.”
You may think that when you got saved God forgave
you of all your past sins, present sins, and future sins all
at the same time, but that is not what the Bible says.
The Bible says that when you commit sin, you should go to God in
confession for that sin, and that is when God forgives you for that sin
(1 John 1:9) (italics his).[72]

Please Choose:

Lindsey is wrong.
Bray is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Gromacki vs MacArthur

Does Jn. 15:6 refer to the Christian or the unredeemed?

Robert Glenn
Gromacki wrote:

Jesus said, “If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch,
and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire,
and they are burned” (Jn 15:6). A branch that no longer lets the life
of the vine flow through it turns from green to brown. When the vinedresser sees that the branch will no longer bear fruit, he prunes it
and throws it on a pile where it will dry and later be used as kindling
for a fire. The branch has been removed from its fruit-bearing
position. So it is with the unyielded Christian.[73]
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Unredeemed people are unfit for any spiritual good, useless for
righteousness, fit only to be thrown into the fire and burned (Jn.
15:6). Their great need is not self-esteem or positive thinking, but
redemption from their prideful sin.[74]

John MacArthur, Jr.
wrote:

Please Choose:

Gromacki is wrong.
MacArthur is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Camping vs Stanley

Will all Christians reign with Jesus?
5. They [Christians] reign with Him.

Harold Camping wrote:

All five characteristics apply to those who have been
saved.[75]

Charles Stanley wrote:

Some [believers] will reign with Christ; others will not (see 2
Tim. 2:12). . . . Some will reign and rule with Christ; others will not
(see Rev. 3:21).[76]

Please Choose:
Camping is wrong.
Stanley is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Lutzer vs Houck

Does God always bring a true believer back who would stray from the faith?

Erwin Lutzer wrote:

A true believer may actually turn from the faith; and if so, the Father
will discipline His child for disobedience. Indeed, such discipline is
proof of sonship (see Hebrews 12:6-8). That discipline might
not always be effective, for sometimes God’s children can be
stubborn, but it will be admin-istered.[77]

Steven Houck wrote:

Though the true believer may slip into grievous sin, he does not fall
absolutely. God brings him back so that by faith he walks in the
ways of God. He is preserved in the way of faith — a faith that
results in godly living. Anyone, therefore, who professes to be a
Christian but continually and openly walks in the ways of sin, is not
a true child of God.[78]

Please Choose:
Lutzer is wrong.
Houck is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False
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Barker vs Pink

Was Adam saved before his fall?
Harold Barker wrote:

Adam and Eve did not lose their salvation by eating of the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil for they never had
salvation until after the fall.[79]

Arthur W. Pink wrote:

Here is one who had no sinful heredity behind him and no
corruption within him, instated in the Divine favor, placed in a
garden of delights and given dominion over all terrestial [sic]
creatures. Yet he abode not in that fair estate, but fell from grace,
disobeyed his Maker, and brought upon himself spiritual
death.[80]

Please Choose:
Barker is wrong.
Pink is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Barker vs Breese

Do unsaved people ever have their names in the book of life?

Harold Barker wrote:

Dave Breese said:

Please Choose:
Barker is wrong.
Breese is wrong.

The one spoken of here has never been saved and
has never had his name in the book of life and so
will not be allowed in the Holy City where the “tree of life” is
(Revelation 22:2), and will, therefore, have no part in the
“tree of life.”[81]
I believe that every person who is born has their
names written in the book of life. God is not willing that any
should perish but that all should come to repentance, so the will of
God is that every-body be saved. If, however, they do not believe
Christ, then on the basis of their not receiving Christ,
then their names are taken out of the book of life
whereas it could have been otherwise. But it does not say that a
person’s name is blotted out of the book of life because he has
committed a sin. But it’s because he has not believed in the Savior
from sin, namely Christ.[82]

___True ___False
___True ___False

Cole vs Gromacki
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Can a real Christian have persistent sin?

Donald Cole said:

There is a fourth reason why some people lack assurance and that
is persistent sin in their life. That is, I have known Christian
people who are alcoholics and I’ve also known Christian
people who are addicted to other things. I know several Christian men who are addicted to pornography and it’s
impossible for them to have assurance of salvation
because of this persistent sin in their life. Yet I myself
believe they are genuine believ-ers and if so, they are
Christians.[83]

Robert Glenn
Gromacki wrote:

A person, really born of God and abiding in Christ, will not sin
persistently.[84]

Please Choose:
Cole is wrong.
Gromacki is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Ankerberg/Weldon vs Morey

Is it impossible to have assurance of salvation and reject OSAS?
John Ankerberg and
John Weldon wrote:

There are, of course, those who have an assurance of their
salvation and yet reject the doctrine of eternal
security.[85]

Robert Morey wrote:

True believers can have a full assurance of their eternal
salvation (1 John 5:11-13). This would be impossible if we
could lose our salvation.[86]

Please Choose:

Ankerberg and Weldon are wrong.
Morey is wrong.

___True ___False
___True __False

Ankerberg/Weldon vs Ankerberg/Weldon

Is it possible to know the Scriptures and reject OSAS?
Ankerberg and
Weldon wrote:

On the other hand, if we don’t know Scripture well, if we
have never studied doctrine, if we don’t know the
character of God, it is not sur-prising that we might suspect the
doctrine of eternal security.[87]

Ankerberg and
Weldon wrote:

There are also Bible teachers and theologians well-versed in
Scripture who do not believe in the doc-trine of security.[88]
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Please Choose:
Ankerberg and Weldon must be wrong. ___True ___False

Thieme vs Thieme

Is it possible for a believer to cancel out his salvation?

Thieme wrote:

If all you’ve ever done is to add lordship to faith, you probably are
not saved, and you ought to make sure and that is simply tell God
the Father, and don’t make it long. Take about ten seconds at the
most. Father, I believe in Jesus Christ. And the moment you tell Him
that, you are saved. But if you add something, you have
canceled it out.[89]

Thieme wrote:

There is nothing the believer can do to cancel a one second
decision to believe in Christ. You can’t cancel it. You don’t
have the power. You don’t have the ability. I don’t care how
evil you turn out to be, or what a jerk you are, or how you fail,
or how you sin. You can’t cancel what God did for you.[90]

Please Choose:
Thieme must be wrong. ___True ___False

Dillow vs Dillow

Can a carnal Christian act like the unregenerate, who will in the future
receive the mark of the beast?

Dillow wrote:

By “carnal Christian” the writer means a Christian who is knowingly
disobedient to Christ for a period of time. He is a Christian who
walks as if he were a “mere man,” that is, an
unregenerate person (1 Cor. 3:4). Occasional lapses of sin are
not the subject of this chapter. The focus is the apparent persistence
in sin by regenerate people. In remote cases it is even possible
that such people will publicly renounce Christ and
persist in either sin or unbe-lief to the point of physical
death. However, if they were truly born again in Christ, they will
go to heaven when they die.[91]
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Dillow wrote:

-One thing the carnal Christian fears is hell and he knows that if
he accepts this mark, it is proven that he is unregen-erate. So
many believers will remain cold, go underground, and live out of
fellowship with God but will refuse the mark. It is not the love of
Christ that causes them to say no, but fear that He will carry out His
threats. Since they are elect, God will either work in
their hearts or circumstances so that they avoid
accepting the mark, or He will take them to be with
Him before they do.[92]

Please Choose:
Dillow must be wrong. ___True ___False

Kennedy vs Kennedy

Must a person persevere in godliness and holiness to enter God’s
kingdom? Or is it possible for an unrepentant adulterer to be living holy to
enter God’s kingdom?

Kennedy wrote:

Kennedy wrote:

I think back many years ago of a man in this church
who was engaged in adultery—a man who had been a
minster [sic] and had left the ministry, but a man who seemed
to be a godly man—a man who seemed to be a Christian.
Only God knows the heart. He became involved with a
married woman. He was going to have her divorce her
husband and marry him. I admonished him and urged him to
repent. He was brought before the discipline com-mittee and
they admonished him to repent. He was suspended from the
sacraments, but he did not re-pent. Finally, the Session
determined that since he remained impenitent, they
would have to excom-municate this man from the church.
Just before that happened, God pulled his string and
suddenly that young man died.
These are just some of the unlimited, infinite ways God can
chasten those who are truly His own, who do not
repent of their sins. My friends, we need to take the warnings
seriously because they are very real.[93]
It is only as we persevere in godliness and in a holy life and in
service for Jesus Christ that we will end up in His eternal kingdom.
[94]

Please Choose:
Kennedy must be wrong. ___True ___False

Dillow vs MacArthur
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Does 1 Jn. 2:19 teach believers will persevere to the end? If a professing
Christian turns away from the faith, does that act show he was never
really saved to begin with?

Joseph Dillow wrote:

There is no statement here [1 Jn. 2:19] that true believers
will persevere to the end. Nor is there the statement
that, if a man departs from the faith, this proves he was
never a Christian in the first place. What is taught is that, if
these so-called apostles were really apostles, they would have
listened to the apostle John and would have con-tinued in fellow-ship
with the Twelve.[95]

John MacArthur, Jr.
wrote:

True believers will persevere. If a person turns against
Christ, it is proof that person was never saved. As the
apostle John wrote: “They went out from us, but they were not really
of us; for if they had been of us, they would have remained with us;
but they went out, in order that it might be shown that they all are not
of us” (1 John 2:19).[96]

Please Choose:
Dillow is wrong.
MacArthur is wrong.

___True ___False
___True ___False

Ponder This…

A contradiction is one of the surest ways to know error exists. In
other words, it is absolutely impossible for two conflicting messages to
both be right. Either one of the messages is wrong or they are both wrong;
but they cannot both be right!
Anyone who has read much on the subject of OSAS has certainly read contradictory
interpretations of key verses. This must imply error! Somebody is apparently wrong, and
therefore, misleading their following. If this wasn’t related to God’s eternal truth, it wouldn’t
be as serious as it is. Unfortunately, it does and, therefore, it must be addressed.
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What I am saying is true and reasonable (Acts 26:25, NIV).
Test all things; hold fast what is good (1 Thess. 5:21, NKJV).

Chapter 19
OSAS Strange Interpretations

If one accepts OSAS and reads his Bible, there will be many times he will be confronted with
Scriptures that clearly contradict this doctrine. In an effort, especially by OSAS teachers, to
somehow make such Scriptures con-form to OSAS, there are some very strange inter-pretations from these problematic texts that result. The following are examples of such.
How Did They Escape The Pollutions Of The World In 2 Pet. 2:20?
Is Weeping And Gnashing Of Teeth In Outer Darkness In The Kingdom Of God?
Is Revelation 21:8 Salvation By Works?
Do The Parables Make Only One Spiritual Truth?
Will All Who Enter The Kingdom Reign And Rule With Christ?
Do The Words Not Inherit The Kingdom Mean Exclusion From The Kingdom?
Do The Branches Getting Cut Off From The Vine In John 15 Mean Physical Death?
Can Genuine Christians Shrink Back?
What Is The Book Of Life?
What Is The Sin Unto Death?
Galatians 5:4
What Is The Meaning Of Convert?
How Was The Prodigal Lost?

How Did They Escape The Pollutions
Of The World In 2 Pet. 2:20?
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But why does Peter say they “escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of
the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” (2 Peter 2:20)? Because the power of Christian
fellowship undoubtedly had a temporary effect on them despite their “worming their way
in.” They simply could not be around true Christian people for very long without being affected
by them. Apparently there was a time during which they were not “entangled” in the pollutions
of the world. But Peter knew they were never saved for he prophesied of them, “the
[1]

latter end is worse with them than the beginning” (2 Peter 2:20).

This proponent of OSAS stated it was the power of Christian fellowship that affected the
people mentioned in 2 Pet. 2:20-22. But is that what Peter wrote? Peter’s actual words are:
If they have escaped the corruption of the world by knowing our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ and are again entangled in it and overcome, they are worse off at the
end than they were at the begin-ning. It would have been better for them not to have known
the way of righteousness, than to have known it and then to turn their backs on the sacred
command that was passed on to them. Of them the proverbs are true: “A dog returns to its
vomit,” and, “A sow that is washed goes back to her wallowing in the mud” (2 Pet. 2:20-22,
NIV).

Peter clearly said it was “by knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ” that those people
escaped the cor-ruption of the world. This same word know is found in 2 Pet. 1:3,4 and is
clearly used for the saved!
Moreover, it is only the blood of Christ that can break the slavery to sin, thereby enabling one
to escape the corruption of the world. See Rev. 1:5. We are freed from Satan’s power (Acts
26:18) when we come into con-tact with Jesus’ cleansing blood. This is also when our hearts
are purified by faith (Acts 15:9 cf. 10:43-48). After the point of initial salvation we can get
contaminated (Jam. 1:27), defiled (Heb. 12:15), etc. by sin. By applying 1 Jn. 1:9 the
Christian can get spiritually repurified.
To say the people mentioned in 2 Pet. 2:20 were never saved is to say contacting the blood
of Christ and coming to know the Lord Jesus isn’t the only way to be freed from the slavery to
sin. Regretfully, this down-playing of Jesus’ blood is the result of those who refuse to accept
the conditional security apparent in that pas-sage as well as many others.

Is Weeping And Gnashing Of Teeth In Outer
Darkness In The Kingdom Of God?
Where is this place represented by the “outer darkness” in Jesus’ parables? To be in the
“outer darkness” is to be in the kingdom of God but outside the circle of men and women
whose faith-fulness on this earth earned them a special rank or position of authority.
The “outer darkness” represents not so much an actual place as it does a sphere of influence
[2]

and privilege

(italics his).

. . . “gnashing of teeth” . . . does not symbolize pain as many have thought. . . . They were
extremely frustrated with themselves. . . . And so it will be for many believers.
Just as those who are found faithful will rejoice, so those who suffer loss will weep. As some
are celebrated for their faithfulness, others will gnash their teeth in frustration over their own
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short-sightedness and greed. We do not know how long this time of rejoicing and sorrow will
[3]

last. Those whose works are burned will not weep and gnash their teeth for eternity.

Is Charles Stanley representing the truth of Scrip-ture by teaching as he does about the
weeping and gnash-ing of teeth in outer darkness? Let’s test his teaching with the Scriptures.
In the Parable of the Wheat and Tares, Jesus addressed this very issue:
The Son of Man will send out his angels, and they will weed out of his kingdom everything
that causes sin and all who do evil. They will throw them into the fiery furnace,
where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous will shine like
the sun in the kingdom of their Father. He who has ears, let him hear (Mt. 13:41-43, NIV).

Jesus taught there are only two groups of people:
(1) Those who do evil, who will be cast into the fiery furnace where there will be weeping and
gnashing of teeth; and
(2) The righteous, who are in the kingdom of their Father.
Similarly, Jesus’ teaching in the Parable of the Net drives home the same truth about
weeping and gnashing of teeth:
. . . the angels will come and separate the wicked from the righteous and throw them into
the fiery furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth (Mt.
13:49,50, NIV).

According to Jesus, it’s the wicked who will expe-rience the weeping and gnashing of teeth
and who will also be cast into the fiery furnace. The righteous (those who enter the kingdom)
don’t experience this!
One other combination of passages speaking of the same event clarifies this even further:
I say to you that many will come from the east and the west, and will take their places at the
feast with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of heaven. But the subjects of the
kingdom will be thrown outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping
and gnashing of teeth (Mt. 8:11, 12, NIV).
But He will reply, “I don’t know you or where you come from. Away from me, all you
evildoers!” There will be weeping there, and gnashing of teeth, when you see
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and all the prophets in the kingdom of God, but you yourselves
thrown out (Lk. 13:27, 28, NIV).

Notice that outer darkness is where people will be thrown. Its location is clearly outside of the
kingdom of God! Also, the weeping and gnashing of teeth will occur, not when shortsighted
Christians see their works burn up, as Stanley declares, but when those who experience
such weeping and gnashing of teeth see Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and all the prophets in the
kingdom of God, but themselves thrown out into the darkness. The difference between this
and Stanley’s view is infinite!
So, why does Stanley give this strange inter-preta-tion? The answer is obvious—to
perpetuate his gospel of OSAS.
The final verse of this parable [Mt. 25:14-30] is so severe that many commentators assume it
[4]

is a description of hell. It is not.
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If the weeping and gnashing of teeth in outer darkness, as found in Mt.
25:30 refers to hell, then there can’t be an unconditional security for the believer, since the one subject to this destiny was pre-viously saved!
A different OSAS defender completely contradicts Stanley with the following:
The servant cast into the outer darkness in this parable represents an unbeliever who is
[5]

on earth at the time of the Lord’s second coming.

This explanation is obviously in error since the ser-vant in Mt. 25:30, like the others in this
same parable, was entrusted with his master’s property and expected to bring forth gain over
time. This could only be true if he was a real believer. God knows those who are his (2 Tim.
2:19) and expects fruit (Jn. 15:1-6). The others in the same parable, who had the same
opportunity, did bring forth gain and heard their Lord say:
Well done, good and faithful servant! You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in
charge of many things. Come and share your master’s hap-piness! (Mt. 25:21,23, NIV).

On the other hand, this other servant, who had the same potential future, but was
fruitless, was conse-quently called wicked (v. 26) and given, not a different reward or
no reward at all, but a different eternal destiny:
And throw that worthless servant outside, into the darkness, where there will be weeping and
gnashing of teeth (v. 30, NIV).

Getting back to Barker’s interpretation of Mt. 25:30, he unwittingly has unbelievers cast into
outer darkness over a reason other than unbelief in Christ, which is contradictory to OSAS!

Is Revelation 21:8 Salvation By Works?
After citing Rev. 21:8, Hodges comments:
This is not, of course, salvation by works after all! It is rather a declaration that in the
new heavens and the new earth (cf. Rev. 21:1), there are no more cowards, no more
idolators, no more liars—except those who have been consigned to the lake of fire!
But what about born again Christians who have done these things? To be
specific, what about wise Solomon who ended his life with defection from his God and with
idolatry (1 Kings 11:1-10)! The answer is that they will all be in the presence of God as
citizens of the eternal world. And whatever their failures on earth may have been, these are
gone. If they had been liars, they are liars no more. If idolators, they are idolators no
more. For now they are immortal and sinless. They are conformed to the image of God’s Son.
[6]

How did they come to this place. By the grace of God.

It’s very disturbing that Hodges would comment on the clear truth of Rev. 21:8 and say it is
“not, of course, salvation by works.” One must wonder from this if he is trying to cloud the
issue.
Hodges also reveals how he understands works! If one resists sinful temptations as
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commanded (Jam. 4:7; 1 Pet. 5:9), he is living in accord with Biblical grace (Titus 2:12; 2 Cor.
1:12), not believing in works for salvation! If not being sexually immoral, an idolater, liar, etc.
was believing works for salvation as suggested, then Paul actually contradicted himself, for
he is the one who gave us Eph. 2:8,9 and other passages about such not inher-iting the
kingdom (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5-7).
The problem here is also the way the OSAS people understand grace. By
Hodges’ definition of grace, it should be apparent that he is allowing
people into the kingdom (liars and idolaters) whom God clear-ly stated will
be thrown into the lake of fire. This reflects the infinite difference between
the grace of OSAS and the grace taught in the Scriptures!
If one would carefully read Rev. 21:1-8, he would see that verses 7 and 8 are contrasting
passages describing first the overcomer—those who actually enter the king-dom—and
second, those who get thrown into the lake of fire (or the non-overcomer). Verse 8 describes
the latter. That passage is very shocking to today’s OSAS gospel, for it does not state that
only the unbelieving will be thrown into the lake of fire, as one might expect. In fact, the
unbelieving are not even mentioned at the top of the list!
God himself, who knows everything there is to know about grace, his own faithfulness, love
and keeping power, etc. spoke these words after the infinite and finished work of Christ on
the cross. Along with 1 Cor. 6:9,10, Rev. 21:8 best describes all of those who will spend their
eternity, with the devil, in burning sulfur.
Rev. 21:8 is an irreconcilable problem text for all of the OSAS proponents
and their grace message, since they believe one can actually do those
things after their salvation, never repent, and still not be in the danger that
God clearly says they are in! We should not, therefore, be surprised that
Rev. 21:8 will be avoided or distorted by the grace changers, through some
strange interpretation, because it is so anti-thetical to OSAS.

Do The Parables Make Only
One Spiritual Truth?
One basic principle of hermeneutics is, Don’t make a parable walk on all fours. In other
words, the parable [Mt. 18:23-35] was designed to teach or to illustrate one
fundamental spiritual truth; there-fore, do not read too much into the various details
[7]

within the parable.

One must first ask, what Bible verse or verses does that one basic principle of hermeneutics
for interpreting parables come from? If teaching is to be based on Scripture (2 Tim. 3:16,17)
and the teaching regarding the basic principle of hermeneutics does not come from Scripture, then shouldn’t we reject it?
Gromacki states the parable cited at Mt. 18:23-35 was designed to teach one fundamental
spiritual truth. Of course, it’s implied that truth must always be consistent with OSAS! He tells
us: “The basic teaching of this parable is conditional forgiveness.”
Then he says:

[8]

“Only the unsaved religious leaders of Israel are within the scope of these
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[9]

parables.”

He uses the word parables at the end of this last quote because he mentioned two other
parables in pas-sing. But he says only the unsaved religious leaders of Israel are being
referred to in Jesus’ parable of Mt. 18:23-35. If that is true, then how did they receive mercy,
which is equated to getting forgiven? If they were for-given at some point, weren’t they
saved? Also, wasn’t it on the basis that God forgave them that they should in turn forgive
others who sin against them?
Furthermore, if that parable only referred to the unsaved religious leaders of Israel then how
could Jesus tell his disciples, that is, those already saved (Mt. 12:49,50), they would be
treated the same way (Mt. 18:34,35)?
Finally, there are several spiritual truths, not just one, that are made in the
Parable of the Sower, the Parable of the Pharisee and the Tax Collector,
etc. Regarding the latter parable, Lk. 18:9-14 teaches:
(1) There is instant justification;
(2) We should go to God directly for ourselves asking for mercy to get forgiven; and
(3) Only those who are first aware of their need to get forgiven will humbly ask for
forgiveness. Others who aren’t aware of their need won’t ask for forgiveness.

Will All Who Enter The Kingdom
Reign And Rule With Christ?
[10]

Some will reign with Christ; others will not (see 2 Tim. 2:12).

Stanley teaches only some Christians will reign and rule with Christ, while others won’t. This
is the result of his teaching that a Christian does not have to remain faithful to Jesus to enter
the kingdom of God, based on his extreme version of OSAS. Hence, only those Chris-tians
who overcome (or are faithful) will reign and rule, others who were not faithful won’t reign and
rule but will still enter the kingdom.
Regarding reigning with Christ, Scripture says:
If we endure, We shall also reign with Him. . . . (2 Tim. 2:12a, NKJV).

Then, we must compare that truth to Mt. 10:22:
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who endures to the end will
be saved (NKJV).

We can only conclude from both of these Scriptures that all who endure will be saved
and will also reign with Christ!
Furthermore, all those who are part of the first resurrection, with no exception, will reign
with Jesus during the millennium (Rev. 20:6). Likewise, it is under-stood that all of God’s
servants will reign with him for-ever (Rev. 22:3-5).
On the other hand, all of the unfaithful, as implied in the sense of Rev. 2:10,11, will be hurt by
the second death.
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Do The Words Not Inherit The Kingdom Mean
Exclusion From The Kingdom?
In speaking of heirship in 1 Corinthians 6:9, 10, the Apostle did not threaten his readers with
the loss of eternal salvation. He did not even raise a question about their salvation. But he
warned them plainly that if they did not correct their unrighteous behav-ior, they confronted a
serious consequence. They would not inherit the Kingdom of God.
Many have assumed, without much thought, that to “inherit” the Kingdom
must be the same as entering it. But why should such an equation be
made? Even in everyday speech there is a dif-ference between saying, for
example, “you will live in that house” and “you will inherit it.” If a wealthy man
tells me that I will inherit his house, has he told me nothing more than that I shall inhabit it
someday? Obviously, he has told me more that that [sic]! He has told me that I will own that
house. And the more wealthy the man is, and the larger his house is, the more significant that
prom-ise becomes. It is extremely careless not to give deeper thought to a significant concept
[11]

like “inher-iting” the Kingdom of God.

Inheriting the kingdom has to deal with the bonuses that you get in the kingdom. It’s not the
same as entering the kingdom. So unless you distinguish between inheriting and
entering, you’ll think you’re not gonna get in the kingdom because of these
[12]

problems. But you can lose benefits from the kingdom because of them.

It was not salvation, then, but their inheritance in the kingdom of God that
these Christians were in danger of forfeiting. So with the Galatians. Their problem
was slightly different from that of the Christians at Corinth. The Corinthians were in dan-ger of
immorality (a good synonym for “antinomian-ism”—lawlessness) whereas the Galatians were
[13]

in danger of legalism. But the warning was the same.

For there is no possibility of fellowship with God apart from “walking in the light” (1 John 1:7).
As we saw in an earlier chapter, that is what Paul often calls “inheriting the
kingdom of God” and what the writer of Hebrews calls “entering God’s
[14]

rest.” For such an inheritance comes to those who continue in the faith.

According to Scripture, what does inherit mean as found in 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21 and
Eph. 5:5-7? The OSAS defenders try to strain out an interpretation to say one can still enter
the kingdom but not inherit it, which is in keeping with their doctrine. In other words, they
must maintain the sexually immoral, drunkards, greedy, etc. if ever saved will not be
excluded from the kingdom, even if they die in an unrepentant state.
Judith Volf put it in these words:
Thus neither 1 Cor 6:9, 10 nor Gal 5:19–21 has the purpose of warning Christians against
[15]

loss of salva-tion because of immoral behavior.

This Hodges-Evans-Kendall interpretation of in-herit is easily refuted by
noticing the overlap between 1 Cor. 6:9,10 and Rev. 21:8. By this
comparison, we are forced to conclude if one does not inherit the kingdom
of God because he is sexually immoral (1 Cor. 6:9,10), then he will be
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thrown into the lake of fire (Rev. 21:8). Therefore, one who does not inherit
the kingdom does not enter it. Nothing could be clearer than this.
Furthermore, Jesus responded to a question about inheriting eternal life (Lk. 18:18) by
equating that question to entering the kingdom (v. 24). The question and the Lord’s response
are:
Now a certain ruler asked Him, saying, “Good Teacher, what shall I do to inherit eternal
life?” (NKJV).
And when Jesus saw that he became very sorrowful, He said, “How hard it is for those who
have riches to enter the kingdom of God!” (NKJV).

Finally, in Mt. 25:34-36, one either gets the inheri-tance of the kingdom or he goes into
eternal fire pre-pared for the devil and his angels!
There is no way to escape the New Testament teaching of grace which states the wicked
will not in-her-it the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9).
Psa. 119:155 supplements this basic truth with:
Salvation is far from the wicked, for they do not seek out your decrees (NIV).

Finally, it was Jesus who taught that everything that causes sin and all who do evil will be
thrown into the fiery furnace (Mt. 13:41,42), even if we have at a previous point in time
experienced a true regeneration.

Do The Branches Getting Cut Off From The
Vine In John 15 Mean Physical Death?
If we are to understand that He cuts them off, then this means that He removes them from the
earth through physical death. . . . So if these are fruitless believers, then either the
gardener removes them in judgment or, more likely, in my opinion, He lifts
them up in blessing and guidance, positioning them so that they can bear
[16]

fruit.

Ryrie states that fruitlessness will result in either:
(1) physical death or
(2) being lifted up in blessing and guidance so that one can bear fruit.
Can Ryrie be right about this? If he is, then either way a disobedient Christian wins out with
this type of teaching, which goes against the whole tenure of Scripture! According to Ryrie, if
the disobedient one dies pre-maturely he gets out of this wicked and adulterous generation
and goes home to Paradise which is gain and better by far (Phil. 1:21,23) that much sooner!
If he doesn’t die prematurely, because of his fruit-lessness, then he gets lifted up in blessing
and guidance! So either way, this strange interpretation of Scripture promotes laxness and
unfaithfulness in Chris-tian service as it would neutralize the serious conse-quence of fruitlessness, as stated by the Lord Jesus:
I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in him, bears much
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fruit; for without Me you can do nothing. If anyone does not abide in Me, he is cast out as a
branch and is withered; and they gather them and throw them into the fire, and they
are burned (Jn. 15:5,6, NKJV).

Please note the strange interpretation Ironside gives to these verses:
There are many people in the vine (and the vine speaks of profession here on
earth) who bear no fruit for Him and will eventually be cut out altogether when Jesus comes.
There will be no place with Him because there is no union with Him . . . . If there is no fruit,
[17]

you can be sure there is no life, no real union with Christ.

One can only wonder how Ironside could say the vine speaks of profession here on earth
when Jesus clearly said he himself was the Vine (Jn. 15:1)!
For a branch (believer) to get severed from the Vine (Christ) because of fruitlessness
invariably would have to mean no salvation, since there can be no salvation
apart from Christ. To cut the branch off from its life source (the Vine) is certain death.
Such severed one-time believers who become withered are then thrown into the fire. Note:
they themselves are thrown into the fire, not their rewards or works!
Ironside also stated there is no real union with Christ if there is no fruit. But Jesus’ teaching
states they withered when severed from the Vine, which implies life until that point. The word
withered in Jn. 15:6 is the same Greek word (xeraino) used in Mk. 11:20 regarding the fig
tree that withered (or died) after Jesus cursed it. Should we believe that fig tree never had life
in it, because it withered after Jesus cursed it?
A similar teaching to Jn. 15:1-6, also from the Lord on the seriousness of fruitlessness, is
found at Lk. 13:6-9.

Can Genuine Christians Shrink Back?
He [the Lord] simply says that genuine Christians do not shrink back, even in the face of
[18]

death.

By saying such, MacArthur seems to forget about the Lord’s apostles. They disowned Christ
in the face of per-secution, before they were even touched physically (Mt. 26:31-34)! Should
we conclude none of them were truly saved because they did this, so that a doctrine that is a
license for immorality can be maintained? Or should we conclude that a truly saved person
can afterwards disown Christ through persecution and in turn be disowned by him (Mt.
10:33), as disturbing as this might be?
Furthermore, to try to shift warnings and threats to people who aren’t truly saved is also
refuted by the con-text of these same Scriptures (Mt. 10:33 cf. 26:31-34). Morey makes this
mistake:
The warnings and threats found in the New Testament concerning any
professing Christian who falls away from the faith are to be taken at face
value because they describe the terrible fate waiting those who follow Judas and Demas. It
is not enough to profess Christ. You must actually and really possess Christ as your personal
[19]

Lord and Saviour in order to be truly saved (italics his).
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What Is The Book Of Life?
I believe that every person who is born has their names written in the book
of life. God is not willing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance, so
the will of God is that everybody be saved. If, however, they do not believe Christ,
then on the basis of their not receiving Christ, then their names are taken
out of the book of life whereas it could have been otherwise. But it does not
say that a person’s name is blotted out of the book of life because he has committed a
[20]

sin. But it’s because he has not believed in the Savior from sin, namely Christ.

Our churches are filled with a great many people who are not saved. I’m sure you
agree with me. Are they in the Lamb’s Book of Life? I think so. But their names are
[21]

not going to stay there unless they make a decision for Christ.

What are the Scriptural facts about the book of life? First, we know the names of the saved
only are written in it:
And I entreat thee also, true yokefellow, help those women which laboured with me in the
gospel, with Clement also, and with other my fellowlabourers, whose names are in
the book of life (Phil. 4:3, KJV).

Paul could not have written that verse if every person who was physically alive had his name
in it.
Also Lk. 10:20 must refer to the book of life, since this is the only book in heaven, mentioned
in Scripture, that has names recorded in it. That verse reads:
. . . rejoice that your names are written in heaven (NIV).

That was also clearly directed to the saved, but the ultimate question here is: Can the names
of the saved be blotted out of God’s book through sin?
Then Moses returned to the LORD and said, “Oh, these people have committed a
great sin, and have made for themselves a God of gold! Yet now, if You will forgive their
sin; but if not, I pray, blot me out of Your book which You have written.” And the
LORD said to Moses, “Whoever has sinned against Me, I will blot him out of My
book” (Exo. 32:31-33, NKJV).

According to God himself, personal sin committed can cause God to blot the
names of the righteous out of his book in heaven. Furthermore, we read:
Charge them with crime upon crime; do not let them share in your salvation. May
they be blotted out of the book of life and not be listed with the righteous
(Psa. 69:27,28, NIV).

Clearly, the righteous can get their names blotted out of the book of life, according to
Scripture.
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With all of this in mind, notice the following warning given to Christians:
For I testify unto every man that heareth the words of the prophecy of this book, If any man
shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book:
And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take
away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things
which are written in this book (Rev. 22:18,19, KJV).

Since those who don’t have their names written in the book of life get thrown into the lake of
fire (Rev. 20:15), and the names of the saved can be blotted out by personal sin (Exo. 32:33
cf. Psa. 69:27,28), then it’s impossible for OSAS to be true!
By comparing Rev. 20:15 and 21:8, we learn that those who don’t have their names
written in the book of life are also the cowardly, unbelieving, vile, murderers, sexually
immoral, those who practice the magic arts, idol-aters and liars. This is obvious since these
people will be thrown into the lake of fire. Again, note the list doesn’t end with the unbeliever!
Conversely, those that do have their names written in the book of life are not the cowardly,
unbelieving, vile, murderers, sexually immoral, those that practice the magic arts, idolaters or
liars, according to the two pas-sages.
Gromacki gives his interpretation of Rev. 22:18,19:
This was a double-sided warning. For addition, God would add these plagues. This was
basically a phys-ical judgment. But how could God add the plagues of the great tribulation
(Rev 6-16) to a person who has lived and died within the church age? It could only be
possible to the unsaved person living at the time of the rapture of the
church. In that case, he would enter the tribulation and be exposed to these plagues. For
subtraction, God would remove a man’s part from the book of life. (Most Greek texts read this
as the “tree of life.”) Again, if this person was living at the end of the church age, he would
lose his life during the tribulation and would not be able to enter into the millennial kingdom

[22]

or into the holy city, which may be on earth during Christ’s earthly reign.

Gromacki’s strange interpretation crumbles with the fact those warnings were given to the
saved not the un-saved!
Also, when it comes to Rev. 22:18,19, OSAS teachers like to quote some translation other
than the KJV! Barker gives his reason for this:
[23]

The Greek manuscripts do not say “book of life” but rather “tree of life” (italics his).

Barker is clearly wrong about this, for the Textus Receptus (the Greek manuscript from which
the KJV is translated) does say book of life!
But does it really make a difference regarding the believer’s security? Let’s look at the NASB
version:
I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: if anyone adds to
them, God shall add to him the plagues which are written in this book; and if anyone takes
away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part from
the tree of life and from the holy city, which are written in this book (Rev. 22:18,19).

Even if one goes by this version of the Bible, OSAS is still refuted by this passage! This is
true because:
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(1) That warning was still given to Christians (1:4-6,11); and
(2) A Christian can still have his part taken away from the holy city, according to all reputable
translations, even the ones the OSAS proponents will cite to show verse 19 should say tree
of life not book of life.
For one to have his share in the holy city negated means the only other place to be is outside
that city:
Blessed are those who wash their robes, that they may have the right to the tree of life, and
may enter by the gates into the city. Outside are the dogs and the sorcerers and the
immoral persons and the murderers and the idolaters, and everyone who loves and practices
lying (Rev. 22:14,15, NASB).

The overlap between verse 15 and Rev. 21:8 shows such will be in the lake
of fire. Hence, in the end one will either be in the holy city with access to
the tree of life and his name in the book of life, or he will be in the lake of
fire. Since a Christian’s share in the holy city (and to the tree of life) can be
revoked by taking words away from the book of this prophecy, as John cites,
then OSAS can’t be true!
Joseph Dillow has a strange interpretation of Rev. 22:18,19: To have a share in the tree of life and in the holy city does not, as discussed
[24]

above, refer to going to heaven.

Remember, only those who have their names in the book of life will enter the holy city (Rev.
21:27). All others will be thrown into the lake of fire (Rev. 20:15).
Once we overcome in the sense of Rev. 3:5 and enter the kingdom of God, we won’t have
our names blotted out of the book of life. This is a promise for all who enter the kingdom of
God, as all the other promises cited in Revela-tion 2 and 3 are also given to overcomers. This
can’t be the same kind of overcomers mentioned in 1 Jn. 5:5, since those addressed in
Revelation 2 and 3 already overcame in that sense, which refers to initial salvation!
By the way, Gromacki states the following about the warning given to Christians in Rev.
22:18,19:
Would any genuine believer ever add to or take away from the revealed truth of the Bible?
[25]

Cer-tainly not.

For this OSAS teacher to write such is to render meaningless that warning given to
Christians. Why would anyone give a warning not to do something if it was
impossible for them to do it? Such doesn’t hold up in Scripture regarding God’s
warnings (2 Ki. 17:13-15 cf. v. 23).
Apparently, Gromacki understands the implication of Rev. 22:18,19 to OSAS and therefore
tries to nullify the obvious meaning of that warning given to Christians.
Barker takes a different approach and says:
The one spoken of here has never been saved and has never had his name in the book
of life and so will not be allowed in the Holy City where the “tree of life” is (Revelation 22:2),
[26]

and will, therefore, have no part in the “tree of life.”
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So now an OSAS defender has people who were never saved not being allowed in the holy
city for some sin other than unbelief in Christ! Barker also has people who never had a part in
the holy city losing that share which never existed in the first place. This is another strange
interpretation indeed.

What Is The Sin Unto Death?
Death is the most severe form of God dealing with Christians who refuse to forsake
their sin. We sometimes speak of such sin as “sin unto death.” John wrote of this in his
first epistle (1 John 5:13-17). There are other texts of Scripture which seem to refer to the
same thing (i.e., 1 Cor. 5:5; 11:29, 30; Heb. 6; John 15:6). Nowhere in Scripture is the “sin
unto death,” or the sin which results in God’s judgment in physical death, defined.
Evidently it could be any sin which the believer refuses to confess and forsake. This
judgment by physical death means that God removes the individual from the earthly scene
because his life and testimony are no longer productive for Him. Moses’ sin
became the sin unto death. God took his life and did not permit him to enter the
[27]

Promised Land.

Moses’ sin was he disobeyed God’s command to honor him as holy before the eyes of
people (Num. 27:13).
After he sinned, did he still live a productive life for God? Yes! The Biblical record shows he
laid his hands on Joshua as God commanded (Num. 27:18-25). Furthermore, he took
vengeance on the Midianites, as directed by the Lord (Num. 31:1,2).
How could this be if his sin and subsequent death is an example of the sin unto death which
comes because a person’s life and testimony is no longer productive to God, as the OSAS
teachers say?
Hodges and MacArthur both refer to physical death as being the judgment on a Christian:
A Christian who lives after the flesh is certainly in danger of death, but he is not in
[28]

danger of hell.

Believers are kept from being consigned to hell, not only by divine decree, but by
divine interven-tion. The Lord chastens to drive His people back to righteous behavior and
even sends death to some in the church (v. 30) to remove them before they could be
[29]

condemned (cf. Jude 24).

Such a sin could be any premeditated and uncon-fessed sin that causes the Lord to
[30]

determine to end a believer’s life.

By teaching like this, they both are proclaiming a license for immorality for the unrepentant
who once believed, since they will have a quicker trip to a paradise Heaven for their steadfast
rebellion through the OSAS interpretation of the sin unto death.
An example of one who lived after the flesh was the Prodigal. Not only didn’t
he die physically, but he did die spiritually through sin (Lk. 15:24,32). This
is the exact opposite of what Hodges and MacArthur teach. Further-more,
the Prodigal was in danger of hell at the time he was both spiritually dead
and lost.
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The Apostle Paul reiterates the Prodigal’s experience with Rom. 8:13. He candidly taught
Christians:
For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the
deeds of the body, you will live (NKJV).

The death here can only be spiritual. Gal. 6:8,9 elab-orates in more detail about sowing to
please the sinful nature and contrasts that to living to please the Spirit to reap everlasting life:
For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption, but he who sows to the
Spirit will of the Spirit reap everlasting life. And let us not grow weary while doing
good, for in due season we shall reap if we do not lose heart (NKJV).

Finally, Lightner cited 1 Cor. 5:5 which he says seems to refer also to the sin unto death. But
Dave Hunt contradicts that by saying the unnamed man of 1 Cor. 5 was restored in 2 Cor.
2:4-11.
The man who had “his father’s wife”—a terrible sin—didn’t lose his salvation thereby but as a
brother in Christ was cut off from fellowship in discipline (1 Cor 5:1-13); then later he was
[31]

restored (2 Cor 2:4-11).

Which OSAS teacher is wrong about the sin unto death and 1 Cor. 5:5, Lightner or Hunt?
See the chapter entitled, OSAS Contradictions for other contradictions.
By the way, Calvin also taught a license for immorality by interpreting 1 Cor. 5:5 the way he
did:
Again, when he says that he had delivered the Corinthian to Satan, “that the spirit may be
saved in the day of the Lord Jesus” (1 Cor. v. 5); that is, as I interpret it, he gave him over to
[32]

temporal condemnation, that he might be made safe for eternity.

Galatians 5:4
In Galatians 5:4, Paul was not referring to the security of the believer but to the contrasting
ways of grace and law, faith and works, as means of salvation. He certainly wasn’t teaching
that a person who has once been justified can lose his righteous standing before God and
become lost again by being legalistic. The Bible knows nothing of becoming unjustified.
Applied to one who was really an unbeliever, the principle of falling from
grace speaks of being exposed to the gracious truth of the Gospel and then
[33]

turning one’s back on Christ. Such a person is an apostate (italics his).

MacArthur states falling from grace is what an unbeliever does! If that is true, then that would
mean the book of Galatians was written to unsaved people since that verse was directly
addressed to them.
Scripture declares Paul preached the gospel to the Galatians (4:13), they accepted it (1:9),
became his spiritual children (4:19), were running a good spiritual race (5:7) before false
teachers came along and threw them into confusion (5:10). It was the message these false
teach-ers taught on justification (5:4) that caused concern for Paul.
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According to the context, for the Christians in the region of Galatia (1:2) to have fallen away
from grace (5:4) would mean that Christ was of no value to them at all (5:2)! This can only
mean they would no longer be saved, because it’s impossible to be saved
without Christ.
One must also ask, how could one fall from grace unless he was first in it like the Christians
at Galatia were?
Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of
no value to you at all. Again I declare to every man who lets himself be circumcised that
he is obligated to obey the whole law. You who are trying to be justified by law have been
alienated from Christ; you have fallen away from grace (Gal. 5:4, NIV).

MacArthur, in keeping with his moderate view of OSAS, also understands an apostate as
being one who was merely exposed to the gracious truth of the Gospel and then turns his
back on Christ—but was never really saved. But what do the Scriptures teach?
[34]

It is specifically found at Acts 21:21 and
The word apostasy means falling away, forsake.
2 Thess. 2:3. There are also many examples and references to apostasy through--out
Scripture (Exo. 32:1; 1 Sam. 15:26; 2 Chron. 25:27; Prov. 2:12,13; Isa. 1:4,5,28; 65:11,12;
Jer. 17:5,6; Dan. 11:35; Mt. 5:13; 24:10-12; Lk. 8:13; Jn. 6:66; 1 Tim. 1:19,20; 4:1; 2 Tim. 4:4;
Heb. 3:12; 6:4-6; 10:26-29; 2 Pet. 2:15, 20-22; 3:17; Jude 5). Such has always been commonplace.
Also, Paul believed Timothy, who was certainly saved, could shipwreck his own faith and told
him how to prevent this (1 Tim. 1:18,19). Hence, apostasy can definitely happen to a real
Christian!

What Is The Meaning Of Convert?
The founder and first president of Dallas Theological Seminary wrote:
Conversion is but a human act of turning about. It can be done many times and even a
believer may be converted (Luke 22:32). Being born again is a different experience
entirely. With it there is no repetition whatever, nor occasion for repetition. Some modern
revival converts who have heard nothing but appeals for reformation and a general
exhortation to be identified with religion, can hardly be expected to come under the same
gracious keep-ing of God, as the one who has come to God by Jesus Christ, and who has
[35]

intelligently rested in the saving grace of God as revealed in His Son.

Chafer states being born again is a different experience entirely from conversion, but Acts
15:3; Rom. 16:5 and 1 Tim. 3:6 clearly refute that statement.
While it’s certainly true that Peter would need to get converted, as stated in Lk. 22:32, the
reason was because he would beforehand disown Christ three times!
But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not: and when thou art converted,
strengthen thy brethren (KJV).

In other words, Peter returned to the Lord (or became converted) after he disowned Christ
and in that sense his faith didn’t fail.
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The reason OSAS teachers confuse the issue about converts of Christ, by teaching as they
do, is because there are especially two passages that would cause their doctrine great
trouble if they didn’t. The one already cited is in Luke 22 and the other one is 1 Tim. 3:6
where Paul told Timothy not to appoint a new convert to the office of overseer, since he might
get lifted up in pride and then fall under the same condemnation as the devil.
He must not be a recent convert, or he may become conceited and fall under the same
judgment as the devil (NIV).

That means Paul didn’t believe there was any OSAS, since that new Christian or convert
could afterwards end up in the lake of fire where the devil will go (Rev. 20:10)!
One must also ask, if being born again is different from being a convert, why would Paul not
make this dis-tinction, since a possible candidate for overseer would have to be a saved
person (1 Tim. 3:1-7)?

How Was The Prodigal Lost?
Charles Stanley wrote:
The son was literally lost. That is, the father did not know where he was. When the
[36]

son returned, he was found (italics his).

The word lost in Lk. 15:24,32 is equated with being spiritually dead and refers to the time
period when the Prodigal was in wild living with prostitutes.
Moreover, the story of the Prodigal is just one of three times in that same chapter Jesus
speaks of the spiritually lost, or the unsaved. The other two times are verses 6 and 9. God
will receive the lost, if pre-viously saved or not, when they repent. Because of such, rejoicing
then occurs among the angels or the Father himself.
To interpret the son as being lost to mean that the Father did not know geographically where
he was, is to deny that the Father equated his being dead to being lost. Such would also
deny that all who live after the flesh, like the Prodigal did, are also lost, and won’t inherit the
kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-23), that is, unless they repent for salvation’s sake.
Stanley then goes on to say:
[37]

The father is the heavenly Father. . . .

Since Charles Stanley certainly believes in the om-nis-cience of God, which means that God
knows everything and the father in the parable is the heavenly Father, then how could the
son be lost in the sense that the Father did not know where he was?
Impossible! Stanley’s explanation of the Prodigal being lost in a geo-graphical sense is the
best answer he could come up with to defend OSAS, yet it contradicts the immediate context
and ignores God’s unique attribute!
Rather than submitting to the evidence of Scripture, as disturbing as it may be, some OSAS
proponents will cleave to any strange interpretation that would allow for OSAS, rather than
turn from an unconditional security.

Ponder This . . .
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From downplaying the unique power of the blood of Christ, to teaching that weeping and
gnashing of teeth in outer darkness is in the kingdom of heaven, to saying the Prodigal was
lost in the sense that the Father didn’t know where he was, the OSAS teachers will do any
kind of Scripture distortion to defend their doctrine. Even beyond these, Stanley’s
interpretation leads to the follow-ing:
[38]

You cannot outsin the grace of God.

Lawrence Vance similarly thinks an unrepentant prostitute could be saved. He states this as
he chides another who ridicules such a notion. The statement that Vance criticizes is:
. . . came across a woman who happened to be the town prostitute. This woman
believed that she was saved because as a young girl she walked the aisle in an evangelistic
[39]

meeting and professed Christ as Savior.

Vance’s strange criticism was “. . . God let this woman get away with much more than he
[40]

could.”
How can such strange interpretations go unchal-lenged? Certainly, there are various
reasons. But this we know, such ministries flourish only because so many sup-porters are not
acquainted with the Holy Bible and are not living in the fear of God. The primary reasons
seem to be as cited in 2 Tim. 4:3,4 and 2 Pet. 2:1-3.
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Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly
dividing the word of truth (2 Tim. 2:15, KJV).
Do not be carried away by all kinds of strange teachings . . . . (Heb. 13:9, NIV).
He writes the same way in all his letters, speaking in them of these matters. His letters contain some
things that are hard to understand, which ignorant and unstable people distort, as they do
the other Scriptures, to their own destruction. Therefore, dear friends, since you already
know this, be on your guard so that you may not be carried away by the error of
lawless men and fall from your secure position (2 Pet. 3:16,17, NIV).

Chapter 20
Questions

Please look up the corresponding verses in your own Bible for yourself. Study them carefully, then
answer each question, according to the word of God.

Questions 1-84

Questions 85-165

Questions 166-233

1.

Are the Holy Scriptures or the majority of popular teachers who hold
to a particular doctrine the deciding factor that makes that doctrine
correct (2 Tim. 3:16,17)?

___The Holy
Scriptures
___Majority of
popular teach-ers

2.

Are the notes in a study Bible in-spired, like the actual Scriptures, or
can these notes reflect the erro-neous views of the commentator(s)?

___The notes are
inspired
___The notes can
be wrong

3.

Are religious creeds and confessions man-made and, therefore,
possibly in error?

___Yes
___No
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If a creed, confession, synod, etc. is contra-dicted by Scrip-ture
should we immediately reject it?

___Yes
___No

5.

According to Psa. 119:99,100, does Scriptural insight and
understanding come from having an earned doctorate degree in
theology or by meditating in the Scriptures and obeying its precepts?

___Having an
earned doctorate
degree
___Meditating in
Scripture and
obeying its
precepts

6.

Since many with an earned doctorate degree contradict each other
and themselves, doesn’t this further prove spiritual understanding
doesn’t come that way?

___Yes
___No

7.

The Bereans were commended for being teach-able and willing to
change, according to Scripture (Acts 17:11,12).

___True
___False

8.

Dear reader, are you teachable like the Ber-eans?

___Yes
___No

9.

If you were wrong about any teaching of the Bible, including the
believer’s security, would you change?

___Yes
___No

4.

See Lk. 15:11-32 for #10 - #20
10.

Was the Prodigal Son dead and lost when he was sexually immor-al
(Lk. 15:24,32 cf. v. 30)?

___Yes
___No

11.

Was that death physical?

___Yes
___No

12.

Can the death the Prodigal experienced be only spiritual death, since
it came through sexual sin and is equated with being lost? See also
Rom. 8:13.

___Yes, it can
only be spiritual
death
___No, it doesn’t
have to be
spiritual death

13.

Is it implied that the Prodigal was first spirit-ually alive before he
became spiritually dead and lost through sin by the word again (Lk.
15:24,32)?

___Yes
___No

14.

Did anyone or anything pluck him out of the Father’s hand as promised in Jn. 10:28?

___Yes
___No

15.

Did the Father’s love, faithfulness or keeping power override the
consequences of the Prodigal’s sinful behavior?

___Yes
___No

16.

Did the Father let him, of his own free will, walk out on him which led
to his dead and lost condition?

___Yes
___No

17.

Is the promise of not being snatched out of Jesus’ hand (Jn. 10:28) in
reference only to those who are following Jesus, verse 27?

___Yes
___No

18.

Though the Prodigal Son was sealed as a son, did that mean he was
always saved, even when he was in sexual immorality? (See also 1
Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8; 22:15.)

___Yes
___No
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19.

Does the Bible say Christians are sealed unto the day of redemp-tion
or saved unto the day of redemp-tion (Eph. 4:30)?

___Sealed unto
the day
___Saved unto
the day

20.

Can being sealed unto the day of redemption be an absolute
guarantee of entering the kingdom of God in light of the Prodigal Son,
Demas, Judas and others who were once saved?

___Yes
___No

21.

In regards to Heb. 13:5, did the Father leave or forsake the Prodigal
or did the Prodigal leave and forsake the Father to his own harm?

___the Father left
___the Prodigal
left

22.

If we reject God will he likewise reject us (Deut. 32:15 cf. v. 19)?

___Yes
___No

23.

We show we reject God by not living holy lives (1 Thess. 4:7,8).

___True
___False

24.

“. . . The LORD is with you when you are with him. If you seek him, he
will be found by you, but if you forsake him, he will forsake
you,” 2 Chron. 15:2. What condition must we meet for God to
forsake us?

25.

The phrases “once saved always saved,” “once in grace always in
grace” or “once a son always a son” are not actual quotes found
anywhere in the entire Bible.

___True
___False

26.

According to 1 Cor. 6:9,10 and Rev. 21:8, are all drunk-ards, all the
sexually immoral, all greedy and all liars categorically unsaved,
regardless who they are with no exceptions?

___Yes
___No

27.

Are all homosexuals unsaved, according to 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rom.
1:27; Gen. 19:4,5 cf. Jude 7 and Lev. 20:13?

___Yes
___No

28.

By simple definition, is a person sexually immoral if he/she is
presently sexually immoral, regard-less of a past commitment to the
Lord Jesus?

___Yes
___No

29.

Is the implication that a sexually immoral person could possibly be a
Christian a ramification of OSAS?

___Yes
___No

30.

Is such an implication unscriptural (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8)?

___Yes
___No

31.

If OSAS was true, there would be saved sexu-ally immoral people
and unsaved sexually immoral people. In contrast, the Bible only
mentions the sexually immoral and states that such a person is
wicked, won’t inherit the kingdom of God and will, therefore, be
thrown into the lake of fire (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; 1 Thess.
4:7,8; Rev. 21:8).

___True
___False

(See Lk. 8:5-15 and Mt. 13:3-23 for #32 - #37)
32.

According to Jesus, do some people believe for a while then cease
believing (Lk. 8:13)?

___Yes
___No

33.

Is the falling away, which these same people experience in this
parable, equated to the plant dying?

___Yes
___No
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34.

Did their initial belief (or faith) produce life?

___Yes
___No

35.

Was this life spiritual, since it was produced by the word of God
and came as a result of their own personal faith?

___Yes
___No

36.

Was it persecution over the word of God which caused this type of
person, who was previously saved, to fall away or die?

___Yes
___No

37.

Is persecution a test that will cause some true Chris-tians to
apostatize or die spiritually?

___Yes
___No

38.

According to the Bible, what makes us strong (Acts 20:32)?

___Persecution
___Word of God

39.

When Saul of Tarsus was persecuting the church, was the church
being destroyed or built up by that persecution (Acts 8:3)?

___Destroyed
___Built up

40.

Did Jesus say many will turn away from the Christian faith at the end
of the age because of persecu-tion (Mt. 24:9,10)?

___Yes
___No

41.

Does the standing firm to the end, as men-tioned in Mt. 10:22,
refer to disciples of Christ remaining faithful to Jesus during
persecution, without disowning him?

___Yes
___No

42.

Did the Lord Jesus or a cultist first teach, “He who stands firm to the
end will be saved” (Mt. 10:22)?

___The Lord
Jesus
___A cultist

43.

Did Jesus say enduring to the end was necessary for salvation or for
getting some reward, position in the kingdom, or fellowship with God?

___For salvation
___For reward,
position, fellowship

44.

Could Jesus have been kidding, joking, or exag-gerating regarding
our need to endure to the end for salvation’s sake?

___Yes
___No

45.

Do you believe what Jesus taught in this verse?

___Yes
___No

(See 2 Pet. 2:20-22 for #46 - #53)
46.

Did the people Peter wrote of escape the cor-ruption of the world by
knowing our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ?

___Yes
___No

47.

Did they know the way of righteousness before they were entangled
in sin for the second time?

___Yes
___No

48.

According to Mt. 21:32 is Jesus the way of righteousness, as implied
by Mt. 3:11 cf. Jn. 1:29-34?

___Yes
___No

49.

Did they turn their backs on the sacred command?

___Yes
___No

50.

Were these people at one time washed when they knew the way of
righteousness and escaped the corruption of the world by knowing
Jesus Christ?

___Yes
___No

51.

At salvation are we washed in Jesus’ blood (1 Cor. 6:11; Rev. 7:14)?

___Yes
___No
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52.

Could the people Peter wrote of have been washed in anything other
than Jesus’ blood?

___Yes
___No

53.

Did the same people leave the straight way (2 Pet. 2:15), also called
in verse 21 the way of right-eousness?

___Yes
___No

54.

Is it possible to lose (KJV) or forfeit (NIV) your soul, according to
Jesus (Mk. 8:36)?

___Yes
___No

55.

Are disciples of Christ likened unto salt that can lose its saltiness to
the point that it is no longer good for anything (Lk. 14:33-35)?

___Yes
___No

56.

Is it possible for a real Chris-tian to believe in vain (1 Cor. 15:2)?

___Yes
___No

57.

Does the true gospel of grace teach a Christian can believe in vain?

___Yes
___No

58.

How can a Christian believe in vain (1 Cor. 15:1,2)?

59.

Do we have to hold firmly to Paul’s message to be saved and not
believe in vain (1 Cor. 15:2)?

___Yes
___No

60.

Did Jesus teach sin could always keep a person from entering the
kingdom (Mt. 13:41,42; Mk. 9:43-48; Jn. 5:29; Rev. 2:10,11; 3:16)?

___Yes
___No

61.

In the aforementioned passages, did the Lord limit sin that would
prevent our entrance into the king-dom to unbelief?

___Yes
___No

62.

Did the Lord Jesus teach, “. . . anyone who says, ‘you fool’ will be in
danger of the fire of hell” (Mt. 5:22)?

___Yes
___No

63.

If OSAS was true, could Jesus teach this truth to all, including those
already saved?

___Yes
___No

64.

Did Paul repeatedly warn true Christians that certain sinful
activi-ties would cause them to “not inherit the kingdom of God” (1
Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; 6:8; Eph. 5:5-7)?

___Yes
___No

65.

Is sin, therefore, still an issue under the grace of the New Covenant?

___Yes
___No

66.

When Paul taught Gal. 5:19-21 did he know that “neither death nor
life, nei-ther angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future,
nor any powers, neither height nor depth nor anything else in all
creation” could separate the Galatian Christians from the love of God
that is in Christ Jesus, as stated in Rom. 8:38,39?

___Yes, he knew
that
___No, he didn’t
know that

67.

Is it, therefore, possible that he under-stood Rom. 8:38,39 to mean a
Christian is unconditionally and eternally secure in the light of Gal.
5:19-21?

___Yes
___No, because
he would not
contradict himself

68.

Was Paul a grace teacher in the truest sense

___Yes
___No

69.

Did Paul fight against legal-ism (Gal. 5:2-4)?

___Yes
___No
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70.

Could such a warning as is-sued in Gal. 5:21 be legalistic if it was
similarly spoken directly to real Chris-tians today?

___Yes
___No

71.

Was Paul contradicting his freedom in Christ message by teaching
Gal. 5:19-21?

___Yes
___No

72.

Peter wrote, “Live as free men, but do not use your freedom as
a cover-up for evil; live as servants of God” (1 Pet. 2:16). Under
the Apostle Peter’s freedom message, could he be allowing for an
occasional act of getting drunk or being sexually immoral, as some
OSAS proponents say is permissible?

___Yes
___No

73.

Does it follow then, if someone teaches a freedom or liberty message
that allows for an occasional getting drunk or act of sexual immorality,
that he is teaching falsely and should be openly refuted?

___Yes
___No

74.

Does the true Biblical grace or liberty message mean: You believe on
Christ, then go do whatever you want?

___Yes
___No

75.

Are God’s commands burdensome (1 Jn. 5:3)?

___Yes
___No

76.

“Perhaps when the people of Judah hear about every disaster I plan
to inflict on them, each of them will turn from his wicked way; then I
will forgive their wickedness and their sin” (Jer. 36:3, NIV). Does a
warning of judgment, according to this verse, aid a person to turn
from evil?

___Yes
___No

77.

Would the people of Judah have been at a disadvantage if they didn’t
hear the aforementioned warning?

___Yes
___No

78.

Similarly, was it advantageous for Christians to hear Paul’s repeated
warning of the possibility of them still “not inher-iting the kingdom of
God,” as cited in Gal. 5:19-21?

___Yes
___No

79.

Did Paul seem concerned that he might discourage any Christian,
even the new converts, to the point where they might give up by this
type of repeated warning?

___Yes
___No

80.

Should all true grace teachers be issuing this same type of warning
today?

___Yes
___No

81.

Have you ever heard an OSAS- teacher issue the same type of
warning to Christians, as stated in Gal. 5:21, which Paul re-peatedly
gave?

___Yes
___No

82.

Is it an impossibility for them to do so?

___Yes
___No

83.

Doesn’t that prove that Paul’s teaching about grace, sin and the like is
different than the OSAS message, since they can’t possibly warn as
Paul did in Gal. 5:19-21?

___Yes
___No

84.

Though a warning is alarming when we first hear it, it is always
advantageous to be warned, because it alerts us to a real danger.
Regarding this advantage, aren’t all people who listen to OSAS
teaching at a major spiritual disadvantage, for this type of warning of
not inheriting the kingdom of God will never be issued to a Christian
and will even be flatly denied?

___Yes
___No
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85.

The Apostle Paul wrote, “This righteousness from God comes through
faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe,” Rom. 3:22. The Greek reveals
that the word believe used here is a continu-ous tense. If one does
not continue in this belief, would he then meet this God-given condition
for final salvation?

___Yes
___No

86.

Did Paul believe that a true Christian could fall away from grace (Gal.
5:4)?

___Yes
___No

87.

Is falling away from grace equated with Christ being of no value at all to
the person previously saved (Gal. 5:2)?

____Yes
___No

88.

Could such a person still be saved if Christ is of no value to
him?

___Yes
___No

89.

Did Paul believe we could lose our salvation by accepting a wrong
salvation message, that is, a wrong message about justification (Gal. 5:24)?

___Yes
___No

90.

Is it logical for the OSAS proponent to accuse the other side of teaching
a works salvation, since Paul, the grace teacher, obviously taught in
opposition to their view (Rom. 2:7; 8:13; 11:19-23; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; 15:2;
Gal. 5:2-4; 5:19-21; 6:8,9; 1 Tim. 3:6; etc.)?

___Yes
___No

91.

Did the Apostle John teach that believing certain false doctrine could
cause the Christian not to remain in Christ (1 Jn. 2:24; 2 Jn. 9)?

___Yes
___No

92.

Will raging fire consume the enemies of God (Heb. 10:27)?

___Yes
___No

93.

Were Christians God’s enemies before they were saved (Rom. 5:10)?

___Yes
___No

94.

Is it possible for a Chris-tian to “become an enemy of God” again (Jam.
4:4)?

___Yes
___No

95.

In light of Jam. 4:4, Heb. 10:27 and Rom. 5:10, could the Holy Spirit
inspired writers of the Bible have believed in OSAS?

___Yes
___No

96.

Who were Hymenaeus and Phile-tus (2 Tim. 2:17,18)?

97.

Were they destroying the faith of some Christians by their teaching (2
Tim. 2:17,18)?

___Yes
___No

98.

Can certain false doctrine destroy a saving faith?

___Yes
___No

99.

Did Paul hesitate to cite the names of false teachers (2 Tim. 2:17,18)?

___Yes
___No

100.

Did Hymenaeus and Alexander shipwreck their own faith (1 Tim.
1:19,20)?

___Yes
___No

101.

What did Paul tell Timothy to hold to so he wouldn’t likewise shipwreck
his faith (1 Tim. 1:19,20)?

1. __________
2. __________
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102.

Since Timothy was truly saved, then did Paul believe a Christian could
shipwreck his faith?

___Yes
___No

103.

Paul was in a shipwreck on his way to Rome (Acts 27:27-44). The ship
he was in was broken to pieces (vv. 41,44). The implication is, that ship
was beyond recovery. Paul used this same kind of description to describe
what could possibly happen to the faith of a real Christian like Timothy’s.

___True
___False

104.

Did Paul teach that Hymenaeus and Alexander were apparently never
really saved to begin with, since they shipwrecked their faith?

___Yes
___No

105.

According to 1 Tim. 1:19,20, is it Scriptural or unscriptural to do so?

___Scriptural
___Unscriptural

106.

Does Jam. 5:19,20 teach a Christian can wander from the truth?

___Yes
___No

107.

Is it possible for a Christian brother to become a sinner by wandering
from the truth (Jam. 5:19,20)?

___Yes
___No

108.

Can that person return to God and get his sins forgiven?

___Yes
___No

109.

Will that act of repentance save his soul from death (Jam. 5:19,20, KJV)?

___Yes
___No

110.

Did Paul personally know of some younger Chris-tian widows who turned
from their dedication to Jesus and started to follow Satan (1 Tim. 5:1115)?

___Yes
___No

111.

Do you think if some pres-ent-day OSAS proponents would have observed these same younger, Christian widows that Paul referred to, they
would have, unlike Paul, concluded that those women were never really
saved to begin with?

___Yes
___No

112.

Did Paul personally know of some Christians who were eager for money
and consequently wandered from the Christian faith (1 Tim. 6:10)?

___Yes
___No

113.

Did Paul contradict his own grace message when he stated the possibility
of a young convert falling through the sin of pride into the same
condemnation as the devil (1 Tim. 3:6)?

___Yes
___No

114.

Is it possible that such a recent convert or candidate for overseer would
then be unsaved?

___Yes
___No

115.

Is the devil’s condemnation in the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10)?

___Yes
___No

116.

Could Paul have taught OSAS based on the possibility of a recent
convert going to the lake of fire?

___Yes
___No

117.

Did Paul believe the seal of the Holy Spirit would prevent such a new
convert, as mentioned in 1 Tim. 3:6, from falling under the same
condemnation as the devil?

___Yes
___No

118.

Did Paul believe that God’s sovereignty, love, faithfulness or keeping
power for that convert would pre-vent him from falling under the same
condemnation as the devil?

___Yes
___No
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119.

Did Paul believe Jesus’ intercession, as men-tioned in Heb. 7:25, would
prevent the recent convert from falling under the condemnation of the
devil?

___Yes
___No

120.

Did Paul believe that because that new convert was one of the elect, he
could not possibly fall under the condemnation of the devil?

___Yes
___No

121.

Did Jesus teach that fruitless Christians are in danger of being
“thrown into the fire and burned” (Jn. 15:1-6)?

___Yes
___No

122.

Could the subjects of verse 6 be only Chris-tians, since they were clean
(v. 3), which is the same term used in Jn. 13:10 for forgiven?

___Yes
___No

123.

Did Jesus teach that lukewarm Christians are in danger of
being expelled from the body of Christ (Rev. 3:15,16)?

___Yes
___No

124.

Did Jesus teach that we must be faithful “to the point of death” to
receive the crown of life and not get hurt by the second death (Rev.
2:10)?

___Yes
___No

125.

Is the second death the same thing as the lake of fire (Rev. 21:8)?

___Yes
___No

126.

Therefore, must a Christian be faithful till the point of death to escape the
lake of fire?

___Yes
___No

127.

All who inherit the kingdom of God receive the crown of
life. We know this since the crown of life is promised to those who truly
love God (Jam. 1:12) and those who truly love God will inherit the
kingdom of God (Jam. 2:5). The crown of life is, therefore, not something
that only some Christians will receive, as taught by the OSAS teachers.

___True
___False

128.

Since we must be faithful to death to get the crown of life, then we must
also be faithful to death to be an overcomer and inherit the kingdom of
God.

___True
___False

129.

Did the Lord Jesus teach that unforgiveness in the heart of a
Christian can negate his own for-giveness from God (Mt.
18:21-35)?

___Yes
___No

130.

Should we discount this teaching from Jesus on the basis that it was
given before the cross?

___Yes
___No

131.

Did Jesus teach, “You must be born again” before he went to the cross
(Jn. 3:7)?

___Yes
___No

132.

Did Jesus teach if we are ashamed of him, he’ll likewise be ashamed of
us (Lk. 9:26)?

___Yes
___No

133.

Did Jesus teach if we disown him before men, he’ll likewise disown us
before the Father (Mt. 10:33, NIV) and the angels (Lk. 12:9, NIV)?

___Yes
___No

134.

How can one still be saved, if Jesus disowns him/her?

135.

Would it be possible for Jesus to disown us if we were never owned by
him first through salvation?

___Yes
___No

136.

Can true Christians disown Christ (Mt. 26:34; Jn. 18:25,27)?

___Yes
___No
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137.

Did Peter do this three times?

___Yes
___No

138.

While some OSAS proponents in our day would say if you ever disown
Christ, you thereby prove you were never really saved to begin with,
doesn’t what happened to Peter clearly refute this?

___Yes
___No

139.

Did Jesus give that threat/warning of dis-owning his disciples in Mt. 10:33
if they would disown him for some hidden reason, or because it was a
real dan-ger that could befall even the truly saved?

___Hidden reason
___Real danger
for the truly saved

140.

Did Paul also teach the same truth to others as Jesus did in Mt. 10:33 (2
Tim. 2:12)?

___Yes
___No

141.

The if used in 2 Tim. 2:12 shows a real possi-bility of such occurring.

___True
___False

142.

Is God faithful to his threats and warnings (2 Tim. 2:13)?

___Yes
___No

143.

Could Paul have been teaching legalism or bondage or an unwarranted
fear in 2 Tim. 2:11-13?

___Yes
___No

144.

Did Paul know Jesus gave Mt. 10:33 before the cross?

___Yes
___No

145.

Did Paul want Christians to be afraid regard-ing their spiritual
relationship with God (Rom. 11:20,21)?

___Yes
___No

146.

Could he have been trying to create an un-warranted fear in them?

___Yes
___No

147.

Is one either in this healthy fear or in a dangerous arrogance regarding
their security (Rom. 11:20-23)?

___Yes
___No

148.

In light of Rom. 11:20,21, did Paul, with his grace message, dangerously
over-emphasize the assurance doctrine as some are today?

___Yes
___No

149.

Does 1 Jn. 5:12,13 say we can know we will go to heaven after we die or
we can know at this moment that we have a present-tense possession of
eternal life if we are believing and have the Son?

___Know we will
go to heaven
___Know at this
moment we have
a present-tense
possession of
eternal life if we
are believing and
have the Son

150.

For a Christian to reap eternal life must he sow to please the Spirit—not
his sinful nature—and not give up (Gal. 6:8,9)?

___Yes
___No

151.

Does sin separate us from God (Isa. 59:2)?

___Yes
___No

152.

Can sin separate the true Christian from God to the point where he dies
spiritually and misses the kingdom of God (Rom. 8:13; Lk. 15:24,32; Gal.
5:19-21; 6:8)?

___Yes
___No
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153.

Paul declared that if a Christian lives according to the sinful nature he will
definitely die (Rom. 8:13). Can this death be physical death, which would
imply that if we would not live according to the sinful nature we would not
die physically?

___Yes, it’s
physical death
___No, it can’t be
physical death

154.

Must the die in Rom. 8:13 be spiritual death, as it is a direct result of sin
and shows what happened to the Prodigal who died spiritually (Lk.
15:24,32)?

___Yes
___No

155.

Is it possible to die spiritually if you were never first alive spiritually?

___Yes
___No

156.

Does the Bible teach a human responsibility for the Christian under
true grace (Col. 3:5; 1 Tim. 5:22; 1 Pet. 2:1; 1 Jn. 5:21; etc.)?

___Yes
___No

157.

Can such a teaching regarding human respon-sibility be a violation to
true grace?

___Yes
___No

158.

Did Jesus say we must obey his commands to remain in his love (Jn.
15:10)?

___Yes
___No

159.

Heb. 5:9 reads, “. . . he became the source of eternal salvation for all who
obey him.” Eternal salvation is given to those who obey God.

___True
___False

160.

The unbelieving are not the only ones who will end up in the
lake of fire (Rev. 21:8).

___True
___False

161.

The Bible ends with a warning to Christians, that their share in the holy
city (New Jerusalem) can potentially be removed (Rev. 22:18,19).

___True
___False

162.

If such were an impossibility, this warning would be false and, therefore,
the Bible would contain a form of deception.

___True
___False

163.

If Rev. 22:19 is a valid warning, then can OSAS be true?

___Yes
___No

164.

If a Christian during the reign of the Antichrist yields to the heavy
pressure of the time and receives the mark of the beast and worships his
image, what will be his/her eternal future state (Rev. 14:9-12)?

165.

Does this passage disprove OSAS?

___Yes
___No

166.

If a Christian sows to please his sinful nature, will he reap destruction
as opposed to eternal life (Gal. 6:8, NIV)?

__Yes ___No

167.

While eternal life, for a Christian, is a present possession (1 Jn. 5:12,13),
is eternal life also a hope (Titus 3:7), yet to be reaped (Gal. 6:8,9) in the
age to come (Mk. 10:30) for only those who persist in doing good (Rom.
2:7) and don’t grow weary and give up (Gal. 6:9)?

___Yes
___No

168.

Must a real, Bible-defined Christian “hold firmly till the end” the
confidence he had at first to share in Christ (Heb. 3:14)?

___Yes
___No
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169.

Do OSAS teachers openly declare this impor-tant truth?

___Yes
___No

170.

Do Scriptures like Heb. 3:14 contradict the OSAS teaching?

___Yes
___No

171.

Did Paul, the true grace teacher, write: “Don’t you know that when you
offer yourselves to someone to obey him as slaves, you are slaves to the
one whom you obey—whether you are slaves to sin, which leads to
death, or to obedience, which leads to righteous-ness?” (Rom. 6:16).

___Yes
___No

172.

Does true grace teaching promote holy living (Titus 2:11,12)?

___Yes
___No

173.

On the other hand, can the false grace teaching promote immorality
(Jude 4)?

___Yes
___No

174.

In your opinion, is holy living or immorality promoted by
the OSAS teachings that go out across the United States?

___Holy living
___Immorality

175.

In your opinion, is holy living or immorality promoted by
the teaching that David’s sins of adultery and murder did
not negate his salvation?

___Holy living
___Immorality

176.

In your opinion, is holy living or immorality promoted by the teaching
under OSAS that if a formerly saved person commits suicide, he will go
to heaven?

___Holy living
___Immorality

177.

Is suicide really premeditated self-murder that cannot be repented of?

___Yes
___No

178.

Will all murderers go to the lake of fire (1 Jn. 3:15; Rev. 21:8)?

___Yes
___No

179.

Is it possible for a suicide victim to go to heav-en?

___Yes
___No

180.

Do some OSAS teachers openly declare the possibility of a Christian
being an alcoholic?

___Yes
___No

181.

Is such a license for immorality?

___Yes
___No

182.

If one denies that a particular teaching is a license for immo-rality, does
that mean it is not a license for immo-rality?

___Yes
___No

183.

Is the view that David’s sins did not negate his salvation a part of the
OSAS doctrine?

___Yes
___No

184.

Sometimes some of the more moderate OSAS proponents unwittingly
imply that David was never really saved, since he committed sins of
adultery and murder.

___True
___False

185.

Can a truly saved person afterwards become an idolater (1 Cor. 10:7)?

___Yes
___No

186.

Will all idolaters go to the lake of fire (Rev. 21:8)?

___Yes
___No
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187.

Can OSAS be true since people once saved can afterwards become
idolaters and end up in the lake of fire?

___Yes
___No

188.

Were the Lord’s disciples first called Christians at Antioch (Acts 11:26)?

___Yes
___No

189.

Are Jesus’ disciples saved (Mt. 12:49,50; Lk. 14:26-33)?

___Yes
___No

190.

Was the Apostle Judas Iscariot a disciple of Christ at an early point (Mt.
10:1,2)?

___Yes
___No

191.

Was he the same kind of disciple as the rest of the Twelve (Mt. 10:1,2)?

___Yes
___No

192.

Are Jesus’ disciples his spiritual family (Mt. 12:49,50)?

___Yes
___No

193.

Was the Apostle Judas Iscariot once saved?

___Yes
___No

194.

Did Judas go to hell after he committed suicide (Mk. 14:21; Jn. 17:12)?

___Yes
___No

195.

If Judas was never saved to begin with, how was he chosen by Jesus to
hold the highest office in the church, that of apostle (Lk. 6:12-16 cf. 1
Cor. 12:28)?

___He was
obviously saved
___I don’t know

196.

Since Judas was once saved, but afterwards betrayed Jesus and went to
hell after his death, can OSAS be true, since it only takes one Scriptural
example of a person ever saved who later becomes unsaved to dis-prove
OSAS?

___Yes
___No

197.

Is one a murderer by a single act of murder (Num. 35:16)?

___Yes
___No

198.

Is there a disclaimer clause for a person pre-viously saved in Num. 35:16
or anywhere else in Scrip-ture?

___Yes
___No

199.

In the natural, we as heirs receive our inher-itance when the giver dies.
This, however, is not so in the spiritual! To receive our inheritance of the
kingdom we must overcome (Rev. 21:7).

___True
___False

200.

Totally unlike in the natural, when a person gets saved he changes his
spiritual family and ceases being a child of the devil. In light of this truth,
is it safe to reason from the natural to the spiritual as frequently done by
OSAS proponents?

___Yes
___No

201.

The Apostle Paul wrote: “See to it that no one takes you captive through
hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on human
tradition and the basic principles of this world rather than
on Christ” (Col. 2:8). Can it be misleading, then, to reason from the
principles of this world such as is frequently done by OSAS teachers?

___Yes
___No

202.

If “once a son always a son” was Scripturally sound, then would it be
impossible to get saved, since all unsaved people are sons of the evil
one (Mt. 13:38)?

___Yes
___No

203.

Can OSAS be true in either of its two forms?

___Yes
___No
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204.

Is OSAS a glorious truth as some call it, or a myth that promotes unholy
living and that needs to be boldly addressed and openly refuted as never
before?

___Glorious truth
___Myth that
promotes unholy
living and that
needs to be boldly
addressed and
openly refuted as
never before.

205.

The Apostle John wrote, “This is how we know who the children of God
are and who the children of the devil are: Anyone who does not do what
is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not love his
brother” (1 Jn. 3:10). According to true grace teaching, is it possi-ble for
us to know who the Christians are and who the un-saved are by their
behavior?

___Yes
___No

206.

Is there observable evidence of saving grace (Acts 11:23)?

___Yes
___No

207.

If one accepts OSAS, is this ability to know one’s spiritual family through
behavior denied by the OSAS carnal Christian teaching that a carnal
Christian lives indistinguishably from a lost person?

___Yes
___No

208.

Since 1 Jn. 3:10 (and other verses) teach that we can know if one is
saved or not by one’s behavior, but this is flatly denied by OSAS
teaching, is it possible for OSAS to be from the same
spiritual source as 1 Jn. 3:10 and these other Scriptures?

___Yes
___No

209.

The very first message taught after Adam’s creation was that we will not
die spiritually through sin (Gen. 3:4). The original teacher of this type of
message is

___God
___The devil

210.

Soon after Eve heard that first message on OSAS, did she sin?

___Yes
___No

211.

Is it true that Eve didn’t die spiritually until after she heard, through a
false teaching, that she would not die spiritually through sin?

___Yes
___No

212.

What caused Eve’s behavior to change to disobedience?

213.

Does the type of message that would state you cannot die spiritually
through sin promote sin?

___Yes
___No

214.

Was Adam a son of God before he sinned (Lk. 3:38)?

___Yes
___No

215.

Did God give his warning in Gen. 2:17 to a real son of God?

___Yes
___No

216.

Was that same warning hypothetical or was it cited in reference to a very
real danger that could occur?

___Hypothetical
___Very real
danger

217.

If one accepts the teaching today that a Christian can’t die spiritually
through sin, is he dan-gerously deceived as Eve was immediately before
she died spiritually?

___Yes
___No

218.

Did Adam also die spiritually when he sinned (Gen. 2:17)?

___Yes
___No
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219.

Can a son of God die spiritually through sin, according to Scripture?

___Yes
___No

220.

Since the devil, our spiritual enemy, was so successful with the type of
message as recorded in Gen. 3:4, does it make sense he would still be
using it today to destroy souls?

___Yes
___No

221.

According to the Bible, is it teachers pro-claiming sound doctrine or
teachers proclaiming falsehood who are divisive (Rom. 16:17; Jude 19)?

___Teachers proclaiming truth
___Teachers
proclaiming
falsehood

222.

Are teachers who change the grace of God into a license for immorality
divisive (Jude 4 cf. v. 19)?

___Yes
___No

223.

Can teachers who change the grace of God into a license for immorality
be in spiritual office as shepherds (Jude 12)?

___Yes
___No

224.

Is it a serious thing to be the cause of a little one who believes in Jesus
to sin (Mt. 18:6; Mk. 9:42)?

___Yes
___No

225.

Can one’s teaching be the cause of another sinning (Gen. 3:4)?

___Yes
___No
___False security
___Disturbing truth

226.

Is it safer and better to believe in a false security or the disturbing truth?

227.

Paul asked a question about grace, then answered it. He wrote, “What
shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound?
Certainly not! . . .” (Rom. 6:1,2, NKJV). For OSAS proponents to cite this
passage to downplay the seriousness of sin or to teach that grace allows
for continuous sin is a gross dis-tortion of the word of God.

___True
___False

228.

Rom. 5:5 states God poured out his love into a Christian’s heart, but can
sin make love grow cold (Mt. 24:12,13)?

___Yes
___No

229.

At the point of justification, we have peace with God (Rom. 5:1), but can
we afterwards be at enmity with God again (Jam. 4:4)?

___Yes
___No

230.

Jesus taught we can pass from spiritual death to spiritual life (Jn. 5:24),
but did he also teach we can pass from spiritual life to spiritual death (Lk.
15:24,32)?

__Yes
___No

231.

Does OSAS teaching result in some strange interpretations of Scripture
that can’t possibly be correct?

___Yes
___No

232.

Can you understand why many Christians, who firmly believe we are
saved at the moment of a trust-ing and submitting faith in Jesus Christ,
do not believe in OSAS and openly speak out against it for the sake of
truth and souls?

___Yes
___No

233.

Are you such a Christian?

___Yes
___No

Ponder This . . .
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Since 1 Jn. 3:10 (and other verses) teach that we can know if we
are saved or not by our behavior, but this is flatly denied by OSAS
teaching, is it possible for OSAS to be from the same spiritual
source as 1 Jn. 3:10 and these other Scriptures?

___Yes
___No

Logically, for OSAS to be disproven, it would only take one
example of a person in Scripture who has ever had spiritual life
through salvation then lost it or a Scripture which would declare
the possibility of such occurring.

___True
___False

Then Paul, as his custom was, went in to them, and for three Sabbaths reasoned with them from
the Scriptures (Acts 17:2, NKJV).
I have more insight than all my teachers, for I meditate on your statutes. I have more
understanding than the elders, for I obey your precepts (Psa. 119:99,100, NIV).
Test all things; hold fast what is good (1 Thess. 5:21, NKJV).
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training
in righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work (2 Tim.
3:16,17, NIV).

Chapter 21
The “Romans Road” Unedited

One of the most common ways to present the modern-day plan of salvation to the unsaved
in our hour is with the Romans Road. To many, the basic essentials of the gospel are found
in those select passages and nicely contained all within the same New Testament book.
However, many who are acquainted with the Romans Road fail to see any connection
whatsoever with this gospel presentation and OSAS. This connection, through the omission
of certain passages, should become apparent as you read on.
The Romans Road usually cites the following selected verses to prove five basic points
needed in evangelism:
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1. We are all sinners (Rom. 3:10,23).
2. The wages of our sins is death (Rom. 6:23).
3. Jesus paid our sin debt on the cross (Rom. 5:8).
4. Salvation comes by faith, that is, by confessing with our mouths and believing in our
hearts (Rom. 10:9,10).
5. Call on the Lord for salvation and get saved (Rom. 10:13).
Whoever chose those Scriptures for an unsaved person to become acquainted with the
plan of salvation omitted other relevant passages, also from the book of Romans! They are
as follows:
For I am not ashamed of the good news of the Christ, for it is the power of God to
salvation to every one who is believing, both to Jew first, and to Greek (Rom.
1:16, Young’s).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and
immortality, he will give eternal life (Rom. 2:7, NIV).
And the righteousness of God [is] through the faith of Jesus Christ to all, and upon all
those believing,—for there is no difference (Rom. 3:22, Young’s).
But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves to God, the
benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life (Rom.
6:22, NIV).
For if you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the
Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13, NIV).
You will say then, “Branches were broken off so that I could be grafted in.” Granted.
But they were broken off because of unbelief and you stand by faith. Do not be
arrogant, but be afraid. For if God did not spare the natural branches,
he will not spare you either. Consider therefore the kindness and sternness of
God: sternness to those who fell, but kindness to you, provided that you
continue in his kindness. Otherwise you also will be cut off. And if they
do not persist in unbelief, they will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in
again (Rom. 11:19-23. NIV).
. . . now it is high time to awake out of sleep; for now our salvation is nearer
than when we first believed (Rom. 13:11, NKJV).
Since these passages all cause trouble for the OSAS crowd, one can only wonder if the
people who omitted them, when formulating the Romans Road, were OSAS proponents.

Imputed Righteousness
Furthermore, the righteousness that comes by faith in Christ is not mentioned at all in the
popular, but truncated Romans Road salvation presentation! The book of Romans, more so
than any other book in the New Testament, stresses this important fact of salvation. How
then, could it rightly be omitted? Paul wrote:
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What then shall we say? That the Gentiles, who did not pursue righteousness, have
obtained it, a righteousness that is by faith; but Israel, who pursued a law of
righteousness, has not attained it. Why not? Because they pursued it not by
faith but as it were by works. They stumbled over the “stumbling stone.” As it is
written: “See, I lay in Zion a stone that causes men to stumble and a rock that makes
them fall, and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame.”
Brothers, my heart’s desire and prayer to God for the Israelites is that they may be
saved. For I can testify about them that they are zealous for God, but their zeal is not
based on knowledge. Since they did not know the righteousness that
comes from God and sought to establish their own, they did not
submit to God’s righteousness. Christ is the end of the law so that there may
be righteousness for everyone who believes (Rom. 9:30-10:4, NIV).
Now, if that important passage would be coupled with the aforementioned Rom. 2:7; 8:13
and 11:19-23, the Romans Road would be a much more accurate presentation of the
Gospel, as far as conveying imputed righteousness and a conditional security for the
believer.
Beyond all of this, Rom. 3:21-24 adds to our understanding of imputed righteousness:
But now a righteousness from God, apart from law, has been made known, to which
the Law and the Prophets testify. This righteousness from God comes
through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe. There is no difference, for
all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, and are justified freely by his grace
through the redemption that came by Christ Jesus (NIV).

Believed Or Believing?
Please note the word believe in Rom. 3:22 (and the aforementioned Rom. 1:16 and 10:4).
[1]

This word believe in the Greek is a continuous tense. Hence, Paul was
saying the condition for this righteousness from God is a continuous belief in
Christ, which is also inseparably linked to the grace mentioned in verse 24.
Also, one must wonder why Rom. 3:23 would be magnified in the Romans Road, but not
the preceding verse (v. 22) which teaches a continuous tense belief for imputed
righteousness! This is an important point since it refutes a false view about the faith that
saves which many OSAS proponents embrace, like Charles Stanley:
[2]

. . . believers who lose or abandon their faith will retain their salvation. . . .

If Rom. 3:22 would be presented and expanded upon in the Romans Road gospel
presentation, the problem of OSAS would not be as great as it is today. This is especially so
if the warnings stated in Rom. 11:19-23 would also be repeated at the very end of such a
gospel presentation.
Since all these verses corporately were Paul’s original gospel of grace,
how can one justly omit the ones revealing the necessity of continuoustense belief on Christ and a conditional security for the believer? Paul didn’t
omit these important truths! He wanted his original readers, who were already saved
not unsaved, to know these truths. Most assuredly, then, to omit them is to give a distorted
picture of Paul’s gospel!
The same kind of omission, as in Romans 3, is found in Romans 6 where verse 23 is
usually cited without verse 22.
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But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves to God,
the benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life
(Rom. 6:22, NIV).
Beloved, do not be deceived—you must continue in the faith or you will
certainly be lost (Rom. 1:16; 3:22; 11:19-23); sin can bring about spiritual
death for the Christian (Rom. 8:13); and we must persist in doing good to
get eternal life (Rom. 2:7), which is the result of holiness (Rom. 6:22). All of
this is taught in the book of Romans, but omitted from the Romans Road.
If these truths were emphasized then we would have a much better understanding of the
[3]

true gospel of grace and the conditional security for the believer, then the distorted, edited
version which promotes OSAS.
Don’t be deceived by the popular Romans Road gospel presentation which disregards
these eternal gospel truths. Besides, how sound can such a salvation presentation be
anyhow, if it omits these important truths? Remember, there was no Romans Road
gospel presentation in first-century Christianity! Jesus’ disciples preached the
gospel, both before and after the cross, without quoting the verses in the Romans Road.
Ponder This . . .

Six Cannots About God:
I.

Lie:
In hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot lie, promised before the world
began (Titus 1:2, KJV).

II.

Tolerate Wrong:

Your eyes are too pure to look on evil; you cannot tolerate wrong. Why then do
you tolerate the treacherous? Why are you silent while the wicked swallow up those
more righteous than themselves? (Hab. 1:13, NIV).

III. Change:
I the LORD do not change. So you, O descendants of Jacob, are not destroyed
(Mal. 3:6, NIV).

IV. Be Tempted By Evil, Nor Does He Tempt Anyone:
When tempted, no one should say, “God is tempting me.” For God cannot be
tempted by evil, nor does he tempt anyone (Jam. 1:13, NIV).

V. Deny Himself:
If we suffer, we shall also reign with him: if we deny him, he also will deny us: If we
believe not, yet he abideth faithful: he cannot deny himself (2 Tim. 2:12,13, KJV).
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The teaching of OSAS contradicts this fact about God by declaring that He won’t deny
us, even if we deny Him. See chapter 6 for a detailed answer.

VI. Be Mocked:
Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The
one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will reap destruction; the
one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will reap eternal life. Let us not
become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not
give up (Gal. 6:7-9, NIV).
This last point about God is also relevant to the subject of OSAS. The
essence of that doctrine is that one, who has had a moment of true faith
can afterwards sow to please his sinful nature and still not reap destruction, but
eternal life. Paul, one of the true grace teachers, stated the following
about this false concept:
(1) If such was true, that is, if one could sow to please his sinful nature and
still reap eternal life that would be mocking God. But we must not be
deceived, God cannot be mocked. Therefore, if one sows to please his sinful nature,
he will reap destruction.
(2) Reaping either destruction or eternal life holds true for even the
Christian, for such will reap eternal life, only if he does not give up. In other
words, we must endure to the end (Mt. 10:22; Heb. 3:14) and be an overcomer by being
faithful to God to the point of death (Rev. 2:10,11) to enter the kingdom of God and thereby
escape being thrown into the lake of fire (Rev. 21:7,8).

[1] See Appendix A for scores of other Scriptures throughout the New Testament which show a continuous tense believe.
[2] Charles Stanley, Eternal Security: Can You Be Sure? (Nashville: Oliver-Nelson Books, 1990), p. 94.
[3] Eternal life is also shown in the Bible to be a present-tense possession as long as we have Christ, 1 Jn. 5:12,13. See the chapter entitled From Initial to Final
Salvation.

For I am not ashamed of the good news of the Christ, for it is the power of God to salvation to every
one who is believing, both to Jew first, and to Greek (Rom. 1:16, Young’s).
To those who by persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality, he will give
eternal life (Rom. 2:7, NIV).
And the righteousness of God [is] through the faith of Jesus Christ to all, and upon all those
believing,—for there is no difference (Rom. 3:22, Young’s).
But now that you have been set free from sin and have become slaves to God, the benefit you
reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life (Rom. 6:22, NIV).
For if you live according to the flesh you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the
deeds of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13, NKJV).
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You will say then, “Branches were broken off so that I could be grafted in.” Granted. But they were
broken off because of unbelief, and you stand by faith. Do not be arrogant, but be afraid.
For if God did not spare the natural branches, he will not spare you either. Consider
therefore the kindness and sternness of God: sternness to those who fell, but kindness to you,
provided that you continue in his kindness. Otherwise, you also will be cut off. And if
they do not persist in unbelief, they will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again (Rom.
11:19-23, NIV).
And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is our salvation
nearer than when we believed (Rom. 13:11, KJV).

Chapter 22
The Lukewarm

Shockingly, there is a type of Christian that sickens Jesus! This kind of Christian
existed in first-century Christianity and still exists today. The Lord spoke of him in Rev. 3:1422. Such a child of God is neither cold nor hot for the things of God—prayer meetings, Bible
studies, Christian fellowship, tithing, communion, helping the disadvantaged, speaking the
truth in love, exhibiting the fruit of the Spirit, contending for the faith, fighting against personal
sin, etc.
They don’t really crave God’s word, which is needed for spiritual growth (1 Pet. 2:2)!
They aren’t devoted to the apostle’s teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread
and to prayer (Acts 2:42). They obey in thought, word and deed only when it’s
convenient. When it’s not so convenient to obey, they don’t. In other words, they
are committed only to the point of their own convenience, which constantly
varies. Their spiritual temperature is lukewarm—sometimes hot and sometimes cold, but
never faithfully one or the other. (To understand lukewarmness better, consider what an
equal amount of hot and cold water mixed together would yield.)
The amazing thing about the lukewarm is that they don’t recognize their
need or the danger they are in. In their wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked
(NIV) spiritual condition, they think they do not need a thing. They are this
deceived! Therefore, the vital need to change is hidden from their blinded
eyes and isn’t the priority it should be. Imagine being in such spiritual
danger and thinking all is well. This, in fact, is reality for many in our
modern day.
Surprisingly, whole congregations can be in this condition, as was the case at
Laodicea in John’s day. Perhaps the environment of the city of Laodicea helped lull the
Christians there into this disgusting, spiritual condition. It was a banking center that was also
known for its manufacture of rich garments of black wool and its medical school that made
powder for the treatment of eye troubles. (This may explain the counsel Jesus gave about
riches, garments and eye salve.) Ease, comfort and pleasure were things those
Christians were accustomed to then, like Christians in America are today!
Besides the affluence of Laodicea adversely affecting them, the teachers in that region
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might have been “sleepy time.” By that, it is meant after the opening Scripture for the sermon
(if any is cited), there is no need for a Bible since stories and the like would then fill up the
rest of the twenty minute “sermon.” If such “pastors” could bottle their ability to induce natural
sleep, they would knock the sleeping pill companies out of business. Besides story telling,
joke telling from the pulpit is also used to make everybody feel happy and relaxed, but which
also will destroy Holy Spirit conviction and take time away from correcting, rebuking and
encouraging (2 Tim. 4:2).
In our day there exists another way to create lukewarmness that didn’t exist in the days
of the Laodiceans, and that is TV watching. This vile tool of the adversary not only uses up
precious free time that we have to serve God but instills the world’s values while it promotes
lust, violence, materialism, deceit and the like!

Jesus Will Vomit Them Out
What kind of danger were the lukewarm in at Laodicea? They were on the
verge of being spit out of Jesus’ mouth according to verse 16! The Greek word is actually
vomit. Soon these lukewarm Christians would be expelled from the Body of Christ in
much the same way that something would be that nauseates our stomach and must be
expelled to bring relief. This was their promised future, if they would choose to ignore
Jesus’ counsel to be earnest and repent. The patient and loving Lord couldn’t stand
any more and issued his ultimatum in the form of a warning. Then, as now, the halfhearted, apathetic, satisfied and lukewarm were forced to make their most important
decision, a decision that would affect the continuation or the termination of
their spiritual life.
Jesus said in verses 15 and 16:
I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you were either one
or the other! So, because you are lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—I am about to
spit you out of my mouth (Rev. 3:15,16, NIV).
According to this, Jesus’ preference scale goes from hot at the top, to cold in the
middle, to lukewarm at the bottom. The word translated hot in the Greek means: boiling
[1]

hot. In other words, Jesus wanted them (as he wants us) to be boiling hot all the
time! This isn’t a great revelation for the serious Bible student.
Astonishingly, however, Jesus also said that he would prefer to have them cold
instead of lukewarm! Why would Jesus, who commanded everyone to
“Enter through the narrow gate” (Mt. 7:13,14), make such an alarming
statement? Could it be that if they were cold their example would not adversely affect so
many with their indifference and apathy? Moreover, it would be easier for one who is cold to
see their need for repentance than one who is lukewarm. Perhaps Jesus was, therefore,
thinking about their adverse influence on others as well as their own welfare.

The Love Of The Lord Jesus

The love of the Lord Jesus is amazing. In Rev. 3:19, we see that Jesus loves the lukewarm
Christian, who is in a worse condition than being cold! Jesus’ love for the lukewarm
will, however, cause him to rebuke and discipline them (v. 19). This clearly shows
that some, but not all, of the adverse things that happen to Christians,
especially the lukewarm ones, are sent directly from God to get them to
draw closer to him. Heb. 12:11 reads:
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No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it
produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have
been trained by it (NIV).
Furthermore, all Christians undergo God’s discipline, not just the lukewarm
(Heb. 12:7,8)! Jesus will subject the half-hearted to a rebuke, then to discipline for their
own good. Prov. 15:10 reads:
Stern discipline awaits him who leaves the path . . . (NIV).
The rebuke for the Laodiceans was probably issued at the reading of Rev. 3:14-22.
There is no way of telling what the Lord’s discipline for them was. We do, however, know that
God disciplined the Israelites by sending them into exile (Isa. 26:13-16) and also when they
were in the desert for forty years (Deut. 8:2-5). If the lukewarm respond by drawing closer to
God, seemingly they will do so only by rebuke and discipline. (Unfortunately, some
won’t respond, even to discipline, Jer. 17:23!) The future for all the lukewarm is:
first a rebuke, then discipline, then being expelled from the Body of Christ,
if they still choose not to be earnest and repent (Rev. 3:19).

How Much Will God Put Up With?
How much will God put up with before he vomits the lukewarm out of the Body of Christ? A
definite answer from Scripture cannot be given. It must vary from individual to individual
depending upon their spiritual privilege and how often and severely God has already dealt
with the individual about his rebellion.
Two things are certain: First, God is trying to keep us in the Body and
on the Vine. He’s not trying to kick us out of his family, but keep us in his
family!
Secondly, if we persist in disobedience, God will honor our free will
and let us go to our own spiritual death and the lake of fire.
We can also conclude that one can be lukewarm and still be saved for a time, as was the
case with the Laodiceans. They were saved at the issuing of the Rev. 3:14-22 warning, but
that would change if they wouldn’t change.
Jesus said:
To him who overcomes, I will give the right to sit with me on my throne, just as I
overcame and sat down with my Father on his throne (Rev. 3:21, NIV).
The context tells us that he was speaking of overcoming
lukewarmness, which is probably more of a problem today than it was
back then.

Ponder This . . .
The amazing thing about the lukewarm is that they don’t recognize their need or the
danger they are in. In their wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked (NIV) spiritual condition,
they think they do not need a thing. They are this deceived! Therefore, the vital need to
change is hidden from their blinded eyes and isn’t the priority it should be. Imagine being in
such spiritual danger and thinking all is well. This, in fact, is reality for many in our modern
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day.
Regarding their deception, Clarke comments on Rev. 3:17:
17. I am rich. You suppose yourself to be in a safe state, perfectly sure of final
salvation, because you have begun well and laid the right foundation. It was this most
deceitful conviction that cut the nerves of their spiritual diligence; they rested in what
they had already received, and seemed to think that once in grace must be still in
[2]

grace.

Besides the affluence of Laodicea adversely affecting them, the teachers in that region
might have been “sleepy time.” By that, it is meant after the opening Scripture for the sermon
(if any is cited), there is no need for a Bible since stories and the like would then fill up the
rest of the twenty minute “sermon.” If such “pastors” could bottle their ability to induce natural
sleep, they would knock the sleeping pill companies out of business. Besides story telling,
joke telling from the pulpit is also used to make everybody feel happy and relaxed, but which
also will destroy Holy Spirit conviction and take time away from correcting, rebuking and
encouraging (2 Tim. 4:2).

In our day there exists another way to create lukewarmness that didn’t exist in the days
of the Laodiceans, and that is TV watching. This vile tool of the adversary not only uses up
precious free time that we have to serve God but instills the world’s values while it promotes
lust, violence, materialism, deceit and the like!

[1] W. E. Vine, An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words (Old Tappan, NJ: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1966), Vol. II, p. 235.
[2] Adam Clarke’s Commentary On The Bible, Abridged by Ralph Earle (Kansas City, MO: Beacon Hill Press of Kansas City, 1967), p. 1338.

And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write; These things saith the Amen, the faithful and
true witness, the beginning of the creation of God; I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I
would thou wert cold or hot. So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor
hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth. Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with
goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched, and miserable, and poor,
and blind, and naked: I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and
white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and
anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see. As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten: be
zealous therefore, and repent. Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and
open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me. To him that overcometh will
I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his
throne. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches (Rev. 3:14-22, KJV).

Chapter 23
Hell and Who Goes There
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The Bible says:
The LORD is compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, abounding in love (Psa. 103:8,
NIV).

We should all rejoice in this fact about God, while we serve him with fear (Psa. 2:11).
Yet there is another side of him that many refuse to acknowledge:
The LORD is a jealous and avenging God; the LORD takes vengeance and is filled
with wrath. The LORD takes vengeance on his foes and maintains his wrath
against his enemies. The LORD is slow to anger and great in power; the LORD
will not leave the guilty unpunished (Nah. 1:2,3, NIV).

God is jealous for our love and commitment to him. He will not tolerate any gods before
him (Exo. 20:3). Strange as it may sound, his name is Jealous:
For thou shalt worship no other God: for the LORD, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous
God (Exo. 34:14, KJV).

Similarly, in the New Testament we read:
But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and follow evil, there
will be wrath and anger. There will be trouble and distress for every human being
who does evil . . . (Rom. 2:8,9, NIV).
. . . raging fire that will consume the enemies of God (Heb. 10:27, NIV).
He will punish those who do not know God and do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus. They
will be punished with everlasting destruction and shut out from the presence of
the Lord and from the majesty of his power (2 Thess. 1:8,9, NIV).

In other words, people who die unsaved will face an angry God filled with wrath,
then eternal trouble and distress will be their inheritance. They will experience this special,
God-designed fire that is eternal (Mt. 18:8), unquenchable (Mk. 9:48; Lk. 3:17),
raging (Heb. 10:27), and that was originally prepared for the devil and his angels
(Mt. 25:41).
In Lk. 16:19-31, Jesus taught of a man who died and went to the fire of Hades. The
Lord’s teaching showed he:

●
●
●
●

remembered his past earthly life;
recognized Lazarus who lived in his lifetime and Abraham who probably didn’t;
knew why he was there, that is, his sins were not repented of; and
cried out in his torment in fire for a drop of water.

Perhaps the most terrifying truth about the lake of fire (Rev. 20:15) is that it is forever!
There will be no hope for those who go there, no reprieve. It will seem like an
unending nightmare for them. After suffering 10,000 years, the lost will still
have just as long to suffer in this horrible place! Ponder that truth. It will help you
understand how incredibly important salvation is.
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No Annihilation
To cite only one argument to prove that there will be no annihilation for the wicked, please
notice Rev. 20:10:
And the devil, who deceived them, was thrown into the lake of burning sulfur, where the beast and
the false prophet had been thrown. They will be tormented day and night for ever
and ever (NIV).

According to Rev. 19:20, the beast and the false prophet will be thrown into “the fiery
lake of burning sulfur” before the Millennium:
But the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet who had performed the miraculous signs
on his behalf. With these signs he had deluded those who had received the mark of the beast and
worshiped his image. The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning
sulfur (NIV).

This means that for at least 1,000 years, yet in the future, these two
men will be tormented in this unusual fire, prepared for spirit beings,
without being annihilated.
Furthermore, those men will be thrown into this fiery lake with the kind of bodies we
have now. This clearly proves that that fire is not the kind of fire we are familiar with, for if it
was, their bodies would be burnt to ashes in just a fraction of that time.
Also, since the devil is a spirit and he will be tormented by this fire, it can’t be the kind
of fire with which we are accustomed. In other words, the fire God has in store for those who
die in an unsaved condition can torment spirits. Their torment will never cease in the final
place for them, the lake of fire.
Besides people, even death and Hades will one day be thrown into the lake of fire
(Rev. 20:14).

The Sounds From Eternal Fire

Those who go there will never hear a kind word, never see a kind look and never observe
a kind act. Besides the sincere, but religiously deceived, from all religions who die
unsaved, the worst kind of people who ever lived will be there. See Mt.
5:28,29; Mt. 6:14,15; Jn. 14:6; Rom. 1:24-32; 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5-7; Jude 7;
Rev. 21:8; Rev. 22:15.
The continual sounds heard there will be pleading for mercy, weeping, cursing God
and agonizing, regretful groans caused by their pain. This will be their lot forever, because
they chose to be self-seeking, reject the truth and follow evil (Rom. 2:8) during their time of
testing in this life.

Thrown Into Raging Fire
Raging is a word used to describe forest fires that are completely out of control. In 1988 such
a fire was loose at Yellowstone National Park. The flames were reported as being 300 feet
high. Likewise, the flames that torment in the lake of fire are raging, that is, violent and
intense. Billions of humans and possibly quadrillions of demons will co-exist
in this type of fire forever in torment!
All who spend their eternity in the lake of burning sulfur will be thrown into it—the
devil (Rev. 20:10), the Antichrist and false prophet (Rev. 19:20) and all other humans who
died in an unsaved spiritual condition (Mt. 13:42; Rev. 20:15). Billions of people will be
thrown into these fires. Many that we personally know and some we presently go to “church”
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with will be of this number! Shame and everlasting contempt (Dan. 12:2) is in their
future also, besides being forgotten by their families and friends who go to
heaven (Isa. 65:17).
The damned will think about God forever then, though now, in this present life, some
“think it not worthy to retain the knowledge of God” (Rom. 1:28).
All people in hell exhibited goat-like rebellion to God’s will (Mt. 25:31-46; Lk. 19:27).
Therefore, they will experience this fiery furnace the Lord said exists (Mt. 13:42,50) and
the blackest darkness that both Peter and Jude wrote of (2 Pet. 2:17; Jude 13). There
will be no party there, according to the Bible. Some who refuse to repent and trust Jesus
100% for their soul’s salvation say, “I’ll take my chances.” But they really aren’t. It’s a sure
thing that they will be thrown into this lake of burning sulfur. There is no chance they will
escape (Lk. 13:3; Jn. 14:6; Acts 4:12).
Perhaps for those who were once saved, but afterwards . . .

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

fall away because of persecution (Lk. 8:13 cf. Mt. 13:20,21);
are disowned by Christ for disowning him (Mt. 10:33);
become dead and lost as the Prodigal did through sin (Lk. 15:24,32);
believed in vain (1 Cor. 15:2);
have fallen away from grace by believing a false message about justification (Gal. 5:4);
returned to their former lifestyle of sinning after having escaped the corruption of the
world by knowing Jesus Christ (2 Pet. 2:20-22);
get cut off from the Vine for bearing no fruit (Jn. 15:2,6);
become God’s enemy again by loving the world (Jam. 4:4);
didn’t remain in Christ (1 Jn. 2:24,25);
wouldn’t forgive others who sinned against them (Mt. 18:22-35); or
received the mark of the beast and worshiped his image during the time of the Antichrist
(Rev. 14:9-12; 13:8-10)

. . . then this place of eternal fire will be most horrible. This is assuming that such
people do not come back to the Lord, as Peter did after he disowned
Christ. The only exception to this, from the aforementioned list, is those who receive the
mark of the beast. It seems that torment in burning sulfur is their irreversible future destiny
(Rev. 14:9-12).

50% From The Last Generation
According to Jesus, five out of ten (or 50%) in the last generation who were once saved will
experience this horrible fate (Mt. 25:1-13). The Lord could have said three out of
ten or two out of ten, but he didn’t. He said five out of ten or 50%! Such
foolish virgins once had a lamp burning for God, but it stopped burning
because it ran out of oil.
Jesus also taught:
At that time many will turn away from the faith and will betray and hate each other (Mt.
24:10, NIV).

Though painful to admit, you potentially can still end up in eternal
fire, even if you are a Christian at this moment! To believe otherwise is to
be misinformed about the Biblical record.
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As horrible as the lake of fire is, heaven is good! See Isa. 35:10; Rom. 2:10; Rev. 21:4; etc.
There will be no death, mourning, crying, pain, curse, night or devil, while the overcomers
reign with God there. There will be no need for a hospital, police force, prison, cemetery or
ambulance service. After 10,000 years, those who overcome and enter the
kingdom will still have just as long to spend there as they did the first day
they entered the kingdom!
This paradise environment where joy, love, peace and godly music abides is, however,
reserved only for the called, chosen and faithful followers of Christ (Rev. 17:14) or those
described elsewhere as the ones who denied themselves, took up their
crosses daily and followed Jesus unashamedly (Lk. 9:23-26). The same were
faithful to God to the point of death (Rev. 2:10,11) sowed to please the Spirit not their sinful
natures (Gal. 6:8,9) and endured to the end of their lives for salvation’s sake (Mt. 10:22). In
Mt. 5:8, the same are described as the pure in heart.
To enter the holy city, the New Jerusalem, will mean to enter the city whose architect
and builder is God himself (Heb. 11:10). The New Jerusalem is made of pure gold, is
approximately 1,400 to 1,500 miles high, long and wide, has walls of jasper, streets of gold,
and gates of pearl that are never shut (Rev. 21:15-27). There is no need for the sun or moon
to shine on it for the Lamb is its lamp (Rev. 21:23; 22:5). The river of the water of life, the tree
of life, and the throne of God and of the Lamb will be in the city (Rev. 22:1-5).
Who will be excluded from New Jerusalem?
Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor will anyone who does what is shameful or deceitful, but only
those whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of life (Rev. 21:27, NIV).

God’s kingdom is prepared for those who love God (Jam. 2:5) or for the righteous (Mt.
25:34-40).

They Are Worthy
The ones who inherit the kingdom are labeled worthy in Rev. 3:4-6:
You have a few names even in Sardis who have not defiled their garments; and they shall walk with
Me in white, for they are worthy. He who overcomes shall be clothed in white garments, and I
will not blot out his name from the Book of Life; but I will confess his name before My
Father and before His angels. He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches
(NKJV).

For such worthy people, physical death is gain and better by far compared to this life
(Phil. 1:21,23).
In a negative sense, Jesus spoke of those not worthy of himself:
He who loves father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he who loves son or
daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he who does not take his cross and follow after
Me is not worthy of Me. He who finds his life will lose it, and he who loses his life for My sake will
find it (Mt. 10:37-39, NKJV).

To be not worthy of Jesus is to be unable to enter God’s kingdom, which means one
will enter through the wide gate that leads to destruction. Dear reader, if you are Biblically
unsaved at this moment, repent of your sins now while you still can. People in eternal
fire would give anything for the chance you still have to repent and place your faith in Jesus
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(Acts 20:21). Remember, final salvation is as important as eternity is long.

Ponder This . . .
There Are No “Secret Sins” With God
And there is no creature hidden from His sight, but all things are naked and open to the
eyes of Him to whom we must give account (Heb. 4:13, NKJV).
For He knows the secrets of the heart (Psa. 44:21, NKJV).
You have set our iniquities before You, our secret sins in the light of Your countenance (Psa. 90:8,
NKJV).
The sins of some men are obvious . . . the sins of others trail behind them (1 Tim.
5:24, NIV).

You cannot sin and get away with it! No one ever has: Adam and Eve (Gen.
3:16-19), Cain (Gen. 4:8-16), Nadab and Abihu (Lev. 10:1,2), Miriam (Num. 12:1-15), Korah,
Dathan and Abiram (Num. 16:23-35), Israel (Num. 25:1-3; etc.), Achan (Josh. 7:1-24),
Hophni and Phinehas (1 Sam. 2:12-35), Solomon (1 Ki. 11:9-25), Jeroboam (1 Ki. 13:33,34),
Ahaziah (2 Ki. 1:2-17), Gehazi (2 Ki. 5:21-27), Saul (1 Chron. 10:13,14), Uzzah (2 Sam.
6:6,7), David (2 Sam. 12:9-14), Judas (Mt. 10:4 cf. Mk. 14:21), Ananias and Sapphira (Acts
5:1-11), some of the Corinthians (1 Cor. 11:17-34), Sodom and Gomorrah (Jude 7), angels (2
Pet. 2:4), etc.
If God did not spare these and others who sinned, he won’t spare you
either, even though you are under New Covenant grace. Consider also the
following, which was written to first-century Christians:
We must pay more careful attention, therefore, to what we have heard, so that
we do not drift away. For if the message spoken by angels was binding, and every violation and
disobedience received its just punishment, how shall we escape if we ignore such a great
salvation? (Heb. 2:1-3, NIV).
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If your hand causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life maimed than with two hands to
go into hell, where the fire never goes out. And if your foot causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better
for you to enter life crippled than to have two feet and be thrown into hell. And if your eye causes
you to sin, pluck it out. It is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye than to have two
eyes and be thrown into hell, where ‘their worm does not die, and the fire is not
quenched’ (Mk. 9:43-48, NIV).
The Son of Man will send out his angels, and they will weed out of his kingdom everything that
causes sin and all who do evil. They will throw them into the fiery furnace, where there
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth (Mt. 13:41,42, NIV).
And shall come forth; they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that have
done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation (Jn. 5:29, KJV).

Chapter 24
Safeguards For You
In the Parable of the Ten Virgins, Jesus taught that five out of ten (or 50%) of the people
who once had a light burning in their spiritual lanterns will not be known by him when he
returns (Mt. 25:1-13). The context of that teaching is specifically for the last generation. This
same kind of incredible apostasy-warning is also found in Mt. 24:10; 2 Thess. 2:3; 1 Tim. 4:1
and 2 Tim. 4:4. It’s eternally important, therefore, that we stay ready to meet the Lord. This is
where safeguards come in!
Spiritual safeguards are real, very important and should be taken seriously:
Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same thing to you
again, and it is a safeguard for you (Phil. 3:1, NIV).
The following list of safeguards are for your spiritual health and well being. The more of
these the Christian acts upon, the more he will benefit spiritually.
Rejoice In The Lord
Be Humble And Stay Humble
Hide God’s Word In Your Heart
Don’t Even Think About The Pleasures of Sin
Consider Jesus
Learn The Bible
Don’t Envy The Unsaved
Maintain A Biblical View Of Physical Death And Your Life Here
Maintain The Hope Of Being Like Jesus When He Returns
Pray To Stand Firm In All The Will Of God
Sing And Make Music In Your Heart To The Lord
Avoid Godless Chatter
Stay Self-controlled, Alert And Continue To Resist The Devil
Avoid Bad Company
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Know That Persecution Comes To All Of The Godly and You Must Testify of
Jesus
Fear God
Keep A Clear Conscience
Be Careful To Read And Obey The Bible
Test The Spirits
Walk In Love
Help God’s People
Flee The Desire To Get Rich
Make Your Calling And Election Sure
We Must All Go Through Many Hardships

Rejoice In The Lord
Because the Christians at Philippi were going through (and enduring) sufferings and
struggles (Phil. 1:29,30), Paul issued the command (safeguard) for them to rejoice in the Lord.
Similarly, Jesus told the disciples:
Nevertheless do not rejoice in this, that the spirits are subject to you, but rather rejoice
because your names are written in heaven (Lk. 10:20, NKJV).
Remember that no Christian ever had it ideal in this life! You are not alone with your
troubles and sufferings (Jn. 16:33; 1 Pet. 5:9). We are living in a cursed age, with rampant
deception, sin and injustice everywhere. This world is now the devil’s turf and he hates
Christians. Obviously, this world can’t be the saint’s haven. Paul wrote:
For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far outweighs
them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is seen is
temporary, but what is unseen is eternal (2 Cor. 4:17,18, NIV).

Be Humble And Stay Humble
Be humble and stay humble like a little child. Jesus shockingly warned his disciples that they
would never enter the kingdom of heaven unless they would change and become humble like
little children (Mt. 18:1-4)!
And he said: “I tell you the truth, unless you change and become like little children, you will
never enter the kingdom of heaven” (Mt. 18:3, NIV).
In other words, though they were saved at the moment, their individual selfish
ambitions to be greater than the other disciples (Lk. 9:46-48; 22:24-26) would somehow
prove spiritually fatal in the future for them, unless they would become humble like a little
child who doesn’t aspire for such greatness over his peers the way the disciples were.
Peter later wrote:
Likewise, ye younger, submit yourselves unto the elder. Yea, all of you be subject one to
another, and be clothed with humility: for God resisteth the proud, and giveth grace to the
humble. Humble yourselves therefore under the mighty hand of God, that he may exalt you in
due time (1 Pet. 5:5,6, KJV).
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Verse 6 from the Amplified Bible reads:
Therefore humble yourselves (demote, lower yourselves in your own estimation) under the
mighty hand of God, that in due time He may exalt you).

Hide God’s Word In Your Heart
Psa. 119:11 says:
Your word I have hidden in my heart, That I might not sin against You! (NKJV).
To strengthen your own ability to resist sin’s temptations, store up God’s word in your
heart. You can accomplish this by meditating in and memorizing Scripture. One method that
might work well for you is to make little flash cards with the Scripture verse you desire to
memorize on one side and its reference on the reverse side. Verbally reading the verse(s)
out loud and writing them out will enable you to memorize almost any passage after a while.
It would also be wise to listen to the Bible on cassette tape every chance you get, such as in
your home and car.

Don’t Even Think About The Pleasures of Sin
Scripture actually teaches that sin has pleasure in it (Heb. 11:25). If it didn’t, it would never be
a temptation. The dangers of just thinking of sinful pleasure is also shown in Scripture:
If they had been thinking of the country they had left, they would have had opportunity to
return. Instead, they were longing for a better country—a heavenly one. Therefore God is not
ashamed to be called their God, for he has prepared a city for them (Heb. 11:15,16, NIV).
Remember the awesome truth of Num. 11:5 where wrong thinking is exemplified. The
Israelites thought about the cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions and garlic that they regularly
ate while in bondage in Egypt (a type of the world), but couldn’t find contentment with manna,
their God-supplied food. Because they focused in upon the good things they had while in
Egypt, they totally forgot that they were worked ruthlessly and their lives were made bitter
with hard labor (Exo. 1:13,14). The misery and emptiness of their lives in Egypt had escaped
them. They now, incredibly, thought they were better off in Egypt (Num. 11:18)! The devil will
use the same type of lie on us too, especially since it worked so well for him back then.
We should always be looking forward and never back. Long for heaven and that city
which God has prepared for the worthy. Peter wrote:
. . . We are looking forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of righteousness (2
Pet. 3:13, NIV).
Similarly, Heb. 13:14 reads:
For here we do not have an enduring city, but we are looking for the city that is to come (NIV).
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If you follow this principle you won’t disobey Rom. 13:14b:
. . . Do not think about how to gratify the desires of the sinful nature (NIV).
It is also very important that you guard your heart by not watching adulterous TV
shows and going places such as public swimming pools and beaches. This will definitely be a
safeguard for your soul! Remember, it’s possible to commit adultery and never actually go
through the physical act (Mt. 5:28).
Ponder the following truth about how your thought life influences your behavior:
Those who live according to the sinful nature have their minds set on what that nature
desires; but those who live in accordance with the Spirit have their minds set on what the
Spirit desires. The mind of sinful man is death, but the mind controlled by the Spirit is life and
peace (Rom. 8:5,6, NIV).

Consider Jesus
To prevent growing weary and losing heart in your race, consider Jesus:
Consider him who endured such opposition from sinful men, so that you will not grow weary
and lose heart. In your struggle against sin, you have not yet resisted to the point of shedding
your blood (Heb. 12:3,4, NIV).
[1]

The word consider in Greek means contemplate. Therefore, we are advised to
contemplate the unfair, unjust and merciless treatment the perfect, loving and sinless Lord
Jesus was subjected to from the hands of wicked, merciless people. He didn’t deserve any of
it.

Learn The Bible
This is the all-inclusive safeguard. Hos. 4:6 reads:
My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast rejected knowledge, I will
also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy
God, I will also forget thy children (KJV).
The only way you can adequately learn the Bible is to spend quality time in it for
yourself. Start in the New Testament, reading and rereading it so that no zealous and
sincere, Scripture-quoting false prophet or false teacher can shake the true message from
your heart. Remember, we can negate our salvation by accepting a wrong plan of salvation.
By which also you are saved, if you hold fast that word which I preached to you; unless you
believed in vain (1 Cor. 15:2, NKJV).
After you learn the New Testament, move to the Old Testament. The Old Testament
was written to teach and warn us in New Testament times (Rom. 15:4; 1 Cor. 10:11). It was
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also the only Bible the earliest Christians had before the New Testament was written! There
is much in it for us today.

Don’t Envy The Unsaved
Read Psalm 73. Asaph envied the wicked and almost slipped spiritually (v. 2, NIV). He
noticed the prosperity they have, their healthy bodies, them being carefree from burdens
common to man and not plagued by human ills and he thought:
In vain have I kept my heart pure; in vain have I washed my hands in innocence (v. 13, NIV).
Asaph was oppressed until he focused in upon their final destiny (v. 17). This means
don’t envy the wicked because they might be popular, happily married, with a good job,
physically healthy, good looking, live in a nice home, drive a new car and have lots of money.
They are on their way to the lake of fire where they will be tormented forever (Mt. 25:41,46;
Mk. 9:43-48; Rev. 14:10,11; 20:10).
To envy the wicked is a subtle Satanic temptation designed to get you to stop living
godly and to pursue the temporal pleasures of this life.

Maintain A Biblical View Of Physical Death And Your Life Here
This will be especially helpful in extreme persecution, where martyrdom prevails.
For the Christian, physical death is gain (Phil. 1:21) and better by far (Phil. 1:23). Only
then will you really be at home with your real family, that is, your heavenly Father, your Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ, and your brothers and sisters in the faith from all parts of the earth.
It’s also where your treasures are.
This life is not your home! We are strangers in the world (1 Pet. 1:1) and we are to live
our lives as strangers here in reverent fear (1 Pet. 1:17). You are just passing through this
life, so don’t be engrossed in the material things of this world! Think in terms of eternity.
Remember:
. . . The heavens will disappear with a roar; the elements will be destroyed by fire, and the
earth and everything in it will be laid bare (2 Pet. 3:10, NIV).

Maintain The Hope Of Being Like Jesus When He Returns
1 Jn. 3:2,3 read:
Dear friends, now we are children of God, and what we will be has not yet been made known.
But we know that when he appears, we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is.
Everyone who has this hope in him purifies himself, just as he is pure (NIV).
How will we be like Jesus? We too will have a glorified body of flesh and bones like his
(Lk. 24:39; Phil. 3:21), that is, a tangible body that can enter a room with the doors locked
(Jn. 20:19) and disappear from a location (Lk. 24:31).
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Pray To Stand Firm In All The Will Of God
In Col. 4:12, we read:
. . . He (Epaphras) is always wrestling in prayer for you, that you may stand firm in all the will
of God, mature and fully assured (NIV).
Be quick to pray about everything you face, casting all your anxieties on God (1 Pet.
5:7). Pray for other people, too.

Sing And Make Music In Your Heart To The Lord
Eph. 5:19,20 read:
Sing and make music in your heart to the Lord, always giving thanks to God the Father for
everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ (NIV).
Keeping a tune of thanks and praise in your heart to the Lord will help you greatly in
your spiritual battles. Focus in upon what you have, not what you do not have but would like
to have! In other words, learn to be content in your non-ideal circumstances. This is a
safeguard in itself. Paul wrote:
. . . for I have learned in whatever state I am, to be content (Phil. 4:11, NKJV).
Remember, he was in chains and in prison when he wrote this (1:13), yet he was
content! Furthermore, he wrote:
But godliness with contentment is great gain. For we brought nothing into the world, and we
can take nothing out of it. But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that (1
Tim. 6:6-8, NIV).

Avoid Godless Chatter
The godly, like Timothy, can become increasingly ungodly through godless chatter. Hence,
the following warning came from Paul:
Avoid godless chatter, because those who indulge in it will become more and more ungodly
(2 Tim. 2:16, NIV).
All secular TV shows are prime examples of godless chatter. They also promote a
value system which is of this world and highly antithetical to the Scriptures.
Indulging in voluntary conversation on a regular basis with the darkened people of this
age will take a spiritual toll after a while. This is especially true if spiritual matters are
intentionally avoided by the spiritually enlightened.
Similarly, Paul wrote in 1 Tim. 6:20,21:
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. . . Turn away from godless chatter and the opposing ideas of what is falsely called
knowledge, which some have professed and in so doing have wandered from the faith (NIV).
The danger of godless chatter, as well as so-called knowledge which is contrary to
Scripture, is evident from this.

Stay Self-controlled, Alert And Continue To Resist The Devil
This is the way we can protect ourselves from our spiritual arch enemy, who is not in the lake
of fire yet, but continues to try, and often succeeds, in hurting Christians:
Be self-controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for
someone to devour. Resist him, standing firm in the faith, because you know that your
brothers throughout the world are undergoing the same kind of sufferings (1 Pet. 5:8,9, NIV).
The seriousness of our spiritual warfare is shown here. Also regarding being selfcontrolled, alert and resisting the devil, remember this: those who enter the kingdom of God
will have to be more self-controlled, alert and faithful in resisting the devil than Solomon, the
Apostle Judas Iscariot, the unnamed disciples of Jn. 6:66, etc. who didn’t enter the kingdom!

Avoid Bad Company
Surprisingly, the Bible teaches that Christians are to avoid certain people (Prov. 20:19;
22:24,25; 24:1; Rom. 16:17,18; 1 Cor. 5:11; 2 Thess. 3:6-15), places (Prov. 4:14,15; 5:8; 2
Cor. 6:17) and things (Prov. 20:3; Acts 15:29; 1 Thess. 5:22; 2 Tim. 2:23; Jam. 1:19,20). Not
to avoid these when you can, is to needlessly open yourself up to spiritual danger. Paul wrote:
Do not be misled: Bad company corrupts good character (1 Cor. 15:33, NIV).
Please note, according to that reference, bad company tends to adversely affect the
Christian and not the reverse. This, however, does not mean that we willingly should never
associate with the unbeliever, for we are called to evangelize them. Jesus ate with the
sinners, but he did so with an evangelistic motive only, not to socialize with them.
Especially destructive to one’s spiritual condition would be to marry someone who
does not belong to the Lord (1 Cor. 7:39). This is evident by what happened to Solomon
when he married pagan women. See Neh. 13:26. If you are a single Christian, please know
that it is much worse to marry the wrong person than to remain single, though it can be
painfully lonely at times!

Know That Persecution Comes To All Of The Godly And You Must
Testify About Jesus
Jesus told his disciples:
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All this I have told you so that you will not go astray (Jn. 16:1, NIV).
To find out what this is in this verse that we must do so we won’t go astray, we must go
back to chapter 15. There we will see the Lord assured the disciples that the world would
hate and persecute them (15:18-20)!
Furthermore, he added that we must testify of him. These two truths, internalized and
acted upon, will keep us from going astray, according to Jesus.
Witnessing to others about Christ will also add to your understanding of spiritual things:
I pray that you may be active in sharing your faith, so that you will have a full understanding
of every good thing we have in Christ (Philemon 6, NIV).
A good, reliable, easy-to-read translation like the New King James or the New
International Version will help you greatly in learning the Bible. Especially avoid the Living
Bible and the New World Translation.

Fear God
We are told to fear God for he can destroy our bodies and souls in hell (Mt. 10:28; Lk. 12:5).
This command to fear God is past (Deut. 10:12,13), present (1 Pet. 1:17), and future (Rev.
14:7). While the fear of man will prove to be a snare (Prov. 29:25), only good can be said
about the fear of God! If you continue to fear God, it will keep you from sinning (Exo. 20:20).

Keep A Clear Conscience
Paul cited the reason why he personally kept a clear conscience:
And I have the same hope in God as these men, that there will be a resurrection of both the
righteous and the wicked. So I strive always to keep my conscience clear before God and
man (Acts 24:15,16, NIV).
Paul kept a clear conscience because there would be “a resurrection of both the
righteous and the wicked.” Similarly, Paul told Timothy he also needed to hold to faith and a
good conscience. The reason was to safeguard his faith from becoming shipwrecked like that
of Hymenaeus and Alexander:
Timothy, my son, I give you this instruction in keeping with the prophecies once made about
you, so that by following them you may fight the good fight, holding on to faith and a good
conscience. Some have rejected these and so have shipwrecked their faith. Among them are
Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have handed over to Satan to be taught not to
blaspheme (1 Tim. 1:18-20, NIV).

Be Careful To Read And Obey The Bible
Before Israel ever had a king, God taught Moses how the kings could assure a strong
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spiritual walk for themselves. God told Moses:
Also it shall be, when he sits on the throne of his kingdom, that he shall write for himself a
copy of this law in a book, from the one before the priests, the Levites. And it shall be with
him, and he shall read it all the days of his life, that he may learn to fear the LORD his God
and be careful to observe all the words of this law and these statutes, that his heart may not
be lifted above his brethren, that he may not turn aside from the commandment to the right
hand or to the left, and that he may prolong his days in his kingdom, he and his children in
the midst of Israel (Deut. 17:18-20, NKJV).
The kings were to write their own personal copy of the Scriptures for themselves,
which they were to carry with them and read daily. If done, they would consequently fear the
LORD and follow God’s commands. Then pride, through their powerful and exalted position,
their great riches, etc. would not deceive them into thinking themselves better than others
and straying from God’s commands.
If only this was practiced, David would not have committed adultery and murder,
Solomon would not have turned to idolatry, Uzziah to pride, and Saul to jealousy, murder,
etc. which ended with suicide. If such clear and powerful advice would work for kings as the
leaders over millions of people, how much more should it work for us? Of course, the proper
attitude to have when reading Scripture is to read it with a willingness to change accordingly,
either doctrinally or behaviorally.

Test The Spirits
The Apostle John informs Christians not to be gullible:
Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether they are of God; because
many false prophets have gone out into the world (1 Jn. 4:1, NKJV).
The testing of all teachings, dreams, visions, experiences, etc. must be with the
standard that God has given mankind, namely his written word (2 Tim. 3:16,17).

Walk In Love
Dozens of times throughout the New Testament we are commanded to love. Perhaps one of
the most important truths about the welfare of our own faith is linked to this thing we call love:
For [if we are] in Christ Jesus, neither circumcision nor uncircumcision counts for anything,
but only faith activated and energized and expressed and working through love (Gal. 5:6,
Amplified Bible).
Your faith is energized by your love and your love is adversely affected by sin (Mt.
24:12)! Love is patient and kind (1 Cor. 13:4).
To have love abounding in knowledge and depth of insight, leads to: (1) discernment,
(2) being pure and blameless until the day of Christ, and (3) being filled with the fruit of
righteousness (Phil. 1:9-11).
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Help God’s People
The unnamed writer of Hebrews stated:
Land that drinks in the rain often falling on it and that produces a crop useful to those for
whom it is farmed receives the blessing of God. But land that produces thorns and thistles is
worthless and is in danger of being cursed. In the end it will be burned. Even though we
speak like this, dear friends, we are confident of better things in your case—things that
accompany salvation. God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and the love you have
shown him as you have helped his people and continue to help them. We want each of you
to show this same diligence to the very end, in order to make your hope sure. We do not
want you to become lazy, but to imitate those who through faith and patience inherit what has
been promised (6:7-12, NIV).
According to that passage, to make our hope sure (v. 11) we are to help God’s people
to the very end. (Compare to Mt. 25:34-40.) According to other passages, salvation and
eternal life are our hope (1 Thess. 5:8; Titus 3:7). Faith and patience are exalted in Heb. 6:12.

Flee The Desire To Get Rich
The New Testament often mentions greed (Mk. 7:22,23; Lk. 12:15; Eph. 5:3; etc.) and its
ability to exclude one from the kingdom (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7). It, therefore, should be
apparent that this sin should be carefully guarded against. Paul wrote Timothy about this:
But godliness with contentment is great gain. For we brought nothing into the world, and we
can take nothing out of it. But if we have food and clothing, we will be content with that.
People who want to get rich fall into temptation and a trap and into many foolish and harmful
desires that plunge men into ruin and destruction. For the love of money is a root of all kinds
of evil. Some people, eager for money, have wandered from the faith and pierced themselves
with many griefs. But you, man of God, flee from all this, and pursue righteousness,
godliness, faith, love, endurance and gentleness. Fight the good fight of the faith. Take hold
of the eternal life to which you were called when you made your good confession in the
presence of many witnesses (1 Tim. 6:6-12, NIV).
Please note, Paul told Timothy to flee the desire to get rich (v. 11) and stated why such
was so important. Some Christians have wandered from the faith over this! Clearly, a man of
God can yet be plunged into ruin and destruction through the desire to get rich. So alongside
the command to flee sexual immorality (1 Cor. 6:18) and idolatry (1 Cor. 10:14), we are also
informed here to flee the desire to get rich.
Rather than being eager for money, we are to pursue righteousness, godliness, faith,
love, endurance and gentleness. See also 2 Tim. 2:22.

Make Your Calling And Election Sure
After our salvation, we are to put forth every effort to add to our faith, according to the Apostle
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Peter. The purpose of this is to make our calling and election sure:
For this very reason, make every effort to add to your faith goodness; and to goodness,
knowledge; and to knowledge, self-control; and to self-control, perseverance; and to
perseverance, godliness; and to godliness, brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness,
love. For if you possess these qualities in increasing measure, they will keep you from being
ineffective and unproductive in your knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But if anyone does
not have them, he is nearsighted and blind, and has forgotten that he has been cleansed
from his past sins. Therefore, my brothers, be all the more eager to make your calling and
election sure. For if you do these things, you will never fall (2 Pet. 1:5-10, NIV).

We Must All Go Through Many Hardships
The ministry of Paul and Barnabas included strengthening and encouraging real Christians to
remain true to the faith. In part, their follow up included teaching them:
. . . strengthening the disciples and encouraging them to remain true to the faith. “We must
go through many hardships to enter the kingdom of God,” they said (Acts 14:22, NIV).
Again, Christians are in an intense, spiritual battle. Hardships will come even to the
most devoted saints. We are told to endure them.
Endure hardship with us like a good soldier of Christ Jesus (2 Tim. 2:3, NIV).
This issue of endurance is very important because sometimes our powerful prayers will
not remedy the situation the way we’d like them to! This will be especially true when Rev.
13:7 is fulfilled.
He was given power to make war against the saints and to conquer them. And he was given
authority over every tribe, people, language and nation (NIV).
Remember also that we, as Christians, have been called to suffer:
For unto you it is given in the behalf of Christ, not only to believe on him, but also to suffer for
his sake (Phil. 1:29, KJV).
Therefore do not be ashamed of the testimony of our Lord, nor of me His prisoner, but share
with me in the sufferings for the gospel according to the power of God, . . . to which I was
appointed a preacher, an apostle, and a teacher of the Gentiles. For this reason I also suffer
these things; nevertheless I am not ashamed, for I know whom I have believed and am
persuaded that He is able to keep what I have committed to Him until that Day (2 Tim.
1:8,11,12, NKJV).

Ponder This . . .
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Around 111 AD, in the days of Pliny the Younger (62-113 AD) and Emperor Trajan,
early Christians were subjected to the ultimate test of fidelity to the Lord Jesus Christ—
worship the emperor’s statue and the images of the pagan gods or be led away to execution.
As governor of Northern Asia Minor, Pliny the Younger wrote Trajan:
Meanwhile I have taken this course with those who were accused before me as Christians: I
have asked them whether they were Christians. Those who confessed I asked a second and
a third time, threatening punishment. Those who persisted I ordered led away to execution.
For I did not doubt that, whatever it was they admitted, obstinacy and unbending perversity
certainly deserve to be punished . . . . Others who were named by an informer said that they
were Christians, and soon afterward denied it, saying, indeed, that they had been, but had
ceased to be Christians, some three years ago, some many years, and one even twenty
years ago. All these also not only worshipped your statue and the images of the gods, but
also cursed Christ.

[2]

One can only wonder what it would have been like to stand in the shoes of those
Christians who were before Pliny the Younger, knowing that the ultimate test had arrived.
Though we can never know that particular test, Christians may one day face a similar
situation if we are the generation that is alive when the Antichrist has power over the entire
earth (Rev. 13:7). All people at that time, including Christians, will be forced to worship the
image of the Antichrist and receive his mark to buy and sell. To refuse this will mean
execution or to be led away into captivity (Rev. 13:15; 13:9,10; 20:4).
To renounce one’s faith under persecution is to be placed under the category of the
fearful (Rev. 21:8, KJV), according to A. T. Robertson:
There are eight epithets here used which apply to various sections of this direful list of the
doomed and the damned, all in the dative (case of personal interest). For the fearful (tois
deilois). Old word (from deidÇ, to fear) for the cowardly, who recanted under persecution, in
N.T. only here, Matt. 8:26; Mark 4:40 (italics his).

[3]

To worship the image of the Antichrist and to receive the mark of the beast will mean
loss of salvation for the Christian (Rev. 14:9-12). If we are that generation, the following
Scriptures will especially be important safeguards for us:
They overcame him by the blood of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony; they did not
love their lives so much as to shrink from death (Rev. 12:11, NIV).
And fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul: but rather fear him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in hell (Mt. 10:28, KJV).

[1] James Strong, The Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible (Nashville: Abingdon, 1976), Greek Dictionary, p. 11, #357.
[2] A Treasury of Early Christianity, edited by Anne Fremantle (New York: Viking Press, 1953), pp. 253, 254.
[3] A. T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament, Vol. VI (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1933), p. 469.
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Finally, my brothers, rejoice in the Lord! It is no trouble for me to write the same things to you again,
and it is a safeguard for you (Phil. 3:1, NIV).
Blessed is the man Who walks not in the counsel of the ungodly, Nor stands in the
path of sinners, Nor sits in the seat of the scornful; But his delight is in the law of
the LORD, And in His law he meditates day and night. He shall be like a tree Planted by
the rivers of water, That brings forth its fruit in its season, Whose leaf also shall not wither; And
whatever he does shall prosper (Psa. 1:1-3, NKJV).
Whosoever shall seek to save his life shall lose it; and whosoever shall lose his life
shall preserve it (Lk. 17:33, KJV).
He who loves his life will lose it, and he who hates his life in this world will keep it for
eternal life (Jn. 12:25, NKJV).
. . . holding on to faith and a good conscience. Some have rejected these and so
have shipwrecked their faith. Among them are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have
handed over to Satan to be taught not to blaspheme (1 Tim. 1:19,20, NIV).
God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and the love you have shown him as you have helped
his people and continue to help them. We want each of you to show this same diligence
to the very end, in order to make your hope sure. We do not want you to become lazy, but
to imitate those who through faith and patience inherit what has been promised (Heb.
6:10-12, NIV).

Chapter 25
Summary
In spite of all the aforementioned Biblical evidence to support a conditional security for the
believer in Christ and refute an unconditional security, a portion of the people who read this
book will continue to cling tenaciously to OSAS to the destruction of others and maybe
themselves as well!
Unfortunately, it seems that for some people OSAS, with its attached false security,
which disregards Scriptural warnings, is more precious and important than the disturbing,
eternal truth of God. For them no amount of OSAS contradictions, strange interpretations,
examples from Scripture of people who became spiritually lost, or demolished OSAS
arguments, will ever sever them from their beloved doctrine! They will go to their graves
embracing and trying to defend this teaching.
Some have succumbed to the fallacy of wishful thinking:

If we accept a proposition because we wish that it were true rather than because
there is evidence that shows that it is true, we commit the fallacy of wishful
thinking. Or if we reject something solely because we wish it were
not true, rather than because there is evidence that it is untrue,
[1]

we commit this fallacy.

Other people who read this book have never really thought out these various points or
heard the Scriptural reasons why some people don’t believe in OSAS. Understandably, they
were swayed by popular, glib TV and radio teachers who would never share the Scriptures
and rationale cited here. Such people need to carefully reread this entire book, verifying
every Scripture verse, checking the context and pondering every argument for themselves.
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This will also help prevent them from being thrown into confusion over this subject the next
time an OSAS message is heard.
It is very important not to be swayed by the impressive title of “Doctor” or the “Berean”
claim, thereby suggesting these learned OSAS advocates must be right. One should never
forget that many OSAS proponents carry these titles and claims yet contradict each other
and, most importantly, they contradict the holy Scriptures! This is the indisputable
proof of error, in spite of their popularity, titles and claims.
Furthermore, some OSAS teachers hold to some Biblically sound
teachings. Do not, therefore, judge the soundness of OSAS by these other teachings.
Every teacher must be tested under the spotlight of God’s word to assure soundness.
No teacher should object to this type of test. Even the Apostle Paul had his teachings tested
with Scripture (Acts 17:11,12).
The Bible alone is the Christian’s final authority (2 Tim. 3:16,17) and should be read
and studied personally by every individual who desires to enter the kingdom of God. Along
with personal time in the Scriptures, one needs a teachable heart that will submit to the
Scriptures, though it may be disturbing, even painful.
The only reason any Christian who studies the Bible would believe in
a conditional security for the believer is because the Scriptures teach it.
No Christian would ever believe in it on his own! It’s just like the true, but
horrifying, teaching that most people will perish in the lake of fire. No one
would ever believe this either apart from the Bible.
While the believer’s security is certainly conditional, there is a secure position in Christ,
but it is one from which we can still fall (2 Pet. 3:17)! We must continue to follow Christ so
that we will never perish (Jn. 10:27,28). As long as we continue to follow Jesus we are
perfectly secure.
Remember Peter’s words:

Be all the more eager to make your calling and election sure. For if you do these
things, you will never fall . . . (2 Pet. 1:10, NIV).

Read verses 5-9 to find out what these things are that are to be added to our faith in
Christ to make our election sure. (This is an important safeguard.)
Yes, God will always do his part to protect the Christian spiritually and he will never fail,
but there is still free will and the human responsibilities. We can and still do influence
our own future with God even into eternity! Our hearts can turn away from
God as Solomon’s heart did (1 Ki. 11:9). Frightening but true, Solomon’s heart turned from
God to idolatry after decades of faithful service!
Another example is the Apostle Judas Iscariot who was once a gospel preacher with
power to cast out demons (Mk. 3:13-15). What happened to these men can also happen to
us, if we don’t guard our hearts. If our spiritual condition was left solely in the hands of God,
neither Solomon, the Apostle Judas Iscariot, nor any other Biblical example would have ever
gone astray.

OSAS Generates A False Security
The doctrine of OSAS gives people a false and dangerous sense of security.
How do you stay saved? What do you do to stay saved? Nothing! Absolutely
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nothing!

[2]

[3]

He [God] never lets go. Now sit back, relax, and enjoy your salvation.

A man who is truly born again is safe forever and is as sure of heaven
[4]

as if he had already been there ten thousand years.

A most unusual warning is associated with OSAS security. What is it?
God cannot change it. You cannot change it. No one could change it. One
second after you believe, you can turn around and renounce Christ and
go in for some form of blasphemy, but you cannot change the fact that you
did believe and now you have eternal life. I think people ought to be
warned that if you decide to believe in Christ, it’s irreversible. You
can’t change it. You can’t cancel it and neither can anyone else. And so if you
really want to spend eternity in the presence of God, if you really want to go to
heaven, and if you really want to have eternal life, then this is the only way to do
it. Believe in Christ and if you change your mind and want to go to hell,
it’s too late. You can’t do it now. It’s all over. You are now a believer
and that’s that.

[5]

If one should be warned like that, as Thieme stated, I wonder why we don’t see this
type of warning in the Bible? Also, one must wonder which Bible verse he based such a
statement on.
Paul’s warning in 1 Cor. 10:12 reveals these OSAS statements all hold a spiritual
danger within themselves:
Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall (NKJV).

Elsewhere, when Paul was affirming the believer’s conditional security, he again
addressed the spiritual danger related to a sense of over-security:
You will say then, “Branches were broken off that I might be grafted in.” Well said.
Because of unbelief they were broken off, and you stand by faith. Do not
be haughty, but fear. For if God did not spare the natural branches, He may
not spare you either. Therefore consider the goodness and severity of God:
on those who fell, severity; but toward you, goodness, if you continue in His
goodness. Otherwise you also will be cut off. And they also, if they do
not continue in unbelief, will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again
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(Rom. 11:19-23, NKJV).

We too must be on our guard against this kind of haughtiness generated by a sense of
over-security, but sadly most aren’t. Paul wrote we could be cut off, like a branch can be from
the life-sustaining tree! Therefore, Christians should fear.

Jesus Taught
Besides all of that, the Lord taught:

And from the days of John the Baptist until the present time the kingdom of
heaven has endured violent assault, and violent men seize it by force [as a
precious prize]—a share in the heavenly kingdom is sought for with most
ardent zeal and intense exertion (Mt. 11:12, Amplified Bible).

And He said to all, If any person wills to come after Me, let him deny himself—that is, disown
himself, forget, lose sight of himself and his own interests, refuse and give up himself—and
take up his cross daily, and follow Me [that is, cleave steadfastly to Me, conform wholly to My
example, in living and if need be in dying also] (Lk. 9:23, Amplified Bible).
But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness . . . (Mt. 6:33, KJV).

The Greek shows seek is a continuous tense, that is, Jesus taught we are to keep
seeking first God’s kingdom and his righteousness.
The Lord also taught:
Difficult is the way which leads to life (Mt. 7:14, NKJV).
The NRSV renders this same verse, “The road is hard that leads to life.”
Paul strained ahead:

I want to know Christ and the power of his resurrection and the fellowship of
sharing in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death, and so, somehow, to
attain to the resurrection from the dead. Not that I have already
obtained all this, or have already been made perfect, but I press on to take
hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. Brothers, I do not consider
myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what is
behind and straining toward what is ahead, I press on toward the
goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in
Christ Jesus (Phil. 3:10-14, NIV).
Apparently, Paul did not think he was absolutely guaranteed to be in the resurrection
from the dead (v. 11 cf. Acts 24:15,16), even though he was certainly saved at that point!
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What the resurrection from the dead is and who will be part of it was stated by the Lord:
But those who are considered worthy of taking part in that age and in the
resurrection from the dead will neither marry nor be given in marriage, and
they can no longer die; for they are like the angels. They are God’s children,
since they are children of the resurrection (Lk. 20:35,36, NIV).

From initial to final salvation is not a downhill slide for anyone. We are in a spiritual war
with the forces of darkness, which will try to tempt us to sin and deceive us with false
teachings. This spiritual conflict will finally result with the majority of people ever being born
going to eternal fire (Mt. 7:13,14) and five out of ten in the last generation, who were once
saved, will not be known by Jesus when he returns (Mt. 25:1-13).

To Teachers
If you are a teacher, remember you are not in a popularity contest (1 Thess. 2:4)! Your aim
should be to please God and win his approval, which does not come automatically (Gal.
1:10).
Mt. 18:6 should especially grip a teacher:
But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in Me to sin, it would
be better for him if a millstone were hung around his neck, and he
were drowned in the depth of the sea (NKJV).

Causing another to sin can be done through false teachings (Mal. 2:8; 2 Tim. 2:17,18;
Rev. 2:20) and example (Rom. 14:21; 1 Cor. 8:10,11). Therefore, be careful what you teach
and do.
Also, let the words of 1 Tim. 4:16 remain with you:
Watch your life and doctrine closely. Persevere in them, because if you do, you
will save both yourself and your hearers (NIV).

Remember, if you are a pastor, you are to keep watch over the ones God has
entrusted into your care (Heb. 13:17). Such includes warning, rebuking and correcting—not
just encouraging and comforting.
Your judgment as a teacher will be more strict than others (Jam. 3:1). Do not,
therefore, compromise the truth of Scripture to please your audience or to
promote your own ministry. Jesus never did. Many walked away from him and his
message never to return, through no fault of his. Make it your goal to please God,
not the people with itching ears, even those who have money and influence
in your community.
If you are a pastor, you are not a very good shepherd, or worse, if you know OSAS is
wrong and you are afraid to publicly express it to your congregation, especially in light of all
the OSAS messages pouring out over the airwaves and found in literature. The OSAS
teachers aren’t afraid to openly teach this harmful doctrine with conviction
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and authority!
The truth is vital, though it might be hard to receive at times and hard to
disseminate, especially when you know in advance that some will be unhappy with it. This
is one of the hardest tests a faithful minister will ever face. For the sake of
eternal souls and your own judgment on that awesome Day, do what is right:
Herald and preach the Word! Keep your sense of urgency (stand by, be at
hand and ready, whether the opportunity seems to be favorable or
unfavorable, whether it is convenient or inconvenient, whether it
is welcome or unwelcome, you as a preacher of the Word are to show
people in what way their lives are wrong) and convince them,
rebuking and correcting, warning and urging and encouraging
them, being unflagging and inexhaustible in patience and
teaching. For the time is coming when [people] will not tolerate (endure)
sound and wholesome instruction, but having ears itching [for
something pleasing and gratifying], they will gather to themselves one
teacher after another to a considerable number, chosen to satisfy their own
liking and to foster the errors they hold, and will turn aside from hearing
the truth and wander off into myths and man-made fictions (2 Tim. 4:24, Amplified Bible).

Paul explicitly told us there the time is coming when people will not tolerate (endure)
sound and wholesome instruction. He also stated false teachers will abound who will teach
things that will satisfy these people with itching ears. That time has come! It is no
longer futuristic, but present tense! In our present hour, people are not enduring
sound instruction and there are many teachers ready to teach to satisfy their itching ears.

Other Reasons OSAS Is Perpetuated
After 2 Tim. 4:2-4 there are specific reasons for the rampancy of OSAS. In other words, the
OSAS proponents mishandle the Scriptures in specific ways:

●

●

●

Use verses out of context. For example, Jn. 10:28 is cited with total disregard for
verse 27, which describes the ones referred to in verse 28. In verse 27, the sheep are
continuous-tense followers of Jesus. Without this critical bit of information, verse 28 will
continue to be misused out of its proper context.
Confuse the issue. For example, to argue for OSAS from the phrase, eternal life,
and say that it is life not for a week, a month, a year, but throughout all eternity, is to
confuse the issue. The possession of something eternal must not be confused with that
eternal thing.
Reason from the natural to the spiritual. This is frequently done to support
OSAS. Perhaps the most used is the father-son relationship. The argument goes like
this: “I will always be my father’s son. That relationship can’t change. Only my
fellowship with my father is impaired by my bad works (sin) against him. Therefore,
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once a son, always a son.”
Their conclusion about always remaining a son and thereby remaining saved totally
disregards the severity of sins that are committed and the duration of being unrepentant.
Paul expressed his concern about Christians being deceived by this type of
argumentation:

See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy,
which depends on human tradition and the basic principles of this
world rather than on Christ (Col. 2:8, NIV).

●

Use unrelated Scriptures. A prime example of this is to refer to Jesus’ redemptive
death at Calvary to support OSAS:
To disregard eternal security is to take away from what happened at
Calvary.

[6]

To say that any sin, no matter how bad, can cause the loss of salvation, is to
[7]

deny the infinite value of the atoning death of Christ.

The controversy surrounding the believer’s security has nothing to do with the infinite
work of Christ, which was finished at Calvary. Proponents of a conditional security do not
take away from what happened at Calvary.

●

Make authoritative, untrue statements. An example is the implied answer to
the following question:

Suppose we say that these words teach the possibility of a truly regenerate man
being lost after all; what shall we then do with the great body of
Scripture which teaches the exact opposite?

[8]

There is no great body of Scripture which teaches the opposite to a conditional
security. In fact, since the Bible teaches a conditional security, and the Bible is free of
contradiction, then there are no solid arguments from the Scriptures that can be rightly used
to support OSAS. Over 100 of the chief OSAS arguments have been dealt with in the
chapter, We Demolish Arguments.

●

Make false accusations. The primary false accusations or distortions seem to be
that a person who embraces a conditional security is believing in a works salvation or
can have no salvation assurance. Both charges are absolutely untrue and unfair. The
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old straw man fallacy applies here:

The straw man fallacy occurs when a person distorts an opposing position in
some way, then attacks and demolishes this distorted position. By demolishing
[9]

the distorted position, he or she claims to have demolished the entire position.

Regarding good deeds, it’s not that good deeds will save, but sin can bring forth
spiritual death (Jam. 1:14,15 cf. Lk. 15:24,32). After initial salvation, we must persist in doing
good to get eternal life (Rom. 2:7). See the chapter entitled, From Initial to Final Salvation.
The Bible teaches a present-tense believer in Jesus has a present-tense assurance of
salvation (1 Jn. 5:12,13). On the other hand, even if there wasn’t any salvation assurance for
the present-tense believer, this still would not refute the believer’s conditional security. Only
Scripture can do that, but instead of refuting such, it affirms it.

●

●

●

●

●

Actively avoid certain Scriptures. Especially 1 Cor. 15:2 and Gal. 6:8 are
avoided by OSAS proponents, as has been shown. The clarity of these passages is
obviously too intimidating for some OSAS proponents even to quote.
Ignore the Scriptural recipients. OSAS teachers especially tend to ignore or
deny that verses in the books of Hebrews, Galatians and Revelation were addressed to
Christians. In doing so, they apply passages written to Christians to unbelievers and
thereby endeavor to protect OSAS, which is refuted by these passages.
Equate non-related terms. OSAS defenders equate the love of God to the life of
God by using Rom. 8:38,39. Since unsaved people are loved by God (Mk. 10:21), yet
are without the life of God (Eph. 4:18) to equate the two is a definite fallacy. Even more
seriously, OSAS proponents also equate grace and the gospel to OSAS!
Misrepresent a conditional security. One of the chief ways OSAS advocates
misrepresent a conditional security proponent seems to be by teaching if one loses his
salvation he can never get saved again. The Bible teaches in various places that a
Christian who becomes spiritually lost can get saved again, in opposition to this OSAS
misrepresentation.
Misrepresent God. The God of OSAS is faithful to keep his promises of blessings,
but not his threats and warnings. Hence, we can disown him, but he won’t disown us,
according to OSAS defenders.

Just stay with me, and we’ll take a fast ride over some interesting theological
ideas to show that God will never disown his children.
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Besides God’s faithfulness, his love and keeping power are also distorted to the place
that Scriptures, such as 1 Cor. 6:9,10 and Rev. 21:8, are nullified.

●

Have a preconceived mind-set for OSAS. Two examples are:
In other words, once security is established, there really are no “problem
passages.” There are only Scriptures to properly interpret in light of an already
established doctrine (italics theirs).

[11]

The interpretation of the parable requires deduction compatible with
[12]

known doctrine.

For many known doctrine is OSAS. Hence, the Parable of the Prodigal Son must be
interpreted somehow to make it compatible with OSAS. This preconceived mind-set for
OSAS has resulted in many strange interpretations, rather than accepting the truth of a
conditional security.
Breese makes a similar kind of statement when he includes OSAS within solid
Christian doctrines:
There come to us many distressing reports of “new theologies” moving through
the local churches in these days. We even hear of pastoral candidates pretending
to believe in the solid Christian doctrines of the deity of Christ, salvation by
faith alone, the priesthood of every believer, eternal security, of the present
working of the Holy Spirit in the life of the believer. Many now use these words,
but they fashion with them a faith that is not the Gospel of the grace of God.

[13]

An Admitted But Disregarded Danger
Some OSAS teachers, like influential John Ankerberg and John Weldon, who openly teach
OSAS, state it must be taught only to genuine children of God or a deception could result
regarding one’s salvation:
Obviously, the doctrine of security must be taught only to genuine
children of God lest those who wrongly think they are Christians
become deceived as to their true status before God.

[14]

Several observations need to be made here:
(1) OSAS is openly taught everywhere! It often gushes forth over radio, TV, in
literature and from pulpits with no apparent concern if those who wrongly think they are
Christians are listening!
In fact, some salvation tracts actually have this message attached to the plan of
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salvation!
Even John Ankerberg and John Weldon, who recognize this danger and wrote about it,
aren’t very guarded over who will read their message, for how can they know who will read
their News Magazine?
(2) Since OSAS teachers say one can’t be sure who is truly regenerate and who
isn’t, how could the OSAS people identify a genuine child of God from one who isn’t to teach
OSAS to him?

Not A Non-essential To OSAS Teachers
Far from OSAS being a non-essential doctrine to the OSAS teachers, they have highly
exalted it in various ways. For example, Ankerberg and Weldon said:

[15]

In other words, we believe the doctrine of eternal security glorifies God. . . .

In truth, this doctrine [OSAS] will make a person love and obey God more
because of what it teaches. In the end, those who believe this doctrine
will actually be less likely to commit sin. . . . But on the other hand, if we
fear God in an unhealthy or unscriptural manner because we fear we may lose
our salvation, this may discourage us and prevent us from loving God and
actually tend to increase our sin (italics theirs).

[16]

Adrian Rogers was more bold as to say in one of his sermons that OSAS is
fundamental, necessary for your spiritual health and so very important to your spiritual
[17]

equilibrium that you’ll not become a neurotic!
A different contender thinks OSAS is an essential preventative against raw atheism:

As with the other four points that precede it, a firm belief and understanding of
the final perseverance of the saints is essential to the keeping of
oneself from succombing [sic] to raw atheism.

[18]

Thieme makes personal attacks against conditional security proponents:
And there are a lot of real fat-headed, emotionally confused believers
who think they can commit some sin or become involved in some failure and this
is going to cancel them out in the family of God, and that’s a piece of
arrogance and blasphemy all at one time.

[19]

People who think they can lose their salvation are either in a state of
[20]

ignorance or what is worse, a state of arrogance.
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In the latter message, Thieme also said it’s heresy to believe you can lose your
salvation.
The fallacy known as poisoning the well is what Thieme has committed by teaching
such about someone who rejects OSAS:

Poisoning the well occurs whenever a person, without logical justification for doing
so, lays down an insult and says that it applies to anyone who would be so foolish
[21]

as to disagree with him or her.

Yet other OSAS teachings have similarly stated:

. . . believing in once saved, always saved is not an optional thing after all. Not
that you have to believe it to be saved—no, I’m not saying that. But not to believe
it means a lack of peace, no proper motivation for true godliness,
and no foundation for fellowship with the Father.

[22]

No believer who rejects the doctrine of eternal security is going to attain
maturity. If you reject eternal security, you will never attain
maturity. No believer can crack the maturity barrier and be
unaware or reject eternal security. So you have a problem. You
can never be a mature believer and reject eternal security. And if
you have rejected eternal security as a principle, you are not
[23]

mature now. You are not close to maturity.

Another reason some reject this teaching is a natural tendency toward self[24]

sufficiency or pride.

To me, there is no dumber person in the world than the person who rejects
[25]

eternal security.

On the other hand, if we don’t know Scripture well, if we have never
studied doctrine, if we don’t know the character of God, it is not
surprising that we might suspect the doctrine of eternal security.

As cited earlier, another OSAS author went so far as to write:
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The eternal security of the believer arises out of the necessity and nature
of the atonement.

[27]

Then we have popular Charles Stanley who believes:
. . . the very foundations of Christianity begin to crumble once we begin
[28]

tampering with the eternal security of the believer.

In the same book, Stanley states:

. . . believers who lose or abandon their faith will retain their salvation, for God
[29]

remains faithful.

. . . a Christian who at no point in his entire life bore any eternal fruit. And
[30]

yet his salvation is never jeopardized.

. . . there are Christians who show no evidence of their Christianity as well.
[31]

To Stanley and others, such teachings which are related to OSAS, are the very
foundations of Christianity!
Unfortunately, these types of statements are not isolated ones. Other OSAS teachers
have stated similar things, making this subject an essential doctrine by directly linking it to the
gospel:

[32]

Eternal security is one of those outstanding glories of the Christian gospel.

The very gospel itself comes under attack when the eternal security of the
[33]

believer is questioned.

One must believe in the perseverance of the saints if one is to accurately
present the gospel of grace. To do anything else is to edit the gospel.
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Certainly, these incredible OSAS claims need to be refuted with Scripture.
In summary, OSAS teachers declare that if you reject OSAS, you are a spiritual
neurotic, more likely to sin, in danger of raw atheism, believing in heresy, ignorant, arrogant,
a blasphemer, fat-headed and emotionally confused, lack peace, have no proper motivation
for true godliness, no foundation for fellowship with the Father, you are not spiritually mature
and will never reach spiritual maturity, you are proud, no dumber person in the world can be
found, you don’t know Scripture well, never studied doctrine, don’t know the character of God
and edit the gospel!
Conversely, if you teach OSAS, the opposite of all that would apply to you in addition
to teaching a message which glorifies God, is the very foundation of Christianity, the
necessity and nature of the atonement, one of the outstanding glories of the Christian gospel,
and is an accurate presentation of the gospel of grace.
This is the dilemma one finds himself in if he rejects the idea that a Christian can live
like the devil at the expense of his rewards, but still go to heaven; that fornication and
drunkenness are permitted under grace, but not profitable; that weeping and gnashing of
teeth in outer darkness is in the kingdom of God; that one can fall from grace and never be in
grace; that a saved person can be living indistinguishably from the darkened, Christ-rejecting,
God-hating world; that we can disown Christ, but he won’t disown us; that the Prodigal was
lost only in the sense that the Father didn’t know where he was; that one can fall away after
believing yet never be saved; that there are two types of sexually immoral people—the saved
and the unsaved; that a Christian’s future sins are forgiven even before they are committed;
that an unrepentant, pre-meditated murderer (a suicide) will go to heaven; that OSAS can be
equated to either grace or the gospel; etc.

OSAS Needs To Be Refuted

OSAS needs to be boldly addressed and refuted as never before! The need
is incredible. The truth of God, especially regarding salvation, is always
worth being misunderstood over. So, don’t let being labeled divisive, as some
unjustly accuse, stop you from boldly speaking out and openly refuting OSAS in Christian
love. Remember Judgment Day and our present command to contend for the faith against
the grace message which is a license for immorality. This issue of OSAS being a license for
immorality is reason enough to keep speaking the truth in love about the believer’s
conditional security. Our vital need to endure to the end for salvation’s sake is another reason.
How could any subject from the Bible, so closely linked to the gospel
(1 Cor. 15:2; Col. 1:23) and associated with one inheriting the kingdom of
God or not (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; Rev. 21:8) be a non-essential, as
some say? Yet if one disagrees with OSAS he is labeled divisive over a nonessential subject!

Contend For The Faith
Jude 3 has been cited over the years for defending the Trinity, the deity of Christ, Christ’s
bodily resurrection, etc., but the context of that verse clearly refers to contending against a
counterfeit grace message that is in reality a license for immorality. This command was so
urgent that Jude wrote his whole book on it and stated the subject was chosen over writing
about general salvation!

Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we
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share, I felt I had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once
for all entrusted to the saints. For certain men whose condemnation was written
about long ago have secretly slipped in among you. They are godless men, who
change the grace of our God into a license for immorality and deny
Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord (Jude 3,4, NIV).

Besides Jude 3,4, let Jam. 5:19,20 motivate you, the reader, in your Christian walk:
Brethren, if anyone among you wanders from the truth, and someone turns
him back, let him know that he who turns a sinner from the error of his way will
save a soul from death and cover a multitude of sins (NKJV).

OSAS proponents usually interpret death here, and in many other similar places, as
being physical. However, this surely cannot be anything but spiritual death. Remember, the
Prodigal Son did not die physically when he was immoral. This is true even
though his spiritual condition degenerated from alive to dead, according to
Jesus.
Also, according to James 5:19,20, one who is a Christian brother can afterwards
become a sinner. This is fact, according to Scripture, in spite of imputed righteousness which
comes by faith in Jesus Christ.

John Wesley
On August 3, 1789, John Wesley wrote the following letter, regarding the topic of OSAS,
under the label of unconditional perseverance:

You see the blessed effects of unconditional perseverance! It leads the way, by
easy steps, first to presumption, and then to black despair! There will be no way to
recover your poor friend to a scriptural faith, but by taking away that broken reed
from her; and by convincing her, that if she dies in her present state she will
perish eternally. It will indeed be a medicine that will put her to pain; but it will be
the only one that will save her soul alive. What a blessing it is, my dear Harriet,
that you have been saved from this poisonous doctrine! and that you are enabled
to follow after that holiness without which we cannot see the Lord! So run, that
you may obtain. The prize is before you. Never be weary or faint in
[35]

your mind. In due time you will reap, if you faint not.

“Ye Shall Not Surely Die”
OSAS obviously was a problem in the days of John Wesley, as you just read. In an earlier
chapter, it was shown that John Calvin embraced this doctrine. Before him, Augustine of
Hippo taught it. But this teaching can be traced back all the way to the Garden of Eden! It
was actually taught there with the following words:
And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die (Gen. 3:4,
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KJV).

The devil’s original lie is still being taught in our day by OSAS teachers:
Now if you’re a child of God, you’ll never perish. You’ll never die
[36]

spiritually. . . .

If God has saved them, God will keep them. If they’re born of God, they’ll
[37]

never die.

While sin does not result in spiritual death for the believer, it can lead
[38]

to physical death.

We will see that when God saves a person, He permanently breaks the grip of
[39]

sin and death.

That concept, ye shall not surely die, was spoken in direct contradiction to God’s
warning regarding sinning by eating the forbidden fruit (Gen. 2:17). The devil’s original lie
does not refer to reincarnation, as some would say, but a denial of spiritual death which
comes as a direct result of sin, just like it does in our day (Lk. 15:24,32; Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:1921; Jam. 1:14,15).
Remember, Adam and Eve both had eternal life when the devil lied by giving his
teaching. After they believed the devil’s original lie, then they sinned and died
spiritually, as God warned.

Axel B. Ost
An evangelist and author that very few people have ever heard of, named Axel B. Ost, wrote
over 50 years ago the following about OSAS, which he calls in his book, The Devil’s Lie No.
One. Please note what he wrote would happen to our churches and America, because of this
teaching:
It is by no means popular to take issue with “The Devil’s Lie No. 1” in our day.
Unquestionably we stand to lose many cherished and valued friends.
Nevertheless, it is our unalterable conviction that unless this lie from the pit is hit
squarely and uncompromisingly, and hit hard, in the name of the Lord . . . and that
right soon—unless our fundamentalist preachers and teachers get their eyes open
to the Devil’s lie and delusion and SIN-GOSPEL which they incessantly preach,
teach, and emphasize—and unless a N E W sin consciousness comes upon us all
as communities, churches, and individuals . . . and hence a N E W and S C R I P
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T U R A L message and appreciation of God’s grace . . . not only are our
REVIVAL HOPES doomed, but our CHURCHES are doomed and, what is more,
AMERICA is doomed.
For believe us when we say: this is NOT a question of persons or of
personalities, but a question of TRUTH, challenge or no challenge—NOT a matter
of individuals, but THE POSITION HELD by the said individuals. And no
straddling is possible. Either this is the DEVIL’S LIE, or it isn’t. NOT God’s
keeping power . . . NOT assurance of salvation . . . NOT the efficacy of Christ’s
sacrifice and work on Calvary; etc. NONE of these is the issue at stake. But this
supposition is the issue: That a “believer” can sin and get by with it—that a
“believer” can LIVE IN SIN and yet be saved—and “never be lost!” THAT is the
issue. THAT is the question. And on THAT there can be no straddling. Being a lie
we must expose it . . . and fight it . . . like any other lie of Satan! If this is—as
someone has put it—“like the two sides of a roof,” then we must straddle! But a
straddler cannot please God. (All emphasis and ellipses in the original.)

[40]

Is it possible that Axel Ost was writing prophetically about what would happen to our
churches and America because of the teaching of OSAS? One can only wonder if the terrible
condition of the churches in our present hour would be so bad if they all taught the truth
about the believer’s conditional security!

Grace to all who love our Lord Jesus Christ with an undying love (Eph. 6:24, NIV).
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Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we share, I felt I had to
write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the saints. For
certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly slipped in among you.
They are godless men, who change the grace of our God into a license for
immorality and deny Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord (Jude 3,4, NIV).
Brethren, if any of you do err from the truth, and one convert him; Let him know, that he
which converteth the sinner from the error of his way shall save a soul from death, and shall hide
a multitude of sins (Jam. 5:19,20, KJV).
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #1. Jesus said, “I give them eternal life, and they
shall never perish, no one can snatch them out of my hand” (Jn.
10:28). Therefore, if, having received eternal life, we could lose it
and perish, it would make Christ a liar.

Notice a triple prom-ise here concerning the security of God’s sheep.
First, Christ gives them “eternal” life. Sec-ond, they shall “never” perish,
and third, neither shall any pluck them out of Christ’s hand.

[1]

[1]

John R. Rice, Can A Saved Person Ever Be Lost? (Murfreesboro, TN: Sword of The Lord Publishers,
1943), p. 21.

Scriptural Refutation

Jn. 10:28 is a wonderful and true prom-ise, but only
as Jesus meant it to be understood! To discern this, we must
examine verse 27 carefully to learn who the pro-nouns them and
they are referring to in verse 28. Together these two verses from
the NIV read:
My sheep listen to my voice; I know them, and they follow
me (v. 27).
I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish; no one
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can snatch them out of my hand (v. 28).

Verse 27 clearly describes the type of person who will never
perish, as mentioned in the next verse! He said his sheep are
listeners of his voice, whom he knows and who
follow him.
[1]

The word translated follow is present indicative active in
the Greek, which means that it express-es con-tinuous
action. In other words, as long as we remain faithful and
continue to follow Jesus, he will, indeed, assure us that we will
never perish, verse 28. To dis-regard verse 27 is to twist
Jn. 10:28 out of context and distort Jesus’ teach-ing.
The promise of never perishing, as cited in verse 28, does
not exist anywhere in the entire Bible for one who would turn
away from a dedication to Christ. For exam-ple, Paul knew of
widows who turned from Christ and started to follow Satan (1
Tim. 5:11-15). That apostle knew this could and did happen!
(Unlike many in our day, Paul did not say of those
widows that they were never really saved to begin
with because they turned from their dedictation to
Christ and started to follow Satan.)
To read into Jn. 10:28 the words, under any circum-stance
after the words never perish, is to distort the passage. Jesus did
not include these words in his promise and neither should we!
The description of his sheep shows that the security cited in the
next two verses is a condi-tional one.
All this refutes the OSAS primary proof text or what one
proponent called, “the greatest safekeeping passage in
[2]

Scripture. . . .”
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[1]

Spiros Zodhiates, The Complete Word Study New Testament, KJV (Chattanooga, TN: AMG Publishers,
Second Edition, 1992), p. 348.

[2]

Robert Glenn Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever (Chicago: Moody Press, Third Printing, 1976), p. 75.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #2. Jesus taught:
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that
whoever be-lieves in him shall not perish but have eternal life
(Jn. 3:16, NIV).
Jesus said shall not per-ish! This teaches OSAS.

Scriptural Refutation

The word believes in Jn. 3:16 is a present active
[1]

participle. Therefore, Jesus was promising only those who
continue to believe on him the assurance that they shall
not perish.
This verse does not cover others who just believe for a while
then fall away, as the Lord also mentioned (Lk. 8:13).
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According to Jesus, one can truly believe and
receive spiritual life, but this doesn’t mean the same
will always continue to believe afterwards! Such a
person who would afterwards cease to believe is not referred to in
Jn. 3:16, but is mentioned in Jn. 3:18, which says:
. . . he who is not believing hath been judged
already . . . (Young’s Literal).

Finally, the same one who gave us Jn. 3:16 also
gave us Mt. 10:22 which states we must endure to
the end to be saved.

[1]

Zodhiates, The Complete Word Study New Testament, p. 314.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #3. Our fellowship with God can suffer because of sin, but
never one’s rela-tionship as a son.
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Scriptural Refutation

As adopted sons (Eph. 1:5), we can fall away (Lk.
8:13), lose our inheritance of the king-dom of God (Gal. 5:21), be
disowned by Christ (Mt. 10:33), have our share in New Jerusalem
taken away (Rev. 22:19), die because we chose to live according
to the sinful nature (Rom. 8:13) and as the Prodigal Son,
become spiritually dead and lost (Lk. 15:24)! This obviously describes a much greater loss than just our fellowship with God (or
rewards), as some would wishfully like all others to believe.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #4. Can you be born again, again?

Scriptural Refutation

To ask if we can be born again, again is a rhetorical
question that has confused some. To be born again is the same
as getting saved or believing in Jesus (Jn. 3:3-18). But if one
would stop believing in Jesus, then later start believing again, he
would indeed get saved again, as Rom. 11:23 declares.
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Remember also the Prodigal who became alive again after he
repented (Lk. 15:24,32).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #5. Those who truly get saved will faithfully endure
to the end and never follow an-oth-er.

Scriptural Refutation

This was not true for King Saul, King Solomon, the
Apostle Judas Iscariot, the unnamed disciples of Jn. 6:66, and
certainly many others throughout the centuries!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #6. Jesus taught:
I tell you the truth, whoever hears my word and believes him who
sent me has eternal life and will not be con-demned; he has
crossed over from death to life (Jn. 5:24, NIV).

The verse clearly says will not be con-demned. There-fore, one
cannot lose his salvation!

Scriptural Refutation

Again, the word believes in Jn. 5:24 is -a present
[1]

active participle in the Greek. There-fore, the Lord is saying
here that we must continuously be believing the
Father, that is, his testimony about Jesus. This implies that
Jesus alone is to be the focal point of our trust for our soul’s
salvation. See Mt. 17:5 cf. Jn. 14:6. We will never be condemned,
as long as we keep this condition—a continual 100% trustingsubmitting faith in Jesus for our soul’s salvation.

[1]

Zodhiates, The Complete Word Study New Testament, p. 323.

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #7. Paul believed one could be sexually im--moral
and saved at the same time, according to 1 Corinthians 5.
The man who had “his father’s wife”—a terrible sin—didn’t lose
[1]

his salvation thereby. . . .
In spite of the sin of fornication, Paul still regarded the person
[2]

as a saved man.
Some have regarded 1 Corinthians 5:5 as the strongest verse in the
Bible for once saved, always saved and I would not disagree.

[3]

[1]

Dave Hunt, The Berean Call, July 1996, p. 3.

[2]

Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever, p. 138.

[3]

R. T. Kendall, Once Saved, Always Saved (Chicago: Moody Press, 1985), p. 156.

Scriptural Refutation

In spite of what Dave Hunt, Gromacki and Kendall
say, the unnamed man in 1 Corinthians 5, who was sexually
immoral, was never identified as a true Christian while sexually
immoral! Instead, Paul identified this man by the term wicked in
verse 13, which is the same word in the Greek (poneros)
found in Mt. 13:49,50 describing those who will be cast into the
fiery furnace:
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This is how it will be at the end of the age. The angels will come
and separate the wicked from the righteous and throw
them into the fiery furnace, where there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth (NIV).

Note: Paul knew the man was wicked based on his sexual
immorality, regardless of any past moment of faith.
Paul goes on to say of the same person in 1 Cor. 5:5:
Deliver such a one to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, that
his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus
(NKJV).

Again, Paul knew that this sexually immoral man wasn’t
saved, for the Corinthian congregation was told to hand him over
to Satan so his sinful nature (flesh, NKJV) would be destroyed,
that his spirit may be saved. If that man was still saved in his
sexually immoral state, Paul would not have issued that directive
for this to be accomplished.
Also, the same Greek word translated flesh (sarx)
in 1 Cor. 5:5 is also found in Gal. 5:19 and includes
fornication (porneia), the very sin the unnamed man of
1 Corinthians 5 was guilty of (v. 1). In light of Gal. 5:1921, with especially the warning of verse 21 in mind, Paul
wanted his flesh, or sinful nature (sarx) de-stroyed,
not his body (soma), so that he could inherit the kingdom of
God and not be lost.
Beyond all of this, in the very next chapter, Paul specifically
mentioned the sexually immoral, states they are wicked and then
says, don’t be deceived, they will not inherit the kingdom of God:
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom
of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually
immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor
homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards
nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1
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Cor. 6:9,10, NIV).

In spite of this clear teaching from Paul, who
knew more about grace than anyone in our day,
many remain deceived about the sexually immoral.
True grace teaching does not allow the sexually
immoral into the kingdom of God. Only the
counterfeit grace message, which is a license for
immorality, tries to do this!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #8. A child cannot become unborn, and the relationship of a father and a child cannot be ended. Once a son, always
a son. Therefore, once we are saved we will always be saved. Or
as Hal Lindsey wrote:
When you’re born into your earthly family, you may be a winner
or a loser in your behavior, but you’re still a member of that
family. There’s no way to be unborn just because you
don’t measure up to the standards of your family. It’s just the
same when you’re born into God’s family. You may be
disciplined for wrong behavior, but you won’t be disowned.
[1]

[1]

Hal Lindsey, The Liberation of Planet Earth (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan Publishing House, 1974), p.
221.
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Scriptural Refutation

This argument is based on natural fact, then applied
to the spiritual, which doesn’t always hold up as truth.
(OSAS adherents frequently make this kind of mistake of arguing
from the natural to the spiritual.) This type of error can be
demonstrated by the following facts: Before we became
Christians, we were all “children of the devil” (Acts 13:10; 1 Jn.
3:10) and “sons of the evil one” (Mt. 13:38). In other words, the
devil was our spiritual father (Jn. 8:44). However, this spiritual
father-child relation-ship changed at the point of salvation, according to Scrip-ture! Aren’t you glad that spiritual, fatherchild relationships can be ended?
We are sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:26),
yet it is possible to stop believing (Lk. 8:13), have our faith
destroyed (2 Tim. 2:18) and for our faith to become shipwrecked
(1 Tim. 1:19,20).
Also, angels and Adam are called “son(s) of God” (Job 1:6;
Lk. 3:38, KJV), yet some angels and Adam lost their eternal life,
and we can too as sons of God.
We can’t become unborn, as you put it, but we can die
spiritually (Lk. 15:24,32; Rom. 8:13; Jam. 1:14,15; etc.)! We must
endure to the end to be saved (Mt. 10:22).
Finally, Lindsey wrote you won’t be disowned, but Jesus said
if we disown him, he will in turn disown us (Mt. 10:33, NIV). Who
should we believe?
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #9. When one gets saved, he receives eternal life.
If that life could be lost, it wouldn’t be eternal! There-fore, once a
person is saved, he is always saved.
As Hank Hanegraaff wrote:
And remember, eternal life comes to the believer through faith
in Christ is not life for two weeks, two months, or even two
years; eternal life is everlasting life. It begins at the moment of
conversion and stretches on through the eons of time.

[1]

[1]

Hank Hanegraaff, CRI Perspective, Christians and the Assurance of Salvation.

Scriptural Refutation

This type of argument has both truth and error mixed
into it. Certainly, at the point of salvation, one receives eternal life
because of faith in Christ, but that does not necessitate or guarantee the possession of that life eternally!
The crux of this argument really centers around the
possession of eternal life, and not if eternal life is anything
other than eternal. While eternal life will always be eternal, the
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possession of such is some-thing altogether different.
This is easily proven by noting that eternal life was eternal
even before a saved person ever possessed it. Does it not follow,
then, that eternal life will still remain eternal, even if one doesn’t
continue to possess it?
Moreover, as long as a Christian has spiritual life, it is
everlasting, but according to Scripture he can still die spiritually
(Rom. 8:13) and miss the kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-21)!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #10. David lost only the joy of his salvation by his
adultery and murder. We know this because of his prayer in
Psalm 51.
David committed sins of murder and adultery. We must
condemn his sins. They were bad. But David’s sins were under
the blood of Christ, and in the fifty-first Psalm, the prayer of
David shows that he had not lost his salva-tion, but
the joy of salvation.

[1]

Also, David was a man after God’s own heart and wrote
part of the Bible. This proves OSAS.

[1]

John R. Rice, Can a Saved Person Ever be Lost? p. 16.
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Scriptural Refutation

To say David’s sins of adultery and murder did not
cause him to lose his salvation, based on Psa. 51:12, is to
contradict Scripture (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8; etc.)!
Just because David prayed to have the joy of his
salvation restored doesn’t mean he didn’t previously lose
his salvation also, which clearly occurred, according to the
aforementioned verses.
Since the Prodigal lost his salvation through
sexual immorality (Lk. 15:24,32), why would
you think David didn’t through his sexual
immorality and murder?
Also note that David received immediate forgiveness in
Nathan’s presence after he was confronted with his sins (2
Sam. 12:13b). Psalm 51 apparently was written
after David was already forgiven, yet at that point
he still did not have the joy of his salvation restored:
Restore to me the joy of Your salvation, And uphold me by
Your generous Spirit (Psa. 51:12, NKJV).

On the theoretical side, even if David did not lose his
salvation from these sins, there might be a more griev-ous sin
which could be committed or some other way that could negate
one’s salvation. Therefore, it is impossible to prove OSAS from
David’s example and prayer.
We must also consider if David was or was not a
Bible-defined adulterer or murderer when in unrepentant sin, because if he was then he was clearly
un---saved at that time, according to 1 Cor. 6:9,10
and Rev. 21:8.
To answer this, we must consider how many
times does one have to murder or commit adultery
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to be considered a murderer or adulterer, according to
the Scriptures? Again, according to the Bible, what
is the answer?
Lev. 20:10 states:
If a man commits adultery with another man’s wife—with the
wife of his neighbor —both the adulterer and the
adulteress must be put to death (NIV).

From this verse we learn that a one-time act of adultery
makes a person an adulterer or an adulteress.
Similarly, in Numbers a murderer’s identity is revealed:
If a man strikes someone with an iron object so that he dies,
he is a murderer; the murderer shall be put to death. Or if
anyone has a stone in his hand that could kill, and he strikes
someone so that he dies, he is a murderer; the murderer
shall be put to death. Or if anyone has a wooden object in his
hand that could kill, and he hits someone so that he dies, he is
a murderer; the murderer shall be put to death (Num.
35:16_18, NIV).

Again, a one-time act of murder makes the man a murderer,
according to Scripture.
There is no Scripture that states it would take two or five or
twenty acts of adultery or murder before one is an adulterer or
murderer! Also, the definitions of these words fit the
evidence in Lev. 20:10 and Num. 35:16-18 for a
single act!
Furthermore, regarding murder, 1 Jn. 3:15 states:
Whoever hates his brother is a murderer, and you know
that no murderer has eternal life abiding in him
(NKJV).

According to Scripture, David was a premeditated murderer.
Therefore, at that time he did not have eternal life abiding
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(remaining) in him, even though he did prior to this. You don’t
have to go any further than that. (So, David lost much more than
the joy of his salvation by his adultery and murder!)
But there is more. The Sovereign God, who knows all there is
to know about salvation, grace, his own keep-ing power, love and
faithfulness, spoke from his throne after the infinite and finished
work of the Lord Jesus Christ:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers,
the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the
idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery
lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev.
21:8, NIV).

David was clearly unsaved when in unrepentant sin (as was
Bathsheba), according to Rev. 21:8! If David didn’t repent, he
would have missed the kingdom, according to Scripture.
Moreover, according to 1 Ki. 15:5, David never strayed again, so
he did enter the kingdom of God.
On the other hand, when such a one does repent and finds
forgiveness, he is no longer sexually immoral, a murderer, etc.
This is especially clear with the dying thief who, just before his
physical death, found instant for-giveness and went to Paradise
(Lk. 23:42,43). From the list in 1 Cor. 6:9,10, his exclusion from
the kingdom was apparently re---versed at the point of his
forgiveness. The same could be said of David.
Finally, how was David a man after God’s own heart? In Jer.
3:15, we read:
Then I will give you shepherds after my own heart, who will
lead you with knowledge and understand-ing (NIV).

This same phrase used for David is also used here and
indicates spiritual leaders guiding people with godly knowledge
and understanding. But please note: there is no fine print in
Scripture that states protection for anyone who is a
[1]

man after God’s own heart, any writer of the Bible,
king of Israel or any other kind of person who would
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become sexually immoral and a murderer. Scripture
just plainly states they will end up in the lake of fire
(Rev. 21:8). The only hope they have is to repent, as
David and the Prodigal did.
Those who purport to reject OSAS but maintain that David
never lost his salvation are saying, in effect, one can be
adulterous and murderous and still remain saved! This is also a
license for immorality.

[1]

Jesus addressed his apostles who would later be writers of the Bible, as David was, yet he told them if
they would disown him he would also disown them (Mt. 10:33) and that they would have to endure to the
end to be saved (Mt. 10:22). No special privilege was given to them because they would be writers of the
Bible or were apostles!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #11. A real Christian won’t ever be con-demned as
Romans 8:1 reads:
There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus. . . . (NIV)
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Scriptural Refutation

This no condemnation mentioned in Rom. 8:1 refers
only to those who are in Christ Jesus! This can only be the case if
we continue in the faith, for it is definitely possible not to remain
in the Son after salvation (Jn. 15:6; 1 Jn. 2:24; 2 Jn. 9).
The KJV renders the no condemnation in Rom. 8:1 as
conditional for only the ones who “walk not after the flesh, but
after the Spirit”:
There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in
Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh, but after
the Spirit (KJV).

[1]

Finally, the same God-inspired writer of Scripture who gave
us Rom. 8:1 also gave us 1 Tim. 3:6.
Not a novice, lest being lifted up with pride he fall into the
condemnation of the devil (KJV).

There Paul spoke of possible condemnation for a new
convert who would be elevated to the spiritual position of
overseer and fall through pride into the same con-demnation as
the devil, that is, the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10; Mt. 25:41). Clearly,
then, Paul did not believe in an unconditional security for those
truly saved!

[1]

Similarly, Rom. 8:4 in the NIV says, “. . . who do not live according to the sinful nature but according to
the Spirit.”
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #12. Phil. 1:6 proves OSAS:Being confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will
carry it on to comple-tion until the day of Christ Jesus (NIV).

Scriptural Refutation

Phil. 1:6 needs to be understood in the light of the context
of that book. Phil. 2:12 declares that this church group always obeyed

in Paul’s presence. Though not perfect, this was not a lukewarm,
pleasure-seeking group. Not only did they always obey, they were
enduring the same types of struggles that Paul had (1:29,30), and
they alone helped support Paul financially from the very
beginning and were still doing so, as this epistle was being written
(4:14-16).
Besides the context of the book, the immediate context of the
verse clearly shows why Paul was so confi-dent, as he states in
verse 6. Verse 7 reads:
It is right for me to feel this way about all of you, since I have
you in my heart . . . (NIV).

The basis of Paul’s confidence mentioned in
verse 6 was not a guaranteed OSAS, which many
read into the passage-! The basis of Paul’s confidence mentioned in verse 6 was that he had them in his heart, mean-ing
they would be aided in their personal struggles by his heart-felt
prayers cited in verses 9-11. The same phrase mentioned in
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verse 6, “until the day of Christ Jesus” is repeated in verse 10 as
“until the day of Christ,” which connects Paul’s confi-dence for
them to his prayers for them.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #13. We are made sons of God, not put on
probation.

Scriptural Refutation

Yes, it is true that we be-come a son of God at the
point of salvation (Jn. 1:12; Gal. 3:26). However, the Bible also
says:
We have come to share in Christ if we hold firmly till the end
the confi-dence we had at first (Heb. 3:14, NIV).

This verse is also true! Better than the word probation
would be to say, according to Scripture, after one’s salva-tion, we
are sons of God with a free will and the potential of still not
inheriting the kingdom of God because of certain sins (1 Cor.
6:9,10), false doctrine about salvation (Gal. 5:2-4; 2 Jn. 9) and
persecution (Mt. 10:33 cf. Rev. 2:10,11).

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #14. I agree with Dave Hunt who wrote:
Salvation is the full pardon by grace from the penalty of all sin,
[1]

past, present or future. . . .

Therefore, after-conversion sins cannot negate our salvation.

[1]

Dave Hunt, CIB Bulletin (Camarillo, CA: Christian Information Bureau), June 1989, Vol. 5, No. 6, p. 1.

Scriptural Refutation

It is true that salvation is by grace. However, the rest
of this type of argument is contrasted by Scripture! See Peter’s
advice to Simon (Acts 8:22,23); Prov. 28:13; and John’s teaching
on this subject (1 Jn. 1:9). This is the Scriptural basis for getting
sins forgiven after initial salvation.
At initial salvation, all sin to that point is forgiven
and forgotten (Lk. 23:42,43; 18:9-14; Acts 10:43-48;
Psa. 103:12). However, all sins afterwards
committed are not automati-cally covered. If they were,
then Rom. 8:13; 2 Cor. 7:1; Gal. 5:19-21; 1 Tim. 5:22; Rev. 3:4;
etc. would be senseless!
Furthermore, Jesus clearly taught those already saved that
their future sins are not automatically for-given. He set down a
condition:
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For if you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father
will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive men their
trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your
trespasses (Mt. 6:14,15, NKJV).

Finally, we can negate our salvation in ways other than
through sinning! According to Scripture, this can happen by
accepting a false plan of salvation (Gal. 5:2-4; 1 Jn. 2:24,25) or
by disowning Christ during a time of persecution (Mt. 10:33; Rev.
14:9-12).
Some cite Col. 2:13 to teach that all of our sins—past,
present and future—are forgiven at salvation. Does this verse
really say that? It reads:
And you, being dead in your trespasses and the uncircumcision
of your flesh, He has made alive together with Him, having
forgiven you all tres-passes (NKJV).

That passage teaches that only our past sins have been
forgiven at salvation. This becomes more evident with other
Scriptures:
But if anyone does not have them, he is nearsighted and blind,
and has forgotten that he has been cleansed from his past
sins (2 Pet. 1:9, NIV).

Peter didn’t mention present and future sins—only past sins
that were cleansed at the point of salvation. Yet it was all
trespasses in the sense of Col. 2:13, that is, all trespasses
committed up to the point of initial salvation.
Even more clear is 1 Jn. 1:9, which states we must confess
our sins after salvation to get forgiven of our sins afterwards
committed.
The word translated all in Col. 2:13 must be under-stood with
its context in mind to yield the proper mean-ing. The same word
is found in Lk. 2:1 and trans-lated all in the KJV:
And it came to pass in those days, that there went out a decree
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from Caesar Augustus, that all the world should be taxed.

The context reveals only the Roman empire, which Ceasar
Augustus was over, is the proper meaning of all in that passage.
Ceasar’s decree didn’t extend beyond his political rule. Similarly,
we should understand Col. 2:13 in this way. The NIV renders Lk.
2:1 the entire Roman world.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #15. God wouldn’t save a person then later send
him to hell. “Hell insurance” does exist. There are no “strings”
attached to salvation.

Scriptural Refutation

This was not the case for the Apostle Judas Iscariot,
King Saul, and others! The real truth is God would never force a
person to faithfully follow Jesus to the very end, even after his
faith in Jesus produced salvation.
Also, your objection is like saying, “God would never give his
Spirit to later take it away from a person” or “God would never
give someone the right to the holy city and then take it away.”
Both of these ideas are clearly contrary to Scripture (1 Sam.
16:14; Rev. 22:18,19).
Read and ponder Revelation chapters 2 and 3.
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You will be quite surprised by Jesus’ statements to the churches
in Asia after his own death on the cross and through whom
saving grace had already come. In spite of his blood that was
shed and his continuing prayers for these believers, he sternly
rebuked and warned them of things the OSAS teachers could
never repeat. Especially note: 2:10,11; 3:2-5; 3:15,16.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #16. I believe in OSAS because I believe in the
finished work of Christ.

Scriptural Refutation

The unnamed writer of Hebrews certainly believed in
the finished work of Christ also (Heb. 7:27; 9:26; 10:11-14). This,
however, didn’t mean he believed in OSAS as well (Heb. 3:12-14;
6:4-6; 10:26-31)! The same can be said elsewhere about Paul
(Rom. 6:10 cf. Rom. 8:13; Gal. 5:19-21; 6:8,9; 1 Tim. 3:6; 2 Tim.
2:12; etc.).
Even more, no one believed in the finished work of Christ
more than Christ himself ! Yet, after Calvary, he told those
already saved:
Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer.
Indeed, the devil is about to throw some of you into prison, that
you may be tested, and you will have tribulation ten days. Be
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faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of
life. He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the
churches. He who overcomes shall not be hurt by the
second death (Rev. 2:10,11, NKJV).

To try to equate OSAS to the finished work of Christ is a
subtle effort to immediately discredit a conditional security for the
believer, which is solidly supported by many Scriptural passages
and actual examples of apos-tasy.
The finished work of Christ is foundational to
Christianity, but has nothing to do with this controversy regarding the believer’s security. People on
both sides of this controversy believe in the finished
work of Christ.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #17. Those who are saved have an inheri-tance that
can “never perish, spoil or fade—kept in heaven” for us (1 Pet.
1:3,4).
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Scriptural Refutation

This wonderful passage of Scripture only describes
the Christian’s inheri-tance. It doesn’t say that we cannot annul
this inheritance through our after-conversion activ-ities and /or
beliefs! In fact, this very thing was repeatedly declared by the
writers of the New Testament (Gal. 5:21; Eph. 5:5-7; 1 Cor.
6:9,10; 15:2; Jam. 2:5 cf. 4:4; etc.).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #18. Jesus prayed to the Father that he would
protect his disciples and that none would be lost. Cer-tainly, the
Father heard Jesus’ prayer.

Scriptural Refutation

The verse referred to is from John 17. This, however,
is not a certainty of remaining saved! In the very same prayer,
Jesus also prayed for complete unity among the believers (Jn.
17:23). Clearly, from 1 Cor. 1:10-13, this didn’t occur. Therefore,
there must be some unlisted, outside factor to consider here.
Remember, it was Jesus himself who told his disciples that they
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would have to “stand firm to the end to be saved” (Mt. 10:22) and
to remain in him or be thrown into the fire (Jn. 15:4-6)!
Also, according to Rom. 8:34 and Heb. 7:25, Jesus is now
praying for us from the right hand of God. This, however, doesn’t
mean that his servants cannot be deceived by false teachers to
the point where they can fall from grace and Christ be of no value
at all to them (Gal. 5:2-4); grow lukewarm and get spewed out of
the body of Christ (Rev. 3:15,16); die spiritually through sin (Rom.
8:13; Gal. 5:19-21; Jam. 1:14,15); etc.
His powerful prayers and our free will work to-----gether.
Apparently, our free will can override his incredibly
powerful prayers and his will for us or no Christian
would ever be deceived by false teaching or would
ever fall into any type of sin, since these aren’t
God’s will for us.
God’s will for us can potentially be nullified by our own free
will. This is also evident from the following: It is his will that none
should perish (2 Pet. 3:9), yet most will perish (Mt. 7:13,14).
Therefore, God’s will is clearly not always carried out.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #19. “. . . if salvation from the penalty of break-ing
God’s laws cannot be earned by good deeds, then it cannot be lost by
bad deeds”

[1]

(italics his).

[1]

Dave Hunt, CIB Bulletin (Camarillo, CA: Christian Information Bureau), June 1989, Vol. 5, No. 6, p. 1.
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Scriptural Refutation

This type of statement-con-clusion must be carefully
examined. Yes, it is true that we don’t gain our salvation by good
deeds, according to Eph. 2:8,9; Titus 3:5; 2 Tim. 1:9 and Rom.
4:4-6. However, the conclusion is false, according to
Paul, the same inspired writer of the Bible who gave
us those Scriptures! -See 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21;
Eph. 5:5-7.
To emphasize Eph. 2:8,9 to the exclusion of 1 Cor. 6:9,10;
Gal. 5:19-21 and Eph. 5:5-7 is to dangerously dis-tort true grace
teaching, as it was originally given. (Also, let’s call disobedience
to God sin not just bad deeds.)
Remember, it’s not that good works save, but sin can
cause spiritual death (Lk. 15:24,32; Rom. 8:13; Jam.
1:14,15) and therefore negate our entrance into the kingdom (Mk.
9:43-48).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #20. . . . I know whom I have believed, and am

convinced that he is able to guard what I have entrusted to him for
that day (2 Tim. 1:12, NIV).

The only way Paul could have made this statement for
himself was if he believed in OSAS.
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Scriptural Refutation

Paul was convinced that God was able to guard what
he entrusted to Him, according to that verse. However, just two
verses later Paul told Timothy:
Guard the good deposit that was entrusted to you — guard it
with the help of the Holy Spirit who lives in us (2
Tim. 1:14, NIV).

Furthermore, he told Christians:
Be on your guard; stand firm in the faith; be men of
courage; be strong (1 Cor. 16:13, NIV).
I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have
kept the faith (2 Tim. 4:7, NIV).

Paul believed in the human side of this too. So don’t read into
2 Tim. 1:12 something that is not there.
Paul did not teach OSAS. See Rom. 2:7; 8:13; 11:19-23; 1
Cor. 6:9,10; 15:2; Gal. 5:2-4; 6:8-10; 1 Tim. 1:19,20; 3:6; etc.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #21. Samson was sexually immoral and he’s
mentioned as a hero in Hebrews 11. Therefore, one can be
sexually immoral, like him, and still be saved.
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Scriptural Refutation

It’s true that Samson is mentioned in Heb. 11:32, and
why he was included in this chapter is mentioned in verse 34, but
this has nothing to do with the erroneous conclusion that one can
be sexually immoral and still be saved.
Also, not everyone referred to in Hebrews 11 entered the
kingdom of God. Verse 29 refers to all of Israel who passed
through the Red Sea. Included in that group were Dathan, Abiram
and Korah. Of these three and because of their sin, we read in
Num. 16:33:
So they and all those with them went down alive into the pit; the
earth closed over them, and they perished from among the
assembly (NKJV).

The Apostle Paul, in no uncertain terms, stated
that the sexually immoral are wicked, impure, and Godrejecters who will not inherit the kingdom of God (1
Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5,6; 1 Thess. 4:3-8).
Furthermore, God Himself declared that the
sexually immoral will go to the fiery lake of burning
sulfur (Rev. 21:5-8). Samson, David, the unnamed
man of 1 Cor. 5:1,2 and /or any living person today
are no exception!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #22. -Christians can commit the awful sin of suicide
and still go to heaven. We know this because:
Samson commited suicide, yet he is in the hall of faith (Heb.
[1]

11:32).

[1]

The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine (Chattanooga, TN: The Ankerberg
Theological Research Institute), Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997, p. 2.

Scriptural Refutation

Samson did not commit suicide. His prayer shows he
asked God to let him die with the Philistines, but left the matter
entirely in God’s hands (Jdg. 16:28-30). Unlike Samson,
suicide victims decidedly take into their own hands
the termination of their own physical lives. God
honored Samson’s prayer, but didn’t honor Jonah’s prayer for the
same (Jonah 4:3) or Elijah’s prayer (1 Ki. 19:4)!
Moreover, Psa. 66:18 states:
If I had cherished sin in my heart, the Lord would not have
listened (NIV).

This means at the very end of Samson’s life, he apparently
was forgiven. If not, God would not have heard his prayer.
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #23. If God has predestined us, then he will see his
work to completion. Therefore, once we are saved we will always
be saved. Once elect, always elect.

Scriptural Refutation

John Calvin taught double predestination, which
means God predestined some for heaven and others for hell with
the individual having no choice in the matter.
The Apostle Peter clearly contradicts Calvin:
The Lord is not slack concerning His promise, as some count
slackness, but is longsuffering toward us, not willing that
any should perish but that all should come to
repentance (2 Pet. 3:9, NKJV).

Similarly, Paul wrote:
And in every sort of evil that deceives those who are perishing.
They perish because they refused to love the truth
and so be saved (2 Thess. 2:10, NIV).

So people perish apart from God’s will, because they won’t
love the truth and so be saved. See also Mt. 23:37. Salvation is
available for all who desire of their own free will to come to Christ:
And the Spirit and the bride say, “Come!” And let him who
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hears say, “Come!” And let him who thirsts come. Whoever
desires, let him take the water of life freely (Rev.
22:17, NKJV).

Also, we are elect based on God’s foreknowledge of our
choice (1 Pet. 1:2).
Furthermore, there are actual Biblical examples of people
who died spiritually after their regeneration. This proves a person
once saved can yet potentially go to eternal fire!
If our entrance into the kingdom of God after initial salvation
was guaranteed, why didn’t it work for others in the past? There
has to be free will and human respon-sibility involved. Because
there is, Paul’s words to Timothy are most relevant in our day:
. . . nor share in other people’s sins; keep yourself pure (1
Tim. 5:22, NKJV).

Grace must be understood with verses like the
above in mind. Without such, grace will be distorted
into a license for immorality.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #24. The “golden chain” as cited in Rom. 8:30
proves OSAS:
Moreover whom He predestined, these He also called; whom
He called, these He also justified; and whom He justified, these
He also glorified (NKJV).

In fact, it is cited in the past-tense as an already accomplished
deal that can’t possibly be undone!
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Scriptural Refutation

This argument overlooks the actual examples found
in Scripture of those who were once truly justified, then
afterwards turned away from God.
More specifically, this argument is based on the assumption
that glorified refers to an entrance into God’s kingdom, but it is
impossible to link this interpretation to Rom. 8:30.
What could glorified mean? The Apostle John wrote:
Behold what manner of love the Father has
bestowed on us, that we should be called children
of God! Therefore the world does not know us, because it did
not know Him. Beloved, now we are children of God;
and it has not yet been revealed what we shall be, but we know
that when He is revealed, we shall be like Him, for we shall see
Him as He is (1 Jn. 3:1,2 NKJV).

Those who are justified have already been glorified with the
exalted distinction of being called children of God being made so
through faith in Jesus Christ. But since this glorified distinction is
based on our faith in Christ, and that faith can be destroyed (Lk.
8:13; 1 Tim. 1:19; 2 Tim. 2:18), then we must continue in our faith
or miss the kingdom. This was part of Paul’s gospel:
But now he has reconciled you by Christ’s physical body
through death to present you holy in his sight, without blemish
and free from accusation— if you continue in your faith,
established and firm, not moved from the hope held out in the
gospel. This is the gospel that you heard and that has
been pro-claimed to every creature under heaven, and of which
I, Paul, have become a servant (Col. 1:22,23, NIV).

Also, regarding being justified, Paul wrote:
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So that, having been justified by his grace, we might become heirs
having the hope of eternal life (Titus 3:7, NIV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #25. The Apostle Peter apparently believed in
OSAS. He wrote:
Who are kept by the power of God through faith unto
salvation ready to be revealed in the last time (1 Pet. 1:5, KJV).

Scriptural Refutation

The key words in that verse are through faith. This
verse shows that believers are kept only as long as we have
faith in Jesus which is certainly no guarantee (Lk. 8:13). Please
note, Lk. 8:13 is not open for inter-pretation, as it is
Jesus’ interpretation of verse 6!
Paul also wrote of saving faith:
But they were broken off because of unbelief, and you stand by
faith. Do not be arrogant, but be afraid. For if God did not spare the
natural branches, he will not spare you either . . . sternness to those
who fell, but kindness to you, provided that you continue in his
kindness. Otherwise, you also will be cut off (Rom. 11:2022, NIV).
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #26. 1 Jn. 3:9 says:
No one who is born of God will continue to sin, because
God’s seed remains in him; he cannot go on sinning,
because he has been born of God (NIV).

This seems clear to me that someone truly saved can’t go back to
a life of sin.

Scriptural Refutation

To say a truly regenerated person can’t go back to a
life of sin contradicts the extreme, Charles Stanley-Zane HodgesCharles Ryrie version of OSAS, though you might not be aware of
this.
To conclude from 1 Jn. 3:9 that one can’t go back to a life of
sin is obvious error, as the Biblical examples of Solomon, the
younger widows of 1 Tim. 5:11-15, those referred to in 2 Pet. 2:2022, etc. show! Such a possibility is also implied from 1 Pet. 1:14:
As obedient children, not conforming yourselves to the former
lusts, as in your ignorance (NKJV).

God’s seed, his word, impedes sin if hidden in our
hearts (Psa. 119:9-11). However, as one might not remain in
the Vine (Jn. 15:6), God’s seed might not remain in the person
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who gets born of God!
If 1 Jn. 3:9 had the meaning the OSAS advocates give it,
then Paul’s warning to those born of God, which he gave multiple
times (Gal. 5:19-21), would be mean-ingless.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #27. I know I am eternally secure because God has
promised that he will never leave me and never forsake me.

Scriptural Refutation

Though this is quoted from Heb. 13:5b it is actually
taken from the Old Testament reference of Deut. 31:6,8. God’s
promise to Israel in Deut. 31:6,8 is that he will never leave or
forsake them. But then in verses 16-18 we read:
And the LORD said to Moses: “You are going to rest with your
fathers, and these people will soon pros-titute
themselves to the foreign gods of the land they are
entering. They will forsake me and break the
covenant I made with them. On that day I will become
angry with them and forsake them; I will hide my face from
them, and they will be destroyed. Many disasters and
difficulties will come upon them, and on that day they will ask,
‘Have not these disasters come upon us because our God is
not with us?’ And I will certainly hide my face on that day
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because of all their wickedness in turning to other
gods” (NIV).

From this we learn that Heb. 13:5b is a conditional promise, which can be nullified by wickedness,
as the aforementioned verses prove. If we forsake
God by turning to wickedness, he will in turn forsake
us!
What does it mean then to be forsaken by God here?
When this occurred, various calamities came upon them, such as
wasting famine, consuming pestilence, deadly plague, wild
beasts, vipers and sword, according to Deut. 32:23-25.
Therefore, the OSAS people read into Heb. 13:5b something
that is not there, for Deut. 31:6-18 does not even deal
with an assured and guaranteed entrance into the
kingdom of God at all, but instead a promise for
temporal protection and well-being only, which can
be negated by sin!
God not forsaking us is also shown to be conditional in 2
Chron. 15:2:
And he went out to meet Asa, and said to him: “Hear me, Asa, and all
Judah and Benjamin. The LORD is with you while you are with Him. If
you seek Him, He will be found by you; but if you forsake Him, He
will forsake you” (NKJV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #28. If I’m wrong as a OSAS advocate, I want to be
wrong because I overemphasize the infinite work of Christ on the
cross.
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Scriptural Refutation

This sounds like a good reason to accept OSAS or
stay with this position. However, the infinite work of Christ doesn’t
relate to this controversy, as previously mentioned. Advocates of
a conditional security also affirm the infinite work of Christ.
Scriptural truth on any spe-cific issue is the deciding factor, which
shows OSAS is a doctrinal myth that holds its adherents in a false
security with obvious spiritual disadvantages.
Also, for five-point Calvinists to claim that the infinite work of
Christ is the reason they believe in OSAS, is to unwittingly
contradict their own limited atonement doctrine. That point in
Calvinism teaches that Jesus shed his blood only for the elect,
but not for the non-elect. Hence, if Jesus didn’t shed his precious
blood for everyone, then it wasn’t infinite. In contrast to this point
of Calvinism, the Apostle John wrote:
And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for
ours only but also for the whole world (1 Jn. 2:2, NKJV).

Moreover, since Jesus died for the ungodly (Rom.
5:6), and all people are ungodly before salvation,
then Jesus died for everyone!
Clearly then, Jesus died for all people and not just the
elect, as Calvinism declares. Ques-tion: Who, then, really
believes in the infinite work of Christ?

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #29. Isn’t salvation from the Lord which humans
cannot at all induce, influence or control?

Scriptural Refutation

Certainly, salvation is from the Lord, but this doesn’t
mean that free will and human responsibility do not play a role in
initial salvation (Acts 2:40; 2 Thess. 2:10; Rev. 22:17; etc.) or in
us staying saved after we have been saved by grace (1 Cor. 15:2;
Heb. 3:12-14; 1 Jn. 2:24,25).
Furthermore, many Biblical examples show true sal-vation
can become annulled through various ways.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #30. Our Christianity is not a religion of works. You
don’t need to try hard to maintain what you already have.
Salvation is the free gift that God gave to unworthy humans
because of the sacrifice of Jesus. We try not to sin because we
thank Jesus for his mercy, but not to maintain his mercy.
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Scriptural Refutation

In Christianity, salvation is by grace and is also a gift,
but there is more! Jesus taught:
Strive to enter through the narrow gate, for many, I say to you,
will seek to enter and will not be able (Lk. 13:24, NKJV).

This word rendered strive in the NKJV is the Greek word
(agonizomai) from which we get our word agonize. Furthermore,
it is a continuous tense.
Jesus never taught we could sit back, relax and easily drift
into the kingdom after initial salvation. We are in a very intense,
spiritual war, which has claimed many one-time soldiers of the
cross over the centuries. Accordingly, there are important things
we must do, even for our own survival.
Also, Peter openly taught that we were to add to our faith
in Christ to make our calling and election sure. He
was not writing about salvation assurance, but about our calling
and election and how to make them sure! His Holy Spirit inspired
words are:
But also for this very reason, giving all diligence, add to your
faith virtue, to virtue knowledge, to knowledge self-control, to
self-control perseverance, to perseverance godliness, to
godliness brotherly kindness, and to brotherly kindness love.
For if these things are yours and abound, you will be neither
barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
For he who lacks these things is shortsighted, even to
blindness, and has forgotten that he was cleansed from his old
sins. Therefore, brethren, be even more diligent to make
your call and election sure, for if you do these things you
will never stumble (2 Pet 1:5-10, NKJV).

Notice also that Christians can forget they’ve been cleansed from
their past sins.
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #31. Salvation is given to us by God. If it can be
taken away, there is only one being in the whole universe who
can do that, and that is, without any question, God himself. If you
really think that God can (or will) “change” his decision that was
already made, you’re not talking about the Almighty God who is
omniscient and omnipotent. “Change” is the attribute of created
beings like us. The Creator doesn’t have to change or will not.
Since he is the owner of the whole universe, why would he have
to change his mind or decision that he made before?

Scriptural Refutation

This argument is based on the misconception that
only God can annul one’s salvation which indirectly denies sin’s
destructive power which can creep into a believer’s life through
spiritual neglect and carelessness.
Also, God himself never changes (Mal. 3:6), but his plans
for individuals and nations have changed due to their
unfaithfulness to him (Ezek. 18:24-26; 33:13; Jer. 18:9,10; etc.).

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #32. In terms of salvation, it is more Biblical to think
that God will not give salvation in the first place to those who
would eventually “lose” their salvation, as your position would
say. God can do this since he can foresee one’s future. Once he
decides and gives salvation to us, that is his final decision and a
done deal. If he takes away our salvation, then what kind of God
is he? Can’t he even foresee our future? Does he have to change
like that to carry out his master plan? He is immutable. He has
the power and will to accomplish what He designed without
changing any of his decisions and plans.

Scriptural Refutation

You’re reasoning about an infinite God, who honors
our free will, from a human, finite understanding, which is
highly susceptible to error.
When we go to the Bible, we clearly learn of actual examples
of saved people who afterwards became spiri-tually lost. For
example, Solomon’s heart turned to idol-atry. He also became an
attempted murderer. This is apparent since he tried to kill
Jeroboam (1 Ki. 11:40). The Apostle John declared that no
murderer has eternal life abiding in him (1 Jn. 3:15). So, even
though Solomon earlier saw God twice, built the Temple, wrote
part of the Bible and was given exceptional wisdom from God to
the point where the whole world sought an audience with him, he
still turned away from God:
Now all the earth sought the presence of Solomon to hear his
wisdom, which God had put in his heart (1 Ki. 10:24, NKJV).
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How could God give Solomon so much, and at the same
point in time know he would afterwards turn into such an evil
person?
Furthermore, why would God in his foreknowledge have
Solomon build the Temple, then years later let it be destroyed?
How and why questions are not easily answered. We only
know these things happen and therefore, we must reason from
the known to work out a possible answer to those how and why
questions.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #33. Christians can still commit sins, but they will
sooner or later repent and commit less and less of those as they
become progressively sanctified, which is a life-long process.
God is committed to making us holy.

Scriptural Refutation

Certainly, some Christians will become more sanctified, but not all. By stating such, you show you have over-looked
actual examples of people who have had their dedication to
Christ overcome by their sensual desires (1 Tim. 5:11) to the
point where the same “turned away [from Christ] to follow
Satan” (v. 15, NIV). See also 2 Pet. 2:20-22.
Free will and human responsibility also enter into the process
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of sanctification, as we are told to draw near to God and to resist
the devil. Regarding this, Peter wrote:
As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires
you had when you lived in ignorance. But just as he
who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is written:
“Be holy, because I am holy” (1 Pet. 1:14-16, NIV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #34. For me as a born-again Christian with
assurance of salvation, I will not commit any major sins simply
because my life with Jesus won’t need any of those. I do this not
to keep my salvation, but as a voluntary expression of the joy in
my life after he saved me.

Scriptural Refutation

Your present spiritual attitude is commendable, but
you must not forget you are in a very intense spiritual war which
has claimed many casualties. This means one’s heart can
change for the worse, as the Biblical record proves. Besides
actual examples, Jesus said of the end of the age, because of the
increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold (Mt.
24:12). Where did all these people go wrong? Oftentimes it starts
small and goes from there! Therefore, we need to keep a clear
conscience (Acts 24:16), think in terms of eternity (Col. 3:1-3),
and stay busy in our service to God (Rom. 12:11). These seem to
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be some of the reasons why Paul never turned away, like so
many others did.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #35. Only the cults reject the teaching of OSAS. If
you reject OSAS, you must be in a cult, like the cult of legalism.

Scriptural Refutation

This is a false statement which has led some to
believe this erroneous conclusion. The Way International is
considered a cult by many, yet they teach OSAS.
More importantly, it is Scripture, not what cults
believe or disbelieve, that is to govern our doctrines
(2 Tim. 3:16,17). What the cults believe or disbelieve
is irrelevant!
Since a conditional security is taught in both the Old and
New Testaments, we should be believing and teach-ing the same.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #36. You’re not evangelical unless you believe in
OSAS.

Scriptural Refutation

The word evangelical means good tidings. We get our
word gospel from it. In light of this, Paul wrote:
By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word
I preached to you. Otherwise, you have believed in
vain (1 Cor. 15:2, NIV).
Once you were alienated from God and were ene-mies in your
minds because of your evil behavior. But now he has
reconciled you by Christ's physical body through death to
present you holy in his sight, without blemish and free from
accusation—if you continue in your faith, established
and firm, not moved from the hope held out in the gospel. This
is the gospel that you heard and that has been
proclaimed to every creature under heaven, and of which I,
Paul, have become a servant (Col. 1:21-23, NIV).

Foundational to the Biblical gospel of grace is a
conditional security for the believer.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #37. Jesus will say to many religious people, “I
never knew you.” If people turn away from God never to return,
they were obviously never really saved to begin with.

Scriptural Refutation

The whole passage you refer to says:
Not everyone who says to me, “Lord, Lord,” will
enter the kingdom of heaven, but only he who does
the will of my Father who is in heaven. Many will say
to me on that day, “Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your
name, and in your name drive out demons and perform many
miracles?” Then I will tell them plainly, “I never knew you.
Away from me, you evildoers!” (Mt. 7:21-23, NIV).

Please note, only he who does [continuous tense] the
will of the Father will enter the kingdom (v. 21).
We can learn what this means by going to other Scriptures
that refer to the same people. Elsewhere, such are characterized
as those who have done good (Jn. 5:29), who did not give up
sowing to please the Spirit (Gal. 6:8-10) and persisted in doing
good (Rom. 2:7).
The Mt. 7:21-23 passage certainly teaches some religious
people have never been saved, but this isn’t all the Bible has to
say about those who don’t enter the kingdom. Other Scriptures
teach truly saved people turned from God and never
returned to him (Saul, Solomon, the Apostle Judas Iscariot,
the unnamed disciples of Jn. 6:66, etc.).
When Jesus returns he will say to the foolish virgins, I don’t
know you (Mt. 25:12), not I never knew you, as in Mt. 7:22,23.
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #38. Disciples of Christ are not necessarily always
saved. A disciple is simply a learner. This explains the Judas
enigma of Mt. 10:1,2 and those in Jn. 6:66.

Scriptural Refutation

Jesus taught the following about his disciples:
If anyone comes to Me and does not hate his father and
mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters, yes, and his
own life also, he cannot be My disciple (Lk. 14:26, NKJV).
So likewise, whoever of you does not forsake all that he has
cannot be My disciple (Lk. 14:33, NKJV).
And He stretched out His hand toward His dis-ciples and
said, “Here are My mother and My brothers! For
whoever does the will of My Father in heaven is My
brother and sister and mother” (Mt. 12:49,50, NKJV).

These first two passages lay out a type of commitment to
Jesus that far exceeds that of a simple learner. The last passage
(Mt. 12:49,50) is most clear in showing the Lord’s
disciples are his spiritual family.
From these three passages of Scripture, we can only
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conclude the Apostle Judas and the unnamed people in Jn. 6:66,
who were Jesus’ disciples, were saved at one point, before they
turned away and never came back. Rather than deny this basic
truth, we should accept it and proceed from there.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #39. I can’t refute what you’re saying, but I know it’s
not true.

Scriptural Refutation

Instead of believing like this, you should be teachable and willing to change, according to the Scriptures. Since
Scripture is final authority for doctrine (2 Tim. 3:16,17), and you
have been reading Scriptural citations used in context, then a
conditional security must be right. This is especially true since the
proof texts and argu-ments for an unconditional security have
been demolished (2 Cor. 10:4,5).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #40. 1 Cor. 1:8 proves OSAS. There are no
conditional words or phrases in this verse. It reads:
Who will also confirm you to the end, that you may be blameless in
the day of our Lord Jesus Christ (1 Cor. 1:8, NKJV).

Scriptural Refutation

While there is no clear condition cited in this verse,
Paul also wrote the following two passages to the same group of
Christians in the same epistle:
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of
God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor
idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual
offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor
slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor.
6:9,10, NIV).
By this gospel you are saved, if you hold firmly to the word I
preached to you. Otherwise, you have believed in vain
(1 Cor. 15:2, NIV).

Both of these passages are contrary to an uncon-ditional
security, with the latter being clearly conditional. To properly
understand 1 Cor. 1:8, we must consider these passages, as well
as all others that would likewise be related to the subject.
Paul also wrote about being without blemish else-where.
But now he has reconciled you by Christ’s physical body
through death to present you holy in his sight, without
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blemish and free from accusation— if you continue in
your faith, established and firm, not moved from the hope
held out in the gospel. This is the gospel that you heard
and that has been proclaimed to every creature under heaven,
and of which I, Paul, have become a servant (Col. 1:22,23,
NIV).

Do you see the condition here?

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #41. There was no OSAS in the Old Testament and
there will be no OSAS after the rapture, but such does exist now
for any person who was ever saved at any point in his entire life.

Scriptural Refutation

The truth is there never was any OSAS for
God’s creation at any time! It never existed for the
angels in heaven, Adam and Eve, people in the Old
Testament or New Testament when it was being
written. Neither does it exist for people living today.
For some, a belief in OSAS is the result of avoiding certain
Scriptures and distorting others, then presenting such to an
audience that wants to hear and believe this type of doctrinal
fable:
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For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine, but
according to their own desires, because they have itching
ears, they will heap up for themselves teachers; and they will turn their
ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to fables (2 Tim. 4:3,4,
NKJV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #42. Great minds of the past have taught OSAS.
Are they all wrong and your position right?

Scriptural Refutation

Great minds of the past have also denied the
existence of God, not because they are right on that issue but
over faulty reasoning, misconceptions about God, or some other
reason.
Similarly, some people who were advocates of OSAS in the
past might be considered great minds by some, but apparently
they too were guilty of faulty reasoning and misconceptions about
God’s keeping power, faithfulness, love, etc., as a close
examination of Scripture reveals.
On the other hand, great minds of the past have also rejected
OSAS. But in spite of all of this, a teaching is not verified because
a particular type of person has accepted it as truth or if the
majority of people believe in it. True verification of a teaching is
only accomplished by Scripture substantiating it:
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All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable
for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness (2 Tim. 3:16, NKJV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #43. I don’t believe in the Catholic view of mortal
and venial sins, as apparently you do! As an OSAS proponent, I
believe all sins are equal in their severity before God, according
to Jam. 2:10.

Scriptural Refutation

To reject the concept that all sin is equally severe
does not automatically make that person a believer in the
Catholic view of mortal and venial sins, as you have assumed!
You are trying to discredit a conditional security by associating it
with Catholicism. This is the logical fallacy known as guilt by
association.
Remember, Scripture clearly teaches there are degrees of
sin — greater sin (Jn. 19:11), eternal sin (Mk. 3:29), sin that leads
to death and sin that does not lead to death (1 Jn. 5:16). Jam.
2:10 does not contradict these verses! That verse and the one
that follows it says:
For whoever shall keep the whole law, and yet stum-ble in one
point, he is guilty of all. For He who said, “Do not commit
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adultery,” also said, “Do not murder.” Now if you do not commit
adultery, but you do murder, you have become a transgressor
of the law (Jam. 2:10,11, NKJV).

Jam. 2:11 goes on to say if a person does not commit
adultery but does commit murder he is a lawbreaker. This clearly
shows James is talking about those who are lawbreakers in verse
10, and not that all sin is equally severe in its consequences on
the soul, as you assume!
Sins of worry and unthankfulness can never be compared
in Scripture to sins of adultery and murder! In Rev. 21:8, the latter
will send people to the lake of fire while the former are excluded
from this list (and all other similar lists in Scripture).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #44. When a person gets saved, he is saved! The
word saved means saved.

Scriptural Refutation

The word saved was used in two different ways by
Jesus regarding the salvation of one’s soul:
(1) For the point of salvation when one believes (Lk. 7:50 cf.
19:9) and
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(2) The actual entrance into the kingdom of God (Mk. 10:23
cf. v. 26). Only a close examination of the immediate context
reveals to which he is referring.
At the point of a trusting-submitting faith in Christ, we are
saved, but we are also on the road to entering the kingdom of
God with the possibility of falling away (Lk. 8:13), having our faith
destroyed (2 Tim. 2:18), dying spiritually if we would choose to
live according to the sinful nature (Rom. 8:13; etc.).
Also, for a new convert becoming a pastor, the possibility
exists of him falling through pride into the same condemnation as
the devil (1 Tim. 3:6), which is another way of saying he would go
to the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10).
When a person gets saved, he will remain saved only if he
continues to follow Jesus (Jn. 10:27). In other words, he must
endure to the end to be saved (to enter the kingdom), as Jesus
taught (Mt. 10:22).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #45. The historical reformation position has always
been for “the perseverance of the saints” or OSAS, as you would
say.
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Scriptural Refutation

This is true, but that doesn’t prove the perseverance
of the saints doctrine (OSAS) is true! Only Scripture could do that,
but it doesn’t.
We must never forget that Scripture, and not any-thing
other than Scripture, is final authority (2 Tim. 3:16,17). Never
should we exalt a confession, creed, cate-chism or the historical
reformation position as the final court of appeal to govern our
doctrines.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #46. The Synod of Dort condemned Armin-ianism,
which included a conditional security for the believer, as a heresy.

Scriptural Refutation

Yes it is true that the Synod of Dort condemned
Arminianism, but should we be surprised? Before the synod
convened, the Calvinistic Belgic Confession and Heidelberg
Catechism were the standards that the Calvin-ists, who presided
over the synod, embraced. Con-se-quently, it was a foregone
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conclusion that the Arminians, who wanted to go by the Bible
alone as authority, would be condemned.
The same group of people who condemned Armin-ianism
as a heresy also banished, imprisoned and forbid the Arminian
Christians to worship God! Is it possible that such a group of men
could have been under the control of the Holy Spirit? Also,
Oldenbarneveldt was put to death! See our chapter on the Synod
of Dort.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #47. If you believe in a conditional security for the
believer you are putting confidence in the flesh instead of in God.

Scriptural Refutation

The passage to which you are referring is in Phil. 3:36:
For we are the circumcision, who worship God in the Spirit,
rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the
flesh, though I also might have confidence in the flesh. If
anyone else thinks he may have confidence in the flesh, I
more so: circumcised the eighth day, of the stock of Israel, of
the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of the Hebrews; concerning the
law, a Pharisee; concerning zeal, persecuting the church;
concerning the righteousness which is in the law, blameless
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(NKJV).

According to the context of that passage, when Paul said
he was not putting confidence in the flesh he was referring to his
being “circumcised the eighth day, of the stock of Israel, of the
tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of the Hebrews; concerning the law,
a Pharisee; concerning zeal, persecuting the church; concerning
the righteousness which is in the law, blameless.” That phrase
refers to Paul’s Jewish background before his
conversion and has nothing to do with the believer’s security.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #48. Could Christ’s body be dismembered? Absolutely
impossible. If a Christian could lose his salvation, then Christ’s body
would be less than complete. It would be scarred or disfigured. Every
believer is organically related to Him; he is a part of Christ’s spiritual
body, the church.

[1]

[1]

Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever, p. 52.
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Scriptural Refutation

We are a member of Christ’s body in a figurative
sense only, which could never be affected if one of its members
falls away, becomes an enemy of God or turns away to follow
Satan. Also, we are Christ’s body (1 Cor. 12:27) only in the sense
that Paul meant it to be under-stood, that is, in that each member
of the body needs the other members and has a specific, unique
purpose. To use it in some other sense is to take this figure of
speech out of its context.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #49. OSAS is based on clear passages of Scripture,
while a conditional security is always based on the unclear ones
with several possible interpretations.
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Scriptural Refutation

Those are nothing more than hollow words! What
could be more clear than God from his throne who knows
everything about grace and his own keeping power? After the
infinite work of Christ, he declared:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the
sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters
and all liars — their place will be in the fiery lake of
burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev. 21:8, NIV).

Can you sincerely say you see several possible interpretations in that verse, which is so destructive to OSAS?
Consider also the clarity of Mt. 10:22:
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who
endures to the end will be saved (Mt. 10:22, NKJV).

See also Mt. 10:33; 2 Jn. 9; etc.
On the other hand, OSAS is based on Scriptures taken out
of context (Jn. 10:28), ones that don’t apply to the believer’s
security (Jn. 19:30), misused with a natural application, etc. See
the chapter entitled, Summary.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #50. The believer’s life is “hid with Christ in
God” (Col. 3:3). Can anyone be more secure than that?
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Scriptural Refutation

The believer can also be spewed out of Jesus’ mouth
(Rev. 3:16) and be cut off from the Vine, who is Christ (Jn.
15:5,6)! These are all figurative phrases conveying spiritual
truths.
Also, as long as a true believer remains a true believer, he
will remain saved, but this has not always happened (Lk. 8:13;
Rom. 11:19-23; 1 Tim. 1:19,20; 2 Tim. 2:18).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #51. How can one whose salvation does not depend in
the slightest upon human effort or merit, but entirely upon the power of
God and the merits of Christ, be lost by some human act, either by the
mind or by the body?

[1]

[1]

J. F. Strombeck, Shall Never Perish (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Pub-lications, 1991), p. 94.
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Scriptural Refutation

The Bible is clear that one’s salvation can indeed be
negated by after-conversion sin (Mk. 9:43-48; Lk. 15:24,32;
1 Cor. 6:9,10; Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev. 14:9-12; 21:8),
accepting a wrong plan of salvation (Gal. 5:2-4; 1 Cor.
15:2; 1 Jn. 2:24; 2 Jn. 9), or by disowning Christ (Mt. 10:33;
Rev. 2:10,11; 14:9-12).
Also, if you don’t produce fruit after your salvation, you will
be thrown into the fire (Jn. 15:5,6 cf. Lk. 13:6-9). We can also
hide our talent and be assigned a place with the wicked (Mt.
25:30). Furthermore, our spiritual lamps can go out and Christ
won’t know us when he returns (Mt. 25:12). Please ponder these
clear passages.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #52. Jude 24 says God is able to keep us from
falling. How then could one become lost? His exact words are
clear:
To him who is able to keep you from falling and to
present you before his glorious presence without fault and
with great joy (Jude 24, NIV).
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Scriptural Refutation

Jude said God is able to keep us from falling. But
other Scriptures teach people can or do fall or even fall away.
We, therefore, must conclude that Jude 24 is not absolute proof
that no one will ever fall. See Mt. 26:31; Lk. 7:23; 8:13; Rom.
14:21; 1 Cor. 8:13; 10:12; 1 Tim. 3:6; Heb. 4:11; 6:6; 2 Pet. 1:10;
3:17.
Jude also wrote:
Keep yourselves in God’s love as you wait for the mercy of
our Lord Jesus Christ to bring you to eternal life (Jude
21, NIV).

While God is said to keep us in verse 24, we are to keep
ourselves, according to verse 21!
Jude 21 is almost never quoted by OSAS teachers for
obvious reasons.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #53. Isn’t salvation eternal ? If it is, how could I lose
it?
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Scriptural Refutation

Salvation is indeed eternal, as stated in Heb. 5:9, but
please note who receives it:
And having been perfected, He became the author of eternal
salvation to all who obey Him (NKJV).

Obviously, eternal salvation is only for those who
obey (continuous-tense) Jesus!
This does not mean, however, that perfect obedience or
sinless perfection is demanded for salvation (1 Jn. 1:8; Jam. 3:2).
But again, we cannot compare the lesser sins such as worry and
unthankfulness to sins such as sexual immorality, drunkenness,
greed, etc. that will exclude anyone from the kingdom.
Therefore, based on Heb. 5:9, if one doesn’t obey God, he
should not think he will enter the kingdom of God one day. The
Lord Jesus taught the same in Jn. 5:29:
And come out — those who have done good will rise
to live, and those who have done evil will rise to be
condemned (NIV).

See also Rom. 2:7 and Gal. 6:8-10.
One final point, the only time we read of our eternal
salvation is in Heb. 5:9, yet when the OSAS people mention our
eternal salvation they almost never cite the entire verse which
shows who the recipients are!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #54. Salvation is not a question of a person losing it,
but a question of Christ keeping or losing those whom the Father has
[1]

given to Him.

[1]

Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever, p. 84.

Scriptural Refutation

This type of argument is sometimes based on a misunderstanding of Jn. 6:38,39. In contrast, the Bible actu-ally
reveals that a person can lose his salvation, as many actual
cases show! If the care of one’s salvation was left entirely up to
the Lord, these actual cases would be non-existent, since the
Lord does everything perfectly and doesn’t want anyone to perish
(2 Pet. 3:9).
Furthermore, the Lord does keep us, but not to the extent
that he will force us to stay with him if we should ever decide to
go astray, as the Prodigal did.
Commenting on the Apostle Judas Iscariot, Jesus said:
While I was with them, I protected them and kept them safe by
that name you gave me. None has been lost except the
one doomed to destruction so that Scripture would be
fulfilled (Jn. 17:12, NIV).

That verse proves Judas was once saved just like the other
Apostles, for Jesus protected and kept them all safe, that is, until
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Judas became spiritually lost.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #55. You frequently refer to Mt. 10:22, but do you
really know what it is saying? Jesus taught there that those who
are truly saved will endure to the end. This verse does not
disprove OSAS.

Scriptural Refutation

The actual verse in question reads:
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who
endures to the end will be saved (Mt. 10:22, NKJV).

By adopting your interpretation, you have changed Jesus’
actual words, will be saved (future tense) to mean already saved
(past tense). By doing such, you are refusing to accept the
obvious truth and are consequently distorting the Scriptures into
conformity with OSAS.
Another type of mistranslation of Mt. 10:22 comes from Dave
Hunt:
“He that endures to the end shall be saved” refers to those who
have survived the Jew’s worst holo-caust (which is yet to come
under Antichrist) and are alive when Christ returns to rescue
[1]

Israel in the midst of Armageddon.
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The clear context of Matthew chapter 10 reveals that Jesus
was sending the disciples forth to preach, verses 5-8. Among
other related obstacles they would face, he centers in on them
being hated for being his disciples, but further states they would
have to endure to the end of their lives to be saved,
that is, to actually enter the kingdom of God.
Mt. 10:22 has absolutely nothing to do with the nation of
Israel, as the context of the chapter clearly reveals.

[1]

Dave Hunt, In Defense of The Faith (Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1996), p. 330.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #56. You are calling Jesus a liar if you believe you
can perish after salvation, for he said you can’t on more than one
occasion!
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Scriptural Refutation

Jesus taught that one would not perish in Jn. 3:16 if
he met the condition of a continuous-tense believe. He also
taught one would not perish if he meets the con-dition of a
continuous-tense follow, as stated in Jn. 10:27-29.
Nowhere did he or any of his apostles ever teach that one
would not perish if he turns away from him and never comes
back, which is a definite possibility. There-fore, to teach a
conditional security is not calling Jesus a liar, for this is his clear
teaching not another’s!
On the other hand, since Jesus taught if we disown him, he
will disown us (Mt. 10:33), aren’t you the one calling Jesus a liar
by saying we can’t possibly perish after the point of salvation
even by disowning him?

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #57. Jesus taught about the wheat and tares and
stated that there is no adequate way that one can accurately
distinguish one from the other. Therefore, if one turns away from
Jesus to follow him no more, even after many years of service to
Him, he reveals that he was always a tare and, therefore, never
really saved to begin with.
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Scriptural Refutation

The Lord’s teaching on this is found in Mt. 13:24-30
with his own interpretation cited in verses 36-43.
Surprisingly, in this parable the owner’s servants
could distinguish the tares from the wheat! This is
evident from verses 27-30:
The owner’s servants came to him and said, “Sir, didn’t you
sow good seed in your field? Where then did the weeds
come from?” “An enemy did this,” he replied. The servants
asked him, “Do you want us to go and pull them up?” “No,” he
answered, “because while you are pulling the weeds, you may
root up the wheat with them. Let both grow together until the
harvest. At that time I will tell the harvesters: First collect the
weeds and tie them in bundles to be burned; then gather the
wheat and bring it into my barn” (NIV).

Please note, according to verse 27, the weeds (or
tares) were recognized by the servants from the very
beginning!
This ability to distinguish one’s spiritual state, as far as
salvation is concerned, is also apparent from the following:
But she who lives in pleasure is dead while she lives (1
Tim. 5:6, NKJV).
[1]

This is how we know who the children of God are and who
the children of the devil are: Anyone who does not do what is
right is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not love his
brother (1 Jn. 3:10, NIV).

Finally, to say you can’t distinguish a saved
person from a lost person is to say you can’t distinguish a person who has life from one who is dead,
a person who is light from one who is darkness and
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a person who is under the power of God from one
who is under Satan’s power (Jn. 5:24; Acts 26:18)!
Only the tradition of man could possibly deceive
someone to this extent.

[1]

What was known in first-century Christianity about one’s spiritual family is categorically denied by OSAS
grace teaching in our present hour for obvious reasons.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #58. Can the sexually immoral inherit eternal life?
Of course they can, for there is not now, nor has there ever been
a man living who has not been sexually immoral. Rev. 21:8 must
be understood with the grace of the gospel in mind.

Scriptural Refutation

All people before coming to Christ are sexually
immoral, in one form or another (1 Cor. 5:10 cf. Eph. 2:1,2; Mt.
5:28), but such can repent and get forgiven (Acts 20:21 cf. 1 Cor.
6:9-11).
At the point of initial forgiveness, one is freed from his slavery
to sin, including sexual immorality (Jn. 8:34-36; Rom. 6:19-22). If
one has never been freed from sin’s slavery, he has
never been saved!
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As an OSAS proponent, you think one can be sexually
immoral and inherit eternal life, but the Bible clearly says
otherwise (1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev. 22:15)! This difference
reflects the grace on which OSAS is based, as opposed to true
Biblical grace.
Please know Rev. 21:8 (as well as 1 Cor. 6:9,10; etc.) is
pure grace! True grace teaches us to live holy (Titus 2:12), not
immorally (Jude 4), and will exclude all unre-pentant sexually
immoral from the kingdom, even if previously saved.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #59. The Bible teaches God will discipline his
children who go sinfully astray (1 Cor. 11:32). Therefore, based
on God being faithful to discipline his children to bring them back,
if a person has ever been saved, he will always remain saved.
This is true even if God has to physically kill us and take us home
to be with him.

Scriptural Refutation

The Scriptural record shows that God’s discipline
does not always bring a straying child of his back,
even though God is faithful to administer discipline. The NIV
states:
They turned their backs to me and not their faces; though I
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taught them again and again, they would not listen or
respond to discipline (Jer. 32:33).

See also Jer. 2:30; 5:3 and 7:28.
To teach that God would physically kill a sinful, disobedient
son because of his sins and afterwards take him to a paradise
environment is indirectly promoting sin! After all, the disobedient
child of God supposedly has nothing to lose, as far as salvation is
concerned, by sinning un-repentantly. If anything, he will be
rewarded by God taking him to heaven that much quicker.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #60. In Jn. 8:1-11, we see where Jesus didn’t
condemn the adulterous woman. He just told her to go and sin no
more.

Scriptural Refutation

The context of that passage shows Jesus didn’t
condemn her in the sense of stoning her to death for her sins, the
penalty under the Mosaic law for such (Lev. 20:10 cf. Deut.
17:6,7). But this doesn’t mean Jesus won’t condemn an
unrepentant adulterer to the lake of fire for such. Rev. 22:15,
which was given by Jesus, shows such people will be excluded
from the kingdom!
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #61. To discuss a conditional security for the
believer is anxiety-producing and should not even be brought up.

Scriptural Refutation

There are many anxiety-producing doctrines in the
Bible. But certainly one of the most hated, feared and denied
teachings is that the believer’s security is con-ditional. Just
because it may produce anxiety to hear about such does not
mean that it should not be taught. The Scriptural record can attest
to this.
Also, the importance of openly discussing this issue will
stretch on into eternity, as many will not be otherwise warned! In
other words, the unconditional security teaching of our day helps
to generate a spiritual sleep and laxness that takes people off
their guard, thus setting them up for a spiritual fall (1 Cor. 10:12).
Christian people still need to be warned about the possibility of
not inheriting the kingdom, as in Paul’s day (Gal. 5:19-21). To
withhold this type of warning because it may be
anxiety-producing to some, is to set the professing
Christian population at a major disad-vantage.
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #62. It is not even possible for the elect to be
deceived by false teachings. Jesus said:
For false christs and false prophets will rise and show great
signs and wonders to deceive, if possible, even the elect
(Mt. 24:24, NKJV).

Scriptural Refutation

This verse says if possible not it is not possible, as
some read into it. Other verses show Christians can be deceived
(2 Cor. 11:3,4; Col. 2:4,8; 2 Pet. 3:17; 1 Jn. 2:24,25; 2 Jn. 9; Rev.
2:20).
Also, only false christs and false prophets are mentioned
here! Other verses mention false brothers (Gal. 2:4), false
apostles (2 Cor. 11:13), and false teachers (2 Pet. 2:1) who can
also deceive true Christians.
Pride can also deceive a person (Obad. 1:3) and harden
one’s heart (Dan. 5:20). Apparently, Paul felt even the New
Testament believers could fall victim to pride, which would
consequently cause someone prematurely elevated to spiritual
leadership to be deceived and fall under the same condemnation
as the devil (1 Tim. 3:6 cf. Rev. 20:10).
Mt. 24:24 mentions great signs and wonders that deceive,
which are produced by false prophets and false christs. Jesus is
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obviously speaking of signs and wonders so great that they could
deceive some of the elect if they can possibly be deceived. This
is one of the reasons we are repeatedly warned to stay on our
guard. Also, Chris-tians need to know miracles can come from
the devil (Ex. 7:11,22; 8:7; 2 Thess. 2:9; Rev. 13:14,15; 16:14;
19:20), as well as from God.
A paralleling passage about miracles, which is most relevant
to the last generation of this age, is Rev. 19:20:
Then the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet
who worked signs in his presence, by which he
deceived those who received the mark of the beast
and those who worshiped his image. These two were cast alive
into the lake of fire burning with brimstone (NKJV).

When the mark of the beast is issued, the message then,
even for the saints, is:
A third angel followed them and said in a loud voice: “If
anyone worships the beast and his image and receives his
mark on the forehead or on the hand, he, too, will drink of the
wine of God’s fury, which has been poured full strength into the
cup of his wrath. He will be tormented with burning
sulfur in the presence of the holy angels and of the Lamb.
And the smoke of their torment rises for ever and
ever. There is no rest day or night for those who worship the
beast and his image, or for anyone who receives the mark of
his name.” This calls for patient endurance on the
part of the saints who obey God’s commandments
and remain faithful to Jesus (Rev. 14:9-12, NIV).

Again, eternal torment awaits all who receive the mark of
the beast, even those previously saved! So there can’t be any
OSAS or this would not be possible. Clearly then, saints can die
spiritually.

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #63. If you try to keep yourself saved, you’ll miss
the kingdom of God! This would imply a works salvation.

Scriptural Refutation

This kind of reasoning is the natural conclusion of the
present-day, counterfeit grace message. Such is easily refuted
when one remembers Paul not only taught we are saved by grace
and not works (Eph. 2:8,9), but he also taught Timothy to:
. . . keep yourself pure (1 Tim. 5:22, NKJV).

Was Paul trying to negate Timothy’s salvation by telling him
to do this?
Also, the Apostle John taught others that they were to keep
themselves from idols:
. . . keep yourselves from idols. Amen (1 Jn. 5:21,
NKJV).

Remember, all idolaters will be thrown into the lake of fire
(Rev. 21:8). Therefore, John taught Christians to keep
themselves from something that would cause them to be lost.
Similarly, James stated as an indispensable part of the
religion that God accepts (Christianity) there is the human
responsibility of keeping oneself:
Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is
this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and to
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keep oneself from being pol-luted by the world (Jam.
1:27, NIV).

While keeping oneself pure, from idols and spiritual
contaminates can never be compatible with the popular grace
message of OSAS, it certainly was compatible with the grace
message from the Lord and his apostles. Were Paul, John, Jude
and James endangering their audience with their messages?
Also, based on OSAS if a Christian strayed off into a works
salvation, he would still remain saved. So, he really wouldn’t miss
the kingdom as you suggest!
To believe in a conditional security is not only the true
Biblical position, but it is also the safest position to embrace on
the believer’s security, logically speaking.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #64. To reject OSAS is to be without salvation
assurance.
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Scriptural Refutation

There are many passages, especially from 1 John,
that address salvation assurance. The primary passage, though,
would have to be 1 Jn. 5:12,13:
He who is having the Son, hath the life; he who is not
having the Son of God — the life he hath not. These
things I did write to you who are believing in the name of
the Son of God, that ye may know that life ye have ageduring, and that ye may believe in the name of the Son of God
(Young’s Literal).

Many do not know that this actual passage, which is often
misused by OSAS proponents, only offers salvation
assurance for those who have a present-tense
possession of the Son of God through a presenttense believing in his name. These are the only people who
can Biblically know they have eternal life.
Furthermore, the same apostle who gave us 1 Jn. 5:12,13
also gave us 1 Jn. 3:10 and 1 Jn. 2:3,4:
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the
children of the devil are: Anyone who does not do what is right
is not a child of God; nor is anyone who does not love is brother
(NIV).
Now by this we know that we know Him, if we keep His
commandments. He who says, “I know Him,” and does not
keep His commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in him
(NKJV).

To exclude these last passages when one is dis-cussing
salvation assurance is to project only a partial, distorted
understanding of salvation assurance.
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There is salvation assurance, but only for those who are
presently believing on Jesus. The same are also following Him,
according to a comparison to Jn. 10:27.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #65. People who fall away from the faith were never
really saved to begin with.

Scriptural Refutation

To say this is to overlook the fact that the original
apostles all fell away from the Lord on the same night (Mt. 26:31)!
Should we, then, say the original apostles were never really
saved to begin with, since they all fell away at one point? Hank
Hanegraaff, John MacArthur, Jr. and others who teach like this
are wrong, according to the Bible.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #66. Suicide is not the unpardonable sin. Therefore, if a person was ever saved and afterwards commits suicide,
he will still go to heaven.

Scriptural Refutation

It’s true that suicide is not listed as the unpar-donable
sin, but why would you think that only those who
commit the unpardonable sin would miss heaven?
Rev. 21:8 clearly states that a murderer who doesn’t repent
will be thrown into the lake of fire. Since a suicide victim is really a
premeditated self-murderer who died in an unrepentant state,
there is no hope that such a person, even if previously saved,
would enter the king-dom, according to that verse. To teach
otherwise is surely to promote suicide! See what Marie, a woman
contem-plating suicide, said about this in our chapter on suicide.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #67. It is a horrible thing to tell anyone, especially a
new convert, that the believer’s security is conditional. This could
cause him to doubt his salvation.
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Scriptural Refutation

Obviously, this was not a concern the writers of the
Bible shared. They openly taught to everyone that the believer’s
security is conditional. If it wasn’t detrimental to new converts
then, how could it be in our day?
Specifically, consider the Apostle John’s teachings. He
openly taught all who would read his epistles, some of whom
were new converts (1 Jn. 2:12-14), that their true salvation could
be negated (1 Jn. 2:24,25). See also 2 Jn. 9.
Furthermore, Paul taught this as inherent in the Gospel
message (1 Cor. 15:2; Col. 1:22,23).
Jesus also openly taught his eternal truths to all. Some of his
teachings, especially the parables, declare a conditional security.
God wants everyone, even new converts, to know his truth.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #68. The devil would like people to think the
believer’s security is conditional, so they will be pre-occupied with
self and have no time or opportunity to serve God.
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Scriptural Refutation

The Holy Spirit, not the devil, inspired the Scriptures
which teach a conditional security. The devil, who is the father of
lies, is the one who would not want the truth on any subject to be
revealed, including the believer’s conditional security.
The Apostle Paul openly taught others and per-sonally
believed that even his own salvation was condi-tional (1 Cor. 9:27
cf. Rom. 8:13, Gal. 6:8,9; Phil. 3:10-14 cf. Acts 24:15,16), yet that
did not hinder him in the slightest way from serving God and
being fruitful. In fact, just the opposite can be seen in Paul’s
teachings and example.
In light of Gen. 3:4, it seems clear that the devil wants
people to believe in an unconditional security!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #69. The believer’s security controversy is a
secondary or non-essential issue in my opinion. I don’t want to
divide over it. In essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all
things charity.
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Scriptural Refutation

How could any issue related to salvation be
“secondary” or “non-essential”? Paul, who stressed unity, was
willing to openly oppose false doctrine about salva-tion (Acts
15:1,2) for he believed such could cause someone already saved
to fall from grace to the point where Christ is of no value at all
(Gal. 5:2-4).
We are also commanded to contend for the faith against a
counterfeit grace message which is, in reality, a license for
immorality (Jude 3,4), which also seems to be a perfect
description of OSAS.
Also, according to Jude, such teachings that are a license for
immorality are divisive (v. 19).
Furthermore, some OSAS teachers say eternal security is
the gospel or something very similar to this and thereby make it a
primary issue because of such. For example, Dr. Charles Stanley
wrote:
The very gospel itself comes under attack when the eternal
security of the believer is questioned.

[1]

This is a primary issue that desperately needs to be
addressed for the sake of truth and eternal souls.

[1]

Charles Stanley, Eternal Security: Can You Be Sure? (Nashville: Oliver-Nelson, 1990), p. 192.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #70. The Apostle Paul apparently believed in OSAS
since he wrote:
What shall we say, then? Shall we go on sinning so that
grace may increase? (Rom. 6:1, NIV).

Scriptural Refutation

Though Paul wrote this, it apparently wasn’t his
teaching as he gave his answer to this question as being a
categorical No. The next verse reads:
By no means! We died to sin; how can we live in it any
longer? (NIV)

Also, the same one who wrote Rom. 6:1 also wrote Rom.
8:13 to Christians which says:
For if you live according to the sinful nature, you
will die; but if by the Spirit you put to death the misdeeds of
the body, you will live (NIV).

No writer of the Bible, including Paul, believed in OSAS. In
fact, they actually taught against this type of teaching (1 Cor.
6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7; 1 Pet. 5:12; Jude 3,4).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #71. If OSAS is not true, then if one would ever lose
his salvation, he could never get it back, according to Heb. 6:4-6.
In effect, then you believe in twice lost, always lost.

Scriptural Refutation

Not so! The Prodigal got his salvation back (Lk.
15:24,32) and so did the Apostle Peter (Lk. 22:32 cf. Mt. 10:33).
Moreover, Paul said that people can be grafted in again if they
don’t continue in unbelief (Rom. 11:19-23). See also Jam.
5:19,20.
Heb. 6:4-6 is a special case!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #72. If OSAS is wrong, then the majority of Christian
ministries are wrong. Can this be?
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Scriptural Refutation

It’s a sad thing to realize that the majority is
sometimes wrong! Remember the majority of the spies who went
into Canaan land were wrong about the report they brought back
(Num. 13). Also, in Noah’s day, all but the eight people in the ark
were wrong. Furthermore, since the majority will miss the
kingdom of God and go to destruction (Mt. 7:13,14), they too are
wrong.
We must go by the Scriptures, not by what is done or believed by
the majority.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #73. Jesus clearly said in Jn. 6:37:
All that the Father giveth me shall come to me; and him that
cometh to me I will in no wise cast out (KJV).

Therefore, OSAS must be true and “saved today, lost
tomorrow” must be wrong.
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Scriptural Refutation

This verse only refers to those who initially come to
Jesus, assuring all that he will take them in. It does not refer to
what might happen after one comes to Jesus. Regarding that, we
must go elsewhere in Holy Writ, at which time we will learn by
actual examples and specific texts that one previously saved can
afterwards die spiritually!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #74. A person can’t drown as long as his head is
above water. Since Christ is our head and he is in heaven (Col.
[1]

3:1-4), we can’t possibly drown or become unsaved.

[1]

Essence of argument found in H. A. Ironside’s book, Full Assurance (Chicago: Moody Press, Revised
Edition, 1968), p. 53.
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Scriptural Refutation

This type of argument is a prime example of arguing
from the natural to the spiritual to force the desired end result!
Scripture does not portray the Christian life as a man
swimming, but instead as a man running a long-distance race
with the possibility of growing weary and losing heart (Heb. 12:13). Also, the Christian is likened unto a fruit true which is required
to produce fruit or be cut down and thrown into the fire (Jn.
15:5,6; Lk. 13:6-9).
While Christ is in heaven now, only his called, chosen and
faithful followers are shown to be with him when he returns (Rev.
17:14).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #75. Jesus is the author and finisher of our faith
(Heb. 12:2). This assures that he will keep our faith strong and
alive to the very end.
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Scriptural Refutation

The conclusion to this type of argument conflicts with
what the author and finisher of our faith personally taught
elsewhere. In Lk. 8:13, Jesus said:
Those on the rock are the ones who receive the word with joy
when they hear it, but they have no root. They believe for a
while, but in the time of testing they fall away (NIV).

Hence, Jesus taught a true believer could become an unbeliever
by having his saving faith destroyed through persecution (Mt.
13:5,6 cf. 13:20,21).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #76. I therefore state categorically that the person who

is saved — who confesses that Jesus is Lord and be-lieves in his heart
that God raised Him from the dead—will go to heaven when he dies no
matter what work (or lack of work) may accompany such faith. In other
words, no matter what sin (or absence of Christian
obedience) may accompany such faith (italics his).

[1]

Kendall, Once Saved, Always Saved, pp. 52, 53.
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Scriptural Refutation

To misuse Rom. 10:9,10 as Kendall did is horrible.
When Paul gave us that passage, he didn’t intend for it to be so
isolated that we should ignore other passages on salvation, which
is what Kendall has done. Ponder 1 Thess. 4:3-8:
For this is the will of God, your sanctification: that you should
abstain from sexual immorality; that each of you should know
how to possess his own vessel in sanctification and honor, not
in passion of lust, like the Gentiles who do not know God; that
no one should take advantage of and defraud his brother in this
matter, because the Lord is the avenger of all such, as we also
forewarned you and testified. For God did not call us to
uncleanness, but in holiness. Therefore he who rejects
this does not reject man, but God, who has also given
us His Holy Spirit (NKJV).

Many other passages could be cited.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #77. OSAS is proven in 1 Thess. 5:23,24:
May God himself, the God of peace, sanctify you through and
through. May your whole spirit, soul and body be kept
blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. The one
who calls you is faithful and he will do it (NIV).

God will keep us blameless!
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Scriptural Refutation

Don’t be misled by looking at this type of Pauline
statement without considering other similar truths. The same
writer also gave us Col. 1:21-23:
Once you were alienated from God and were ene-mies in your
minds because of your evil behavior. But now he has
reconciled you by Christ’s physical body through death to
present you holy in his sight, without blemish and
free from accusation — if you continue in your faith,
established and firm, not moved from the hope held out in the
gospel. This is the gospel that you heard and that has
been proclaimed to every creature under heaven, and of which
I, Paul, have become a servant (NIV).

This passage supplements 1 Thess. 5:23,24 by citing the
conditional clause if you continue in your faith. Also, Peter wrote:
So then, dear friends, since you are looking forward to this,
make every effort to be found spotless, blameless
and at peace with him (2 Pet. 3:14, NIV).

From this passage, we can only conclude that Peter believed
it was definitely possible not to be found spot-less, blameless
and at peace with him!
Finally, if our being kept blameless is left solely
up to God, why didn’t it work for Solomon, the
Apostle Judas, those mentioned in Jn. 6:66 and
others?
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #78. Salvation is a gift. And Rom. 11:29 says God’s
gifts and his call are irrevocable. Therefore, God will never take
salvation away from us.

Scriptural Refutation

But is the individual’s salvation the topic here,
according to the context of that verse? Let’s take a close look.
Verse 28 is the first half of the sentence under examination. Since
the plural pronoun they, in that verse, refers back to verse 25,
let’s start there and go down to verse 29:
I do not want you to be ignorant of this mystery, brothers, so
that you may not be conceited: Israel has experienced a
hardening in part until the full number of the Gentiles has come
in. And so all Israel will be saved, as it is written: “The
deliverer will come from Zion; he will turn godlessness away
from Jacob. And this is my covenant with them when I take
away their sins.” As far as the gospel is concerned, they are
enemies on your account; but as far as election is concerned,
they are loved on account of the patriarchs, for God’s
gifts and his call are irrevocable (Rom. 11:25-29, NIV).

Clearly, the context reveals the nation of Israel is the
subject. Israel is still loved on account of the patriarchs, even
though they are enemies of the Gospel (not brothers in Christ).
So the gift and call mentioned in verse 29 refers to
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this love God has for Israel!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #79. You must have an earned doctorate degree to
be able to correctly interpret the Bible. If you don’t, and you
believe in a conditional security for the believer, you are obviously
wrong.

Scriptural Refutation

Several comments must be made regarding this kind
of statement.
First, the message of the Bible is spiritually dis-cerned. Regarding
this, we read:
The man without the Spirit does not accept the things that
come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him,
and he cannot understand them, because they are
spiritually discerned (1 Cor. 2:14, NIV).
I have more insight than all my teachers, for I meditate on
your statutes. I have more under-standing than the elders,
for I obey your precepts (Psa. 119:99,100, NIV).

This shows spiritual insight and understanding
come from meditating on the Scriptures and obeying
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God’s com-mands. Please note there is no mention
here, or anywhere in the Scriptures, of holding any
type of degree to have spiritual insight and understanding!
In fact, even some of the Holy Spirit inspired writers of the
Bible lacked formal education. This was obvious to others
regarding previous fishermen Peter and John (Acts 4:13).
Secondly, if having an earned doctorate in theology would
produce sound doctrine, then there could not be a conflict
between those who have such. In fact, it would be impossible!
However, this is not the case, even among those who embrace
OSAS. See our chapter entitled OSAS Contradictions.
Thirdly, some people with an earned doctorate have major
doctrinal errors. An example of this is Victor Paul Wierwille, the
founder of The Way International. The late Wierwille, in spite of
his doctorate, denied the deity of Christ!
Fourthly, there are people with an earned doctorate who
believe in a conditional security for the believer just like there are
people with a doctorate who don’t.
Finally, to even imply that one must have an earned
doctorate to correctly interpret the Bible is not only wrong in itself,
but is a pitiful attempt made by those who do have such a degree
to set themselves up, over and above others, on unscriptural
grounds!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #80. There are an equal number of Scriptures that
teach OSAS as there are that don’t. Therefore, you can’t be
emphatic about a conditional security for the believer.
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Scriptural Refutation

To believe such a statement implies the Bible
contradicts itself. Dear reader, it is absolutely impossible for the
Bible to teach both OSAS and a conditional security. One must
be wrong!
It is true, however, that OSAS has arguments that seem at
first glance to be supported by Scripture, but none of them really
are. The Scriptures usually cited for OSAS are either taken out of
context (like Jn. 10:28), unrelated to the subject (like Jn. 19:30) or
misused in some other way.
The Bible teaches a conditional security for
the believer. The sooner people realize this, the
sooner they will be set on their spiritual guard to
endure to the end for the sake of their salvation (Mt.
10:22; Heb. 3:14; Rev. 2:10,11). Millions of souls may
perish without this vital information.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #81. Paul wrote of sexual immorality, among other
things, when he gave us:
“Everything is permissible for me”—but not every-thing is
beneficial. “Everything is permissible for me”—but I will not be
mastered by anything (1 Cor. 6:12, NIV).

Therefore, sexual immorality is part of our Christian liberty,
but should not be used as a license to sin.

Scriptural Refutation

It’s impossible for sexual immorality to be part of our
Christian liberty, since it will exclude one from the kingdom (Rev.
21:8; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; 1 Thess. 4:3-8; etc.)!
Paul also wrote of our Chris-tian liberty (or freedom) in Gal.
5:13, which cannot include sexual immorality:
For you, brethren, have been called to liberty; only do not
use liberty as an opportunity for the flesh, but
through love serve one another (NKJV).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #82. OSAS is assured under the New Covenant
based on Jer. 32:40:
And I will make an everlasting covenant with them, that I
will not turn away from them, to do them good; but I will
put my fear in their hearts, that they shall not depart
from me (KJV).

Scriptural Refutation

The plural pronoun them which is found three times in
this verse refers back to the nation of Israel, as is clearly
shown from verses 30 to 40.
In addition, the everlasting covenant that God has with Israel,
as is mentioned by Jeremiah, cannot be the same as the new
covenant. If it was, and this OSAS interpretation was true, then
Israel would have accepted Messiah Jesus, but instead they
rejected Him.
Furthermore, in Jer. 32:40 God identifies the ones he won’t
turn away from as they shall not depart from me. OSAS teaches a
different message, that is, we can depart far from God, even to
the point of disowning him, but God still won’t disown us or depart
from us!
Finally, as long as any person meets the condition of not
departing from God, a conditional security would agree that God
won’t turn away from him. This is similar to Jn. 10:27,28.

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #83. To tell a person who is sexually immoral, a
drunkard or greedy that he is not saved is judging. We are not to
judge!

Scriptural Refutation

If a Christian, who was aware of 1 Cor. 6:9,10 and
Rev 21:8, told a sexually immoral person, a drunkard or someone
who is greedy, etc. who professes salvation either he didn’t know
if he was saved or that he was still saved while in those sins, he’d
be teaching the opposite of the Scriptures! That would give
the recipient of such a message, who needs to
repent for salvation’s sake, a false sense of security
and a false hope that could lead to the damnation of
his eternal soul.
Furthermore, we are commanded to judge since Jesus
taught:
Stop judging by mere appearances, and make a right
judgment (Jn. 7:24, NIV).

A right judgment as mentioned in this verse is one that is
based on God’s word, not appearances or our wishes, hopes,
opinions, etc.
The Lord didn’t contradict himself in Mt. 7:1,2 which refers to
hypocritical judgment! In that passage, Jesus was rebuking
hypocrites for condemning others while they themselves had
reason(s) to be condemned.
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In conclusion, Paul knew Elymas was a child of the devil
(Acts 13:10) based on his behavior. We too can correctly judge
another’s spiritual family, as he did, based on various Scriptures
such as 1 Tim. 5:6; 1 Jn. 3:10, 15; etc.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #84. Although the term backslider is never used in the
New Testament as a description for the believer, it was used by God
for idolatrous Israel: “Turn, O backsliding children, saith the LORD; for I
am married unto you” (Jer 3:14). The backsliding Israelite was still
regarded as a covenant believer, and the basis of return was the fact
that God was still married to her. Sin did not bring a loss of salvation or
covenant position, only a temporary separation and a
severance of daily blessing.

[1]

[1]

Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever, p. 177.
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Scriptural Refutation

Though the term backslider is not used in the New
Testament, its equivalent certainly is by the words depart from the
faith (1 Tim. 4:1) and the falling away (2 Thess. 2:3, Green’s
Literal).
In Jer. 3:8 we read:
Then I saw that for all the causes for which backsliding
Israel had committed adultery, I had put her away and
given her a certificate of divorce; yet her treacherous
sister Judah did not fear, but went and played the harlot also
(NKJV).

Also, Jude 5 says:
But I want to remind you, though you once knew this, that the
Lord, having saved the people out of the land of
Egypt, afterward destroyed those who did not
believe (NKJV).

These show more than just a temporal separation and severance
of daily blessing.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #85. The Doctrine of Eternal Security Itself is an
[1]

Incentive to Holiness.

[1]

John L. Bray, Once Saved Always Safe, p. 24.

Scriptural Refutation

The logical conclusion of OSAS allows for the most
heinous types of behavior, while one supposedly still retains his
salvation. Hence, it must be a license for immorality, though this
is often denied.
Multiple OSAS writers openly state that this teaching has
been abused and misused, even to the point of incest! How then
is OSAS an incentive to holiness? Consider the following
statements made by OSAS teach-ers:
And yet one can see why some call “once saved, always
saved” a dangerous teaching. It is dyna-mite. It puts us on
our honor. It sets us free. It is vulnerable to abuse. There is
no doubt that it is a teaching that has been
abused. It is perhaps the most abused teaching of
the New Testament. The incestuous believer of
[1]

Corinth abused it (1 Corin-thians 5:1-5).

Question:
Doesn’t the doctrine of eternal security lead to a wanton
lifestyle? If people know that they are saved eternally, will they
not have no motivation to keep their relationship with God
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current?
Answer:
There is always the possibility that we will misuse grace.
However, the believer has been regenerated by the Holy Spirit
and has received a radical trans-formation. Believers who do
misuse grace will expe-rience God’s discipline.

[2]

[1]

Kendall, Once Saved, Always Saved, p. 58.

[2]

Erwin W. Lutzer, How You Can Be Sure That You Will Spend Eternity With God (Chicago: Moody Press,
1996), p. 154.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #86. OSAS has been debated for centuries and
we’ll never really know either way until the Lord returns.
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Scriptural Refutation

This same kind of erroneous conclusion could be said
of any doctrinal issue! The truth is, we can know the facts now
about OSAS by going to Scripture for ourselves with a willingness
to accept whatever it teaches.
This subject has been debated for centuries, but that is not
because the Bible teaches both positions! Many lean toward
OSAS only because they want to believe in it. See 2 Tim. 4:2-4.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #87. Apparently you expect to be able to tell the Lord
that you are in heaven not only because He saved you by His blood
and grace but because you lived a good enough life to keep your
salvation.

[1]

[1]

Personal letter from Dave Hunt dated 11/23/96.
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Scriptural Refutation

While we aren’t saved by what we do, we can
become lost, even after a true salvation, by what we do (Rom.
8:13 cf. Gal. 5:19-21; Rev. 22:19) or don’t do (Mt. 25:30; Jn.
15:5,6; Lk. 13:6-9)!
Also, sin can bring forth spiritual death (Lk. 15:24,32),
thereby resulting in a spiritually lost condition.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #88. It’s obvious that since you reject OSAS you
don’t understand justification by faith. Bob George wrote:
This is what “justification by faith” means. I am in Christ and He
is in me. My acceptance is not based on my performance. I am
clothed with the righ-teousness of Jesus Christ (Galatians
3:27). Now God accepts me perfectly and unconditionally! This
wonderful inheritance belongs to every child of God.

[1]

Also, Kendall wrote:
There are so many ways by which one may arrive at the truth
once saved, always saved. Having said that the
doctrine of justification by faith is the greatest
proof of this truth, I am now tempted to say that it is rather
the New Testament teaching of the new birth. In the end I must
leave it to the reader to decide if there is really such a thing as
the “greatest” proof of this teaching.

[2]
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It [justification] is a sentence that will not be changed. It is irrevocable.
That sentence is pro-nounced once a person has trusted Jesus
[3]

Christ.

[1]

Bob George, Eternal Security (Dallas, TX: People to People, 1991), p. 14.

[2]

Kendall, Once Saved, Always Saved, p. 99.

[3]

Ibid., p. 84.

Scriptural Refutation

Kendall’s justification is based on a past moment of
faith in Jesus, regardless if they continue to believe or not. This is
common for all OSAS proponents (extreme view). To them, a
person who has believed (past tense) is a believer and will never
perish even though he stops believing! But is this what the Bible
teaches?
Jesus said:
He who is believing in him is not judged, but he who is
not believing hath been judged already . . . (Jn. 3:18,
Young’s Literal).

We see here that Jesus taught that we have to con-tinue to
believe on him not to be judged. A past moment of faith does
not assure this. A “justification,” based on OSAS, can’t seem to
recognize this truth.
Furthermore, Paul mentioned justification, among other
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things, when he gave us Titus 3:5-7:
He saved us, not because of righteous things we had done, but
because of his mercy. He saved us through the washing of
rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit, whom he poured out on
us generously through Jesus Christ our Savior, so that, having
been justified by his grace, we might become heirs
having the hope of eternal life (NIV).

Though Paul taught justification by faith in Christ, he also
declared that such who have been justified might become heirs
having the hope of eternal life. See our chapter entitled, From
Initial To Final Salvation.
Paul’s justification also tells Christians to put on the hope of
salvation as a helmet (1 Thess. 5:8). This verse is probably why
the Christian’s spiritual armor is always cited from Ephesians 6
and not 1 Thessalonians 5.
Hope is not always an absolute guarantee (1 Cor. 9:10 cf.
Jam. 5:4).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #89. Catholicism rejects OSAS also.
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Scriptural Refutation

Catholicism rejects atheism as well! Should we
assume atheism is true because of this? God forbid!
OSAS stands or falls based on the Bible, rather than on
what any religious system thinks about it.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #90. If we could lose our salvation it would have to
be because of sin. Since sin can’t cause this, we, therefore, can’t
lose our salvation.
The only thing that could cause us to die again spiritually —
sin — has been dealt with once and for all! (italics his).

[1]

If one who has been saved could be lost because of sin (and
remember that is the only thing that can cause anyone to be
[2]

lost) . . . .

[1]

George, Eternal Security, p. 8.

[2]

Strombeck, Shall Never Perish, p. 89.
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Scriptural Refutation

Surprisingly, there are other ways to negate one’s
salvation besides sin. Scripture declares accepting a false plan of
salvation will cause a Christian to fall from grace (Gal. 5:2-4) and
be without God (1 Jn. 2:24,25; 2 Jn. 9). The third way is by
disowning Christ (Mt. 10:33).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #91. OSAS is supported by Heb. 10:11-14. God is
not going to deal with sin anymore. It has been com-pletely dealt
with at the cross. As Bob George wrote:
And by that one sacrifice He made perfect forever anyone who
[1]

puts his faith in Christ.

The Scripture says he hath perfected for ever them that are
sanctified (Heb. 10:14, KJV).

[1]

George, Eternal Security, p. 7.
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Scriptural Refutation

True, but what did the original writer mean by this
statement? Was he exalting Jesus’ blood sacrifice at Calvary over
the blood of bulls and goats or was he teaching OSAS?
The same writer also gave us many other facts about the
Christian, which we must also consider. For example:
Beware, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil heart
of unbelief in departing from the living God; but
exhort one another daily, while it is called “Today,” lest any of
you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin. For we
have become partakers of Christ if we hold the
beginning of our con-fidence steadfast to the end
(Heb. 3:12-14, NKJV).

Also, Paul prayed for and commanded those already saved
to aim for perfection (2 Cor. 13:9,11).
Obviously, there must be a possibility for this not to occur,
which is also apparent elsewhere in his writings. See Gal. 6:7-10
just to mention one.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #92. Based on 2 Cor. 5:17, when someone gets
saved he has a brand new identity. The following shows OSAS by
analyzing this new identity:
It’s like a caterpillar, crawling on the lowest plane of
existence. One day it weaves itself into a cocoon and later
emerges as a butterfly, a totally new creature. I’ve never
heard anyone say, ‘Look at this gorgeous converted worm!’
Have you? No. What do we call it? A butterfly. Why?
Because that’s what it is, regardless of it’s
behavior. It may land on things it shouldn’t, or
forget its a butterfly and crawl around with its
old worm buddies, but it will never be a worm
again.

[1]

[1]

George, Eternal Security, p. 11.

Scriptural Refutation

Paul warned against that type of teaching:
See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and
deceptive philosophy, which depends on human tradition
and the basic principles of this world rather than on
Christ (Col. 2:8, NIV).

2 Cor. 5:17 says:
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation; old
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things have passed away; behold, all things have
become new (NKJV).

Since all things have become new, this verse implies there
will be a change in one’s values and attitudes about sin, the
Scriptures, etc. that will result in a behavioral change. We prove
our repentance by our deeds (Acts 26:20).
The Bible teaches a Christian can become spiritually dead
and lost again (Lk. 15:24,32), an enemy of God again (Jam. 4:4)
and start to follow Satan again (1 Tim. 5:11-15). Any illustration,
comparison, etc. that would contradict these, and other
Scriptures, must be rejected.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #93.
Let’s suppose you lived in poverty and you survived
through prostitution. The kingdom has severe laws and
harsh penalties for those involved in that practice, so you
live in constant fear. One day, the king declares general
amnesty. All criminal behav-ior, including prostitution, is
forgiven. Would that be good news? Of course! Would it be
sufficient moti-vation to change your life? No. Why?
Because you still need to survive, and prostitution is all you
know.
However, not only has the king forgiven all crimes, he has
also asked you to become his bride. Now who would you
be? The queen! Because of your behavior? No. Because
of your identification with the king. Is there now motivation
to change? Of course! No one in her right mind
would resume her old life-style when she had
all the riches, rights, and resources of a queen.
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[1]

[1]

George, Eternal Security, p. 12.

Scriptural Refutation

Again, reasoning from the natural to the spiritual has
obvious flaws and can be misused to teach virtually anything!
Regarding this particular analogy, please note the conclusion
is clearly contradicted by the OSAS carnal Christian teaching as
presented by Stanley, Swindoll, Evans, etc.
Even more importantly, Scripture irrefutably shows some of
the truly saved have returned to their old life-style of sin, like the
Prodigal, the unnamed widows of 1 Timothy 5 and others.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #94.
The Christian is the possessor of imputed righ-teousness
and nothing can be laid to his charge
whatsoever. He has perfect standing, com-plete salvation in the sight of God.
What makes this salvation a great treasure is that it is
eternal salvation. It is valuable beyond measure because
it never can be taken from us. How sad that the
‘salvation’ in which many Christians believe is frothy and
flighty and can disappear in a moment’s notice. This is not
[1]

a treasure, nor is it salvation at all.

[1]

Dave Breese, Destiny Newsletter (Hillsboro, KS: Christian Destiny), November 1995, p. 1.

Scriptural Refutation

Please note the implication of this statement seems to
be that one must believe in OSAS or his salvation isn’t salvation
at all.
No one wrote more on imputed righteousness than Paul
(Rom. 3:22; 4:5,11,13; 9:30-10:4; Gal. 3:6; Phil. 3:9; etc.). Yet, he
continually warned Christians, those who received imputed
righteousness, they could miss the kingdom through sin (Rom.
8:13; Gal. 5:19-21; 6:8,9). Therefore, that righteousness isn’t
guaranteed to be unchangeable or permanent, as OSAS
proponents teach, such as Lutzer.

[1]
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Also, Breese’s assumption, as cited above, that nothing can
be laid to his charge whatsoever cannot be true either, based on
sin’s defiling abilities.
Furthermore, Rom. 3:22 uses a continuous tense believe
for imputed righteousness. Hence, if we stop believing on Jesus
we forfeit this standing. This is clearly a possibility (Lk. 8:13; 2
Tim. 2:18; 1 Tim. 1:18-20; etc.). This last reference definitely
shows that Paul believed Timothy could have even shipwrecked
his faith or he would have never given him the safeguards stated
there against such—holding on to faith and a good conscience.

[1]

Lutzer, How You Can Be Sure That You Will Spend Eternity With God, pp. 60, 61.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #95. I have learned from experience that it is not
possible for someone to lose their salvation.
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Scriptural Refutation

Our standard to test all doctrine is not to be our
experiences but rather the Bible (2 Tim. 3:16), which teaches we
can lose our salvation.
You mentioned that your experience shows it is not
possible for someone to lose his salvation. Well, my experience
cancels out your experience, as I have defi-nitely seen those truly
saved, as evidenced by saving grace (Acts 11:23), afterwards
return as a dog to its vomit. Because our experiences contradict
and conflict with each other’s, we know they both can’t be right!
We must go to a more sure word, the Holy Bible.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #96. If I knew I could lose my salvation, I would give
up right now.
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Scriptural Refutation

Your convictions are very different from many who
know they can lose their salvation and consequently don’t ever
think about giving up. Instead those who have this knowledge are
at a major advantage because they are placed more on their
spiritual guard than they would be otherwise.
It is people who don’t think they can fall that are in spiritual
danger (1 Cor. 10:12), according to true grace teaching. This is
one of the great dangers of believing in OSAS. Another one is
being lifted up in arrogance (Rom. 11:19-23).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #97. To oppose OSAS will both deceive and
frustrate a lot of young believers who are struggling.
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Scriptural Refutation

Your concerns about new converts differ greatly from
those in first-century Christianity. Back in that era, the servants of
God felt truth and sound doctrine were imperative to spiritual
growth, regardless if one was a new convert or not (1 Pet. 2:2;
Acts 20:32). Since the Bible clearly teaches a conditional security,
then this is what all Christians need to be taught, as was the case
back then.
The book of Hebrews was written to Christians who were
struggling and needed to be taught certain basic truths all over
again (Heb. 5:11,12; 12:12). That book is filled with passages that
refute OSAS. Therefore, such teaching isn’t a hindrance to any
Christian, but an obvious remedy and aid, according to this book
and Scriptures found elsewhere.
Specifically, Paul let Timothy know that especially new
converts were in spiritual danger by getting in the office of
overseer. Such a violation could lead to their damnation (1 Tim.
3:6). Obviously, such information about the believer’s conditional
security couldn’t be detrimental, but beneficial for one to know.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #98. I pray that you will find true salvation.
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Scriptural Refutation

If I taught like many do, that one could be sexually
immoral, a drunkard and / or greedy and remain saved, you would
think I was saved, but because I repeat what the Bible says on
these things, you think I need to be saved. Amazing!
On the other hand, your doctrine declares one can’t tell if
another is saved or not. So maybe people like myself who believe
1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8 and are trust-ing in Jesus 100% for our
salvation are saved after all, even though we flatly reject OSAS.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #99. Salvation is used in a past, present and future
tense. This proves OSAS.

Scriptural Refutation

No it doesn’t! What the three tenses of salvation
proves is: the initial point of true salvation doesn’t assure a
guaranteed entrance into the kingdom of God. Remember, we
must find an interpretation of Scripture that is harmonious
throughout. This means verses like Mk. 10:29,30 which refer to
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final salvation must be harmonized with everything else:
“I tell you the truth,” Jesus replied, “no one who has left home
or brothers or sisters or mother or father or children or fields for
me and the gospel will fail to receive a hundred times as much
in this present age (homes, brothers, sisters, mothers, children
and fields—and with them, persecutions) and in the age to
come, eternal life” (NIV).

Please note there is an aspect of eternal life referred to
here that has not yet been acquired by the physically alive
Christian. According to other verses like Mt. 10:22 and Gal. 6:8,9,
our future-tense salvation may never occur! We must continue to
believe on Jesus or we will be condemned, as the Lord taught
(Jn. 3:18).

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #100. I don’t believe in OSAS, but I also don’t
believe in eternal insecurity. I believe it is very hard to lose your
salvation. After all, David didn’t even do that by his adultery and
murder.
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Scriptural Refutation

I don’t believe in eternal insecurity either! The Bible
teaches there is perfect security, but only for those who
continue to follow Jesus to the very end of their
lives (Jn. 10:27-29; Heb. 3:14; 1 Jn. 5:12,13; Rev. 2:10,11).
Peter wrote of our secure position:
Therefore, dear friends, since you already know this, be on
your guard so that you may not be carried away by the error
of lawless men and fall from your secure position (2 Pet.
3:17, NIV).

The Apostle Peter said the believer has a secure position but
it was still one from which he could fall through accepting false
teaching. Other Scriptures add to this by showing sin can bring
forth spiritual death.
Regarding David, see our detailed answer toward the
beginning of this chapter. David did lose his salvation but
afterwards found forgiveness. To say he didn’t lose
his salvation is to say one can be adulterous and
murderous and still be saved, which would also be a
license for immorality.
Finally, it is as hard to negate your own salvation as it is to
disown Christ (Mt. 10:33), accept a wrong plan of salvation (Gal.
5:2-4) or be described in 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Rev. 21:8; etc.
But on the other hand, one can be lukewarm (Rev. 3:15,16),
fruitless (Lk. 13:6-9), or asleep (Rev. 3:2,3) for a time period
and still be saved. Such people are in very great
spiritual danger and consequently need a warn-ing of
the magnitude that OSAS could never offer!
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #101. In the epistles, the exhortations to live the

godly life are based upon what God has done and plans to
do in the Christian’s life, not on the fear of losing one’s
salvation. Go through the writings of Paul and you will sense this
principle. How easy it would have been for him to write, “Do this, or
else you will end up in hell.” But he never does.

[1]

[1]

Gromacki, Salvation Is Forever, p. 97.

Scriptural Refutation

After going through the writings of Paul (and the rest
of the New Testament, including the parables), one can only
conclude the opposite to this! Consider Rom. 8:13; 11:23; Gal.
5:15,21; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev. 22:19; Heb. 3:12-14; etc.
Especially note Paul’s frequent warning given to Christians
cited in Gal. 5:19-21:
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality,
impurity and debauchery; idolatry and witchcraft; hatred,
discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions,
factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn
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you, as I did before, that those who live like this will
not inherit the kingdom of God (NIV).

Though the exact words, Do this, or else you will end up in
hell are not here, the concept is the same!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #102. In Rom. 14:4, the Apostle Paul told us:
. . . and he [God’s servant] will stand, for the Lord is able to make
him stand (NIV).

This proves a person once saved will persevere based on God’s
ability.

Scriptural Refutation

Several comments:
(1) That verse only applies to one serving God, not one
serving his own flesh (sinful nature)! If a Christian sows to please
his own sinful nature, he will reap destruction instead of eternal
life (Gal. 6:8-10).
(2) Also in Romans chapter 14, verse 21 definitely states the
possibility of one being the cause of a brother falling. Therefore,
the possiblity of not standing must exist or there would be no
chance of falling. Hence, a con-dition must exist though it isn’t
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plainly stated.
There are Scriptural passages that seem to teach OSAS if
we isolate them from their context and ignore other related
[1]

Scriptures. Therefore, we should never isolate any verse,
including Rom. 14:4 (or any other pas-sage), from its context.

[1]

We must consider all related material in context to have the proper understanding of any passage.
Example: In Jn 11:4, Jesus speaking of Lazarus said, . . . this sickness will not end in death. That does not
mean that Lazarus did not die from that sickness, as some might assume.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #103. You frequently mention 1 Cor. 6:9,10, but
skip verse 11. Verses 9 and 10 are talking about the point in time
when the Corinthians were unbelievers, not Christians, because
verse 11 goes on to say such were some of you. Were is the past
tense.
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Scriptural Refutation

First of all, verses 9 and 10 simply declare who are
wicked and will not inherit the kingdom of God. Such are
identified by their sinful behavior, and not if they never had a past
moment of faith in Christ! Please make a note of this.
The whole passage in question reads:
Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit
the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the
sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male
prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the
greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit
the kingdom of God And that is what some of you
were. But you were washed, you were sanctified, you were
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit
of our God (1 Cor. 6:9-11, NIV).

When Paul wrote this passage, verse 11 shows some in the
Corinthian congregation were those types of people, before they
got initially forgiven. But we should not assume that committing
those types of sins won’t identify us as such again after initial
salvation. This is clearly brought out in 1 Cor. 10:7 with the words,
Do not be idolaters. Obviously, Paul taught those who had been
washed, sanctified and justified could become idolaters. 1 Cor.
6:9,10 adds to that by stating such won’t inherit the kingdom of
God!
To better understand 1 Cor. 6:9,10, we must consider the
previous verses to see what Paul was saying that led up to this.
The chapter begins with Paul addressing dis-putes between
believers (vv. 1-5), even to the point where they were going to law
against one another (v. 6). Then we read in verses 7 through 10:
The very fact that you have lawsuits among you means you
have been completely defeated already. Why not rather be
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wronged? Why not rather be cheated? Instead, you
yourselves cheat and do wrong, and you do this to
your brothers. Do you not know that the wicked will not
inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived:
Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor
male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the
greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit
the kingdom of God (NIV).

When Paul wrote verses 9 and 10 it was, in part, because at
that point in time some were cheating and doing wrong to
other people. That is part of the back-ground information which
led to verses 9 and 10! Therefore, those verses were directed at
such people. The sexually immoral, idolaters, thieves, swindlers,
etc. are wicked even if they were previously “washed, sanctified
and justified in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the
Spirit of our God” (v. 11). The same will not inherit the kingdom of
God (v. 9).
In verse 9, the word pornos is used for the
sexually immoral (NIV) and can refer back to the
unnamed sexually immoral man in 1 Cor. 5:1 where
porneia is used to describe him at that mo-ment in
time. Paul also said that man was wicked (5:13).
Remember, there is no such thing as a saved sexu-ally
immoral person in contrast to an unsaved sexually immoral
person. There is no such thing as a saved drunk in contrast to an
unsaved drunk. The Bible only mentions the sexually immoral, the
drunkards, etc. and states all of them, regardless of their past
spiritual condition, are presently wicked and will not enter the
kingdom, that is, unless they repent.
Only OSAS tries to make two types of the
sexually immoral, drunkards, swindlers, greedy, etc.
— one type being saved because of a past moment of
faith and the other type being unsaved because he
never had even one past moment of faith!
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(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #104. You always use Rev. 21:8 to disprove eternal
salvation. Where does Rev. 21:8 say once a person is saved, he
can afterwards lose his salvation? It reads:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers,
the sexually immoral, those who practice magic arts, the
idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery
lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev.
21:8 NIV).

Scriptural Refutation

Though Rev. 21:8 doesn’t actually use the words you
can lose your salvation, it, nonetheless, teaches who will end up
in the lake of fire. Furthermore, it shows:
(1) It will not just be the unbelieving who will end up in the
lake of fire, as the OSAS teachers say. In fact, such aren’t even
cited first on the list.
(2) Specific types of sinful people are singled out and shown
to be in the spiritual danger of eternal fire.
It is also clear from Scripture that a person once washed,
sanctified and justified (1 Cor. 6:11) can after-wards become an
idolater (1 Cor. 10:7). Since all idolaters will be thrown into the
lake of fire (Rev. 21:8), then a person previously saved can
become lost again through this type of sin. Consequently, 1 Jn.
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5:21 tells us to keep ourselves from idols.
OSAS flatly contradicts the truth cited in Rev.
21:8 (which was delivered by God himself from his
throne), as it teaches that unrepentant murderers, sexu-ally im-moral, liars, idolaters, etc., if ever saved, will not go to the lake of
fire.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #105. Any verse you use from the Old Testament,
such as from Ezekiel, doesn’t apply to us because we are under
the New Covenant.

Scriptural Refutation

The early New Testament church reasoned from the
Scriptures (Acts 17:2) which meant they reasoned from the Old
Testament Scriptures. This is apparent since the New Testament
canon wasn’t written yet!
Also, the gospel of grace laid out in 1 Cor. 15:1-4 and based
on Scripture is from the Old Testament. See Isa. 53:6 and Psa.
16:10.
Peter based the Christian command to live holy on a quote
from Leviticus. Compare 1 Pet. 1:15,16 to Lev. 11:44. Paul
similarly believed Ezek. 3:18 applied to New Testament times
(Acts 18:6). (This, however, does not mean everything in the Old
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Testament should be applied to us under the New Covenant.)
Finally, to quote Psa. 51:12 to say David lost only the joy of
his salvation is an argument for OSAS, as poor as it may be. Why
is it acceptable for one position to refer to the Old Testament but
not the other?

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #106. If you can produce a sin that can cause a
Christian to lose his salvation, then you have found a sin that has
more power than the blood of Jesus Christ, because 1 Jn. 1:7
says the blood of his Son cleanseth us from all sin.

Scriptural Refutation

Sin spiritually defiles a person, even one who has
been washed clean at salvation. This is evident from what Paul
told Timothy:
Do not lay hands on anyone hastily, nor share in other
people’s sins; keep yourself pure (1 Tim. 5:22, NKJV).

Also, Jesus told the Christians at Sardis:
You have a few names even in Sardis who have not
defiled their garments; and they shall walk with Me in
white, for they are worthy (Rev. 3:4, NKJV).
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1 Jn. 1:7 has a condition with it that will clarify the proper
meaning of this verse! The whole verse reads:
But if we walk in the light as He is in the light, we
have fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus Christ
His Son cleanses us from all sin (NKJV).

The condition of walking in the light as he is in the light will
make void the attached promise unless that condition is met.
Finally, Jesus himself taught sin would always be an issue
in stopping people from entering the kingdom (Mk. 9:42-48). By
saying this, he wasn’t downplaying the power of his own blood
which would buy our redemption, but was clearly teaching that sin
has destructive, ruinous, defiling, spiritual powers that can send
people to the fire that never goes out. Nowhere in that passage
does Jesus limit the soul-damning power of sin only to those who
were never saved. This is much different from the OSAS teachers
who try to limit sin’s destructive powers in the life of any person
who ever had a moment of true faith in Christ.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #107. In 1 Corinthians 3:12-15 every Christian’s works

are tried by fire at the “judgment seat of Christ” before which “we must
all appear” (2 Cor 5:10). Good works bring rewards; a lack of them
does not cause loss of salvation. The person who hasn’t even
one good work (all of his works are burned up) is still “saved; yet so
as by fire” (1 Cor 3:15). We would not think such a person was saved
at all. Yet one who may seem outwardly not to be a
Christian, who has no good works as evidence (if he has
truly received the Lord Jesus Christ as his Savior), is “saved as by fire”
and shall never perish in spite of his lack of works (italics his).
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[1]

Dave Hunt, The Berean Call tract, Once Saved, Always Saved?

Scriptural Refutation

To interpret 1 Cor. 3:12-15 to mean a Christian can
potentially have no good works and still not perish is to
misunderstand saving faith and why certain works will be burned
up at the Judgment.
Saving faith will always have good works attached or one’s
faith is not the kind that produces spiritual life. James wrote:
What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but
has no deeds? Can such faith save him? (Jam. 2:14, NIV).

Also, the Lord described those who actually enter the
kingdom in a most concise way by their good works:
And come forth; those who have done good, to the
resurrection of life, and those who have done evil, to the
resurrection of condemnation (Jn. 5:29, NKJV).

Notice all who enter the kingdom of God, without exception,
are referred to there only by their good works! The Lord reiterated
this truth elsewhere:
But He answered and said to them, “My mother and My
brothers are these who hear the word of God and do
it” (Lk. 8:21, NKJV).
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See also Rom. 2:7; Heb. 5:9 and 1 Jn. 2:3,4.
Charles Stanley wrote the following about 1 Cor. 3:11-15:
This statement is one of the strongest supporting eternal
security to be found in the entire Bible.

[1]

Why will works not be rewarded, as mentioned in 1 Cor. 3:1315? Is it going to be as Hunt, Stanley and others say?
The clearest paralleling passage in the New Testa-ment to 1
Cor. 3:11-15 is found in Mt. 6:1-20. In these verses, the Lord
himself told us why people will or will not receive rewards and
what type of works will actually be considered for a possible
reward. Some of you will be quite surprised:
Be careful not to do your ‘acts of righteousness’ before
men, to be seen by them. If you do, you will have no
reward from your Father in heaven. So when you give
to the needy, do not announce it with trumpets, as the
hypocrites do in the syna-gogues and on the streets, to be
honored by men. I tell you the truth, they have received their
reward in full. But when you give to the needy, do not let your
left hand know what your right hand is doing, so that your giving
may be in secret. Then your Father, who sees what
is done in secret, will reward you. And when you pray,
do not be like the hypocrites, for they love to pray standing in
the synagogues and on the street corners to be seen by
men. I tell you the truth, they have received their reward in
full. . . . When you fast, do not look somber as the hypocrites
do, for they disfigure their faces to show men they
are fasting. I tell you the truth, they have received
their reward in full. But when you fast, put oil on your head
and wash your face, so that it will not be obvious to
men that you are fasting, but only to your Father, who is
unseen; and your Father, who sees what is done in
secret, will reward you. . . . But store up for yourselves
treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not destroy, and
where thieves do not break in and steal (Mt. 6:1-20, NIV).

Clearly from the lips of the Lord Jesus, our acts of
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righteousness, such as giving to the needy, praying and fasting,
all carry a potential reward, but only if we do these with the proper
motive — one of not seeking to be honored here and now by
man. Our motive will determine the quality of our good works (1
Cor. 3:13) that will be revealed on that Day (1 Cor. 4:5 cf. Prov.
16:2b).
In contrast to OSAS, a motive of being honored by
men now accompanying an act of righteousness will
cause that good work to be burned in the fire (1 Cor.
3:11-15)! Nowhere does Mt. 6:1-20 even remotely
hint, as Stanley teaches, that sinful behavior such as
living like the devil or suicide, will cause our good
works to burn up. Please make a note of this!
Furthermore, it is impossible to properly equate the
motive of being honored by men when doing commendable things to living like the devil by saying such
is the cause of loss of rewards! Stanley connects the two
without any Scriptural backing in an effort to support OSAS—a
teaching which tends to remove the fear of sinning.
Remember, according to Stanley, 1 Cor. 3:11-15 is one of
the strongest statements supporting OSAS in the entire Bible. In
light of Mt. 6:1-20, Stanley’s inter-pretation of 1 Cor. 3:11-15 is
clearly demolished, thereby greatly jeopardizing the teaching of
OSAS as a whole, since this strongest supporting passage
obviously means something else altogether.

[1]

Stanley, Eternal Security: Can You Be Sure?, p. 120.

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
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Objection #108. . . . love for the one who saved us is the greatest
[1]

and only ac-ceptable motive for living a holy life; . . .

[1]

Hunt, CIB Bulletin, June 1989, p. 1.

Scriptural Refutation

Fear of God, like love for God, is indeed a legitimate
motive or reason for serving God! Jesus told the Twelve when
they were being sent out:
Do not be afraid of those who kill the body but cannot kill the
soul. Rather, be afraid of the one who can destroy both soul
and body in hell (Mt. 10:28, NIV).

Furthermore, we read:
. . . they were broken off because of unbelief, and you stand by
faith. Do not be arrogant, but be afraid. For if God did not
spare the natural bran-ches, he will not spare you either (Rom.
11:20,21, NIV).
Serve the Lord with fear and rejoice with trembling (Psa. 2:11,
NIV).
Therefore, my beloved, as you have always obeyed, not as in
my presence only, but now much more in my absence, work
out your own salvation with fear and trembling (Phil.
2:12, NKJV).
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We are clearly commanded to walk in fear of God!

(Next Objection)

We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #109. Of course, those who deny eternal security say
that a person who has lost their salvation may be saved again—and
again, and again, and again. But is this doctrine ever taught or
even hinted at anywhere in Scripture?

[1]

[1]

The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine (Chattanooga, TN: The Ankerberg
Theological Research Institute), Vol. 4, No. 6, June 1997, p. 3.

Scriptural Refutation

The Scriptures clearly teach a person can be saved
more than one time (Lk. 15:24,32; Rom. 11:19-23; Jam. 5:19,20;
Lk. 22:32b) and must endure to the end of his life for salvation’s
sake (Mt. 10:22; Heb. 3:14; Rev. 2:10,11). Deny or ignore these
truths if you so desire, but that won’t change the Biblical record.

(Next Objection)
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We Demolish Arguments!
Objection #110. The fact that we are sealed by the Holy spirit
proves OSAS.

Scriptural Refutation

A seal was a mark of protection and ownership. The
Greek word sphragizo is used of a stone being fastened with a seal
to “prevent its being moved from a position.” In fact, this was
apparently the earliest method of distinguishing one’s property. The
seal was engraved with a design or mark distinctive to the owner. The
seal of ownership or protection was often made in soft wax with a
signet ring. An impression was left on the wax signifying the owner of
the thing sealed. When the Holy Spirit seals us, He presses the signet
ring of our heavenly Father on our hearts of wax and leaves the mark
of owner-ship (bold emphasis his).

[1]

The same Greek word, sphragizo, used by Paul in 2 Cor.
1:22, Eph. 1:13; 4:30 for seal is also found at Mt. 27:66. There we
read:
So they went and made the tomb secure by putting a seal on
the stone and posting the guard (NIV).

Since the chief priests and the Pharisees who sealed the
tomb didn’t own the tomb (Mt. 27:59,60) we immediately should
note a flaw in this OSAS inter-pretation!
Also, that seal didn’t protect the tomb from being opened by
God’s angel when Jesus rose from the dead! The seal was
placed on Jesus’ tomb to show that it wasn’t tampered with by
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Jesus’ disciples, as they thought might occur (v. 64).
Finally, Paul, who wrote of the seal of the Holy Ghost,
didn’t believe such was an absolute guarantee that all who were
once saved would enter the kingdom. This is apparent from
Paul’s warnings (Rom. 8:13; Gal. 6:8,9; etc.) and from verses like
1 Tim. 3:6 which also implies that a believer’s seal won’t prevail
over the soul-damning sin of pride.- Moreover, sins like envy,
strife, anger and the like are all very serious and will exclude a
believer from the kingdom, if he lives like this (Gal. 5:15; 5:19-21
cf. Mt. 18:1-3).

[1]

Joseph C. Dillow, The Reign of the Servant Kings (Hayesville, NC: Schoettle Publishing Co., Second
Edition, 1993), p. 511.
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Appendix A
The Word Believing
The following are some of the verses found in Young’s Literal which contain a
continuous-tense of the word believing with regard to salvation:
and whoever may cause to stumble one of those little ones who are believing in me, it
is better for him that a weighty millstone may be hanged upon his neck, and he may be
sunk in the depth of the sea (Mt. 18:6).
and whoever may cause to stumble one of the little ones believing in me, better is it for
him if a millstone is hanged about his neck, and he hath been cast into the sea (Mk. 9:42).
And signs shall accompany those believing these things; in my name demons they
shall cast out; with new tongues they shall speak (Mk. 16:17).
but as many as did receive him to them he gave authority to become sons of God—to
those believing in his name (Jn. 1:12).
that every one who is believing in him may not perish, but may have life age-during, for
God did so love the world, that His Son—the only begotten—He gave, that every one who
is believing in him may not perish, but may have life age-during (Jn. 3:15,16).
he who is believing in him is not judged, but he who is not believing hath been judged
already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten Son of God (Jn.
3:18).
he who is believing in the Son, hath life age-during; and he who is not believing the
Son, shall not see life, but the wrath of God doth remain upon him (Jn. 3:36).
Verily, verily, I say to you—He who is hearing my word, and is believing Him who sent
me, hath life age-during, and to judgment he doth not come, but hath passed out of the
death to the life (Jn. 5:24).
And Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of the life; he who is coming unto me may not
hunger, and he who is believing in me may not thirst—at any time” (Jn. 6:35).
and this is the will of Him who sent me, that every one who is beholding the Son, and is
believing in him, may have life age-during, and I will raise him up in the last day (Jn.
6:40).
Verily, verily, I say to you, He who is believing in me, hath life age-during (Jn. 6:47).
he who is believing in me, according as the Writing said, Rivers out of his belly shall
flow of living water; and this he said of the Spirit, which those believing in him were
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about to receive; for not yet was the Holy Spirit, because Jesus was not yet glorified (Jn.
7:38,39).
Jesus said to her, “I am the rising again, and the life; he who is believing in me, even if
he may die, shall live; and every one who is living and believing in me shall not die—to
the age” (Jn. 11:25,26).
because on account of him many of the Jews were going away, and were believing in
Jesus (Jn. 12:11).
yet he having done so many signs before them, they were not believing in him (Jn.
12:37).
And Jesus cried and said, “He who is believing in me, doth not believe in me, but in
Him who sent me” (Jn. 12:44).
I a light to the world have come, that every one who is believing in me—in the darkness
may not remain (Jn. 12:46).
Verily, verily, I say to you, he who is believing in me, the works that I do—that one also
shall do, and greater than these he shall do, because I go on to my Father (Jn. 14:12).
And not in regard to these alone do I ask, but also in regard to those who shall be
believing, through their word, in me (Jn. 17:20).
and these have been written that ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God,
and that believing ye may have life in his name (Jn. 20:31).
and all those believing were at the same place, and had all things common (Acts 2:44).
to this one do all the prophets testify, that through his name every one that is believing
in him doth receive remission of sins (Acts 10:43).
and from all things from which ye were not able in the law of Moses to be declared
righteous, in this one every one who is believing is declared righteous (Acts 13:39).
And he came to Derbe and Lystra, and lo, a certain disciple was there, by name
Timotheus son of a certain woman, a believing Jewess, but of a father, a Greek (Acts
16:1).
and Crispus, the ruler of the synagogue did believe in the Lord with all his house, and
many of the Corinthians hearing were believing, and they were being baptized (Acts
18:8).
and I said, Lord, they—they know that I was imprisoning and was scourging in every
synagogue those believing on thee (Acts 22:19).
for I am not ashamed of the good news of the Christ, for it is the power of God to
salvation to every one who is believing, both to Jew first, and to Greek (Rom. 1:16).
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and the righteousness of God [is] through the faith of Jesus Christ to all, and upon all
those believing,—for there is no difference (Rom. 3:22).
and to him who is not working, and is believing upon Him who is declaring righteous the
impious, his faith is reckoned—to righteousness (Rom. 4:5).
and a sign he did receive of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith in the
uncircumcision, for his being father of all those believing through uncircumcision, for the
righteousness also being reckoned to them (Rom. 4:11).
but also on ours, to whom it is about to be reckoned—to us believing on Him who did
raise up Jesus our Lord out of the dead (Rom. 4:24).
according as it hath been written, ‘Lo, I place in Sion a stone of stumbling and a rock of
offence; and every one who is believing thereon shall not be ashamed’ (Rom. 9:33).
For Christ is an end of law for righteousness to every one who is believing (Rom. 10:4).
for the Writing saith, ‘Every one who is believing on him shall not be ashamed’ (Rom.
10:11).
and the God of the hope shall fill you with all joy and peace in the believing, for your
abounding in the hope in power of the Holy Spirit (Rom. 15:13).
for, seeing in the wisdom of God the world through the wisdom knew not God, it did
please God through the foolishness of the preaching to save those believing (1 Cor.
1:21).
so that the tongues are for a sign, not to the believing, but to the unbelieving; and the
prophesy [is] not for the unbelieving, but for the believing (1 Cor. 14:22).
but the Writing did shut up the whole under sin, that the promise by faith of Jesus Christ
may be given to those believing (Gal. 3:22).
and what the exceeding greatness of His power to us who are believing, according to
the working of the power of His might (Eph. 1:19).
so that ye became patterns to all those believing in Macedonia and Achaia (1 Thess.
1:7).
when He may come to be glorified in his saints, and to be wondered at in all those
believing—because our testimony was believed among you—in that day (2 Thess.
1:10).
forbidding to marry—to abstain from meats that God created to be received with
thanksgiving by those believing and acknowledging the truth (1 Tim. 4:3).
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for this we both labour and are reproached, because we hope on the living God, who is
Saviour of all men—especially of those believing (1 Tim. 4:10).
let no one despise thy youth, but a pattern become thou of those believing in word, in
behaviour, in love, in spirit, in faith, in purity (1 Tim. 4:12).
and those having believing masters, let them not slight [them], because they are
brethren, but rather let them serve, because they are stedfast and beloved, who of the
benefit are partaking. These things be teaching and exhorting (1 Tim. 6:2).
and we are not of those drawing back to destruction, but of those believing to a
preserving of soul (Heb. 10:39).
whom, not having seen, ye love, in whom, now not seeing and believing, ye are glad
with joy unspeakable and glorified (1 Pet. 1:8).
Wherefore, also, it is contained in the Writing: ‘Lo, I lay in Zion a chief corner-stone,
choice, precious, and he who is believing on him may not be put to shame;’ to you,
then, who are believing [is] the preciousness; and to the unbelieving, a stone that the
builders disapproved of, this one did become for the head of a corner (1 Pet. 2:6,7).
Every one who is believing that Jesus is the Christ, of God he hath been begotten, and
every one who is loving Him who did beget, doth love also him who is begotten of Him (1
Jn. 5:1).
who is he who is overcoming the world, if not he who is believing that Jesus is the Son
of God? (1 Jn. 5:5).
He who is believing in the Son of God, hath the testimony in himself; he who is not
believing God, a liar hath made Him, because he hath not believed in the testimony that
God hath testified concerning His Son (1 Jn. 5:10).
These things I did write to you who are believing in the name of the Son of God, that ye
may know that life ye have age-during, and that ye may believe in the name of the Son of
God (1 Jn. 5:13).

Possible Scriptural Tragedies Between Initial And Final Salvation
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Don’t be deceived! According to Scripture, it is possible to:
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

■

■
■
■
■

■

■

drift away (Heb. 2:1)
wander away (Mt. 18:12,13)
wander away from the faith (1 Tim. 6:10,21)
wander away from the truth and destroy the faith of others (2 Tim. 2:18)
lose your saltiness (Lk. 14:34,35)
fall away (Mt. 11:6; Mk. 14:27,29)
fall away from grace (Gal. 5:4)
stop believing and fall away in time of testing (Lk. 8:13)
turn away from the faith (Mt. 24:10)
wander away from a pure heart, a good conscience and a sincere faith
and turn to meaningless talk (1 Tim. 1:5,6)
turn back and no longer follow Jesus (Jn. 6:66)
have your faith shipwrecked (1 Tim. 1:19)
leave the straight way and follow the way of Balaam (2 Pet. 2:15)
be like a branch that is thrown away and withers (Jn. 15:6)
go astray (Jn. 16:1)
turn away to follow Satan (1 Tim. 5:15)
depart from the faith (1 Tim. 4:1).
turn your ears away from the truth and turn aside to myths (2 Tim. 4:4)
acquire a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns away from the living God
(Heb. 3:12)
fall away to the point where you can’t be renewed to repentance (Heb.
6:6)
turn away from him who warns us from heaven (Heb. 12:25)
become lukewarm and get spit out of the body of Christ (Rev. 3:15,16)
not remain faithful and be hurt by the second death (Rev. 2:10,11)
have God take away your share in the tree of life and in the holy city
(Rev. 22:19)
be carried away by the error of lawless men and fall from your secure
position (2 Pet. 3:17)
be carried away by all kinds of strange teachings (Heb. 13:9)

Appendix B
Westminster Confession
The Westminster Confession of Faith summarized the following two doctrines:
[1]

The Perseverance Of The Saints
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1.
They whom God hath accepted in his Beloved, effectually called and
sanctified by his Spirit, can neither totally nor finally fall away from the state of grace: but
shall certainly persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved.
2.
This perseverance of the saints depends, not upon their own free-will, but
upon the immutability of the decree of election, flowing from the free and unchangeable
love of God the Father; upon the efficacy of the merit and intercession of Jesus Christ; the
abiding of the Spirit and of the seed of God within them; and the nature of the covenant of
grace; from all which ariseth also the certainty and infallibility thereof.
3.
Nevertheless they may, through the temptations of Satan and of the world,
the prevalency of corruption remaining in them, and the neglect of the means of their
preservation, fall into grievous sins; and for a time continue therein: whereby they incur
God’s displeasure, and grieve his Holy Spirit; come to be deprived of some measure of
their graces and comforts; have their hearts hardened, and their consciences wounded;
hurt and scandalize others, and bring temporal judgments upon themselves.
[2]

The Assurance Of Grace And Salvation

1.
Although hypocrites, and other unregenerate men, may vainly deceive
themselves with false hopes and carnal presumptions: of being in the favor of God and
estate of salvation; which hope of theirs shall perish: yet such as truly believe in the Lord
Jesus, and love him in sincerity, endeavoring to walk in all good conscience before him,
may in this life be certainly assured that they are in a state of grace, may rejoice in the
hope of the glory of God: which hope shall never make them ashamed.
2.
This certainty is not a bare conjectural and probably persuasion, grounded
upon a fallible hope; but an infallible assurance of faith, founded upon the divine truth of
the promises of salvation, the inward evidence of those graces unto which these promises
are made, the testimony of the Spirit of adoption witnessing with our spirits that we are
the children of God; which Spirit is the earnest of our inheritance, whereby we are sealed
to the day of redemption.
3.
This infallible assurance doth not so belong to the essence of faith but that a
true believer may wait long and conflict with many difficulties before he be partaker of it:
yet, being enabled by the Spirit to know the things which are freely given him of God, he
may, without extraordinary revelation, in the right use of ordinary means, attain thereunto.
And therefore it is the duty of everyone to give all diligence to make his calling and
election sure; that thereby his heart may be enlarged in peace and joy in the Holy Ghost,
in love and thankfulness to God, and in strength and cheerfulness in the duties of
obedience, the proper fruits of this assurance: so far is it from inclining men to looseness.
4.
True believers may have the assurance of their salvation divers ways
shaken, diminished, and intermitted; as, by negligence in preserving of it; by falling into
some special sin, which woundeth the conscience, and grieveth the Spirit; by some
sudden or vehement temptation; by God’s withdrawing the light of his countenance and
suffering even such as fear him to walk in darkness and to have no light: yet are they
never utterly destitute of that seed of God, and life of faith, that love of Christ and the
brethren, that sincerity of heart and conscience of duty, out of which, by the operation of
the Spirit, this assurance may in due time be revived, and by the which, in the meantime,
they are supported from utter despair.
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[1]
[2]

The Book of Confessions (New York, NY: The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., 1983), 6.094-6.096.
Ibid., 6.097-6.100.

Is Calvinism Associated With Holiness?
Some people think Calvinism is synonymous with holy living. This is quickly
dispelled when one considers that the Calvinistic Westminster Confession cites
David as an example of an elect person who fell “into grievous sins; and for a time
continued therein.”
The implications of that are obvious. If David remained saved when in adultery
and murder, then after salvation we too will remain saved, even if we behave in the
same unholy way.
Another implication of this teaching is that one can be more
vile and wicked after initial salvation then before yet still remain a
child of God. In other words, many people who get saved were never guilty of
murder like David, but now that they are saved they can turn to such sin and still
retain their salvation, according to this teaching. Where is the holiness that is
necessary to see the Lord (Heb 12:14) with such implications from OSAS as these?
The truth is, OSAS is one of the greatest threats to holiness and
personal revival that exists. We must contend against this license
for immorality and counterfeit grace message for the sake of the
many souls that are hanging in the balance.

Appendix C
The Conditional Word If
The word if appears many times in the New Testament in conjunction with salvation. Its first
definition, as stated by Funk and Wagnalls, is:
[1]

On the supposition or condition that. . . .

The abundant use of the word if throughout Scripture should be enough to convince
the student of the Bible that the believer’s security is a conditional security. Ponder and
receive God’s pure truth:
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For IF you forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But IF you
do not forgive men their trespasses, neither will your Father forgive your trespasses (Mt. 6:14,15,
NKJV).
What do you think? If a man has a hundred sheep, and one of them goes astray, does he not
leave the ninety-nine and go to the mountains to seek the one that is straying? And IF he should
find it, assuredly, I say to you, he rejoices more over that sheep than over the ninety-nine that did
not go astray (Mt. 18:12,13, NKJV).
So My heavenly Father also will do to you IF each of you, from his heart, does not forgive his
brother his trespasses (Mt. 18:35, NKJV).
For false christs and false prophets will rise and show great signs and wonders to deceive, IF
possible, even the elect (Mt. 24:24, NKJV).
IF your hand causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter into life maimed, rather than
having two hands, to go to hell, into the fire that shall never be quenched. . . . And IF your foot
causes you to sin, cut it off. It is better for you to enter life lame, rather than having two feet, to be
cast into hell, into the fire that shall never be quenched. . . . And IF your eye causes you to sin,
pluck it out. It is better for you to enter the kingdom of God with one eye, rather than having two
eyes, to be cast into hell fire (Mk. 9:43-47, NKJV).
And IF it bears fruit, well. But IF not, after that you can cut it down (Lk. 13:9, NKJV).
Salt is good; but IF the salt has lost its flavor, how shall it be seasoned? It is neither fit for the
land nor for the dunghill, but men throw it out. He who has ears to hear, let him hear! (Lk.
14:34,35, NKJV).
IF anyone does not abide in Me, he is cast out as a branch and is withered; and they gather
them and throw them into the fire, and they are burned (Jn. 15:6, NKJV).
For IF you live according to the flesh you will die; but IF by the Spirit you put to death the deeds
of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13, NKJV).
For IF God did not spare the natural branches, He may not spare you either. Therefore consider
the goodness and severity of God: on those who fell, severity; but toward you, goodness, IF you
continue in His goodness. Otherwise you also will be cut off. And they also, IF they do not
continue in unbelief, will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again (Rom. 11:21-23,
NKJV).
by which also you are saved, IF you hold fast that word which I preached to you; unless you
believed in vain (1 Cor. 15:2, NKJV).

[2]

Indeed I, Paul, say to you that IF you become circumcised, Christ will profit you nothing (Gal. 5:2,
NKJV).
For he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap corruption, but he who sows to the Spirit will of
the Spirit reap everlasting life. And let us not grow weary while doing good, for in due season we
shall reap IF we do not lose heart (Gal. 6:8,9, NKJV).
IF, by any means, I may attain to the resurrection from the dead (Phil. 3:11, NKJV).
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IF indeed you continue in the faith, grounded and steadfast, and are not moved away from the
hope of the gospel which you heard, which was preached to every creature under heaven, of
which I, Paul, became a minister (Col. 1:23, NKJV).
For now we live, IF you stand fast in the Lord (1 Thess. 3:8, NKJV).
But IF anyone does not provide for his own, and especially for those of his household, he has
denied the faith and is worse than an unbeliever (1 Tim. 5:8, NKJV).
how shall we escape IF we neglect so great a salvation, which at the first began to be spoken by
the Lord, and was confirmed to us by those who heard Him (Heb. 2:3, NKJV).
but Christ as a Son over His own house, whose house we are IF we hold fast the confidence and
the rejoicing of the hope firm to the end (Heb. 3:6, NKJV).
For we have become partakers of Christ IF we hold the beginning of our confidence steadfast to
the end (Heb. 3:14, NKJV).
but IF it bears thorns and briars, it is rejected and near to being cursed, whose end is to be
burned (Heb. 6:8, NKJV).
For IF we sin willfully after we have received the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains
a sacrifice for sins (Heb. 10:26, NKJV).
Now the just shall live by faith; But IF anyone draws back, My soul has no pleasure in him (Heb.
10:38, NKJV).
And truly IF they had called to mind that country from which they had come out, they would have
had opportunity to return (Heb. 11:15, NKJV).
See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For IF they did not escape who refused Him who
spoke on earth, much more shall we not escape IF we turn away from Him who speaks from
heaven (Heb. 12:25, NKJV).
IF anyone among you thinks he is religious, and does not bridle his tongue but deceives his own
heart, this one’s religion is useless (Jam. 1:26, NKJV).
Brethren, IF anyone among you wanders from the truth, and someone turns him back, let him
know that he who turns a sinner from the error of his way will save a soul from death and cover a
multitude of sins (Jam. 5:19,20, NKJV).
Now IF the righteous one is scarcely saved, Where will the ungodly and the sinner appear? (1
Pet. 4:18, NKJV).
Therefore, brethren, be even more diligent to make your call and election sure, for IF you do
these things you will never stumble (2 Pet. 1:10, NKJV).
For IF, after they have escaped the pollutions of the world through the knowledge of the Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ, they are again entangled in them and overcome, the latter end is worse for
them than the beginning (2 Pet. 2:20, NKJV).
IF we confess our sins, He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all
unrighteousness (1 Jn. 1:9, NKJV).
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Now by this we know that we know Him, IF we keep His commandments (1 Jn. 2:3, NKJV).
Do not love the world or the things in the world. IF anyone loves the world, the love of the Father
is not in him (1 Jn. 2:15, NKJV).
Therefore let that abide in you which you heard from the beginning. IF what you heard from the
beginning abides in you, you also will abide in the Son and in the Father. And this is the promise
that He has promised us; eternal life (1 Jn. 2:24,25, NKJV).
Then a third angel followed them, saying with a loud voice, IF anyone worships the beast and his
image, and receives his mark on his forehead or on his hand, he himself shall also drink of the
wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out full strength into the cup of His indignation. He shall
be tormented with fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels and in the presence of
the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever; and they have no rest day
or night, who worship the beast and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name. Here
is the patience of the saints; here are those who keep the commandments of God and the faith of
Jesus (Rev. 14:9-12, NKJV).
For I testify to everyone who hears the words of the prophecy of this book: IF anyone adds to
these things, God will add to him the plagues that are written in this book; and IF anyone takes
away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part from the Book of
Life, from the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book (Rev. 22:18,19, NKJV).

Some ardent OSAS proponents may argue that though the word if is
certainly found in relation to salvation, it carries only a hypothetical
meaning which could never become reality in the life of a true believer.
This interpretation, however, is dismantled by 2 Tim. 2:12 and its
negative fulfillment by Peter and the other apostles denying (KJV) or
disowning (NIV) Christ (Mt. 26:31-34)!
IF we endure, We shall also reign with Him. IF we deny Him, He also will deny us (2 Tim. 2:12,
NKJV).
Then Jesus told them, “This very night you will all fall away on account of me, for it is
written: ‘I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock will be scattered.’ But after I have
risen, I will go ahead of you into Galilee.” Peter replied, “Even if all fall away on account of you, I
never will.” “I tell you the truth,” Jesus answered, “this very night, before the rooster crows, you
will disown me three times” (Mt. 26:34, NIV).

[1]
[2]

Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of the English Language (New York: Funk & Wagnalls Company, 1962), p. 628.
The words believed in vain along with the conditional word if clearly show the true gospel has an attached conditional security.
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Qualifications For Eldership
To qualify for the church position of elder, one must be able to refute those
who oppose sound doctrine:
He must hold firmly to the trustworthy message as it has been taught, so that he can
encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those who oppose it (Titus 1:9,
NIV).

This means that unless a candidate for elder can refute the OSAS teachers, then he
doesn’t qualify Scripturally for this office in spiritual leadership. In our dark day, not
only isn’t this upheld, but the reverse is often true, that is, many who hold this
position in spiritual leadership are actually teaching and trying to defend OSAS.
Consequently, the darkness associated with the doctrine of OSAS continues to
spread to the damnation of more and more souls.

Appendix D
Wesley’s Perseverance

John Wesley (1703-1791) was an English clergyman and founder of Methodism. At the age of 13 he went to
the Charterhouse in London where he gained his foundation in the ancient languages of Greek, Hebrew and
Latin which he applied to his study of the Holy Scriptures all the rest of his life. At the age of 21, he received
his college degree from Oxford, and after receiving his master’s degree, he assisted his father at Epworth.

He had been excluded from the pulpits of many parish churches because his
preaching disturbed the complacency of the congregations. So he began preaching in the
open air, and the common people came by the thousands to hear his message that God
wanted to save them. Their revival campaign flowed over the borders of England into
Scotland, Ireland and America. The novel nature of the work laid Wesley and his
preachers open to suspicion as enemies of the church and of the king. They were
repeatedly attacked by mobs, but faced them with quiet courage.
It is estimated that he traveled 225,000 miles, mostly on horseback over execrable
roads in all kinds of weather, and preached 40,000 times. The first sermon of the day was
usually at 5:00 a.m. The mobs that previously attacked him were transformed into
admiring crowds. He left behind him at his death about 75,000 members, a figure which
continued to expand rapidly after his death. The number of works he wrote, translated or
edited exceeds 200. He also wrote the hymn, Jesus Thy Blood and Righteousness.
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On this subject we shall use a somewhat modified argument of John Wesley, which
is unanswerable, and further supplement it by arguments of our own.
“A short, plain treatise on this subject,” said Wesley, “is what serious men have long
desired, and what is here offered to those whom God has endowed with love and
meekness of wisdom.
By the saints I mean those who are holy, or righteous in the judgment of God
Himself; those who are endowed with the faith that purifies the heart, that produces a
good conscience; those who are grafted into the good Olive tree, the Spiritual, invisible
church; those who are branches of the true vine, of whom Christ says, “I am the vine; ye
are the branches”; those who so effectually know Christ, as by that knowledge to have
escaped the pollutions of the world; those who see the light of the glory of God in the face
of Jesus Christ, and have been made partakers of the Holy Ghost, of the witness and fruit
of the Spirit; those who live by faith in the Son of God; those who are sanctified by the
blood of the Covenant; those to whom all or any of these characters belong. I mean by
the term saints.” Now if these people may not be called saints, then there are no such
beings on the earth. If Mr. Wesley can show that such people may fall away
fatally, then he has won his case against the doctrine of Calvinism.
“Once in grace, always in grace.”
Mr. Wesley continues: “By falling away we mean, not barely falling into sin. This, it is
granted, they may. But can they fall totally? Can any of these so fall from God as to perish
everlastingly? I am sensible either side of this question is attended with great difficulties,
such as reason alone could never remove. Therefore, “to the law and the testimony.” Let
the living oracles decide; and if these speak for us, we neither seek nor want further
witness.
On this authority I believe a saint may fall away; that one who is
holy or righteous in the judgment of God Himself may never-the-less so
fall from God as to perish everlastingly.
I.
For thus saith the Lord: “When the righteous turneth away from his
righteousness and committeth iniquity; in his trespass that he hath trespassed and in his
sin that he hath sinned, in them shall he die” (Ezek. 18:24). That this is to be understood
of eternal death appears from the 26th verse: “When a righteous man turneth away from
his righteousness and committeth iniquity, and dieth in them; (here is temporal death), for
his iniquity which he hath done he shall die.” (Here is death eternal.) It appears further,
from the whole scope of the chapter, which is to prove, “The soul that sinneth, it shall
die” (v. 4). If you say, “The soul here means the body,” I answer, that will die, whether you
sin or no. Again, thus saith the Lord: “When I shall say to the righteous that he shall surely
live; if he trust to his own righteousness (yea, or to that promise as absolute and
unconditional) and commit iniquity, all his righteousness shall not be remembered; but for
his iniquity that he hath committed he shall die for it” (Ezek. 33:13).
Again: “When the righteous turneth from his righteousness, and committeth iniquity,
he shall even die thereby” (v. 18). Therefore one who is holy and righteous, in the
judgment of God Himself, may yet so fall as to perish everlastingly.”
Objection. “But,” someone asks, “how is this consistent with what God declared
elsewhere? If his children forsake my law, and walk not in my judgments, I will visit their
offenses with the rod, and their sin with scourges. Nevertheless my loving kindness will I
not utterly take from him nor suffer my truth to fail. My covenant will I not break, nor alter
the thing that is gone out of my lips. I have sworn once by my holiness, that I will not fail
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David” (Ps. 89:30-35).
Wesley’s answer. “There is no inconsistency between one declaration and the other.
The prophet declares the righteous judgment of God against every righteous man who
falls from his righteousness. The Psalmist declares the old loving kindness which God
sware unto David. . . . May not every man see that the covenant here spoken of relates
wholly to David and his seed or children? (as a family) while the other is spoken to men
as individuals. Where, then, is the inconsistency between the most absolute promise
made to a particular family, and that solemn account which God has given of His way of
dealing with all mankind?
“Beside, the very covenant mentioned in these words is not absolute, but conditional.
The condition of repentance, in case of forsaking God’s law, was implied that, this
condition failing, not being performed, God did also fail David. He did “alter the thing that
had gone out of His lips,” and yet without any impeachment of his truth. He “abhorred and
forsook His anointed,” verse 38, the seed of David, whose throne if they had repented,
should have been “as the days of heaven.” He did “break the covenant of His servant,
and cast his crown to the ground” (v. 39). So vainly are these words of the Psalmist
brought to contradict the plain full testimony of the prophet!
“Nor is there any contradiction between this testimony of God by Ezekiel, and those
words which he spake by Jeremiah: “I have loved thee with an everlasting love; therefore
with loving kindness have I drawn thee.” For do these words assert that no righteous man
ever turns from his righteousness? No such thing. They do not touch the question, but
simply declare God’s love to the Jewish church. To see this in the clearest light you only
need to read the context. “At the same time, saith the Lord, I will be a God to all the
families of Israel, and they shall be my people,” etc. (Jer. 31:1-4).
Suffer me here to observe, once for all, a fallacy which is constantly used by almost
all writers on this point. They perpetually beg the question, by applying to particular
persons, assertions, or prophecies which relate only to the church in general; and some
of them only to the Jewish Church or nation, as distinguished from all other people.
II.
One who is endued with the faith that purifies the heart, that
produces a good conscience, may nevertheless so fall from God as to
perish everlastingly. For thus saith the inspired apostle: “War a good warfare,
holding faith and a good conscience, which some having put away, concerning faith have
made shipwreck” (1 Tim. 1:18,19).
Observe 1st. These men (such as Hymeneus and Alexander) had once
the faith that purifies the heart, that produces a good conscience,
which they once had, or they could not have “put it away.”
Observe 2nd. They made “ship-wreck” of the faith, which necessarily
implies the total and final loss of it. For a vessel once wrecked can
never be recovered. It is totally and finally lost.
And the Apostle himself, in his Second Epistle to Timothy, mentions one of these two
as irrecoverably lost. “Alexander,” says he, “did me much evil; the Lord shall reward him
according to his works” (2 Tim. 4:14). Therefore, one who is endued with the faith that
purifies the heart, that produces a good conscience, may nevertheless so fall from God as
to perish everlastingly.”
Objection. “But how can this be reconciled with the words of the Lord: ‘He that
believeth shall be saved’?”
Answer. “Do you think these words mean, ‘He that believes’ at this moment ‘shall be
saved,’ certainly and inevitably? If this interpretation be good, then, by all the rules of
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speech, the other part of the sentence must mean, ‘He that does not believe at this
moment, shall certainly and inevitably be damned.’ Therefore that interpretation cannot be
good. The plain meaning, then, of the whole sentence is: ‘He that believeth (if he continue
in faith), shall be saved; he that believeth not (if he continue in unbelief), shall be damned.”
Objection. “But does not Christ say elsewhere, ‘He that believeth hath everlasting
life?’ (Jn. 3:36), and ‘He that believeth on Him that sent me, hath everlasting life and shall
not come into condemnation, but is passed from death unto life?’” (v. 24).
Answer. “I answer. 1. The love of God is everlasting life. It is, in substance, the life of
heaven. Now, everyone that believes, loves God, and therefore, hath everlasting life.” 2.
Everyone that believes “is” therefore, “passed from (spiritual) death unto life.” 3. “Shall not
come into condemnation,” if he endureth in the faith unto the end; according to our Lord’s
own words, “He that endureth unto the end shall be saved”; and “Verily I say unto you, if a
man keep my sayings, he shall never see death” (Jn. 8:51).
III.
Those who are grafted into the good Olive tree, the spiritual,
invisible church, may nevertheless so fall from God as to perish
everlastingly. For thus saith the Apostle: “Some of the branches are broken off, and
thou art grafted in among them, and with them partakest of the root and fatness of the
Olive-tree. Be not high-minded but fear; if God spared not the natural branches, take
heed lest he spare not thee. Behold, the goodness and severity of God! On them which
fell severity; but toward thee goodness, if thou continue in His goodness; otherwise thou
shalt be cut off” (Rom. 11:17,20-22). We may observe here:
1.
The persons here spoken to were actually grafted into the Olive-tree.
2.
This Olive-tree is not barely the outward visible Church but the invisible,
consisting of holy believers. So the text: “If the first fruit be holy the lump is holy; and if the
root be holy so are the branches” (v. 16). “And because of unbelief, they were broken off,
and thou standest by faith.”
3.
These holy believers were still liable to be cut off, from the invisible church, into
which they were then grafted.
4.
Here is not the least intimation of those who were so cut off being ever grafted
in again. Therefore those who are grafted into the good Olive-tree, the spiritual invisible
church, may nevertheless so fall from God as to perish everlastingly.
Objection. “But how does this agree with the twenty-ninth verse, ‘The gifts and
callings of God are without repentance’?”
Answer. “The preceding verse shows: ‘As touching the election (the unconditional
election of the Jewish nation), they are beloved for the Father’s sake,—for the sake of
their forefathers.’ God has never regretted calling the Jewish nation, and He has
blessings still in store for them as a nation. The words refer to the promised blessings to
the nation: ‘God is not a man that He should lie, neither the son of man that He should
repent’ (Num. 22:19). The passage has no reference to the eternal salvation of
individuals.”
Objection. “But do you not hereby make God changeable? Whereas with Him is ‘no
variableness’” (James 1:17).
Answer. “By no means, God is unchangeably holy; therefore He always loveth
righteousness and hateth iniquity.” He is unchangeably good; therefore He pardoneth all
that “repent” and “believe the Gospel.” And He is unchangeably just; therefore He
“rewardeth every man according to his works.” But all this hinders not His resisting the
proud, to whom He gave great grace, when they were humble. Nay, His
unchangeableness, itself requires that, if they grow high-minded, God should cut them off;
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that there should be a proportionable change in all the divine dispensations toward them.
Objection. “But how then is God faithful?”
Answer. “In fulfilling every promise He hath made, to all to whom it is made, all who
fulfill the condition of that promise. More particularly,
1.
“God is faithful” in that “He will not suffer you to be tempted above that ye are
able to bear.”
2.
The Lord is faithful to establish you and keep you from evil (if you put your trust
in Him), from all the evil that you might otherwise suffer, “through unreasonable and
wicked men” (2 Thess. 3:2,3).
3.
“Quench not the Spirit; hold fast that which is good; abstain from all
appearance of evil; and your whole spirit, soul, and body, shall be preserved blameless
unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. Faithful is he that calleth you, who also will do
it” (1 Thess. 5:19-23).
4.
“Be not disobedient unto the heavenly calling; and God is faithful by whom ye
were called, to confirm you unto the end, that ye may be blameless in the day of our Lord
Jesus Christ” (1 Cor. 1:8,9). Yet, notwithstanding all this, unless you fulfill the condition,
you cannot obtain the promise.
Objection. “Nay, but are not all the promises, Yea and Amen?”
Answer. “In many cases the condition is not expressed. But this does
not prove there is none implied. No promise can be expressed in a more absolute
form, than those cited from the eighty-ninth Psalm. And yet a condition was implied even
there, though none was expressed.”
Objection. “But there is no condition expressed or implied, in those words of St. Paul:
‘I am persuaded that neither death nor life, nor height nor depth, not any other creature,
shall be able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord’ (Rom.
8:39).”
Answer. “Suppose there is not (which will bear dispute), yet what will this prove? Just
this much, that the Apostle was at that time fully persuaded of his own perseverance. And
I doubt not many believers at this day have the same persuasion, termed in Scripture ‘the
full assurance of hope.’ But this does not prove that every believer shall
persevere, any more than that every believer is thus fully persuaded of
his perseverance.”
IV.
Those who are branches of the true Vine, of whom Christ says,
“I am the vine, ye are the branches,” may nevertheless so fall from God
as to perish everlastingly. For thus saith the blessed Lord Himself: “I am the true
Vine and my Father is the husbandman. Every branch in me that beareth not fruit He
taketh away. I am the Vine, ye are the branches. If a man abide not in me he is cast forth
as a branch and is withered; and men gather them, and cast them into the fire, and they
are burned” (John 15:1-6). Here we may observe: 1. The persons here spoken of were in
Christ, branches of the true vine. 2. Some of these branches abide not in Christ, but the
Father taketh them away. 3. The branches which abide not are cast forth, cast out from
Christ and His Church. 4. They are not only cast forth but withered; consequently are
never grafted in again; nay, 5. They are not only cast forth and withered, but also cast into
the fire; and 6. They are burned. It is not possible for words more strongly to
declare, that even those who are now branches in the true vine may yet
so fall as to perish everlastingly.
By this clear, indisputable declaration of our Lord we may interpret those which might
be otherwise liable to dispute; wherein it is certain, whatever He meant besides, He did
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not mean to contradict Himself. For example: “This is the Father’s will, that of all which He
hath given me I should lose nothing.” Most sure, all that God hath given Him, or as it is
expressed in the next verse, “every one that believeth on Him”—namely, to the end—“He
will raise up at the last day, to reign with Him forever.”
Again: “I am the living bread; if any man eat of this bread (by faith, and continue
eating) he shall live forever” (John 6:51). True if he continue to eat thereof, and keep up
the vital relation with Christ, and who can doubt it?
Again: “My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me. And I give
unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any pluck them out of my
hand” (John 10:27-29). In the preceding text, the condition is only implied; in this, it is
plainly expressed. They are my sheep that hear my voice (continually), and (always)
follow me in all holiness. And, “if ye do these things, ye shall never fail.” “None shall pluck
you out of my hand.”
Again. Having loved His own which were in the world, He loved them unto the end
(John 13:1). “Having loved His own” (namely the apostles, as the next words, “which were
in the world” evidently show) “He loved them unto the end” of His life, and manifested that
love to the last.
Once more: “Holy Father, keep through Thine own name, those whom Thou hast
given me, that they may be one, as we are one” (John 17:11). Great stress has been laid
on this text; and it has been hence inferred, that all those whom the Father had given Him
(a phrase frequently occurring in this chapter) must infallibly persevere unto the end. And
yet in the very next verse, our Lord Himself declares that one of those
whom the Father had given Him did not persevere unto the end, but
perished everlastingly. His own words are: “Those that Thou gavest me
I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition” (John
17:12). So one of these was finally lost! “Those whom thou hast given
me,” signifies here, if not in most other places, the twelve apostles, and
them only.
On this occasion, I cannot but observe another common instance of begging the
question, of taking for granted what ought to be proved; it is usually laid down as an
indisputable truth that whatsoever our Lord speaks to, or of, His apostles is to be applied
to all believers. But this cannot be allowed by any who impartially search the Scriptures.
They cannot allow, without clear and particular proof, that any one of those texts which
related primarily to the apostles (as all men grant) belong to any but them.
V.
Those who so effectually know Christ as by that knowledge to
have escaped the pollutions of the world, may yet fall back into those
pollutions, and perish everlastingly.
For thus saith the Apostle Peter: “If, after they have escaped the pollutions of the
world, through the knowledge of the Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ (the only possible
way of escaping them), they are again entangled therein and overcome, the latter
end is worse with them than the beginning. For it had been better for them not to have
known the way of righteousness, than, after they had known it, to turn from the holy
commandment delivered them” (2 Pet. 2:20,21). That the “knowledge of the way of
righteousness,” which they had attained, was an inward, experimental knowledge, is
evident from that other expression, “they had escaped the pollutions of the world,” an
expression parallel to that in the preceding chapter, verse 4, “having escaped the
corruption that is in the world.” And in both chapters the effect is ascribed to the same
cause,—termed in the first, “the knowledge of Him who hath called us to glory and virtue,”
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in the second, more explicitly, “the knowledge of the Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.”
And yet they lost that experimental knowledge of Christ, and the
way of righteousness; they fell back into the same pollutions, they had
escaped, and were again “entangled therein and overcome.” They
“turned from the holy commandment delivered to them,” so their “latter
end was worse than their beginning.”
Therefore those who so effectually know Christ as by that knowledge to have
escaped the pollutions of the world, may yet fall back into those pollutions and perish
everlastingly. And this is perfectly consistent with St. Peter’s words in the first chapter of
his former Epistle: “Who are kept by the power of God through faith unto salvation.”
Undoubtedly so are all they who ever attain eternal salvation. It is the power of God only,
and not our own, by which we are kept one day or one hour.
VI.
Those who ‘see the light of the glory of God in the face of
Jesus Christ,’ and have been ‘made partakers of the Holy Ghost,’ of the
witness and fruits of the Spirit, may nevertheless so fall from God as to
perish everlastingly. For thus saith the inspired writer to the Hebrews: ‘It is
impossible for those who were once enlightened and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and
were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, if they shall fall away (and then fell away—New
Version) to renew them again to repentance seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of
God afresh, and put Him to an open shame’ (Heb. 6:4-6). Must not every unprejudiced
person see the expressions here used are so strong and clear, that they cannot, without
gross and palpable wresting, be understood of any but true believers?
1. They “were once enlightened,”—an expression familiar with the apostle Paul, and
never applied by him to any but believers. So, “The God of our Lord Jesus Christ give
unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation; the eyes of your understanding being
enlightened, that ye may know what is the hope of His calling, and what is the exceeding
greatness of His power to usward that believe” (Eph. 1:17-19). So again, “God who
commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined into our hearts to give the light
of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (2 Cor. 4:6). This is a
light which no unbelievers have. They are utter strangers to such enlightening.
“The God of this world hath blinded the minds of them who believe not, lest the light of
the glorious Gospel of Christ should shine unto them” (verse 4).
2. “They had tasted of the heavenly gift (emphatically so-called), and were made
partakers of the Holy Ghost.” So St. Peter likewise couples them together: “Be baptized
for the remission of sins and ye shall receive the gift of the Holy Ghost” (Acts 2:38),
whereby the love of God was shed abroad in their hearts, with all other fruits of the Spirit.
Yea, it is remarkable that our Lord Himself, in His grand commission to St. Paul (to which
the apostle probably alludes in these words) comprises all these three particulars: “I send
thee to open their eyes, and turn them from darkness to light, and from the power of
Satan unto God (here contracted into that one expression, “they were enlightened”), that
they may receive forgiveness of sins (“the heavenly gift”) and “an inheritance among them
that are sanctified” (Acts 26:18); which are made “partakers of the Holy Ghost,” of all the
sanctifying influences of the Spirit.”
The expression, “They tasted of the heavenly gift,” is taken from the Psalmist: “Taste
and see that the Lord is good” (Ps. 34:8). As if he had said, Be ye as assured of his love
as of anything you see with your eyes; and let the assurance thereof be sweet to your
soul as honey is to your tongue. And yet those who had been thus “enlightened,” had
“tasted” this “gift,” and been thus “partakers of the Holy Ghost,” so “fell away,” that it was
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“impossible to renew them again to repentance.”
Objection: “But the Apostle only makes a supposition: ‘If they shall fall away.’”
Answer: “The Apostle makes no supposition at all. There is no ‘if’ in
the original. The words are kai parapesontas—that is, in plain English, ‘It is impossible
to renew again unto repentance, those who were once enlightened, “and have fallen
away”; therefore they must perish everlastingly.’”
Objection: “But if so, then farewell all my comfort!”
Answer: “Then your comfort depends on a poor foundation. My comfort stands, not
on any opinion, either that a believer can, or cannot fall away, not on the remembrance of
anything wrought in me yesterday; but on what is today; on my present knowledge of God
in Christ, reconciling me to Himself; on my now beholding the light of the glory of God in
the face of Jesus Christ; walking in the light as He is in the light, and having fellowship
with the Father and with the Son. My comfort is that through grace I now believe in the
Lord Jesus Christ, and that His Spirit doth bear witness with my spirit that I am a child of
God. I take comfort in this, and this only, that I see Jesus at the right hand of God; that I
personally for myself, and not for another, have a hope full of immortality; that I feel the
love of God shed abroad in my heart, being crucified to the world, and the world crucified
to me. My rejoicing is this, the testimony of my conscience, that in simplicity and Godly
sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by the grace of God I have my conversation in this
world.
Go and find, if you can, a more solid joy, a more blissful comfort, on this side of
heaven. But this comfort is not shaken, be that opinion, true or false, whether the saints in
general can, or cannot fall. If you take up with any other comfort short of this, you lean on
the staff of a broken reed, which not only will not bear your weight, but will enter into your
hand and pierce you.
VII.
Those who live by faith may yet fall from God and perish
everlastingly. For thus saith the same inspired writer. “The just shall live by faith; but if
any man draw back my soul shall have no pleasure in him” (Heb. 10:38). “The just”—the
justified persons—“shall live by faith,” even now shall he live, the life which is hid with
Christ in God; and if he endure unto the end, he shall live with God forever. “But if any
man draw back,” saith the Lord, “my soul shall have no pleasure in him,”—that is, I will
utterly cast him off; and accordingly the drawing back here spoken of is termed, in the
verse immediately following, “drawing back to perdition.”
Objection: “But the person supposed to draw back is not the same with him that is
said to live by faith.”
Answer: “I answer, 1. Who is it then? Can any man draw back from faith who never
came to it? But, 2. Had the text been fairly translated, there had been no pretense for this
objection; for the original runs thus: ‘But my righteous one shall live by faith; and if he
shrink back my soul hath no pleasure in him’ (Revised Version).”
Objection: “But the Apostle adds: ‘We are not of them that draw back unto perdition.’”
Answer: “And what will you infer from thence? This is so far from contradicting what
has been observed before, that it manifestly confirms it. It is a further proof that there are
those who ‘draw back unto perdition,’ although the Apostle was not of the number.
Therefore those who live by faith may yet so fall from God as to perish everlastingly.”
Objection: But does not God say to everyone that lives by faith, “I will never leave
thee nor forsake thee?”
Answer: The whole passage runs thus: “Let your conversation be without
covetousness, and be content with such things as ye have; for He hath said, ‘I will never
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leave thee nor forsake thee.’” True, provided “your conversation be without
covetousness,” and ye “be content with such things as ye have.” Then ye may boldly say,
“The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear what man shall do unto me.” Do you not see,
1.
That this promise relates only to temporal things?
2.
That, even thus taken it is not absolute, but conditional?
3.
That the condition is expressly mentioned in the same sentence?
VIII.
Those who are sanctified by the blood of the Covenant may
so fall from God as to perish everlastingly. For thus again saith the Apostle: “If
we sin wilfully after we have received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sin; but a certain looking for of judgment, and fiery indignation, which shall
devour the adversaries. He that despised Moses’ law died without mercy under two or
three witness. ‘Of how much sorer punishment shall he be thought worthy, who hath
trodden under foot the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant
wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of
grace?” (Heb. 10:26-29). It is undeniably plain, 1. That the person mentioned
here was once sanctified by the blood of the covenant. 2. That he
afterward, by known, wilful sin, trod under foot the Son of God. 3. That
he hereby incurred a sorer punishment than death, namely, death
everlasting.
Therefore those who are sanctified by the blood of the covenant
may yet so fall as to perish everlastingly.
Objection: “What! Can the blood of Christ burn in hell? Or can the purchase of the
blood of Christ go thither?”
Answer: I answer. 1. “The blood of Christ cannot burn in hell, no more than it can be
spilled on the earth. The heavens must contain both His flesh and blood, until the
restitution of all things. But, 2. If the oracles of God are true, one who was
purchased by the blood of Christ may go thither. For he that was
sanctified by the blood of Christ was purchased by the blood of Christ.
But one who was sanctified by the blood of Christ may nevertheless go
to hell, may fall under the fiery indignation which shall devour the
adversaries.
Objection: “Can a child of God, then, go to hell? Or can a man be a child of God
today, and a child of the devil tomorrow? If God is our Father once, is He not our Father
always?”
Answer: “1. A child of God, that is, a true believer (for he that believeth
is born of God), while he continues a true believer, cannot go to hell. 2.
If a believer make shipwreck of the faith, he is no longer a child of God;
and then he may go to hell, yea, and he certainly will if he continues in
unbelief. 3. If a believer may make shipwreck of faith, then a man that
believes now, may be an unbeliever some time hence; yea, very possibly
tomorrow; but if so, he who is a child of God today, may be a child of the
devil tomorrow. For, 4. God is the Father of them that believe, so long as
they believe; but the devil is the father of them that believe not,
whether they did once believe or no.
I.
The sum of all is this: If the Scriptures are true, 1. Those who
are holy or righteous in the judgment of God Himself: 2. Those who are
endued with the faith that purifies the heart; that produces a good
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conscience; those who are grafted into the good Olive-tree, the
spiritual, invisible Church; those who are branches of the true vine, of
whom Christ says, I am the vine, ye are the branches; those who so
effectually know Christ as by that knowledge to have escaped the
pollutions of the world; those who see the light of the glory of God in the
face of Jesus Christ, and who have been made partakers of the Holy
Ghost, of the witness and fruits of the Spirit; those who live by faith in
the Son of God; those who are sanctified by the blood of the covenant,
may nevertheless so fall from God as to perish everlastingly.”
We have never seen this argument of Wesley’s answered, and do not
believe it can be.
II.
The Bible continually warns the saints, as if there was real and
constant danger of their backsliding fatally. It requires them to spend
the time of their sojourning here in fear, and abounds in cautions and
warnings and threatenings, that are most unaccountable, and illogical,
and out of place if there is no possibility of fatal apostasy and the
salvation of the saints is a revealed certainty. Can God reveal to us the fact,
that we shall certainly be saved, and then call on us and exhort us to fear that we shall
not be saved? Can He require us to doubt His word and His oath? If God has revealed
the certainty of the salvation of all true saints, can any saint fear that he shall not be
saved without down right unbelief? and can God approve, and even enjoin such fears?
Look at these amazing warnings.
1.
1 Cor. 10:12. “Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall.”
2.
“Be not high-minded but fear; for if God spared not the natural branches,
neither will he spare thee.”
3.
“We entreat you that ye receive not the grace of God in vain.” 2 Cor. 6:1.
4.
“Take heed, brethren, lest haply there shall be in any of you an evil heart of
unbelief, in falling away from the living God.” Heb. 3:12.
“Exhort one another, day by day, so long as it is called today; lest any one of you be
hardened by the deceitfulness of sin.” Heb. 3:13.
5.
“Harden not your hearts, as in the provocation. Like as in the day of temptation,
in the wilderness.” Heb. 3:8.
6.
“Let us fear, therefore, lest haply, a promise being left us of entering into His
rest, any one of you should seem to have come short of it.” Heb. 4:1.
7.
“Let us therefore give diligence to enter into the rest, that no man fall after the
same example of disobedience.” Heb. 4:11.
8.
“Looking carefully, lest there be any man that falleth short of the grace of God.”
Heb. 12:14-17.
9.
“If ye call on Him as Father, who without respect of persons judgeth according
to each man’s work, pass the time of your sojourning in fear.” 1 Pet. 1:17.
10.
“Wherefore, brethren, give the more diligence to make your calling and
election sure.” 2 Pet. 1:10.
11.
“Now I desire to put you in remembrance . . . how that the Lord, having saved
a people out of the land of Egypt, afterward destroyed them that believed not the second
time.” Jude 5 (margin).
12.
“Be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee the crown of life.” Rev. 2:10.
Side by side with these solemn warnings of God I put this jumble of nonsense from a
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defender of the Calvinistic doctrine. “Once in grace always in grace.” “No true saint who
has an evidence, or an earnest of his acceptance with God, such as the true saint may
have, has a right to fear for a moment that he shall fall nor has he a right to fear that he
shall not be saved. I also add, that the Bible nowhere encourages or calls upon the saints
to fear, that they shall not be saved, or that they shall be lost. It calls on them to fear
something else, to fear to sin, or to apostatize, lest they should be lost, but not that they
shall sin and be lost.”
When able men write such contradictions, the reason is, their mind is confused by a
poor cause which they are laboring to defend.
III.
The Bible has some most remarkable conditional sentences, which
inferentially teach the possibility of fatally falling from grace. The following are specimens:
1.
“Jehovah searcheth all hearts, and understandeth all the imaginations of the
thought. If thou seek Him, He will be found of thee; but if thou forsake Him, He will cast
thee off forever.” 1 Chron. 28:9.
2.
“He that endureth to the end, the same shall be saved.” Matt. 10:22.
3.
“If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a branch and is withered.” John
15:6.
4.
“To them that by patience in well-doing, seek for glory, and honor and
incorruption, eternal life.” Rom. 2:7.
5.
“Be not high-minded, but fear; for if God spared not the natural branches,
neither will He spare thee. Behold then, the goodness and severity of God; toward them
that fell severity; but toward thee God’s goodness, if thou continue in His goodness;
otherwise, thou also shalt be cut off.” Rom. 11:20-22.
6.
“I buffet my body, and bring it into bondage; lest by any means, after that I
have preached to others; I myself should be rejected.” 1 Cor. 9:27.
7.
“To present you holy and without blemish and unreproveable before Him; if so
be that ye continue in the faith, grounded and steadfast, and not moved away from the
hope of the Gospel.” Col. 1:23.
8.
“Whose (Christ’s) house are we, if we hold fast our boldness, and the glorying
of our hope firm unto the end.” Heb. 3:6.
9.
“For we are become partakers of Christ, if we hold fast the beginning of our
confidence firm unto the end.” Heb. 3:14.
10.
“To him that overcometh, to him will I give to eat of the tree of life.” Rev. 2:7.
“He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death” (v. 11). “To him that
overcometh, to him will I give to eat of the hidden manna” (v. 17). “He that overcometh,
and he that keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give authority over the
nations” (v. 26). “If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come upon thee as a thief’ (3:3).
“He that overcometh shall thus be arrayed in white garments; and I will in no wise blot his
name out of the book of life” (v. 5). “Hold that fast which thou hast, that no one take thy
crown.” But suppose some of God’s children do not “overcome” and do
not “hold fast,” and do not “keep God’s words unto the end” (as many do
not), what then? Then Jesus teaches here that they lose their crown,
and their “name is blotted out of the book of life,” after being once put
in it. No one would dream of any other interpretation, if he had not a
doctrinal notion to drive through the Bible at any cost.
IV.
The Scriptures seem to name many cases of those who once knew God and
fatally fell.
1.
The Israelite Fathers, “Who were baptized and eat of the same Spiritual
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drink” (Christ), but “God was not pleased with many of them, and overthrew them in the
wilderness.” And “some committed fornication and fell” and “some tempted Christ and
were destroyed,” etc. Now “these things were written for our admonition,” “wherefore, let
him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall.” 1 Cor. 10:1-12.
2.
Balaam, who knew God; and got remarkable answers to prayer, and God
talked with him, and “whom he blessed was blessed, and whom he cursed was cursed.”
He was the “man who heareth the words of God, and knoweth the knowledge of the Most
High.” “The word that God putteth in my mouth that shall I speak,” yet his carnal nature,
through covetousness, caused him to backslide and fall, as many another prophet and
preacher has fallen since. Num. Chapters 22-24; 2 Pet. 2:14,15; Rev. 2:14.
3.
“God gave Saul another heart,” “and turned him into another man,” and “the
Spirit of God came mightily upon him and he prophesied.” But he afterward disobeyed,
and backslid, and God left him, and he became a suicide. 1 Sam. 10. . . .
5.
As David declared, Solomon forsook God and was “cast off forever” though in
his early life “Solomon loved Jehovah, walking in the statutes of David his father.” 1
Chron. 28:9; 1 Kings 3:3.
6.
Judas was one of the twelve Apostles, called to preach, and
work miracles, and cast out devils. There is absolutely nothing to
indicate that his early ministry was not as successful and acceptable as
was that of the other apostles; but “from his apostleship Judas by
transgression fell.” Acts 1:25. It is unthinkable that Jesus chose an
unbeliever and a child of the devil to be a minister and an apostle.
Hymeneus and Alexander had once the faith that purifies the heart and produces a
good conscience. But they put their good conscience away, and made shipwreck of faith.
1 Tim. 1:19, 20.
Men fatally backslid in the ancient church; and they have done the
same in the modern. We have lived to see great Bible teachers, great
evangelists and leaders of holiness, and bishops fall. Angels fell from
heaven; and men, honored almost as angels, shining in the front ranks
of the Church militant, have fallen, like Lucifer from heaven. . . .
Calvinists, who deny that salvation can ever be lost, reason on the
subject in a marvelous way. They tell us, that no virgin’s lamp can go out;
no promising harvest be choked with thorns; no branch in Christ can ever be
cut off from unfruitfulness; no pardon can ever be forfeited, and no name
blotted out of God’s book! They insist that no salt can ever lose its savor;
nobody can ever “receive the grace of God in vain”; “bury his talents”;
“neglect such great salvation”; trifle away “a day of grace”; “look back”
after putting his hand to the gospel plow. Nobody can “grieve the Spirit”
till He is “quenched,” and strives no more, nor “deny the Lord that
bought them”; nor “bring upon themselves swift destruction.” Nobody,
or body of believers, can ever get so lukewarm that Jesus will spew
them out of His mouth.
They use reams of paper to argue that if one ever got lost he was
never found. John 17:12; that if one falls, he never stood. Rom. 11:16-22
and Heb. 6:4-6; if one was ever “cast forth,” he was never in, and “if one
ever withered,” he was never green. John 15:1-6; and that “if any man
draws back,” it proves that he never had anything to draw back from.
Heb. 10:38,39; that if one ever “falls away into spiritual darkness,” he
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was never enlightened. Heb 6:4-6; that if you “again get entangled in the
pollutions of the world,” it shows that you never escaped. 2 Pet 2:20;
that if you “put salvation away” you never had it to put away, and if you
make shipwreck of faith, there was no ship of faith there!! In short they
say: If you get it, you can’t lose it; and if you lose it you never had it.
May God save us from accepting a doctrine, that must be defended by
[1]
such fallacious reasoning!

[1]

Reprinted from Fundamental Christian Theology: A Systematic Theology, A. M. Hills (C. J. Kinne, 1931), Vol. II, pp. 266-281.

What Did The Holy Spirit Through
Jude Write About People Who Turned
Grace Into A License For Immorality?

●
●

●

●

●

●

godless men (v. 4)
speak abusively against whatever they do not understand and what
things they do understand by instinct, like unreasoning animals—these are the very
things that destroy them (v. 10)
they have taken the way of Cain; they have rushed for profit into Balaam’s
error; they have been destroyed in Korah’s rebellion (v. 11)
blemishes at the love feasts, eating without the slightest qualm—shepherds who
feed only themselves, clouds without rain, blown along by the wind; autumn
trees without free and uprooted—twice dead (v. 12)
wild waves of the sea, foaming up their shame; wandering stars for whom
blackest darkness has been reserved forever (v. 13)
the men who divide you, who follow mere natural instincts and do not have
the Spirit (v. 19)

Note: The reader will find no verse in Jude where he spoke favorably of the
teachers who changed grace into a license for immorality; neither did he say we
should support their ministries or seek out their teachings on other subjects.

Appendix E
Open Letter To Charles Stanley
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Dear Dr. Stanley:
Greetings in Jesus’ name.
Recently I purchased a copy of your book, Eternal Security. As a serious student of
the Bible who firmly believes salvation comes instantly (Lk. 23:42,43; Acts 10:43-48; etc.)
at the point of a trusting and submitting faith in Jesus Christ (Lk. 13:3,5; Acts 20:21; Rom.
3:22; Gal. 3:26; etc.), who paid the entire sin debt at Calvary (Jn. 19:10; Heb. 10:10-14;
etc.), I have observed that your book has multiple doctrinal errors that are not only
misleading but spiritually dangerous as well! Though I could state many that I Biblically
disagree with, I would like to focus in upon just two of them that are stated on pages 70
and 71 of your book.
You wrote on page 70:
The debate is over whether or not a man can be on his way to heaven one minute and on
his way to hell the next. To answer that question, we must understand exactly what sends
a person to hell. As we have seen, sin alone is not enough. . . . It takes more
than simply sinning to get to hell. . . . It is not lying, cheating, stealing,
raping, murdering, or being unfaithful that sends people to hell. It is
rejecting Christ, refusing to put their trust in Him for the forgiveness of sin (emphasis
mine).
Like many who embrace an unconditional eternal security for the believer in Christ,
you have greatly downplayed the seriousness of sinning after salvation. Unlike Paul, the
real grace teacher, your teachings seem to be giving a “license for immorality” (Jude 4)!
Please consider the following, which were all written about sinning by the great, grace
teacher himself (Paul), with only the last cited one not being his:[1]
If you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the Spirit you put to
death the misdeeds of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13).
Do you not know that the wicked will NOT inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor
male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor
slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9,10).
The acts of the sinful nature are obvious: sexual immorality, impurity and debauchery;
idolatry and witchcraft; hatred, discord, jealousy, fits of rage, selfish ambition,
dissensions, factions and envy; drunkenness, orgies, and the like. I warn you, as I
did before, that those who live like this will NOT inherit the kingdom of
God (Gal. 5:19-21).
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For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—such a man is
an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and of God. Let no one
deceive you with empty words, for because of such things God’s wrath comes on
those who are disobedient. Therefore, do not be partners with them (Eph. 5:5-7).
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually immoral, those
that practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their place will be in the fiery lake of
burning sulfur. This is the second death (Rev. 21:8).
Please note, according to the testimony of God, this last passage clearly shows
that unbelievers will NOT be the only ones in the lake of fire!
You also wrote on page 71:
. . . there are Christians who show no evidence of their Christianity . . . (emphasis
mine).

This issue of a behavioral change for believers in Christ has been a
controversy itself over the centuries, in spite of the clear teaching from Scripture
regarding this:
You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to righteousness (Rom.
6:18).
They claim to know God, but by their actions they deny him (Titus. 1:16a).
What good is it, my brothers, if a man claims to have faith but has no deeds? Can such
faith save him? (Jam. 2:14).
We know that we have come to know him if we obey his commands. The man who
says, “I know him,” but does not do what he commands is a liar, and the
truth is not in him (1 Jn. 2:3,4).
Dear children, do not let anyone lead you astray. He who does what is right
is righteous, just as he is righteous. He who does what is sinful is of the
devil, because the devil has been sinning from the very beginning (1 Jn. 3:7,8).
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the devil are:
Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; neither is
anyone who does not love his brother (1 Jn. 3:10).
It is my sincere desire and heartfelt prayer for you and your ministry that you will
change your doctrinal position regarding these issues and eternal security as a whole.
Soon I will be sending you a free copy of my book on the believer’s security, in which you,
and other eternal security proponents, are quoted and refuted with Scripture.
Certainly the effect of a teacher’s views regarding these things will stretch into
eternity. Therefore, to make a statement, as pleasing as it may be to one’s audience,
which can only be backed by some natural illustration, should NEVER be given as
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Spiritual truth; especially if such is diametrically opposed by many clear Scriptures!
Please seriously ponder the clarity of the above cited Scriptures regarding the subjects
addressed.
Saved And Kept By Grace—Not By Works,
Dan Corner
PS A copy of this letter is also being sent to Hank Hanegraaff (“Bible Answer Man”),
since he recommends your book in his CRI PERSPECTIVE entitled Christians And The
Assurance Of Salvation.
[A copy of this letter was sent to Charles Stanley in January of 1994.]

[1]

All Bible references in this letter are from the NIV.

The Need to Obey the Command to “contend for the faith” (Jude 3,4)
Is Incredible:
Why is this so? Because OSAS is so rampant in our dark day. It is
openly and unashamedly taught, even defended, from the following
platforms:

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

On radio by the counselors, teachers, interviewers, and by the so-called
“Bible Answer Man.”
On TV.
On the Internet.
In the seminaries by the professors.
By the presidents of seminaries.
In “Christian” schools by the teachers.
By conference speakers.
By authors who write the best selling “Christian” books.
In notes found in study Bibles.
In Bible commentaries.
By pastors, elders, deacons and Sunday school teachers of local
congregations worldwide.
On the mission fields by missionaries and evangelists.
By the best known and sought-after apologists of our day.
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Certainly, billions of souls have been adversely affected, since
the first message on OSAS was delivered by the serpent in Gen. 3:4.

Appendix F
Open Letter to John Ankerberg

Dear Dr. Ankerberg:
Greetings in Jesus’ name.
Before I proceed with the main purpose of this letter, let me commend you for
numerous fine shows in the past during which you exposed many dangerous teachings—
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Mormonism, Catholicism, The New Age Movement, Masonry, etc.
Certainly, many have been blessed and helped by them. Again, thank you for doing these
fine shows.
This letter primarily comes as a result of your June 1995 News Magazine (Vol. 2, No.
6). You devoted the entire issue to the subject of sexual behavior, emphasizing the
immoral aspects of sex outside of marriage.
You gave many shocking statistics regarding sexual immorality in the days in which
we live. Two such statistics are:
According to American Health magazine, by age 19, 75 percent of unmarried
women have had or are having sexual intercourse. The sexual proclivity of men
would indicate at least a similar percentage for them.
Perhaps it is not surprising then that the Center for Family Life Education declares
that 50 percent of the population contracts a sexually transmitted disease by the
time they are 24 years of age. Every day, 35,000 to 40,000 Americans acquire a
[1]

sexually transmitted disease.

Perhaps the most disturbing part of your News Magazine is the following quote you
cited from a book co-authored by Josh McDowell and Bob Hostetler where they refer to
the Barna Research Group:
The [study] participants are youth who are intensely involved in church activity
(Sunday school, worship, youth group, Bible study). . . . Yet . . . the survey reveals
that our youth are living on the moral edge, closer to disaster than we ever
imagined. . . . Large proportions of our youth—a majority of whom say they have
made a personal commitment to Jesus Christ—are involved in inappropriate,
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immoral, even illegal behavior. . . . The data show that young people from good
Christian homes are succumbing to the pressures of our society. By the time they
reach the age of 18, over half (55 percent) have engaged in fondling breasts,
genitals, and/or sexual intercourse.

These results illustrate that even Christian young people from committed Christian
homes are adopting the world’s view of morality and sexuality. While the study did
clearly prove that Christian faith and values make a significant difference in sexual
behavior, it also revealed that perception of what is “morally acceptable” is what
allows young people to engage in a given behavior—whether they are Christian or
non-Christian. Further, it was found that the behavior of Christian youth is more
influenced by their view of what is true than by whether or not they are bornagain. Apparently then, there are large numbers of Christian young people who
have experienced spiritual rebirth but who have never been intellectually trained
in and convinced of the truth of Christian moral views. Thus, “Born-again youth
[who do not accept absolute truth] are two times as likely to consider premarital sex
a moral activity. In other words, your child’s morality will be positively affected by a
born-again experience, but even more so by the development of strong convictions
regarding morality. . . . This applies not only to the area of sexual involvement; it is
true across the board, in every area of behavior and belief” (emphasis and ellipsis
[2]

his).

Then on page 4 of your News Magazine, you quoted Eph. 5:3 which says:
But among you there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality, or of any kind of
impurity, or of greed, because they are improper for God’s holy people.

It is unfortunate that you stopped before citing verses 5-7:
For of this you can be sure: No immoral, impure or greedy person—
such a man is an idolater—has any inheritance in the kingdom of
Christ and of God. Let no one deceive you with empty words, for
because of such things God’s wrath comes on those who are disobedient.
Therefore do not be partners with them.

These verses clarify the extreme danger connected with these types of sins. Also, on
page 4 you wrote:
. . . Christians will not be judged eternally for their sins. The penalty
for all their sins was fully paid for by Jesus Christ at the cross (Eph. 1:7; Col. 2:13).
But Christians may still lose rewards in heaven. Indeed, we can
only wonder what some Christians will feel like and experience on
that day when they lose those heavenly rewards because of the
spiritually numbing and other consequences of fornication or
adultery while on earth? It will certainly be an infinitely poor
exchange—losing eternal rewards in heaven for a few fleeting
moments of sexual pleasure on earth” (bold emphasis ours).

By writing this, you reveal that you are an eternal security proponent. Moreover, you
nullify the word of God by this particular doctrine that you embrace! I say this, especially
with Rev. 21:8 in mind. This verse, spoken after the infinite, atoning work of Christ on the
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cross, could not be more clear or relevant for it mentions the sexually immoral, the very
subject of your article. God, seated on His throne, said:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually
immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their place
will be in the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second death.

Please note the consequences of being sexually immoral will, most definitely, far
exceed the loss of Heavenly rewards. God Himself said such will end up in the lake of
fire! This could not be more clear. Furthermore, there are several other verses which
corroborate with Rev. 21:8. They are 1 Cor. 6:9,10, Gal. 5:19-21 and Jude 7. Please note,
these verses include anyone who does these sinful acts, even if they were once saved.
By teaching that a person who becomes a Christian and afterwards becomes sexually
immoral will still go to Heaven, you change the grace of God into a license for immorality,
the very thing a specialized ministry like yours claims to “contend” against (Jude 3,4)! To
put this issue in question form, does true grace allow the sexually immoral in Heaven?
The answer is a crystal-clear “No,” according to the aforementioned Biblical references. In
contrast to Scripture, the doctrine you embrace also known as “once saved, always
saved” (or unconditional eternal security) declares the opposite! There is an infinite
difference between just losing one’s rewards and going to the lake of fire! Many people
who were once saved will, without much hesitation, yield to sexual sin at the expense of
some heavenly reward; but the same person might not if he knew he was jeopardizing his
salvation, as Scripture teaches! Though you deny this possibility—even strongly oppose it
—the Lord Himself also clearly taught this. Jesus declared the Prodigal, when sexually
immoral with the prostitutes, was both dead [spiritually] and lost. This is found in Lk. 15:24:
For this son of mine was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is
found.

See also verse 32. The word again in these two verses clearly shows the Prodigal’s
spiritual condition went from alive to dead and lost [when sexually immoral] to alive again
after he repented! Please note that Jesus taught that such a person could repent [turn
from evil] and get saved again! See also Rom. 11:22,23.
While the darkened world in which we live would advocate “safe sex” with
anyone through the use of condoms, a form of this same godless philosophy has
crept into the church by way of unconditional eternal security! As one would
interpret your article, it becomes apparent that there exists a “safe sex” for
everyone who was ever saved, that is, “safe” for they will not go to Hell for their
immorality, but just suffer to some infinitely lesser degree in Heaven because they
lost some rewards. Certainly, this doctrinal distortion taught under the banner of
grace has deceived multitudes and has been the cause of sending millions to Hell.
By embracing such, you are partly responsible for this deadly deception. The truth is: All sexual
activity outside of a legitimate marriage in God’s sight will send one to Hell (Matt.
5:28,29; 5:32; 19:9; 1 Cor. 7:15 cf. Rev. 21:8), even if there was once true
regeneration. There must be repentance for such, if forgiveness is to be found, as
the Lord Jesus taught in the case of the Prodigal Son.

Furthermore, in Mk. 7:20-23 the Lord mentioned sexual immorality, among other
things, “make[s] a man ‘unclean’” and according to Rev. 21:8, unsaved. This is another
way of saying “rejected” and applies to all—even those formerly cleansed by the blood of
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Christ. James told us how it all occurs:
But each one is tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is dragged away and
enticed. Then, after desire has conceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is
full-grown, gives birth to death (1:14,15).

Paul similarly wrote:
For if you live according to the sinful nature, you will die; but if by the Spirit you
put to death the misdeeds of the body, you will live (Rom. 8:13).
Do not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows. The
one who sows to please his sinful nature, from that nature will
reap destruction; the one who sows to please the Spirit, from the Spirit will
reap eternal life (Gal. 6:7,8).

In a different work of yours, you co-authored a book with Dr. John Weldon entitled,
Protestants & Catholics: Do They Now Agree? On page 99 you contrast Catholicism with
the Bible. Unfortunately, you present the following as the Biblical teaching on
reconciliation:
All sins are forgiven at the point of salvation: past, present and future because
Christ’s death satisfied all God’s wrath against sin.

It seems that you get this faulty interpretation primarily from Eph. 1:7 and Col. 2:13.
Certainly, neither of these verses can include all future sins a Christian would commit, for
1 Jn. 1:9 is clear in stating the condition of confessing them [to God] to be forgiven and
purified. Repentance is also understood based upon Prov. 28:13. Furthermore, Jesus
taught we must also forgive others who sin against us or our sins after salvation won’t be
forgiven (Mt. 6:14,15). Clearly, Jesus was speaking about Christians forgiving others to
get their sins forgiven, for only a Christian has the Heavenly Father as their father! See
also Mt. 18:35.
In contrast to these verses, you have adopted a position regarding the Christian’s
sins that neglects to mention confession of that sin to God, repentance or forgiving others
who sin against us, yet forgiveness is always assured and even before these sins are
actually committed! Again, your understanding of the believer’s security is flawed and
thereby adversely affects your understanding of these passages and many others that
aren’t mentioned here.
One final comment regarding your News Magazine. On page 15 you wrote:
Dating a person who is not a committed Christian is usually not that different from
dating a non-Christian.

In writing this, you apparently have adopted the “carnal Christian” view as taught by
Charles Stanley, Zane Hodges, Charles Ryrie, Robert Thieme, Tony Evans and others
who embrace the extreme eternal security position. That view is that the behavior of a
carnal Christian is indistinguishable from an unbeliever! This is not only antithetical to
Scripture, but distorts the image of Christianity as a whole! 1 Jn. 3:10 could not be more
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clear in showing that one’s present-tense behavior does reveal his spiritual condition:
This is how we know who the children of God are and who the children of the
devil are: Anyone who does not do what is right is not a child of God; nor is anyone
who does not love his brother.

In addition to the passages already given, see also 1 Thess. 4:7,8; Jam. 2:14; Rom.
2:7-9; Titus 1:16a; Jn. 5:29; etc. The belief that a carnal Christian’s behavior is
indistinguishable from an unbeliever has been refuted in more detail in our booklet, The
Gospel According To Charles Stanley. Regarding his teachings, Dr. Stanley has
preached sound sermons that have blessed many. However, he is mixing spiritual poison
in with his sermons when he proclaims his view of the believer’s security. Therefore, the
previously cited, fully-documented booklet was written out of the command to “contend”
for the faith against those who have changed the grace of God into a “license for
immorality” (Jude 3,4)! Unfortunately, I now have no choice but to indite you with the
same charge after reading and rereading your aforementioned News Magazine!
Sincerely And In Christ,
Daniel D. Corner

[A copy of this letter was sent to John Ankerberg in November, 1995 by certified mail. All
Bible references that are mine are from the NIV.]

[1]
[2]

The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute News Magazine (The Ankerberg Theological Research Institute), Vol. 2, No. 6, June 1995, p. 2.
Ibid., pp. 1, 2.
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Promises Without An Apparent Condition

In Mt. 19:28, we have a clear New Testament promise, without any attached
condition, but that glorious promise was negated in the Apostle Judas’ case. That
verse reads:
Jesus said to them, “I tell you the truth, at the renewal of all things, when the
Son of Man sits on his glorious throne, you who have followed me will also sit
on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel” (NIV).

Judas was promised one of those twelve thrones, thereby proving: (1) he was
once saved and (2) he once followed Jesus just like the other Twelve. See also pp.
279-286. Yet Judas will never see the fulfillment of that promise in
the Kingdom, because of his after-conversion sins. Rather than a throne
in God’s kingdom, Judas’ future beyond the grave was changed and is described as:
“The Son of Man will go just as it is written about him. But woe to that man
who betrays the Son of Man! It would be better for him if he had
not been born” (Mk. 14:21, NIV).
“While I was with them, I protected them and kept them safe by that name you
gave me. None has been lost except the one doomed to destruction so
that Scripture would be fulfilled” (Jn. 17:12, NIV).

Note: the same Greek word found in Jn. 10:27-29 and translated
follow, which describes Jesus’ sheep that will never be plucked from
his hand, is also found in Mt. 19:28, thereby proving the popular
OSAS proof texts of Jn. 10:28,29 only hold true for the sheep that
continue to follow Jesus (Jn. 10:27), unlike Judas. This truth is a
deathblow to the OSAS proponents.

Appendix G
Open Letter to Hank Hanegraaff

Dear Hank:
I read your “Safe and Secure” article found on page 5 of the Christian Research
Newsletter, Vol. 9, Issue 2, Summer 1996. Please allow me the liberty of sharing several
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observations regarding your article:
You started your article with a story which might not be historical fact, according to your footnote. The
story alleges two Christians masquerading as communist soldiers with machine guns who interrupted a
Christian gathering. “With vile oaths, they [the true Christians] denounced Christianity and announced that
this very day these Christians would die. Only those who were willing to deny Christ by moving to the back of
the sanctuary would be spared.” As the story goes, after the majority denied Christ and left the gathering, the
true Christians with machine guns who denounced Christianity announced their identity and stated they
wanted to worship Christ with fellow believers. Your conclusions regarding this are: appearances can be
deceptive and those who “renounce the Savior in order to save their skin” had only a “said” faith, but not a
saving faith!

It amazes me how a story like this that is possibly fictitious could be cited for support
for the perseverance of the saints (or eternal security) teaching of our day, especially in
view of all of the original Apostles of Christ disowning Jesus on the same night, with Peter
doing so thrice (Mt. 26:31-34)! To be consistent with the story in your article,
you would have to say the Apostles only had a “said” faith but not a real
saving faith, because they disowned Christ! This, however, is easily refuted
with Mt. 10:1,2 where we see they were all the Lord’s disciples. Clearly, to be the Lord’s
disciple, as they all were at that point, is to be saved (Mt. 12:49,50; Lk. 14:33). Please
notice: Judas was also the Lord’s disciple at this point! It wasn’t until afterwards that he
“became a traitor” (Lk. 6:16) and was called “a devil” (Jn. 6:70)! In the beginning, Judas
was Jesus’ disciple, called and chosen by the Lord Himself to be His Apostle (Lk. 6:1216), which is the highest office in the church (1 Cor. 12:28; Eph. 4:11). To say the
Apostle Judas was never saved is to say the Lord Himself hand picked
someone to hold the highest office in the church who was a child of the
devil! So as Judas changed from disciple to betrayer and “devil,” a truly saved person
can become an “enemy of God” by choosing to be a friend of this world (Jam. 4:4) with
raging fire cited as his destiny (Heb. 10:27). Furthermore, a saved person can become
spiritually dead and lost through sinful behavior (Lk. 15:24,32 cf. Rom. 8:13; Jam.
1:14,15). Moreover, it’s possible for a believer to become a non-believer,
according to Jesus (Lk. 8:13)! Hence, a true saving faith can wither and die like a
plant, according to the greatest authority that ever walked the face of the earth. To deny
this is to deny the plain teaching of the Lord’s.
To use Mt. 7:22,23 as an all-encompassing, blanket passage for all religious-butunsaved people is to do violence to the Scriptures as a whole! While Jesus never knew
those people, He apparently did know the five foolish virgins at one time, but knew them
no longer at His return (Mt. 25:1-13). He said to them, “I don’t know you” (v. 12) not “I
never knew you”! Please note: the same ones once had a lamp burning, as the five wise
virgins did that endured! However, the lamps of the foolish virgins went out with time.
What would you think of one’s conclusion that those lamps were never
really lit to begin with, since they went out!
Similarly, to use 1 Jn. 2:19 in a comparable way, is to overlook all the clear examples
of people truly saved, who later died spiritually and became lost as already cited!
Collectively, with the whole Bible in mind, we can only deduce that 1 Jn. 2:19 is not a
spiritual principle but a specific example.
Certainly, Jn. 6:66 is a clear refutation to your understanding of this passage, as well
as to your conclusion to the make-believe story with deceitful Christians carrying machine
guns who verbally denounce Christianity, breathe out murderous threats and at the same
time desire to worship God! [Your doctrine allows for this type of “true” Christian! It’s
strange to me that you don’t question their salvation, but only declare those who denied
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the Savior, as the original Apostles of Christ did, as never being saved!] Jn. 6:66 shows
true disciples and followers of Christ can turn away from Jesus and never return!
Elsewhere in Scripture, we learn that it’s possible for a true Christian to
fall from grace to the point where Christ is no longer of any value at all
(Gal. 5:2,4), that one can be disowned by Christ for disowning Him (Mt.
10:33) and the possibility of having one’s faith shipwrecked is a reality
(1 Tim. 1:19,20). How can you overlook these multiple passages and write “the real
thing [a true Christian] can never lapse into being a counterfeit”? By the way, I also find it
strange that “The Bible Answer Man” would answer apart from the Bible as you did
with your opening story! To reason from “the basic principles of this world rather than on
Christ [the word of God]” is to use hollow and deceptive philosophy, according to Paul.
See Col. 2:8. We are to reason from the Scriptures alone (Acts 17:2 cf. 2 Tim. 3:16,17).
To refer to the Heb. 6:4-6 passage and try to say they were never truly saved is to
overlook the context of that book! Consider the following facts: The people addressed in
the book of Hebrews were holy brothers (3:1) and sons (12:5,6), who were still infant and
who were consequently rebuked for not growing (5:11-14). They also had “feeble arms
and weak knees” (12:12) and forgot certain encouraging truths (12:5). In the beginning of
their spiritual walk, the gospel was preached to them (4:2), they received the spiritual light
from it (10:32), were sanctified by the blood of Christ (Heb. 10:29), and joyfully
stood their ground even after they were subjected to various painful forms of persecution,
which included public insults and the confiscation of their property (10:32,34). Implied was
their giving up assembling together (10:25) and neglecting in a general way their great
salvation (2:3). Now it was necessary to exhort them (13:22), which indeed is done over
and over in this book. Note the warnings that were issued to these feeble and infant
Christians who were not growing spiritually. (Please see 2:1-3; 3:6; 4:14b; 6:11,12; 10:2531; 10:35-39; 12:3; 12:16,17,25-27.) Especially note 3:12-14 which read:
See to it, brothers, that none of you has a sinful, unbelieving heart that turns away
from the living God. But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called Today,
so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness. We have come to
share in Christ if we hold firmly till the end the confidence we had
at first.
Your Jn. 10:28 proof text for eternal security is no real proof text at
all! This often-quoted passage can only be properly understood with
verse 27 in mind, which is almost never quoted. Together, these two verses
read:
My sheep listen to my voice; I know them, and they follow me. I give them
eternal life, and they shall never perish; no one can snatch them out of my
hand.
Clearly, the Lord’s promise only extends to those who “follow” [continuous tense in the
Greek] Him. Therefore, if one starts to follow the Lord, but does not continue, which is a
possibility (Jn. 6:66), such a promise as given in v. 28 cannot hold true for him! Hence,
the believer’s security is conditional, not unconditional, as your doctrine teaches! Like
many others, you have twisted Jn. 10:28 out of context by not
considering v. 27.
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Some quick answers to the rest of your arguments are as follows:
You also wrote: “the Lord’s trees are evergreen.” [Unfortunately, evergreen trees
can die, the same as with a true Christian.]
● Pet. 1:4 refers to one’s inheritance, not one’s salvation!
● Phil. 1:6 must be considered with verse 7, which shows the basis of Paul’s
confidence, namely his prayers for them! It was not because they were
unconditionally secure as believers.
● John 6:47 is a continuous tense believe, as found in many other passages
in the NT. Hence, we must continue to believe, which is not a guarantee (Lk.
8:13).
● 1 Cor. 1:8 doesn’t mention any condition, but this doesn’t mean a condition is
not understood, especially as we read 6:9,10 and 15:2 in the same book. This
last reference is clearly conditional.
● Jude 24 simply states that God is “able” to keep us from falling, but should we
understand this to mean that an absolute guarantee exists for all Christians that
they won’t fall, or that they can’t possibly fall? Not according to other passages
that eternal security proponents almost never quote such as 2 Pet. 3:17:
Therefore, dear friends, since you already know this, be on your guard so that
you may not be carried away by the error of lawless men and fall from your
secure position.
●

Also, as cited before, Jesus taught one can fall away (Lk. 8:13). Again we
must use the entire Scriptures or we’ll have a distorted view of what God’s truth
is!
● Eph. 1:13,14 mentions the seal of the Holy Spirit, but should we understand this
to mean “once saved, always saved”? If it should be understood this way, how
did the prodigal become “dead” and “lost” through sexual immorality? The seal
didn’t prevent this from occurring to him! This collaborates with Rev. 21:8:
But the cowardly, the unbelieving, the vile, the murderers, the sexually
immoral, those who practice magic arts, the idolaters and all liars—their
place will be in the fiery lake of burning sulfur. This is the second
death.
●

How so many could miss the clarity of Mt. 10:22 is astounding to me: “All men will
hate you because of me, but he who stands firm to the end will be saved.” This
was spoken to the Lord’s disciples, not Israel.
The truth regarding the believer’s security is that a truly saved
person can negate his salvation by after-conversion sinful behavior,
accepting a wrong plan of salvation and/or by disowning Christ during
persecution.
This last point is very clearly stated in Rev. 14:9-12. If we are the
last generation, we will not escape an encounter with the Antichrist via
a pre-trib Rapture, as many think! If we are that generation, a true
Christian must not accept the mark of the beast or he will be tormented
with burning sulfur forever, which would not be possible if eternal
security was true!
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In our ministry file, we have on record where you recommend Charles Stanley’s book
on eternal security. Since his book states a believer can become an unbeliever but still
remain saved, how can you say such can’t occur in your article and yet endorse his book?
We have refuted his book in our booklet, The Gospel According to Charles Stanley. I
wrote to you before we printed this booklet to have you remove your endorsement of his
heretical book, but you never replied.
No one should be misled by your position on the perseverance of
the saints. On the surface, you and others who hold to this teaching are
seemingly contending for holy living to the end as proof for salvation,
but in reality you’re not! This becomes evident as you and others say a
person can be an unrepentant murderer and still go to Heaven. This is
really what is being taught when you teach a Christian who commits
suicide will go to Heaven or when you say David never lost his salvation
through adultery and murder! In the end, you and others teach like
Charles Stanley, Robert Thieme, Charles Ryrie, Zane Hodges and others.
A license for immorality by any other name is still a license for
immorality!
Since you are willing to debate the issue of the believer’s security, I ACCEPT
YOUR CHALLENGE TO DEBATE, that is, if it really exists. [Robert Morey, and
others, have refused to debate me.] I affirm the believer’s security to be conditional, and
not unconditional, as you embrace! I’ve found nothing in your article on “Safe and Secure”
that was convincing enough to even come close to swaying me over to your position! In
fact, to be blunt, there can be nothing from Scripture that can prove an unconditional
security, since the Bible teaches a conditional security for the believer! As Paul said,
By this gospel you are saved, IF you hold firmly to the word I preached to you.
Otherwise, you have believed in vain (1 Cor. 15:2).
Keep yourself from idols (1 Jn. 5:21).
Following The Lord Jesus,
Dan Corner
[The preceding letter was written in June of 1996 and mailed to Hank Hanegraaff. All
Bible references are from the NIV.]
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Eternal Life Non-Forfeitable
In two instances Jesus speaks of everlasting life as a present possession: “He
that heareth (continually) my words hath everlasting life” (John v. 24); “He that
believeth (perseveringly) on me hath everlasting life” (John vi. 47).
The reader of the Greek Testament sees at a glance the
condition expressed in the present tense of the verb “heareth” and
“believeth.” If these conditions are fulfilled, the new life inspired by
the first act of evangelical faith becomes everlasting. This is the
common sense view. If this faith, at any point of probation, lapses, the
life expires. That everlasting life once begun can be lost, is no more
a contradiction in terms than the Jew’s forfeiture of the land which
God gave to them for “an everlasting possession” (Gen. xvii. 8), nor
the seed of Phineas losing “the everlasting priesthood,” nor the
Israelites breaking “the everlasting covenant” (Is. xxiv. 5) . . . .
Hymeneus and Philetus forfeited the everlasting heritage of
believers by “making shipwreck of faith and a good conscience.”
We infer, therefore, that the words “hath everlasting life,” were
never designed as a nonforfeitable insurance policy, giving an
unconditional and inalienable right to the rewards of Heaven. They
are a compendious expression for the spiritual life already inspired,
which is destined to become everlasting if its conditions are fulfilled
through the whole of our probation (Daniel Steele, Antinomianism Revived;
or the Theology of the So-Called Plymouth Brethren Examined and Refuted, 1887;
reprinted as Steele’s Answers, Salem, OH: Schmul, 1980.)

Appendix H
Open Letter to Dave Hunt

Dear Dave:
As a person who is very acquainted with your ministry, let me begin by stating that over the years your
ministry, as a whole, has been a great blessing to many people, including myself. You have given solid Biblical
reasons as to why cults, and the like, are spreading spiritual poison through their teachings. For this you need
to be commended.

However, your adherence to and defense of the unscriptural
teaching of eternal security (also known by some as “the perseverance
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of the saints” or “once saved always saved” [OSAS]) is more than just
disheartening to me, for certainly multitudes are being misled by such
to their own spiritual destruction! In contrast to the earliest days of your ministry,
you are now openly defending this teaching as sound doctrine in your newsletters and
you have included it in your newest book, In Defense Of The Faith.
All along you infer that you yourself are a “berean” (meaning one who closely
scrutinizes the Scriptures to make sure of the proper interpretation), but you continue to
teach this “license for immorality” (Jude 3,4), which began in Eden with Satan’s original
lie. A “license for immorality” (taught under the banner of grace) is, indeed, a perfect way
to describe this teaching! This doctrine that you and others defend promotes this by
saying that a person, though presently immoral, is still saved if he was ever saved!
There is no way to know how much immorality, even resulting in divorce
(which God hates), has occurred because of this teaching! The same
can be said about suicide and crime! How the thrice holy God must hate this
teaching that you and others teach as sound doctrine.
People who buy into the lie of eternal security are no longer concerned about
entering the Kingdom of God, for they have been deceived into thinking they
can’t miss it. Consequently, they walk in little or no fear of God, who can destroy both
our bodies and souls in Hell (Mt. 10:28; Lk. 12:4,5). Paul, who taught we are saved by
grace and not by works (Eph. 2:8,9), also taught we were to work out our own
salvation with fear and trembling (Phil. 2:12). Furthermore, he wrote to Christians
and informed them:
. . . you stand by faith. Do not be arrogant, but be afraid. For if God did not
spare the natural branches, he will not spare you either. Consider therefore the
kindness and sternness of God: sternness to those who fell, but kindness to you,
provided that you continue in his kindness. Otherwise, you also will be
cut off. And if they do not persist in unbelief, they will be grafted in, for God is able to
graft them in again (Rom 11:20-23).

Note: Paul taught Christians are either in arrogance or this healthy fear regarding
their security in Christ! Sadly, it must be stated that the teaching of eternal
security directly opposes this “fear” and therefore, promotes the
arrogance of which this true grace teacher warned!
Scripture has more than one citing of the godly who have fallen into grievous sin,
even to the point of no recovery! We can all rejoice that David repented of his sexual
immorality and murder, but there is no evidence in Scripture that Solomon ever did of his
idolatry! So Solomon not only fell into idolatry, but NEVER came back to
God afterwards. See Rev. 21:8 for the destination of all unrepentant idolaters, which
includes Solomon!
Furthermore, the Apostle Judas Iscariot, hand-picked by Jesus, was sent forth to
preach and was given special power to cast out demons (Mk. 3:14,15), later became a
traitor (Lk. 6:16), committed suicide (Mt. 27:5) and went to Hell (Mk. 14:21; Jn. 17:12). In
other words, Judas held the highest office in the church (1 Cor. 12:28), yet afterwards
perished. There was no eternal security for him, so why would there be any for us? To
say the Apostle Judas Iscariot was never saved to begin with is
borderline blasphemy, for that would mean Jesus hand-picked a child of
the devil to preach His gospel, heal the sick and be God’s
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representative!
Others “shipwrecked” their faith (1 Tim. 1:19,20), had their faith destroyed by certain
false teaching (2 Tim. 2:18) and “believed for a while” before they fell away (Lk. 8:13). All
of this shows the intensity of our spiritual warfare, something that is
also dangerously de-emphasized by all eternal security teachers,
including yourself.
Similar to other teachers who have changed the grace of God into a license for
immorality, you too have misused John 10:28 to support OSAS. John 10:27 describes
those who will never perish, as referred to in verses 28 and 29, that is, they
“follow” (continuous tense in the Greek) Jesus. The condition, as cited by the
Lord, is to continuously follow Him, which is never mentioned by the
eternal security proponents—for obvious reasons! To properly understand
verses 28 and 29, verse 27 must be carefully considered!
More overtly you promote this “license for immorality” by saying the
unnamed, sexually immoral man of 1 Cor. 5 was saved:
The man who had ‘his father’s wife’—a terrible sin—didn’t lose his salvation
thereby. . . .

[1]

If one would unbiasedly read the context of 1 Cor. 5 and consider other related
Scriptures, he should notice the following about that sexually immoral person:
(1) Paul refers to the same man in 1 Cor. 5:13 as “wicked.” This is the same Greek
word found in Mt. 13:49, while verse 50 reveals the eternal destiny of such:
This is how it will be at the end of the age. The angels will come and separate the wicked
from the righteous and throw them into the fiery furnace, where there will be
weeping and gnashing of teeth.

So the same word used to describe the people who will be thrown
into the fiery furnace, where there will be weeping and gnashing of
teeth, is also used to describe that sexually immoral man that you say
didn’t lose his salvation! Wow!
(2) In the very next chapter, Paul rebukes the Corinthian congregation with the
following question and declaration, which is still most relevant in our day:
Do you not know that the wicked will NOT inherit the kingdom of God?
Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor
male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards nor
slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor. 6:9,10).

From this passage it should be clear that it is IMPOSSIBLE to be sexually
immoral and a Christian at the same point in time, according to true
grace teaching! Hence, the unnamed, sexually immoral man of 1 Cor. 5 is, again,
shown to be unsaved when he was in unrepentant, sexual sin!
(3) Paul directed the Corinthian congregation as to how to proceed with handling this
problem of a person who calls himself a brother but was sexually immoral. He made a
clear distinction between that type of person and those who are followers of Christ:
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I have written you in my letter not to associate with sexually immoral people—not at all
meaning the people of this world who are immoral, or the greedy and swindlers, or
idolaters. In that case you would have to leave this world. But now I am writing you
that you must not associate with anyone who calls himself a brother but is
sexually immoral or greedy, an idolater or a slanderer, a drunkard or a
swindler. With such a man do not even eat (1 Cor. 5:9-11).

Besides refuting your interpretation, this passage is also a devastating blow to those
who teach like Charles Stanley, Zane Hodges, Charles Ryrie, Robert
Thieme, Bob George, Tony Evans, etc. that is, a “carnal” Christian is one who is
acting just like the darkened, spiritually dead, enemies of God who are under Satan’s
control. The Apostle John comments on this type of person:
We know that we have come to know him if we obey his commands. The
man who says, “I know him,” but does not do what he commands is a
liar, and the truth is not in him (1 Jn. 2:3,4).

Furthermore, the Corinthians were not to associate with anyone who was sexually
immoral, greedy, a drunkard, etc. so they themselves could not have been
doing these things as “carnal Christians”! Therefore, we know a carnal
Christian doesn’t do these things, but has merely envy, strife and division (1 Cor. 3:3,
NKJV).
On the other hand, there are many clear Scriptures that refute the serpent’s lie that
you are unknowingly contending for, such as Mt. 10:22, 33; Lk. 8:13; Heb. 3:14;
Rev. 2:10,11; 21:8; etc.
Regarding Mt. 10:22, you have twisted and distorted this clear and powerful
passage out of context to give an answer in conformity with eternal security:
“He that endures to the end shall be saved” refers to those who have survived the Jew’s
worst holocaust (which is yet to come under Antichrist) and are alive when Christ returns
to rescue Israel in the midst of Armageddon.

[2]

The clear context of Matthew chapter 10 reveals that Jesus was sending the disciples
forth to preach, verses 5-8. Among other related obstacles they would face, He centers in
on them being hated for being His disciples. That whole verse under examination says:
All men will hate you because of me, but he who stands firm to the end will
be saved (Mt. 10:22).

Again, that verse reveals that the disciples would be hated because of the Christ they
represent, but would have to endure that certain hatred to be saved, that
is, to actually enter the Kingdom of God! Mt. 10:22 has absolutely nothing to do
with the nation of Israel during the time of the return of Christ, as the context of the
chapter clearly reveals! True bereans will verify this fact for themselves and
change accordingly!
In conclusion, from all of this and much more that could be said, you are distorting
the Scriptures, like the other eternal security teachers, to the destruction of eternal
souls for whom Jesus died.
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I openly challenge you to a public debate on the believer’s security.
This would be one of the best ways to reveal that eternal security is not a Bible teaching
at all, even though Scriptures, used out of context or unrelated, are often cited for
support. This teaching, that you defend as part of the Christian faith, is not only a lie but
has changed the holy image of Christianity by stating that people
previously saved can afterwards be openly sexually immoral, drunkards,
greedy, etc. and still remain saved!
A very severe warning was issued by the Lord not to be the cause of another [“little
ones”] to sin (Lk. 17:1-3a). This teaching you defend has, undoubtedly, led to such over
the centuries. Even worse, there is no way to know how many will go to Hell in the
end as a result of this doctrine. Remember, after Eve heard the first message
on OSAS she immediately sinned! In light of all the aforementioned, you and
others who have been teaching this horrible doctrine should immediately renounce it
while you still have time. Then you should begin to vigorously expose and refute it
out of obedience to Scripture (Eph. 5:11; Jude 3,4).
Trusting in Jesus 100% For My Salvation,
Dan Corner
[A copy of this letter was sent to Dave Hunt in November, 1996 by certified mail. All Bible
references are from the NIV.]

[1]
[2]

The Berean Call, July 1996, p. 3, emphasis ours.
Dave Hunt, In Defense Of The Faith (Eugene, OR: Harvest House Publishers, 1996), p. 330.

It’s Possible To Lose What You Have
I. It’s possible to lose your crown:

I am coming soon. Hold on to what you have, so that no one will take your
crown (Rev. 3:11, NIV).

II. It’s possible to lose your share in the Holy City and tree of life:

And if anyone takes words away from this book of prophecy, God will take
away from him his share in the tree of life and in the holy city, which are
described in this book (Rev. 22:19, NIV).
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III. It’s possible to lose your spiritual rewards:
Be careful not to do your ‘acts of righteousness’ before men, to be seen by
them. If you do, you will have no reward from your Father in heaven (Mt. 6:1,
NIV).

IV. It’s possible to lose the joy of your salvation:
Restore to me the joy of your salvation and grant me a willing spirit, to
sustain me (Psa. 51:12, NIV).

V. It’s possible to have the Holy Spirit depart from you:

Now the Spirit of the LORD had departed from Saul, and an evil spirit from
the LORD tormented him (1 Sam. 16:14, NIV).

VI. It’s possible to lose your converts:
Watch out that you do not lose what you have worked for, but that you may
be rewarded fully (2 Jn. 8, NIV).

VII. It’s possible to lose your forgiveness:
In anger his master turned him over to the jailers to be tortured, until he
should pay back all he owed. This is how my heavenly Father will treat each
of you unless you forgive your brother from your heart (Mt. 18:34,35, NIV).

VIII. It’s possible to lose your soul:
Brethren, if any of you do err from the truth, and one convert him; Let him
know, that he which converteth the sinner from the error of his way shall
save a soul from death, and shall hide a multitude of sins (Jam. 5:19,20,
KJV).

Our battle with the world, the devil and the flesh requires
us to be constantly on our spiritual guard.
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Appendix I
Articles of the Remonstrance
Article First.
Conditional Predestination.—God has immutably decreed, from eternity, to save
those men who, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, believe in Jesus Christ, and by the same
grace persevere in the obedience of faith to the end; and, on the other hand, to condemn
the unbelievers and unconverted (John iii. 36).
Election and condemnation are thus conditioned by foreknowledge, and made
dependent on the foreseen faith or unbelief of men.
Second Article.
Universal Atonement.—Christ, the Saviour of the world, died for all men and for every
man, and his grace is extended to all. His atoning sacrifice is in and of itself sufficient for
the redemption of the whole world, and is intended for all by God the Father. But its
inherent sufficiency does not necessarily imply its actual efficiency. The grace of God may
be resisted, and only those who accept it by faith are actually saved. He who is lost, is
lost by his own guilt (John iii. 16; 1 John ii. 2).
The Arminians agree with the orthodox in holding the doctrine of a vicarious or
expiatory atonement, in opposition to the Socinians; but they soften it down, and
represent its direct effect to be to enable God, consistently with his justice and veracity, to
enter into a new covenant with men, under which pardon is conveyed to all men on
condition of repentance and faith. The immediate effect of Christ’s death was not the
salvation, but only the salvability of sinners by the removal of the legal obstacles, and
opening the door for pardon and reconciliation. They reject the doctrine of a limited
atonement, which is connected with the supralapsarian view of predestination, but is
disowned by moderate Calvinists, who differ from the Arminians in all other points. Calvin
himself says that Christ died sufficienter pro omnibus, efficaciter pro electis.
Third Article.
Saving Faith.—Man in his fallen state is unable to accomplish any thing really and
truly good, and therefore also unable to attain to saving faith, unless he be regenerated
and renewed by God in Christ through the Holy Spirit (John xv. 5).
Fourth Article.
Resistible Grace.—Grace is the beginning, continuation, and end of our spiritual life,
so that man can neither think nor do any good or resist sin without prevening, cooperating, and assisting grace. But as for the manner of co-operation, this grace is not
irresistible, for many resist the Holy Ghost (Acts vii.).
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Fifth Article.
The Uncertainty of Perseverance.—Although grace is sufficient and abundant to
preserve the faithful through all trials and temptations for life everlasting, it has not yet
been proved from the Scriptures that grace, once given, can never be lost.

[1]

[1]

The Creeds of Christendom, Edited by Philip Schaff (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, Reprinted 1993), Vol. 1, pp. 517-519.

Appendix J
Arminius

Perseverance
If there is no present assurance of final salvation, it is because there is the possibility of
falling from grace. Arminius’ extensive treatment of this in his Examination of Perkins’
Pamphlet has been discussed earlier. He does not depart from that position in his later
writings, but he refines some of his language about it. In the Declaration of Sentiments he
said that he had never affirmed “that a true believer can either totally or finally fall away
from the faith and perish.” Is this a reversal of his position in Perkins? He puts the matter
cautiously elsewhere: “Believers are sometimes so circumstanced as not to produce, for a
season, any effect of true faith, not even the actual apprehension of grace and the
promises of God, nor confidence or trust in God and Christ; yet this is the very thing which
is necessary to obtain salvation.”
This is in line with what he had said in Perkins, but has he departed from it in the
Declaration? The answer is that for Arminius a believer who ceases to trust God is no
longer a believer. When asked if believers can decline from salvation, Arminius replied
that the possibility, “when rigidly and accurately examined, can scarcely be admitted; it
being impossible for believers, as long as they remain believers, to decline from salvation.”
But does that mean that the elect become the nonelect? Arminius denies it, for the
term “believer” is not exactly equivalent to the term “elect.” “Since election to salvation
comprehends within its limits not only faith but likewise perseverance in faith, . . .
believers and the elect are not taken for the same person.”
In both these questions, assurance and perseverance, Arminius develops Reformed
theology in a manner somewhat apart from the later “mainstream,” but it is a development
of Reformed theology, not an intrusion of Pelagianism or humanism from the outside. And
there were many in the Reformed church of his day who agreed with him.

[1]

Assurance
Arminius felt that supralapsarianism led to either unwarranted security or unwarranted
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despair. He tried to construct a doctrine of assurance that would avoid these twin errors.
One point he wished to establish is that believers may have present assurance of present
salvation. “It is possible for him who believes in Jesus Christ to be certain and persuaded,
and, if his heart condemn him not, he is now in reality assured, that he is a son of God
and stands in the grace of Jesus Christ.” The absence of such assurance is, in fact, an
impossibility. “Since God promises eternal life to all who believe in Christ, it is impossible
for him who believes, and who knows that he believes, to doubt of his own salvation,
unless he doubts of this willingness of God.”
He supports this in his earlier writings with an enthymeme: “I believe in Christ,—
therefore I shall be saved.” But in the later and more mature Declaration of Sentiments
there is a more personal and evangelical answer: “Such a certainty is wrought in the
mind, as well by the action of the Holy Spirit inwardly actuating the believer and by the
fruits of faith, as from his own conscience, and the testimony of God’s Spirit witnessing
together with his conscience.” In pastoral application, such a person should be able “with
an assured confidence in the grace of God and his mercy in Christ, to depart out of this
life and to appear before the throne of grace without any anxious fear or terrific dread.”
There is one important limit to this assurance, however. Arminius sets up two
questions:
1. Is it possible for any believer, without a special revelation, to be certain or assured
that he will not decline or fall away from the faith?
2. Are those who have faith bound to believe that they will not decline from the faith?
The affirmative, he says, has never been accounted a catholic doctrine in the church,
and the negative has never been adjudged by the church universal a heresy. In other
words, there is no present assurance of final salvation.

[1]
[2]

[2]

Carl Bangs, Arminius: A Study in the Dutch Reformation (Grand Rapids, MI: Francis Asbury Press, Second Edition, 1985), pp. 348, 349.
Ibid., pp. 347, 348.

Appendix K
Synod of Dort

Fifth Head Of Doctrine On Perseverance

[1]

Article 1.
Those whom God, according to His purpose, calls to the communion of His
Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, and regenerates by the Holy Spirit, He also delivers from the
dominion and slavery of sin, though in this life He does not deliver them altogether from
the body of sin and from the infirmities of the flesh.
Article 2.
Hence spring forth the daily sins of infirmity, and blemishes cleave even to
the best works of the saints. These are to them a perpetual reason to humiliate
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themselves before God and to flee for refuge to Christ crucified; to mortify the flesh more
and more by the spirit of prayer and by holy exercises of piety; and to press forward to the
goal of perfection, until at length, delivered from this body of death, they shall reign with
the Lamb of God in heaven.
Article 3.
By reason of these remains of indwelling sin, and also because the
temptations of the world and of Satan, those who are converted could not persevere in
that grace if left to their own strength. But God is faithful, who, having conferred grace,
mercifully confirms and powerfully preserves them therein, even to the end.
Article 4.
Although the weakness of the flesh cannot prevail against the power of God,
who confirms and preserves true believers in a state of grace, yet converts are not always
so influenced and actuated by the Spirit of God as not in some particular instances
sinfully to deviate from the guidance of divine grace, so as to be seduced by and to
comply with the lusts of the flesh; they must, therefore, be constant in watching and
prayer, that they may not be led into temptation. When these are neglected, they are not
only liable to be drawn into great and heinous sins by the flesh, the world, and Satan, but
sometimes by the righteous permission of God actually are drawn into these evils. This,
the lamentable fall of David, Peter, and other saints described in Holy Scripture,
demonstrates.
Article 5.
By such enormous sins, however, they very highly offend God, incur a deadly
guilt, grieve the Holy Spirit, interrupt the exercise of faith, very grievously wound their
consciences, and sometimes for a while lose the sense of God’s favor, until, when they
change their course by serious repentance, the light of God’s fatherly countenance again
shines upon them.
Article 6.
But God, who is rich in mercy, according to His unchangeable purpose of
election, does not wholly withdraw the Holy Spirit from His own people even in their
greivous [sic] falls; nor suffers them to proceed so far as to lose the grace of adoption and
forfeit the state of justification, or to commit the sin unto death or against the Holy Spirit;
nor does He permit them to be totally deserted, and to plunge themselves into everlasting
destruction.
Article 7.
For in the first place, in these falls He preserves in them the incorruptible
seed of regeneration from perishing or being totally lost; and again, by His Word and
Spirit He certainly and effectually renews them to repentance, to a sincere and godly
sorrow for their sins, that they may seek and obtain remission in the blood of the
Mediator, may again experience the favor of a reconciled God, through faith adore His
mercies, and henceforward more diligently work out their own salvation with fear and
trembling.
Article 8.
Thus it is not in consequence of their own merits or strength, but of God’s
free mercy, that they neither totally fall from faith and grace nor continue and perish finally
in their backslidings; which, with respect to themselves is not only possible, but would
undoubtedly happen; but with respect to God, it is utterly impossible, since His counsel
cannot be changed nor His promise fail; neither can the call according to His purpose be
revoked, nor the merit, intercession, and preservation of Christ be rendered ineffectual,
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nor the sealing of the Holy Spirit be frustrated or obliterated.
Article 9.
Of this preservation of the elect to salvation and of their perseverance in the
faith, true believers themselves may and do obtain assurance according to the measure
of their faith, whereby they surely believe that they are and ever will continue true and
living members of the Church, and that they have the forgiveness of sins and life eternal.
Article 10. This assurance, however, is not produced by any peculiar revelation contrary
to or independent of the Word of God, but springs from faith in God’s promises, which He
has most abundantly revealed in His Word for our comfort; from the testimony of the Holy
Spirit, witnessing with our spirit that we are children and heirs of God (Rom. 8:16); and
lastly, from a serious and holy desire to preserve a good conscience and to perform good
works. And if the elect of God were deprived of this solid comfort that they shall finally
obtain the victory, and of this infallible pledge of eternal glory, they would be of all men
the most miserable.
Article 11. The Scripture moreover testifies that believers in this life have to struggle
with various carnal doubts, and that under grievous temptations they do not always feel
this full assurance of faith and certainty of persevering. But God, who is the Father of all
consolation, does not suffer them to be tempted above that they are able, but will with the
temptation make also the way of escape, that they may be able to endure it (1 Cor.
10:13), and by the Holy Spirit again inspires them with the comfortable assurance of
persevering.
Article 12. This certainty of perseverance, however, is so far from exciting in believers a
spirit of pride, or of rendering them carnally secure, that on the contrary it is the real
source of humility, filial reverence, true piety, patience in every tribulation, fervent prayers,
constancy in suffering and in confessing the truth, and of solid rejoicing in God; so that
the consideration of this benefit should serve as an incentive to the serious and constant
practice of gratitude and good works, as appears from the testimonies of Scripture and
the examples of the saints.
Article 13. Neither does renewed confidence of persevering produce licentiousness or a
disregard of piety in those who are recovered from backsliding; but it renders them much
more careful and solicitous to continue in the ways of the Lord, which He has ordained,
that they who walk therein may keep the assurance of persevering; lest, on account of
their abuse of His fatherly kindness, God should turn away His gracious countenance
from them (to behold which is to the godly dearer than life, and the withdrawal of which is
more bitter than death) and they in consequence thereof should fall into more grievous
torments of conscience.
Article 14. And as it has pleased God, by the preaching of the gospel, to begin this work
of grace in us, so He preserves, continues, and perfects it by the hearing and reading of
His Word, by meditation thereon, and by the exhortations, threatenings, and promises
thereof, and by the use of the sacraments.
Article 15. The carnal mind is unable to comprehend this doctrine of the perseverance
of the saints and the certainty thereof, which God has most abundantly revealed in His
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Word, for the glory of His name and the consolation of pious souls, and which He
impresses upon the hearts of the believers. Satan abhors it, the world ridicules it, the
ignorant and hypocritical abuse it, and the heretics oppose it. But the bride of Christ
has always most tenderly loved and constantly defended it as an inestimable treasure;
and God, against whom neither counsel nor strength can prevail, will dispose her so to
continue to the end. Now to this one God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, be honor and
glory forever. Amen.

[1]

The Encyclopedia of American Religions: Religious Creeds, J. Gordon Melton, Editor (Detroit, MI: Gale Research Company, 1988), pp. 181, 182.

Appendix L
Spurgeon’s Defense Refuted

Charles Haddon Spurgeon (1834-1892) was a famous Baptist minister who, among
other things, pastored the Metropolitan Tabernacle in London, England, smoked cigars[1]
and wrote a Defense Of Calvinism. One hundred years after his death, Spurgeon is still
favorably quoted and much respected by the uninformed, present-day church crowd.
Because this same man wrote an article entitled, A Defense Of Calvinism and that
same article is sometimes submitted as proof for that theological system (which would
include OSAS), it should, therefore, be dealt with. As with other teachings, Spurgeon’s
Defense must be tested (1 Thess. 5:21) with the Scriptures, which is final authority for the
Christian (2 Tim. 3:16,17). The following are my findings.

I.
Spurgeon shockingly declared Calvinism is the gospel and
Arminianism is heresy:
And what is the heresy of Arminianism but the addition of something to the work of
the Redeemer? Every heresy, if brought to the touchstone, will discover itself here. I
have my own private opinion that there is no such thing as preaching Christ and Him
crucified, unless we preach what nowadays is called Calvinism. It is a
nickname to call it Calvinism; Calvinism is the gospel, and nothing else.

[2]

Everyone who knows that the Bible does not teach Calvinism needs to be informed
that Spurgeon believed this way, before they are tempted to favorably quote this man as
an authority in a sermon, article, private conversation, etc. For Spurgeon to declare
Calvinism as the gospel and Arminianism as heresy immediately reflects
his overall darkened understanding of the entire Scriptures! Proof for this
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statement will soon be shown.

II.
Spurgeon denied a basic Scriptural truth about falling
away taught by the Lord Jesus and further added that he abhor
[s] such a message:
. . . nor can I comprehend a gospel which lets saints fall away after they are called, and
suffers the children of God to be burned in the fires of damnation after having once
believed in Jesus. Such a gospel I abhor.

[3]

What Does The Bible Teach About Falling Away?
“You will all fall away,” Jesus told them, “for it is written: ‘I will strike the shepherd, and
the sheep will be scattered.’ But after I have risen, I will go ahead of you into Galilee.”
Peter declared, “Even if all fall away, I will not.” “I tell you the truth,” Jesus answered,
“today yes, tonight before the rooster crows twice you yourself will disown me three
times.” But Peter insisted emphatically, “Even if I have to die with you, I will never disown
you.” And all the others said the same (Mark 14:27-31, NIV).

The KJV renders the words fall away in Mark 14:27 as offended and the NKJV
translates this as stumble. The reader should be advised that it is the same
Greek word found in Mk. 4:17, and the same person of Luke 8:13 where
both the KJV and NKJV use fall away:
But the ones on the rock are those who, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and
these have no root, who believe for a while and in time of temptation fall away (NKJV).
They on the rock are they, which, when they hear, receive the word with joy; and these
have no root, which for a while believe, and in time of temptation fall away (KJV).

These Scriptures prove that the Lord’s apostles (or saints) did fall away after they
were called, with Peter disowning Jesus three times. Though those eleven apostles all
came back to the Lord, other children of God, like Solomon and Saul, turned away and
never returned. Spurgeon, by his own admittance, abhors this Scriptural
truth! Remember this the next time you hear his name.
Getting back to Luke 8:13, also remember that Jesus taught people fall away
after they truly believe unto life. In other words, it is impossible to fall
away unless one first believes. Such is Jesus’ interpretation and is not
open to another!
Spurgeon can’t comprehend a gospel which lets saints fall away after they are called.
But the real gospel, as outlined in the Scriptures and which Paul preached and contended
for, states that a Christian can even believe in vain:
Moreover, brethren, I declare to you the gospel which I preached to you, which also
you received and in which you stand, by which also you are saved, if you hold fast
that word which I preached to you; unless you believed in vain. For I
delivered to you first of all that which I also received: that Christ died for our sins
according to the Scriptures, and that He was buried, and that He rose again the third day
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according to the Scriptures (1 Cor. 15:1-4, NKJV).

Clearly then, there are conditions attached to the real gospel of grace,
since it is definitely possible for a true Christian to believe in vain,
according to the word of God. This also makes the following Spurgeon quote wrong since
the Apostle Paul did not preach, as Spurgeon represents him:
The old truth that Calvin preached, that Augustine preached, that Paul preached, is the
truth that I must preach today, or else be false to my conscience and my God.

[4]

Remember, Augustine believed in Purgatory and promoted Mary
worship. (See chapter 2.) This was the real, unvarnished Augustine from
whom John Calvin drew his doctrines and who Spurgeon shockingly
exalts as the intermediate link to the Apostle Paul!

III.
Spurgeon was so convinced about the Calvinistic view
of falling away that he strangely concluded that the Bible is a lie
and he himself will be an infidel, if he ever came to believe that
even one saint of God can ever fall finally:
If one dear saint of God had perished, so might all; if one of the covenant ones be lost, so
may all be; and then there is no gospel promise true, but the Bible is a lie, and there
is nothing in it worth my acceptance. I will be an infidel at once when I can
believe that a saint of God can ever fall finally.

[5]

Of course, the Bible is not a lie, but instead the proven word of the living God. All C.
H. Spurgeon needed to do was accept the clear teaching of Scripture on the believer’s
security, as upsetting as it might be to him. Spurgeon and other once saved, always
saved (OSAS) teachers are actually placing a snare before all who listen to their message
of an unconditional security for the believer. Please note what the Scriptures teach about
an extreme, over sense of security:
Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall (1 Cor. 10:12, NKJV).

Do not be haughty, but fear
Moreover, true grace teaching declares the following:
You will say then, ‘Branches were broken off that I might be grafted in.’ Well said.
Because of unbelief they were broken off, and you stand by faith. Do not be
haughty, but fear. For if God did not spare the natural branches, He may not
spare you either. Therefore consider the goodness and severity of God: on those who
fell, severity; but toward you, goodness, if you continue in His goodness.
Otherwise you also will be cut off. And they also, if they do not continue in
unbelief, will be grafted in, for God is able to graft them in again (Rom. 11:19-23, NKJV).

IV. By his own admittance, Spurgeon’s personal belief in the
Calvinistic doctrine of the perseverance of the saints
prevented him from becoming of all men most miserable:
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I do not know how some people, who believe that a Christian can fall from grace,
manage to be happy. It must be a very commendable thing in them to be able to get
through a day without despair. If I did not believe the doctrine of the final
perseverance of the saints, I think I should be of all men the most
miserable, because I should lack any ground of comfort.

[6]

Dear friend, please know that truth, as recorded in the Bible, and not
what makes us happy should be our quest. Some doctrines in the Bible are
disturbing, like eternal, conscious torment awaiting the lost beyond the grave, but it is still
true. Truth can be disturbing at times.
Also, Spurgeon took part of a Scripture from the KJV out of context and somehow in
his mind connected it to the Calvinistic perseverance of the saints, a teaching which is not
found in Scripture. Below is what the Apostle Paul actually wrote and which Spurgeon
used out of context:
If in this life only we have hope in Christ, we are of all men most miserable (1 Cor.
15:19, KJV).

Paul was teaching there that a Christian’s hope in Christ extends beyond this life and
the grave, and is in no way even slightly connected to Calvin’s perseverance of the saints,
as Spurgeon suggests.
Furthermore, as already cited, Spurgeon wrote:
It must be a very commendable thing in them [Christians who believe they can fall from
grace] to be able to get through a day without despair.

But Paul and the other early Christians were not overcome with despair, as Spurgeon
suggests should come to rejecters of the perseverance of the saints doctrine as they
were. Instead, they walked in the fear of God themselves, as they also worked out their
salvation with fear and trembling:
Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have always obeyed, not as in my presence only, but now
much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and
trembling (Phil. 2:12, KJV).

Regarding falling from grace, the apostle Paul clearly believed such did occur to
some of the Galatians, who were at that same point, alienated from Christ:
Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be
of no value to you at all. Again I declare to every man who lets himself be
circumcised that he is obligated to obey the whole law. You who are trying to be justified
by law have been alienated from Christ; you have fallen away from grace
(Gal. 5:2-4, NIV).

Calvinism’s Evanescent Grace
How could Spurgeon, or any Calvinist, truly be sure of Heaven himself? Though they
might speak or write of salvation assurance, such really isn’t consistent with Calvinism!
According to that theology, Spurgeon and other Calvinists might have been merely
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reprobates all along and have only been given by God an evanescent grace, as Calvin
termed it:
. . . Experience shows that the reprobate are sometimes affected in a way so
similar to the elect that even in their own judgment there is no
difference between them. Hence, it is not strange, that by the Apostle a taste of
heavenly gifts, and by Christ himself a temporary faith is ascribed to them. Not
that they truly perceive the power of spiritual grace and the sure light of faith; but the
Lord, the better to convict them, and leave them without excuse, instills into their
minds such a sense of goodness as can be felt without the Spirit of
adoption . . . there is a great resemblance and affinity between the elect of God and
those who are impressed for a time with a fading faith . . . . Still it is correctly said, that the
reprobate believe God to be propitious to them, inasmuch as they accept the gift of
reconciliation, though confusedly and without due discernment; not that they are
partakers of the same faith or regeneration with the children of God; but because, under a
covering of hypocrisy they seem to have a principle of faith in common with
them. Nor do I even deny that God illumines their mind to this
extent . . . . there is nothing inconsistent in this with the fact of his enlightening
some with a present sense of grace, which afterwards proves
evanescent.

[7]

In light of John Calvin’s teaching, the salvation assurance that Calvinists speak of is
merely empty words, since they won’t really know until the very end of their
lives if they were elect or not! Perhaps, God just granted them an evanescent
grace in which they feel saved but really aren’t. By this teaching, Calvinists
shockingly portray the God who cannot lie (Titus 1:2) as forcing untrue
feelings on some people, in order to deceive them!

V.
Spurgeon clearly contradicts the message of Scripture
again! This time he believes there will be more people in
Heaven than in hell:
I believe there will be more in Heaven than in hell. If anyone asks me why I
think so, I answer, because Christ, in everything, is to ‘have the preeminence,’ and I cannot conceive how He could have the pre-eminence if there are to
be more in the dominions of Satan than in Paradise.

[8]

The Lord Jesus taught the majority will perish!
Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to
destruction, and there are many who go in by it. Because narrow is the gate and
difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it (Mt. 7:13,14, NKJV).

According to the Lord Jesus, there are only two groups of people with many of
them going to destruction, and only few being saved in the end.
Furthermore, the wide gate and broad way leading to destruction also implies that more
people are on that road and will enter through that gate into that eternal destiny than will
enter the narrow gate into life. Dear reader, if you are like most people, you too are on
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your way to eternal damnation. If so, you need to turn from your sins and put
your faith in Jesus for your salvation, Acts 20:21. Also, it is only a
trusting, submitting and enduring faith in the Lord Jesus that will bring
us into God’s Kingdom:
And you will be hated by all for My name’s sake. But he who endures to the end will be
saved (Mt. 10:22, NKJV).
For we have become partakers of Christ if we hold the beginning of our confidence
steadfast to the end (Heb. 3:14, NKJV).
Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer. Indeed, the devil is about to
throw some of you into prison, that you may be tested, and you will have tribulation ten
days. Be faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of life. He who has an ear, let
him hear what the Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes shall not be hurt by
the second death (Rev. 2:10,11, NKJV).

Please note: the second death is another name for the lake of fire
(Rev. 21:8). So being faithful until death is necessary for salvation’s sake,
according to the Lord Jesus.
Furthermore, Spurgeon cited a Scriptural clause about Christ having the
preeminence for his conclusion. Notice how it is actually used in the Scriptures:
And he is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from the
dead; that in all things he might have the preeminence (Col. 1:18, KJV).

The context of that verse reveals that Spurgeon has again misused Scripture for his
own purpose and faulty defense of a false theology.

VI.
Spurgeon contradicts John Calvin’s teaching about the
non-elect infants being damned to Hell, even though he
considers himself a Calvinist and Calvinism as the gospel:
I rejoice to know that the souls of all infants, as soon as they die, speed
their way to Paradise.

[9]

But John Calvin did not teach that all infants go to Paradise upon death! In contrast to
Spurgeon, John Calvin taught that non-elect infants would be condemned:
Hence, even infants bringing their condemnation with them from their
mother’s womb, suffer not for another’s, but for their own defect. For although they
have not yet produced the fruits of their own unrighteousness, they have the seed
implanted in them. Nay, their whole nature is, as it were, a seed-bed of sin, and therefore
cannot but be odious and abominable to God. Hence, it follows, that it is properly
deemed sinful in the sight of God; for there could be no condemnation without guilt.

[10]

I again ask how it is that the fall of Adam involves so many nations with their infants
children in eternal death without remedy, unless that it so seemed meet to God?
[11]
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At this point, Spurgeon’s defense of Calvinism seems to be more like a refutation to
Calvinism. Moreover, Spurgeon opposed infant baptism, which Calvin believed in:
In 1864, he preached a sermon against infant baptism and offended a large group
of evangelicals who had been his supporters.

[12]

Regarding infant baptism, Calvin taught the following:
Everyone must now see that paedobaptism, which receives such strong support from
Scripture, is by no means of human invention.

[13]

VII.
Spurgeon considers Scriptural truth that Jesus died for
all people who ever lived to be the most monstrous iniquity that
could be imputed to a pagan deity!
That Christ should offer an atonement and satisfaction for the sins of all
men, and that afterwards some of those very men should be punished for the sins of
which Christ had already atoned, appears to me to be the most monstrous iniquity
that could ever have been imputed to Saturn, to Janus, to the goddess
of the Thugs, or to the most diabolical heathen deities. God forbid that we
should ever think thus of Jehovah, the just and wise and good!

[14]

Spurgeon, and other Calvinists, deny the truth of the infinite work of
Christ as extending to all people, even those who will be lost in the end. Below are a few
Scriptures which reveal this definite error in Calvinism:
All we like sheep have gone astray; We have turned, every one, to his own way; And the
LORD has laid on Him the iniquity of us all (Isa. 53:6, NKJV).
But there were false prophets also among the people, even as there shall be false
teachers among you, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even denying the
Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction (2 Pet. 2:1, KJV).
And He Himself is the propitiation for our sins, and not for ours only but also for the
whole world (1 Jn. 2:2, NKJV).
For when we were still without strength, in due time Christ died for the ungodly
(Rom. 5:6, NKJV).
Regarding Rom. 5:6, for a Calvinist to embrace a view of grace and the atonement that will
only benefit those that go to Heaven is to say indirectly that those that go to Hell must not be
ungodly, since Christ died for all of the ungodly. But of course, those that are thrown into the lake
of fire are ungodly (Rev. 21:8; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; etc.). Therefore, Spurgeon’s Calvinism is also
clearly wrong about the infinite work of Christ.

VIII.
Spurgeon presumptuously states that he holds more
firmly to Calvinism, which is also known by some as the
doctrines of grace, than anyone else:
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There is no soul living who holds more firmly to the doctrines of grace than I
do. . . .

[15]

It is shear presumption to make such a comment, for there might have been someone
somewhere, that Spurgeon didn’t know about, who did hold more firmly to Calvinism than he did.
Moreover, since Calvinism is equated with grace, but is incorrect according to the
Scriptures, then Calvinism must be a false grace message. This is especially evident as
the Calvinists, and other OSAS proponents, would say David, while in adultery and murder,
remained saved all along. Jude warned of those that would turn grace into a license for
immorality. Christians are commanded to contend against this perversion of grace:
Dear friends, although I was very eager to write to you about the salvation we share, I felt
I had to write and urge you to contend for the faith that was once for all entrusted to the
saints. For certain men whose condemnation was written about long ago have secretly
slipped in among you. They are godless men, who change the grace of our God
into a license for immorality and deny Jesus Christ our only Sovereign and Lord
(Jude 3,4, NIV).

IX.
Spurgeon believed a heresy preacher, like the Arminian
John Wesley, could have been an apostle, if more were needed!
Most atrocious things have been spoken about the character and spiritual condition of
John Wesley, the modern prince of Arminians. I can only say concerning him that, while I
detest many of the doctrines that he preached, yet for the man himself I have
a reverence second to no Wesleyan; and if there were wanted two apostles to
be added to the number of the twelve, I do not believe that there could
be found two men more fit to be so added than George Whitfield and
John Wesley.

[16]

How could a heresy preacher be the Lord’s apostle? In other words, according
to Spurgeon, since Arminianism is a heresy and John Wesley was the modern prince of
Arminians, how then could he qualify for the office of apostle? Remember, among other things,
apostles teach doctrine and doctrine must be sound:
You must teach what is in accord with sound doctrine (Titus 2:1, NIV).
Again, Spurgeon reveals that he was an irrational thinker by describing Wesley as a prime
candidate for “apostle”!

In Conclusion
After comparing Spurgeon’s Defense Of Calvinism to the Scriptures, I’ve found his personal
beliefs and arguments for such not only weak, but much worse than that. They are clear
contradictions to the Holy Scriptures. Moreover, he flatly contradicted John Calvin, yet
all the while claimed to be a strong Calvinist. He also showed himself to be presumptuous and at
another time totally illogical by what he wrote about Wesley. With all of this in mind,
Spurgeon had an overall darkened and confused view of the Scriptures, as do
others that embrace Calvinism. He, therefore, cannot be justly branded the
prince of preachers like some unwittingly call him, even though he had a large
following in his day and is often favorably quoted in our day.
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Finally, and most importantly, Spurgeon’s gospel of Calvinism and doctrines
of grace are not the message of the Scriptures. If he truly knew the Scriptures,
he could not have written such a Defense of Calvinism, as he did. It would have
been impossible. In fact, if Spurgeon really understood the Scriptures he
would have been forced to openly renounce and refute Calvinism, as other
Christians have. In light of all of this information, no informed Christian,
especially one that is an Arminian, should ever quote this staunch Calvinist in
a way as to give the impression that he was profoundly informed about the
Scriptures. To do so is to actually act in a counterproductive way to the
spreading of basic, sound, Christian doctrine, which Spurgeon clearly opposed
by believing in and trying to defend Calvinism.

Spurgeon’s Example As A Cigar Smoker
While Mr. Spurgeon was living at Nightingale Lane, Clapham, an excursion was one
day organised by one of the young men’s classes at the Tabernacle. The brake with the
excursionists was to call for the President on their way to mid-Surrey.
It was a beautiful early morning, and the men arrived in high spirits, pipes and cigars
alight, and looking forward to a day of unrestrained enjoyment. Mr. Spurgeon was ready
waiting at the gate. He jumped up to the box-seat reserved for him, and looking round
with an expression of astonishment, exclaimed: “What, gentlemen! Are you not
ashamed to be smoking so early?”
Here was a damper! Dismay was on every face. Pipes and cigars one by one failed
and dropped out of sight.
When all had disappeared, out came the President’s cigar-case. He
lit up and smoked away serenely.
The men looked at him astonished. “I thought you said you objected to smoking, Mr.
Spurgeon?” one ventured.
“Oh no, I did not say I objected. I asked if they were not ashamed,
and it appears they were, for they have all put their pipes away.”
Amid laughter the pipes reappeared, and with puffs of smoke the
[17]
party went on merrily.

[1] This fact about his cigar smoking has been concealed in our day, but the older pre-1940 Spurgeon biographies include a chapter on his smoking. See quote
at the end of this appendix.
[2] The Autobiography of Charles H. Spurgeon (Curts & Jennings, Cincinnati—Chicago—St. Louis, 1898), Vol. I, p. 172.
[3] Ibid.
[4] Ibid., p. 167.
[5] Ibid., p. 172.
[6] Ibid., p. 173.
[7] John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion (Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1989), translated by Henry Beveridge, Book 3, Chapter 2, Section 11.
[8] The Autobiography Of Charles H. Spurgeon, p. 174.
[9] Ibid., p. 175.
[10] Institutes, 2.1.8.
[11] Ibid., 3.23.7.
[12] Walter A. Elwell, Evangelical Dictionary of Theology (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1984), p. 1051.
[13] Institutes, 4.16.8. Paedobaptism means infant baptism.
[14] The Autobiography Of Charles H. Spurgeon, pp. 175, 176.
[15] Ibid., p. 176.
[16] Ibid.
[17] William Williams, Charles Haddon Spurgeon: Personal Reminiscences (London: The Religious Tract Society, n.d.), pp. 30-32.
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Appendix M
Ante-Nicene Fathers on OSAS

The so called “Ante-Nicene Fathers” all lived before the council of Nicaea (325).
Some of these men were direct followers of the Lord’s Apostles, such as Ignatius
and Polycarp, who personally knew John. Polycarp was also the bishop of
Smyrna, when Rev. 2:10,11 was written. Clement might have been the same
person that knew the Apostle Paul and was mentioned by him in Phil. 4:3. Then
there were others who knew the people who knew the apostles. For example,
Irenaeus knew Polycarp personally and worked with him.
This appendix shows that the Ante-Nicene Fathers did not believe in the
teaching of OSAS, as some might think. This fact is significant for especially those
who are church historians, since these men predate Augustine of Hippo (354-430),
who taught OSAS. See pages 20-22.
Please know that the writings of the Ante-Nicene Fathers are non-inspired and
must not be placed on a par with Scripture; neither should they be consulted as to
learn the proper interpretation of Scripture. Again, these men, several of whom
died martyrs, are simply quoted to show that OSAS was not their doctrine. (Some
background information about these men is cited before their quotes refuting
OSAS.)

Clement (30-100)
Clement was probably a Gentile and a Roman. He seems to have been at Philippi
with St. Paul (A.D. 57) when that first-born of the Western churches was passing
[1]

through great trials of faith.

First Epistle Of Clement To The Corinthians
On account of his hospitality and godliness, Lot was saved out of Sodom when all
the country round was punished by means of fire and brimstone, the Lord thus
making it manifest that He does not forsake those that hope in Him, but gives up
such as depart from Him to punishment and torture. For Lot’s wife,
who went forth with him, being of a different mind from himself and not
continuing in agreement with him [as to the command which had been given
them], was made an example of, so as to be a pillar of salt unto this day. This was
done that all might know that those who are of a double mind, and who distrust the
power of God, bring down judgment on themselves and become a sign to all
succeeding generations.

[2]
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Polycarp (A.D. 65-155)
Of Polycarp’s life little is known, but that little is highly interesting. Irenaeus was his
disciple, and tells us that “Polycarp was instructed by the apostles, and was
brought into contact with many who had seen Christ” (Adv. Haer., iii. 3; Euseb.
Histo. Eccl., iv. 14).

[3]

Epistle Of Polycarp To The Philippians
I am greatly grieved for Valens, who was once a presbyter among you,
because he so little understands the place that was given him [in the
Church]. I exhort you, therefore, that ye abstain from covetousness, and that ye
be chaste and truthful. “Abstain from every form of evil.” For if a man cannot
govern himself in such matters, how shall he enjoin them on others? If a man
does not keep himself from covetousness, he shall be defiled by
idolatry, and shall be judged as one of the heathen.

[4]

The Encyclical Epistle Of The Church At Smyrna Concerning The
Martyrdom Of The Holy Polycarp
Polycarp was burnt at the stake as a martyr. Before he died he was given an
opportunity to deny the Lord and regain his freedom:
Then, the proconsul urging him, and saying, “Swear, and I will set thee at liberty,
reproach Christ;” Polycarp declared, “Eighty and six years have I served Him, and
He never did me any injury: how then can I blaspheme my King and my Savior?”

[5]

The Encyclical Epistle Concerning Martyrdom reads:
And, looking to the grace of Christ, they despised all the torments of this world,
redeeming themselves from eternal punishment by [the suffering
of] a single hour. For this reason the fire of their savage
executioners appeared cool to them. For they kept before their
view escape from that fire which is eternal and never shall be
quenched, and looked forward with the eyes of their heart to those good things
[6]

which are laid up for such as endure;

Ignatius (30-100)
Ignatius was the bishop of the church at Antioch, Syria. “His epistles were written
[7]

during his journey from Antioch to his martyrdom.”
John:

He also knew the Apostle

That he and Polycarp were fellow-disciples under St. John, is a tradition by no
means inconsistent with anything in the Epistles of either.

The Epistle To The Ephesians
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Do not err, my brethren. Those that corrupt families shall not inherit the kingdom of
God. If, then, those who do this as respects the flesh have suffered death, how
much more shall this be the case with any one who corrupts by wicked doctrine
the faith of God, for which Jesus Christ was crucified! Such an one becoming
defiled [in this way], shall go away into everlasting fire, and so
shall every one that hearkens unto him.

[9]

The Epistle To The Trallians
Flee also the impure Nicolaitanes, falsely so called, who are lovers of pleasure,
and given to calumnious speeches. Avoid also the children of the evil one,
Theodotus and Cleobulus, who produce death-bearing fruit, whereof if any one
tastes, he instantly dies, and that not a mere temporary death, but
one that shall endure for ever.

[10]

The Epistle To The Romans
All the pleasures of the world, and all the kingdoms of this earth, shall profit me
nothing. It is better for me to die in behalf of Jesus Christ, than to reign over all the
ends of the earth. “For what shall a man be profited, if he gain the whole world, but
lose his own soul?”

[11]

The Epistle To The Philadelphians
I therefore exhort you in the Lord to receive with all tenderness those that repent
and return to the unity of the Church, that through your kindness and
forbearance they may recover themselves out of the snare of the devil, and
becoming worthy of Jesus Christ, may obtain eternal salvation in the
kingdom of Christ. Brethren, be not deceived. If any man follows
him that separates from the truth, he shall not inherit the kingdom
of God; and if any man does not stand aloof from the preacher of
falsehood, he shall be condemned to hell. For it is obligatory neither to
separate from the godly, nor to associate with the ungodly. If any one walks
according to a strange opinion, he is not of Christ, nor a partaker of His passion;
but is a fox, a destroyer of the vineyard of Christ. Have no fellowship with such a
man, lest ye perish along with him, even should he be thy father, thy son,
thy brother, or a member of thy family.

[12]

Barnabas
Nothing certain is known as to the author of the following Epistle, The writer’s
name is Barnabas, but scarcely any scholars now ascribe it to the illustrious friend
and companion of St. Paul. External and internal evidence here come into direct
collision.

[13]
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The Epistle Of Barnabas
Let us then utterly flee from all the works of iniquity, lest these should take hold of
us; and let us hate the error of the present time, that we may set our love on the
world to come: let us not give loose reins to our soul, that it should
have power to run with sinners and the wicked, lest we become
like them. . . . Take heed, lest resting at our ease, as those who are
the called [of God], we should fall asleep in our sins, and the
wicked prince, acquiring power over us, should thrust us away
from the kingdom of the Lord. And all the more attend to this, my brethren,
when ye reflect and behold, that after so great signs and wonders were wrought in
Israel, they were thus [at length] abandoned. Let us beware lest we be found
[fulfilling that saying], as it is written, “Many are called, but few are chosen.”

[14]

Justin (A.D. 110-165)
Justin Martyr was born in Flavia Neapolis, a city of Samaria, the modern Nablous.
The date of his birth is uncertain, but may be fixed about A.D. 114. His father and
grandfather were probably of Roman origin. Before his conversion to Christianity
he studied in the schools of the philosophers, searching after some knowledge
which should satisfy the cravings of his soul. At last he became acquainted with
Christianity, being at once impressed with the extraordinary fearlessness which the
Christians displayed in the presence of death, and with the grandeur, stability, and
truth of the teachings of the Old Testament. From this time he acted as an
evangelist, taking every opportunity to proclaim the gospel as the only safe and
certain philosophy, the only way to salvation. It is probable that he travelled much.
We know that he was some time in Ephesus, and he must have lived for a
considerable period in Rome. Probably he settled in Rome as a Christian teacher.
While he was there, the philosophers, especially the Cynics, plotted against him,
and he sealed his testimony to the truth by martyrdom.

[15]

The First Apology of Justin
For we forewarn you to be on your guard, lest those demons whom we
have been accusing should deceive you, and quite diver you from reading and
understanding what we say. For they strive to hold you their slaves and servants;
and sometimes by appearances in dreams, and sometimes by magical
impositions, they subdue all who make no strong opposing effort for
their own salvation.

[16]

For not only he who in act commits adultery is rejected by Him,
but also he who desires to commit adultery: since not only our works,
[17]

but also our thoughts, are open before God.

Other Fragments From The Lost Writings Of Justin
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Expounding the reason of the incessant plotting of the devil against us, he
declares: Before the advent of the Lord, the devil did not so plainly know the
measure of his own punishment, inasmuch as the divine prophets had but
enigmatically announced it; as, for instance, Isaiah, who in the person of the
Assyrian tragically revealed the course to be followed against the devil. But when
the Lord appeared, and the devil clearly understood that eternal fire was laid up
and prepared for him and his angels, he then began to plot without ceasing
against the faithful, being desirous to have many companions in
his apostasy, that he might not by himself endure the shame of
condemnation, comforting himself by this cold and malicious consolation.

[18]

Irenaeus (last quarter of second century)
Between Marsielles and Smyrna there seems to have been a brisk trade, and
Polycarp had sent Pothinus into Celtic Gaul at an early date as its evangelist. He
had fixed his see at Lyons, when Irenaeus joined him as a presbyter, having been
his fellow-pupil under Polycarp. There, under the “good Aurelius,” as he is
miscalled (A.D. 177), arose the terrible persecution which made “the martyrs of
Lyons and Vienne” so memorable. It was during this persecution that Irenaeus was
sent to Rome with letters of remonstrance against the rising pestilence of heresy;
and he was probably the author of the account of the sufferings of the martyrs
which is appended to their testimony. But he had the mortification of finding the
Montanist heresy patronized by Eleutherus the Bishop of Rome; and there he met
an old friend from the school of Polycarp, who had embraced the Valentinian
heresy. We cannot doubt that to this visit we owe the lifelong struggle of Irenaeus
against the heresies that now came in, like locusts, to devour the harvests of the
Gospel . . . . The works he has left us are monuments of his fidelity to Christ, and
to the charges of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. Jude, whose solemn warnings now
proved to be prophecies. No marvel that the great apostle, “night and day with
tears,” had forewarned the churches of “the grievous wolves” which were to make
havoc of the fold. . . . The work of Irenaeus Against Heresies is one of
the most precious remains of early Christian antiquity. It is devoted,
on the one hand, to an account and refutation of those multiform Gnostic heresies
which prevailed in the latter half of the second century; and, on the other hand, to
an exposition and defence of the Catholic faith.

[19]

Irenaeus Against Heresies
If, therefore, even in the New Testament, the apostles are found granting certain
precepts in consideration of human infirmity, because of the incontinence of some,
lest such persons, having grown obdurate, and despairing altogether
of their salvation, should become apostates from God.

[20]

And truly the death of the Lord became [the means of] healing and remission of
sins to the former, but Christ shall not die again in behalf of those who now commit
sin, for death shall no more have dominion over Him; but the Son shall come in the
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glory of the Father, requiring from His stewards and dispensers the money which
He had entrusted to them, with usury; and from those to whom He had given most
shall He demand most. We ought not, therefore, as that presbyter
remarks, to be puffed up, nor be severe upon those of old time, but
ought ourselves to fear, lest perchance, after [we have come to]
the knowledge of Christ, if we do things displeasing to God, we
obtain no further forgiveness of sins, but be shut out from His
kingdom. And therefore it was that Paul said, “For if [God] spared
not the natural branches, [take heed] lest He also spare not thee,
who, when thou wert a wild olive tree, wert grafted into the
fatness of the olive tree, and wert made a partaker of its
fatness. . . .”

[21]

God showed Himself not well pleased in many stances towards those who sinned,
so also in the latter, “many are called, but few are chosen.” As then the
unrighteous, the idolaters, and fornicators perished, so also is it now: for both the
Lord declares, that such persons are sent into eternal fire; and the apostle
says, “Know ye not that the unrighteous shall not inherit the kingdom of
God? Be not deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, not
effeminate, nor abusers of themselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor covetous,
nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.” And
as it was not to those who are without that he said these things,
but to us.

[22]

It is therefore one and the same God the Father who has prepared good things
with Himself for those who desire His fellowship, and who remain in
subjection to Him; and who has the eternal fire for the ringleader of the
apostasy, the devil, and those who revolted with him, into which [fire]
the Lord has declared those men shall be sent who have been set
apart by themselves on His left hand. And this is what has been spoken
by the prophet, “I am a jealous God, making peace, and creating evil things;” thus
making peace and friendship with those who repent and turn to Him, and bringing
[them to] unity, but preparing for the impenitent, those who shun the light, eternal
fire and outer darkness, which are evils indeed to those persons who fall into them.
[23]

And to as many as continue in their love towards God, does He grant communion
with Him. But communion with God is life and light, and the enjoyment of all the
benefits which He has in store. But on as many as, according to their
own choice, depart from God. He inflicts that separation from
Himself which they have chosen of their own accord. But
separation from God is death, and separation from light is
darkness; and separation from God consists in the loss of all the
[24]

benefits which He has in store.

Hermas (second century)
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The Pastor of Hermas was one of the most popular books, if not the most popular
book, in the Christian Church during the second, third, and fourth centuries. It
occupied a position analogous in some respects to that of Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s
Progress in modern times; and critics have frequently compared the two works.
In ancient times two opinions prevailed in regard to the authorship. The most
widely spread was, that the Pastor of Hermas was the production of the Hermas
mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans. Origen states this opinion distinctly, and it
is repeated by Eusebius and Jerome.

[25]

The Pastor Book First. — Visions
But you are saved, because you did not depart from the living God,
and on account of your simplicity and great self-control. These
have saved you, if you remain steadfast. And they will save all who act in
the same manner, and walk in guilelessness and simplicity. Those who possess
such virtues will wax strong against every form of wickedness, and will abide
unto eternal life. Blessed are all they who practice righteousness, for they shall
never be destroyed.

[26]

The Pastor Book Third. — Similitudes
“All,” he continued, “who were brought before the authorities and were examined,
and did not deny, but suffered cheerfully — these are held in greater honor with
God, and of these the fruit is superior; but all who were cowards, and in doubt, and
who reasoned in their hearts whether they would deny or confess, and yet
suffered, of these the fruit is less, because that suggestion came into their hearts;
for that suggestion — that a servant should deny his Lord — is evil. Have a
care, therefore, ye who are planning such things, lest that suggestion remain in
your hearts, and ye perish unto God . . .”

[27]

Tertullian (c. 160-c. 220)
Tertullian was born a heathen, and seems to have been educated at Rome, where
he probably practiced as a jurisconsult. We may, perhaps, adopt most of the ideas
of Allix, as conjecturally probable, and assign his birth to A.D. 145. He became a
Christian about 185, and presbyter about 190. The period of his strict orthodoxy
nearly expires with the century. He lived to an extreme old age, and some suppose
even till A.D. 240. More probably we must adopt the date preferred by recent
writers, A.D. 220.

[28]

The Five Books Against Marcion
What will be the end of i [sic] the severed ones? Will it not be the forfeiture
of salvation, since their separation will be from those who shall attain salvation?
What, again, will be the condition of the unbelievers? Will it not be damnation?
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Else, if these severed and unfaithful ones shall have nothing to suffer, there will,
on the other hand, be nothing for the accepted and the believers to obtain. If,
however, the accepted and the believers shall attain salvation, it must needs be
that the rejected and the unbelieving should incur the opposite issue, even the
loss of salvation.

[29]

Against The Valentinians
For indeed you are already dead, since you are no Christian, because you do not
believe that which by being believed makes men Christian, — nay, you are the
more dead, the more you are not a Christian; having fallen away, after
you had been one, by rejecting what you formerly believed, even as
you yourself acknowledge in a certain letter of yours, and as your followers do not
deny, whilst our (brethren) can prove it.

[30]

On Repentance
But some think as if God were under a necessity of bestowing even on the
unworthy, what He has engaged (to give); and they turn His liberality into slavery.
But if it is of necessity that God grants us the symbol of death, then He does so
unwillingly. But who permits a gift to be permanently retained which he has
granted unwillingly? For do not many afterward fall out of (grace)? is
not this gift taken away from many? These, no doubt, are they who do
steal a march upon (the treasure), who, after approaching to the faith of
repentance, set up on the sands a house doomed to ruin. Let no one, then, flatter
himself on the ground of being assigned to the “recruit-classes” of learners, as if
on that account he have a license even now to sin.

[31]

On Modesty
Challenge me to front the apostolic line of battle; look at his Epistles: they all keep
guard in defense of modesty, of chastity, of sanctity; they all aim their missiles
against the interests of luxury, and lasciviousness, and lust. What, in short, does
he write to the Thessalonians withal? “For our consolation (originated) not of
seduction, nor of impurity:” and, “This is the will of God, your sanctification, that ye
abstain from fornication; that each one know how to possess his vessel in
sanctification and honor, not in the lust of concupiscence, as (do) the nations
which are ignorant of God.” What do the Galatians read? “Manifest are the works
of the flesh.” What are these? Among the first he has set “fornication, impurity,
lasciviousness:” “(concerning) which I foretell you, as I have foretold, that
whoever do such acts are not to attain by inheritance the kingdom
of God.” The Romans, moreover, — what learning is more impressed upon them
than that there must be no dereliction of the Lord after believing? “What, then, say
we? Do we persevere in sin, in order that grace may superabound?
[32]

Far be it.”
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. . . murder, idolatry, fraud, apostasy, blasphemy; (and), of come, too, adultery and
fornication; and if there be any other “violation of the temple of God.” For these
Christ will no more be the successful Header: these will not at all be incurred by
one who has been born of God, who will cease to be the son of God if he
do incur them.

[33]

Cyprian (c. 200-258)
LITTLE is known of the early history of Thascius Cyprian (born probably about 200
A. D.) until the period of his intimacy with the Carthaginian presbyter Caecilius,
which led to his conversion A.D. 246. That he was born of respectable parentage,
and highly educated for the profession of a rhetorician, is all that can be said with
any degree of certainty. At his baptism he assumed the name of his friend
Caecilius, and devoted himself, with all the energies of an ardent and vigorous
mind, to the study and practice of Christianity.
His ordination and his elevation to the episcopate rapidly followed his
conversion. With some resistance on his own part, and not without great
objections on the part of older presbyters, who saw themselves superseded by his
promotion, the popular urgency constrained him to accept the office of Bishop of
[34]

Carthage (A.D. 248), which he held until his martyrdom (A.D. 258).

The Treatises of Cyprian
Whosoever that confessor is, he is not greater, or better, or dearer to God
than Solomon, who, although so long as he walked in God’s ways, retained that
grace which he had received from the Lord, yet after he forsook the Lord’s way he
lost also then Lord’s grace. And therefore it is written, “Hold fast that which
thou hast, lest another take thy crown.” But assuredly the Lord would not
threaten that the crown of righteousness might be taken away,
were it not that, when righteousness departs, the crown must also
depart.

[35]

Confession is the beginning of glory, not the full desert of the crown; nor does it
perfect our praise, but it initiates our dignity; and since it is written, “He that
endureth to the end, the same shall be saved,” whatever has been
before the end is a step by which we ascend to the summit of
salvation, not a terminus wherein the full result of the ascent is
already gained . . . if, finally, forsaking the Church in which he has become a
confessor, and severing the concord of unity, he shall have exchanged his first
faith for a subsequent unbelief, he may not flatter himself on account of
his confession that he is elected to the reward of glory, when from
[36]

this very fact his deserving of punishment has become the greater.
And again he says, “Let no man deceive you with vain words; for because of these
things cometh the wrath of God upon the children of disobedience. Be not ye
therefore partakers with them.” We must withdraw, nay rather must flee, from
those who fall away, lest, while any one is associated with those who walk
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wickedly, and goes on in ways of error and of sin, he himself also, wandering
away from the path of the true road, should be found in like guilt.

[37]

But let not Christ be forsaken, so that the loss of salvation and of an eternal
[38]

home should be feared.

Treatises Attributed To Cyprian
Therefore all things must be suffered, all things must be endured; nor should we
desire the means of rejoicing for a brief period, and being punished with a
perpetual burning. For you ought to remember that you are bound, as it were,
by a certain federal paction, out of which arises the just condition either of
obtaining salvation, or the merited fearfulness of punishment. You
stand equally among adverse things and prosperous, in the midst of arms and
darts; and on the one hand, worldly ambition, on the other heavenly greatness,
incites you.

[39]

If you fear to lose salvation, know that you can die; and, moreover, death
should be contemned by you, for whom Christ was slain. Let the examples of the
Lords passion, I beseech you, pass before your eyes; let the offerings, and the
rewards, and the distinctions prepared come together before you, and look
carefully at both events, how great a difficulty they have between them. For you
will not be able to confess unless you know what a great mischief you do if you
deny. Martyrs rejoice in heaven; the fire will consume those who are enemies of
the truth. The paradise of God blooms for the witnesses; Gehenna will enfold
the deniers, and eternal fire will burn them up. And, to say nothing of
other matters, this assuredly ought rather to urge us, that the confession of one
word is maintained by the everlasting confession of Christ; as it is written,
“Whosoever shall confess me on earth before men, him also will I confess before
my Father, and before His angels.”

[40]

A Treatise Against The Heretic Novatian
But whom will the Lord Christ chiefly deny, if not all of you heretics, and
schismatics, and strangers to His name? For ye who were some time
Christians, but now are Novatians, no longer Christians, have
changed your first faith by a subsequent perfidy in the calling of your name. I
should wish you to reply to your own proposition. Read and teach: whom of those
who had failed or denied Him, while He was still with them, did our Lord deny? Yet
also to the others of the disciples who had remained with Him He saith, “Will ye
also go away?” Even Peter, whom He had previously foretold as about to deny
Him, when he had denied Him, He did not deny, but sustained; and He Himself
soothed him when subsequently bitterly bewailing his denial.

A Treatise On Re-Baptism
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For all those, by denying the true Christ, and by introducing or following
another — although there is no other at all — leave themselves no hope or
salvation; not otherwise than they who have denied Christ before men, who
must needs be denied by Christ; no consideration for them being made from their
previous conversation, or feeling, or dignity, equally as they themselves have
dared to do away with Christ, that is, their own salvation, they are
condemned by the short sentence of this kind, because it was manifestly said by
the Lord, “Whosoever shall deny me before men, I also will deny him before my
Father which is in heaven.”
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